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Forward
I would never be able to convey my feeling of pride on being asked
to write the forward to this book, particularly as it relates the history of
a club that has been a major part of my life since joining in 1938.
Having joined the club prior to the Second World War, I was
privileged to have known many of the original foundation members.
They were exceptional people who had witnessed or participated in
the worst carnage in human history, followed by a world wide
depression that effected nearly every person on earth.
These setbacks did not stop them from founding a voluntary
community service to safeguard the beach that they considered their
own personal treasure. This was no easy task but they achieved their
goal with the courage and humour which is typical of Australians.
As you read of their achievements and those who followed them,
you cannot but feel truly thankful for their marvellous efforts.
Scattered amongst these deeds of courage are humorous happenings involving people who are, in my
opinion, those who kept up the spirit of the club when ever problems arose.
Like many Australians, they were not keen on discipline but accepted it, realising that it was necessary
if they wished to keep their beach safe. While they carried out this mammoth task they were prominent in
the areas of rescues and competition, compiling a record of which they can feel very proud.
In conclusion I wish to express my own pride at being only a very small part of this wonderful, happy go
lucky group.

J. F. Howie.
Jack Howie, one of the Club's Gentlemen, was asked to write the forward for the book
as the History Committee felt there was no one more suited because of his long involvement
and active participation with the North Narrabeen club.
Jack joined the Surf Club in 1937 and gained his Bronze Medallion the following season,
1938-39.
Positions and Club awards were:-

Jack over the years
1939 (top)
1959 (below)

Bronze Instructor's Certificate, 1939-40.
Examiner's Certificate, 1940-41.
Club Captain for 3 years from 1940-41.
Chief Instructor for 3 years to 1942-43.
Awarded the Club Honour Blazer in 1943-1944.
Board of Examiner's member from 1943-44 to 1949-50.
Active patrol member for12 years to 1949-50.
Active reserve a further 9 years to 1958-59.
Awarded Life Membership of the Club 1959-60.
Honorary Beach Inspector for 4 years.
A member of the Social and Awards Committee and Club delegate to the SLSA.
A Management Committee member for 12 years.
Club Registrar for 26 years, retiring at the 1986-87 season.
Awarded the Sydney Northern Beaches SLSA ‘Prominent Service Award’ in 1999
for his club involvement.
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Introduction

This book is basically a history of a group of individuals whom form a club to provide a voluntary
community service. It has been compiled to record for eternity the pride and dedication these people have
provided to the existence of Narrabeen for over one hundred years.
Surf clubs and the surf lifesaving movement, are part of Australia’s heritage and are unique throughout
the world.
The rescue of human lives that are recorded here are only a fraction of those that actually occurred.
Those that appear in this book are quite dramatic and try to explain the anguish, effort and feeling of
accomplishment that those involved felt.
Surf clubs would never have survived without the humour and good times that appear within these
pages. There are thousands of tales that could be told and the best of them are here for readers to find.
The early settlers who found this paradise that is now known as Narrabeen.
The hardy pioneer members, who came from all walks of Sydney lifestyle.
The club members struggle to survive the horror of World War I.
The golden years of the Jazz era – The harsh times of the Great Depression.
The Second World War and emergence of the young brigade.
Post war struggle to survive – The Holden era and the Clubbies versus the Boardies.
Revival years during the 1960s and 1970s.
Consolidation and improvements in the 1980s and 1990s.
And finally drama as ninety years of existence is achieved.
This is a story that is relative to Australia, the ability of individuals to share hardships and good times in
making it such a wonderful country.
Within these pages you will meet champions and dignitaries, but mainly ordinary citizens whose input
have ensured that there will always be a surf club at North Narrabeen.
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Section I
HEROES

The North Narrabeen Surf Life Saving Club has provided a voluntary service for the safety of the
community for the past ninety years. Our annual reports show that during surf patrol hours the club
members have performed 3,866 rescues since records began in 1928-29.
There have also been numerous rescues over the years that were never recorded, upholding the
Association standard of “Vigilance and Service”
The club can claim that no lives have been lost while patrols were on duty.
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Meritorious Awards
The National Shipwreck Relief Society of NSW was formed in Sydney
on 25th July 1897 and, in 1902, His Majesty Edward V11 gave
permission for it to be known as the Royal Shipwreck Relief and Humane
Society of NSW. In 1968, Her Majesty the Queen approved the change
of name to the Royal Humane Society of NSW in common with all
British Commonwealth Nations.
The earliest recorded meritorious award for a rescue on Narrabeen Beach was back in 1907 when a
youngster named Don McLean performed a surf rescue and was rewarded for his efforts.
Don McLean was an early member in the club’s foundation years and his rescue and the efforts of
Albert Mutkins convinced the Narrabeen Progress Association that a life saving club was needed on the
Narrabeen peninsular.
Under the headline “Dangers of Surfing”

Narrow escape at Narrabeen... the Sydney Morning Herald of Jan.18 1907 recorded that Mr. John
Parker Johnstone, a young man, was caught in an undertow.
Mr. Don McLean and another person went to his assistance and after a short struggle brought him
ashore.
In an article in the Manly Daily on August 9, 1973, McLean was interviewed and gave an account of the
rescue to Charles E McDonald of the Manly, Warringah and Pittwater Historical Society.

It was on January 16, 1907 when Johnstone was taken out in the undertow, McLean went to his
assistance but found that he could not swim with his charge back to the beach. He took him onto a
convenient sandbank and called for a line to the end of which was attached an old fashioned lifebuoy.
However Johnstone was swept of the sandbar and again McLean had to try to swim in with him to
reach the buoy, and as he put it,

“He finally hooked Johnstone into it”. Mr Larkin and Mr Gibbons, assisted by Don’s father, hauled the
line in.
None of the rescuers had any training in either surf rescue or first aid relating to the surf.
Don smiled as he recalled them up-ending the half-drowned Johnstone by the legs and pumping his
legs to expel the water, after which they poured Brandy down his throat!!
The life line had been installed on the beach, mounted on a pole at the instigation of the Narrabeen
Progress Association a short time previously.
Having effected the rescue on Johnstone, Don had to rescue his own young brother who had tried to
throw out the lifeline and had got into the surf and trouble and then again rescue Johnstone who, becoming
excited after his first rescue, had rushed again into the surf, no doubt intent on assisting McLean bringing
his 10-year-old brother “Hughie” to safety.
For his action in rescuing Johnstone, Donald McLean was recommended by the local Progress
Association for recognition by the Shipwreck Society and was awarded the Society’s CERTIFICATE AND
BRONZE MEDALLION.
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ALBERT MUTKINS 12TH JANUARY, 1913
ROYAL SHIPWRECK SOCIETY AWARD
On the 12th January, 1913 Albert Mutkins entered the water with a life line and swam out to Mr Vasek,
but before reaching him, he was rescued by means of a boat manned by Mr Thackeray.
Albert Mutkins was awarded the ROYAL SHIPWRECK RELIEF

AND

HUMANE SOCIETY CERTIFICATE

OF

MERIT.

WILF BARNETT 6TH FEBRUARY, 1932
SLSA MERITORIOUS AWARD IN BRONZE
In a rough and treacherous sea at Newcastle Beach during the progress of the Newcastle’s Annual
Surf Carnival two surf life-saving boats, Dee Why and Swansea Caves’ junior crews were capsized.
The lives of the crew of Swansea Caves’ boat were endangered through them leaving the boat when
it was carried into proximity of the rocks at the northern end of the beach.
Beltmen made unsuccessful attempts to reach the men in danger, but it remained for Wilfred Barnett
of the North Narrabeen SLSC to perform what seemed an almost impossible task.
Under the instructions of carnival referee T.Glazebrook, he swam out with a belt and, after a particularly
arduous struggle, he succeeded in making contact with two men, W.Robson of the Swansea Caves boat
crew and another rescuer who had got into difficulty.
Despite his own exhaustion, Wilf removed his belt and instructed the two men to cling to it while he set
out to assist four men requiring help farther to sea.
Meanwhile, the Manly Lifesaving Club’s boat crew succeeded by great skill in launching their boat in
a sea which threatened it with the same fate as the Dee Why and Swansea Caves boat crews.
The swimmers being assisted by Wilf were in broken water near the rocks. Wilf Barnett, seeing the
Manly boat now out beyond the breakers, wisely led the other swimmers to calmer waters where they
were picked up and landed at a less dangerous part of the beach.
Wilf made his way back, a distance of fully 400 yards, and reached the beach safely.
The referee highly praised the bravery and initiative of Wilf Barnett and the Manly boat crew for they
were undoubtedly responsible for a successful ending to what had all the appearance of a probable
tragedy.
For his effort Wilfred Barnett was awarded the SLSA MERITORIOUS AWARD IN BRONZE FOR “ CONSPICUOUS
BRAVERY IN THE SURF”

SID WRIGHT 11TH JANUARY, 1934
SLSA CERTIFICATE OF MERIT
At about 7am at North Narrabeen beach, on 11th January 1934, Sid. Wright, a probationary member
of the club was called on to rescue a bather named “Newton”, who had been carried out in rough seas.
With only an inexperienced man and woman to control the reel and line, Sid swam out to the distressed
bather, who became unconscious when Wright reached him.
In the rough surf both Wright and his patient were badly buffeted resulting in Sid loosing his grip on
Newton on three occasions.
At a crucial stage, fortunately, lifesavers John Reilly and Wally Proudfoot arrived on the scene and
were able to relieve Wright from a difficult and dangerous situation.
The Meritorious Awards Committee of the SLSA were of the opinion that Sid Wright, not qualified in
surf life saving at the time, behaved very “ pluckily “ under such severe conditions, and he undoubtedly
was responsible in the first place for the saving of Mr. Newton’s life.
For his effort Sid Wright was awarded the SLSA CERTIFICATE
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MERITORIOUS AWARDS

BILL PILON 26TH DECEMBER, 1934
ROYAL SHIPWRECK SOCIETY AWARD
SLSA CERTIFICATE AWARD
On the 26th December 1934, at about 2pm a Mr. Bowyer entered the surf at an isolated spot on the
Narrabeen Beach. Before entering the water, Bower had partaken of his lunch.
After being in the water a few minutes, he was seized with cramp and was being carried out to sea by
an undertow. Some children on the beach noticed his plight and ran to Bill Pilon’s butcher shop and told
him about the person in trouble.
Bill ran to the beach about 300yds away. Divesting himself of part of his clothing, he entered the water
and swam to Bowyer’s assistance who was then about 150yds from the shore. Upon reaching Mr Bowyer,
Bill found him in a semi-conscious condition, his knees doubled up and his face in the water.
Bill attempted to tow Bowyer ashore, but owing to the rough sea and a strong undertow he made little
headway.
Two members of the NNSLSC then arrived with a life line and belt and towed Bowyer ashore. Bill Pilon
reached the shore without assistance and then assisted in the resuscitation of Mr. Bowyer.
For his part in the rescue Bill Pilon was awarded The BRONZE MEDAL and the CERTIFICATE OF MERIT OF THE
ROYAL SHIPWRECK RELIEF AND HUMANE SOCIETY OF NSW and the SLSA CERTIFICATE OF MERIT.

JACK BARRETT AND CARL READ 2ND MARCH, 1935
SHARK ATTACK AND RESCUE
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT
SILVER AND BRONZE MEDALS
At about 5.45pm on Saturday, 2nd March 1935, Herbert Bede McFarlane was surfing at North
Narrabeen about 60 yards from the shore. Another man was in the surf 30yds distant.
McFarlane was heard to scream for help. Barrett and Read, who were in the clubhouse, ran to the
beach, a distance of about 70yds with Barrett plunging into the surf and swimming to McFarlane’s
assistance.
Barrett got hold of McFarlane and was swimming with him towards the shore when Read swam out
with a belt and line and assisted to get McFarlane out of danger.
When they arrived at the clubhouse, it was seen that McFarlane had received frightful injuries. He was
conveyed to Manly District Hospital where it was found he had expired.
The Royal Shipwreck and Humane Society awarded the two members with CERTIFICATES
the SILVER MEDAL to Jack Barrett, and the BRONZE MEDAL to Carl Read.

OF

MERIT and

WILLIAM THOMAS ROUT 21ST DECEMBER 1947
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT
LETTER OF COMMENDATION
Honorary Member William Thomas Rout, age 16 was crossing the Ocean Street bridge, Narrabeen
Lake, when he saw a young boy disappear under the water.
Rout, who was in a bathing costume, immediately dived in and succeeded in getting the boy to land.
Rout called for assistance and members of the North Narrabeen SLSC were quickly on the scene.
After attempts to revive the boy by the club members he was found to be not responding to their efforts.
The Royal Shipwreck and Humane Society awarded a CERTIFICATE OF MERIT to William Thomas Rout
and a LETTER OF COMMENDATION to the North Narrabeen SLSC for their prompt action and efficiency.
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The following are citations from the records of the Royal Australian Air Force.

DISTINGUISHED FLYING CROSS
FLYING OFFICER NORMAN OSWALD SHEEHAN - 428853
Flying Officer Sheehan has completed a very large number of sorties and has displayed a high standard
of determination and devotion to duty.
Recently he engaged a U-boat and, in the face of accurate anti-aircraft fire, pressed home his attack,
straddling the submarine with depth charges.
This officer displayed commendable courage and determination throughout.

DISTINGUISHED FLYING CROSS
PILOT OFFICER ERIC CHARLES PATON - 423312
Pilot Officer Paton is an outstanding navigator who, throughout his many eventful operations, has consistently
displayed a fine fighting spirit, enthusiasm and courage of a high order.
He has participated in attacks against road, rail and sea communications in Italy prior to the battle for Rome.
On many of these operations he remained over heavily defended targets for long periods.
On three occasions he was detailed for mining operations the River Danube, two of which were skilfully
completed.
During one attack bad visibility and low clouds covered large stretches of the river but, undeterred, Pilot
Officer Paton navigated his aircraft to the correct area to make the attack a brilliant success.
As a result all shipping was stopped on the Danube for fifteen days causing considerable disruption to the
enemy.
Another time he took part in an attack against an airfield when bright moonlight and a clear sky prevailed
throughout the long and difficult flight.
The area around the target was most intensely defended and it was necessary to identify the target visually.
Despite this hazard Pilot Officer Paton remained over the defended area for a considerable time and the
airfield was successfully bombed.

LETTER OF COMMENDATION AND ILLUMINATED ADDRESS
PILOT OFFICER KEN COLLIER
Pilot Officer Ken Collier was one of the many RAAF Pilots who were transferred to the RAF and to fly
“Spitfires” in the Battle of Britain.
Pilot Officer Collier was stationed in the midlands of England with their duties being to obstruct the “flying
bombs” being sent to England by the enemy.
It was on one of the sorties that Collier engaged a flying bomb which was about to fall on an English village
below.
With skill and expertise he positioned his aircraft behind the flying bomb, throttled back on the Spitfire and
positioned his wing underneath the deadly flying object.
He then successfully manoeuvred the aircraft with the missile on its wing to nearby vacant forest and disposed
his plane of its deadly cargo.
His action saved many lives and damage to the village of which they awarded Pilot Officer Collier as gratitude.
Ken Collier continued flying missions with the RAF and he was posted missing believed killed in action
in 1944.
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BOXING DAY RESCUE 26TH DECEMBER, 1952
BRONZE AWARD
5 CERTIFICATES OF MERIT
LETTER OF COMMENDATION
At approximately 7.20pm on 26th December 1952, the launch “Alcyone” was reported to the Collaroy
Police to be in difficulties off the Warriewood headland.
After observing the launch, the police realised it was in grave danger of being smashed onto the rocks,
with the two occupants, and it was decided to contact the North Narrabeen SLSC, where a dance was
in progress.
The police officers in charge Sergeant Charlie Adams and Constable Harry Turner of Collaroy and
Sergeant Turner of Mona Vale after consulting the club president, Jack King it was decided to launch the
club’s surfboat with a crew comprising of:- Messrs. Norman Ambrose, James Mason, Ronald Noonan,
Leslie Brown, Ronald Wells and Kenneth Hodges.
Much difficulty was experienced in getting the surf boat to sea owing to the heavy surf and large shore
dump, but with the assistance of car lights the boat eventually cleared the beach and found their way out
through the raging surf.
The crew were then faced with a two mile row to the Warriewood headland where the launch was now
only 100yds from the rocks with a heavy surf breaking.
It was impossible to manoeuvre the surf boat closer than 50yds from the launch.
Ken Hodges then dived over from the surfboat with the belt and line which was part of the surfboat
equipment and swam to the disabled launch, where he attached a rope to the stern.
The boat crew then slowly pulled the launch further out to sea, away from the immediate danger, but
when only 300yds out the line broke;
Hodges then secured another line to the launch which was fastened with great difficulty owing to the
heavy seas and high wind prevailing.
The crew had to now wait for assistance and keep rowing to be able to keep the rescued launch a safe
distance from the pounding surf and the dangerous shore line.
At 11.30pm the police launch “Nemesis” arrived, our boys had been in the water approx 3hrs. The
Police assistance had to come from Circular Quay as at this time the Water Police operations were all
situated at this base.
The Police boat quickly found the crew of the surfboat and Ken Hodges, who was on the launch.
All were suffering from exposure and exhaustion as they were clad in only swimming costumes.
A line was thrown from the police launch to Hodges on the “Alcyone” but Hodges could not attach it.
Les Brown and Jim Mason then dived from the Police launch and swam to the disabled craft and
attached the line.
The towing of the launch and the surfboat was slow owing to the heavy sea and the strong wind from
the south.
After about an hour, the tow line on the surf boat snapped. Hodges immediately dived overboard and
swam to the boat with a line which he fastened to the water-logged surfboat.
Later it broke again and owing to the fact that it was completely submerged, it was abandoned
By the time the police launch with the “Alcyone” in tow arrived at Circular Quay our members had been
exposed to the elements for nearly 12hrs.
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The official finding stated:

There is no doubt Ken Hodges risked his life in his courageous action in swimming to the distressed
launch and his efforts were undoubtedly the cause of two lives being saved.
The efforts of the boat crew are also deserving of the highest praise and with Hodges were an integral part
in this meritorious rescue.
Their actions were typical of the sacrifices surf life savers are prepared to make in the saving of life.
The Royal Humane Society of NSW awarded the following:BRONZE AWARD to Constable Ken Hodges.
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT to James Mason, Norm Ambrose, Ron Noonan, Les Brown, Ron Wells.
LETTER OF COMMENDATION to the North Narrabeen SLSC for their prompt action in putting their boat and
crew to sea and being the ultimate means of saving two lives.

DAVE ROMAIN 3RD JANUARY, 1984
BRONZE MEDAL
LETTER OF COMMENDATION
On 3rd January, 1984 at about 5.45am a 5.49 metre fibreglass runabout with four men on board
capsized about twelve metres from the rocks off Barrenjoey Headland throwing the men into the sea.
Dave a crew member of a nearby cruiser, observed the plight of the men, who were not wearing life jackets,
and when the cruiser, driven by Eric Gibbs of South Narrabeen SLSC, manoeuvred as close as possible
Dave dived overboard and rescued one of the men. At the same time another small boat arrived and
picked up another man who had managed to gain a hold of the side of the capsized boat.
Dave then boarded the capsized boat and rescued the third man, Dave diving into the water to support
him as he was pulled to safety. Dave then dived in again to search the semi-submerged vessel for the
fourth missing man without success.
His body was seen some ten minutes later and Dave again dived overboard and lifted the man from
the water but he did not respond to resuscitation.
For their efforts the following awards were made:Dave Romain - ROYAL HUMANE SOCIETY OF NSW BRONZE MEDAL
Eric Gibbs ROYAL - HUMANE SOCIETY OF NSW LETTER OF COMMENDATION

KEN HODGES 2ND SEPTEMBER, 1979
BRONZE MEDAL
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT
On September 2nd 1979, Mr Wagg, the licensee of The Grand Hotel, Bega, alerted all guests that a
fire had broken out on the ground floor of the hotel.
Accompanied by Sergent Hodges, Mr Wagg kicked down the door of the burning room but the were
both forced to retreat from the intense heat and smoke until the use of a fire extinguisher enabled them to
effect an entrance.
The occupant of the room was lying on a smouldering bed and Mr Wagg moved the man onto the
floor. Sergeant Hodges assisted in moving the injured man to safety. They then returned to the room and
removed the burning mattress into the courtyard.
As a result of his effort, Mr Wagg suffered third degree burns to his hands, left thigh and slight burns
to his feet. As a result of these injuries the middle finger of his right hand was amputated.
Sergeant Ken Hodges was treated for smoke inhalation.
For their efforts the following awards were made.
William Wagg - ROYAL HUMANE SOCIETY OF NSW BRONZE MEDAL
Ken Hodges - ROYAL HUMANE SOCIETY

OF

NSW CERTIFICATE OF MERIT
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MERITORIOUS AWARDS

GLENN JAMES 9TH APRIL, 1978
STAR OF COURAGE
SILVER MEDAL
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT
LIFESAVER OF THE YEAR
In 1978 Glenn James was the recipient of three Meritorious Awards involving a rescue of three swimmers
at the southern headland of Warriewood Beach.
It was late in the afternoon when the call came from the Mona Vale Police for assistance.
The story begins with extracts from the statement by Senior Constable J.E Garnett of Mona Vale
Police

At about 5.45 pm on Sunday 9th April 1978 in the company of Constable G Williams I attended
Warriewood Beach in Car 29/1 and went to the rocks at the southern end of the beach where I saw three
persons in difficulties in very heavy surf off the rocks.
They were getting close to the rocks and in my opinion were in grave danger. I immediately went to the
Warriewood Surf Club where I changed into a pair of shorts and took a surf board from the clubhouse to
make an attempt to rescue the three persons in the surf.
I entered the surf in the middle of the beach which was almost in darkness and commenced to paddle out
to sea. I reached a point about 70yds off shore where there was a shallow sand bank where I noticed there
was a strong undertow, also there was a strong rip running out towards the southern end of the beach and
the seaweed was so thick that it was difficult to wade without getting tangled in it.
I spent about 20 minutes at this point trying to get through the break but the waves were so big and with
so much force breaking on the sandbank I could not get through.
Glenn’s statement reads as follows

I answered the phone at North Narrabeen SLSC and a rather frantic lady told me that there were three
people in difficulties on the southern end of the Warriewood Beach and that I must hurry, so I told
Carl Ross and others of the situation and that the lady had not been able to contact any one at the
Warriewood SLSC.
So in the light of the situation that the lady had described we elected to take a torpedo buoy and
Carl Ross, Marcus Romain and myself jumped in my car and hastened up to Warriewood where we could
see nothing until we went to the bottom of the drive.
I looked back and saw members of the Warriewood club running around so I pulled up and got out to see
if I could help when a person running up the beach called “grab some torpedo buoys”.
I stripped to my costume and grabbed a torpedo buoy and started to run around the rocks to a point
where I had to wait for a lull to round it, to reach a rock platform.
It was while rounding this point that I got my first glimpse of the people in trouble.
At this time they seemed they were about 20 to 30 yds from the rocks.
Two of the swimmers were supporting a third and everybody was shouting to them to swim out to sea
and away from the rocks.
When I got around to the rock platform there were a couple of other people there, I think it was two and
they were the ones telling the boys to swim to sea.
For a couple of minutes I stood looking at the sea, looking at the timing and the wash of the waves when
this big wave came up and washed the whole platform nearly dislodging us from our foot-holds.
I then went back to the edge and continued to study the break when all of a sudden the perfect wave
came. So I decided to take a chance and have a go at swimming out.
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I dived off the rocks, through the wave and swam like hell. It was hard at first but when the backwash
reached me it was easier taking me out of the break. When I reached them, I asked if they were OK, besides
the obvious problem and then went to put the torpedo buoy around the tiredest one,
I did not realise that he was being supported by his mates so much that when they released him so that I
could drop the clip he went down without a fight which was quite a surprise to me.
I then told them to start swimming further from the rocks and I would go back to get more torpedo buoys
which, when I got close to the rocks as I dared a person on the rocks attempted to throw to me but they fell
short on both occasions, so I had to pick my time to swim in and retrieve them because the surge of the
water against the rocks was dangerous.
I then started out to sea with the two torpedo buoys in tow and could not see them so I shouted to them
for directions.
After a while I saw them bob up on a wave. When I reached them I secured the other two swimmers with
the tubes and took the third swimmer in tow and told them we were going to head north away from the
rocks towards the centre of the beach.
After sometime of swimming in the dark with the only lights coming from the headlights from cars on the
beach, we reached the centre of the beach so I decided to edge our way in and see if the break was safe
enough to negotiate, when a set of three waves “capped” across the top of us.
I was able to grab two of them but the third was washed about five yards further in so I kept hold of the
other two and swam around them to grab the other one and told them to make for the sea so as to get
beyond the “capping” break to a safe place and sit it out.
After a few minutes I saw what I thought was a search light around the point and thought it wont be too
long before they find us which only did take about five minutes because although I didn’t know if the
people on the beach were able to get occasional sighting so the power boat from Dee Why was virtually
guided right to us.
They picked us up and we headed back to Fishermans Beach (Collaroy) where it was safe to land due to
the sea conditions and the number on board when we finally made contact with dry land.
While all this was going on Carl Ross and Marcus Romain decided to return to North Narrabeen
SLSC and launch the club’s IRB which would have been very difficult due to the darkness and the
dangerous sea pounding on the beach with a full southerly wind blowing.
The rescue craft was being pulled down the beach for launching when we received a call from
Warriewood SLSC that they had been picked up.
From Senior Constable J.E.Garnett’s statement the following was recorded:

I am a member of the South Curl Curl SLSC of which I have been a member for 10yrs and I have been
associated with the SLSA movement and this club for the past 20yrs.
I am the holder of the SLSA Qualifying Certificate, Bronze Medallion and Instructors Certificate. I
have been a surfboard rider for the past 20yrs and have held Surf board Championships at the South Curl
Curl SLSC.
I am currently attached to the Mona Vale as a Water Police Unit having previously been attached to the
Sydney Water Police at Dawes Point.
At the time the within mentioned rescue was carried our conditions were such that in my opinion if
assistance had not been given to the three persons in the water they would have surely drowned.
The conditions were also such that I feel that it was not possible to get through the surf with any of the
conventional rescue craft available.
In my experience with the Surf Life Saving Movement I cannot recall a rescue that would compare with
the one performed by Glenn James on this occasion where he assisted three persons in darkness, in very
treacherous seas and I would not hesitate to recommend him for the highest award possible for the courage
shown by him. It is my opinion that he placed his own safety at grave risk to affect the rescue.
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In 1979 Glenn James was the recipient of three Meritorious Awards for an act of bravery. The first, a
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT from the NATIONAL COUNCIL OF SURF LIFE SAVING OF AUSTRALIA and was presented by the
State Governor, Sir Roden Cutler, VC, at the NSW Surf Life Saving Championships held at North Narrabeen
beach on the 9th March 1979.
The second award was the SILVER MEDAL OF THE ROYAL HUMANE SOCIETY OF NSW, the highest category
of 4 that the august body confers. This was presented by the Premier of NSW at the Sydney Town Hall.
Thirdly, THE STAR OF COURAGE was awarded to Glenn. This uniquely Australian decoration, made by the
Governor General and approved by the Queen, is for “conspicuous courage in circumstances of extreme
peril”.
Because the first two Star of Courage Medals had been presented by Her Majesty the Queen, it was
hoped that Glenn’s would follow suit.
After talks between the G-G’s representatives and Buckingham Palace officials, it was decided that
the medal would be bestowed locally.
The Manly-Warringah SLSA had awarded Glenn the LIFESAVER OF THE YEAR which was sponsored by
British Airways who donated a return trip to London to the recipient. So, while Glenn’s hope along with
others was dashed by “red tape”, he was able to see the outside of Buckingham Palace thanks to the
donor of the Branch Award.
Many tributes followed the rescue and we record the following:

Dear Glenn,
I was one of the three idiots rescued off Warriewood Beach on Sunday April 9. I am just writing on
behalf of the three of us to thank you for your expert help.
You undoubtedly saved the lives of all three of us.
I would particularly like to thank you for your bravery and calmness throughout the whole rescue.
I would also like to apologise for all the trouble we caused and for dragging Glen away from his beer.
Sincerely
Adam Markwell (pom)
Alistair Fraser (pom)
David Marnie (aussie)
Lammas House
Chapmore End
Ware
Hertfordshire
England.
Dear Glenn,
My son, Adam Markwell has sent me the cuttings about your rescue at Warriewood. My wife and I want
to add our own thanks for your magnificent effort. You must be a remarkably strong swimmer. The
account of it frightened us - thank goodness we didn’t know about it at the time. I have often read about
Australian Surf lifesaving Clubs, but had little thought that we should ever be involved. Adam said he
was going to buy you a beer, I hope he did, but in any event I enclose a very small token of our appreciation,
please have one with us!
If you ever come to England please look us up as you are most welcome.
Yours sincerely
Bryan Markwel
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Warringah Shire Council
Civic Centre
Dee Why
Dear Glenn,
I read with great interest the stories about your rescue of the three young fellows who got into trouble.
Being a fellow resident of the Warringah Shire and a strong supporter of the Surf Lifesaving movement
in this Shire, I feel very proud to know that we have young men like yourself who are prepared to risk their
lives to save people in trouble, usually through their own fault. You acted in the best tradition of the Life
Saving Movement and in doing so, you did surf lifesaving in Warringah Shire a tremendous service
King regards,
Yours sincerely,
Councillor Paul Couvret
An extract from the Daily Mirror:

Mirrorview - "A Lesson For The Critics"
The tremendously worthwhile and often unsung work of the heroes of our beaches was brought home
dramatically by the rescues of the weekend.
Undeterred by the raging seas a teenage hero without a lifeline dived from the rocks to save the lives of
three young surfers swept away by a rip.
Glenn James, 19, of North Narrabeen Surf Club, who has been a lifesaver since he was 13, heard a
distress call about three young surfers who had gone swimming about dusk.
He jumped into his car to see if he could help.
Glenn was just one young kid, albeit fit and well trained, against the mountainous seas.
This was an act of great courage and endurance. So often the teenager of today is described as indolent,
selfish and ignorant to the needs of others.
What rubbish! The action of this young lifesaver highlights the work of thousands and cannot be praised
too highly. It is an object lesson to those who criticise the Australian youth of today.

MICHAEL COX AND MICK HAILSTONE
BRONZE MEDAL
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT
LETTER OF COMMENDATION
At about 11am on 23rd May 1976, three men who were on a fishing trip from Sydney Harbour took
their cruiser to the north-eastern side of Long Reef in answer to a radio call to rescue a skin diver who
appeared in trouble.
They were to seaward to the bombora when a large wave capsized the boat into the broken water of
the bombora.
Mike Cox with Michael Hailstone went to their rescue in a Power Surf Rescue Boat. One man was
partly under water and Mike Cox had to jump into the sea to get him into the Rescue Boat.
Michael Hailstone took him ashore and on the return trip with Mr Ford onboard Michael Hailstone was
injured when the Rescue Boat struck a submerged rock, collapsed.
Mr Foord returned to the beach with Michael Hailstone and then swam out to assist Mick Cox who had
remained in the water to support the other two men who were then brought to shore, but these men failed
to respond to resuscitation.
For their efforts the following awards were made.
Mick Cox - ROYAL HUMANE SOCIETY OF NSW BRONZE MEDAL
Robert Ford - ROYAL HUMANE SOCIETY OF NSW CERTIFICATE OF MERIT
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Life Members
ASSOCIATION
National Council SLSA
1944 Jack Cameron
1955 George Lindsay

NSW State Centre SLS
1949 Jack Cameron
1953 George Lindsay
1998 Bill Worth

NSW Juvenile State Centre SLS
1986 Bill Worth

Sydney Branch SLS
1949 Jack Cameron
1954 George Lindsay

Manly-Warringah Branch SLS
1949 Jack Cameron
1954 George Lindsay
1989 Bob Parkhill

Manly-Warringah Juvenile SLS
1974 David Lawler
1979 Ken Brown
1982 Bill Worth

Surf Life Saving Australia
2002 Bill Worth

Surf Life Saving NSW

Jack Cameron George Lindsay

Bill Worth

Bob Parkhill

2003 Bob Parkhill
2003 David Lawler

SLS Sydney Northern Beaches
1994 Bill Worth
1999 David Lawler
2001 Maureen Worth
2003 Ted Whittaker

Dave Lawler

Ken Brown Maureen Worth Ted Whittaker

NORTH NARRABEEN SURF LIFE SAVING CLUB INC
AWARDED
R.R. LISTON*
S. EXTON*
C. SCHULTZ*
W.W. WHITE*
MRS. M. BUTCHER*
C. PROUDFOOT*
J.R. CAMERON*
G. BIBB*
J.L. BLACK*
C.E. BUTCHER*
G.A. LINDSAY*
H.J. BARNES*
A.T. KING*

PRIOR 1925
PRIOR 1925
PRIOR 1925
PRIOR 1925
PRIOR 1927
PRIOR 1927
PRIOR 1929
PRIOR 1932
PRIOR 1932
1935
1939
1939
1939

J.A. KING*
W.E. BARNETT*
E.J. MILLER*
W.A. THEARLE*
R.G. QUILL*
C.E. BRADY*
J.F. HOWIE
J.C. BLISS*
N. AMBROSE*
D.W. LAWLER O.A.M.
W.K. BARNETT
A. GREEN*
R.C. PARKHILL

AWARDED
1939
1939
1944
1955
1955
1958
1959
1960
1962
1968
1973
1976
1979

R.C. CORISH B.E.M.*
F.A. SLATER
E.J. BALKIN
E.J. WHITTAKER
W.J. WORTH
M.A. GEROS
C.C. HODGKINSON
D.N. MCMANUS
MRS. M.A. WORTH
M.N. ROSE
K.J. BROWN
B.J. BLACKMORE
C.M. ROSS
W.E. SUTERS

AWARDED
1980
1981
1982
1982
1986
1987
1988
1990
1992
1994
1997
1999
2003
2003
* Deceased
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1770-1900

The Beginning
THE FIRST SIGHTING OF THE AREA
It all began with an official recorded sighting of the Narrabeen area, by the then, Lieutenant Commander
James Cook.
Cook’s ship’s records showed as follows, in an extract from the ship’s log.

Monday 7th May 1770.
H.M.S. Endeavour.

Lieutenant Commander James Cook.

Little wind. Southerly, serene pleasant weather, in P.M. found the variations by several Azimuth’s to be
8 Deg: E, and some broken land that appeared to form a bay bore N 40 Deg: W, distance 4 leagues. This
bay I named Broken Bay.
Captain Cook is recognized as possibly the greatest hydrographer and explorer of all time, he made
very few errors but the location of the present site of the North Narrabeen Surf Life Saving Clubhouse is
one of his small ones. Governor Arthur Phillip later corrected this in 1788 and it was again corrected by
Mathew Flinders in 1802.
James Cook can be excused for his error, as it was near sunset and his small ship was 20 kms from the
shoreline. The hilly background of the lake’s entrance was shrouded in
smoke, due to the Aboriginal custom of continually burning dead
undergrowth, shrubs and trees, to protect their bark lean-to’s and
reproduce new food to attract the abundant wildlife, that was essential
to their existence.
Cook would never have visualized that 142 years later a group of
men and women would form an organization to safeguard the waters,
that he had mistakenly named Broken Bay. He would surely have felt
proud, had he seen first hand, a place where these dedicated people
began a tradition of vigilance, service and courage that has been carried
on for nearly a century.
It was not until the early 1800s that this area gained a permanent
name.
Narrabeen’s early inhabitants

A popular belief of early settlers was that a young Aboriginal girl
called Narrabang warned the British troopers that a band of escaped convicts, were planning a murder.
They were guided by this gallant lass but arrived too late to prevent the massacre. The claim that her
heroic effort ensured the surrounding area was later known as Narrabeen, a name founded on youth and
fortitude.
The area was slow to populate and there were only a few brave settlers prepared to associate with
escaped convicts and venture into this little known paradise. Even the peaceful Aborigines drifted away
or died from diseases introduced by the white settlers.
By 1880 all the area, that is now known as the Narrabeen Peninsula, was still titled the John Ramsay
Estate, the land having been granted to an ex-convict by that name but who had lost his entitlement,
through non use of the land and the banks then bought the grant.
The banks sold the grant to developers who either leased or sold portions of the grant to farmers,
graziers or orchardists.
In the early part of the 20th century, the peninsula area was mainly a thick forest of giant fig and gum
trees. This land was subdivided into building blocks that were sold at an average price of £60.
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A few hardy battlers began to build small cottages while others, more affluent, constructed more
spacious houses that were mainly used on weekends and holidays.
Very quickly people began to discover the beauty and tranquillity of Narrabeen, especially the protected
southern foreshore near the lake’s entrance to the ocean, where during the summer months they would
frolic in the crystal clear water.
The late Don McLean, who made a heroic rescue off the beach adjacent to the lake’s entrance in
1907, related that the local resident families organised regular clubs of Lake Watchers from their ranks.
They were to safeguard their children and visitors, who flocked to this patch of the lake’s swimming
paradise that was kept pristine, clean, by the ever changing tide.
It is certain, with the growing popularity of surf bathing, the pioneers of the North Narrabeen Surf Life
Saving Club had many original lake watchers in their ranks.
So Captain Cook’s early sighting, became the home of a young tree of hardy settlers, who would
witness and suffer wars, plagues, drought, floods, fire, cyclones and extreme poverty. Some of these ever
growing branches would prove unkind to the surrounding natural beauty and environment but one of
these branches grew strong and trustworthy and dedicated to the well being of mankind, as it became a
very proud and distinguished surf life saving club.
Read on and enjoy the adventures and accomplishments of these wonderful men and women, who
made this a very strong and worthy part of Australian history.
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THE NAMING OF NARRABEEN A MYSTERY
To date, none of the recognised historians have been able to positively prove how the name Narrabeen
was derived. There are three major debatable theories.
In August 1788 Dr. White, a member of an exploration party led by Governor Arthur Phillip, recorded
in his diary how the group took three days to eventually cross a swampy lake, today known as Narrabeen
Lakes. He also wrote that,
Some of the party, including himself, became ill after eating beans that grew around the lake’s foreshore.
He described them as long narrow beans. Whether this small entry was later to relate to the lake’s name
is unknown.
In 1802 Lieutenant Grant in command of the HMS Lady Nelson, reported recapturing two escaped
convicts from the mouth of Narrabine creek. It is assumed that this refers to the lake’s entrance but where
he got the name, still remains a mystery.
The most popular belief was published in the Town and Country Journal in 1886. This article told how
a First Fleeter named Reynolds, with his family settled near the lake, during the early 1800s and were
brutally murdered by a roving band of escaped convicts.
The story describes how Narrabang, in an Aboriginal dialect, who was the daughter of Yowal, the
leader of the local Aboriginal tribe, alerted Government troopers to the planning of a murder and guided
them to the isolated Reynolds homestead, to try and prevent the family’s massacre. The troopers guided
by the gallant lass arrived too late. The story maintained that her heroic effort ensured that the area was
given the name of Narrabeen.
This story is riddled with conflicting dates, as Reynolds is said to have managed the land grant for
John Ramsay but the murders were dated around 1814, four years before Ramsay received title to the
land. Records of land settlement were nearly non-existent during this period and no one is willing to deny
that Reynolds did not farm this land, hoping to receive a future Government grant.
Government Surveyor James Meehan surveyed the land surrounding the lake in 1811 and named the
waterway Narrabang Lake. This was its first official title and the name was derived from the Aboriginal
description, a place of many swans, yet
in the Reynolds version, although the
Aborigines also called it Narrabang, its
meaning was, place of forked waters.
Most of the original settlers believed
the Reynolds story and Don McLean,
whose family came to Narrabeen in
1884, resided in a homestead close to
the ruins of a burnt out dwelling, that was
said to be the site of the Reynolds home.
He was very positive in describing the
exact spot were these ruins had existed.
There is a area, at the mouth of Deep
People sitting on the site of the original Reynolds’ homestead.
Creek that is known as Mad Mick’s Point,
This area is today bounded by Mactier, Park, Goodwin and Lakeside Streets.
which is the same name as the leader of
the convicts, that were supposedly camped there before they carried out the horrific murders.
The next mention of the name is in 1824 when a grant of land at North Narrabeen was given to
P. Schaffer, a German farmer.
How Narrabang, Narrabine, Narrabin, became Narrabeen is anyone’s guess but with so many different
languages involved including Aboriginal, English, Irish, Scottish and German, it will always be a difficult
task to solve the mystery, of how Narrabeen really got its name.
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Most people are curious to learn about their ancestors, where and how they lived and the geography,
nature and general conditions that were in existence.
This curiosity carries through to persons joining associations or clubs and when such a group reaches
nearly a century of existence, its foundations and roots become much deeper than many people realise,
especially if that club’s exact place of location is mentioned in the earliest known records of Australian history.
Governor Phillip, after his early exploration between Broken Bay, Port Jackson and Botany Bay, estimated
that there were around 1500 Aborigines in this area, the majority were from the Gammarraigal, Karingal,
Dnarug and Cannalgal tribes, the latter mainly around Narrabeen.
In 1788 Phillip explored Broken Bay by boat and shortly afterwards ventured by land from Sydney
Cove, to examine the southern foreshores of this large natural harbour. It proved quite a task as the
following extract from his journal describes,

“A large lake which we examined, th’o
not without great labour, for it is
surrounded with bog and large marshes
in which we were frequently up to the
middle. There we saw a black swan, it
was larger than the common swan and
when it rose, after being fired at, the
wings appeared to be edged with white,
there is red on the bill and it is a very
noble bird. With great labour (3 days)
we got around the swamp and marshes”.
The party waited for a low tide to
finally cross the lake and it seems they
camped near what is known as
Flock of swans on Narrabeen Lakes during the 19th century
Sheepstation Hill at Warriewood. He
also reported that the natives were friendly offering his party food and shelter.
1809 saw Richard Cheers granted land at Manly and Andrew Thompson established a salt burner at
Scotland Island on Pittwater. Cheers did not settle his grant till 1814 when John Ramsay also received a
grant at Narrabeen on the southern foreshores of the lake and supposedly began farming this land.
This is a period where historians differ regarding the legend of the Reynolds family massacre and
there are numerous theories but nobody can prove that the incident did not occur, as official records of
that era are virtually non-existent. Many ex-soldiers and some convicts with a “ticket of leave” the first
stage of a pardon, squatted on land, cultivated it and then sought a Government land grant. As early as
1824 an official visitor to Narrabeen recorded being shown a giant cabbage tree that marked the burial
place of the Reynolds family. During 1877 a religious dignitary was shown the crumbling ruins of their
homestead, which was near the intersection of what is now Mactier and Park Streets, where he remarked,

“Their history should be written in blood, if ever red-handed crime flourished in any country, It flourished
in triumph here”.
Don McLean born in Narrabeen in 1889 vividly remembered these ruins and described them as,

“The place where that chap and his family were killed.”
Descendants of most of Narrabeen’s pioneers could relate some knowledge that the incident did
occur. At this time the whole area between North Harbour (Balgowlah) and Pittwater was known as
Broken Bay. It was a refuge for escaped convicts and a diminishing group of mostly unfriendly natives,
although Yowal, leader of the Cannagal tribe, is said to have befriended John Ramsay.
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Ramsay was soon joined by Philip Schaffer, a German farmer who came to the colony by the request
of Governor Phillip, to supervise the convicts’ feeble attempt at agriculture. He spoke very little English
and settled a government grant of 50 acres that included the intersection of Garden St and Powderworks
Road, North Narrabeen.
1822 saw the banks purchase John Ramsay’s grant, which included the whole Narrabeen Peninsula
and extended to where Jenkins Street, Collaroy is situated. The Government Gazette listed it as having,

10 acres of wheat - 20 of maize - 3 of vegetables - 6 horses - 20 cattle - 16 hogs.
D’Arcy Wentworth bought the land but quickly sold it to James Jenkins.
James Jenkins was responsible for the development of early Narrabeen and he was an active, progressive
person who, with his brother, had been sentenced to death in England for stealing seven sheep. This was
commuted to transportation to New South Wales where, as a convict, he became a capable builder,
stonemason, shipbuilder and farmer. Because of his enterprising character he was soon granted land at
Dee Why and, when his daughter Elizabeth inherited his best friend’s (Alexander McDonald) Warriewood
- Mona Vale grant, he assumed control of all the coastal strip of land from Mona Vale to Dee Why. He
successfully turned his property into a grazing area for livestock
Broken Bay, including Narrabeen, was gaining a disreputable name and was constantly referred to by
judicial officials Burke and Miller as,

“That part of the country is well known to bushrangers and other bad characters”.
This stigma affected the settlement of land north of Narrabeen and only the brave and hardy attempted
to settle. James McCarr (McCarrs Creek) was robbed of everything he owned, while Henry Gaskin who
was granted 60 acres in 1820 at Careel Bay sold it in 1834 for five shillings, although William Oliver, a
timbercutter at Bayview who lived in a ramshackle hut, defied the bushrangers and shot and captured
one of their leaders. He survived and raised a very large family that is a legend in Mona Vale.
Narrabeen was beginning to attract more settlers, James McDonald developed 30 acres where Jamison
Park and Pipeclay Point are today. Ex-convict John Clarke settled near the Schaffers, whose grant was
now being supervised by Thomas McIntosh who also had a grant which included the land that is now the
Bayview Golf Course.
John Clarke established himself with very hard labour but suffered a nasty setback when a bushranger
held him up, stole all his household goods and left him tied up totally naked.
A cattle drover, of that time, John Whaley related that,

“The only road to Sydney then open was by Lane Cove - Narrabeen - Pittwater and as I traveled
backwards and forwards along it with said cattle, I became acquainted with the few settlers in the
neighbourhood, constantly passing Mount Ramsay (Collaroy Plateau) and the Jenkins homestead.”
In the Journal of Excursion to Brisbane Waters published in 1826 the writer describes crossing
Narrabeen Lake,

“Over a fine sand that felt so velvety to
our naked feet, that we almost regretted it
was not broader”.
The many beaches situated around the
harbour were attracting colonial bathers,
especially their children, who had watched
with envy the Aborigines frolic happily in
the crystal clear water during the hot
summer months. The authorities and
church dignitaries frowned upon this
practice and the Governor was forced to
pass an Act prohibiting public bathing
between 6 a.m. and 8 p.m.

Paddlers at the mouth of Narrabeen Lakes 1898
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The following years into the 1860s saw lawlessness and conflict in the Narrabeen-Mona Vale- Newport
area become comparable to the American Wild West at its worst.
Thomas Collins, who had been assigned to Jenkins when he was a convict, gained a grant near Clarke
and Schaffer. He soon began to persecute David Foley, who was feuding with John Farrel at Newport.
Accusations of arson and cattle stealing were leveled at both these ex-convicts by Foley, whose neighbour,
Catholic minister Thomas Therry at Avalon, was also being troubled by mysterious theft and stock loss.
In 1843 Foleys’ young son was found shot dead, murder was suspected but no action was taken.
In 1849 Collins was caught red handed stealing Foley’s property, mainly kitchen utensils. He indicated
he would plead guilty to the charge but
before the case could be heard, Foley
was shot dead. Collins and his brotherin-law, Frank Poyntner, were accused of
the murder but acquitted through lack
of evidence.
James Jenkins’ son took over his
deceased father’s holdings and James
Wheeler settled 40 acres on the
southern shores of the lake where the
War Veterans Village is now situated.
This area was to become known as Old
Narrabeen.
A dirt track to the city from Pittwater
via Narrabeen - Lane Cove wandered for
70 miles (120 kms) It was mainly used by
drovers as most goods came via Manly.
During 1861 Charles DeBoos, a
travelling journalist wrote of passing
Jenkins’ home at Collaroy and speaking
Early Government survey map of Narrabeen area.
to the widow of James Jenkins junior, who
had died six years earlier. DeBoos reported that the once well maintained homestead was falling down and
the widow and her seven children survived on “bread-potatoes-pumpkin-fish-honey- and very little meat”.
His word picture, after fording Narrabeen lake and being confronted by two of Thomas Collin’s 7 to 8
year old children, shows the isolation and poverty that existed in that area at that time.

The little creatures were only scantily clad and were bare footed and bare legged, the latter being more
prominent in the girl’s case from having her frock made for her then taken on those periodical shoot
upwards, that children are accustomed to make. They were two very interesting children, although they
stood gaping at us with bashful, half-wondering, half-spoony look so often seen in faces of youngsters
unaccustomed to strangers.
The boy stood in open-mouthed astonishment, whilst the girl assumed an attitude of a most remarkable
kind and one perfectly emblematic of Australia. Raising the left leg she rested the left foot against the inside
of her right knee, the left knee protruding sideways, nearly at right angles to the body being meanwhile
poised upon the right foot only. This attitude not unlike a goose on a dull day, she maintained, steady as a
rock, although upon one foot only until we passed.
The boy described in this article was John Collins who later established a farm and butchery at Collins
Street, North Narrabeen. He was possibly the oldest original person born in Narrabeen to die there, in
1915, at the age of sixty-three. His notorious father died at Manly aged 82 surviving another 36 years
after DeBoo’s visit.
The father had been continually accused of cattle stealing, arson and numerous murders including
that of his wife. Along with his friend Farrel, he deviously drove Father Therry’s nephew, James, from his
Mona Vale grant. James became destitute and he and his family fled to Manly.
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1863 saw Frank Ward escape from Cockatoo Island jail and was reported hiding at Narrabeen. He
became the infamous bushranger Captain Thunderbolt, robbing and terrorizing travelers and toll keepers
around the Windsor area.
The beginning of the 1870s saw a regular, bi-weekly horseback mail service commence between
Manly and Pittwater, with a post office built at Barrenjoey.
Because of Narrabeen Lake, larger goods came from Sydney by boat to supply Mona Vale and Newport.
James Wheeler and his son, also James, were registered as professional fishermen of Narrabeen and
traded under the name of Sydney Fish Suppliers.
Meanwhile, Phillip Jenkins bought out the rest of his family and put the Narrabeen portion up for sale.
The following advertisement for its sale, in the Sydney Morning Herald May 1877, describes what existed
at that time,

“Mount Ramsay Estate - Narrabene - Four hundred acres - Two mile frontage to sea - Over a mile
frontage to Lake Narrabeen (- got the spelling right at last)
One of the most beautiful estates in the Colony. Six mile by excellent road from Manly Beach Pier (the
agent obviously had not travelled on the road, it was a pot holed track). The very excellent and picturesque
estate possess perhaps more advantages than any other property of like area in the Colony. Some 250 to 300
acres are cleared and laid down in grass, plentifulness of which even at this season is amply verified by the
condition of the cattle depasturing on the property. About 150 acres are still clothed with the beauties that
nature so bountifully lavished on the district and more particular on the portion now offered for sale. Combining
real intrinsic value with all its charm of position, scenery, climate it is unsurpassed and either as a whole or
cut up farms would form at once a substantial paying investment, as well as a delight to the purchaser, in fact
words fail to convey any adequate idea of its merit and it is seldom such a estate can be secured.”
John Wetherill bought the land for two thousand pounds. Civilisation was raising its ugly head.
In early 1880 construction of a bridge
across Narrabeen lake began. Before this it was
forded at low water, using a path defined by six
metre high posts that started near the present
Terminus bridge and veered towards
Wimbledon Avenue before hugging the lake’s
shore all the way to Mullet Creek that runs into
the lake beside Lake Park Reserve.
Around this time surfing was introduced by
Tommy Tanna, a South Sea Islander who taught
local youngsters, including Fred Williams, how
to body surf - which they called Surf Shooting.
Posts indicating ford across Narrabeen Lakes
But the youngsters involved were called louts by
the staid press of that period. As there was only one policeman in the whole area as far as Pittwater, they had
plenty of opportunity to enjoy their new sport.
In 1881 the S.S. Collaroy went aground at Collaroy, nearly in front of the present surf club, when it
was still called Narrabeen. This was undoubtedly the
beginning of the development of the NarrabeenCollaroy area. The ship was to remain stuck on the
beach for over three years and brought thousand of
sightseers from Sydney, including Queen Victoria’s
visiting sons Albert and George. Many of these visitors
saw the value and potential of the area and purchased
newly sub-divided lots. Many of these lots ran right
to the water’s edge and the only public access to the
beach was by designated streets, in fact, these lots
The S.S. Collaroy aground
had their own private beach.
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In 1884 Don McLean Snr arrived in Narrabeen to manage a property owned by Obed West. Don had
migrated from South Australia. He and his wife were to have fourteen children, all of whom were to play
a major part in the early development of Narrabeen.
During this time a flamboyant German, Baron Von Bieren, built a mansion called ‘Ingleside’ at what is
now Elanora. Nearby he established a gunpowder works and professed to be a expert in this field but
never produced a teaspoon full of gunpowder and during a hoax demonstration of his expertise, a workman
was killed when a trial explosion went wrong. He conned many people into investing in his enterprise and
when it failed fled to England. To his surprise he was met at the dock by a Sydney policeman, who had
followed him on a faster clipper ship. He was returned to Sydney and served two years in prison for fraud
but his folly is still remembered by Powderworks Road. North Narrabeen.

Baron Carl Von Bieren’s stone and timber chalet style mansion “Ingelside House”

While the Baron was in the news, other happenings of note were taking place in Narrabeen. The
beach was still called Long Reef and a three grooved wheel and horse track, between Collaroy and
Narrabeen Primary School, was called Ocean Street and from there to Narrabeen Terminus it was known
as Victoria Road.
John Wetherill had sub-divided the land from where the Narraben hotel is today, to the lake’s southern
entrance. He used the period during the Napoleonic Wars to name its streets and they appeared thus
from south to north.
Narrabeen Street,(name of sub-division), King Street, Albert Street (British monarch at that time),
Waterloo Street (the famous battle), Wellington Street (famous general) and then Albermarle, Loftus,
Octavia, Tourmaline and Emerald Streets after the most famous battles of that era. Malcolm Street was
named after one of Wellington’s generals while Lisle Street did not exist in the first sub-division.
To promote this sub-division and others in the area, a Sydney Morning Herald land sale advertisement
claimed a tramway was soon to be constructed via Lane Cove- Narrabeen - Pittwater. The residents are
still waiting for this to happen today!
1885 saw the birth of Mary McLean, the first child of that large early Narrabeen pioneer family. She
was delivered by Nurse Bolton, the only midwife in the area at that time, at the Rocklilly Tavern, Mona Vale
while all the other McLean children were born at Narrabeen.
In 1886 an English botanist and world traveller named Myer, described Narrabeen Peninsula before
the sub-division construction. Myer’s colourful description was part of a chronicle called Coastal Scenery
of New South Wales.

“On the long sandy spit that divides the Lake from the Ocean there are great figs, beneath whose crowns
of shade a dozen picnic parties can be comfortably bestowed, and close inshore there are two feet to four feet
of water with always a clear bright sand below, where young and old can paddle and bath. On this long
peninsula between ocean and lake such a variety of flowers as is very rarely found in the Australian Bush.
This is a flat, or a plateau rather between two seas, whereon all manner of fairest foliage trees seem to
flourish. Gums are there of course, but they actually seem to be perishing, killed by fairer growth. The figs
are killing them.
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There are clumps, bushes and great umbrageous bowers of figs, covering acres of ground, figs growing
banyan like, forming abordours, and avenues and arches and bowers, so dense they might well be termed
grottoes, deep cool grottoes of leafy boughs. And further there are lily pilly’s, the shining laughing, dancing
lily pilly’s, there are no trees in all the bush so provocative of good humour as the lily pilly’s and the grow big
lusty and strong here and assert themselves in presence of stunted gums, who seem ashamed of themselves
and shrink away as beggar maids or plough boys from ladies and gentlemen of the court.
There by the lily pilly’s grow broad chestnut leafed Phosporum and near him the kurrajong, a true bush
aristocrat, and not far away a most perplexing mystery, a myall! You doubt as you recognise the myall and
you break down a dry bough and inhale the unmistakable violet odour before you can believe.
But what is this? Nearby the myall is a salt bush an actual, unmistakable salt bush. Touch, feel, pinch
the thick soft juicy leaves, taste and be assured! It is a salt bush and myall within 50 yards of the sea and
8 miles from Sydney.
It would seem strange to those accustomed only to the grim aspects of bush, that festoons of that lovely
clematis called “ bridal wreath” flinging its mass of white blooms over the fig trees wealth of green.
It is a delightful wilderness and as yet no whites prone but to hack and huw and desecrate the bush. Take
advantage of it, as it is, for surely human nature will seek to surround itself with natural beauty, it will
become an outpost of the great city ere-long”.
A public school had opened at Brookvale in 1887, at Mona Vale in 1889 and Mary McLean, now four years
old, was sent to school so that there were enough students to open Narrabeen Public School in 1889.
John Collins Jnr established a farm and butchery in the area that is now Collins Street, North Narrabeen.
James Jenkins had passed away in 1889 and was buried near his homestead at Old Narrabeen where
the gravesite still exists. In the same year Don McLean Jnr, who later becomes a local legend, was born.
Narrabeen was being by-passed, although Mr
Norris established a licensed hotel, while the
Thompson family had opened a small guesthouse
near the present post office but they had very few
patrons.

Group of patrons outside Narrabeen Hotel 1898

Don McLean Snr opened a general store on the
corner of Pittwater Rd. and Devitt Street, Narrabeen
and it later included the post office. Only 30 people
lived permanently in this area at the time and the
post office had the only telephone for the whole of
Narrabeen.

Narrabeen Post Office 1897

At the lake end of Devitt Street, McLean also built a wharf where he moored hire rowboats. It was quite
a long jetty, as it had to allow for the lake’s tidal changes.
He employed a male aboriginal general hand who came from the outback but there were no other local
indigenous people.
The Narrabeen Progress Association was founded at this time and the sleepy village began to come
alive with rowdy meetings, intrigue and rumour mongering.
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During the early 20th century, the sleepy village of Narrabeen became a haven for the more adventurous
Sydneysiders. They sought the beauty and tranquility of the peninsula and either camped around the
lake’s foreshores, or paddled in its crystal clear waters at the entrance to the ocean.
A regular bus service that travelled to Newport connected with the Sydney ferries at Manly. That
service was later operated by Roy and Clive Bottles, whose home and depot was situated opposite the
Narrabeen Hotel.
The lake’s foreshores between Mactier Street and the Terminus Bridge was a particularly popular spot
for visitors, and at times, hundreds of young people camped there to enjoy catching the abundance of
fish that teemed in the lake’s waters. Their angling did not prevent the local licensed professional fishermen,
the DeRusset brothers, from making a living by netting the lake, as netting was not illegal at that time.
Because of Manly Council’s prudish attitudes about bathing, the more remote Narrabeen Lakes and
its nearby beaches became a haven for Tommy Tanna and Fred Williams’ surf shooters to enjoy themselves
without the fear of being fined.

Swimmers at the entrance to Narrabeen Lakes around 1905
- this was where the Narrabeen Lakes Brigade began.

Although no written evidence can be
found, pioneers of Collaroy and Don
McLean Jr maintain that North Narrabeen
Surf Club was originally formed by the
Narrabeen Lakes Brigade, who originally
looked after the lake swimmers. Collaroy
surf club members also referred to the
body as The Mouth Life Saving Club. Don
related many such groups were called
clubs at that time, and that they were the
original ‘clubbies’.

The main road through Narrabeen remained a wheel-grooved track maintained by council workers Bill
Lawrence and Bob Parker, whose only tools were mattocks and shovels. This hard work must have been
good for Parker, who lived in Loftus Street, as he sired 14 children.
Development was beginning to destroy the lake’s
natural beauty. The area between Windsor Parade
and Gondola Road, North Narrabeen, then known
as Fox’s Flat, was reclaimed by contractor A Kierle,
who dredged the nearby lake to a depth of 8.4m.
Paslow reclaimed Wimbledon Avenue, and Hanson
filled in the foreshores between Mactier Street and
the Terminus Bridge.
Spurred by the success of Bondi residents in
getting daylight surf bathing made legal there the
Manly passenger and cargo wharves circa 1900
year before, in 1903, William Gocher, editor of the
Manly Daily, defied the authorities’ restrictive surf bathing hours and was instrumental in seeing Manly’s
regulation abolished. The publicity surrounding those events quickly encouraged people to begin surf
bathing and thousands flocked to the beaches around Sydney, especially Bondi and Manly.
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It was a bonanza for seaside businesses, but authorities faced a major problem when people began to
drown. The established unofficial life saving clubs carried out many rescues on weekends, but people
who got into difficulties during the week often drowned, and local councils were forced to appoint paid
lifeguards. The councils were very concerned that they would be faced with further expense if a full
American-style lifeguard service eventuated. To eliminate that problem, they began to support the voluntary
surf clubs and the surf life saving movement was born.
That same year, the Sly brothers, professional fishermen from Manly, gave a demonstration of surf
rescue using their five-metre fishing boat. Four years later, the Bronte, Bondi, North Bondi, Coogee,
Tamarama, Maroubra and Manly clubs formed the Surf Bathing Association of New South Wales, the
official beginning of surf life saving in Australia.
Meanwhile, Narrabeen was slowly developing. Floods were still a problem when southerly gales and
heavy seas would collapse the 9-metre-high sand hills at the lake’s entrance, completely blocking the
mouth of the lake. A portion of this giant sand spit had been subdivided into building blocks where Tom
Kirwin built a four-room cottage that sat perched there for many years until the elements finally destroyed it.
The only way to open the
lake manually was with horse
drawn scoops, a task usually
carried out by Joe and Frank
Corkery, council workers who
often laboured for at least two
weeks to let the lake’s swollen
waters escape to the sea. In
very severe floods, the locals
would band together and form
shovel brigades to assist the
council workers.
In periods of dry and fine
weather, the lake was
continually tidal and many
oyster leases were operated,
mainly between the Terminus
Bridge and Malcolm Street.
Narrabeen Lakes in flood. Note house on sand dune adjacent to site of present day clubhouse.
At that time, the main channel
hugged the peninsula side of the lake from the Terminus, adjacent to Lisle Street and Malcolm Street and
onto the lake’s entrance. When the channel began to encroach on lake-side properties, ratepayers
maintained that it was due to dredging and bridge work. The Council was obliged to build a stone
retaining wall, parts of which are still visible today.
Don McLean Jr told of an amusing incident regarding the lake’s entrance. The mayor of Manly, Bill
Heaton, who had a boat hire franchise, was finding business very slack due to very dry weather and the
lake being very low during the bottom of the tide. He instructed Don and his council work mate Arthur
Spears to try to block the entrance using sandbags. After weeks of tedious hard work they waited for an
exceptional high tide to reach its peak, then quickly closed the remaining gap that had allowed the lake to
fill. Don recalled watching, as the tide turned, the lake’s waters slowly surge back towards the man-made
barrier and blast it away, proving Don’s view that you can’t beat nature.
Don carried out the first reported rescue on Narrabeen beach on 18 January 1907. His heroic effort
was recorded in the Sydney Morning Herald, which reported that he and his 10-year-old brother Hughie
McLean went to the assistance of a Mr John Johnson, who had been caught in a strong run-out current.
Don brought Johnson to the beach, but had to return to the ocean to help his brother get ashore.
By this time Johnson had recovered and decided to try to assist Don with his brother, but again he was
caught in the current and swept further seawards. Don then took a rescue buoy and coir rope that was attached
to a post on the beach to again save the hapless Johnson. Meanwhile, Hugh McLean had alerted his father Don
Sr, a Mr Larkin and Mr Gibbons, and they pulled Johnson, who Don had hooked into the buoy, ashore.
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None of these rescuers had any knowledge of surf rescue first aid, and Don described, with a wry
smile, how they up-ended Johnson by his legs and let the sea water drain from his mouth and then forced
brandy down his throat.
The line and buoy used had been installed by the Narrabeen Progress Association, which nominated Don
for an award from the Royal Shipwreck Society. They, in turn, presented him with their Certificate and Bronze
Medal for Bravery. Sydneysiders were quite impressed with Don’s rescue and the Progress Association’s
effort in providing rescue equipment. The newspaper exposure made Narrabeen a place to visit.

Medal (front and reverse) awarded to Don McLean Jnr with accompanying plaque

In 1906 the Progress Association became very indignant that the newly formed Warringah Council
had chosen Warringah as its name instead of Narrabeen, especially after the Council had held it’s inaugural
meetings in the association’s own community hall.
Narrabeen now had 77 rate payers, most of whom were farmers and orchardists. Building blocks on
the peninsula averaged around £30 to £60, and the average weekly wage was £2 6s.
Mr E McIntosh, who owned most of the property along Malcolm Street, sold this large holding to
Charles Schultz for £5,000. Schultz would later become one of the surf club’s original Life Members and
also a major benefactor.
In 1907, 15-year-old Stan Exton, a future Secretary and Life Member of the North Narrabeen SLSC,
became a regular visitor to Narrabeen, staying with his friends Abe and Frank Watts, whose parents had
a holiday house in Powderworks Road, North Narrabeen. The Watts brothers had bought a small sailing
boat, which they used to cross the lake to the beach near the lake’s entrance. These three youngsters
later became foundation members of the surf club.
At that time, George Pope established a light refreshments and tearoom at the Narrabeen Terminus.
His son, George also became a prominent member of the future club.
Very few people swam in the ocean as they were afraid of sharks and only paddled on the water’s
edge. The men rolled up their long trousers, but kept their long-sleeved shirts buttoned at the wrist to
avoid sunburn. The ladies were more adventurous, lowering, their below-the-knee bloomers and tucking
their long dresses and petticoats into them, then hitching up the lot and to paddle away happily.
Most of the swimmers who used the lake and ocean surf arrived by bus or buggy, as very few had
automobiles. Stan Exton recalled that the regular entrance swimmers increased to over 40, and that they
also often played cricket, baseball and beach football. Nearly all of this group rented cottages for the
weekends and would become the nucleus of foundation members of the future surf club.
The northern shore of the lake, where the caravan park is today, and as far as Sheepstation Hill was
devoid of any houses except for the ruins of a mud and straw sheepherder’s shelter which grazing cattle
used as a refuge when the cold southerlies prevailed.
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In 1909, George A. Taylor made the first heavier-than-air flight at the entrance of the lake. His canvas
glider had been transported to Narrabeen by Jim Russell, the local general carrier, and it was assembled
at Charlie Schultz’s home in Malcolm Street. Russell’s young son Jim and Don Mclean Jr were part of the
group that pulled the rope attached to the glider to get it airborne. They pulled until they nearly ran into the
surf.
Don maintained that Captain Taylor was a real gentleman, but some of the locals thought he might
have been a little eccentric. Nevertheless, Taylor’s feat made Narrabeen more popular as a place to visit
During that period, Dr R Arthur and EW Quirk, State government politicians, bought property at Collaroy,
and their influence saw that area become quite fashionable. Its beachfront was protected from the southerly
winds, and the surf was less turbulent there than that further towards the lake’s entrance. The extension
of the tram service to Collaroy in August 1912 was certainly hastened by these two gentlemen, and the
40-minute journey from Manly made Collaroy more accessible.
Permanent local residents were few
in number, but the weekends saw a
regular influx of visitors and, because
of North Narrabeen’s isolation, there
would have been a lot of drownings if
a voluntary life saving body had not
existed. Research has shown that,
although it was not officially formed until
1911 and affiliated with the NSW Surf
Bathers Association until the 1912-13
season, the foundation of the presentday North Narrabeen SLSC began
prior to Don McLean’s courageous
rescue in 1907.
Bottles Bus Service at Sheep Station Hill on its way to Narrabeen

Around 1908 or 1909, Don McLean
Jr and Wally Russell formed a club at the end of Devitt Street on the site of the original South Narrabeen
Surf Club and called it the Narrabeen Surf club. It had no building, until it moved to its present position,
where the Narrabeen Progress Association provided its old community hall as clubrooms. The North
Narrabeen volunteers protested about the name and the Narrabeen boys never bothered to affiliate with
the NSW Surf Bathers Association.
In 1910 a Narrabeen Central club was formed at the end of Waterloo Street, Narrabeen, and in 1914
it joined the NSW Surf Bathers Association, where it registered its royal blue and gold colours. It disbanded
in 1918 due to lack of membership, which had been severely depleted by the World War.

Scenes of flooding at the Terminus Narrabeen
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In 1911 the weekend volunteer lifesavers brigade and local residents made an application to Warringah
Shire Council to form a surf life saving club on North Narrabeen beach. This original document was
signed by Stan Exton, who wrote that a club had been in existence for some time, and that about fifty
‘young chaps’ who were regular weekenders met on the beach and directed swimmers where to swim
safely and also to ‘watch over them’.

They referred to themselves as a ‘life saving brigade’ who also provided
minor first aid, including applying Reckitt’s Blue Bags to victims stung by
bluebottles. These bags were normally used when washing clothing and
contained a substance that bleached them brilliant white. Stan Exton also
advised that the driving force and main organiser of the existing brigade
and proposed surf club was Bill White, whose commitment and dedication
to the club in its early years was greatly appreciated by the pioneer members
and who became one of the North Narrabeen Surf Club’s Life Members.
The application was possibly instigated by the NSW Surf Bathing
Commission, which had been lobbied by Warringah Shire Councilor Quirk
to fund the building of public dressing sheds and a surf clubhouse at Collaroy,
which was still considered part of Narrabeen at that time.

Life Member, Bill White

The Collaroy Surf Club had already been formed, but it did not affiliate with the NSW Surf Bathers
Association until 1914. During that period, the Collaroy members referred to the North Narrabeen club
as ‘the Mouth Surf Club’.
In 1912-13 season, the North Narrabeen SLSC was officially recognised and registered its original
coloured cap as navy blue. There was no clubhouse and the few items of lifesaving equipment were kept
in a roughly constructed shed attached to the
men’s public dressing shed. To build this
dilapidated makeshift humpy into a temporary
clubhouse, most of the corrugated iron was
pilfered by members from the nearby
women’s dressing shed, which had
deteriorated into a ruined shell. This structure
was constantly covered by the shifting sand
hills requiring the men and boys to regularly
clear away the sand, so that it could be used.
Patrol members on sand dunes, in foreground, watch over surf bathers.
Original tin shed clubroom on left.

There is no record of the club’s first annual report
but the second, compiled by club Secretary IE Ives,
revealed the tremendous progress achieved during
the 1913-14 season.
The major problem of a proper clubhouse was
solved when Warringah Shire Council provided a
building situated at the end of Malcolm Street, about
50 yards closer to the ocean than the present
clubhouse.
Original clubroom and store after a severe storm.
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The club acknowledged its gratitude to the council
when the annual general meeting was held in the new
building on 15 November 1914, and it was officially
opened 13 days later.
The club members had contested surf carnivals at
Newcastle, Dee Why and Collaroy. Beach sports and a
concert, were organised over Easter on North Narrabeen
beach and these were an outstanding success, both
financially and socially. Beach activities included the
standard surf life saving events, plus other rather unique
ones such as a blindfold boxing contest of three twoLarge gathering of club members outside the second
minute rounds, a cock fight, a sack race, a boxing
clubhouse 15th Nov 1914. (Note the observastion turret).
championship with Jack Johnson versus Australia White,
and a tug-o-war. The March Past, really more of a street parade, started at Atkins’ Store on the corner of
Emerald and Lagoon Streets and proceeded to the clubhouse. The starter was W Burrows, the judge
was G Knight and clerk of the course was E Atkins.
For a fledgling club, its financial position was outstanding,
even though Australia had just survived a severe financial
depression and the World War had commenced in Europe. The
Financial Statement showed a credit balance of £17 s16 d8 in
club funds. Besides this healthy balance, the club had contributed
£10 towards providing a new surfboat for the club and Warringah
Council was to provide the balance.
Club President George A King had been part of a committee
that provided Council with a design and cost for providing a
Patrol members 1913
proper surf craft for surf life saving clubs within the shire. The
community had witnessed a number of surf rescues where small rowboats were utilised and the necessity
for properly designed boats was realised by the councillors.
The club’s first Captain, Albert Mutkins, had been involved in a heroic rescue
involving a small boat off Narrabeen Headland on 12 January 1913. He saved Mr
LF Vaser and Police Constable Shaw, who had gone to Vaser’s assistance. Mutkins
was in the water for over two hours, supporting both men until a small dingy came
to their assistance. He received a Royal Humane Shipwreck Award for his effort.
Mutkins was a top-class body surfer and great friend of Charlie Schultz, who latter
became a major benefactor of the club and one of its early Life Members.
The need for the club’s new banana-shaped, 20-foot-long surfboat had been
emphasised by the ever-increasing number of new residents in the shire and an
enormous influx of weekend visitors. Mutkins’ rescue and another by Dee Why club
member Jack Taylor with H Duckworth of Maroubra, in which they used a small
rowboat to effect a particularly heroic rescue in raging seas off Long Reef on
Albert Mutkins
- the club’s first Captain
22 February 1914. Those rescues increased public pressure for properly designed
surfboats. The new surfboat’s design and banana shape was the brainchild of Manly
Life Saving Club member Fred Notting, and the first official surfboat race was held at Freshwater in 1915.

The banana shaped surfboat designed by F Notting

The dinghy used by J Taylor and H Duckworth
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The electric tram service extended to the Narrabeen Terminus in 1913. Before that, it had terminated
at Collaroy, and it was either walk to Narrabeen Peninsula or catch a bus to the Terminus, then walk. The
celebration of the first tram to Narrabeen was a big event. The tram was decorated with locally grown wild
flowers and welcomed by an Army band and mounted troopers. The local girls decked themselves out in
their best finery, and there were few better dressed than Don McLean’s sisters Una and Amy. This historic
event certainly put Narrabeen on the map and consolidated the future of the North Narrabeen SLSC.

First tram arrives at Narrabeen Terminus 1913

Also in 1913, the SS Euroka was wrecked on Long Reef with a cargo of butter and cheese, which
washed up in crates mainly on Narrabeen beach. The locals had a great time feasting on these items that
were quite costly and generally well beyond their meagre wages.

Views of the SS Euroka wrecked on Long Reef
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THE STRUGGLE TO SURVIVE
THE FIRST WORLD WAR
The club’s third Annual Report, 1914-15, was very sketchy, as the First World War began to affect the
club’s membership and funds, the latter being depleted by the members’ patriotic donation of £30 to the
war effort. That was nearly equivalent to the overall cash turnover of the previous year. Although most
members had enlisted in the Armed Forces, the report stated that the club had ‘acquitted itself particularly
well, having only one fatal result’.
There was no clarification of what this fatal result entailed and there is no record of a drowning on
North Narrabeen beach during this period. Neither Don McLean nor Stan Exton could remember any
fatality. Life Member Bill Thearle vaguely remembered hearing about a person being dragged from the
surf at the end of Octavia Street, which was well over 500 yards south of the North Narrabeen clubhouse.
Club members had tried to revive the person, but a doctor on the scene pronounced the person dead
from a heart attack, not drowning. Another theory is that a person was missing from the beach and
assumed taken by a shark.
The report stated that club
President GA King had resigned
due to business commitments,
and the members expressed
their sincere thanks for his
efforts as president during the
club’s first three years of its
existence.
First march past event at North Narrabeen beach in 1914.
The Committee allocated
The local team - foreground - could not afford caps.
funds to provide a Honor Roll in
the club house listing all club members who served in the Armed Forces, and it urged those who remained
to put forward their best efforts and assist in maintaining the best lifesaving efficiency possible.

J McFarlane, Secretary, and W Stubbings, Treasurer, compiled the Annual Report, but there was no
financial statement or list of other members.
By the end of the war in 1919, the following names were listed on the Honour Roll:

V Trundle
L Mitchell
K Bowd
A Burchall
H Monsey*
A Trundle

H Ferguson
C Worboys
H Brown
C Jarvis
E Sjoberg
I Ives

J Richardson
CC Cook
A Mutkins
B Anderson
R Weider
H Humphries

F Hurst
A Watt
C Barnard
J Knight
R Neil
E Ferguson*

*Denotes killed in action
1915 saw a very historic event in the annals of surfing in Australia, when Hawaiian and USA Olympian
Duke Kahanamoko demonstrated surf board riding at Freshwater Beach and local teenager, Isabel Letham,
performed a tandem ride with the father of modern surf board riding. The Duke is recognised as the first
person to introduce board riding to Australia but this was disputed by Stan Bastian of Burwood, who
lived next door to Toby Hynard, a North Narrabeen SLSC member.
Mr. Bastion recalled that Toby told him that he had been taught board riding by the Duke while on a
holiday to Hawaii and had brought a board back to Australia around 1911-12. An Australian legend of
board riding, Snowy McAlister, also remembered someone from Narrabeen having a surfboard around
that time. Stan Exton, a pioneer and Life Member, always maintained that he brought the board to Narrabeen
prior to 1915 and that he and his friend Toby used to share it. This is substantiated by a photo taken
outside a cottage owned by Stan.
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Toby and Stan, were very prominent in keeping the club active and financially sound during the First
World War. Toby is also credited with composing the music for the club’s war cry, ‘We are the Boys from
Narrabeen’.
This club song has survived through the decades, but after over 80 years fewer people now remember
the tune or words that recall the conditions of that period and the fun loving attitude of the club members
at that time:

We are the Boys from Narrabeen
A Yankee lad came over here-A son of Uncle Sam.
He passed around baloney-And the usual Goddam.
He said: ‘Now lads where can I spend a jolly good weekend?’
And up spoke one of our lads to him-and this is what he said:
‘We are the Boys from Narrabeen.
It’s the finest place you’ve ever seen.
On the beach all day-You will see the boys at play.
Shooting breakers-All along the bay.
It’s the spot the pick of the lot.
And there you will hear them shout.
Hoi Hoi
In your pyjamas and nightie-It’s better than being in Blighty.
Hurrah, Hurrah, Hurrah, for Narrabeen.
Capital N-A-R-R-A-B-E-E-N . . . NARRABEEN!!’
Stan Exton, on left, standing on the verandah of his

The Yankee lad referred to would have been a crew member
weekender “Monterey” and Toby Hynard with
surfboard.
of the American Navy fleet that visited Sydney in the early 1900s,
and people body surfing at that time were known as ‘surf shooters’.

The words, ‘it’s better that having a Blighty’ somehow became, ‘it’s better than being in Blighty’, during
the late thirtys, but the original phrasing referred to terminology that wounded WWI soldiers used to
describe their injuries. It meant the wound was so serious that they would be taken from France to Great
Britain, which was called Blighty by the Australian troops.

Duke Kahanamoku introduced
15 year old Isabel Letham to surfboard riding

Tony Hynard with surfboard
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THE NARRABEEN CUP LIGHT HORSE CHARGE
In 1915, 190 men from the Manly to Pittwater area enlisted in the Armed Forces and embarked to the
war zone. A quarter of these men did not return. The real horror of the war had not yet affected Australia,
and on 13 February 1915, club members contested a surf carnival at Collaroy. In the March Past, the
club’s colours were registered as royal blue caps and red costumes.
C Worboys, W Schultz, F Niel, A Mutkins and D Lowry contested the Alarm Reel Race, a forerunner to
the Surf Belt Race. The Beach Relay team was A Trundle, S Exton, J Cusack and F Watt.
The Novice Alarm Reel team consisted of K Bowd, A Humphries, A Watt, A Mutkins and P Fowler,
while A Trundle competed in the Beach Sprint. It is most likely that all these men were original pioneer
members of North Narrabeen SLSC.
There are no official club records between 1915
and 1920, but Stan Exton, who was born in 1891,
wrote of his involvement and gave a insight of what
happened to Narrabeen and the club during this
disastrous but proud part of Australian history. His
memoirs were further enhanced by a taped interview
with Don Mclean.
The first official Surf Life Saving Championships
were held at Bondi in 1915, but they were then
suspended till 1920 because of the war.
In 1915, the Army established a Depot near the
Narrabeen Terminus for the purpose of breaking in
bush horses for the Australian Light Horse. A Start of an inter-club surf race with North Narrabeen member displaying
home made club badge.
property owned by J Russell (no relation to the local
carrier, Jim Russell) was resumed for the Depot, which was situated in an area that now includes the
Narrabeen Post Office and the adjacent car park. The breaking and training of these bush brumbies
provided locals and spectators from as far away as Manly with a never-ending rodeo. Many of the troopers
involved who were from other beachside communities joined the club, and when their Army duties allowed,
they supplemented the club’s depleted ranks.
Stan Exton was very active in keeping the club financially sound during this period, being both the
secretary and treasurer. He was instrumental in convincing the Army Depot’s commanding officer, it
costing Stan a bottle of whisky, to allow 25 of his remounts to participate in a horse race from the North
Narrabeen clubhouse along the beach to the end of Waterloo Street.
The horses were given the names of the top racehorses of that era and their ribcages painted with
different colours to identify them. The race was called the Narrabeen Cup, and Stan related, ‘It eclipsed
the Chips Rafferty movie depicting the charge of the Light Horse in the Egyptian desert.’
Spectators came from all around Sydney and, to add a real racecourse atmosphere, bookmakers in
full regalia took wagers on the race. The race provided a big lift to club funds and took place every year
until the Depot was disbanded.
It was rumoured that the closing of the Depot saw most of Narrabeen’s residents with horses that had
‘strayed’ from the Army Depot in their back yards-they made excellent lawnmowers-and that the horses
for hire at Pilon’s Riding School were also part of the ‘straying’ herd. It was said, with a smile, that many
of the stews that the Narrabeen battlers ate had a distinct flavour of horsemeat.
John Collins, who was recognised as Narrabeen’s oldest locally born person, passed away during
1916. He is remembered in the naming of Collins Street, North Narrabeen.
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Prime Minister Billy Hughes supported John Wren’s effort to raise 1000 sportsmen to fight together.
The resulting Sportsmen’s 1000 Army Unit was heavily numbered with surf club members, and all clubs’
ranks were seriously drained during its existence.
During the war years, Stan, his great friend Toby Hynard, and a few other remaining members devised
many projects to keep the club viable financially. A prominent Sydney sportsman, Stan was also a good
businessman, and some of his money raisers were very original. On one occasion, he and a few other
club members took the surfboat to Deep Creek in Narrabeen Lake. The stream was teeming with large
mullet and they just scooped them up in landing nets and sold them to the local residents to provide
funds for the club’s coffers. On another occasion, they netted a large quantity of sea bream near the
lake’s entrance and sold them to Manly Ferry passengers. That raised £25, but when they ate some of the
catch, they found that the fish had been eating seaweed and reeked of iodine. Stan recalled that the
previously good relationship with the Manly Surf Club boys was soured, and for months afterwards he
had to hide his face behind a newspaper when travelling on the Manly Ferry.
Stan was actively involved in the gala carnivals held on the foreshores of Narrabeen Lakes at the
Terminus. He constructed a 3-metre-high pillow fight stand in the lake where the combatants did battle
with pillowcases filled with soot and ash. Other fundraisers included dances that he and Toby ran in
Pilon’s Community Hall in Octavia Street, where Toby played the piano and Stan was the master of
ceremonies. Besides the dancing, there were individual acts and community singing.
Stan reminisced that ‘all these happenings may appear mundane and old hat by today’s standards,
and the kids of today might say” So what!”, but these were the happiest days of my life’. Old-timers who
knew Stan well always smiled at these remarks and related that he had owned two cottages in Emerald
Street. He let one of them to an all-female group, and it was well known that he never collected any rent,
and that he was a constant visitor.
Although there is no written report, the club’s
existence relied heavily on the support of Charlie
Schultz and his wife Emma. They were the wealthiest
family residing on the peninsula and the family home
was a palace compared to other dwellings in the
area. Situated on the lake’s shore between Lagoon
and Ocean Streets, it featured well-kept lawns and
towering palm trees. The club members
acknowledged Charlie’s efforts for the club and he
was later made one of its Life Members. His son Bill
was an active patrol member and competitor for
many years.
Another member during this period was Norm
Thatcher, whose parents owned Ocean House, a
Squad in training
large guesthouse that stood on the top of the small
hill on the western side of Ocean Street, opposite
where the present clubhouse is today. Its grounds ran down to the lake’s edge and it was a very popular
tourist resort. It was destroyed by fire during the 1920s, but the remains of its septic system still exist at
224 Ocean Street.

Narrabeen Hotel 1915
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THE DEACON - A TOUGH MAN
In 1919, Sydney newspapers featured an article about a teenager, George Proudfoot, assisted by
Dave Speers, making a gallant rescue of swimmers at the lake’s entrance while being circled by a school
of sharks.
George’s father Charlie was a raw-boned, tough-as-teak battler and a product of the hardships that
were typical of early Australia. He was a driving force and legend in the club’s formative years. He had
been caretaker at the Pyrmont baths and a champion oarsman on Sydney harbour. He settled in Narrabeen
and supported his family as a boat builder and local fisherman. Charlie was the sweep of the club’s senior
boat crew that won the Australian Championship in 1924. How he derived his nickname ‘The Deacon’
remains a mystery, as he was not a religious person. Possibly it was his no-nonsense, do-as-you’re-told
attitude that kept members in line at club socials.
He was a top-class fisherman and knew all the best fishing grounds from Collaroy to Mona Vale. There
were no outboard motors in those days and Charlie could not afford a two-stroke motor for his boat, so he
rowed to his fishing spots, sometimes as far as five miles. When conditions allowed, he would take a skiff out
from Narrabeen Beach; otherwise, he would embark in a larger craft from Fisherman’s Beach at Long Reef.
Charlie was a wonderful waterman and had a wealth of knowledge of the ocean’s intricacies and weather
patterns. He was seldom caught out by Mother Nature. In his later years, he became the unofficial caretaker
of the fishermen’s huts that were situated where the Surf Rescue Headquarters is today at Long Reef.
Old-time surf club member Bill Lloyd recalled one occasion when Charlie was caught out by inclement
conditions, and his description of this event shows something of Charlie’s character. Bill was only a
youngster, and Charlie would give him a few pence for helping him on some of his fishing trips. Fishing off
Turimetta Headland at Warriewood, they were caught in a storm that turned into a southerly buster.
Charlie realised that they had no chance of making it back to Narrabeen and beached the boat on
Warriewood Beach. The catch then had to be carried back along a narrow bush track through thick bush,
which is now Sydney Road.
There was no bridge yet at the lake’s entrance, so they had to wait until the tide began to drop before
they could attempt to ford the main channel. By that time, young Bill was feeling very tired. The catch was
quite heavy and the handle of the cane fishing basket had cut into his hand. Charlie took the lead as they
began to cross the channel, edging his feet slowly forward seeking a firm grip before taking another step.
Now Charlie hardly ever wore shoes and seldom cut his toenails, so his feet were like an eagle’s claws
and he easily gained a firm grip on the slippery rock based crossing. Young Bill’s feet were not the same,
and halfway across he lost his balance and fell over, taking the basket and Charlie with him. They were
swept out the lake’s entrance among dead fish and gear. When they eventually made it to the shore,
Charlie gave him a tongue-lashing that Bill maintained was the loudest and vilest he had ever heard. It
was many years before Charlie mellowed and took Bill fishing again.
Bert Lloyd, who was no relation to Bill Lloyd, related another story about Charlie Proudfoot. Charlie was
contracted to build the club a new surfboat and constructed the craft in a shed at the back of Pilon’s
Butcher Shop in Octavia Street. On completion of the craft, Charlie gathered a large group of club members
to carry it to the beach for launching. But alas! They could not lift it. Charlie had constructed it from timber
specified for whaleboats. A few nights later, the shed and boat were totally destroyed by fire. As Bill
Pilon’s insurance covered the shed and contents, Charlie started again with lighter material and the
Barracoota was eventually launched. Bert Lloyd maintained it should have been christened Barracoota II.
Although there are no club records to substantiate Charlie Proudfoot’s input into the club’s impressive
performance in Australian Championship surfboat competition, during the early 1920s, SLSA documents list
him in the winning 1925 Open Boat crew and a photo taken around this time shows him as sweep. He was
also the sweep of the North Narrabeen Junior crew of F Butcher, G Proudfoot, W Hancock and W Schultz
that won in 1920, with the Open crew second, and the sweep of the Junior crew, that was second in 1921
and 1924. It is likely he was given Life Membership of the club for his outstanding efforts in this area.
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1920-21 Season
THE ROARING TWENTIES

THE BEGINNING OF THE GOLDEN YEARS

The 1920-21 Annual Report presented on 17 September 1921 was very brief. The Executive Officers
were W White, President, with R Liston and W Hancock both listed as Captain, while S Exton was
Secretary and R Dalton was Treasurer. Dalton reported that there were 62 financial members and that the
rescue reels and lines were in good order. Members had carried out 40 rescues and First Aid Officers
H Keato and D Lincoln had treated numerous casualties, but they were concerned that the general public
was taking advantage of the club, as most of these injuries were not surf related.
The club had been subject to heavy expenditure and was left with a small working balance of £19 19s
9d. Three successful dances had been held during the season, and the club had contested every surf
carnival, gaining 17 first placings. On Boxing Day, the club had contested a carnival at Collaroy, and
J Black, G Proudfoot and J Kirkcaldie placed second in the Surf Teams Relay, while J Black was first in the
Novice Surf Race and second in the Open Belt Race. The Open Boat crew consisted of C Proudfoot,
W Hancock, R Liston, W White and W Schultz.
Mr Parret donated a silver cup for club competition. The Secretary was very pleased with the healthy
membership considering the after-effects of the war.
Club members were invited to attend the Welcome Stranger Dance at the Arlington Hall, admission
2s 6d. The hall is now part of the Collaroy Services Beach Club, Collaroy.
The Council had completed new public dressing sheds, and club members had painted the clubhouse
interior, but were still waiting for the Council to fulfil its commitment to paint the exterior.
The beginning of the 1920s saw two families who were to have quite an impact on the club’s future
settle in Malcolm Street. They were the Butchers and Barnetts. All their
sons joined the club, and Mrs M Butcher became a tireless worker and
along with her husband continually lobbied Council to help in
constructing a new clubhouse. She generously donated two blocks of
land for the construction of the surf club building and, along with
Mrs Barnett, formed a Ladies Committee that raised considerable money.
Roy Liston joined the club in 1919 and became the club Captain in
1920. He was a leading sportsman in Sydney at that time, playing First
Grade Rugby League and sailing in the Sydney 18-foot Sailing Club
competition. He had a magnificent physique and the Sydney newspapers
often described him as a pocket-size Hercules. His friends abbreviated
this to ‘Erco’, a nickname he retained for the rest of his life.
Mrs M Butcher
During the First World War, Erco had been the chief physical fitness
instructor at the Sydney Show Ground, Moore Park, training Army recruits before their departure overseas.
Erco had a natural ability to train men and instil discipline while still gaining their respect. This attribute was
largely responsible for the club’s amazing recovery from the effects of the war. Membership increased and
the nucleus of a top competitive team began to assemble and make their presence felt among the top clubs
situated close to the city.

Erco was the instigator of members attaining the new qualification for lifesavers, the Bronze Medallion that
was required by the SLSA. Prior to that, the Royal Lifesaving Association award was the recognised qualification.
The first members to achieve this distinction were:
D Anderson, J Black, N Cox, H P Felton, J B Hancock, W J Hancock, F W Johnson, J Kirkealdie,
S McCarthy, A McLean, N Olsen, G W Proudfoot, C M Rose, W Schultz, J W Turner, R E Weitzell,
V B Benson, S Hense, J R Rigg, M J White, S M White, R R Liston.
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Erco was very active in all the club’s
competitive teams, coaching and also
marching in the March Past team that
placed third in the Australian
Championship in 1923 and 1924. He
also rowed in the club’s surfboats in the
second bow seat with the crew that won
the Australian Open Boat Championship
in 1924. The other crew members were
his mates Stan Exton, JJ Jobson, and
Charlie and George Proudfoot.
Erco was renowned for encouraging
youngsters to participate in community
sporting activities at Narrabeen. He
quickly attracted local boys to join the surf
Club members outside second clubhouse with Roy Liston wearing
the cork rescue belt and Mrs Butcher standing behind him.
club and trained them to become
lifesavers. He called them ‘his lads’. Some who became active and long-serving members were the Butcher
brothers, Frank, Fred and Charlie, along with Arthur and Wilf Barnett.
Erco was a very knowledgeable but unassuming person and, although he was acclaimed by the club
members of the 1920s and 1930s as the main reason for the club’s outstanding success, he never gave
himself credit, always praising others and claiming that he was ‘only the figurehead’.
He left Sydney in 1925 and settled for a long period in Western Australia, but he always kept a close
interest in the club’s progress. Although his involvement with the club was relatively short, his input and
marvellous effort was recognised by the club members, who bestowed Life Membership to him before
his departure to Western Australia. His peers gave him the title ‘Father of the Club’s Revival’.
On his return from Western Australia, Erco became a prominent member of the Western Suburbs
Rugby League Club, becoming that club’s longest serving timekeeper. He was also made a Life Member
of the West’s Rugby League club.

Charlie Proudfoot the sweep prepares to take his crew to sea
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1921-22 Season
THE BIRTH OF THE NIPPERS
THE BULL

The most important thing for the club in the 1921-22 season was seeing more members become
qualified lifesavers by gaining their Bronze Medallions. They were:
WE Barnett, JM Bell, SS Bethel, JR Cameron, JL Gibbs, J Graham, W Grose, JL Hastie, WS Pilon,
AH Trousdale, H White.
Another significant happening at that time could be considered as the birth of the Australian Surf Life Saving
Junior Movement. A group of Narrabeen youngsters between the ages of 7 and 11 had watched Roy Liston
training surf club members for their Bronze Medallions and competition practice. They decided they did not
want to wait to grow up, so they formed their own little surf club and trained themselves to be lifesavers.
Using planks from a fruit case
and an old clothesline wrapped
around an empty fruit tin, they
fashioned their first surf-reel.
They pestered their mothers into
making badges with a white ‘N’
and sewing them onto their
swimming costumes. They wore
their homemade white caps
proudly, endearing themselves to
the senior club members, who
allowed them to use their surf
boards. The nucleus of these
lifesavers of the future included
First Nipper March Past team 1921. Included in their ranks were future
meritorious award winner Jack Barrett and life member Bill Thearle
George Pope, Norm and Roy
Atkins, Ken Douglass, Bert Lloyd,
Jeff Dunlop, Arthur Henly, Arnold Schofield, Mick Dunlop and Harry Le Clerc.
They proved that they were worthy of the title of Junior Lifesavers when they went to the assistance of
Charlie Proudfoot when his fishing boat was swamped near the lake’s entrance. He was so impressed
with their effort he made them a proper miniature rescue reel, which they proudly displayed to their
Narrabeen school friends who lived at Collaroy. Those lads also formed a juvenile club at Collaroy.
Those first nippers disbanded in 1927, but all of them went on to become active lifesavers. Bert Lloyd
won an unofficial Australian Surf Ski title for the club, Arthur Henley was a champion surf swimmer for
Dee Why and Roy and Norm Atkins won Australian medals for Cook’s Hill in Rescue and Resuscitation.
In 1921 Narrabeen’s first fire station was officially opened. This was a very
necessary service for the ever-increasing population of the area and weekend
visitors.

Wilfred ‘Bull’ Barnett.

During this period one of Erco’s Lads, who would later to become a Life
Members, gained his Bronze Medallion. That was Wilf Barnett, or ‘The Bull’ as he
was known. He later became a club Captain and a regular member of the club’s
champion R&R team in the late 1920s and 1930s. Although only moderate in
height and build, he was exceptionally strong and had great ability in using his
fists. He did not suffer fools and it was not a wise option to misbehave at club
functions. He was also a very strong surf swimmer and received a Meritorious
Award for rescuing a surfboat crew at Newcastle Beach in 1932 in a surf that had
swept back some of the best lifesavers in Australia at that time.
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Like Billy Grose, a long novel could be written about The Bull’s exploits. He became well known
around Sydney for his practical jokes and good-hearted deeds. His friendly nature allowed him to make
many influential friends who were always willing to support the club. He was to become Sydney’s biggest
garbage and sanitary contractor and was very proud of his livelihood, which he called his profession, and
was never reluctant to let people know it. In that capacity, he was to be involved in an incident that was
the talk of the Manly-Warringah area for many years.
Two of his sanitary trucks collided outside the Collaroy picture theatre on Pittwater Road and spilt
their full cans of human excreta all over the road. The stinking mess was ankle deep and completely
blocked Pittwater Road. As one rather crude observer remarked, ‘Collaroy was in deep shit’. It occurred
during morning peak time when Veteran’s Parade, Wakehurst Parkway and Mona Vale Rd were just bush
tracks at that time, if they existed at all, so this was a serious hold-up for road transport. The police and fire
brigade were called to help, as were Wilf and his merry band of workers, who began shovelling the filth
into sanitary cans.
The traffic was diverted along the park beside Collaroy SLSC clubhouse and, when the bus from
Narrabeen began to pass Wilf and his men, one of his North Narrabeen surf club mates stuck his head
out of the bus window and yelled out, ‘What you doing Wilfy? Stock-taking?’ Wilf was never stuck for
words and as quick as a flash replied, ‘Yeah, that’s right, Buster! And I’m one turd short, so why don’t you
get off the bus and make up the number.’
Bill Pilon always lamented how Wilf had spoilt his budding relationship with a very attractive lady. Bill
was strolling along Ocean Street, hand in hand with his lady friend when Wilf pulled up in his brand new
sedan and asked if they would like a lift. Bill immediately accepted the offer, feeling it would impress the
girl that he had such influential friends. They got into the back only to find they had to share it with a full
sanitary can. The lady was not impressed and gave Bill the flick.
Wilf was respected throughout the surf life saving movement, and although he was a rough and tough
character, his kind heartedness was renown.
In 1997, Bill Abbott, a Life Member of the Collaroy club, wrote to the club about Wilf, and his letter
gave some insight to Wilf’s nature. At Bondi in 1940, Bill had qualified for the final of the Australian Junior
Belt Championship. His heat and semifinal had been held early in the morning, and he told of how he was
lying in the shade of the Pavilion, still in his swimmers, cold and shivering. He described his condition as
feeling ‘like he had just eaten razor blades’. Along came Wilf, or as Bill knew him ‘Old Woofa’. ‘What’s
wrong with you, Abbo?’ Bill replied, ‘I’m buggered, Woofa.’ Wilf told him to go and get his gear and to
come with him. He took Bill up to Kings Cross where Wilf had a mate who was a rubber for East’s Rugby
League First Grade. Bill was given a steak meal and a light rub and put to bed. At 2 p.m. Wilf returned him
to the beach to contest the final.
But Bill’s problems were not over, as he found that only one of his surf-reel team was available; the others
were contesting the final of the Junior Boat Race. Wilf quickly found Ray Black, Dave Pride and another
North Narrabeen member to fill in. Bill won the final and was eternally grateful for Wilf’s part in his success.
The last paragraph of Bill’s letter showed the esteem that Wilf had around the Narrabeen-Collaroy
area: ‘I have heard you are compiling a club history book and would like to see a full chapter dedicated to
the Great Wilfred ‘Woofa’Barnett. Mine is only one story-there is a book full. He was our “Godfather”.
There are dozens who could tell similar stories.’
Wilf is remembered at North Narrabeen SLSC through the WE Barnett Clubman of the Year Honour Board.

Bottles Motor Service operated between
Narrabeen and Newport circa1920
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1922-23 Season
SCOTTY

LOCAL HERO

Over the decades the club has had an abundance of members who were described as ‘real gentlemen’.
This was not a reflection on other members, but a term meaning a person who is quietly spoken, carrying
himself with a special type of dignity. James ‘Scotty’ Black had all these characteristics and displayed
them throughout his lifetime.
He was the club’s first great surf champion and competed against the best surfers and swimmers of
his era at both national and international levels. Among these were Australians Andrew ‘Boy’ Charlton, W
Herald and W Hendricks, and the American Bill Harris. Scotty’s surf swim tussle with Olympian Ernest
Henry at Manly was described in the Sydney newspapers ‘as the greatest race ever witnessed’.
Scotty first came into prominence in 1921 when he won the Junior Belt Race and was second in the
Junior Surf Race at the Manly Surf Carnival, which was the biggest surf carnival of the year. From then on
his photo appeared regularly in all the Sydney newspapers whenever surf life saving was mentioned. He
was also a champion pool swimmer with the Pyrmont Amateur
Swimming Club.
He was a folk hero in Narrabeen, and when he went on a
working holiday to England in 1924, nearly everyone in the
Narrabeen area assembled at the Narrabeen Terminus to give him
a rousing cheer of goodwill as he departed on the tram. While in
Europe, he made his way to Paris to watch Boy Charlton win an
Olympic gold medal, his cheering so loud it was reported over
the Australian Cable Telegraph, and it was quite a feat to be
mentioned in dispatches during the 1920s.
Scotty formed a great team with George Proudfoot in the Surf
Brace Relay and they became nearly unbeatable. In 1923 he
teamed with Billy Grose, Stan Bethel and George Proudfoot to
win the Australian Open Surf Relay, which was the club’s first
surf swimming Gold Medal. His performance on that day was
highlighted in the press: he was the last swimmer and the leading
Bondi competitor had a 30-yard head start, but Scotty gave a
James ‘Scotty’ Black
lion-hearted effort to win by 20 yards. He was later to be a
prominent member of the club’s team that won back to back Australian Surf Team Championships in
1927 and 1928.
Another of his great efforts was to dead heat with the legendary Noel Ryan in a belt race at Manly. This
result enabled the club to win the Archdale Parkhill Cup, the most esteemed surf life saving trophy at that
time.
Scotty was very supportive of the club’s younger members and was always on hand to give them
sensible advice and support. This effort provided the club with many great lifesavers and surf swimmers.
He was also an outstanding club Captain and represented the club in a NSW instructional team, which
was then equivalent to an Australian representative team.
He also assisted Roy Liston in helping the following members gaining their Bronze Medallions:
M Alden, A Alyward, A Barrett, R Bowie, A Brandon, WH Brandon, C Butcher, F Butcher, A
Charlesworth, F Chowne, W Clarke, JB Crum, J Dempsey, L Ellison, S Exton, CE Flint, W Folbigg, E
Greatorex, S Grose, RS Hancock, D Hutchins, ES Kay, H Kay, M Keogh, W Leask, J Lynch, H McDonald,
W Myles, J Steines, W Theobold, T Trousdale, SH White, A Williams, EH Williams, A Barnett, C McRae.
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James ‘Scotty’ Black will always be remembered as
very worthy Life Member of the club.
Another member at that time, Bill Pilon, was to become
a champion in his own right and the founder of a beach
sprinting record that no club in Australia can match and
probably never will. Bill was a local lad who was described
in his youth as ‘a long streak of misery’. He was very shy
and gangling, nearly two metres tall, and worked long
and tedious hours in his mother’s butcher shop as an
apprentice.
As a Junior he had shown that his exceptionally long
legs carried him over the sand at great speed, and he
was soon the backbone of the beach relay team whose
results helped the club win many of the interclub trophies.
Always the last runner, his ability to run down a team that
seemed to have an unbeatable lead was the talk of all
Sydney surf clubs and newspapers.
Due to his work, he never trained and found it difficult
to attend many carnivals, yet he was recognised as
Australia’s premier beach relay sprinter. He was second
in the 1929 Australian Open Beach Sprint
Bill Pilon
Championships and a member of the beach relay teams
that gained silver medals in 1928, 1930, and 1933-35, and a bronze medal in 1926.
Bill was also a very strong swimmer and during weekdays he was often called from his butcher shop
to rescue an endangered surfer. Narrabeen residents were quite used to seeing Bill dashing along Ocean
Street his butcher’s apron flying in the wind, then quickly stripping down to his underpants and plunging
into the ocean. He was asked later in his life how many times he had made these dashes and in a quite
unassuming manner, replied, ‘I lost count, but it was my only training for beach sprinting.’
On Boxing Day in 1934, a Mr Bowyer had partaken of a large meal and entered the surf near Waterloo
Street (the Narrabeen Beach Surf Club was not yet in existence). Bowyer suffered a severe cramp and
became caught in a rip that soon carried him well out to sea. Two children saw his plight and hastened to
Bill’s shop. The unofficial resident lifesaver was away again on one of his regular dashes. He reached
Bowyer, who by now was semiconscious. Bill tried for quite a long period to pull his patient back to the
beach, but the run-out was too strong. Eventually members from the North Narrabeen SLSC arrived and
took a rescue line to haul Bowyer ashore. Bill was rewarded with a Royal Shipwreck Relief and Humane
Society Bronze Medal. Local residents maintained he should have had a drawer full of them.
Bill was a very handsome man, with facial features similar to Rudolph Valentino, the famous movie star
of the 1920s and 30s. With these good looks and manners, he was very attractive to the opposite sex
and he was very responsive to their attention. Bill had a very dry sense of humour, which was continually
called upon to combat the constant baiting from his fellow club members. If they bought meat from his
shop that proved tough, they would assemble
at his mother’s riding school, which was
directly opposite his shop where Taylor House
is now situated, and make a great show of
counting the horses. Then, when the shop was
full of customers, they would stroll in and ask
him what happened to the old grey mare.
Throughout his whole life, Bill was always
happy to relate the wonderful times and
humorous incidents that were unique to the
Narrabeen history.
Trams at Narrabeen Terminus met by
The Diggers Pittwater Motor Co circa 1922
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A SURFING GENIUS

One person who was very important in Scotty Black’s early surf relay success was William ‘Billy’
Grose. Besides being a exceptional swimmer and surfer, Billy was quite a character. A typical knockabout Aussie of that era, he loved a smoke and a beer and could party all night and into the next day as
well. But what amazed his critics was his amazing ability, after one of these binges, to dive into the surf
and beat all comers in a race. He was small, slightly over 1.5 m tall, with
a wiry, solid frame and very powerful forearms and legs. He had
wonderful breath control and could stay underwater for very long
periods. He used this attribute to great advantage in big surfs, diving
under the first big wave and running along the seabed under the other
incoming breakers. His taller and stronger opponents who had forged
in front of him during the wade would be frustrated when they negotiated
the broken water and saw him well in front of their position in the field.

William ‘Billy’ Grose

Some of his performances for the club became legendary. Jack
Cameron, who was at times very critical of Billy’s behavior, related in
latter years how the club’s R&R team attended a carnival at Newcastle.
They were the outstanding team in Sydney at the time and considered
unbeatable at this carnival. Billy had really enjoyed the local club’s
hospitality, and by the time the R&R was to be contested, was ‘a little
under the weather’. The team had no reserves, so it was decided to
compete and try to somehow hide Billy’s condition from the large
spectator crowd that was present to see the Sydney hot shots perform.
Somehow Billy managed to march onto the beach without falling over,
and as the team formed into single line behind their reel, the men on
either side of him wedged him between them to prevent him falling.

Jack Cameron recalled that the whole team gave a sigh of relief
when Bill drew the patient swim, as they were all aware he was incapable of any other task. When the gun
went for the start of the swim leg, Bill staggered into the water in last position but was first to the buoy by
over 50 yards, which gave his team an unbeatable lead in the overall event. Jack had drawn the belt and
in the haul-in back to the beach had continually dunked Bill trying to get him reasonably sober for the rest
of the discipline. They marched off the beach to applause from the crowd, and Billy’s team-mates quickly
whisked him out of their sight.
Billy won three Australian gold medals for the club. After his 1923 success, he teamed with Tom
Gallecher, Scotty Black and Tas King in 1927 to win the Surf Teams Race. The next year with Bill Gallecher
replacing his brother Tom, the same team was again successful in this event.
In 1940, Billy, then aged 39, joined the Army and was posted to the Middle East. The Australian
Imperial Force had constructed a rest and recreation camp at Gaza, and Billy’s reputation as a top
lifesaver saw him appointed lifeguard at the beach that thousands of servicemen and women utilised.
The Commander and Chief of the AIF, General Blamey, decided to hold a giant swimming carnival and
combined surf event to promote goodwill among the troops. He donated a cup for the best competitor,
called the Blamey Cup. The event was open to all servicemen within the Allied forces and attracted many
of the best swimmers from all around the world. Billy won the cup and another legendary story evolved.
After such a prestigious victory, Billy naturally celebrated well into the following day. He eventually
began a staggering walk back to his base camp. It so happened that General Blamey was about to
inspect the camp and saw the disheveled Billy stumbling along the road. The general told his driver to
stop and get Billy’s name and rank and put him on a charge of showing a ‘bad image’. When informed of
Billy’s accomplishments, he changed his mind and told the driver to give Billy a lift, but to make sure he
was in the front seat. Arriving at the camp, the driver hastened to open the car door for the general to
inspect the guard of honour who stood stiffly at attention presenting arms.
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But before this was accomplished, Billy had opened his door, missed the running board, and sprawled
head first onto the parade ground. That incident brought a smile to all club members for many years.
Bill Grose was always extremely proud to be a member of North Narrabeen SLSC and, although he
was to work mainly as a lifeguard at many beaches all along the Australian eastern seaboard, he would,
whenever possible, wear his club blazer. Billy’s carefree behaviour upset some of the more staid members
of the club, but most who knew him well always considered him one of Narrabeen’s favourite sons who
depicted the character of Narrabeen during his era.
During 1923, the renowned English novelist DH Lawrence visited Narrabeen and his description of
the area was quite critical. About travelling on the tram he remarked that:

The landscape was mostly ragged bush, loused over with small promiscuous bungalows built from
everything, from a patchwork of kerosene tins up to red brick stucco, like Margate.
About arriving at the Narrabeen Terminus he wrote:

This was the end of everywhere, with new “stores” - that is, flyblown, shops with corrugated iron roofs and with a tram shelter, and a little house agent’s booth plastered with signs - and more cottages, that is
bungalows of corrugated iron or brick - and bits of swamp or “lagoon” where the sea had got in and
couldn’t get out.
Lilla Gormhuille McKay, who won an Australian song prize at that time, described a much different
place to what the critical Englishman had described. Her entry was called ‘The Song of Narrabeen’, and
the last stanza described a place that the
locals loved dearly:

I dream tonight of Narrabeen
Beside a turquoise sea.
The sweep of golden, sunlit sand,
White surf and wind bent trees.
The rippled lake so blue and still
Beneath the cloudless sky,
While black across its shining calm
The long tree shadows lie.

March past team during early 1920s marching in double file.

The Englishman’s criticism did not effect the club’s membership and the following new members
gained their Bronze Medallions:
AS Bibb, AR Hopkins, JJ Jobson, SW Killick, ME Mattes, CW McCready, SG Ogilvie, G Orr, PJ Phelps,
H Powell, B Ridge, J Rooke, N Rooke, W Stuckey, WR Warboy, B Wearing, H Wood, E Wray and CA Maher.
During that period another of Erco’s Lads who was later to become
a Life Member became prominent in club affairs. He was Charlie Butcher,
whose mother had already become a Life Member for her tireless work
and generosity to the club. Charlie carried on just as enthusiastically,
taking on any difficult official position that was hard to fill. Nothing was
a problem for Charlie. He became a prominent official in the SLSA and
was the manager of the NSW representative team to Tasmania in 1934.
Charlie later survived the horrors of Changi, the infamous WWII
prisoner of war camp. He returned home with a withered arm and
mangled hand, but that did not stop him from continuing his outstanding
efforts for the club. He was elected as a councillor in Warringah Shire
and was forever pushing for club improvements. Charlie was also highly
Charlie Butcher
respected by the Returned Servicemen’s League for his efforts in
assisting ex-servicemen to gain war pensions. He was also honoured with Life Membership.
‘North Narrabeen Surfers Want New Clubhouse’ was the headline of an article that appeared in the
Manly Daily in 1924 that described how tough the period was and the amazing financial position the club
had achieved. At the time, the club was approaching Warringah Council for funds for a new clubhouse.
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The following is an extract from the Warringah Council minutes:

Mr. Butcher represented North Narrabeen Surf Club in requesting the Council to provide £400 towards
the cost of a £1,000 clubhouse. He stated the club had £600 cash in hand. During the past five years, he
said, the shire council had not been called upon by his club for any assistance or gear. They had been self
supporting, Dee Why had received £260, Freshwater £250 and Queenscliff had been promised £350,
half of the cost of their £700 venture.
The club was composed principally of weekenders, perhaps 10% being residents.
There were no inducements for new members unless the clubhouse was established.
The members did five hours patrols-8 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
They preferred long hours of less frequency. The present club’s capacity was 50 and the casualty room too
small. If the larger room was used for that purpose there would be no privacy. With the larger building
posterity would be provided for.
Councillor Parr: the £350 for Queenscliff is incorrect.
Mr. Butcher: Here are the figures in the Surf Life Saving Association report.
The President: The amount will be under £150, Manly Council will contribute a similar amount. The
subdivision owners nearby will contribute the same. The club will supply voluntary labour. Have the
B Riding councilors considered Narrabeen’s request?
Councillor Ross: I am favourable to the scheme. The council has not done much for the Narrabeen area.
The President: Have we got £400?
Councillor Ross: We found £350 for lagoon work today. The money will be paid over a number of years.
If we want to do the work, we can find ways and means.
I give the proposal full support.
Councillor Greenwood: Thought the application should be treated on its merits, as had been with
Collaroy. If the club could get guarantors for the balance the Council might find £100.
Councillor Parr: Reminded North Narrabeen that £125 had been spent on alterations to the present
shed and it was now proposed to give another £100 making £225 in all. If the club could arrange
guarantors the council could arrange an overdraft.
Councillor McPaul: Too many of our coastal sheds are not ornamental, though it is not a B Riding
matter I will give it every encouragement.
Councilor Ross: Suggested that council might advance £150 if satisfactory guarantors could be found,
however, council decided to offer £100 provided guarantors could be found.
The following year. Mrs M Butcher gave the club two blocks of land on which the proposed clubhouse
was to be built. She also donated £50 towards its construction.

Club members attending a male only Annual Dinner
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1924-25 Season
THE CAMPS
TASSIE

From the beginning of the 1900s, many weekend visitors to Narrabeen resided in holiday cottages
that they referred to as ‘camps’, and during the 1920s and 1930s they became very popular, especially
for weekend surf club members. Some of the camp names were Ocean View, Seafoam, Monterey, Bringa,
Erodia, Kaboolsha, Bachelors, By-the-Sea, Bill Jim, This’ll Do, Tre Bon, Boondi, Bellubra, Avadip, Ma
Archies and Hillcrest.
The Hillcrest cottage was situated on the seaside of Ocean Street
on a sandy grass hill just before the road declined towards the bridge.
Its back verandah was approximately adjacent to the southern
extremities of the present clubhouse. During its existence, many of the
club’s champion competitors and top lifesavers were tenants, among
them the Jack and Tassie King, George and Wally Proudfoot, Harold
‘Dusty’ White, Scotty Black, Bill Lloyd, Harry Williams and Ted Gill.
Ted Gill, a top class amateur wrestler and the gym supervisor at
City Tattersalls Club, related that Hillcrest was so close to the surf
club and beach that the tenants were continually called upon to assist
members with surf rescues. Ted maintained that the number of people
who owed their lives to the Hillcrest dwellers outside official patrol
hours could never be assessed, but he estimated it ran into hundreds.
Many of the Hillcrest occupants were the stars of surfing in this era
and they naturally attracted many female admirers, making the cottage
Club members at weekender “Hillcrest”
a very popular party venue. Tas King reminisced while at the opening
of the present clubhouse top section that there had been a high sand dune between Hillcrest and the
beach and it formed a bushy gully that ran towards the bridge. In his famous, slow drawl and with a
wicked grin on his face he remarked that the gully terminated at the back gate to a girls only weekender.
Another of Hillcrest’s lodgers, Harry Williams, a broad-spoken Welshman who, like his countrymen
loved to sing a song, was a favourite at the Hillcrest parties. One of his favourite numbers was titled ‘In
Other Words’, and it went as follows:

I’m a plain spoken fellow-I say what I mean,
And a spade is a spade to me.
I’m pithy and brief, and terse and concise,
And as straight to the point as can be.
Now last night my brother came home about two.
That’s all very well-but between me and youI fear he had waxed excessively convivial.
With fine fermented produce, he had strife.
He gazed upon the vintage when ’twas crimson,
And alcoholic revelry was rife.
He partaken of thoracic lubrication,
With ambrosial nectar he was lined.
I regret to state, he was non Compos Mentis,
In other words-quite blind.

The present day club premises is situated directly behind where
“Hillcrest” cottage was originally situated.

There were at least another three verses to Harry’s song and all of them laden with long descriptive
words. He always sang his number towards the end of Hillcrest’s renowned parties, and those in attendance
who had ‘waxed excessively convivial’ found it hard to believe that Harry could remember the words.
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In 1924 the club held its first surf carnival after the First World War, and the event attracted over a
thousand spectators. The highlight was an exhibition of board riding by the Hawaiian champion WW
Harris, while Andrew ‘Boy’ Charlton and W Hendricks thrilled the crowd displaying how to body surf.
The turbulent surf suited the host club members and they made a clean sweep of the Brace Surf
Relay, with J Black and G Proudfoot first and W Grose and J Cameron second. The club also performed
well in other events, gaining a second place in both the Senior and Junior Alarm Reel Race. Fred Butcher
won the Sack Race and Roy Liston was second in the Pillow Fight.

International and Australian swimming champions contest Open Surf Race
- North Narrabeen SLSC Annual Carnival, 1924
From L to R: Visitor (Unknown), A McLeay (British Commonwealth Games Team), Bill Harris (USA), Stan
Exton (Secretary - NNSLSC), Andrew ‘Boy’ Charlton (Australia),
Roy Liston (Captain - NNSLSC), W Hendriks (Australia)

W Grose took third place in the Open Surf Race. The Bill Jim camp won the intercamp Beach Relay
and Miss E Roberts won the Ladies Sprint. In the main novelty event-the Bun Eating Contest-W Beandon
was first and A Crumb second (possibly the club’s recorder was trying to be humorous with the runnerup’s name).
The Narrabeen Derby was resurrected and was won by the horse King George (ridden by Bennett) by
a short head from Porridge (ridden by McRie).
Members who gained their Bronze Medallions during the season were SR Blanch, FW Crowe, NW
Smith, W Marles, R Storey and AC Thompson.
In the latter part of 1924, Tassie King and Wally Proudfoot joined the club after gaining their Bronze
Medallions at North Curl Curl.
Tassie (or Tas as some knew him) King was 19 years old and already
a champion still-water swimmer. He had won the Sydney Western
Districts and Pyrmont Open Championship in 1922, and during that
period had been a close second to the legendary Boy Charlton in an
interdistrict scratch race. He was a natural born surfer and was
recognised as the best big surf swimmer in Australia during his early
competitive days. In 1926 and 1928, he won the Australian Open
Surf Championship and to date has been the only club member to
achieve such a feat.

Tassie King Australian Open Surf Champion
1925-26 1928-29

Tassie was a great team man and combined with W Grose, J Black
and T Gallecher to win the Australian Open Surf Relay in 1928, when
he turned certain defeat into victory by blitzing the field in the final leg.
He was a member of the club’s R & R teams for over 15 years and was
in the team that won the Australian Premier Pennant.
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However, they were later disqualified when an official came forward and claimed the team’s beltman
had touched the swimming buoy below the waterline. This decision was bitterly disputed by the club
officials, but to no avail. In 1933 Tassie, along with his brother Jack King, Billy Grose and John Riley, won
the Australian Surf Team Championship.
A top-class lifesaver, Tassie held many official positions in the club, including Captain. His biggest
asset was the manner in which he welcomed new members and visitors to the club. His natural friendliness
and beguiling smile made most people who enjoyed his company remark, ‘What a lovely bloke.’
When a new club Captain was elected, he would be the first to shake his hand and offer any help he
could and tell them, ‘Well done, son! You have taken on the most important job in the club. The safety of
our beach is what this club is all about. Any competition success is only a bonus.’
An example of Tassie’s charisma can be described by relating the usual procedure at the club reunion.
Like all reunions, as the hours go by, the harder it becomes to maintain order, but at North Narrabeen the
MC would leave Tassie’s appearance till the end of proceedings. Called upon to sing a song, he would
nonchalantly stroll onto the stage, face the turbulent mob and then give them that famous Tassie King
grin. Within seconds the noise would begin to fade to utter silence and he would then begin to sing and
encourage everyone to join him in the chorus of his favorite number, ‘Black Rose’. The clubhouse would
vibrate to its foundations. All the women waiting at home for their sons, husbands or boyfriends knew that
when they heard Tassie sing (which could be heard all over Narrabeen), that the reunion was nearly over.
Tassie was deeply respected by all who knew him, and most mothers and fathers hoped that their
sons would develop his characteristics. When Tassie passed away in November 1989, there was hardly
a dry eye in Narrabeen, and those who knew of his magnificent effort for the club silently said, ‘Thanks
Tassie’. His name proudly is featured on the Life Members Board.

First Rugby League team for the Manly-Warringah district.
Club members were,:- Captain WE Barnett, Vice Captain A Barnett, W Lloyd, and Wally Proudfoot.
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BACHELORS

The 1925-26 season management consisted of Bill White, President; Scotty Black, Captain; Jack
Cameron, Vice Captain; S. Hughes, Secretary, and AM Ayland, Treasurer. At the Annual General Meeting,
the Treasurer thanked Mrs Butcher for donating the site for the new clubhouse, and the President
congratulated Tas King for winning the Australian Open Surf Championship, the first individual
championship event won by a club member.
Harold White and Frank Butcher won the Club Point scores, and 20 members gained their Bronze
medallions.They were:
R Allsop, R Atkins, A Brailey, R Buckley, D Bullin, W Burns, W Cerrutti, N Ella, F Gould, C Hansen, E
Hill, J Hopper, S Hughes, S Silcock, R Southward, W Stout, H Thomas, L Thorn, M G Wallace, A McCarthy.
The annual Boxing Day Carnival had been an outstanding success attended by a large crowd, and
again the club had been very hard to beat in open carnival competition. By that time, the Club had three
surfboats and had decided to give one to the North Curl Curl SLSC.
By 1927 Jack Cameron had taken over from Scotty Black as club Captain, having been Roy Liston’s
apprentice as Vice Captain. He was a worthy successor and ensured that the club remained among the best
in Australia. He proved to be the strictest disciplinarian in the club’s history, but his fairness and attitude of
treating all members as equals gained him the respect and admiration not only of club members, but of the
Surf Life Saving Association in general. He was a
wonderful coach in all phases of SLSA disciplines,
including March Past, R&R and Boat Rowing.
Jack asked for, and received, immediate
concentration and applied effort from any team
he coached, and in later years he was irreverently
nicknamed ‘The Fuhrer’. An extract from the 192728 Annual Report congratulating for coaching the
March Past team that had won the Australian
Championship emphasises his disciplinary
attitude: ‘At this juncture a tribute must be paid to
J. Cameron for the way he disciplined the March
Past team, also the men who so minutely carried
out his commands, commands which in
themselves created action by the way in which
they were given.’
Jack Cameron gives R&R team a pep talk.

There are still members of the 1946-47 Junior
R&R team, which he coached, that can remember the sharp commands he gave. ‘Steady in the ranks! I do
not want to see a muscle moving.’
Jack, or ‘Cammo’ as he was called by his many friends, was also a very strong swimmer and combined
with his natural drilling skills, was a key member of the club’s R&R teams during their years of outstanding
performances and the near win of the Premiership Pennant. Jack was held in high esteem by surf life
saving authorities and was to become the Australian Superintendent of the SLSA of Australia. He also
managed the Australian Surf team to Hawaii in 1938. He gave many valuable years to the SLSA but
always retained a keen interest in North Narrabeen, having been Captain, 3 years and President 2 years.
When membership and club morale was at its lowest in the early 1950s, he was on hand to guide and
encourage the younger members to keep the beach safe and forge onwards. While ever the club and surf
life saving exists, the name of Jack Cameron a club Life Member will always be remembered.
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During the 1920s, a group of weekend members-Jack Brown, Merv Allen, Laurie Irvine, Chic Mitchell
and Neville Moore-would stay at Jack’s parent’s small weekender near the present caravan park, where
they had all fallen in love with Narrabeen. They called themselves the Summ-ar Bachelors. When Ced
Hallowes, Geoff Gilbert, Kell Ruttledge and Fred Mahoney joined them, they had to move to larger quarters,
and rented a cottage in Powderworks Road, an area then called Green Hills.
To their delight, a small comfortable shack owned by the Schultz family became available in Ocean
Street, very close to the surf club. This camp, or weekender, became famous for its Saturday night parties
that would prelude the club’s dance. There was always a keg of Tooheys bought from the local pub for 30
shillings, and those attending paid about one and sixpence to cover costs.

The home of the Schultz famiy at the northern end of Lagoon St, later it became the Bachelors Club

It was from this atmosphere, that Geoff Gilbert was inspired to compose the ‘Bachelor Song’, a parody
of ‘There’s a Tavern in the Town’:

We are the Bachelors of North Narrabeen,
No wine, no beer, no women-we’re pure and clean,
But when the weekend comes then we go upon the spree,
The Summ-ar Bachelors are we . . .
We’re not here because we’re here, no fear,
We’re here because there’s beer, hear! hear!
And where there’s beer there’s cheer.
So give three cheers for beer.
Oh come with us and leave your blues far behind.
We all pop the numbers on and soon you will find,
That you just have to sing.
When the party’s in full swing . . .
Drink your ale . . . let’s be hale . . . BACHELORS!
After many happy years, marriage depleted the gang, but Vince Murray, Jack Dowse, Harry Paton and
Reg (Bunny) Packet filled in the ranks, and with the help of the Soady Brothers and Jack Birney, who
rented a cottage next door, the Bachelor flag kept flying.
Around 1948 the Bachelors combined with some members of the Ocean View camp. They called
themselves the Bachelor Social Club, and under the supervision of Harold Homer, they renovated the
falling-down shack and made it into quite a substantial brick edifice with a small hall for entertaining.
These improvements were made possible through raffles and voluntary help with construction.
After many successful years with this new concept, the club became interested in the Schultz’s beautiful
two-storey home with its spacious lawns and palm trees on the banks of the lake. This property was on
the market and to achieve the amount asked, a company was formed, articles drawn up and debentures
called for, resulting in 75 members becoming owners of the project.
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By 1956 the Bachelor Social Club was operating as a social club, with the only residents being Bunny
Packet and occasionally Jack Dowse. The lower floor contained a large room which opened onto the lawn
and lake, making it a great venue for entertaining.
The club became well known in Sydney, and members of the media and sporting notaries were often
present at their functions. The French, Great Britain and Australian Rugby League players attended and
were high in their praise of the entertainment in such beautiful surroundings. Major Rugby League players
from Manly, Balmain, Wests, Eastern Suburbs, South Sydney and North Sydney also availed themselves
of the opportunity to enjoy the Bachelors’ hospitality. Apart from entertainment, the Bachelors were
renowned for their organisation, providing food and drink that was spoken of highly by Sydney’s sporting
fraternity in.
A highlight among their events was the annual Christmas Party. All the members could bring their own
children, or those of a friend. Every child received a gift, and there were professional clowns and entertainers
to keep the youngsters amused. It was one of Narrabeen’s big days.
All good things come to an end, and what with taxes, members leaving the district after marrying and
the demise of others, the clientele fell off to the extent that the premises were offered to the North
Narrabeen Surf Club with the object of it becoming a licensed club. Although the club was more than
interested and spent a considerable amount of money to achieve this object, the Liquor Licensing Board
rejected their application. In 1968, the Bachelor Club was wound up and all assets sold. The only remaining
evidence of the Bachelor Club that remains today is the Bachelor’s Social Golf Club.
The Bachos, as the club members called it, was a part of the club history for 40 years. Their support
of the surf club was total and their contribution to the clubs finances was beyond estimate. They will
never be forgotten as long as the surf club exists.
Among their members were some of the best amateur singers and joke tellers that ever lived. Worldrenowned entertainers who were guests of the club often remarked they should have become professionals.
Geoff Gilbert was one of them, and many club members can remember his impersonations of Adolph Hitler
during the Second World War that had the hundreds of spectators at the Crazy Carnivals in fits of laughter.

On the beach in the 1920s

1926-27 Season
No annual report was available for the 1926 - 27 period; however, SLSA of Australia records show
that the following members gained their Bronze Medallions:
J Barrett, W Cohen, R Mills, R Moore, R Platt, H Thorne, S McGregor, W McIntrye, A McNeill.
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1927-28 Season
JACK KING - A LEGEND
THE GOLDEN YEARS

The 1927-28 Annual Report was presented on Sunday, 7 October. Executives for the season were
WW White, President; K McLeod, Secretary, and A Amour, Treasurer, with J Cameron, Captain, and
J Black, Vice Captain.
The club had gone ahead in leaps and bounds. There were 111 active members and the Balance Sheet
showed the club would start the season with a cash balance of £495. The club had made a record profit
of £140, which was a marvellous feat for the period, although the wording seemed to infer that previous
club management had been guilty of reckless expenditure. The club’s lifesaving gear was reported in good
order, but the boat expenditure was criticised as excessive and greater care was advised in the future.
The club’s ambition of building its own clubhouse was within sight and would shape during the
forthcoming season. Land had been donated to Warringah Shire Council by Mrs. Butcher specifically for
use by the club. A two-storey building was proposed, and the club approved the erection of public
dressing sheds on the front portion of this land that would provide a spacious verandah for the clubhouse.
The club praised the Council’s foresight in these arrangements then, but in latter years this action
restricted the club’s progress and will always be a very contentious subject. Why Mrs. M Butcher did not
deed the land to the club is not known, but perhaps it was because the club would not be asked for rates
if the Council held the title.
GA Taylor, the founder of Taylor House in Ocean Street, made the first donation to the club’s Building
Fund, giving ten guineas (£10 10s).
The life saving patrols were commended for their alert effectiveness and the first mention of specific
patrol hours was indicated. The Boxing Day Carnival had been a great success, raising £83. This was an
amazing result considering the surf was raging and the only two surfing events attempted nearly ended in
tragedy; however, the general public had witnessed actual surf life saving in action.
The club held its first Presentation Dance at the Collaroy Masonic Hall, where Australian Gold Medals
were presented to the club’s successful Australian Surf Relay Team of T King, W Grose, T Gallecher and
J Black. In addition Ken McLeod received a wristwatch and gold pen and pencil from members in
appreciation of the tremendous job he had done as Secretary. The large attendance provided another
£17 to club funds.
Other fund raisers included the Tram Terminus Carnival, Beach Sports on Sundays and a dance at the
Glaciarium, which was arranged by N Johnson and J Welsh, who was tragically taken by a shark at Cooks
Hill a few years later.
Captain and Chief Instructor Jack Cameron put through R Fletcher, B Green, M Shadlow, E Smith,
I Smith, J Smith, F Kelly, F Thornhill, B Demster, H Williams, K Douglass, J A King, K Sherwood, L Swain,
W Thearle and C Fletcher for their Bronze Medallions. T King and J Southwark gained their Instructors
Certificates, while Tassie represented the club in a SLSA Instructional Team to Western Australia, where
he won the Open Surf Race.
A Ladies’ Committee, organised by Mrs Bibb, was raising funds for a new boat to which Tooheys
Brewery was to donate £25. The current boat needed to be replaced urgently to regain the club’s
reputation among the leaders of surfboat racing.
The club had a brilliant season in interclub competition, winning the Sun Cup, Collaroy Commemoration
Cup and Tooth Cup, which were prestigious awards and the events were strongly contested by all Sydney
clubs. The Sun Cup was competed for most keenly and was in the balance until the last event, in which
Wally Proudfoot provided the club with success.
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JACK KING - A LEGEND

The club ran second in the Archdale Parkhill Cup and admitted that it was Manly’s superiority in the
Surfboat Race that allowed that team to win.
The club’s open carnival results for the season
were the best by any club in Australia. The March
Past Team recorded 7 wins and 3 seconds from
11 starts, and the R&R team had 4 wins from 8
starts. Wally Proudfoot had 6 firsts and 2 seconds
from 8 starts in the Open Belt event, while Wally’s
older brother George won the Australian Open
Belt title for North Bondi.
Club members contested a weekly point
score competition for the Johnson Cup that
provided an exciting finish, with F Butcher
winning by one point over J Welsh.
By this time, Wally Proudfoot was recognised
as the best big surf belt swimmer in Australia
and when these conditions prevailed he was
Club members pictured with one of their trophies.
nearly unbeatable. At different times, Wally was
the Council Life Guard at both North and South Narrabeen beaches, and he was without doubt the most
popular person at both surf clubs. Wally was an amicable, laid-back person who always had a huge smile
on his face and always ready to participate in a party or celebration. He was also the first to help when
anybody was in any type of trouble.
In December 1929, Wally rescued four swimmers who had been swept well out to sea off the Narrabeen
headland. It was a very dangerous area, and without Wally’s strength and surfing knowledge, the rescues
might not have been successful. On the same day, a young local boy and
Surf club member, Bill Pilon, swam over 250 yards in a belt to rescue a
young girl who was being supported by Ken Harding and Jack King.
Until this time, women’s involvement in the club was never given
much publicity. Now their exceptional efforts began to be acknowledged
by those who kept the club strong and financially sound. They were
mothers, wives, sisters and girl friends who allowed their loved ones to
carry out their club duties and attend the many male-only parties. They
were occasionally invited to special club functions, and the Saturday
night camp parties were open to them, but those were frowned upon by
the single girls’ parents.
In 1927 a Beach Beauty Competition was promoted by the Sun
newspaper with the purpose of bringing members to the surf clubs. North
Narrabeen was represented by Ellen Wearing, sister of club member
and famous Rugby League International, Benny Wearing, who played for
South Sydney. She raised £500, and with the Government’s Pound for
Pound subsidy, £1000-a large amount of money at that time-was donated
Wally Proudfoot
to St Joseph’s Hospital at Auburn. That was the beginning of women
becoming recognised in surf clubs, but it would be decades before they were fully accepted.
The club’s success during the 1920s was due to the all-round ability of its members who were not
champions, but were able to lift their performance by being in the company of champions. Another important
feature was the great team spirit among the very close group of mates who contested surf events with
great determination during the day and then enjoyed partying till the following dawn. These parties were
a never-ending laugh; there was no time for argument and those who became angry or aggressive were
very quickly shown the door.
Many old-timers admit that they were only moderate sportsmen on most occasions, and that they
would nearly kill themselves to make sure they would not let Scotty Black or Tassie King down and at
times worried that The Bull ‘might tickle my ribs if I did not try my hardest.’
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In 1928 Tassie King allowed his younger brother Jack to join the club. Tassie was determined to keep
a watchful eye on ‘Bra’, as he called him, knowing what he did of the social life at Narrabeen. Jack had
already shown he could and would eventually become as good and maybe better than his famous brother.
As an 18-year-old member of the Pyrmont Swimming club, Jack had quickly become a champion pool
swimmer, holding the Western Suburbs District 880 yards record that
was not broken for many years. He had started his first job at a timber
yard in Pyrmont and could not spare time to train for State or national
events, so he did not enter them.
He was selected to play water polo for New South Wales at Granville,
which was also the venue for the NSW swimming titles. He was invited
to contest the one mile freestyle event and put a lot of noses out of joint
by winning this prestigious race. Jack later represented Australia in
swimming and also become an Olympic water polo player.
Jack’s combined club record in administration and competition is
unlikely ever to be equalled. He was a member of the winning team in
the 1933 Australian Open Surf Teams Championship, with his brother
Tassie, Bill Grose and Jim Rielly, and in 1936, Jack was second in the
Australian Open Surf Championship. He was also a member of the
R&R that took second place in the 1934 championships, and was the
Metropolitan Open Surf Champion two years running and a member of
the NSW representative team to tour Western Australia.

Jack King holder of the
Western Suburbs District 880yds record

He was captain of the NSW teams to Tasmania and New Zealand, and was also a member of the R&R
team that won the Inter-Dominion Championship in 1938. In surf swimming, Jack was one of the all-time
greats, and with his ability to ride uncatchable swells, he was compared with a porpoise. In close finishes in
small surf, Jack could catch a wave that other competitors would not see or even feel as it passed them. This
unique quality dumbfounded the other great champions of his era.
Jack was at his peak just as the Second World War began and the Australian Championships were
suspended, so he never gained other honours that he had the potential to win. His major effort for the club
was the amazing effect he had on the younger members. He had the charisma and humour of his elder
brother, plus outstanding ability for organisation and seeing a job done properly. His leadership as club
Captain during the 1930s and President in the 1950s inspired many younger men to take on difficult official
positions within the club. They all knew that if they had a problem, they only had to ask Jack. He would
quietly and intelligently advise them about the best way to deal with the matter, and he was always right.
In 1951, when the club was at its lowest ebb and an Annual General Meeting was adjourned because
nobody was prepared to stand as President, Jack was approached and agreed to take on the position, which
he then held for ten years. In the process, he helped the club regain its previous high regard in surf life saving.
During his many years as club Captain and President he was called upon to adjudicate some of the
most controversial matters in the club’s history. His decisions were very firm, but always fair. He was not
a strict disciplinarian like Jack Cameron, but he did not shirk any of the unpleasantness that is part of a
leader’s job. If your behavior was unacceptable, Jack made certain you knew it and that a repeat would
not be tolerated. Jack led by example, and that was to never let the club down in its duty to the general
public or bring its name into disrepute by your behaviour.
In the club’s social arena, Jack was supreme. He was nearly always the MC and like his brother had
the ability to maintain order and yet let everyone enjoy themselves. This characteristic was the main
reason he was possibly the most popular President and Captain the club has ever had.
When it came to consuming the amber liquid, he could match it with the best tipplers in Australia.
When nearly everyone had faded away, Jack would be still standing, shoulders square, back straight and
conversing without the slightest hint of alcoholic revelry.
In 1992, through the effort of Bill Worth, who was one of Jack’s greatest admirers, the club designated
the Jack King Room. This room is only a small reward for the dedication and supreme effort that Jack gave
the club. It will remain a monument to a gentleman whose involvement in the club may never be matched.
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THE GOLDEN YEARS CONTINUE
DOLLY WILLIAMS

In 1928, H ‘Pop’ Barnes became President and carried out this duty for 18 consecutive years. He was
small in stature and an unassuming person who wore the club’s blazer with great pride. Many old-timers
maintain they had never seen him not wearing his blazer. In a club photo of a Jungle Party held at Warriewood
in the late thirties, there is Pop, in the front row resplendent in his club blazer while the rest of the club
members are in shorts and shirtless.
Jack Cameron had swapped positions with Scotty Black, becoming Captain, with the legendary swimmer
becoming Vice Captain. R Bull had been Secretary, but resigned, and J Dempsey took on the job, while
E Ambrosoli was Treasurer. The clubs financial receipts and expenditure left a credit balance of £796
while the Boat Fund stood at £106.
There were 110 Senior members and 6 Juniors who had carried out
33 rescues with belt and line and 18 without equipment. Eighty percent
of the club members were weekenders.
During the season, Jack Cameron as Chief Instructor guided 29
members to gain Bronze Medallions, and one, F Thornhill, to gain an
Instructors Certificate. Receiving the Bronze Medallions were:
WE Dennett, E Eather, K Sherwood, F Shadlow, E Berry, J Hyde,
F Myles, R Dunn, J Daly, C Daly, J Lilliequist, W Scott, K Harding,
O Botham, G Hemsworth, J Hemsworth, J Nelson, A Southion, J Larter,
J Hickey, J McCudden, A Perry, F Hughes, G Mullens, BW Wickens,
S Bibb, A Wilson, C Roberts and A Green.
In competition, the club had again proved itself superior, winning the
Sun Cup, Rivoli Cup, Tooth Cup, Pioneer Dredging Cup, Archdale Parkhill
Cup and the Pat Miller Gold Cup.
At Australian level, Tassie King won his second Open Surf title and
the club’s March Past team took out a Gold Medal at the Championships.

Alf “Scones”Hopkins clubs march past
standard bearer during success during the
late 1920s

The club was appreciative of the Terminus Life Saving Committee for its efforts in appointing a permanent
lifesaver at the section of beach known as Waterloo Street. This area had been a continual worry to the
North Narrabeen SLSC patrols, and had to carry a reel to this area on many occasions to carry out rescues.
Every club has members who are described as the breadand-butter people, the ones who are the first to be asked about
organising major fundraisers or special functions. They are
usually knock-about people with a sense of humour and plenty
of tolerance, and they may have competed for the club at some
period, always doing their best, but not being in the champion
class. Others may have only been social members who just liked
to see the club be successful. Erco Liston described them as
‘the backbone of the Club’.
In 1928 Arthur Roy Williams joined the club. He became
one of Sydney’s best known identities and was referred to
worldwide as ‘Dolly’. This nickname had been given to him by
his mother, who had expected him to be a little girl, not a large
baby boy who would grow into a six-foot six-inch giant with an
outstanding physique.
Arthur ‘Dolly’ Williams
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For 66 years, Dolly was involved in nearly every club project that took place. He was a member of the
club’s successful March Past teams and also in Wally Proudfoot’s Belt and Line team. His greatest
efforts, however, were in the catering and entertainment area. Nobody loved a club social function better
than Dolly, and he always made sure they were successful and that everyone, especially visitors, enjoyed
themselves. His humorous antics were world renown.
The first French Rugby League team to tour Australia was entertained by the club, and they considered
Dolly to be the greatest character they met while in Australia. His song-and-dance routine of ‘The Man
Who Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo’ had them in hysterics.
Dolly was very kind, especially to children, and all the youngsters around Narrabeen knew that Uncle
Dolly was always a soft touch for a bag of hot chips from his successful business, Williams Brothers
Seafood. People came from all over Sydney to sample his excellent fish dishes. Dolly himself was also a
big attraction, with his large wobbly stomach shaking with laughter and his never-ending banter.
Dolly was an Army cook during the Second World War, and his adventures during that time would fill
a large book. He often claimed he should have received a Purple Heart as he, in his words, was ‘shot in
the arse, running like buggery to get in a foxhole’.

Australian Champion March Past team (1927-28 & 1928-29) stride out at South Curl Curl
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1929-30 Season

A DECADE CLOSES HAPPY AND CONVIVIAL

At the beginning of the 1929-30 season, Pop Barnes began his second term as President. Wilf Barnett
was Captain, Frank Butcher - Vice Captain, Charlie Butcher - Secretary, and B Wickens - Treasurer.
It had been a very busy year of life saving. The beach had been constantly battered by heavy seas, and
83 rescues were carried out with line and belt and 21 without when it was impossible to use them.
During the season, 32 Bronze Medallions and 5 Instructors awards were gained. Those receiving
Bronze Medallions were: K Foster, G Dickens, J Hunter, A Barrett, E Law, A Jones, W Collins, E Mantova,
E Tingle, JA Corbett, R Shannon, JL Edgley, AM Fletcher, F O’Keeffe, R Frederick, A Preety, RS Pope,
C Spedding, D Corbett, T Magnus, D Fitzpatrick, J Grieg, H Carroll, H McMahon, B Eadie, A Sproutster,
F Peters, R Privot, W Williams, HJ Pilon, JE Kelly and AR Williams. J Daley, J King, G Mullins, W Cohen
and L Silcock received Instructors Certificates.
The Pat Miller Gold Cup had been won again, and at the Australian Championships, Tassie King had
gained a memorable third place behind
Noel Ryan and Owen Griffith in the
Open Surf event. The club’s Beach
Relay team placed second in their event.
The Annual Report lamented that Wally
Proudfoot had withdrawn from the Belt
Championship due to illness; he had
won nearly every belt race at interclub
competition during the season.
There had been a heated argument
on the overall winner of the Archdale
Parkhill Cup, but the club eventually
placed second behind Manly by half a
point.
The club reunion, organised by the
Captain, was held at the Royal Hotel
Narrabeen. It was voted as ‘a very happy
and convivial evening.’

HR Miller (R) shows Jack Cameron the Pat Miller Cup

There was a very detailed account of the club’s and Warringah Shires Council’s input into the new
clubhouse. Architect J Hickey, a Club member, and builder J Carpenter were highly commended for a
very prestigious building that had cost £1150. £400 had been contributed by the Council, £100 free
and £300 on loan, with the club finding the remainder. The old clubhouse had been sold for £15, with
that money going into the Building Fund.
A surf alarm bell in club colours had been presented by Dennis Trucks Ltd. In 1998, when the bell
hung over the new clubhouse bar, it was believed to have originally been taken from a fire engine, but this
was disputed by its restorer, Bob Burnes, who discovered markings referring to a ferry inside the casting.
The twenties and thirties were described by old-timers as The Golden Years. This was due to a
combination of the club’s outstanding competition achievements and its wonderful social life. Members
came from all walks of life, with no distinction between the reasonably wealthy and middle class business
people and the working class battlers. They came mainly from the crowded suburbs around Sydney and
all of them felt that Narrabeen was their own special paradise.
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Those members created an atmosphere that still exists, where visitors are always made welcome and
having a good time is the top priority. Disagreements are quickly resolved in an up-front manner. Past and
present members are always proud to say they come from Narrabeen, and when the usual reply from total
strangers is ‘I’ve been there-it’s a great spot and the people are so friendly and full of fun,’ they feel even
prouder.
This feeling of wellbeing that is part of Narrabeen’s and particularly the club’s culture can be described
by the words of a club song that was sung to the melody of a World War I tune called ‘Bless ’em All’:

They say there’s some young lads just leaving Balmain
Bound for old Narrabeen,
Heavily laded with plenty of beer-And with a heart full of cheer.
There are many fair ladies awaiting them there
Who have no worries or cares,
So come join in the fun and lie in the sun
For we are at Narrabeen now.
Narrabeen! Narrabeen! We are short. We are long. We are lean.
And to our delight, every Saturday night
It’s over to Bachelor’s. We go till we’re tight.
For we’re having the time of our lives
As the boys go on tapping the fives.
We never argue. We always agree.
Come over to Bacho’s and have one with me.
So come join in the fun and lie in the sun,
For we are at Narrabeen now.

SEASON

EXECUTIVE OFFICE BEARERS 1912-13 TO 1929-30
PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
TREASURER
CAPTAIN

1912-13
G King
#
1913-14
G King
J Ives
1914-15
G King
J McFarlane
1915-16 to 1919-20 #
#
1920-21
W White
S Exton
1921-22 to 1924-25 #
#
1925-26
W White
S Hughes
1926-27
W White
#
1927-28
W White
K McLeod
1928-29
H Barnes
R Bull
1929-30
H Barnes
C Butcher
# no club records have been found for this period.

Club members from “Seafoam” weekender
prepare for a Crazy Carnival
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#
W Stubbing
W Stubbing
#
R Dalton
R Liston
A Altward
#
A Armour
E Ambrosoli
B Wickens

A Monckton
#
#
R Liston
J Black
J Black
J Cameron
J Cameron
W Barnett

1930-1940

1930-31 Season
THE DEPRESSION YEARS

Under the guidance of Herb ‘Pop’ Barnes as President, supported by
Charlie Butcher, Secretary; Bert Wickens, Treasurer, and ‘Mr SLSA’ Jack Cameron,
Captain, the club began the 1930-31 season facing a financial challenge. It was
explained to the members at the Annual General Meeting that spending £9 to
produce the annual report in the previous year’s format could not be justified, so a
brief report was submitted.

Herb ‘Pop’ Barnes

After the collapse of the American stock market, one in five Australian workers
being out of work. One result of that was that club membership had fallen by 21
from the previous season, with the totals now being 87 seniors and 6 juniors.
Another was the sustenance coupons, or ‘susso’, for essential food items that the
government issued to assist the unemployed. Arthur ‘Dolly’ Williams often told
members how he and Wally Proudfoot would soft-soap the local storekeeper into
giving them expensive items such the chocolate they craved but couldn’t afford in
lieu of essential food.

When the club was officially formed in the 1912-13 season, approximately 85 per cent of the
membership was made up of weekenders. The remaining 15 per cent were locals, those living within five
miles of the beach. During the 1930-31 season, the percentage was still 73 per cent weekenders. Very
few people had motor vehicles in those days, and the
weekenders faced a long and complicated commute via train,
tram and ferry to reach Narrabeen.
Once reaching the tram terminus it was a case of shanks
pony to their weekend houses, shacks, or camps along the
peninsula. Camps were rented for the surfing season or on a
yearly basis to groups of young men, and in some instances to
groups of young women. The chores of shopping, cooking, doing
the dishes and the general cleaning were allocated by roster,
and anyone who shirked their roster duties was asked to leave
the camp-any vacancies would be quickly filled by another mate
who wished to spend weekends at Narrabeen.

Tram at the Narabenn Terminus 1931

If they didn’t have a place in one of the many camps, many weekenders stayed with friends or relatives
who owned cottages along the peninsula, also a number of local residents provided weekend accommodation
to regulars. A few who come to mind
were Mrs Archbold, in Lagoon Street,
and Mrs Wright and Mrs Mullins, in
Ocean Street.
Mrs Mullins catered exclusively for
young ladies. Over the years dozens
of girls spent their weekends at the
Mullins place and became known as
the Mullinzo Girls. Mrs Mullins took
Narabeen Peninsula during the early 1930s when the dwellings were mainly holiday
great care of her girls, and every
cottages and referred to as ‘weekenders’.
Sunday provided a baked dinner, with
sweets to follow, for a few shillings per head-with seconds for those who were hungry enough. Many of
the Mullinzo Girls married surf club members, and eventually these couples bought land, built their homes,
raised families and provided numerous new members for the surf club.
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As a result of travelling restrictions and the economic conditions during the early depression years, the
North Narrabeen Surf Club became a mecca for all weekend activities. The Saturday night dances were
very popular, well patronised and the main source of income for the club.
The social committee, who ran the dances, was responsible for sweeping
the clubhouse, preparing the floor for dancing and selling the tickets, which
were 1s for ladies and 1s 6d for gents. Collecting tickets, policing the entrance
and exits, and maintaining the decorum of the crowd were also part of the job.
The music was provided by a three-piece orchestra-piano, saxaphone and
drums-playing all the latest dance music of the day.
In those days the preferable attire for the male dancer was cream trousers,
cream shirt and black patent leather pumps with paper thin leather soles that
cost 12s 6d a pair. With money in very short supply, it was common to see
groups of white-clad figures walking barefoot to the surf clubhouse and donning
their pumps and socks at the entrance to the dance. The ladies usually wore
summer frocks or colourful sundresses with leather-soled white canvas shoes.

Club members Jack and Tassie King
with their lady friends

Novelty nights during the season included a back-to-front night, when the
women dressed as men and the men dressed as women, with some hilarious results. A highlight was that
if any of the members could bypass the committee on the door without paying, they would be admitted
free, but nobody could recall anyone ever gaining entry this way.
Fancy dress nights were also popular and some very imaginative outfits were always on show. One
time, Dolly Williams was wheeled into the hall in an outsize pram, dressed in a bonnet and a large white
towel held by an outsize safety pin for a nappy, with a dummy in his mouth. It brought the house down and
won first prize.
Rescues totalled 96 for the season, and the club maintained their record of No Lives Lost while
patrols were on duty.
The Annual Carnival was held on 26 December 1930 and recorded good entries and many spectators.
The profit of £68 was rewarding for the organisers and well received by the club, as this day was one of
the club’s major fundraisers.
In the club competitions, cups were donated and presented for the yearly point score. They were
presented as follows:
Senior Surf Race Point Score, Jack King first, Tas King second
Junior Surf Race Point Score, Gordon MacArthur first
Senior Beach Sprint Score, Tom Magnus first, Ken Harding second.
The Club Championship was conducted over three races, two surf races and one belt race. After the
third race the points were level between Jack and Tas King, and the Committee ruled that a fourth race
would have to be conducted. This was done the following Sunday with Jack becoming the Club Champion
for the season.
The club committee had exercised the
strictest economy for the full season, and
although starting with a credit of only £50, the
club had to pay £35 of this as the final
installment on the clubhouse and spend a
further £50 for clubhouse improvements and
additions required by the Public Halls Act. As
well, the first of three repayments of £100 were
to be made on a loan to the club by the
Warringah Shire Council.
Some of Narabeen’s finest lifesavers.
From L to R:- Don Haslett, Jack Cameron, Alf ‘Scones” Hopkins, Wally
Proudfoot and Les ‘Bricky’ Walsh.
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THE DEPRESSION YEARS

At SLSA Championship Carnival, the March Past team recorded a third place and Tas King was third
in the Open Surf Race Championship.
Chief Instructor Jack King had a busy season with five members-R Fletcher, T Magnus, J Barrett,
M Shardlow and C Butcher-gaining their Instructor’s Certificates and assisting with the training of the 27
Bronze Medallion members. They were:
L Harding, W Barnes, T Dan, J Lyons, W Lillieblade, A Mullins, A Mason, M Waters, M Kemp,
H Batterham, A Burmiester, F Nicholls, J Hay, L Beesby, W Mullins, A Harding, E Frost, F Embry, A Herbert,
D French, J Breesly, A Jones, G MacArthur, J Hunt, W Love, J Harper and E Stanley.
This gave a total of 32 awards for the season.
Warren Barnes, son of the President Pop Barnes; Tom Magnus, a great Rugby League player for West
Sydney, and Jack Barrett would later receive a Meritorious Award for bravery in a shark attack at the
beach out of patrol hours.

The ‘Barracoota’ in action

Left and Below:
Clubhouse and surrounds during 1930. The building in the
foreground would later become the original premises of
Narrabeen RSL
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1931-32 Season
SYDNEY OPENS THE BRIDGE

This season saw the opening of the Sydney Harbour Bridge and the
champion race horse Phar Lap die under suspicious circumstances in
America. The basic wage for the average worker was around £5-for those
lucky enough to have employment.
Pop Barnes was again President, proving to be a very capable administrator
and leader. Other club officials were to George Lindsay, Secretary; Bill
Lillieblade, Treasurer, and Jack King, Captain and Chief Instructor.
The season started as in the previous year with apologies for the annual
report production and the cost involved. The committee again felt that the
£9 could be better spent on life saving equipment. Membership remained
the same at 95, with 84 seniors and 9 juniors.

George Lindsay - a club stalwart and
life member

During the season, 52 rescues were performed, many of which occurred when the beach was not
patrolled. In fact, the honorary beach inspectors
had performed many rescues midweek under
difficult conditions. Those involved were Jack
Cameron, Wilf Barnett, Fred Butcher, Jack King,
Tas King, George Mullins, Wally Proudfoot and
Charlie Butcher, all of whom were champion
surf swimmers and capable of swimming in any
sea conditions.

A team of legends
L to R Tas King, Jack King, Bill Grose, Wilf Barnett, George Proudfoot and
Jack Cameron

Charlie Butcher organised the Annual
Carnival, which was held on Easter Saturday,
26 March 1932, a date set by the Warringah
Shire Council. The carnival attracted good
entries from all Sydney metropolitan clubs and
from the Newcastle area, and the club recorded
a profit of £14 for the day after all expenses
were paid.

In notes left by the late Fred Wood, he recalled the jungle parties no doubt helped members forget the
hardships of this period. The events were very popular with visitors from Cooks Hill, Freshwater and South
Narrabeen surf clubs, as well as with the locals. They were held at various locations around the Narrabeen
area, with the most popular being Warriewood Beach, as there was only one building visible from the site at
the centre of the beach. It was a mammoth task to prepare the site with only bush tracks to get to the beach.
There were many memorable incidents at these jungle parties. In one, Ben Eddy was helping with the
most important task of rolling the kegs down the hill to the jungle site when his hand was caught in the
steel hoop of the wooden keg, which promptly chopped off of his finger. After the local doctors had sewn
up the hand, this true Narrabeen member returned to the party and proceeded to dose himself with
further painkillers of the liquid variety. As a result of that incident, the kegs were rolled down the hill in a
different spot where there were no protruding rocks.
Another incident occurred when a bush fire burnt through the site area, leaving plenty of ash, burnt
stumps and branches, in the week prior to an arranged jungle party. As the only way to the function was
through the burnt area, everybody finished up black with soot. After the day of fun and entertainment, the
mob returned to Narrabeen loudly singing the chorus of Al Jolson’s ‘Mammy’.
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1931-1932 SEASON

SYDNEY OPENS THE BRIDGE

Club competitions were again conducted for cups donated by Pop Barnes, Leo Gehrig and JD Alexander.
JD was the local electrical goods retailer and the father of Australian Tennis great John Alexander.
In the Surf Race point score results, Jack King was first with 45 points, Tas King was second with 42
points, Bert Lloyd was third with 35 points. In the Beach Sprint point score results, Alan Fletcher was first
with 37 points, Bill Pilon second with 30 points, and Charlie Fletcher third with 25 points. The Club Surf
Championships, conducted over three rounds, resulted with Tas King beating his brother Jack by one
point.
Again the club was highly competitive in the surf carnivals conducted in the Sydney Metropolitan and
the Newcastle areas. The club won the Pat Miller Gold Cup for the third time in four years and the
Hichcock Cup in its inaugural year of competition. If the club was successful in winning these competitions
the following season, they would retain the trophies.
At the Newcastle Carnival Wally Proudfoot won the
only surf event conducted because of the dangerous
surf, while Wilf Barnett swam through mountainous
seas to rescue an entire boat crew at the northern
end of Newcastle Beach. The crew was in danger of
being swept onto the rocks, and after guiding them to
swim out to sea and wait for help, he kept the group
calm until help arrived. When all were in the safety of
rescuers, Wilf casually refused a ride to safety and
cracked the biggest wave possible right to the beach,
where he received a standing ovation from officials
and the public. The rescue is detailed in the Meritorious
Awards section of this book.
The club was shocked to hear of the passing of
Gordon MacArthur, who was a club cup winner the
previous season and an outstanding member. Gordon
had transferred to the sister club at Cooks Hill where he
met his fate in the surf. A Memorial Shield event was held between the two clubs for many years after his death.
R&R team carrying party with George Proudfoot in
the cork surf belt, he would later win a Australian
Open Belt Championship for North Bondi SLSC

To commemorate the opening of the Sydney Harbour Bridge all medals awarded at the Association
Championships at Bondi had been struck from steel used in the bridge construction. Jack King was the
only successful competitor with a third place in the Open Surf Race.
Again the club had to keep finances under a tight control and, again with good results in fundraising,
they were able to pay all expenses, buy a piano and make a further payment of £100 to the Warringah
Shire Council. With the basic weekly wage of £5 at the time, the £100 was a huge sum to repay to the
council for three years running, particularly in depression times.
Nine Life Members were listed in the Annual Report, and
this appears to be the first mention of life members in this
type of documentation. They were Mrs M Butcher,
George Bibb, Stan Exton, Charlie Proudfoot, James Black,
Jack Cameron, Roy Liston, Charlie Schultz, and W Bill White.
The SLSA award total was down slightly from the previous
year, with 3 members-S Bibb, W Lillieblade and W Proudfootreceiving Instructor’s Certificates and 13 gaining Bronze
Medallions. They were:

Boat crew contest Australian Championships at Bondi

W Bennett, S Britfield, D Fenton, D Haslett, S Jorgenson, J Jorgenson, L Layton, A Lloyd, W Mackenzie,
F O’Connell, C Read, P Tester and F Wood.
Of those Bronze Medallion members, the Jorgenson brothers became the backbone of the boat crews
during the thirties, and Paul Tester became a leading hockey player, representing Australia many times.
Bert Lloyd was prominent in the unofficial surf ski competition, an event that was officially introduced into
the championship program in 1947.
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Wally Proudfoot gained his Instructor’s Certificate with the club, but he had previously gained his
Bronze Medallion while a member of North Curl Curl. He was not listed in the North Narrabeen member’s
list for that year and it is believed that he was competing with the
South Narrabeen Club when he was killed in a tragic road accident
coming home from a Sydney surf carnival. The reason Wally
competed with South Narrabeen was to make up their R&R team
for competition, which was a shame because he was a great belt
swimmer and fearless in any sea conditions.
Fred Wood has recalled that women were becoming more
involved in surfing and becoming interested in the club around
this time. Many local girls were more than proficient surfers in the
early 1930s, but were not allowed or encouraged to participate
in any surf lifesaving competition. On one occasion, a Ladies Only
invitation surf race was held and North Narrabeen’s Phyllis Barnett
won the event. She received an inscribed Bronze Medal, as well
as much media attention, as Phyllis cracked a very big wave to
win the event. She had honed her skill surfing in the famous North
Narrabeen Alley with the champion of that era, Wally Proudfoot.
This pair was often joined by Valerie Scott and Margaret Wilson
as they tamed the Alley monsters.

Champion ski paddlers Bert Loyd and Tom Foord
with their plywood double ski built by Bert Lloyd

During the mid-thirties, a lot of attractive young women
supported the North Narrabeen Club, but at that time women were
not allowed in the clubhouse except for dances or when invited to
special events. The members tried to keep them well away from
the premises at all other times, even barring them from sitting on
the steps at the entrance. One feeble excuse offered was that the
girls could be in the way in case of an emergency.

Nevertheless, the undaunted Ladies Auxiliary were loyal to the core, raising funds for much needed
equipment and responding to the request, ‘Come in girls. We would like some afternoon tea prepared for
the VIPs during the carnival.’
Not to be outdone, they held a meeting and formed the North Narrabeen
Ladies Sports Club, then rented an old shed across the road from the surf club
as their clubrooms. Their officials were listed as President, Jean Kenna, wife of
Joe, the club’s First Aid Officer; Captain, Maisie Harvey, who later married Tas
King; Secretary, Kitty Martin, and Treasurer, D Lawler. The club fees were sixpence
a week and they held such competitions as beach sprints, beach relays, sack
races, chariot races and the odd surf races.
For the surf races, a member of the surf club would act as a buoy, remaining
stationary in the surf about 50 yards from the beach, while the girls swam out
and around him and back to the beach. Eventually the volunteers to act as buoys
out numbered the swimmers and had to have their hands tied behind their backs.
The women’s march past team formed in the early thirties during the era
when the King brothers brought their touch of glamour to the club with their fine
achievements in the surf and water polo. Their ‘Bronze Aussie’ style ensured
the club strong support from sun-loving beach girls. A Girls-Versus-Boys Charity
Day was held at the beach in 1939. The girls had been coached in the march past and
‘Beach Belles’ Maisie King and
Bessie Wright
looked fabulous in their white shorts and blouses. This brought a big crowd to the
beach and a very enjoyable afternoon followed.
The girls won the overall point score, much to pleasure of the audience, and were presented with a
beautiful silver cup. After the crowd dispersed the boys retrieved the cup and returned it to the showcase
in the clubhouse, were it belonged. The afternoon’s proceeds of £10 was donated to the War Veterans
Home. But even with the success of such an event, the official rules of that era were strong and clear as
far as competition was concerned: no women-no worry.
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When the war started, the girls turned their hand to knitting to make parcels to send overseas. One of
the girls, in her first attempt at knitting, made a scarf, which she sent to one of the boys. In his next letter
home he thanked her for the blanket he had received from her.
The Ladies Sports Club had a song that was sung to the tune of ‘Advance Australia Fair’:

There is a stretch of golden sand,
The best beach on the coast.
Its there North Narrabeen Ladies run,
At sports they can boast.
With competition, sportsmanship and friendship strong and true,
They race along those golden sands
And chase away the blues.
So come on girls and let us show
The boys what we can do.
The words were by Alice Simpson, who was later to be Mrs ‘Silky’ Barrett.
Every Sunday during the summer months of surfing and the winter period for golf, many members
would congregate at a house on the beachfront in Ocean Street, two doors south of Tourmaline Street, at
a weekender and holiday cottage called Ocean View. They included people who were like parents to
younger club members, Dolly Williams, Ken ‘The Pig’ Bishop, Harry ‘The Bull’ Andrews, ‘Bunny’ Packett,
Frank Geddes and, of course, Jack and Tassie King.
Ocean View was the gathering place of Narrabeen’s exceptional tipplers and the main feature of this
late morning and early afternoon get-together was sitting around pulling beer straight from the chilled
wooden barrel, which was periodically given a hard hit with a wooden mallet to gas up the contents. At
least eight or ten five-gallon kegs of beer would be consumed by those fun-loving men. When the bad
language began to flow, any children belonging to the group were told to go and play in the large sand
hills that separated Ocean View from the beach.

From the 1930s
Above and Right - Beach Fun
Below Right -Club pranksters
Below -A lucky lady is allowed in this scene
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The senior management remained unchanged; Pop Barnes was again President, with George Lindsay,
Secretary; Bill Lillieblade, Treasurer, and Jack King, Captain and Chief Instructor. This indicated great faith
in the leadership, which is not surprising considering the following comment which opened the Annual
Report: ‘The past season has been a glorious success from all angles, life saving, competition, social and
financial. The crowning achievement being the winning of the Australian Surf Teams Championship.’
The club was proud of this season of making the final payment on the clubhouse that now made it all
theirs. The amount of money paid by club fundraising was enormous considering the hardships being
experienced by many Australian citizens in those depression years.
Membership increased to 131, and active membership
remained at 93 for three years. During the season, 34 rescues
were recorded during patrol hours, with double that amount
performed during the week, when the beach was not patrolled.
The club carnival, held on Boxing Day, was an outstanding
success both in presentation and financially. The newly crowned
Australian Surf Team Champions Jack King, Tas King, John Reilly
and Billy Grose were the ‘toast of the town’ and given many
celebrations with good wishes from the whole Warringah
District in the following months.
North Narrabeen’s crew for heat four of the carnival’s Senior
Australian Surf Teams Champions 1932-33.
L to R - Jack King , Tas King,
Surf Boat Race comprised four brothers, with the sweep
George Lindsay (seated), John Reilly, Bill Grose
Joe Jorgenson. The Smiths, as they were known, were
R Smith, J Smith, C Smith and E Smith. J Smith’s son Clive was later to become a club patron.
Many donors again supported the internal club events during the season. The JW Tomlin Cup for point
score surf races resulted in the King brothers, Jack and Tas once again equalling each other with 60
points, and a swim-off was required. Jack won that decider by a narrow margin in the run up the beach.
Jack Tomlin was Sydney’s main producer of sanitary cans, and as Wilf Barnett was his best customer
he gave generously to the club. Wilf would often mention to club members that as long as they continue
crapping in Jack’s cans, the donations would be forthcoming.
The Allan Rose Cup for beach sprint point score was won by Bill Pilon, with Charlie Fletcher second
and Alan Fletcher third.
The Club Championship Trophy, conducted over three rounds, was won by Jack King with 10 points,
Fred Butcher was second with 9 points and Tas King third with 6 points.
The TJ Miller Cup for the Junior Championship was won by
F Andrews, with Don Haslett second and H Amos third.
The JD Alexander Cup for the Beach Sprint Championship
was won by Bill Pilon, with Alan Fletcher second and Paul Tester
third. At that time Bill Pilon had a record of 58 wins in interclub
competition
Following the Annual Carnival, a smoko was held with the
members of visiting surf clubs and the New Caledonian Water
Polo team, which was on tour in Australia at the time.
A postcard from ‘Wild Bill’ Cerutti a famous
Australian rugby player during his tour to South Africa ‘Wild’ Bill Cerutti was also given a send off and a presentation,
as he was a member of the Australian Rugby Union Team that was to tour South Africa.
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The club was very successful in interclub competition the club during the season, winning the Pat
Miller Gold Cup outright after five years of competition. The club had won on four occasions and had
accumulated the highest aggregate point score over the five years. Jimmy Reilly came first in the individual
trophy of that competition.
The intense competition between Dee Why and North Narrabeen came to a head at the Dee Why
Carnival, where the competition took place each year. Besides having the advantage of competing at
their own beach, a unique method of awarding points enabled Dee Why to maintain their lead in the
competition despite North Narrabeen having won three of the four rounds held before the final. Club
competitors were so hungry for points that when the junior boat crew of inexperienced rowers was blown
out to sea by a strong north-westerly wind and didn’t look like they would finish the event, Wilf ‘Bull’ Barnett
commandeered a boat and crew, rowed out to the
stricken crew and cajoled and threatened the juniors
so much that they eventually completed the race and
the club collected a point for starting.
Another incident during that carnival made the
headlines in the Sydney media: ‘Lifesavers Kill
Innocent Pig’. Barney Mullins told the story:

The point score was dependent on the surf teams
event and Dee Why’s best swimmer could have caused
an upset by winning. Our Wilf ’s job was to tackle the
Dee Why man and give him a ‘good going over’, if
you know what I mean.

Club Captain Jack King is presented with
Pat Miller Gold Cup

Well, we won the gold cup against all odds and
calculations, and we all contested a competition called
‘Catch the Greasy Pig’. It was well worth winning as
it was planned to cook it back at the club while

celebrating our win.
The Dee Why boys were out for revenge and held back their efforts and allowed Wilf to catch the pig. They
then all piled on top of him and the poor pig. Wilf thought he was going to suffocate and the pig was squashed
beyond recognition.
One of the Dee Why members was Eddie Scarf an Australian and Olympic wrestler, who also had a butcher
shop in Narrabeen. His huge body and weight helped the Dee Why team to make the situation ‘very sticky’ for
Wilf. Eddie and Wilf always were great mates and remained that way throughout their lives.
The Dee Why club had been so confident of winning that the cup carried that club’s emblem on it. The
cup remained in North Narrabeen’s possession until the late 1970s, when vandals destroyed it and it was
sold as scrap. The club claimed the insurance coverage and was able to purchase a fully equipped
Inshore Rescue Boat with the settlement.
The Hitchcock Cup was won for the second year and the club became the outright winners of that
trophy as a result.
In other sports, Jack and Tas King represented NSW at Water Polo while Bill Cerutti represented
Australia in Rugby Union. Jack also represented SLSA in an Instructional Team to Victoria.
One of the great events in the club’s history was the walk from Narrabeen to Newcastle by five members
to compete in Cooks Hill’s Annual Carnival. One of the walkers, Jim Hay, told the story:

In recalling the event, which took place in February 1932, it started with a group of North Narrabeen
Surfers discussing the forthcoming carnival which was to take place shortly. North Narrabeen SLSC had
a strong affiliation with the Cooks Hill Club at Newcastle and we usually went up each year to compete
in their or the Newcastle carnival. In the course of the conversation the fact that Maroubra SLSC had
attempted the previous year to walk to the event and after some distance had given up owing to sore feet
and other injuries.
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In the group discussing the event was Wally Proudfoot, Dolly Williams, Bill McKenzie, Ernie Williams
and myself and others whom I cannot recall. As it was in the depression years, most were out of work.
Dolly Williams was still working at Goodyear Tyre Factory at Granville and Wally Proudfoot was a casual
lifesaver on the beach at Narrabeen. Someone suggested as we were doing nothing why not try the walk to
the Newcastle Carnival. After some discussion we had about five who were interested in ‘having a go’.
We could not have given it much thought, for as we were to find out later, it wasn’t as easy as it seemed.
We never gave much thought to getting any publicity as to our progress or food and sleeping etc. One
thing we did agree upon was that the road from Narrabeen to Hornsby and then to the Hawkesbury
Bridge was a roundabout way of making the journey. So we decided that a launch be used to go from the
Newport Hotel to Palm Beach and then to Brooklyn. This would cut off a lot of dead miles. Even with this
measure we were not smart, as instead of going to Brooklyn we should have got off at Patonga and walked
through to Woy Woy.
However, we started off on the Sunday morning before the Carnival, which was to be held the following
Saturday. We left the surf club to a loud farewell from the members some who possibly had doubts whether
we would make it.
The first part of the walk was to the Newport Hotel Wharf. We picked up the launch about 11 a.m.,
then proceeded to Palm Beach and on to the Hawkesbury River and landed in Brooklyn about 4 p.m.
Then the fun started; where to sleep? We made our way to the railway goods yard and after ‘boiling the
billy’ for tea, we then looked for an empty rail truck to sleep that night.
Our food supply was not luxurious, and we lived off tea, porridge, meat pies, bread, potatoes thrown in
the fire and fruit from the stalls on the road. The next morning (Monday) we had an early start.
Always looking for any short cuts, we decided to walk over the Railway Bridge which spans the river
rather than go back to the main road and take the punt, which takes the motor traffic. The next thing to
confront us is the railway tunnel leading towards our journey to Woy Woy.
We had thought of walking through the tunnel, but decided that it was too dangerous. We battled
through the bush over the top of the tunnel onto the Pacific Highway, and after about three hours we
eventually made it to Woy Woy.
Deciding on a swim, we made for the baths on Brisbane Water. After lunch we were on the road again
heading north. Late that afternoon we got caught in a thunderstorm and wet through.
We were looking for somewhere to sleep and shelter and we found it in a small one-room shed with a
verandah which kept the rain off. It used to be the monthly meeting place of the local RSL at Tuggerah on
the main road.
Up early next morning, we decided to head for Wyong. Being very hungry we had a ‘slap up’ breakfast at
the Wyong Hotel, all of five shillings each.
Feeling much better and with the sun shining again we set forth. After a few hours walk we started to get
blistered feet, which caused much pain and discomfort. Wally Proudfoot came up with the idea that we
should look for the coastline with some beach to make it easier on our feet.
Eventually we found the beach at Catherine Hill Bay. We slept in the local surf club and that was just a
shed. This made the walking easier on the sand. We kept the way from Catherine Hill Bay to Cooks Hill
on the coast and the beaches, sleeping and eating on the beach.
As no publicity had been arranged as to our walk, no one seemed to know where we were.
We arrived at Cooks Hill on the Friday. By that time the local Newcastle Sun had heard about our
efforts and had sent reporters and photographers to meet us; however, they thought we were on the main
road and they missed us.
We eventually met up with them and, as a press photo showed, gave us a big welcome. We slept the night
in the surf club for a well-earned rest.
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The following day was a big disappointment for us as the carnival was a washout, with heavy seas and
overcast weather causing the cancellation after the junior competitors had been washed out to sea. The
Newcastle pilot ship had to be called on to rescue the competitors.
At that time two of the best surfers in NSW or Australia were Wally Proudfoot and Ben Gillbert from the
Nobby’s club. Competition was so great that despite the carnival being cancelled, they allowed these two
great competitors to have a challenge event called the Alarm Reel Race. After a thrilling and dangerous
race, Proudfoot won a great victory for North Narrabeen.
Everybody else finished up in the wheel barrow race and pillow fights. As we said at the time, ‘It’s a long
way to go to have a wheel barrow race.’
The journey home with other well-known members took about six hours by car. The whole point of the
event was that we completed something that we set out to do, and to keep the name of our famous surf club
to the fore.
The SLSA Championship carnival was held at Bondi in March and the club was successful in three
events. In the Surf Teams Relay, Tas and Jack King, John Reilly and Bill Grose came first, Cooks Hill
second, and Bondi third. In the Beach Relay event, Alan and Charlie Fletcher, Bill Pilon and Paul Tester
won second place; North Steyne won the event and North Wollongong came third. In the Junior Belt Race,
F Andrews came third; H Doerner of Bondi was first and C Brown of North Wollongong was second.
With Jack King again Chief Instructor, 16 members gained Bronze Medallions:
J Andrews, F Barnes, T Bower, R Bax, M Green, E Greiner, N Headford, E Jorgenson, W Klotz, J Kopp,
C Lilyquist, H Lovell, J Tippett, H Makin, R Opley and J Perkins.
Among the bronze medallion members, Teddy Jorgenson joined his brothers to make a top boat crew,
and he was a great sweep. His nephew Ross would later become a champion oarsman and sweep, but
unfortunately not with North Narrabeen. Jim Tippets was a great beach competitor and would in later
years gain success in both sprinting and relays.

Above: After five years of gruelling competition, members of
North Narrabeen Surf Life Saving Club (1932-33)
proudly display their prize

Above: Wally Proudfoot and Bill Pilon
inspect a rescue reel

Left: Beach Relay Team 1932-33
L to R: Bill Pillon, Alan and
Charlie Fletcher, Jim Tippetts
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The Annual Report stated what a great year the club had with an increase in membership, good
financial and social events, and excellent carnival results. The senior positions of President and Captain
remained unchanged, while HJ Pilon was elected to the Secretary’s position and Charlie Fletcher became
Treasurer.
Active membership rose to 101, which indicated the strength the club had patrolling the beach. Those
patrols performed 56 rescues on weekends, and members performed many more midweek rescues
which were not recorded.
A rescue performed by Sid Wright and Jimmy Reilly and assisted by Wally Proudfoot was noted in the
report as being a great display of life saving. Sid, a probationary member, was walking across the bridge
from the camping area to the club when he saw a youth in trouble in the lake’s entrance. He immediately
went to his assistance, while someone went for help at the clubhouse. Jimmy and Wally came to assist
Sid, who was having difficulty supporting the youth. Both were assisted to the shore, and Sid was very
thankful for the assistance.
At the SLSA Championships, the
club R&R team finished second to Manly
SLSC in the Association Premiership,
while the beach relay team were beaten
in the final by only a narrow margin. Jim
Tippetts was also placed in the final of
the beach sprint and gave a brave
showing in the beach relay final, carrying
an injury from his beach sprint final.
Jack King and Jack Cameron were
selected to be part of an instructional
and competitive team to tour Western
Australia, Jack King being selected as
the surf swimmer of this team.
The club competitions were again
supported by cup donors, creating
strong competition each Sunday. In
addition, a club R&R competition was conducted by handicapper Ken Harding, with great success.
NSW SLSA Representitive Team 1933-34. Jack Cameron is 4th from left - back row,
and Jack King 3rd from left - bottom row

Results from the competitions were:
JW Tomlin Cup for Handicap Surf Race Point Score: first-A Fletcher with 58 points; second-J King
with 56.5 points; third-B Lloyd with 33 points
L Gehric Cup for the runner-up in Handicap Surf Race Point Score: J King
Allen and Bruce Rose Cup Handicap Beach Sprint Point Score: first- F Barnes with 39.5 points;
second-A Herbert with 36.5 points; third-W Pilon with 29.5 points
Allen Rose Cup for second in the Handicap Beach Sprint Point Score: A Herbert
H Barnes Trophy Club Championship (two surf races and one belt race): first-Jack King with 9 points;
second-Tas King with 6 points; third-J Barrett with 4 points
JD Alexander Cup Beach Sprint Championship: first-W Pilon; second-A Fletcher; third-F Barnes
and C Fletcher (dead heat)
R&R Competition: G Mullins (Captain), A Lloyd, S Wright, A Mullins, F Hayes, Tas King.
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Socials held included a Christmas Eve get
together with Mona Vale Alumni SLSC (that being
the name they used at the time) at which Jack King
was presented with a wallet filled with notes and
also a travelling rug presented by Ted Miller for his
selection to the NSW Water Polo Team to tour West
Australia. The evening entertainment was club
comedian Dolly Williams, who was in great form.
At a later function, George Lindsay was
presented with a silver watch for his excellent
services to the club.
Above: Group of members on the back lawn of ‘Hillcrest’
which is now portion of existing clubhouse.

On the Queens Birthday Long Weekend, the
reunion of present and past members was held with
another big day of entertainment being provided by the members. Each year it has been stated that that
was the best reunion yet. They must certainly have been days to remember.
The club competed at all metropolitan carnivals and also at the Newcastle Carnival. They had much
success in competition, despite the water events being disrupted on numerous occasions by the
appearance of sharks, as these were the days before shark meshing of the beaches.
Jimmy Reilly won many surf races, while Jack and Tas King were successful in the belt races. The R&R
team was always in the final placing, while Jim Tippets and Bill Pilon were always the ones to beat in the
beach relay. This was one of the club’s many ‘golden times’.
In other sports, P Tester represented Australia at Hockey against New Zealand, and Jack and Tas King
represented NSW in Water Polo. In the pool, Jack King won the Western Districts 800 Yard Championship.
Honorary Beach Inspectors for the season were Tas King, Jack King, Fred Butcher, George Mullins,
Bill Thearle, Wilf Barnett, Ray Fletcher and Jack Barrett. George ‘Barney’ Mullins would later become a
legend at Freshwater and members always wondered why he left the club to return to Freshie. One
theory was that Mrs Mullins was not overly impressed with the drinking and joviality that was part of the
club environment. Another was that, always the dutiful son, he had followed his father there. The senior
Mullins had been barred from club functions because he had became unruly when in ‘party mode’. He had
returned to Freshie vowing ‘never to return again’. Nevertheless, Barney remained great mates with his
friends at Narrabeen, especially Tassie and Jack King and Wilf Barnett, for the rest of his life.
Jack King’s life must have been always at full tilt, as besides being a beach inspector and a top
competitor, he still found time to train new members for their awards. During the season, Instructor’s
Certificates were gained by D Fenton, K Harding and A Mullins,
and 22 Bronze Medallions were awarded. They were received
by:
J Pile, J Sutton, L Selig, H Housenlodge, S Wright, H Bibb,
J Fletcher, J Costa, R Chilton, E Hennessy, T Ballard. G Baldon,
A Wheatley, A Cunningham, F Hayes, L Cuffe, J Gabb, J Kinsey,
L Green, J Peoples, R Lange, and J Wilson.
Some of the award members were real characters. One
was Harold Housenlodge, who was always referred to as
‘Dodger’ because of the way he always avoided hard work.
He was a huge man, incredibly strong, well over six feet tall
and weighed at least 20 stone. Bill Barnett recalls some
incidents about Dodger.
Left - A group of club members who also belonged to the
‘Bachelors Club’
Back Row L to R: Jack Dowse, ‘Chook’ Mitchell,
Jack Howie, Fred Marney, Ray Quill, Harry Paton
Centre L to R: K Hora, George Hora,
Bob Hora, Vince Murray
Front L to R: Stan Fuller, George Gilbert

In one, he was sitting in the front of his father’s truck reading
the paper while his father, who was in his sixties, was shovelling
sand and filling the truck to capacity.
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Another incident, which caused much mirth around Narrabeen for many years, was when ‘Wingy Joe’,
who had lost one arm, was barred from drinking in the local hotel by the fiery female licensee Mary Ryan.
Wingy went berserk, went home and returned to the pub with an axe, and proceeded to chop the bar in
half. Some of the drinkers, led by Dolly Williams, eventually subdued Joe, but were having a lot of trouble
holding him until the police arrived. Dodger had sat on a bench watching the action calmly sipping his
beer till Dolly yelled to him ‘get off your fat arse and give us a hand’. Dodger calmly strolled over to where
struggling Wingy was being held and sat on him. Twenty stone on the one-armed chopper was too much
and he required medical assistance when the police arrived.
The club was shocked by the death of former member Wally Proudfoot, who had then joined the South
Narrabeen SLSC. Life Member Bill Barnett recalls being told what actually happened on that fateful day.
On the way home from a championship carnival at Bondi where Wally
had been placed second in the belt race, the club’s transport truck was
packed with club members. The whole group were overjoyed with Wally’s
effort and going over the Spit Bridge were proudly singing the club’s
song, ‘The Boys from Narrabeen’.
Wally was leading the chorus on the back of the truck, where everyone
hung onto the surfboat that took up most of the space in the middle of
the truck. He swung his head backwards and struck a bridge stanchion.
He was killed instantly.
His untimely death was a tragedy that both North and South Narrabeen
SLSC felt for many decades, and many tributes were made to this fine
sportsman, including: He was one of those instrumental in building up the
fine name of North Narrabeen SLSC and that a finer gentleman and lifesaver
could not be found in the surfing fraternity.
A newspaper article headed ‘Surfers Pay Tribute’ recorded:

A simple little ceremony was performed at Waverley Cemetery on Saturday
afternoon when the members of the North Narrabeen Surf Life-Saving
Club unveiled a small black obelisk to the memory of the late Wally
Proudfoot, a former champion life-saver and a ex-member of the North Narrabeen Surf Life-Saving club,
and a member of the South Narrabeen Surf Life-Saving club at the time of his death.

Wally Proudfoot with toddler Max
Whitehead who later became the captain
of the first 1st Grade team to play Rugby
League for Manly Warringah Sea Eagles.

The memorial was in the shape of a miniature obelisk with a bronze reel, line and a surf life-saver with belt
adjusted, standing, looking out to sea.
This tragedy was felt throughout Narrabeen for many decades and for over 30 years both clubs
contested a Wally Proudfoot Memorial Shield. The highlight of that event was the after-carnival social that
kept both clubs closely bonded to each other. This feeling still exists today, a tribute to Wally Proudfoot.

Above: In memory of Wally Proudfoot
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1934-35 Season

A LOT DONE IN THE CLUB’S FIRST 21 YEARS

The club’s coming of age of 21 years since formation, it was gratifying to look back with pride at the
progress which has been made during those years. Rising from a mediocre club to one of the strongest and
most respected on the coast has been a credit to all the members and the management.
These were club secretary George Lindsay’s opening comments in the club’s 21st annual report.
Membership had dropped slightly to 131 from 137 the previous season, but enthusiasm was still
there with 87 active members on patrol. During patrol hours 65 people were rescued during the season,
with many more rescues performed during the week that were not recorded. The club was proud to say
that no lives were lost during patrol hours and upheld the SLSA motto of ‘Vigilance and Service’.
Two great rescues were recorded during the season. The first was on 26 December when Bill Pilon
swam through heavy seas to perform a rescue and was awarded the SLSA Certificate of Merit for his
efforts. Later, on 2 March a swimmer was attacked by a shark, after patrol hours, and without hesitation
Jack Barrett swam with Carl Reid to the assistance of the unfortunate young man and brought him to
shore. His wounds were too severe for medical assistance. Both these rescues are detailed in the
Meritorious Awards section of this book.
Honorary Beach Inspectors Jack King, Tas King, Jack Cameron, George Mullins, Ray Fletcher, Jack Barrett
and Bill Thearle played a big part in the club’s contribution
to the safety of the surfing public and four would
eventually become Life Members. Bill Thearle was also
the club’s First Aid Officer and during the season he
recorded treating 152 patients, many of a serious nature
which required medical assistance
The club was strong and keen in all competition
events, but championship honours eluded the club. The
best performance was by the R&R team, who won the
first two heats in the North Side elimination, only to
have a bad draw and be eliminated in the following
championship round. At the Australian Championships,
Bill Thearle club First Aid Officer and later a life member
which were held at Bondi on 16 March, the association
is seated on far left of this beach scene.
conducted an Interstate R& R competition for the first
time. Jack King was part of the winning NSW team and the beach relay team was second.
The association came under fire for the drawing of the R&R
competition beach positions days before the event, as well as
for setting up a carnival area in advance without taking into
consideration the beach and water conditions. This opinion was
so strong that it was recorded in the Annual Report and
supported many letters of protest sent to the association.
In memory of the late Wally Proudfoot, a twice yearly
competition was held between the South and North Narrabeen
clubs, and in the inaugural competition, the Norths won the
competition, which consisting of five events, R&R, Surf Teams,
Surf Belt, Boat Race and Beach Relay. As all events were team
events it made for great competition between the two clubs, which
was always followed by a friendly social. The event was held for
about 30 years, but the memory of Wally Proudfoot lives on.
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One of the club’s champion R&R teams
L to R: George Mullins, Fred Butcher, Jack Cameron,
Wilf Barnett,Tas King, Jack King.

THE BEACH COMES FIRST
On 23 March, a memorial stone was unveiled on Wally’s grave at Waverley Cemetery.
The Rev HW Barder conducted the service, with the unveiling being performed by Wally’s father Charlie.
On 7 April, an enlarged photograph of Wally was unveiled in the clubhouse by Jack Cameron as a mark
of respect. Some two hundred people attended the unveilintg, reflecting the admiration they had for this
wonderful lifesaver. The photo still hangs in the John Bliss Room of the club.
Being social was always a big part of the club’s make-up and this year was no exception. A ‘smoko’, as
they were then called, was held with the Mona Vale and South Narrabeen clubs and a great time was recorded.
On 17 March, the Western Australian visiting surf team and the sister club Cooks Hill were entertained
at a jungle party in the bush near Sydney Road, Warriewood, yet another day to remember. The sandgropers
thought this was a novel way of entertaining guests and they promised to introduce it to the west.
The long weekend in June saw the club Reunion held and the Annual Report recorded it as having a
record crowd in attendance. The featured entertainment was a wrestling match between Tas King and
Ted Gill, who was the Pacific Coast Champion. That along with the mirth and songs of Dolly Williams
made it another great day.
After being approved back in 1930, the clubhouse was still unfinished owing to lack of funds on the
part of both the council and the club. Strict controls on club finances enabled the committee to contract
a builder to finalise the club building for a cost, with interest, of £482. The committee had no regrets, for
the end result was that after discussions with Warringah Shire Council the amount was reduced to
£300, providing it was paid to the council within one month. That arrangement was duly accepted by the
club, and the saving of £182 left the incoming committee with a debt-free clubhouse.
Mrs M Butcher was again thanked for her part in establishing the clubhouse and the surrounding
grounds, for without her generous donation and assistance in fundraising, the club would not be in this
position today.
Competitions within the club were also a focal point of weekend activities, a tradition that has carried
on within the club to the present date. Competitions were conducted each Sunday morning, and under
the watchful eye of Handicapper Ken Harding, the results were always open until the final round. Trophies
were donated by local businessmen, club supporters and members, ensuring strong competition.
The season’s trophy winners were:
Whittaker Cup for Surf Race Point Score-Jack King
JD Alexander Cup for Beach Sprint Point Score-Ray Chilton
Alan Rose Cup-Frank Collins
F Midson Cup-Sid Wright
Best All Rounder Trophy, donated by the Port Jackson & Manly SS Co-Jack King
H Barnes Trophy for the Club Championship-Jack King
N Keating Cup for Most Efficient Junior-Frank Collins
C Smidmore Trophy for the Special Surf Race-Frank Collins.
Club members also competed in other sports with success with the following members being congratulated
in the Annual Report:
Jack King represented NSW against Victoria in Water Polo. He also won the 220 and 440 yards
Championships at the Pyrmont ASC, as well as winning the 880 yards Western Districts Swimming
Championship.
Tas King represented NSW against Victoria in Water Polo.
G Pepper won the 100, 220 and 440 yards Championship at the East Sydney ASC.
P Tester represented NSW and Australia in hockey against India.

Jack King again showed his instructional skill, with members L Gateral, L Hepper, R Corish, A Griffin,
W Barrett, B Amin, M Hall, J Leggett, C Crawford, J Jenkins, A Maloney, L Irvine, C Hallowes, G Gilbert,
F Mahoney and J. Brown gaining their Bronze Medallions.
The Instructor’s Certificate was also gained by J Lyons.
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Among the members who gained their awards, Dick Corish was a man who spent his lifetime involved
in sport. and He was involved with the club in many ways and he later became a Life Member. He was
also a leading administrator in athletics, and his involvement with the Randwick-Botany club and Athletics
Australia saw Dick awarded the BEM (British Empire Medal) and the Queen’s Coronation Medal in
1952, and selected as a Track and Field Official at the 1956 Olympic Games in Melbourne.
Another member, Geoff Gilbert, was one of the original members of the Bachelors Club and for many
years was instigator and organiser of the club revues and crazy carnivals that lifted morale and assisted
with fundraising. The crazy carnivals commenced with a street parade and a beach carnival that was very
popular with the locals and made the profile of lifesavers very strong in the area.
Geoff was a born entertainer. At parties and especially the surf club reunion, he would pretend to be
a ventriloquist’s dummy after being hypnotised by his mate Fred Mahoney. Fred and Geoff-as the dummywould then regale the audience with hilarious jokes. Fred was a State MP for many years and carried the
position of Master of Arms and the Keeper of the Black Rod.
Alan Griffin was one of the many first-class beach sprinters and featured in many exciting finishes.
Jack ‘Nana’ Lyons was also a long-time member who gave his heart and soul to the club before becoming
involved in the foundation of the Whale Beach SLSC with Jack Cameron.
Most youngsters who later joined the surf club were Saturday afternoon movie goers. It was a ritual,
once they had performed their household chores, to take their sixpence entry fee and another three
pence to spend on goodies and watch the current movie. The highlight of the entertainment was the
serial, which was either Tarzan, starring Johnny Wiessmuller, Flash Gordon or The Adventures of Biggles.
The hero would always be facing certain death at the end of each episode, and all of the youngsters could
hardly wait to see what would happen the following Saturday. Of course, their hero always saved the day
and avoided disaster or certain death-until the end of that segment when his life would again be in
danger. Even when they grew older and realised this would always happen, it never dampened their
enthusiasm for the Saturday arvo flicks.
The local picture theatre was called the Roxy and it was situated behind the now Westpac Bank in
Waterloo Street. In its heyday, besides Saturday matinees, it was usually packed out on Friday and
Saturday nights. The theatre was infested with rats that thrived on the dropped lolly papers and ice cream
cones, and you could often hear them scurrying beneath the seats. They’d sometimes actually brush
against patrons’ feet, causing the girls to squeal with fright.
A ledge ran along the walls of the downstairs area and it was quite common to see a rat scamper
along it. Those who were there will swear that when there was a particularly good movie showing, two or
three of these vermin would sit motionless on the ledge, seemingly watching the film. There was a saying
around Narrabeen during that time: ‘It’s a good movie; the rats are watching it!’

Tassie King leading the March Past Team1935
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1935-36 Season
FAIRLEY’S LEAP

The Executive positions changed in this season,
as Herb ‘Pop’ Barnes led with a new secretary,
Frank Geddes; a new Treasurer, Leo Gaterell, and
Tas King assisting his brother Jack, who was the Club
Captain, by taking over the Chief Instructor’s position.
Membership increased slightly to 132, with 17
members gaining their Bronze Medallions. In addition,
four club members trained squads and gained their
Instructor’s Certificates.
The clubhouse was painted inside and out by the
Warringah Shire Council, bringing the club building
back to an as new condition.
Bill Thearle again was in charge of First Aid, with
the records showing that 137 people were treated,
some of a serious nature requiring medical attention. Thanks were recorded in the Annual Report to
W Fairley and M Hining, who donated supplies for the First Aid Room.
March past team stand at ease waiting for competition results the beltman is Dolly Williams.

Bill Fairley was a very popular person and helped many of the residents who were having a hard time.
He was a local chemist whose shop was situated near the Narrabeen Wine Bar on the north-west corner
of Devitt Street and Pittwater Road, Narrabeen. A lot of the members were patrons of the wine bar, which
was run by the McLean sisters, their brother being Don McLean. The pub was only a short distance from
this shop and overindulging tipplers were constant customers for Bill’s hangover remedies. Bill also liked
a taste, and it was rumoured that he was in need of a remedy himself at times.
Bill nearly lost his life at a club smoko when he was well under the weather and decided it was his turn
to ‘point percy at the porcelain’. The back stairs to the downstairs toilet were badly lit, and he lost his
footing and crashed from the top to the bottom. He was knocked unconscious and bleeding profusely
and the blokes were a very concerned group. To their amazement, he picked himself up, dusted himself
off, wiping the blood from his forehead, and continued on having a good time.
Bill suffered the next day, but never blamed the club for his mishap. To commemorate his accident, the
boys christened the back stairs ‘Fairley’s Leap’. They certainly were a hard mob in those days.
One of the great innovations the club introduced during the season, with the SLSA approval, was the
installation of a short-wave wireless set. At a cost to the club of £135, this is believed to be the forerunner
to the current surf lifesaving radio communications. Although it was a large expenditure at that time it
proved to be a worthy asset. It had direct communication with the shark patrol planes and with the club’s
loudspeakers on the sundeck to give messages to the club’s surfboat crews as well as directions to the
surfing public. The plane would drop different coloured ribbons to indicate whether a shark was in the
vicinity or conditions were safe for swimming. Bill Barnett and all the other ankle-biters would chase after
the ribbons, sometimes as far as Waterloo Street, Narrabeen.
After a lapse of three years, the club was able to obtain Boxing Day as its Carnival Day. It was a
successful day that resulted in a profit of £70 13s 2d after all expenses were paid, which included prize
money, open orders, lunch for the officials and the morning R&R competitors and the after-carnival
de-briefing of officials and club members.
In interclub competition, the club was represented in all metropolitan carnivals as well as at Thirroul
and Newcastle. The most consistently successful group was Frank Collins and his relay team of
Allan Griffin, Sid Wright and the Fletcher brothers, Allan and Charlie.
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Frank, who later became a first-grade winger with the North Sydney
Rugby League team, was a determined competitor and hated being beaten.
He later joined the South Narrabeen Club to compete in their champion
R&R team around the time Johnny Bliss joined North Narrabeen.
Frank was a good swimmer, especially in 50-yard sprints, an event he still
competes in at the Aussie Masters at the time of this writing. Bill Barnett
recalls the time at Freshwater carnival when he saw Frank draw the patient
swim in the final of the R&R. The tide was exceptionally low and the patients
had to run nearly 100 yards before entering the water. Frank’s amazing speed
saw him hit the water well before the other swimmers. He reached the buoy
with such a big lead that the beltman Max Whitehead won his leg by such a
margin that Frank’s team could not be beaten.
The March Past team was again competitive and although they did not
win an event, towards the end of the season they showed great improvement.
At the SLSA Championship carnival held at Bondi, the club’s only win
was in the Beach Sprint Championship, which Frank Collins won with
Allan Griffin second. This was a rare event, as most clubs did not have more
Frank Collins Australian Beach Sprint
than one good sprinter. The club would repeat this quinella in the 1950s
Champion 1935-36 ~ 36-37
with John Bliss and Frank Slater at the Australian Championships at Newport.
The R&R team was not as successful as in the previous year and were eliminated in the second round.
In club competition, North Narrabeen had a most successful year, with many events being run and
trophies being donated. The R&R competition was keenly contested, as this event was the showpiece of
the association, and with competitions being held at club level, this made the club team one to be watched
at open surf carnivals. The club competition was won by Jack King’s team, comprising Fred Wood,
Tom Housenloge, Alan Fletcher, Bill Thearle, Jack Lyons, Warren Barnes and Jack King. Tas King’s team
came second, with third place going to Don Haslett’s team.
The Club Championship was won by Jack King, with Don Haslett second.
The Beach Sprint Championship was won by Frank Collins, who was also awarded with the Honour
Blazer donated by the Ambrosoli Brothers.
The Junior Championship was won by Russell Dunn, who was the club’s hope as a future Australian
champion, but unfortunately never reached his potential as a surf swimmer owing to the war. Russell was
very laid-back, in the same mould as the great Wally Proudfoot. His nickname was Floppo, and most
assumed it was because of his big feet, but Russ owned a dog with that name and the older club
members quickly gave the name to Russ as well. He would later marry Miss South Pacific, Nancy Blackmore.
Nancy was a sister of Betty Clark, who is still a member at the time of research, and daughter of
Jack Blackmore, a great supporter of the club, particularly at reunion time with a donation of meat products.
During the season, a team was selected to represent the SLSA to tour Tasmania as an instructional team,
and the club was represented by Charlie Butcher as Team Manager and Jack King as an instructor. In its 20
January report on the surf carnival at Ulverstone, the Tasmanian press wrote ‘Keen Interest in N.S.W. Team’s
Display’. The displays by the team of lifesavers from New South Wales attracted a record attendance and
those present were keenly interested in the high standard of the visitors’ work. It was the Ulverstone club’s
sixth annual carnival and previous events had been marred by unfavourable weather. On that Saturday, however,
conditions were perfect. The judge and referee was Mr C Butcher, the manager of the visiting team.
The club was well represented in the SLSA, with George Lindsay as a Vice President, with Jack Cameron
and Charlie Butcher both as District Supervisors.
In water polo, both Jack and Tas King were selected for the NSW teams for the interstate challenge series.
On the social side of the club’s activities, the weekly dances held on Saturday nights were well supported,
resulting in a profit for the year of £208, which was used for improvements to the club. The social committee,
led by Jack King with Allan Fletcher, J Brown, H Bibb, Bill Thearle, Ken Harding, Fred Wood and Tom
Housenloge, started running theatre parties during the season. Those attracted around 100 members and
guests on an average and raised many pounds, some of which was used to entertain guests to the surf club.
Smokos, jungle parties and the Annual Reunion all made profits, with no money required from club funds.
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Another source of income was introduced when the club held its first Annual Ball at Rita’s Pavilion,
situated above wharves 4 and 5 at Circular Quay. Although it was not recorded in the Annual Report,
Fred Wood’s notes record an incident at that function.
Rita had a prize possession, a giant stuffed black cat, displayed
in the foyer of the pavilion, and during the evening some lowdown type ‘knocked it off’. When Rita discovered the loss, she
put on an Oscar-winning performance, screaming through the
pavilion, ‘Who pinched my pussy? Bring back my pussy’. No one
owned up.
Another incident on that night was when Jack King ran a raffle
to help defray expenses of the evening at one shilling per ticket.
The prize was a bottle of whisky. Another low-down type-it couldn’t
have been a club member - knocked off the whisky, and in those
days of 6 p.m. closing it was not possible to purchase another.
Jack made an announcement from one end of the hall that
Joe Blow at the other end of the hall had won the prize. He then
repeated this same story at the other end, with the fervent hope
that no one would wake to the deception. To his great relief,
amidst all the noise of the crowd, he got away with it.
The outstanding success of this first venture was mainly due
to Jack King, who spent considerable time and effort organising
the function. His efforts even extended to borrowing his brother Dolly Williams and Wilf Barnett perform their famous
act ‘Arm in Arm Together’
Tassie’s push bike, without his knowledge, and cycling from North
Bondi to Maroubra to pin notices to the clubs’ boards advertising the event and inviting representatives
to attend.
The Annual Ball was held for a number of years at such top ballrooms in the city as Grace Brothers,
Nock and Kirby’s, Farmers, Mark Foys and David Jones. Besides contributing to club funds, these function
provided opportunities for club members and wives or girl friends to dress up and ‘strut their stuff’, with
the ladies in elegant ball gowns and the men in dinner suits, and even a few in white ties and tails. The
men referred to these as their drinking suits.
The Wally Proudfoot Memorial carnival was again held against neighbors South Narrabeen, and this
season’s competition resulted in a win for North Narrabeen.
Towards the end of the season, the Australian Swimming Union debarred beach inspectors from
competing with amateurs in surf races, which caused a deal of confusion amongst competitors. Members
of the club took the stand that they would be guided by the SLSA on the matter and swam in all surf races
conducted. That resulted in both Jack and Tas King being suspended for life by the NSW ASA. The
matter was not left there by the SLSA, who asked LINA, the world’s ruling body, for an opinion on the
matter. At the end of the season the club had not received any resolution of the dispute.
During 1936, a dispute arose between the NSW Amateur Swimming Association and the SLSA when
the NSWASA warned its members that they risked disqualification as amateurs if they competed in surf
races against paid lifesavers. The following account appeared in the Sunday Truth on 22 March:-

Pooh-Bahs of Amateurism Earn ‘Life’ for Surf Stars
International amateurism on Thursday sank to the lowest conceivable ebb in the mire of sham and
mockery. The suspension for life of surf lifesaving brothers Tas and Jack King by the Amateur Swimming
Association-acting under orders-is the most shameful sport happening in a quarter of a century.
Tas and Jack King were disqualified for life by the N.S.W.A.S.A. for swimming in a surf race against
professionals, namely paid lifesavers at the North Steyne Carnival. This result has caused the worst upset
concerning amateur swimming to date and brought forth the question of why the S.L.S.A. have complied
with the rules of the A.S.A. by allowing professionals to swim against professionals and why affiliation
should not be taken from it.
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North Narrabeen Club decided to throw its weight behind the SLSA in its efforts to have the ban
removed by taking the following resolutions:

1. This club places on record its strong disapproval of the action of the N.S.W.A.S.A., in declaring the
King Brothers professionals, after the two men had devoted years of their life in the service of the S.L.S.A.
2. The club will support to its utmost the S.L.S.A., in any action it may take to ensure that there will be
no perpetuation of such an unjust and farcical position.
The beach inspectors for that season were Jack King, Tas King, Bill Thearle, Rex Fletcher, Des Haslett,
Jack Lyons, George ‘Barney’ Mullins and Ken Harding.
The Annual Report showed a total income for the club of £732 13s 8d, while expenses, which included
the wireless and a surfboat, were £638 /10s /6d, giving the club a surplus of £94 3s 2d. A good result
under the circumstances.
Chief Instructor Tas King had a busy year with all of his other commitments; still, the following members
gained SLSA awards:
Bronze Medallions: W McCready, R Dunn, Ron Green, W Wallis, J Showells, Ray Black, W Claridge,
M Mitchell, R Hora, R Allen, W Batterham, Dick Williams, Ken Malone, A Welch, A (Bert) Tingle, T Richardson
and C Fergerson.
Instructor’s Certificates: Don Haslett, Fred Wood, H Jenkins and Bill Thearle.
One youngster who later joined the club remembered playing on a defunct minigolf course at the back
of the old surf club building when situated at the end on Malcolm Street. It was a very complex construction
and it was falling to pieces when he played there using an old tennis ball. During a very bad winter the
course was covered with sand that grew into a large sandhill that threatened to engulf the nearby homes
that fronted Ocean Street. The sandhill and entombed minigolf course were eventually cleared by local
sand and general carriers, Houssenlodges and Mays.
That large area is now part of the beach car park on the northern side of Malcolm Street. It became a
football, cricket and rounders playground for all the local youngsters during weekdays and for the club
members on weekends. It was a ritual every afternoon after school in the winter months for nearly every
male youth on the peninsula to head for that vacant area. The game began as soon as four people arrived,
and as others arrived they joined either the side with the lowest numbers or the side getting badly beaten.
By 4.30 p.m. there would usually be at least eight or ten people per side and the game would continue
until it was so dark they could hardly see, or until an indignant mother called her son for the evening meal.
The others players would then begin thinking about food and quickly head home.

The Duke of Gloucester at the Manly Surf Carnival November, 1934
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1936-37 Season

NEW SURF BOAT CALLED “HERE’S TOO’EE”

The club started off the 1936-37 season with a large attendance at the AGM and all positions being
filled. The committee was a particularly strong one, with six members who would later become Life Members.
Pop Barnes, Leo Gaterell and Jack King retained their executive positions, with George Lindsay standing
again as Secretary. Jack King accepted the dual role of Captain and Chief Instructor. It was unfortunate that
during the season one of the committee members, Frank Midson, became ill and passed away.
It was a busy year, with rescues totalling 48 (22 with line, 18 without line and 8 with the surfboat).
The midweek rescues carried out by members were not recorded. During the season the club was called
upon by the SLSA to commence patrols on Saturday afternoons. The members responded in true
North Narrabeen spirit even though Saturday patrols were not convenient for many members. Many had
to work on Saturday mornings or else had other commitments.
Membership figures show that it comprised of Patron, President and Vice Presidents - 20, Life members 10, Junior Members - 16, Active Members - 93, Active Reserve Members - 2, and Associate Members 3. The last two categories were not promoted by the committee and were only given to selected people.
The First Aid room was manned by J Kenna, C Ferguson and J Brown, and they had a busy year with
229 patients, of which many were of a serious nature and requiring medical attention. During the year, the
club purchased a new patient inspection table at a cost of £9 10s, and along with the support from
H Vining and W Fairley, who provided the stock, the club was able to provide a top-class first aid room.
Lifesaving equipment was always a top priority and the club passed the gear inspection with good
reports. The lifesaving gear consisted of reel, line, belts, surfboat, one set of oars, six boat belts and one
set of patrol equipment.
At surf carnivals during the season the club experienced good results, having places in 11 club carnivals.
Wins were recorded in the R&R, Beach Sprint Relay and Musical Flags. Surfoplane races were a new
event, with Bert Lloyd and Russ Dunn having success.
The Association (Australian) Championships were held again at Bondi, and the club reported the
following results:
Beach Sprint
Frank Collins-first
Junior Surf
Russell Dunn-2nd
Surfoplane Race
Bert Lloyd-2nd (a non-championship event)
The club was well-represented in the Surf Life Saving Association of Australia, with Jack Cameron as
the Chief Superintendent of Examination and Instruction, Charlie Butcher as a District Supervisor and
George Lindsay a Vice President. These appear to be the club’s first members to accept the responsibilities
of executive SLSA management. It was very important in those days to have a say in the official structure
of lifesaving, and the club carried a lot of power in the SLSA with these great men.
Jack Cameron went on to be a long-time Chief Superintendent of Surf Life Saving and spent many
hours developing lifesaving procedures most by his own expense.
Charlie Butcher was also a man who assisted not only the club, but many on the north side of the
harbour. He later went on to be a Warringah Shire Councillor, a position he held with great distinction.
George Lindsay was a tireless worker for the SLSA and for the club. No job was too hard for this man,
but for some members his sharp manner sometimes ‘got their back up’. There is no doubt that some of the
present administrators used George as a role model. He had the nickname Gabble Guts because when
he got wound up during a meeting he would speak for ages. He was also a real stickler for following the
rules, and every motion at committee meetings had to be recorded correctly whether they were passed
or not, even if they were defamatory to the club.
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One such motion which was found in the old minute book referred to the practice of some members of
storing foul material in bottles in their lockers. The practice was, when the occasion presented itself, to go
to the first floor clubhouse windows and pour it onto the members who were catching a bit of the afternoon
sun below. The trick was not to get caught, otherwise ‘you had the hell kicked out of you’.
The annual surf carnival held on Boxing Day was a
success financially, but it was a disaster weatherwise.
Thirty-eight points of rain were recorded between
11 a.m. and 2 p.m., which was enough for the club to
collect the insurance coverage of £100. With this
and other monies collected, the club was able to show
a profit of £98 9s 10d after all expenses were paid.
The club participated in two invitational carnivals,
at Newport and Palm Beach, which were restricted
to clubs between South Narrabeen and Palm Beach.
These were treated as displays and education days,
and a good social day was had by all.
Surf carnival at North Narrabeen. Note hessian enclosure.
It was always a principle of the club to keep the
clubhouse in good condition, and when monies were available after the life saving equipment was replaced,
the clubhouse was refurbished. This year it took the form of tiling, flooring and refitting the shower room,
which cost £159 8s 5d, with many hours of club personnel doing the work. This was all the club could
afford at that time, and plans to restore the lower section of the club would be done when funds were
available.

In club competitions, the R&R competition was always a marvellous morale-builder, and that year was
no exception. Tas King’s team was successful, with Tom Foord, H Jenkins, Tom Ballard, Dick Williams,
Geoff Gilbert, J Larsen and Tas King as Captain. Other winners were:
Senior Club Championship - Jack King
Junior Club Championship - Russ Dunn
Beach Sprint Champion - Frank Collins
An Honour Blazer was presented to Stan Jorgenson.
The presentation of trophies was made on 21 August in the clubhouse, where 250 members and
guests attended the evening. During the evening a presentation was made to Secretary George Lindsay
in appreciation for the work he had contributed to the club and lifesaving.
George was presented with a suitably
inscribed canteen of cutlery.
An inscribed bronze statuette mounted on
marble was presented to the patron
Mr EJ Millar, and it was explained to those
present that Ted Millar was more than a
patron, he was one who served the club to
the highest degree.
A new surfboat was launched on
4 October 1936. It was named Here’s Too’ee,
no doubt after a popular drink at that time. The
boat was christened by Miss Winnie Thearle
on behalf of Tooheys Ltd, the generous
subscribers to the craft’s cost. The boat was
christened with a bottle of beer, and the event
was featured in the newspapers the following
day with a great photo and story.
Newspaper reports on the christening of “Here’s Too’ee”
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At the conclusion of the previous season, Tas and Jack King along with Stan Jorgensen were suspended
by the Australian Swimming Union. Their appeal was supported by the SLSA, and after many discussions
and conferences they were reinstated to the amateur ranks on the 27 January.
Following the lifting of the life bans by the
swimming association, an Australian Team of
Instruction and competition was announced to tour
New Zealand. Two members of the club were selected
as leaders of this touring team, Jack Cameron as
Manager and Jack King as the Team Captain, a worthy
selection for these dedicated men. The New Zealand
press recorded Jack King’s comments after the first
carnival in the Shaky Isles: ‘“Thank heaven’s I have
brought my overcoat,” declared Jack King, Captain
of the Australian surf lifesaving team now touring New
Zealand, after he had finished a swim at Lyal Bay
Beach.’
King expressed the thoughts of every member of
the team, including its popular manager,
Jack Cameron. Camo, as he was referred to, had a
reputation in Sydney for staying in the water for hours at a stretch, but while in Wellington he was content
to take a back seat and let someone else do the honours. The Australian team consisted of only nine
lifesavers; seven of the team were qualified instructors and all nine were R&R competitors. It was a solid
team consisting of Jack Cameron, Jack King, Asher Hart (Bondi SLSC), Hector Scott (Newcastle SLSC),
Wally Scott (Blackhead SLSC), Bruce Hodgson (North Bondi SLSC), Arthur Carrier (South Narrabeen
SLSC), John Miller (Cronulla SLSC) and Ken Foster (Bronte SLSC).
Jack King the Captain and Jack Cameron the Manager with the
Australian SLSA Team that toured New Zealand in 1937

Socially, the club was very active with the regular Saturday night dances, Theatre Nights and the
Fancy Fair, which were always good money-spinners for club finances. Following the previous year’s
success, the club conducted its second Annual Ball, and again it was a huge success, with a profit of
£62 11s 5d.
The club conducted a cricket match with the staff of WD & HO Wills, and it was a great day socially at
the Narrabeen Cricket Ground, now known as Lake Park. The Jungle Party for the Cooks Hill and Freshwater
clubs was also a great success at a destination somewhere in northern bushlands now known at ‘Rat Park’.
The reunion of past and present members was held on 5 June, and about 120 were present.
During the winter months, some 22 members formed a social golf club to play regularly at Bayview
Golf Club. There is some controversy over whether this was the original Bachelors Golf Club, which is
still in existence. The members certainly played at Bayview for many years, but some claim the group was
called the Narrabeen Social Golf Club and that the name did not change until till they started playing at
Mona Vale. Some stayed at Bayview, but they were mostly members of the South Narrabeen SLSC.
Those who moved to Mona Vale played under the Bachos name. Fred Wood elaborated the fun games
these members enjoyed:

The members usually played at either Bayview or Long Reef and some of the players of this era, were to
say the least, unorthodox with their gear and equipment.
Ken Bishop didn’t need a golf bag, no buggies in those early days, he only used one club, a No. 2 iron
which also served as a putter but this did not stop him from returning some good scores for the round.
Other players had two or three iron clubs and a putter in their bags while others, like Ron Young, had
two or three woods plus most of the irons and a putter.
Fred Wood, a player with very little talent, who had a few second hand and discarded clubs in a patched
up golf bag, liked to play in the same group as Ron who became a very frustrated golfer when things went
wrong with his game. Sometimes he would hurl the club he was using, as far away as he could and then
yell. ‘Whoever finds that club can keep it’.
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Over a couple of years Fred added a No. 1 wood, a No. 2 wood, a No. 5 iron and a No. 7 iron to his golf
set. All were good quality clubs that served Fred well for many years.
A few of the golfers will recall Ron trying to explode out of a bunker at Long Reef.
After five or six swings without result he started to swing backwards as well as forwards, without any
pause between and one of quite a few players who were watching his frantic endeavours to extricate his
ball called out, ‘What are you doing Ron? Chopping wood or killing a snake’. Ron picked up his ball and
marched off towards the next tee.
Another identity of those early golf days was Eddie Scarf, an Australian Heavyweight Amateur Wrestling
Champion and later a professional wrestler on the Sydney Stadium circuit. Because of the training necessary
to develop and maintain mighty muscles he could not produce the easy relaxed swing of better golfers and
he was renowned for creating havoc on the fairways and the demolition and reconstruction of bunkers.
One morning at Bayview, as golfers were exchanging pleasantries, waiting their turn to hit off, Bull
Barnett was seen by those on the tee, interfering with Eddie’s golf bag.
When Eddie received his call to the tee he picked up his bag to discover that a pick and shovel had been
added to his clubs. No mayhem took place
Most of the surf club members liked to return to the Bachelors camp after their round of golf, as it was
closer to their home or camp.
So they broke away from the Social Golf Club and formed the Bachelors Golf Club with headquarters
in the old tin shed with three sides and a roof of corrugated iron and a cement floor, decorated with
cigarette and posters at the rear of the Bachelors camp.
After golf, players would return here for a drink or two from a keg or two
A feature of this club was the presentation of its Annual Balance Sheet were the closing words, as coined
by Frank Geddes and carried on by Charlie Butcher,
Liabilities-Nil, Assets-Good fellowship.
The Bachelors Golf Club has continued through the decades, and its existence and progressive
standards of direction is without doubt due to the efforts of Jack King, who held the position of Club
Captain for many years and President for over thirty years.
Members were shocked to hear of the passing of former club member Jack Welsh, who after many
years as a member of the club transferred to the sister club at Cooks Hill. He met his death in tragic
circumstances as a result of a shark attack. His photo still hangs in both clubhouses.
Financially, the club was in good shape. Income was £818, an increase of £85 over the previous year.
This was a result of the hard-working social committee’s efforts.
New members to the club were trained for their Bronze Medallions and Instructor’s Certificate by
Jack King. The 14 who were successful in gaining their Bronze Medallions were:
Fred Burge, J Boots, K Clarke, J Dennis, C Foord, Jim Hall, Reg Mullins, Frank Soady, Gordon Soady,
C Soady, S Thom, D Ravell and K Wallbridge
AM Fletcher earned an Instructor’s Certificate.
One member who gained his award that year, Fred Burge, was a rough and tough character who
stood no nonsense from anyone. He would be part of the club for many decades and had a passion for
fast and flash-looking motor vehicles, hence the nickname Flash. Fred had a carrying business and for
many years he would use his truck to transport the members to carnivals. They were always hair-raising
journeys with members hanging onto the sides of the surfboat for dear life. Fred’s wife Daisy became a
legend at the Narrabeen RSL, where she worked as a barmaid for many years.
Kevin ‘Clicka’ Clarke, husband of Betty, was one of the driest practical jokers ever to come to Narrabeen.
If mischief occurred, you could be assured that Clicka played a big part in it. A tropical disease that he
caught in New Guinea during the Second World War tragically cut his life short. He was sadly missed by
the Narrabeen community.
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Reg ‘Grub’ Mullins would become a club legend. If Clicka was the instigator of a practical joke, you
could be sure that Grub carried it out. He was an average-sized, barrel-chested man and one of the many
‘big sea’ experts, some comparing him with Tas King and Bull Barnett in having no fear in a big sea. He had
a great charisma with the younger members and was forever organising wave catching competitions, mostly
when a big sea was running. His input with the younger members saw great swimmers like Barry Hancock
and Ken Holmes learn a few tricks that most surf swimmers never knew. Reg was also a keen lawn bowler
with the Narrabeen RSL and played a big part in that club’s success. The war also cut short his competitive
potential, and his passing deeply hurt all the club members and the whole Narrabeen community.
Jim Hall was a top-class footballer who played with the North Sydney Rugby League Club as a first
grade centre in his later years and was mentioned for selection in representative teams; however, he
would rise to fame with John Bliss and Jim Walsh in the Inaugural Manly-Warringah Rugby League firstgrade team in 1947. In the fifties he turned to bowls and became an expert in that field. After finishing a
great playing career, he coached many champion teams to victory. In 2000 Jim was awarded the Australian
Sports Medal in recognition of his great service to sport.

Above: Jack Cameron - Manager SLSA team to NZ 1937
Below: Club blazer pocket used during the era

Above: The 1937 SLSA Team departing for New Zealand Jack Cameron is 7th from left and Jack King 2nd from right

Above : The ‘Barracoota’ in action

Right: Jack King - Captain of SLSA team in NZ during 1937 tour
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1937-38 Season
CRUELTY TO DUMB ANIMALS

The club in its 24th year was led by what some called the ‘old guard’, that being Herb ‘Pop’ Barnes as
President and George Lindsay as Secretary, with Tas and Jack King looking after the members as Captain
and Chief Instructor. A new addition was Ben Eadie as Treasurer. Four of those executives were made
Life Members the following year.
At 147, club membership was the highest it had
been in 10 years. Rescues were recorded at 68,
which did not include the midweek rescues carried
out by the locals. The club was very proud to be
able to say that ‘No Lives Have been lost while
Patrols were on Duty’, a statement the club would
record for ninety years.
A big increase in First Aid services was recorded,
with 278 injuries keeping the honorary officers
J Kenna and C Fergurson very busy. It was estimated
that at least half of those casualties were from the
Christmas and Easter holiday period and not
connected with the beach and patrol areas.
The Annual Report states that the sum of two
shillings was donated by the public in appreciation
of the services rendered. Two bob in appreciation
for 278 first aid cases was enough to give the
members the ‘shits’ and complain that the campers
over the Christmas and Easter periods had used the club’s facilities like a ‘bulk billing medical centre’.
Club members at weekender ‘Erodia’ for a Sunday Sip
Front: Visitor, Ray Quill, Ted Eather, Stan Leaver, Visitor, Visitor.
Centre: Jack May, Ron Young, Ern Elliot, visitor, Reg Bax, Jack Beale,
Norrie Cheesman, Jim Perry, Jack Peters, Jack Howie, Alex Blombery.
Rear: Phil Cullen, Ron Owens, Dave Baxter, Visitor, Alf Ivens,
Visitor, Noel Hopwood, Peter Dalwitz, Dick McCready.

Hardly any of the injuries happened on the beach or near the club, and they could never have been
cared for had it not been for the continued generosity of chemist Bill Fairley and Joe Kenna, who worked
in the City Morgue and always managed to acquire medical supplies from his employer. It was always
suggested that when Joe fixed someone up and he felt they were having a lend of the club, that person
would be patched up with the leftovers from the Morgue. The two shillings donation was a small pittance
compared to what the club was out of pocket.
Lifesaving gear was listed as ‘Reels 7, Lines 6, Surfboats 2 and Boat Belts 6’.
The SLSA was led by Jack Cameron, who was in his second term as Chief Superintendent of Examination
and Instruction of Australia. Charlie Butcher was the District Supervisor and also a Councillor for Warringah
Shire, which proved a great asset to the club when assistance was required with maintenance and
ground improvements. Charlie copped a lot of ribbing from his mates when Malcolm Street, where he
and his mother lived and owned a property, was kerbed and guttered and a cement footpath installed
from Lagoon Street to the Lake. The rest of the street waited many years to gain the same amenities.
Representative honours were held by many members in other sports:
Ron Rankin represented NSW and Australia at Rugby Union and held the position of Police
Commissioner of NSW.
Jack King dominated swimming at the Pyrmont AS Club, winning the 100, 200 and 400 yards Freestyle
Championship and the Western Districts ASC 880 yards Championship. Jack was also playing water
polo representing NSW against Victoria and Australia versus the British Empire, while Tas King won
selection in the NSW Water Polo team versus Victoria.
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Finance saw a total income of £430 and expenses of £363, leaving the club with a balance of £67.
This was considered good, considering the club did not conduct an Annual Carnival because a suitable
date could not be found. Main revenue was made from the weekly dances, which showed a profit of
£235, and the Annual Ball, which was also profitable at £86.
Competition within the club, which has always been a backbone of its success, was no different this
season. The Presentation of Trophies was held at the clubhouse on 6 August, with trophies being presented
by Jack Cameron in his position of SLSA’s No 1 Lifesaver.
Some trophy winners were:
Senior Surf Champion-Arthur Burge
Junior Surf Champion-Reg Mullins
Beach Sprint Champion-Frank Collins
Club Cup Senior Surf-Wilf Barnett
Club Cup Junior Surf-Reg Mullins
Handicap Surf Race Point Score Senior-Tas King
Handicap Beach Sprint-John Bliss
R & R Competition-Tas King (Captain), Tom Foord, Tom Ballard, Jim Hall, R Chilton, Sid Wright and
Gordon Soady.
Bert Lloyd was awarded the Club Honour Blazer.
Socially, the club entertained in a way which was famous throughout the SLSA, Cooks Hill, Freshwater
and the New Zealand SLSA Team that was here for the Inter-Dominion Carnival. The Annual Reunion of past
and present members was a huge success, with the highlight being a club review produced by Geoff Gillbert.
In interclub competitions, the club competed at all ten metropolitan carnivals, plus those at Newcastle
and Mollymook. In a metropolitan carnival point score competition, the club ran third to Manly and
North Bondi. The club report stated that it was ‘not a bad effort for a weekend club’.
In the Australian SLSA Championships the Inter-Dominion Championships were conducted at Manly
on 26 February to celebrate 150 years anniversary of Australia. Teams from all states except Victoria and
from New Zealand competed for the Inter-Dominion Cup. Jack King and Frank Collins were in the NSW
Team, which was managed and instructed by Charlie Butcher. Jack King was a member of the winning
R&R Team, while Frank Collins won the Beach Sprint and was in the Relay Team, which also won.
Charlie Butcher had the honour of accepting the
trophy on behalf of the NSW Team. Jack Cameron
and a big team of club members helped in organising
the carnival and making it a huge success.
A competition was run at North Narrabeen beach
on 9 November in conjunction with Health Week for
clubs from South Narrabeen to Palm Beach. The prize
was a Speedo Pennant and a set of costumes and
was won by the club by a narrow margin from
South Narrabeen.
The National Travel Association conducted a
carnival at Bondi on 3 April at which the club deadNorth Narrabeen’s 1937 ladies march past team
heated with North Bondi in the point score. The prize
was a life saving reel, so one would wonder if they each got half.
Only one round of the Wally Proudfoot Shield was conducted, which was won by the club. The second
round was cancelled at the request of the South Narrabeen Committee.
SLSA Awards were under the control of Tas King, who organised instruction for Bronze Medallions
and Instructor’s Certificates. The 16 members gaining Bronze Medallions were:
Jack Berney, Gordon Balleron, Wally Boots, John Bliss, Ray Black, Gordon Carmichael, G Chappell,
Gordon Clarke, Jack Douse, C Graham, C Hill, D Hill, Bill Lloyd, W Martin, Vince Murray and H. Paton.
Tom Foord, Ray Hora and Stan Jorgenson gained Instructor’s Certificates.
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One of the successful bronze candidates was John Bliss, who went on to be the greatest of the
numerous beach competitors, while Jack Berney was a member who had an association with the club for
many decades.
Gordon Balleron was a boat caption in the 1940s and a tremendous supporter of the club. In later
years, he would be prominent in the club’s lawn bowls successes.
Ray ‘Shiner’ Black was a first-grade footballer with the Manly-Warringah Rugby League Club and
another mischief maker like Clicka and Grub. Some of his antics, along with those of his mate
‘Megsie’ Kirkwood, who was one of the inaugural Manly-Warringah first grade team, are part of Narrabeen
folklore.
Jack Douse was for many years not only a financial supporter of the club, but the caretaker of the
Bachos. His favorite party trick was to lift the stem of the last keg at the Bacho’s. Everyone would then call
it a day and leave Jack a few drinks for the remainder of the week. Nobody complained, as it was a fair
return for a live-in caretaker. He and Vince Murray owned and operated a very successful bootmaking
business.
Fred Wood related in his notes that the members did not care what type of life they endeavoured to save:

During this time a number of porpoises were washed ashore in front of the clubhouse and a group of
members including Jack King, Alan Fletcher and Fred Wood spent about six hours in the water, herding
them seawards until they reached chest deep water only to see them swim another twenty yards or so, before
turning in a half circle and return to the beach. Then we would begin the task all over again. Eventually
we got them all out to sea with one exception and it was believed that this porpoise was sick or injured and
had came ashore to die, the others came in to lend support to their sick mate. However this opinion may
or may not be true.
Besides helping the porpoises to sea we did not want them dying on the beach to become a health hazard,
which would mean digging graves large enough to bury them all. Finally we still had one porpoise to bury
and this was no mean feat with hand shovels.
Imagine the surprise when one daily paper came out with a headline
Cruelty to Dumb Animals-Lifesavers at North Narrabeen cracking waves riding on the backs of porpoises.
This cruelty was reported to R.S.P.C.A for investigation. Apparently some busybody had telephoned the
newspaper with a lurid account of the days events and the sensational story was published without checking
the facts. The R.S.P.C.A. took no action. What a start to the season. Five members-Wilf Barnett, George
Lindsay, Harry Barnes, Tas King and Jack King-were elected to Life Membership.

John Bliss in black top surveys dead porpoise with his club mates.
L to R: Jack Howie, Fred Wood, Bob Hora, John Bliss,
Gordon Ballerum, Ray Quill and Bunny Hackett.
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1938-39 Season

A NEW STAR ON THE BEACH SHOWS HIS TALENT

The clubhouse received considerable alteration, additions and maintenance, carried out at a cost to
the club of £329. The first project was the room adjoining the showers on the lower level, but first it
needed a new floor and ceiling and the walls to be plastered. The Main hall was examined and after many
years of dances and other functions the floor, windows, sashes and locks all were in need of attention.
These and other repairs were attended to by the members.
Warringah Shire Council was
approached about the condition of the
sun deck, which was actually the roof
of the public change rooms. That work
was carried out by the Council, with
the club agreeing to carry out all
interior maintenance and the Council
attending to the exterior.

The Narrabeen RSL Club situated next door to NN clubhouse before the RSL burnt down.

One of the reasons that repairs to
the dance floor were necessary was
recalled by Fred Wood:

During the 1938-39 season it became apparent that the dance floor would have to be replaced before the
next season’s Saturday night dances commenced.
However this became a necessity when it poured with rain on the Sunday of the Annual Reunion and
the club provider Harry ‘The Bull’ Andrews announced that he proposed to light a fire, in the clubhouse,
for the B-B-Q. He was howled down by members of the committee, but the ‘Bull’ said ‘No problem’, he
intended to light the barbeque on a couple of sheets of corrugated iron and was adamant the floor would
be unharmed because of the air space under the corrugations.
The cooking was excellent, none of the meats was burnt, but the same could not be said for the floor,
because the bottom of the corrugations touching it burnt deep grooves and if the fire hadn’t been noticed
and put out, major structural damage could have occurred.
So the new flooring was laid and ready before the next dance season commenced.
Membership had increased by 6 members and now totalled 154, while rescues also increased to 84 for
the season. First Aid was reduced by 60 to 213 treatments, while new SLSA Awards were down to 12.
Jack Cameron continued as SLSA Chief Superintendent, a job which he enjoyed because he was
able to share his vast knowledge with others.
Outside the club, still water swimming was still
being dominated by the members:
Jack King was successful at the Pyrmont,
Western Districts and NSW Championships.
Russell Dunn was successful at the Drummoyne,
Western Districts and NSW Championships, and
Arthur Burge also won at the Western District
Championships.
Jack King represented NSW at water polo versus
Victoria while Frank Farrell played on the representative
teams in Rugby League.
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Jack Cameron and Arthur Burge were selected for an instructional team to establish surf lifesaving in
Victoria, and that was a very successful venture considering the cold climate.
The SLSA of Australia accepted an invitation to send a team to Honolulu for the Pacific Games, and
Jack Cameron was appointed as Captain/Instructor of the team and had the honour of carrying the flag at
demonstrations and competition.
The Honour Blazer was presented to Alf Hopkins, who had been an active member for many years and
never missed or was late for patrols in that period. As quoted in the Annual Report, ‘his record is one that
we should all be proud of’.
It was an exceptional year for the club financially. The club had an income of £839 and expenses of
£883, an increase of £519 over the previous year. This expenditure was a record for the club, but it was
still in a healthy position for the following season with £200 in the club account. Many fundraising events
were carried out during the season, with the club dances showing a profit of £130. The club surf carnival
raised £92 and the Fancy Fair raised £12, while the Fourth Annual Ball was successful with a profit of
£67.
The Annual Presentation of club trophies and SLSA Awards were presented by an SLSA official . Travelling
on a tram to the function with some of the club members, He was ‘taken short’. Rather than get off the tram
and wait an hour for the next one, the lads showed him how to go to the rear of the carriage and wait for a
long strait stretch, before ‘letting fly’. He expressed his gratitude
for this amazing experience.
On17 June the club held its first annual dinner in the
clubhouse for an audience of members’ wives, friends, relatives
and local residents. The purpose of the event was to prove that
members could add a little culture and artistic talent to its ability
to save lives and consume large quantities of amber fluid. The
show was dreamed up, directed, rehearsed and produced by
Geoff Gilbert, the proud holder of the title of the skinniest
lifesaver in Australia. He also compered and wrote the lyrics for
the opening chorus for the full company. The revue was an
unqualified success and the packed audience was generous
with their applause.
One incident that evening was when the mother of the
Soady brothers, Frank, Gordon and Cliff, was heard whispering
to her husband during the Soady boys ‘lovely harmonising’ of
a song, ‘I had no idea that the boys could sing like that’. Almost
on cue the backstage drop fell down to reveal the three Lawson
brothers doing the ‘lovely harmonising’ with the three Soady
boys miming in front of the fallen curtain. In fact, Frank
was the only one who could manage a tune; the other
two were tone deaf.

Carictures of club members drawn by famous
Smiths Weekly cartoonist M.Regaritte.

Club trophies were won by;
Senior Club Champion-Russell Dunn
Junior Club Champion-Eddie Quill
Senior Surf Point Score-Reg Mullins
Junior Surf Point Score-Jim Hall
Beach Sprint Point Score-John Bliss
R & R Competition-Arthur Burge (Captain),
Eddie Quill, Ron Green, Sid Wright, Geoff Gillbert,
Ray Hora and Des Hill.
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R&R team 1938-39
L to R: Jake Peters, Russ Dunn, Dave Baxter,
Jack Cameron, Ray Quill, Jack Howie
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In interclub competition, the club competed in all metropolitan, Newcastle, Illawarra and South Coast
carnivals with great success. Over the season the club recorded 18 first places, 15 second places
and 16 thirds. Bert Lloyd won ski races on 7 occasions, twice second and once third. Bert also won the
ski race at the SLSA Championships at Bondi, but the event unfortunately was not considered a
championship event until many years later.
A new star, John Bliss, emerged at the SLSA Championships. He placed third in the Beach Sprint
Championship, an event he was to dominate in forthcoming years.
The club had been fortunate to have Fred Mahony as publicity officer over the previous two years, as
the club name and competitors were always prominent in the surf magazines, daily press and local papers.
In the Annual Report, President Pop Barnes mentioned the professional management of the club and
the excellent services rendered by Secretary George Lindsay, Captain Des Haslett, Treasurer Ben Eadie
and Assistant Secretary Moe Mitchell. Nor did he forget Tas King, who assisted by his brother Jack, kept
lifesaving awards ticking over.
During the season, Jack Dowse and HA Paton gained Instructors Certificates, A Blomberry, S Best,
Ken Douglass, L Godden, Keith Hora, Jack Howie, M Osborne, R O’Donnell, Eddie Quill and Ray Quill
earned Bronze Medallions.
The Bronze Medallion members Jack Howie and Ray Quill were both rewarded with life membership in
later years for outstanding service to the club.
Ken Douglass spent many years
as boat captain and was given the
name of Mad Bill Schultz. This was
in reference to an earlier sweep who
had a reputation of being a maniac
when it came to catching waves.
Schultzy, as he was sometimes
called, had no fear and was a good
sweep in big seas. He had a habit
of letting the sweep oar dig into the
sand just as the wave hit the boat.
This would catapult him high into the
air, and sometimes he would land
back into the boat, resulting in some
painful injuries not only to the crew
but to himself.
Boat crew members L to R: Clem Ferguson, Ted Jorgenson, Frank Soady, Alan Fletcher
and Jim Ware seated on the ‘Here’s Tooee’

Above L to R: Ces Hetterick, Les Godden,
Jack Howie, Alex Blombery
Oxygen pump equipement in use during the late 1930s
being demonstrated
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1939-40 Season

MEMBERSHIP UP AND A GOOD SEASON

The only change to the club’s management for the 1939-40 season was Frank Geddes taking over as
Treasurer.
Even though the war had started in Europe and was affecting the Australian way of life, the club still
had an obligation to protect the swimmers and uphold the community image. The season’s total of 57
rescues recorded on the weekends did not include the midweek rescues performed, so this represents
more than two rescues per weekend over the surfing period. Honorary Beach Inspectors for the season
were Don Haslett, Jack King, Allan Fletcher, Arthur Burge, Russ Dunn, Ray Fletcher, Gordon Soady and
Tom Foord, so the club was in good hands.
Membership was a healthy at 154, and Chief Instructor Jack King trained 6 new instructors and
16 bronze medallion members to assist the patrol numbers. Even with his involvement in surf, still water
and water polo, Jack still had time to attend to duties back at ‘North Narra’. T Ballard, A Blombery,
R Dunn, S Thom, L Godden and J Howie gained their Instructors Certificates and the following members
gained their Bronze Medallions:
D Baxter, R Biskin, D Cameron, E Elliot, J Frary, J Godden, C Heterick, N Jorgenson, R McCready,
F O’Neill, N Sheehan, D Walters, J Ware, J Watson, H Wilson and W Wilson.
The available equipment listed in the Annual Report was 7 rescue reels, 8 lines, 5 boat belts and a
surfboat with one set of oars. The previous season the club had possessed two surfboats, but the older
boat had been sold to a needy surf club for £3, leaving the club with only the Here’s Too-ee craft.
The annual competition with South Narrabeen for the Wally Proudfoot Shield was run over two rounds. The
Souths were far too strong and won easily, the club only matching them in the social following the competition.
Intraclub competition was strong and competitors were successful in the water, on the craft and on
the beach. A few of the results were as follows:
Bondi: Senior Surf-Russ Dunn, third, and Surf Ski-Bert Lloyd, first
Collaroy: Reserve Surf Race-Russ Dunn, third; Senior Belt-Russ Dunn, third, and Beach SprintJohn Bliss, second
Dee Why: Junior Boat-third; Surfoplane-Russ Dunn, first; Surf Ski-Bert Lloyd, first, and Beach Relay-third
Garie: Open Surf Race-Russ Dunn, second
Manly: Surf Ski - Bert Lloyd, first
Maroubra: Junior Surf - Eddie Quill, first; Chariot Race-second; Surfoplane-Russ Dunn, second, and
Beach Sprint-John Bliss, third
Woolongong: Junior Belt - Eddie Quill, first; Surf Ski-Bill Lloyd, first; Beach Sprint-John Bliss, second,
and Surfoplane-Reg Mullins, second
North Cronulla: R&R-third; Novice Surf Race-Reg Mullins, first; Junior Surf-Eddie Quill, second;
Surfoplane-Russ Dunn, third, and Surf Ski-Bert Lloyd, first
North Steyne: Beach Sprint-John Bliss, first
South Curl Curl: Chariot Race-second; Surf Ski-Bert Lloyd, first, and Surf Ski-Bill Lloyd, second.
Back at the club, the competitions were well supported each Sunday and a big roll-up was always a
feature of the weekend. It was mate against mate with no holds barred going around the buoys. The R&R
club competition was an institution introduced in the 1920s to give all members an understanding of
rescue procedures. The year’s winners were Jack Howie’s team, consisting of Reg Mullins, Ray Black,
Ernie Elliot, Jim Hall, Vince Murray, Keith Hora and Moe Osborne.
Club Championships were also keenly contested, as being champion of North Narrabeen was something
be proud of. Winners were Senior Surf-Russell Dunn, Junior Surf-Eddie Quill, and Beach Sprint-John Bliss.
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Yearly Point Score competitions were won by Senior Surf-Jack Howie, Junior Surf -Ray O’Donnell, and
Beach Sprint-John Bliss.
As in the past, the club spent a lot of effort keeping the club and its amenities in first-class condition.
In keeping with this policy, £63-representing about 20 weeks wages for the average worker-was spent to
install new lockers for the members. That expenditure brought the club up to scratch and in good shape
for the next season.
The Fancy Fair run by Moe Mitchell and Moe Osbourne over the Christmas and New Year period attracted
large crowds both of locals and holiday-makers. The organisers were pleased with the profit of £72.
Another attraction was the Jungle Party in the scrub where ‘Rat Park’ now stands, with about 100
attending. One could say that these were warm-up days for the Annual Reunion held on the June Long
Weekend. At that event, the 200 members and invited guests consumed enormous amounts of fluid in a
very short time. Both the jungle parties and reunions were always run at a small profit.
The members looked after their ladies also, and
the club Ball was their night. Held on 13 June at
Nock & Kirby’s Ballroom in the city, it attracted
473 members and guests, including Vice Patron,
the Hon. Sir Percy C Spender KCMP, who later
became Treasurer in the Australian Government.
Another great night was recorded, with a profit of
£54 after all expenses were paid.
One area of concern was the club dances,
which were the main source of income for the club.
Earnings were down by £140 from the previous
year’s figures, giving only a profit of £54. This was
R&R Team 1939-40 L to R: Ray Black, Jim Hall, Ernie Elliott, Reg Mullens,
no reflection on the organisers, who tried hard to
Jack Howie and Vince Murray
generate, interest but with the war looming, money
was not as available as in previous years, and they struggled to keep their heads above water.
Outside the club activities, the members performed well:
Jack Cameron continued as Chief Superintendent of SLSA.
Ernie Elliot and Arthur Burge played first-grade Rugby Union.
Jack King, in his spare time, had won the Pyrmont 100 yards Championship and the Western Districts
100, 200 and 400 yards Freestyle Championships, and also represented NSW at water polo.
Russell Dunn won the Drummoyne 100 yards Freestyle and the Western Districts 100, 200 and 400
yards Freestyle Championships, along with second in the NSW one-mile Freestyle Championship.
Arthur Burge was second in the Western Districts 100 yards Freestyle Championship, won a
Drummoyne 100 yards Backstroke and he too had won the 400 yards Freestyle Championships.
In a sad finish to the season, one of the junior members, Wally Martin, was accidentally killed in Army
maneuvers at Wallgrove.

SEASON
1930-31
1931-32
1932-33
1933-34
1934-35
1935-36
1936-37
1937-38
1938-39
1939-40

EXECUTIVE OFFIC BEARERS 1930-31 TO 1939-40
PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
TREASURER
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

Barnes
Barnes
Barnes
Barnes
Barnes
Barnes
Barnes
Barnes
Barnes
Barnes

C Butcher
G Lindsay
G Lindsay
H J Pilon
G Lindsay
F Geddes
G Lindsay
G Lindsay
G Lindsay
G Lindsay
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B Wickens
W Lillieblade
W Lillieblade
C Fletcher
W Lillieblade
L Gaterell
L Gaterell
B Eadie
B Eadie
F Geddes

CAPTAIN
J Cameron
J King
J King
J King
J King
J King
J King
J King
D Haslett
D Haslett

1940-1950

1940-41 Season

CLUB MEMBERS RALLY TO THE FLAG
LONDON BLITZED

The war in Europe was decidedly turning against Great Britain and after Dunkirk it was isolated by the
rampaging German army. A stirring speech by Prime Minister Winston Churchill would rally the whole of
the British Empire:

We shall defend our island, whatever the cost may be, we shall fight on the beaches, we shall fight on the
landing grounds, we shall fight in the fields and in the streets, we shall fight in the hills; we shall never surrender.
The club was in the forefront of the effort to help stop the carnage the Nazi regime was inflicting on the
world and proudly published the names of members who had joined the Australian armed forces:
Set out below is a list of members who joined the colours in the defence of the British Empire, ably
keeping alive the traditional name of Anzac. The club is justly proud of them.
R.A.A.F.

D Baxter, R Dunn, C Heterick, A Lloyd, L Wheatly.

R.A.F.

F Soady.

A.I.F.

F Barnes, R Bourne, C Butcher, D Cameron, W Claridge, G Douglass, C Fletcher,
R Fletcher, M Green, I Green, R Green, W Grose, T Houssenlodge, N Jorgenson,
R LeClerc, B Lillieblade, C Lilequist, M McKenzie, A Mullens, J Phillips, W R Lloyd,
T Richardson, J Shaffer, A Williams, H Williams, W Wilson.

R.A.N.

E Elliott, R Quill.

HOME DEFENCE. H Wilson.
Possibly, some of these servicemen who
served in the Middle East during World War
Two were among the 2500 armed forces
personnel present at Gaza Beach to witness
a surf carnival organised and financed by the
famous Australian general Lord Blamey. They
would have been overjoyed to see one of
their club mates win the prestigious Blamey
Cup Surf Race.
On that occasion cups were also awarded
for the R&R and March Past events. A
member of these teams was Max Rose, a
future Life Member of the club. At that time
Max was a member of Queenscliff SLSC.
Max Rose with fellow servicemen at a surf carnival

The club was guided during the 1940-41
at Gaza Beach in Palistine during the Second World War
season by H ‘Pop’ Barnes as President, Jack
Howie as Captain, Les Godden as Treasurer and Trevor Richardson as Secretary for most of the season
until he joined the army and ER McCarr took his place. The bad news from overseas did not affect club
membership and it recorded its highest in the club’s history of 167 members.
President Barnes’ statement in a message to members emphasised the support being provided to the
club’s servicemen: World War II is now a Commonwealth problem and has had a very big effect on our club
members. Already 35 have enlisted in the services and the club has done everything possible to assist these men and
their families. Each was presented with an open order and those already overseas were sent a canteen open order. At
least we made provisions for them to have a drink and remember the boys at home.
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Club Captain Jack Howie also filled in as Chief Instructor and was responsible for the 16 new members
gaining lifesaving awards. E Elliott and R Quill gained Instructor’s Certificates, and Bronze Medallions
were awarded to:
D Hunt, R Lukins, D Douglass, J Peters, R McCarr, A Scowan, P McKeown, R Jenkins, F Denham,
H Kidd, P McLean, F Tourville, L Shaw, and D Peterson.
Jack Cameron, who was Chief Superintendent of
Examinations for the SLSA, was very proud to present
these members with their awards at the club’s
Presentation Evening, while Jack Howie’s dedication
to beach safety and lifesaving instruction saw him
presented with the club’s Honour Blazer.

R&R team in action at Gaza Beach 1941

The presentation evening was regarded as a special
occasion in the Narrabeen community, attracting not
only most members, but many of the local residents
who appreciated the club’s lifesaving efforts. As always,
a strong band of mothers and wives of members
provided the food that made such an evening so
successful. On most occasions, they were organised
by Jean Kenna, wife of the club’s First Aid Officer,
Joe Kenna.

The Australian Championships were not held because of the war, but John Bliss won the NSW Open
Beach Sprint as well as the club’s sprint title. It would be another five years before the national
championships were again held, years which would have been the prime of John’s running career.
The club participated in two rounds of the Wally
Proudfoot Memorial Shield against South Narrabeen.
Souths were successful in both rounds, and their R&R team
went on to win the Association Premiership later in the
season. The most prestigious event of the club’s internal
competition was the R&R, which was won by R Quill, E
Elliott, D Peterson, D Waters, N Jorgenson, G Ballerum and
G Douglass.
Darcy Peterson, the club’s Junior Surf Champion, was a
Pyrmont local who would later gain the club wonderful
publicity when he rescued a horse that had fallen into
Sydney Harbour adjacent to a dock where he was employed
as a wharf labourer. Darcy’s courage in getting the animal
Max Rose recieves a trophy from Lady Blamey after
to safety was recognised by the media and he featured
completion of a surf carnival at Gaza Beach 1941
prominently in all the Sydney newspapers. He received an
award from the RSPCA for his bravery-as well as ribbing from his surf club mates about the horse that
would go on for years.
The club’s Senior Surf Champion, Reg ‘Grub’ Mullens, was recognised as the king of the club’s
practical jokers and his list of victims included nearly every member. One day, some of them got their
revenge. They knew that Reg was a person of habit and that around lunch time nearly every sunny Sunday
he would be found in the sand hills just south of the clubhouse at the rear of his parents’ home chatting
away to the bathing belles that assembled there. They knew too that right on 1:30 p.m. his mother would
call out that his lunch was being served; he would slam on his army slouch hat and head for home.
After some very careful planning, some of his previous practical joke victims cleverly managed to
deposit what could be described as a putrid, innoxious, soluble substance into his upturned hat, his 1:30
pm lunch call arrived and he slammed on his hat. Much to the delight of many of his hapless victims, he
spent quite some time under the shower trying to clean his unruly blonde locks while being severely
chastised by his mother for being late for lunch.
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The club’s financial position was kept in good shape due mainly to the clubhouse dances, Fancy Fair
and the Annual Ball; the events netted a return of £270. That season’s ball was held at Nock and Kirby’s
Ballroom in Sydney and, as always, was very popular with club members. A full house of 500 attended,
with an exceptional overall profit for this wartime period of £53.
The McLean brothers, Hughie and Peter, were members during this period. That Hughie had lost a leg
in a boyhood accident did not stop him from becoming a top swimmer and somehow beating the red
tape to join the army as a truck driver during the war years. He was also a great lover and very successful
with the ladies, and his favourite love nest was the secluded sand hills near the lake’s entrance.
One very windy and quiet Saturday afternoon he was sighted by
two of his best mates heading for his favourite spot with his current
girlfriend. Hughie always removed his wooden leg when he was
feeling amorous and this time his so-called best friends crept close
to the entangled couple and stole his false leg. When his girlfriend
realised his loss, she bolted, leaving him to hop and crawl back to
the clubhouse where he found his leg laying on the stairs to the hall
entrance. He never found out who was responsible but always
Clubhouse and beach around 1942
threatened to kill them if he ever did. Nobody ever told him, as the
two culprits were the best fighters in Narrabeen, his brother Peter and Hilton Kidd.
Narrabeen was renowned for its great parties and entertainment, mainly because there were seldom
arguments or fights. If you played up at a camp party you were shown the door by some of the toughest
men in Sydney and told not to return. Beer was rationed during the war, but club members were very
fortunate that the local publicans, Mrs Ryan and Miss McGath, were extremely generous in providing surf
club members with a regular supply. But as rationing got worse, a few of the camps decided to supplement
their Tooheys keg beer with a new beverage from the Brittons Brewery.
The Brittons Beer was a catastrophe. People who had never been known to raise their voices argued
fiercely, and the camp bouncers indulged in fisticuffs with their best mates. Sunday morning saw more
black eyes, broken teeth and bloody faces than had ever occurred since the beginning of the club.
Brittons beer was barred from nearly every camp and the original good times returned. One further
incident that reinforced the ban was when Dick Sharp, a member of Bringa camp, went berserk and
chased his best mate around the streets of the peninsula brandishing an axe. From that time onwards
Dick would be known as The Axeman.
On carnival days, a lorry was hired to carry the boat to the carnival site. The boat would be loaded on
the table top, and because the truck had no sideboards, everyone clustered along the side of the boat
and held on for dear life. ‘The Boys from Narrabeen’ was always sung with great gusto by those hanging
onto the truck when going through the city streets and was always well received by the general public.
One afternoon coming home from a south-side carnival, an empty house was sighted along the route. A full
five-gallon keg was located within the lorry, the vehicle stopped, the
keg was off loaded and the boys repaired to the house for refreshment.
The whole operation took only 15 minutes for the thirsty band.
On another occasion, the truck full of singing revellers stopped
outside the Sargents pie and cake shop alongside the entrance to
the State Theatre and State Ballroom. A horde of hungry young
blokes in football jerseys and shorts descended for pies at the
shop just as the crowds were arriving in gowns and dinner suits
for the night’s entertainment. Incidentally, Tas King was a top baker
with the Sargents organisation.
A place was always found for Russ Dunn’s dog on the truck on
carnival days. It was a beagle hound with floppy ears called Floppo
who loved chasing seagulls, and on arriving at the venue he was
turned loose to play. At times he missed the transport home, but
he was so well known along the peninsula that other clubs would
pick him up and drop him home.
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Beach and surf surveillance tower which
was considered dangerous when
southerly gales prevailed
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1941-42 Season
PRINCESS OF THE PACIFIC
SYDNEY ATTACKED

For the first time in its history, Australia was suffering war causalities on its own soil. Darwin had been
repeatedly bombed with great loss of life, and Sydney Harbour had been attacked by Japanese midget
submarines, again with fatal casualties. More club members joined the armed services, which caused
club membership to fall to its lowest in six years, but club morale remained high, as every member who
was not in the forces did their utmost to maintain first-class beach safety for the general public.
Maintaining club activities was difficult for those members, as nearly everyone was involved in an
service that was critical to the war effort. One example was Jack Howie, who was a fully qualified plumber
employed in the Sydney dockyards where working hours were frequently extended to repair naval vessels
that had suffered wartime damage. Jack somehow managed to be club Captain and Chief Instructor in
his few recreational hours during this period, which was a tribute to his dedication to surf lifesaving.
To add to the club’s worries in maintaining beach safety, it was called upon frequently to perform
rescues in Narrabeen Lake. On one occasion, two children were rescued who had been in the water for
a considerable time and were apparently drowned. However, they were taken to the casualty room by
club members, and successfully resuscitated by First Aid Officer Joe Kenna.
George Lindsay had to resign as club Secretary when he joined the RAAF, and Ron Young took over
his job till the end of the season. Ron kept members serving overseas informed of the club’s activities, a
service they greatly appreciated. Ron’s heartfelt support of the club’s servicemen is illustrated by his
remarks in that year’s Annual Report:

Seeing that we are going through a very troubled period, I feel that this report would not be complete
without some reference to the chaotic state in which the world has been plunged. Australia as with other
parts of the British Empire and our Allied Nations, is doing its utmost in bringing the war to a victorious
conclusion. Let us all pray that perhaps that before this report is circulated that victory and peace are with
us again. Bodies such as ours play a big part in the supply of manpower, for the protection of our Homeland
and our Empire. To all those men who have answered the Call, please except the best wishes from your
executive and fellow members. We one and all sincerely wish you ‘God’s Protection’ and may you each one
be spared to rejoin your old club when hostilities have ceased and the world is at peace again. Wherever
you may be, we know that you will uphold the best traditions of your club and the Association and that the
training received will assist you in your efforts for your country.
Owing to the war effort, Sydney hospitals were finding it very difficult to maintain or improve their
facilities. To help rectify this situation, the SLSA, Sydney surf clubs and Associated Newspapers Ltd
conducted a competition to select a Princess of the Pacific. Each club selected a hospital and chose a
candidate for the title of Princess, who would be the contestant who raised the most amount of money.
Three beautiful young ladies, Joyce Wormald, Pat Kennedy and Nancy Blackmore, were nominated to
represent the club. Nancy became the club’s successful candidate, and with the support of the club
executive and the Balmain District Hospital Board, Nancy raised £822. A tall blonde with a model’s
figure, her friendly and unassuming nature was most likely the reason such a huge amount was raised.
The candidate representing Cronulla SLSC and the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital beat Nancy Blackmore
into second place for the title.
The funds raised by Nancy’s campaign were sufficient to completely furnish a new wing at the Balmain
Hospital, and a suitably inscribed brass plate was placed in the ward. The club received £76 for its effort,
which new club treasurer K Malone invested in War Saving Certificates. This money was earmarked,
when world conditions improved, to purchase a new surfboat to be christened the Nancy Blackmore.
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The Balmain district received further support from the club when John Bliss joined its first-grade
Rugby League team.
Although overall membership was down, there was a slight increase in lifesaving awards and the
following members gained their Bronze Medallions:
C Brady, R Cooper, M Hancock, K Hill, J Putsey, R Jose, W Richardson, M Mohan, J Perry, N Kerr,
L Wormald, K Murray, K Collier, F Herald, R Young and E Kaglung.
Members gaining their Instructors Certificates were RC Corish, FG Denham and JH Jenkins.
The club was still in a sound financial position, due mainly to the Saturday night dances and the Annual
Ball, which was held for the first time in the clubhouse. It took quite a lot of work to completely black out
the clubhouse to comply with wartime regulations. The verandah was filled in with timber and corrugated
iron scrounged by Wilf Barnett and the interior was
fixed with carnival hessian, as the windows had to
be obscured. The whole area then had to pass the
inspection of the local Air Raid Warden, Joe Pleasant.

The ‘Nancy Blackmore’ about to put to sea

After a most successful evening, the 200 dancers
went home in the early hours of Sunday morning
highly satisfied. The coffers benefited to tune of two
shillings and sixpence, and the club was happy that
it was not a loss. The next day, all those alterations
had to be demolished, and a few blokes went home
completely exhausted after that weekend.

Between 1940 and 1950, the Saturday night
dances earned approximately £2,330, not including the Annual Ball or other functions. It was a very
popular dance for the whole district. The Social Committee responsible for running of the dances was
made up of members who on most Saturdays during the summer also contested interclub carnivals. So
after a day of competing, they rushed back to the clubhouse, washed it down with kerosene and tallowwood
sawdust and, after sweeping it clean, applied candle wax and waited for the crowd.
Fancy Fairs were held whenever possible in the Christmas-January period, They were made popular
by men like Fred Mahoney, Geoff Gilbert and George Hora, who were top-class organisers.
During the war years, the annual reunion and jungle parties were held whenever possible. There was
great rapport with Freshwater and Cook’s Hill clubs at these functions, and they never failed to send
starters, the most notable being the Lawson brothers from Freshwater who were a wonderful singing
group. Tas and Jack King were generally the masters of ceremonies.
The ladies of the club should not go without commendation. Although they were never allowed in the
clubhouse except for dances and other functions, they were allowed to sit on the front steps. They had a
strong auxiliary and they were never found wanting when called upon for help with catering. Lots of the
girls were going steady with members, and in most cases they eventually became Mr and Mrs.
During the war years, nearly every weekender or camp entertained visiting American servicemen, and
the Yanks really enjoyed those weekends, especially the parties and entertainment. Jim Hall had developed
an act where he was introduced as the Golden Voiced Tenor. He would then proceed to sing with a voice
so off key and tuneless that newcomers could not believe their ears. During his performance the locals
showered him with half and one penny coins, mainly to dissuade him from singing again. The Yanks joined
in this fun, but knowing very little about the value of Australian currency they showered Jim with one and
two shilling coins. Jim related in later years that his singing was never as good after the war when the
Yanks had gone home.
After the Saturday night parties that never finished till dawn, most party-goers had an early morning
swim trying to clear their aching heads and sick stomachs. Most of the Americans had never seen the
ocean until they joined their transport ships in the States and very few could swim. With most senior club
members in the armed forces, the surf patrols consisted mainly of juniors and cadets, and they were kept
very busy pulling in inexperienced Yanks. On several occasions, some of those Americans were very lucky
to be alive.
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One Sunday morning, there was a typical heavy Narrabeen shore dump and the Americans were
advised to wait till the tide went out before having a swim. A senior member who was one the funniest
men ever to come to Narrabeen was very ill from party festivities and virtually crawled down the beach
straight into this dumping edge. He was immediately picked up by the surge, dumped and washed up the
beach. Unable to stand due to party fatigue, he was sucked back into the next shore dump and the
process repeated. Club members and the Yanks thought he was joking and split their sides laughing at
his antics for several minutes before someone realised he was in serious trouble.
Dragged ashore by his club mates, it was several hours before he recovered and staggered back to
the Bachelors for a reviver. His name was Les Dickens, and his nickname, ‘Dumper’, was to remain with
him for the rest of his life.

Bill Beckett as ‘Prince Charming’

Review Programmes
from the mid 30’s (above) and mid 40’s (right)
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TIDE OF WAR BEGINS TO CHANGE
JUVENILES SAVE AMERICAN LIVES

The Second World War saw the juvenile members become the nucleus of the club’s duty patrols, as
most of the seniors were in the Armed Services. Each patrol was lucky to have a couple of seniors to
supervise and direct them with beach safety. Although the club’s active seniors were short in numbers,
more people were using the beach due to the influx of American servicemen who were enthused by the
clean blue ocean, white sandy beaches and foaming surf. Ninety nine per cent of these Yanks had never
seen surf before and rushed into it with gay abandon. Much to their displeasure, they had to be rescued
or helped ashore. On many occasions they
were hauled ashore unconscious and revived
using the now-defunct Shaffer method of
resuscitation, which according to modern-day
standards should have killed them. With a lot
of hard work and good fortune, the junior
lifesavers never lost a life and became very
dedicated preventative lifesavers.
It was no joke for a 14 or 15-year-old youth
to drag ashore a 6-foot-tall, 15-stone Texan
who was continually trying to grab them and
pull them down to the bottom of the ocean.
Besides being very frightening, it prevented
R&R competitor demonstrates outdated
them from catching a good wave. So they
Shaffer method of artificial resuscitation
watched anyone entering the surf, especially
Yanks, like hawks. At the slightest chance of them getting into difficulties, they guided them to an area
were they were sure to be safe-and not interfere with their own surfing enjoyment.
Those precautions were a major part of their early surf lifesaving learning period and all were always
scanning the ocean for people getting into danger areas. With the introduction of modern surf lifesaving
knowledge and equipment, such as inflatable rescue boats and helicopters, present day patrol members
seem to have lost this inbred surf rescue prevention attitude, and on occasion feel the old-timers are
panic merchants and act like old women.
A couple of 14-year-old boys could be struggling in the lake’s run out trying to get four or five 16-stone men
to the safety of the alley’s sand bank, dodging grasping hands and legs while encouraging the inexperienced
swimmers to safety. There were no lifeguards, no Warringah Surf Rescue, only two policemen stationed at
Collaroy, who in extreme emergencies would summon the police launch from Sydney Harbour, two hours away.
Those lads could have swum ashore and sought help, but they realised that
someone would possibly drown. They also knew that they would be letting down
a tradition established by their fathers and the other wonderful men who had
helped to fashion their lifestyle.
Around that time, Charlie Brady, Jack King and Jack Howie began organising
the many youngsters who were always hanging around the clubhouse to have
unofficial surf carnivals with Collaroy and South Narrabeen SLSC 9 to 14 yearolds. Although most of the senior members were in favour of the events, there
was not much enthusiasm from SLSA officialdom, which in those days was
Jack Howie - a Club Captain
totally male-dominated and not willing to accept anyone under 18. Even juniors
during the Second World War
16 to 18 years of age were referred to by real staunch, rule-conscious oldtimers as ‘skylarking, giggling pranksters, not dedicated enough’.
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The Juvenile surf carnivals attracted so many youngsters that most clubs decided to have Probationary
Juniors. At 14 years of age, they could obtain a Qualifying Certificate that allowed them to do patrols, but not
to carry out rescues using a belt. Their duties were similar to those of later under 15 years patrol members.
The ranks of those Juveniles provided the backbone of the North Narrabeen SLSC for more than 40
years, and the Junior section that succeeded it has also produced champion competitors, exceptional
workers and organisers who are equal to those earlier youngsters. Today the club is also benefiting from
having female members in the Junior Section.
That season, Charlie Brady trained a group of juveniles in R&R drill. They gave exhibitions of their
prowess at the Wally Proudfoot Memorial carnival and the Metropolitan Championships at Manly Beach,
where they were commended by the press and photographed by newsreel and press cameras. The team
consisted of 9-year-olds Barry Hancock, Ian Hancock, Barry Brady, Don Lindsay, 10-year-old Neil Johnson
and 12-year-old Reg Stacey.
The club was immensely proud of these youngsters and their support displayed the club’s forward
thinking in this area. The youngster were always on the go and during autumn and spring, when it wasn’t
warm enough to surf and no official football competitions were taking place, Saturday afternoons and
Sundays saw the surf club youngsters organise their own entertainment. Occasionally, they would pool a
few pence of their weekend spending allowance and hire rowboats from Bibbs Boatshed next to the
Ocean Street Bridge. The old gentleman who managed the boatshed would kindly charge them for one
boat and give them two.
Boats secured, they would go to Hemingways General Store, on the southern corner of Ocean and
Malcolm streets, where Geoff Hemingway would give them all his old eggs and rotten fruit and vegetables.
They would then form two teams, and one team of 8 or 10 youngsters would get a 15-minute start on the
next group. The first group would row their boat to the Terminus bridge, which the following party
approached with great caution, eggs and rotten tomatoes in hand waiting for the ambushers to show
themselves so they could smother them with their putrid missiles.
If the lake was low, the first group would save their ammunition and make mud bombs at the exposed
lakes edge in the basin between Wimbledon Avenue, Wakehurst Parkway and Pittwater Road. They
would then rush across Pittwater Road and lob these mushy black daubs into the second boat as it
negated the narrow channel between the small island and the main road. Many can well remember Dave
‘Dooger’ Lawler, who was decked out immaculately in a white pullover, copping one of these foul dollops
in the middle of his chest.
The battle would continue all the way along Wimbledon channel, with a running skirmish all the way to
Deep Creek. Here, the first boat would hurry upstream to arrange their final and most damaging assault.
They would hide their boat in the dense weeds, climb the high cliffs on the northern bank of the stream
and wait for the following craft that was slowly finding its way through the dead trees and logs that
infested the creek. They then exhausted their remaining ammunition by simply lobbing it into the other
boat and its occupants.
But those unfortunates would have their revenge. Although completely covered in all kinds of stinking
debris, they would collect the residue of their opponents’ ammunition from the bottom of their boat. With
the remains of their own missiles, they would take chase and really plaster their tormentors, who up to this
point had had the best of the battle.
When both sides were completely exhausted, they would assemble at the waterfall at the end of Deep
Creek and try to clean themselves up, the hardy ones actually standing under the freezing fall. Then came
the hard part of the adventure, as everyone took turns on the oars for the long row back to the boatshed.
It was a very tired, filthy, happy and laughing mob that shivered their way back to their individual homes.
On one occasion during summer, a very cold black north-easter blew so strong that the surf was
chopped up and uninviting, so the youngsters bailed out an old surfboat called Here’s Too’ee that lay halfsubmerged near Bibbs Boatshed. They fashioned a sail from a discarded canvas awning that had sheltered
the main entrance to the clubhouse, and using a broken oar as a mast, they erected it in the boat.
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With about 10 youngsters aboard and Ken ‘Mad Bill Schultz’ Douglas, who was Boat Captain, at the
time on the sweep oar, they sailed the square-rigged galleon from the Ocean Street bridge to Middle
Creek in about 15 minutes. For those youngsters who had never sailed before it felt as though they were
flying-hanging on to the rowing seats, trying to balance the craft as Mad Bill clung desperately to the
sweep oar, doing his best to stay on a straight course.
Their joy ride turned into a nightmare, however, when they turned the waterlogged boat homewards.
All of them except Mad Bill were only in their early teens, and although they rowed two to an oar, their
progress into the howling north-easterly was painfully slow-besides rowing, they had to continually bail
out the badly leaking boat. It took them over three hours to eventually make it back to the boatshed. Most
did not arrive home till after 6 p.m., when they copped an earful from their very uptight parents, who
grounded them from going to the surf club for two weeks.
The 1942-43 season saw a membership of 81 active seniors, juniors and probationary juniors, while
there were 72 members in all sections of the fighting forces. It was common for the club Captain to arrive
at the weekend to find some patrols badly depleted or with no personnel at all due to commitments to
military duties or essential work in industry. However, that was overcome one way or another, even to the
extent of some members doing all-day patrols.
Those conditions led the SLSA to the introduce a new award, the Qualifying Certificate. The club was
well to the fore in that area, with a full squad of seven members gaining the award 25 April 1943. Those
members were Pat Leal, Peter Gell, Ron Israel, Eddie Lowgar, Ken West, Fred Johnson and Ron Hughes.
The hard-working Jack Howie, club Captain and also Chief Instructor, provided a club record when he
guided 36 new members to gain lifesaving awards:
Bronze Medallions-R Corderey, S Hancock, P Connelly. F Lukins, K Wood, R Johnston, G Donaldson,
J Hess, J Irvine, N Porter, N Risk, M Love, J Whitton, J Weatherburn, L Dickens, R Hill, J Bellamy, M McMahon,
R Sharp, D Anderson, G Oswald, J Parkes, N Oswald, R Wells, B West and J Lester.
Instructors Certificate-C Brady, N Porter and R Young.
One new member who immediately became a victim of the club’s pranksters was Sterling Hancock.
Given a club locker to stow his gear in, he proudly inserted his name card on the locker door, ‘S Hancock’.
His tormentors quickly inserted the letters E-C-O-N after the S.
There had been only one change in the club executive. Jack Douse became Treasurer, and he supervised
club funds that then boasted over £500 in War Bonds and Saving Certificates. The club’s patriotic
feeling was expressed vividly by secretary Ron Young:

We are now passing through the fourth year of the bloodiest war in history, and during that period our
Australian Forces and those of our Allies have achieved many glorious victories. Australia and all countries
of the British Empire and our Allies are doing a grand job in bringing this violent war to a victorious
conclusion. Lets hope that these stinging blows that have been struck against the enemy will put a end to
wars for all time, and that when victory and peace are with us again, that we will be able to go on living
in our own peace loving way.
The SLSA further supported the war effort when they held a Patriotic Carnival at Bondi. Profits from
that event were donated to various patriotic bodies and legacies. The War Veterans Home, Legacy Park,
at Collaroy Plateau, was one of the three recipients, which and each received £120.
The Patriotic Carnival was held in lieu of the suspended Australian Championships. John Bliss won the
Open Beach Sprint and then teamed with Hilton Kidd, Jim Hall and Alan ‘Cooka’ Scowan to win the Beach
Relay. The huge seas on the day saw the club’s boat crew with sweep Ken Douglas become one of the few
to negotiate the breaking waves. Reg Mullens filled minor places in the Board and Surfoplane races.
John and his team-mates were also successful in the Sprint, Relay and Chariot races at the Metropolitan
Championships, along with Jack King who won the Open Surf. Jack was also the club Open Surf Champion,
with Milton ‘Bluey’ Hancock the Junior Surf Champion. John Bliss won the club Open Sprint title.
The club was to suffer its first war casualty when Flight Sergeant Frank Soady was killed in an aircraft
accident while on active duty. Frank had joined the RAF at the beginning of the war and then transferred
to the RAAF, where he lost his life.
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Charlie Butcher had been captured by the Japanese and was incarcerated in Changi prisoner of war
camp for the duration of the war.
The club’s efforts towards benefits for club member servicemen were
never-ending and a Welfare Committee was formed consisting of J Kenna,
T King, K Murray and A Scowan. They ran functions that enabled them to
forward food and clothing parcels to club members, along with a monthly
newsletter, Club Doings, produced by Ron Young. The War Veterans Ladies
Auxiliary was responsible for preparing and sewing up the parcels.
One of the restrictions of the war effort affected most club members’
keenness for playing shuttlecock in the clubhouse. Government regulations
prohibited the manufacture of shuttlecocks, as the cork used in the
manufacture of these items was used for life jackets.
Cooka Scowan was a typical fun-loving character of that period, a great
one for practical jokes and a leading light at the numerous parties that were
held at different camps. If Cooka was there, you could be assured it would
be a top party. Because of his practical joking skills, his mates were always
Ron Young at work.
on the lookout to get one back on him. Their moment of came when he
bought a 1930s Baby Austin, a vehicle that looked like a large beetle. They were around 2-1/2 yards long
and had two narrow front seats cover and a canvas hood. The boot could be used to carry an addition
passenger and was called the dicky seat. The motor would power a present-day washing machine.
Cooka proudly displayed his new treasure on a Sunday morning prior to the surf race competition, but
while he was competing his so-called mates carried the small car up the steps of the clubhouse and left
it on the porch. They then assembled at the base of the stairs to watch Cooka’s reaction.
Cooka took one look at his tormentors and realised there was no way they would transport his car
back to the road. So he calmly got into the vehicle and drove it down the stairs and onto the road. He
gave a toot on the horn as he vanished down Malcolm Street, leaving the practical jokers, including the
Junior Club Surf Champion, Milton Hancock, with mouths hanging open in amazement.
Three future Life Members, Charlie Brady, Jack King and Jack
Howie, introduced swimming events for boys 8 to 14 years at the
local rock pool baths every Saturday morning. These proved to be
most successful. At the conclusion of the season, the Juveniles were
given an evening at the surf clubhouse where winners were presented
with trophies donated by local residents and club sponsors. The three
organisers made sure every Juvenile competing received a trophy.
In other sports, Jack King continued to dominate the Pyrmont ASC
Championships by winning four titles, while three members played
first-grade Rugby League, Hilton Kidd for Balmain, and John Bliss
and Jim Hall for North Sydney.
The Eighth Annual Ball was held at Warringah Hall, Neutral Bay,
and was again well-supported by club members. It raised over £50
for the club. The season ended on a high note with the club reunion,
with Tas King as the Master of Ceremonies.

Jack King winning an Open Surf Race at
Manly Beach during the war
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The only change in the hard-working club executive was Charlie Brady taking over from Jack Howie as
Captain and Chief Instructor. He proved a worthy successor, as 28 candidates gained lifesaving awards,
which was only eight less than the previous year’s record. Gaining their Bronze Medallions were:
R Comber, S Meredith, R Maloney, K McCann, J Brown, J McGuinness, L Willan, J Hancock, B Ferguson,
J Mason, S Pearce, S Fuller, R Hammond, Harry McFarlane, R Smith, R Clough, John McFarlane, F Lewis,
L Morgan, F McQuade, J Martin, R Thompson, G Hindman, D Reid and L Russell.
In addition, K Murray received an Honorary Instructors Certificate, WK Barnett received a Qualifying
Certificate, and R G Young became an Honorary Examiner.
The club also provided members for the SLSA Board of Examiners, namely, J Cameron, J King, J Howie,
J Dowse and R Young.
The war was still uppermost in everyone’s mind, as the following quote from the Annual Report shows:

Australia and all countries of the British Empire and our Allied Nations are doing a grand job in
bringing the war to a victorious conclusion. The unrelenting pressure during the last twelve months is
certain to spell our enemies military doom.
Numerous members of your club are serving their country and Empire in all parts of the world, and
many have been away for three and four years, but as the clouds of war now seem to be clearing, let us hope
that, perhaps before this report is circulated that victory and peace are with us again.
The club was very proud of the actions and accolades received by two of its serving members. Pilot
Officer N Sheehan received the Distinguished Flying Cross for action in Great Britain, and Pilot Officer
Ken Collier received an Illuminated Address from the community of an English township in appreciation of
his brave action in saving the town from apparent disaster from a flying bomb. Ken had diverted the bomb
with the wing of his Spitfire fighter to explode harmless in a ditch.
During the war years little was mentioned in the annual reports about those involved in surf rescues
and beach causalities. It seems that it was taken for granted that beach safety would be carried out
without any fuss and that the club’s proud record of No Lives Lost would be maintained. It is recorded,
however, that 236 rescues were carried out between the beginning of the 1939-40 season and the end
of the 1943-44 season , most requiring line and belt, and that a further 801 people had required first aid.
It had been a period of particularly high seas and it would not be exaggerating to say that at least half of
those rescued would have been fatalities without the the club’s services.
In competition, the two Js, Jack King and John Bliss, kept the club’s white caps prominent. John won
both the Metropolitan and State Open Beach Sprint titles. Jack was first in the Open Surf Race at the
Metropolitan and was beaten into second place-by only inches-by Arthur Beard from Dee Why at the
State Championships.
Jack King was still carving up the opposition in the swimming pool, winning five Pyrmont ASC
Championships and two Western District titles in distances from 100 to 800 yards. He also was the club
Open Surf Champion, while John retained the Open Sprint title. John ‘Happy’ McFarlane was the Junior
Surf Champion.
A highlight of the State Championships held at Bondi was the tremendous seas that prevailed. The
club’s senior boat crew was highly commended for reaching the final in which only one boat, from the
Cronulla SLSC, completed the course. North Narrabeen’s crew was Jack Bellamy, Jim Hancock,
Ken McCann, Lindsay ‘Boyd’ Willan and sweep Ken Douglas.
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This large group of Bachelor’s Club members are mainly North Narrabeen SLSC members
or generous donors to the surf club and most of their names appear within the pages of this book.
Back Row L to R: Ken Bishop, Jack Munce, Bill Gallagher, Eric Tingle, Harold Homer, Dumper Dickens,
Wilf Barnett, Joe Ryan, George Williams, Bill Vietch, Les Thorn, Arthur James, Kevin Malone,
Dolly Williams, Vince Ryan, Jack Lees, Jack King, Ken Ryan, George Worth.
Middle Row L to R: Dave Maxwell, Cec Corrick, Ciga Venn, Jack Toyne,
George Hora, Bob Clark, Joe Kenna, Paddy Padroff, Pat Cleary.
Seated L to R: Alf Keane, Alan Mitchell, Vince Murray, Jim Everett, Reg Packett, Fred Burge.

Jack ‘Guts’ Bellamy made a living as a fisherman and sold his catch around the peninsula and the local
pub where, incidentally, most of his profits were spent. This saw him produce an immense beer gut that
was the origin of his nickname. He was a happy-go-lucky bloke and would try anything to make a few
pounds. Some of his enterprises sailed very close to the wind as far as the law was concerned, but he was
a great worker for the club and often donated some of his catch to be raffles to supplement club funds. He
loved surfboat rowing, and despite his large gut, he became a very powerful rower in the club’s top crew.
When his size eventually lost him his position in the top crew, he decided to take on sweeping the boat.
Guts was quite capable getting the boat to sea, but catching a wave was beyond his skills. When the
boat was rowed onto a wave he would grab hold of the quarter bar, jam the handle of the sweep oar in the
rolls of fat of his stomach and yell out to the crew to hang on. The boat would inevitable slew sideways
across the wave and usually turn over. Jack gave sweeping away, not because he lost interest, but he
found it impossible to get a crew.
The club’s Annual Reunion that season was a special occasion with the attendance of foundation
members George King, H McFarlane, R Brown, I Ives, A Mutkins, A Trundle, V Trundle and P Fowler.
George King was the club’s first President, and that night he presented to the club the original pennant
and set of rules and also the program for the first surf carnival ever held on the beach. Albert Mutkins, the
club’s first Captain, had received the first award for gallantry in performing a surf rescue.
Other social events that were well
attended and provided funds for the clubs
coffers were the Saturday night dances
and the crazy carnivals. The profit from
the dance was exceptional being £276.
The Annual Ball was abandoned, as no
ballroom was available in the Sydney area.
Ken Hodges, who was a cadet during
Surf club members dress up for a beach act
that period, later became the club’s most
during a fancy fair
decorated hero, something that would have
been hard to imagine about that gangling string bean of a youngster with particularly
large ears. His mates christened him ‘Donk’, short for donkey, a name that would
Geoff Gilbert mimics Hitler
remain with him for the rest of his life. From his early days, he was a character
at a Crazy Carnival
during the war years
whose main ambition was to make people laugh. As a youngster he fancied himself
as a magician, and in fact was quite good, dressing up in the appropriate gear and making things disappear
very professionally. He was a born mischief-maker and could not resist causing someone embarrassment.
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One of Donk’s escapades had most of his fellow cadet and junior members fearing for their safety for
months after it happened. After the Saturday night dances, it was the cadets’ and juniors’ task to sweep
up the dance floor and clear away the rubbish. One night after they had finished, Donk insisted that they
assemble on the clubhouse verandah, as he had something interesting to show them. Unbeknown to
them, he had refocused the large searchlights that illuminated the area towards the giant sand hills on the
northern end of the beach. It was also where many of the departing dancers often strolled to for amorous
adventure.
Donk turned on the searchlights to reveal the sand hills full of entwined bodies scrambling to reassemble
their clothing. The youngsters only had a brief glimpse before they all bolted for home. They knew that
some of the toughest men in Sydney would have been in those sand hill dwellers and their revenge would
be a very painful experience. For months afterwards discreet inquires were made about which juniors and
cadets had cleaned the clubhouse. Their benefactor and second father, Charlie Brady, never gave them up.
Also that season the mountainous seas thrown up by a severe storm began to wash away the sand
dunes and encroach on the clubhouse. The giant foam-crested rollers began to suck an old surfboat that
was left on these dunes and used by the seniors for fishing excursions seawards. It was midweek and
during school holidays, so only the club’s youngsters and Con ‘Pop’ Sullivan were around the surf
clubhouse. He organised them to right the overturned boat and try to float it around the shoreline into the
safety of the lake’s entrance.
The group could only move the heavy waterlogged craft when a surge of foamy wash from a big wave
rushed under the hull. Then they could give it a heave-to get it moving along the waters edge. When the
water receded it became stuck in the sand and they had to wait for another surge. Progress was slow
and hard, and the cold southerly and freezing water made them all miserable. They had just run the boat
on a good inward wash, when from nowhere two of the white foams doubled up and smashed against the
seaward side of the boat. Those on that side dived away from the craft yelling to those on the shore side
to run for their lives.
Stan Pearce, who was the oldest of the group and a very dedicated club Gear Steward, was not quick
enough to react and the boat flipped over trapping him under its hull. Its waterlogged weight drove the
rowlocks deep into the sand; the craft was stuck, hard and fast. They all ran to one side and tried their
utmost to lift the gunwale enough to free Stan, but they were not strong enough and each repeated
hammering from the shore dump drove the boat tighter into the sand.
Pop Sullivan got them together on the seaward side of the boat, and as the water rushed back towards
the ocean, they were able to lift the gunwale, which to them only seemed about two inches, and out
slipped Stan like a slippery eel. They all gave a huge cheer and left the boat to the angry surf that washed
it back to its original position in front of the clubhouse.
Stan was not hurt, but had turned white with fear, and they later realised how lucky he was not to have
been seriously injured or drowned . As with many near-tragedies, all of them-except Stan-could see a
humorous side to the story and for the rest of their lives had a giggle when they recalled his squirming
body snaking it way through such a small gap with such astonishing speed.
Stan later became Chief Gear Steward, a job that he carried out so well that he was possibly the best
ever, but under pressure he reacted erratically and some of his peers delighted in giving him a rough time.
One Sunday morning the surfboat was overturned while trying to set the swimming buoys and was swept
ashore over 300 metres south of the clubhouse. The anchoring sand bags were lost and Stan was asked
for replacements. Grabbing two bags from the boatshed, he hurriedly filled them with sand from the
nearby dunes. He then struggled along the beach with his heavy burdens to where the boat crew had
righted the boat. Upon his arrival, Wilf Barnett, who had watched Stan’s effort, told him that the dry sand
in the bags was no good and to empty them out and fill them with wet sand. This he dutifully did-to the
total amazement of everyone present.
Stan was a great bloke, and although he periodically gave everyone a laugh with some of his actions,
they all realised that he was an exceptional club member.
The war period provided little entertainment for the younger members of the club and they found
strange ways to entertain themselves. Sometimes on cold winter Saturday mornings, Alan ‘Gus’ Angus
would go out into the thick bush behind the ‘Bill Jim’ weekender where he stayed in Lagoon Street,
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between Malcolm and Emerald streets. He would capture one of the really large funnel web spiders he
found among the foliage at the base of the tall gum and Moreton Bay fig trees and place it in one of the
cut-down petrol drums that was partly filled with sand and used as a cigarette butt receptacle. When a
few mates arrived, they would capture five or six bull ants that thrived in the backyard’s sandy soil. The
ants were at least one inch long and extremely aggressive, and they would rear up on their back legs and
angrily snap their large nippers at who, or whatever, confronted them. Although their bite is not as deadly
as that of a funnel web, it is extremely painful, and a number of human deaths have been caused by bull
ant bites.
The boys would place the bull ants in the drum with the funnel web and aggravate them by prodding
them with a long stick. Eventually the ants would begin to fight the spider. A bull ant will fight and try to
bite, even with a squashed body and mangled legs, but it will die instantly when a funnel web fastens its
beak-like mouth around it. After killing four or five ants, the spider in the drum would run out of venom and
the remaining ants would moved in and slowly kill it. Australia’s most deadly spider would die a very
agonising death and, although they were sure it was dead, the boys would remove the remaining victorious
ants from the drum and pour kerosene over the spider and incinerate its carcass.
Another time, when the surf was flat occurred one cold and windy Saturday afternoon, the boys
decided to pick two teams and let one group head towards Sheepstation Hill and Turimetta Headland
between Narrabeen and Warriewood Beach. There they were to take up an ambush position and wait to
attack the other team with paper bags filled with sand. The first team took up a position next to an earth
dam built by an Army Anti-Aircraft gunnery battery during the early days of World War Two and they made
a stockpile of red mud bombs.
When the second team arrived, they really gave them a plastering. Covered in thick gluey red slime,
the second team soon ran out of their sand bags, and began using hard lumps of crumbling clay broken
off the earth embankment beside the dirt track that is now Narrabeen Park Parade. Unfortunately inside
these missiles there were rather large sharp-edged stones, and when they hit someone the clay fell away
and the stone either cut or left a nasty welt.
It was not long before tempers became flared and a full-scale rock fight developed. There was a fair bit
of blood, but luckily nobody was seriously hurt. When parents and senior surf club members asked about
the cuts and bruises the next day, rock fights were banned and they were threatened with severe punishment
if they partook of that type of entertainment again.
A newspaper cartoon featuring Joe Palooka, a white heavyweight boxing champion, became very
popular in Sydney during that period. Joe Palooka’s manager was called Nobby Walsh and was a dead
ringer for a club member named Jack Maloney. Like the cartoon character, Jack was very interested in
boxing and began to coach some of the youngsters in the club the manly art of self-defence. He then
received the obvious nickname ‘Nobby’.
Nobby had a lot of talent to work with, as most Narrabeen youngsters grew up in an area where life
could be tough if you didn’t stand up for yourself. Some of his pupils went on to State- and Australian-level
in amateur boxing. Ray Tyler became an Olympian, and Arthur Balkin became a professional fighter who
often appeared at Sydney and Leichhardt stadiums. His younger brother Bill was a natural fighter, but was
never interested in hurting people unless provoked. Those who raised Bill’s anger never did so again.
Nobby’s biggest disappointment in his coaching career was that he could never entice the youngest
of the Balkin brothers, Ted, to take up the sport. Ted was only around 14 when he use to go along to the
makeshift gym in the clubhouse locker room and watch his brothers training along with the other established
boxers. Jack’s leading boxer was finding it hard to get sparring partners, mainly because he was always
trying to knock out anyone that sparred with him. When Jack persuaded Ted to put on the gloves, the
bloke could not help himself and decked Ted, who was at least eight years his junior.
Ted saw red and picked himself up from the canvas and proceeded to give his aggressive opponent
the biggest lesson in boxing he would ever encounter. He hit the bloke so quickly and so often that Jack
had to physically stop Ted before his leading prodigy was seriously hurt. Jack pleaded with Ted to take up
the sport, maintaining that he would undoubtedly become a champion, like his aggressive sparring partner.
Ted’s reply was, ‘You would have to be joking! You could get hurt playing around in that game.’
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Ron Young, who had again taken on the job of Secretary after Ken Murray had resigned the position
halfway through the season, was jubilant at the cessation of the world conflict, as he revealed in his
remarks to the members in the Annual Report:

It is wonderful to realise that after almost six years of war the world is at peace again. Furthermore we
know that our lads who have been serving in the defence of their country will soon be returning to their
homes and their loved ones
We are all very pleased to see the complete downfall of our foes whose treachery and brutal aggression
brought the horror of war and threat of invasion to the shores of Australia. That threat was driven back by
the exertions of our great Australian boys and the aid of our Allies.
We still have a great number of members serving in various services of their country, and during the long
dark, dreary years of war these members have upheld every tradition of their Club and the Surf Lifesaving
Movement, and of them we are justly proud.
Set out is a list of members who are serving in the defence of their country and Empire. We wish them a
‘Speedy Return’.
AIF
Beal, J
Butcher, C*
Black, R
Buttle, H
Ballard, T
William, R
Chapple, F

Clarke, K
Cameron, D
Dunn, R
Foord, T
Foord, C
Wormald, L
Green, B

Green, M
Green, L
Gatterel, L
Jorgenson, N
Jorgenson, E
Wilson, B
Martin, W+

Lilleblade, W
Lilequist, C
Lloyd, W
Mohan, M
Meaney, R
Mullens, R
Wilson, W

Mullens, A
Peterson, D
Perry, J
Paton, H
Putsey, J
Richardson, T
Water, D

Cordery, R
Heterick, C
Hill, C
McFarlane, H

Lloyd, A
Lindsay, G
Lukins, F
Peters, D

Paton, E, DFC
Sheehan, N, DFC
Soady, F+
Comber, R

Thom, S
Wheatly, L
Wells, R
Jose, R

Dalwitz, K

Claridge, R

Oswald, N

Quill, R

MN
Ballerum, G Herald, F

Kagland, E

McKenzie, M

Soady, G

RAAF
Baxter, D
Brady, J+
Collier, K#
Connelly, P
Porter, R
RAN
Elliot, E

* Prisoner of War

# Missing in Action

+Killed in Action

Discharged Servicemen
To those members of the club who have been discharged from various services on physical and medical
grounds we do hope that very soon your ailments will be remedied and you are restored to your normal
health.
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The members who have been discharged to date are as follows:
F Barnes, J Berney, A Fletcher, C Fletcher, R Fletcher, W Grose, C Ferguson, T Houssenlodge, H LeClerc,
W Thearle, H Williams, H Kidd, A William, W McLean, H McLean, E Millar, R Binskin, W Claridge.
That final year of the World War provided further tragedy for club members when two highly respected
members were listed in official defence causality records. Pilot Officer Jack Brady was killed in action
over Germany and Pilot Officer Ken Collier was posted missing and believed killed in action over Germany.
This dampened the joy of the war’s ending.
The club’s Rehabilitation of Servicemen Committee, consisting of Jack Cameron, Chris Anderson and
Rex Fletcher, made a stirring request of every member:

All Club members are reminded that the members of the club who have been away at war will soon be
coming home to their club and many faces will be new to them. It is the duty of every member to make
themselves known to these service members and introduce them to the Officials and members of the club.
Do not let these brave lads feel strangers in their own club. They have done a grand job and are all good
club members and are entitled to all club privileges.
The new club Treasurer Alan ‘Cooka’ Scowan was
pleased to present the members with a healthy balance
sheet even though the club had outlaid considerable money
to purchase a new surfboat. The craft was christened
Nancy Blackmore by Nancy herself, who was now Mrs
Nancy Dunn, wife of the club member Russ Dunn.
In competition, John Bliss was again the NSW Beach
Sprint Champion, his fourth win. He also gained selection
to the State team to tour Queensland, the first beach
sprinter from the club to ever be selected in a State
representative team. John was the only member to have
any success at this State Championship event, although
Club members pose with chief cook
Henry ‘Bull’ Andrews at a Jungle Party.
the junior R&R team were beginning to show some promise.
L to R: Bill Pilon, Wilf Barnett, Ben Eddy,
The club achieved the distinction of winning the
George Lindsay, Harry Andrews, Barney Mullens,
Sid Wright, Tas King, Alan Fletcher
Inaugural Acme Cup, a competition held for all clubs from
Dee Why to Palm Beach, beating their southern neighbour, Collaroy, by one point.
Jack Howie as Chief Instructor was the main reason that the club could boast achieving its largest
membership since its inception. One of the most pleasing features of the lifesaving awards gained under
his supervision that season was the number of juniors and cadets represented.
Bronze Medallions: J Sullivan, A Angus, S Larter, H Shaw, R Israel, F Johnson, J McGlinchy, P Cullen,
K Dalwitz, J Maloney, C Ogilvie, M Maher, E Anderson, R Knights, F Tregeagle, J Ross, F McKenzie,
H Boyd, E Hookham, S Phillips, H Burns, R Dean, K Donald, B Gibbs, F Dean, K Adams, L Campbell and
R Brand.
Qualifying Certificates: R Sullivan, W Dick and R Stacey.
Instructors Certificates: R Clough, E Quill, J Mason and S Pearce.
Many of those members also became willing workers in running the Fancy Fair held where the present
day car park exists. The fair was held during the Christmas-New Year period and it was a great moneyearner for the club, which shared the profits with the Narrabeen and District Baby Health Centre.
Considering the number of club members who had become fathers during that season, this was a
particularly worthy cause.
Fred Wood, who was prominent in all activities at that time, described his feelings:

This period saw the weekenders reach their peak and followed by the slow decline of the weekender way of
living in Narrabeen. With the end of the war and a return to more halcyon days the boy and girl relationships
was resolved in marriage. The question then was where to live? The answer, ‘Narrabeen of course!’ in quite
a lot of cases. So a dwelling had to be built, a popular way in those days was to submit a building plan to
council showing a garage. This was built first, the couple moved in and then set about building the house.
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This was not always easy, as building materials
were in short supply and consequently a healthy
black market flourished. There was also a limit
to the number of square feet allowed to be erected,
but the pioneering spirit still lived and those
houses were finished.
The influx of junior and cadet members always
found some type of game or entertainment
whenever the surf was flat or the weather
inclement. One incident that saw a bit of blood
and excitement happened during a surf club
reunion. The whole of the clubhouse was out of
bounds to juniors and cadets on that day, so
The Erodia club drinkers have left their marks as the mist closes in.
they decided to have a boxing tournament,
setting up a crude boxing ring on a grassy spot behind the clubhouse. The boxing gloves were provided
by Nobby Maloney, a boxing instructor and club member.
There were to be two-minute rounds, and everyone had to fight someone around their height and
weight for one round. Everyone had to take a turn as referee and timekeeper, the shark bell being rung at
the beginning and end of each round.
It was a lot of fun, with mates clobbering mates, and all fights declared a draw. At least until the bout
between Alan ‘Gus’ Angus and Frank ‘Treco’ Tregeagle. Treco was a born niggler, ever-ready to taunt
anyone with his sarcastic humour. Ango was not the only one who had fallen foul of Treco’s barbs and
many others, on occasions, would have liked to have given him a thump.
Ango was a very tough character, starting work at the Pyrmont wool stores tossing around wool bales
at the age of 14, which had allowed him only a basic education. It was evident when their bout commenced
that Ango was going to settle a few old scores, and Treco was determined to stay away from Ango’s
hammer like fists.
For the programmed two minutes Treco was doing well, but he did not realise that Bob ‘Sullo’ Sullivan
was in charge of the shark bell. Sullo had also suffered Treco’s sharp and hurtful remarks, and as the
round got closer to finishing and Treco’s dodging and weaving began to slacken, Sullo forgot to ring the
bell. Ango caught up with Treco and gave him the mother of a hiding. Sullo still would not ring the bell,
and a few seniors had to leave the reunion celebration to stop Ango knocking Treco’s head off.
Boxing was then banned from the youngsters’ list of self-entertainment unless it was properly supervised.
Eventually the proud day arrived when those juniors gained their Bronze Medallions and were able to
participate in official SLSA carnivals. Charlie Brady was now club Captain and the juniors’ and cadets’
second father. He very quickly organised them to form a junior R&R team. Jack Cameron was the coach
and Ron Young the manager, the latter taking them to carnivals and training venues. Cammo was the
SLSA Superintendent and a very strict disciplinarian-the club’s senior R&R team referred to him as The
Fuhrer. None of those youngsters would ever forget his barked orders, ‘Eyes front men! Backs straight
and I want to see no movement in the ranks. Number five, pull in that stomach and also your backside’. He
was to have a major influence on their future lives and became like a stepfather to each of them. He not
only had a great ability to teach people, but also to gain their respect.
Looking back at that period of their lives, many would truthfully say that their three years as a junior
member of North Narrabeen surf club were without doubt the most enjoyable of their whole involvement
in the club.
Garie Beach was one of the first carnivals the boys were to compete in, and they packed into the back
of Freddy ‘Flash’ Burge’s five-ton truck very early on a Sunday morning and travelled for over three hours
to reach the beach. There was only a single-lane gravel track from the entrance to the Royal National Park
to Garie Beach. It was an extremely hot day, well over 90°F, and the only water tap at the beach ran dry
and ice for cool drinks soon melted away. There were more than two thousand people on the beach
reserve to witness the carnival and many fainted from heat exhaustion.
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The only relief was to lay in the surf. Even then, exposed parts of the body became sunburnt and
people were forced to find a shady spot along the beachfront reserve. But that gave only slight relief, as
there was hardly a breath of wind and the humidity was 90 per cent.
Then, just as the carnival ended, black thunderclouds rolled in, and rain and hail poured down, making
the only track to the beach a running creek. Only a few vehicles were able to drive up the incline before it
became impassable.
The youngsters were among those lucky to make it, but only through Flash’s driving ability and their
own added effort of pushing and pulling the truck and throwing tree branches and stones under the
spinning wheels. They all became covered in dark red mud and their clothes wet and mud-soaked, but at
least they got their sunburnt and mud-caked bodies back to their homes that night. Many other clubs
were marooned at Garie till Monday morning, when the track dried enough to become passable.

John Bliss with famous jockey Jack Thompson during a cricket match held between club members and a group of leading jockeys

Their next big adventure was to a surf carnival at Tathra, on the far south coast of NSW, and as their
performance in earlier R&R competition was well-above expectations, Charlie and Cammo organised Wilf
Barnett to take a new garbage truck which he had just purchased as their mode of transport to Tathra.
They left Narrabeen before daybreak and stopped for breakfast at Waterfall, near the Royal National
Park. It was a rough and ready meal, with Wilf providing an old sanitary can with holes punched in it for a
fire bucket with chicken wire stretched over it to cook snags on. The leaping flames burnt the sausages
on the outside and only half-cooked the centres, and there was just tomato sauce spread on bread to
wrap around the snags. Even then at 16 years of age, Dave ‘Dooger’ Lawler was a born stirrer and
complained that the snags were burnt. He was given a gruff reply by the taciturn, hardened oldies, ‘Eat
them up! The charcoal will be good for your teeth.’
Having got a ‘bite’, Dooger then asked Wilf if there were any serviettes. Wilf exploded, ‘What do you think
this is? A bloody luxury tour? This is a garbage truck we’re travelling on and it’s the closest thing to a shit
cart. So wipe your mouth on your sleeve like the rest of us.’ All of the youngsters had a quite giggle knowing
that Dooger had again had a ‘stirring’ success.
The bitumen road ended at Berry, becoming a dusty, corrugated track all the way to Bega. Around
lunchtime they arrived at Ulladulla, where one of Wilf’s greatest mates, Bobby Clarke, was holidaying and
had arranged fresh prawns and oysters for their lunch. Bobby was a fastidious person, always dressed in
the best of clothes, and he greeted them decked out in spotlessly white shirt and shorts, white socks and
sport shoes. As the truck pulled up beside him, he cordially asked how they had travelled. Wilf immediately
tipped the remaining contents of a new untarred sanitary can full of bloodied ice water from the raw
snags all over him.
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Those who saw it will always remember Bobby’s decorum and dignity as he picked the pieces of
sausage meat and soggy newspaper from his completely saturated clothing. He quietly looked up at Wilf
and said, ‘Wilfred! I did not realise how glad you were to see me. I am sure in the near future I shall repay
your gratitude.’ (A few months later Bobby planted a smoke bomb under the bonnet of Wilf’s car outside
the Narrabeen pub. As soon as Wilf started the motor, black choking smoke erupted, driving Wilf out of
the car to ask the publican to call the fire brigade. This tit-for-tat game was continuous between those
two, who were like very close brothers till the day Bobby died.)
After lunch, the young competitors bumped and bounced towards Bega. The vehicle had been fitted
with a governor that kept its speed below 35 miles per hour, so even when good stretches of road occurred
they were unable to travel faster. They eventually arrived in Bega after 6 pm a very tired and stiff-jointed mob.
The oldies and the NSW Instructional team that Cammo managed who were also passengers on the truck
were, however, quite jovial, having consumed numerous bottles of cold beer during the journey from Ulladulla.
Most of the juniors were billeted in homes of members of the Tathra Surf Club, while the oldies stayed
in an old hotel in the middle of Bega. There were not enough billets for all the juniors, so Nev May and Bill
Barnett had to share a room with Wilf and Ken ‘The Pig’ Bishop. Dolly Williams and Harry ‘the Bull’
Andrews, along with George ‘Friendly’ Hora, were relegated to the pub verandah because Dolly and the
Bull were renowned snorers. Their combined bedlam of snorts and farts eventually drove George to the
uncomfortable sanctuary of the truck’s front seat, well out of earshot of the other two.
After their evening meal, Nev and Bill, completely exhausted from their cramped and tiring journey,
headed for bed. Nev was to share the double bed with his Uncle Ken and Wilf, while Bill slept on the floor
on the truck’s tarpaulin cover. Nev got the best spot because he was the smallest and would take up the
least space beside the two 18-stone men.
When the adults adjourned from the bar well after midnight, the two heavyweights pushed him up
against the wall when they got into bed. From the moment Wilf and Ken hit the bedsheets, their combined
snarling and snorting kept Bill awake till the early morning hours. Next morning, there was a sweaty
imprint of Nev’s body on the bedroom wall, and he said he had not heard or felt anything during this
period. Nev was a renowned heavy sleeper.
The main topic around the breakfast table was who amongst the State team had pinched the prawns
and beer that the oldies had set aside for a midnight snack. Jack Cameron had to do a lot of soft talking,
and it was only the great respect that Wilf, Harry and Ken held for him that saved a few heads from being
cracked. Those three were well-known around Sydney as tough-knuckle men.
The juniors won nearly every event at the surf carnival, much to the embarrassment of the State team,
who were still feeling the effects of their stolen booty. Many remember Bill Barnett getting into the final of
the pillow fight. His opponent was a smiling six-foot-three giant of a bloke from Pambula whose first
swipe with the pillow lifted Bill straight off the bar. He landed flat on his back three metres away with a
very sore jaw. They later learnt that the Pambula giant was a timber cutter, and Bobby Sullivan maintained
that, as Bill had a head like a block of wood, the woodcutter most likely though he was at work.
After the carnival, the Tathra Surf Club members provided a typical bush BBQ and dance. There were
cream cakes, strawberries and homemade ice cream, and the city-bred kids, who seldom saw fresh
cream or fruit, really made pigs of themselves.
It was quite late when they arrived back in Bega, and Frank Tregeagle, John Ross and Dooger Lawler
were worried that they would be unable to get into the bank premises where they were billeted. Nev May
gave them a bad time, suggesting that they could be mistaken for bank robbers. The previous morning
they had sat on the verandah of this well-appointed building opposite the pub chatting away to the bank
manager’s very attractive daughter while they consumed tea and toast and now and then giving the hotel
dwellers a royalty-like wave.
That night everyone was in bed at a reasonable hour, as departure for home was at 5 a.m. the next
morning. Wilf and Ken were a little embarrassed by the way they had squashed Nev against the wall the
previous night and gave him pride of place in the middle of the bed. During the night Bill Barnett could
hear him squirm from between them to gasp for air. Though never one to complain, Nev did mention the
next day that it had been more comfortable stuck against the wall like a squashed fly than trying to avoid
suffocation between the snorting, slobbering heavyweights.
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Knowing they had a long and arduous trip home, they ate their breakfast on the back of the truck as
they travelled. It was a funny meal, bully beef sandwiches followed by cold bread and custard pie. They
later learnt that the hotel cook refused to get breakfast before 6 a.m. and would not let Wilf and Dolly use
the kitchen to prepare a meal. So the Pig and the Bull had stolen the bread and custard pie that the cook
had made for the midday dining room meal.
The journey home was a tough one. The State team was positioned at the back of the truck, and the
oldies were at the front so they could protect their new supply of grog. The juniors formed a buffer in the
middle. This was Cammo’s idea, as he was still concerned that as the amber fluid took effect on his old
friends, they may want to physically admonish the State blokes.
This did not happen, as the State boys were very hangdog. As the hours rolled by, the oldies kept
producing cold bottles of beer, which they drank with great gusto, never offering the State team one
drop. By the time they reached Sydney, those fellows’ tongues were virtually hanging out.
The juniors had the worst spot in the high-sided truck. There was a cool breeze at the front and rear of
the truck, but the hot sun beat down relentlessly on the middle. They were caked in sweat and brown road
dust. Listening to the oldies never-ending jokes and the State bloke’s tales of female conquests kept
them from complaining, although they arrived home a very exhausted bunch of youngsters.
That Tathra trip may not seem exceptional to a casual reader, but the experience would always be
something very special to the boys.
During that season, Edward J Miller was granted Life Membership. Ted had been a tower of strength
as club Patron during the years prior to the war, and he was to continue in this position for many years to
come. He was an astute and wealthy businessman whose advice in financial matters had been of
tremendous value to the club; he was also very generous in donations towards the club’s essential
needs. Along with his business partner, Mr P Ezzy, the club’s Vice Patron for a great number of years, they
provided the trophy for the Miller Ezzy All Round Proficiency Competition.
This was the most prestigious trophy in internal club competition. Contestants had to show their ability
in surf swimming, belt swimming, resuscitation, first
aid, beach running and general knowledge of the surf
lifesaving handbook. The annual event was the main
reason the club was fortunate to have such a large
group of very competent lifesavers. Every patrol had
at least two of its number competing for this trophy.
In competition that season, Jack King won the
club’s Open Surf Championship. The Junior Surf
Champion was John Sullivan, with John Bliss the
Open Sprint Champion.

John Bliss demonstrates his amazing stride
which was around 3m when he was in full flight

Members performed well in other activities, with
Jack King winning the NSW One Mile Championship
as well as two Western Districts and Pyrmont
Championships. Six members, J Bliss, J Hall, L Willan,
K Dalwitz, H Kidd and W McLean, played first-grade
Rugby League football.

Fred Denham was a very popular member at that
time, mainly through his extremely friendly attitude. Fred always made sure that new members were made
welcome and went out of his way to introduce them to established members. He was a favourite of the
cadets and juniors, organising them in cricket and football games. When conditions were calm, he would
often take them for a row in the surfboat. On one such occasion, he was involved in an incident that his
young charges laughed about for years afterwards.
They had rowed out beyond the Alley, and Fred as sweep and the rest of the crew were watching a
school of fish churning up the ocean. Then a 12-foot shark appeared and cruised past the boat. Its dorsal
fin was over 12 inches high, and it was an awesome sight that really scared everyone aboard the boat.
Fred decided that it was time to go ashore and stood up on the boat’s wave stands looking for a suitable
wave to catch shorewards.
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Fred was noted for his attire when sweeping the surfboat, as he wore a white pith helmet, similar to the
British Army’s tropical hat, and matched with white Bombay Bloomers that hung down past his knees. As
he surveyed the incoming swells, the cord holding up his bloomers came undone and the garment fell
down below his knees.
He let go of the sweep oar and endeavoured to pull up the shorts, but lost his balance and fell bum
first into the water. He manage to grab the quarter bar, protruding from the side of the craft, but his bare
backside was still below the waterline. His look of horror as he visualised the denizen of the deep rendering
him bumless threw his young crew into fits of laughter. Nearly in convulsions, they eventually pulled him
back aboard; his sun-tanned complexion had turned to a pasty white and he was speechless for quite
some time.
Socially, a large group of 130
members attended the Annual Reunion
in the clubhouse, and another successful
Fancy Fair during the Christmas period
saw a profit of £270. This was shared
equally with the Narrabeen Baby Health
Centre, who had assisted in running the
event.
The happy and close relationship with
the Ladies Auxiliary of the War Veterans’
Home continued, and along with other
helpers, they organised and prepared
supper for the club’s Presentation
evening.

Batcho entertainers L to R: Vince Murray, Ken Harding, Bob Clarke,
Doug Lawson,Wilf Barnett, Tosser Venn and Joe Ryan

Left: Another social about to get under way.
Below: These socials were always well attended.
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1945-46 Season

LAKE RESCUES CAUSE A PROBLEM
DIRTY ANNIE

Some remarks in the 1945-46 Annual Report under the heading of Lifesaving reveal that the club
executive, which remained the same as the previous season, were very concerned about the public’s
perception of the club’s role in the growing problem of drownings in Narrabeen Lake. They wrote:

We are again pleased to report that once again our obligation to safeguard the surfing public has been
faithfully and efficiently discharged and our proud record of NO LIVES LOST whilst club members have
been on patrol has been maintained. 58 rescues were effected during the season, 38 with line and belt and
20 without line and belt.
During the Christmas holiday period members were called on several occasions to the lake camping area
to attend to cases of the drowning of children. In only one instance the efforts of club members were
successful when a child responded to artificial respiration.
The club viewed the position at the lake with alarm as in every case we found the unattended children
playing in the lake have wandered out of their depth into unobserved difficulties. In practically every case
of children being drowned, the bodies have been found by persons bathing in the lake and the victims were
beyond aid, although every effort was made to restore life to the unfortunate children.
Adverse criticism and publicity to the club was rife during the last Christmas holiday period until the
matter was taken up with the press and the Campers Committee.
The position was explained that the club could not patrol the Lake as those waters are governed by the
Royal Life Saving Society. The club advised that the responsible body should be approached with a view to
define a Bathing Area and patrolling that area at the lake.
This we believe was carried out at the latter end of the swimming season and will continue in the future.
Those tragic lake deaths deeply affected the club members involved and would prey on their minds for
many years. Jack ‘Silver’ McGuinness was one, and with remorse he would describe how he and his
fellow members had once joined hands and walked slowly in a long line across the lake at about chest
height hoping to locate a missing child. He vividly remembered sighting the long blonde hair of a young
girl floating just below the lake’s surface where she had sunk into the soft quicksand-like lake bed. He and
his mates worked on the child for over an hour before a doctor arrived and pronounced her dead.
The Royal Life Saving Society’s attendance to the lake’s safety was minimal, as the following years’
records would show.
On a brighter note, the first Australian Championships in six
years was held at Maroubra Beach, with mountainous seas and a
shark or two to make the day interesting. The Governor General,
the Duke of Gloucester, was scheduled to attend, but was held
up by bad weather at Canberra Airport. The Solomon Islands club
with 20 members led the Grand Parade and March Past. John Bliss
showed that, although the best years of his competition career
had passed, he was still a champion by winning the Open Beach
Sprint. The club’s strong bond with its neighbours South Narrabeen
made everyone proud when they won the Australian SLSA
Premiership by winning the Senior R&R Championship. This was
Junior R&R team 1945-46 season.
a tremendous effort by that club, which had one of the smallest
L to R: John Sullivan, Bill Barnett, Alan Angus,
memberships in the Sydney area. Their celebration party included
Frank Tregeagle, John Ross, Dave Lawler
a large number of North Narrabeen members.
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The club’s executive was heartened by the efforts of the junior R&R team, who were narrowly beaten
after three qualifying rounds by North Steyne, who then contested and won the Australian final. The
club’s team consisted of John Sullivan as Captain, Bill Barnett, Alan Angus, Frank Tregeagle, John Ross
and Dave Lawler, with Fred Johnson as reserve. Ironically, in the hotly contested Wally Proudfoot Shield
held between North and South Narrabeen, Norths won both rounds of the R&R competition with the
nucleus of the junior team in its ranks, possibly largely because South’s team was depleted by some of its
team being on police duty.
Besides his duties as club Secretary, Delegate to the SLSA, member of the Selection Committee,
Manager of the Junior R&R and Honorary Beach Inspector, Ron Young managed somehow to fit in the job
of Chief Instructor. The members he helped gain their lifesaving awards saw the clubs membership reach
an all time high of 269. Those receiving awards were:
Bronze Medallions: V Marr, K Leckie, J Humphries, J Mullen, P Jackson, D McFarlane, K Milner,
N Cheeseman, K Calan, J Foran, J Matthews, R Corbett, W Barnett, L Kewley, R Newman, D Wilson,
E Watson, W Ford, J Lilamand, D Walker, D Lawler and C Ormon.
Instructors Certificates: J Sullivan, F Lukins and J Weatherburn.
The club’s Boxing Day Carnival was again an outstanding success and provided very necessary cash
for the clubhouse extensions that were needed to accommodate the ever-increasing membership. The
club’s cash flow had been curtailed when the Fancy Fair had to be abandoned during the war years due to
lighting restrictions, so the carnival gate takings were £179, with a net profit of £138, were very welcome.
A highlight of the Presentation Night was the large number of trophies presented. Trophies had been
scarce during the war years and everyone was jubilant to see an abundance of trophies and prizes
displayed. The winners of the Patrol competition, Captain F Denham, J Sullivan, S Pearce, S Larter, R
Sullivan, Inspector R Corish, were particularly pleased. Russ Dunn was the club’s Open Surf
Champion, Bill Barnett the Junior Surf Champion and Barry Hancock the inaugural Cadet Surf Champion.
John Bliss won the Open Sprint title.
Since the early 1920s, when Charley Proudfoot was Boat Captain, the club’s boat crews had been
poor cousins to the champion swimmers, runners and march past competitors who had brought consistent
glory to the club. A crew always represented the club at carnivals, and they were on hand to do the job
whenever a surf rescue required a boat. They were also deeply appreciated by the many surf swimmers
who contested Sunday morning surf races, as they knew the events could not be held without the duty
boat crew setting the buoys and standing by while the races were held.
The club’s crews were always to the fore when the surf was up or the racing course was short, but
they struggled in moderate conditions when the course was longer. Most of the top boat clubs during
that time had a sprinkling of ex-Greater Public Schools scullers in their crews, but North Narrabeen never
seemed to attract many academics as members, as they were mainly from the working class areas of
Sydney. The mainstays in crews during this period were groups of brothers consisting of the Fergusons,
Jorgensons and Smiths. The latter at one time had four brothers rowing in a club crew.
That began to change when Jimmy Mason came on the scene in the 1940s and began assembling a
crew that would become competitive in all conditions. Jim complemented these rowers with his ability to
sweep a surfboat. He was very strong, with good surf sense, and was soon recognised as one of Sydney’s
leading sweeps, and club crews began making finals of championship events. However, Jim found it very
difficult to properly train crews and run a thriving panel beating business at the same time. By the early
1950s, after he had been instrumental in the greatest surfboat rescue in Australian history, he was forced
to retire from surfboat competition due to business commitments. He would, though, go on to design,
patent and manufacture a device that revolutionised the panel beating industry.
The trend that Jim Mason started in the club’s surfboat crews was carried on by Bill Barnett and the
surfing community would slowly see the club become one of the most respected boat clubs in Australia.
Ron Wells was one of Jim’s crew during that period. He was only a short man, but he made up for this
lack of height with his ferocious will to win. He was also fearless and ready to take on anything. He found
his way into the boat crews and it was not long before he was a regular member of the top crew.
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In those days, the boats were still predominantly built with a banana-shaped hull. They were very
seaworthy, as the shape lifted them over broken waves, but it was also rather precarious for the person
rowing in the bow seat. The bow would immediately head skywards when it hit a wave, and if the bowman
was not alert he was tossed metres into the air. Ron was a master in staying in his seat no matter how big
the wave that hit the boat. His crewmates maintained that he had suction on his backside, and he was
christened ‘Suction’ as a result.
One of his crew-mates maintained that Ron used to train for this amazing ability by throwing water
onto a plate glass window, then fastening his suction bum to the window and seeing how long he could
hang on the window without letting his feet touch the ground.
Bill Barnett learnt to drive a motor vehicle at his father’s sanitary depot situated at the end of South
Creek Road, Dee Why. His father was the sanitary contractor for the whole of Manly-Warringah and portions
of Mosman and North Sydney. The depot was a very large property, where many factories and Council
depots are situated today. Every weekday, human excreta and paper deposited into long manually dug
trenches and and buried. The putrid mess was referred to by the authorities and gentle people as ‘night soil’.
The five-ton sanitary trucks could not be driven near the edges of these trenches without risking
ending up ‘in the shit’, so Wilf Barnett bought an old 1920 Chevrolet car that had the back cut away and
replaced with a wooden tray deck. The big trucks would unload a few sanitary cans onto the back of this
primitive utility, and it would slowly travel along the trenches while the cans contents were emptied with a
gurgling slurp. Bill’s job was to drive this dilapidated vehicle. It only had top gear and reverse, and it
hopped and jumped to the required speed. It was called Dirty Annie.
Having obtained his driver’s license ‘exaggerating’ his age, his father allowed him to borrow it to take
some of the juniors to the Terrigal Surf Carnival. He spent hours cleaning Dirty Annie with the strong
phenol disinfectant used to clean the sanitary cans, leaving a very pungent smell of bitumen.
Most members worked in the city and took a train to Gosford and a bus to Terrigal, but those living at
Narrabeen went with Bill. There were three in the front and three or four hanging on for dear life on the
tabletop. The top speed was 10 mph up hill, 20 mph on the flat and 30 mph down hill.
In those days the Pacific Highway was a narrow, twisting potholed stretch of road all the way from
Hornsby to Gosford. It took nearly two hours to reach the Hawkesbury River Bridge, even though it was
nearly down hill all the way. Dirty Annie developed a murderous wheel wobble if it travelled over 30 mph,
but thankfully the mechanical brakes were very reliable. The very steep climb from the Hawkesbury was
slow, and when they came to a reasonably flat section near Mount White it began to rain.
When the rain became a deluge, Bobby ‘Sullo’ Sullivan could not operate hand-operated windscreen
wiper fast enough for Bill to see the road properly. Bill was not game enough to pull over and wait for the
downpour to subside, as Dirty Annie had a awful habit of not restarting in wet weather. His solution was
to lean out the window and drive with one arm, using the other to shield his eyes from the driving rain
while he tried to pick out the faintly painted centre line of the highway. Nev May hung out the other side
and yelled out if Bill started to drift towards the muddy highway fringe.
Those on the back would never forget Sullo complaining that their saturated clothing was leaking onto
him and asking that they try not to touch him. They were completely drenched and chilled to the bone, but
were totally unaware of the manner in which they were progressing.
They reached Terrigal in just over four hours and were greeted by Charlie Brady, who had organised
for them to stay on the verandah of an old house that the Cooks Hill boys had rented for the weekend. The
Hill blokes provided them with chicken broth and hot chicken, which soon thawed out their shivering
bodies. Then they settled down on the open verandah on a tarpaulin laid over some old mattresses.
They were woken early next morning by the local policeman, who accused the Cooks boys of stealing
poultry from a local farmer. They very convincingly told the officer that they had been given their chooks by
a club member who had a farm near Newcastle. They laid on the tarp and watched the relentless officer
go through the garbage tin looking for chook feathers. Finding no evidence, he eventually departed and
the boys crept from their makeshift bed for breakfast.
The carnival was an early morning start so that visiting clubs could head for home in the early afternoon.
When the Cooks Hill boys left for the carnival, Charlie made sure they cleaned up the verandah and put
the mattresses under the house where they were usually stored.
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As they threw them onto the ground one burst open and out spewed a cloud of fresh chicken feathers,
which they quickly replaced and then bolted for the beach. Dave Lawler kept saying they could be arrested
for being accessories to theft; Alan Angus thought this was some type of sickness. They decided to
depart for home as soon as possible after the carnival, worrying that the local cop might still be looking for
the chicken thieves.
Some members who had come by train asked Bill for a lift to Hornsby to connect with a train from
there. That meant they would have 11 bodies aboard old Dirty Annie on the way home. While they waited
for the newcomers to get their gear, Frank Tregeagle found some horse manure and started a dung fight.
He got the worst of the skirmish when Sullo clobbered him with a real mushy dollop, all over his white
shorts. The only cleaning utensil immediately available was Ango’s white cloth Narrabeen club hat and, in
his absence, Treco grabbed it and wiped most of the dung from his shorts. Bill knew if Ango found out
what Treco had done there would be one hell of a fight, so he hid the hat under the front seat of Annie and
told Ango that a member from another club must have pinched it.
The trip home was a real circus. Annie was just not capable of going up hills with the added load, and
at least five or six people had to jump off and run beside the vehicle when any incline was encountered.
Updated Rules and By-Laws were presented to the members at the end of the season, with some
interesting changes tabled. Active membership was not to exceed 150, which was confusing because
154 active members were listed according to that year’s Annual Report, and that did not include 30
junior members who were carrying out full patrol duties. The juniors were also denied a vote at meetings
and not eligible to hold any office except Gear Steward. This was also confusing, as five juniors, namely
J Sullivan, W Barnett, A Angus, R Sullivan and F Johnson, were listed as members of the Social Committee.
The President, Pop Barnes gave some insight to this bending of the rules in his addendum with these
word of praise:

I extend my praise to every member of the Club, particularly the junior members who have shown such
keen interest in the club, and it is certain that the keenness displayed by our Juniors indicates a bright
future for the club.
The By-Laws emphasised and promoted feelings that had been around since the club founding years.
The Dos and Don’ts reflect those feelings:

DO …
Uphold the ‘motto’ of your Association ‘Vigilance and Service’
Your patrols efficiently and conscientiously.
Be punctual on all occasions.
Remain within your patrol area whilst you are on patrol.
Arrange for your substitute if the occasion arises that it is impossible for you to attend.
Be proud to represent your club competitively and train for the event for which you have been selected
Your job thoroughly and manly and enjoy the satisfaction that you have done your job as it should be
done.
Treat your gear with respect as it serves for saving lives.
Your club justice and report to your responsible officer any member damaging or defacing your club
premises or gear.
Remember that the club does not want the wrong type of member.
Remember that efficiency is progress.
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DON’T …
Be a loafer in your club.
Forget you are a club member.
Dodge when you asked to give a hand with the boat or any other duty that may arise.
Leave everything for your mates to do.
Wear your club badge for glamour.
Forget that it is your club.
Tolerate or be party to vandalism and destruction of your clubhouse or fittings.
Hinder the progress of the club or members of the club.
Ridicule another’s mistake but try and perfect your own.
Criticise the happenings of the meeting afterwards, have your say at the right time and place, you are
entitled to it.

Above: The boys and girls that participated in lake battles.
L to R: Frank Tregeagle, Joan Parrington, John Sullivan, Alan Angus,
Shirley Lilamand, John Ross, Dave Lawler, Bill Barnett and Fred Johnson.
Below: Ladies March Past team with Charlie Brady.
Back Row: Ronnie Tatham, Marie Fuller.
Centre: Audrey Risk, Pauline McFarlane, Hazel Kerr, Daisy Burge,
Charlie Brady, Dot, Betty Clarke, Mary Wilson, Shirley Lilamond.
Front Row: Eileen Wilson, Audrey Tarr.
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SPEED OF SOUND BROKEN

BLISSY BREAKS SPRINTING RECORD

During the 1946-47 season, an American test pilot became the first person to fly an aircraft faster than
the speed of sound. Meanwhile, John Bliss won his third Australian Beach Sprint Title, becoming the first
person from the club to take the title in consecutive years. He also annexed the State sprint title. It was a
marvellous year for John, as he was also selected to represent NSW in Rugby League football.
In club administration, a new position of Deputy President was created. Although the notice of motion
to appoint such a position appears under the business agenda for the Annual General Meeting held on
the 21 September 1947, it is odd that G Lindsay is listed as Deputy President in that report.
Other changes to the club executive were Jack Cameron taking over the Presidency from the longserving and dedicated H ‘Pop’ Barnes. E Paton became Secretary, and R Corbett Treasurer.
The war was well and truly over, and with all the club’s servicemen back in Australia, there were many
well-attended social functions. The Welcome Home to Ex-Servicemen was a major event, and the club’s
Honour Roll for World War II veterans was unveiled. It was a very stirring affair for those present
remembering their fallen comrades. A highlight of the event was the presentation of an illuminated address
to Ron Young for his yeoman service during the war years. The servicemen present gave him a welldeserved cheer and tumultuous applause, as they had all been more than appreciative of his efforts in
providing them with the Club Doings newsletter during their war service.
The Annual Reunion was an outstanding success, due mainly to the attendance
by returned servicemen who could once again enjoy the marvellous entertainment
that they had sorely missed. The major entertainers were the Lawson brothers,
Russell Scarf, Dolly Williams, Fred Bertram, Dumper Dickens, Tas King and, of course,
‘Wee Georgey’ Jones on the piano.
It was fitting that the retired, longest-serving President in the club’s history,
Herb Pop Barnes, was presented with a fine canteen of cutlery. Many of those
present who had only known him as Pop finally learnt that his Christian name was
Jim, as reported in the Annual Report.
Ron Young still carried on as Chief Instructor, and it was men like him who had
produced competent lifesavers who had effected 725 surf rescues from 1934 till
that season in conditions that were life-threatening. The club considered that possibly
700 of those in difficulties would have drowned without the club’s services. To top
up that magnificent effort, they also attended to 2,400 first aid casualties.
Georgie Jones the club’s honorary pianist
throughout 4 decades

Those that joined the ranks of qualified lifesavers that season, under the guidance
of Chief Instructor Ron Young were:

Bronze Medallions: R Sullivan, W Beckett, B Hancock, R Stacey, W Dick, R Noonan, N May, T Kenny,
H Humpheries, L Kitchens, D O’Keefe, R Isles, J Nagle, E C Paton, J Cheney, W A Adams, R Brennan,
R Birch, A Green and P Sunaklis.
Instructor’s Certificate: P Connolly.
Many of these new lifesavers would be involved in dramatic lake rescues. Although the lake area was
not included in the club’s duties to the general public, members were continually called on to save lives.
On one occasion, they pulled a patient from the lake who was apparently drowned, but persistent
resuscitation by members saw the patient revived and cared for until an ambulance arrived. A doctor who
was present later commended the members involved, saying that their treatment was as good as he may
have provided. A carbon gas resuscitator that had been added to the club’s rescue equipment was used
during that rescue.
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Joe Kenna again led a fine band of First Aid Officers who treated 230 casualties. He was scornful of
the general public’s attitude, as these words show: ‘It is not pleasant to record that for the treatment of
these same 230 casualties, the casualty room donation box benefited to the princely sum of seventeen
shillings and six pence-the gratitude of the general public.’
The club’s junior membership remained strong and the junior R&R team again performed consistently,
with Bob Sullivan, Nev May and Bill Beckett replacing J Sullivan, A Angus and Fred Johnson, who had
become seniors. Things were also improving in surfboat competition with the formation, after many years,
of a junior crew.
The winner of the club’s Junior Surf Championship that year, Barry Hancock, was the brightest prospect
since Jack King came on the scene. Other club champions were Jack King-Open Surf, Ken HodgesCadet Surf and J Bliss-Open Sprint
The Hancock family had been involved in the club since its earliest days, and the name appeared
regularly in Annual Reports for decades. Sid Hancock, a member during the 1920s, provided three sons
who would give valuable service to the club. They were Malcolm (Bluey), Ian (Iany) and Barry (Bronco).
They were all exceptional surfers, but Bronco became a champion who at times was compared with the
famous King brothers.
But swimming laps of the pool was not to Bronco’s liking, and after a short spell, he would abscond to
his favourite haven, the surf. There he would spend many hours, many of them school hours, catching
breakers. In his junior days, he was recognised as one of the top surf swimmers in Australia and gained
representative honours for NSW, but the pool orientated champion swimmers would just edge him out of
line honours in flat and moderate conditions. Still, he became the best in his club, winning and retaining
the open surf championship for 13 consecutive years, a record that is unlikely to be beaten.
Charlie Brady, the godfather to all juniors, guided and encouraged him in his younger days. Charlie
became concerned that Bronco would consume two meat pies, a giant cream bun and numerous
milkshakes before he raced. Feeling sure that he should wait till after the race before having such a feast,
Charlie convinced Bronco to wait. It was a dismal failure as Bronco fell from the front of the field to the
rear. He had immediate success returning to his old habit, so Charlie gave up.
Bronco was also a top-class water
polo player and one of the main
reasons the club’s teams were so
successful during the 1950s and
60s. At centre forward he nearly
always won the sprint for the ball at
the commencement of play. He then
forged towards the opposition’s goal,
and if provided with the ball, his
powerful forehand shot would usually
result in a goal. There is no doubt that
he could have gained representative
honours in this sport, but the thought
of training gave him no incentive to
contest the selection trials.

Team members at Murwillumbah railway station on their way
to the Australian Championships held at Southport Qld in 1947.
L to R - Back Row:- Arthur Green, Reg Stacey, Bill Barnett, Nev Kerr,
Ron Noonan, John Sullivan, John Ross, Alan Angus, Bill Dick, Sid Shannon,
Jack May, Fred Denham, Jim Mason, Jack Hess
Bottom Row:- Barry Hancock, Charlie Brady, Milton Hancock, Neville Risk,
Paul Connolly, Frank Tregeagle, Bob Sullivan, Fred Johnson, Dave Lawler,
Don McFarlane and Neville May.

The big event of the season was
for members to compete in the
Australian Surf Championships to be
held in Queensland, the first to be held outside New South Wales.

Like most surf clubs, the club was poor after the war years, and members raised the funds to attend
the championships by running a fun fair and ‘housie housie’ during the Christmas holidays. During that
period, the camping area was packed with holiday makers who crowded to the attractions and, with the
driving force of Charlie Brady, members raised enough money to send a 30-man team. Considering that
all of Australia was still subject to the rationing of food, clothing and fuel, financing a team that matched
any other competing club in numbers was an exceptional effort by Charlie and his workers.
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As the National Superintendent of the SLSA, Jack Cameron and arranged a special train to take the
hundreds of lifesavers from Sydney and country areas of NSW to Murwillumbah and then by coach to the
Gold Coast, which in those days was a series of coastal holiday villages. The train was like a wartime
troop train, and the trip was as boring and tiring as it was unforgettable.
The train left Central Station about 8 a.m. on Easter Thursday night, and the old steam engine and red
rattlers slowly bounced northwards. Every hour or so it would pull into a siding to allow a passenger or
slow goods train to pass by. It was impossible to sleep with all the frivolity of the excited travellers and the
constant rattle and creaking of the 50-year old carriages that felt like they would fall apart at any moment.
Around 6 a.m. the train pulled into the railway station at Grafton where the hapless passengers received
a breakfast similar to wartime military fare. Watery mince was served on blackened unbuttered toast
made from bread that was going mouldy. Even the best tucker men in their group could not eat it, and
Jack Cameron had a near-riot on his hands until he arranged freshly made toast, tea and jam. The NSW
Railways lost a lot of potential customers that day.
After the so-called breakfast, the train progressed slowly northwards, still continually stopping to allow
other trains to pass. Tempers began to fray and numerous delegations of angry club officials complained
to Jack about the treatment they were receiving. He was not in a position to do anything immediately, and
he walked the length of the train to inform everyone that on the train’s arrival at Murwillumbah he would
make sure that the person responsible received a blast. He was true to his word, and the journey home
was much quicker with food at least edible.
During one long delay waiting for another train to pass, it became so hot in the old rattler that many
passengers alighted from the train and walked about aimlessly beside the railway track and boundary
fence. One bright spark pulled up a giant weed that had a large clump of black soil around its roots and,
swinging it like a hammer thrower, he let fly at the nearest person within range.
Within minutes a full-scale war had erupted, with blackened bodies running in all directions looking for
better ammunition. Bill Barnett had been hanging out of the carriage window to watch the mayhem and
noticed out of the corner of his eye a schoolmate from the Collaroy club winding up a huge black muddy
missile. He knew he was the target. Just then, Reg Stacey was asking to have a look at the battle, and just
as John ‘Red’ Abbott was about launch the missile, he told Reg to have a look. As his head emerged
through the window, it copped the best bomb of the whole battle.
Reg staggered back into the carriage with his whole face completely black. With just the whites of his
eyes visible, he looked like Al Jolson singing ‘Mammy’. His shirt was beyond cleaning, and the dirt even
penetrated down to his underwear. He never knew who his adversary was and Bill never told him, as he
felt sure Reg would have killed Red if he had found out.
At Murwillumbah, there were not enough buses to take the army of lifesavers to their various
accommodation venues in one go, so some had to wait for the buses to return. The club’s seniors took
the first bus, and as usual the juniors were relegated to the waiting list. However, Charlie Brady, always
their saviour, discovered that a regular bus service ran to Currumbin. He was in charge of the tour funds
and subbed the fares from that cash, so juniors departed shortly after the seniors and much to their
displeasure arrived at the destination before them.
One of the juniors, Malcolm ‘Choko’ Jones, worked for a pharmaceutical company and had
misappropriated a large box of French Letters, as the youngsters referred to condoms. Choko must have
thought all the females in Queensland were nymphomaniacs. On that bus to the accommodation, John Ross
and Frank Tregeagle found where Choko had hidden his misbegotten gains and, while he was not looking,
confiscated some of them.
Seated in the back seat, they quietly blew up the condoms and let them loose to float around the bus.
It was hilarious. Choko was too embarrassed to chase after them and kept muttering, ‘I’ll murder the bum
who’s done this’. The women passengers tried to keep a straight face and ignore the inflated condoms,
and the men just giggled as the sizes increased and one was now and then sucked out of the bus
windows. The bus driver did not know what to do, and he would open his window and try and direct it to
the outside when one came near him. By the time the bus got to Currumbin, the juniors were sick and
sore in the stomach from laughing.
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All the juniors and non-competitors were billeted in the Currumbin SLSC clubhouse, which was situated
on a rock outcrop in the middle of the beach. During big seas or very high tides, it became an island and
it was necessary to wade through knee-deep water to reach the clubhouse. Years later the clubhouse
was washed away during a cyclone-similar to the one that occurred while the championships were held.
At Currumbin swimmers could dive off the rocky surf club island, and during a lull in the huge swell,
they could just make it behind the main break. But mountainous waves still broke irregularly further out to
sea. A few of the juniors made it out, but quickly returned to shore when the shark bell rang. When they
staggered breathlessly ashore they were informed that four large sharks had been sighted between them
and the beach. After that, they only dived in on the edge to cool off.
The seniors stayed in holiday cabins attached to the Currumbin Hotel that was situated on the banks
of the Currumbin Creek. Breakfast was provided for the clubhouse dwellers, but they had to find their
own evening meal. Again, Charlie made sure the juniors were looked after and arranged for them to eat at
the hotel. This was a real treat for the youngsters, as the dining room was really top class as far as they
were concerned, with silverware laid out for a four course meal, decorative serviettes, and lavish tables
and chairs in an old English decor.
They dressed in their best clothes and really felt like toffs. Johnny Bliss, their hero and court jester, was
always full of fun and mischief and soon had the staff and management in the cup of his hand with his
flamboyant humour. He told the juniors the wrong cutlery to use, and they were all soon in lots of trouble
as the staff took away used utensils after each course. Allan Angus and Bill Barnett ended up with small
teaspoons to eat their dessert.
Coffee was served in small delicate cups and Blissy, on receiving his, placed the cup and contents
wholly in his mouth. The young waitress’s eyes nearly popped out of her head and she quickly retreated
into the kitchen bursting with laughter. Finishing his coffee he leant back in his chair and indicted to the
dining room manageress that he would like to smoke. She immediately hastened to his table with a
cigarette lighter and waited for him to produce a cigarette. He then placed his prominent nose between
his fingers and beckoned her to light up his hawk like beak. She could not help from laughing, much to the
relief of Charlie Brady, as she seemed a real prim and proper major domo, quite capable of removing
anyone who misbehaved from the dining room.
There was something about Johnny Bliss that attracted young and old, even though he was always on
the lookout to embarrass someone or give them a hard time. Everyone was always careful of what they
said or did when he was about. Everybody knew they would be the target of their mate’s laughter sooner
or later if they associated with Blissy, but that was the price they had to pay if they wanted his company.
Blissy’s cabin at the Currumbin hotel was the assembly point for all the juniors and competing club
runners. On the morning of the championships final day, his room was packed with runners and juniors
were waiting for the bus to take them to the carnival. The cabins were quite old, but well-kept, with four
beds, wash basin, dressing table and a large four-door wardrobe. In those days, the reserve for the club’s
senior relay became the valet for the competing members and carried out any tasks they required.
That morning John was reclining nonchalantly on his bed in only his swimmers and as others settled
themselves in different seating spots, John, very casually yelled out to the reserve, ‘Hey! Slim! Where’s my
pyjama coat?’ To everyone’s amazement, one of the wardrobe doors burst open and Slim emerged totally
naked, wearing only a black bow tie, with Blissy’s pyjama coat
hanging over his arm. He bowed slightly and replied, ‘Your coat,
Sire.’ The roar of laughter must have shaken the nearby hotel.
The championship events were severely hampered by the
huge seas that were pushed shoreward by a tropical cyclone,
and the carnival had to be transferred from Southport to
Coolangatta. Some of the hot-shot surfers from Sydney had
tried to get through the heavy 3- to 4-metre dumping waves
at Southport, but only Ray ‘Soccerhead’ Matherson from the
Freshwater SLSC succeeded. He eventually returned to shore
at Miami, 8 km from the Southport main beach.
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The club’s senior boat crew were among the favourites to win their event, but after trying to negotiate
the Currumbin surf during a training session, they turned the boat over, holing it, and also injuring a crew
member so badly that he ended up in hospital. They patched up the hole and took on a reserve rower, but
were virtually robbed of a place in the final.
They qualified for a semi-final that contained all the Queensland crews and quickly asserted their strong
rowing style to forge to a comfortable lead. Because of the change of venue, the judges held flags above
their heads to indicate the finishing line. When the badly leaking boat grounded about 5 metres short of
that line, the crew jumped overboard and began dragging it towards the finishing line. As they approached
the imaginary line, the judges retreated shoreward until two
Queensland crews eventually finished in front of the club
crew. Jim Mason protested angrily, but to no avail, as all the
judges were Queenslanders and denied his allegations.

Jack Cameron (wearing blazer) with the
1946-47 Junior R&R team.
L to R - Back Row:- Frank Tregeagle, Dave Lawler,
Neville May, Bill Beckett
Seated :-Barry Hancock, John Ross, Bill Barnett, Bob Sullivan

The juniors were reserves for the final of the junior R&R
and very confident of contesting the event, as Tasmania did
not enter a side. But Queensland was the host State and
their second team got the spot, so all the juniors could do
was enjoy the tremendous surf that was rolling into
Coolangatta beach. The waves were breaking well beyond
Greenmount Point, and they walked to a small beach on
the point and swam out about 500 metres to where the
consistent waves were breaking. Bigger waves broke every
so often beyond that area, and because of their North
Narrabeen background, they could not resist swimming
further out to crack the large boomers. They had a 500- to
600-metre ride before the wave dropped away just inside
Greenmount Point. They spent nearly three hours enjoying
that surfer’s paradise.

Johnny Ross cracked one on those mountains and by some freak of nature it carried him right to the
beach, a ride of over 1,000 metres. None of the juniors had ever seen a body surfer have such a long ride.
Back at the Currumbin Hotel after the championships, all were in a celebrating mood. Blissy had won
his third consecutive Open Sprint title, and though the club had no other success, the white caps were
always prominent and they felt they had made their club proud. Juniors were not allowed to drink alcohol,
but one or two got around the rule. Most stuck with lemonade and sat on the steps of the old Currumbin
pub. With the sun slowly setting in to a cloudless sky over the very still waters of the creek, they sang the
‘Boys from Narrabeen’, laughed and yahooed those of their fellow members who were beginning to feel
the effects of the XXXX.
A very subdued bunch of youngsters and older members left Currumbin fairly early Easter Monday,
wishing they could have stayed a few days longer. The train trip home was another nightmare, with Blissy
at his best annoying everyone, especially those who had overindulged in the amber fluid.
Financially, the club progressed satisfactorily that season, with the Boxing Day Surf Carnival providing
a profit of £152. Other funds raised were £98 from the 10th Annual Ball held at the State Ballroom and
another £49 entered the clubs coffers from proceeds from the Fancy Fair, held in conjunction with the
Narrabeen RSL sub-branch.
The Presentation Night was
open to the public and packed
to capacity, and once again the
Ladies Auxiliary of the War
Veterans Home provided an
excellent supper.

Club members in their Crazy Carnival outfits
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1947-48 Season
CAMMO GETS TOUGH
PATROL CRACK DOWN

President Jack Cameron, always a strict disciplinarian, kept all active members well-aware of their
duties, but it would seem some did not meet their responsibilities. Neville Kerr, the new club Secretary,
outlined Jack’s position in the Annual Report:

During the season the President had cause to criticise a number of members for laxity with which they
viewed their patrols and it is apparent that some members are content to be
‘active’ in name only.
It should not be necessary to remind these members that, their first duty as
a member of the Surf Lifesaving Association is the strict observance of patrols
and there must not be any slackness in this most important duty.
The worthy objects of this club and the movement it represents have always
been our primary and ultimate aim. And in this respect we are keenly aware
of the services rendered by the majority of members in this season’s work, by
the protection of the surfing public.
Neville Kerr

On several occasions during the season, club members were called to the
Lake where children were rescued in a apparently drowned condition, and in all cases, except one, Carbogen
Gas Resuscitation outfit was responsible for saving their lives.
Club member W Rout would later receive a Royal Humane Society Certificate for his efforts during
one of those rescues.
The First Aid Officers, Joe Kenna, Ken Murray, Alan Scowan and Harry McFarlane, were kept very busy
and recorded 283 casualties that required treatment. That was the highest in over 12 years. Those men
were always to the fore when lifesaving resuscitation was required. They were very dedicated men and
their names appeared as first aid officers for many years. Many old time members maintained that Joe Kenna
was more than worthy of Life Membership.
The Australian Championships were held that
year at Manly, where a very large surf prevailed. The
club’s senior boat crew had performed exceedingly
well throughout the whole season, and they
maintained this form and reached the final of their
event. Due to the huge seas, the senior boat final
was delayed till the very late afternoon. The sun had
set and visibility beyond the broken white water was
nil from the shore. Still, the carnival referee, Ken
Watson of the Manly club, was determined that the
race would proceed.
Charlie Brady on left of photo poses with ‘his boys’.

After the four crews negotiated the first line of
L to R - Back Row:- Jim Quinn, Dave Lawler, John Bliss. Bill Barnett.
Middle Row:- Barry Brady, Ken Tregeagle, Ron Knight,
breakers, they completely vanished from the
L Linkenbagh, Bill Gooding.
officials and spectators view. Everyone waited with
Seated:- Fred Lawler, Alan Angus, Frank Tregeagle,
Bill Beckett and Ray Brennan.
bated breath watching to see which crew would
return to shore as winners. After only a minute or
so, a boat was sighted being washed shorewards without any crew. It was the North Narrabeen boat, and
club members rushed to the water’s edge to drag the craft ashore and then looked seaward, hoping to
see the crew also being washed to shore.
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A few minutes later, the Freshwater crew emerged from the darkness on a wave and crossed the
finishing line as winners. The other two crews soon followed them, but none of the North Narrabeen boys
had been sighted yet.
A general alarm was sounded and the referee asked for car owners to drive onto the beach promenade
and shine their car light’s seawards. The Freshwater crew and the other finalist volunteered to go to sea
again to try to locate the missing crew. Belt swimmers also tried to get through the seas, but had to give
up because of the now-total darkness.
The missing crew had jumped out of their craft only seconds before it was about to be engulfed by a
huge wave. The sudden loss of weight had allowed the craft to be picked up by the broken foam and
washed ashore, nearly empty of water. The crew, who had grouped together for safety, was quickly swept
out to sea in a strong current. There were grave fears for the crew’s safety.
It was over an hour before the Freshwater crew eventually located the crew, who was in the early
stages of hypothermia. The Freshwater boys landed the shivering and very grateful crew at the protected
and fairly calm Fairy Bower beach.
Earlier that day, the large spectator crowd had witnessed an event that would be remembered forever
in the annals of surf lifesaving competition. It was the Open Surf Championship of Australia, and it was to
be the last contested by the legendary Bob Newbiggen. He had won numerous Australian surf
championships and was a household word all around Australia.
Bob was a huge man who was nearly unbeatable in big seas during his hay days. He was now in his
late thirties, and some of the finest surf and baths swimmers Australia has ever produced were in the field
he faced that day. They included Rod Chapman from the Bronte club and Frank O’Neil from the Manly
club, the first Australian to break the minute for 100 yards.
Newbiggen was well aware that he had no chance of matching those two marvellous swimmers in the
racing department. His plan was to stay as close to them as possible in the swim to the turning buoys,
then rely on his great surfing knowledge on the homeward journey.
Chapman and O’Neil led by Newbiggen quite a margin after turning at the buoys, and it looked like
they had his measure. But the crafty old champion headed north, into the path of where the biggest
waves were breaking. The rest of the field preferred the direct path back to the beach.
Bob looked like an ant as he swam onto a monster of a wave that engulfed his whole body, and the
crowd gave a loud sigh of disappointment as he vanished from view for what seemed like minutes. Then
his huge frame emerged from the turbulent foam and he rode the boomer right to the water’s edge. He
was the only person in the field wearing the old-style bib-and-brace swimmers, and as he ran up the
beach towards the finishing line the crowd could see that the power of the wave that he had caught had
torn one should strap completely away.
As he strolled the last few metres to the finishing line, the roar of the crowd could be heard at Manly
Wharf over a kilometre away. It would be minutes before the other placegetters arrived to shake his hand.
One of Jim Mason’s rowers was Harold ‘Hocka’ Wilson, who was the comedian of the crew. Hocka
never ceased telling jokes or bending the truth, and he was a practical joker of the highest echelon.
Growing up, Hocka and his best mate Neville Thompson
became very keen fishermen. Neville became a police
officer, while Hocka became a carpenter and builder. Neville
eventually acquired a 10-foot wooden fishing boat that was
powered by a 1-cylinder petrol motor, and he and Hocka
would put-put to many fishing spots around Pittwater. The
motor was very old and very primitive and Hocka took great
delight in giving Neville a hard time when it would not start.

Junior R&R 1947-48 L to R:- Bill Dick, Barry Hancock,
Bob Sullivan, Neville May, Kevin May and Ken Hodges.
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On one occasion Neville was having difficulty getting the motor to fire and was further frustrated by
wisecracks from Hocka, who was sitting in the bow. Deciding that he could get better leverage by standing
with his back to the motor, Nev turned around and gave a mighty heave. To his delight, the motor came
alive, but at the same time he lost his balance. He sat down on the motor, right on top of the ignited spark
plug. Hocka’s description of his mate’s scream of anguish and skywards leap would bring tears of laughter
to the eyes of listeners no matter how many times he told the story.
One time, one of Hocka’s truth-bending stories came undone. He lived with his parents in Rickard
Road, North Narrabeen, quite close to a nature reserve. At that time, nearly every type of Australian
wildlife lived in that reserve.
Because of Hocka’s joke-telling, he always had a captive audience of youngsters at his home. One of
his followers commented that he had a mate who had a pet python. Hocka had to go one better and say
that they were only for children and related that when he was younger he had trained a yellow-bellied
black snake as a pet. He maintained they were quite easy to train and wished he could get another one
for a pet. Twelve-year-old Peter Baker, who would later become a club member, often visited the swampy
reserve and told Hocka he had seen a black snake there and felt sure he could catch it. Hocka told him
not to worry as he had a lot of work on and would find it difficult to tame the snake.
A few days latter, he saw Peter coming towards his home with a sugar bag over his shoulder. He
immediately bolted out the back door, telling his mother on the way, ‘Tell Peter I have gone on a holiday!’
When he saw Peter depart, he crept in the back door and asked his mother what was in the sugar bag.
To his great relief, he was informed it was potatoes from the Baker’s garden.
Chief Instructor Charlie Brady ensured that a steady flow of new members gained lifesaving
qualifications, most of whom would give years of dedicated duty to the club. Those receiving awards
during that season were:
Bronze Medallions: M Jones, P West, N Bowker, D Meehan, R Banks, L Linkenbagh, LW Brown,
LC Brown, Jack Crowley, Joe Crowley, R McPherson, D McPherson, T Donnelly, J Quinn, F Lawler, R Harvey,
R Glynn, J Stanley, W Gooding, L Girvan, K Hodges, N Johnson and J McMahon.
Instructor’s Certificates: W Barnett Jr, D Lawler, W Beckett, F Johnson and R Noonan.
The Honour Blazer was won by Stan Pearce, who as the club’s Vice Captain had supported the new
Captain, John Sullivan, tremendously-especially in keeping the club’s lifesaving gear in first-class condition.
John Sullivan won the club’s Open Surf Championship, and the other club champions were Junior
Surf-Barry Hancock, Cadet Surf-John Everett and Open Sprint-Des Anderson.
During that season, an Australian Surf Girl Contest was held to raise funds for
the SLSA, which was in dire financial straits. The club’s entrant was Hazel Kerr,
sister of the club Secretary Neville Kerr.
She was a marvellous choice as Miss
North Narrabeen and proved this by raising
more than £300. Her achievement was
due to the sterling work of Milton Hancock.

Hazel Kerr Miss Nth Narrabeen 1948 with L to R:George Lindsay, Wilf Barnett,
Dolly Williams and Charlie Butcher.

The club’s 11th Annual Ball, held at
the Mosman Town Hall, was extremely
popular. The large attendance of club
members and their guests made for very
cramped seating, but the organisers
shrugged the problem off by explaining
that it made the whole affair ‘more cosy’!

March past team reel party with
Miss Nth Narrabeen Hazel Kerr

Ownership of the clubhouse had passed from the club’s control
some years previously, and was then vested to the Warringah Shire Council. However, the clubhouse still
appeared as an asset of £950 on the club’s balance sheet, so during the year it was decided to write it
off. It was explained to members who were not fully acquainted with the reasons for the transaction that
having ownership of the clubhouse vested to the Council afforded the club considerable savings in rates
and taxes, and in external and structural repairs.
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Malcolm Jones was a Pyrmont boy who quickly adapted to the Narrabeen environment of having a
good time. He was introduced to the club by other members from that suburb. They had christened him
Choko because in his childhood days his mother had had an abundance of chokos, and she would send
her young son to distribute them to her friends and neighbours. Choko was a born comedian and also an
excellent water polo player and a member of the club’s successful second-grade winning premiership
team. He was a strong swimmer and soon found himself in the club’s R&R team.
The South Curl Curl Carnival that year provided seas to match any of its renowned big and turbulent
surf. Choko was not enthusiastic about large and dumping waves, and before the event began he told his
team-mates that he really hoped he did not draw a swim, as he was not sure if he could make it to the
buoys. But that was not to be and he drew the patient swim.
He later related how his legs had turned to jelly and he began shaking like a leaf. When the gun fired
for the start of the swim, he dived in and swam strongly through the inshore break, only to be hammered
by the biggest set of waves to break that day. He admitted fear drove him through that surf, and to his
amazement he was first to the buoys, even though most of his opponents were much more experienced
surf swimmers.
He hung onto the buoy relieved in the knowledge that his beltman would soon take him back to the
safety of the beach, but none of the beltmen could get through the mountainous seas. The officials had
no alternative but to cancel the event, meaning that Choko had to find his own way back to shore. If fear
had enabled him to get out through the surf, it was now panic that would have to get him back. The more
experienced surfers began catching waves, but Choko had not been surfing long enough to have their
confidence.
Eventually his team mates saw him become engulfed in a wall of broken foam. His white cap bobbed up
a few seconds later, only to vanish under more foam and sandy water. To him it seemed like hours before
he staggered totally exhausted up the beach into the arms of his team-mates. His humour quickly returned,
however, and he asked his mates what was that warm, rather odorous liquid running down his leg.
Tom Donnelly, also from Pyrmont, was a giant of a man. He stood well
over six feet tall and was extremely strong, with a solid frame that weighed
around 18 stone. He seemed to fill the room when he came on the scene.
He was a gentle giant, and like his mate Choko, he was full of fun and
always ready to party. His genial nature and ever-smiling face endeared
him to everyone he met, and for that reason he was fondly known as
‘Bubbles’. Bubbles was the goalkeeper in the club’s top water polo team,
and the number of goals he saved was a big factor in this team’s success.
Billy Gooding was another of the club’s great humorists. He could
make the smallest incident into an hour-long saga that was peppered
with one-line jokes. He had a habit of impersonating people of Italian
decent, so his mates christened him Billy the Dago. He did have
Mediterranean features and many a new member was convinced that he
was just off the boat from Italy.
Billy fascinated young children with his antics and his genuine concern
for their well being. In his latter years he took on the job of Father Christmas
at the club’s function for all the neighbouring kids. As he arrived in the
rescue boat, his ‘Ho! Ho!’ could be heard well before the craft landed.
‘Prince Charming’ (Nev Kerr) and
He would then lead them like the Pied Piper to the clubhouse, where he
‘Cinderella’ (Tom ’Bubbles’ Donnelly)
would sit for hours listening to their wishes. But he was never too shy to
pat the mothers on their backsides as he jested with their children.
Billy was also among the top purloiners when it came to ‘borrowing’ clothing that had been provided
by numerous donors.
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Jack King achieved the highest acclaim any athlete can achieve when he represented Australia in
water polo at the London Olympic Games that year. It was the first time Australia contested that event at
the Olympic level, and they were virtually thrown to the wolves when they faced the best teams in Europe
in the qualifying rounds. The unfairness of the treatment of the Australian team was published in most of
the London newspapers.
The Australian press was scornful of the water polo team, insinuating that it was a waste of time and
money sending the team to the Games. The players were bitter about the unfair criticism, as they had
travelled for six weeks by the steamship Orion to reach Europe and had only a week of training and minor
matches before facing the two best teams in the world.
Prior to the Games, Jack also represented his country in swimming at an international swimming event
in Ireland.

‘Bing Crosby’ and ‘The Andrew Sisters’
L to R: - Ken Hodges, John Bliss
Frank Tregeagle and Bill Beckett.

‘The Andrew Sisters’

Surf Club Hall where shows like above were always a hit.
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CONTROVERSY OVER A GREAT MEMBER
BUS TRIP TO BEGA

An unfortunate incident occurred at the end of the 1948-49 season when the club members denied
Joe Kenna life membership. It certainly put a bad taste in the mouths of the proposer Pop Barnes and
seconder W Barnett Sr. Those men considered that over the years Joe was instrumental in saving many
lives due to his expertise and general knowledge of resuscitation and first aid. But the core of club
members, who were Bronze Medallion holders, felt that Joe was disqualified from receiving the most
prestigious honour in the club because he did not have that qualification himself. Joe continued to show
his absolute dedication to the club by carrying on as the leading First Aid Officer in the years that followed.
There were major changes in the club executive, with Ron Young taking over as President, Jack King
as his deputy, Neville Kerr as Secretary and Eric Paton as Treasurer. Charlie Brady returned as Captain,
and his wonderful efforts saw him win the club’s Honour Blazer. Charlie’s charisma and ability to instil in
club members’ pride in doing their patrol duties raised the club’s standards greatly. The President was
forthcoming in his praise of Charlie’s men:

In reviewing the activities of the Club over the season, I consider that the results achieved have proved
satisfactory. It has been gratifying to observe the marked improvement in Patrol Duties by all members
and I take the opportunity of congratulating the Patrol Captains and Beach Inspectors for the co-operation
and the support they have given the Club in its attempt to have the efficiency that is desired whilst
members are on Patrol.
The year’s Patrol Efficiency Trophy was hotly contested, and the winners were P Cullen, J McClinchy,
T Anderson, W Adams, A Ware, R Banks and R McCready.
Under the heading of Lifesaving in that season’s Annual Report was an article that described the
major ideals and aims that had been the club’s lifeblood during its decades of existence. It said:

This essential and important phase of the Clubs work was carried our efficiently, with gratifying results.
The preservation of our record of having NO LIVES LOST through drowning during the exercise of our
activities has now continued for such time, some members may be inclined to regard it as a foregone
conclusion and relax the necessary vigilance.
It cannot be too strongly emphasised that this record can be maintained only by careful and continual
watchfulness and the essence of this lies in full and proper attention to patrol duty. One hundred percent
efficient patrols at all times should be our aim, and anything that detracts from this ideal must be rectified.
It is hoped that members who have been guilty of some small degree of slackness will, in the coming season
strive to place this sphere of our work beyond criticism.
The supple manner in which those who had been accused of ‘slackness’ suggested the hand of the
diplomatic Charlie Brady.
Phil Cullen, a dedicated patrol member, was very involved in boxing and physical fitness. He was a very
quiet, unassuming person, and many members found it hard to believe that he was involved in such a
bloody sport. He established a gym at Manly near Fairy Bower, and many great boxers and athletes used
his facilities for many decades. Phil always maintained a keen interest in the club and was instrumental in
many famous sporting stars attending club functions.
Another member that year that became legendary in the Narrabeen community was Kevin Adams.
From the beginning of his early teens, he was renowned for his caution in any undertaking or mischiefmaking he was considering. For that reason his mates christened him ‘Cagey’, a name he would keep till
his untimely death.
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Cagey was a very handy footballer in his youth, and that led to him always having a great interest in
Rugby League. He became a very successful coach and guided many of the club’s teams to premiership
success. He was the driving force in establishing the very successful Narrabeen Welding Works. Many
club members served apprenticeships under Kevin’s guidance, and those who needed welding work
carried out always went to Cagey.
Cagey was a walking information centre for the gossip and recent happenings around Narrabeen;
nobody could escape his eagle eye. His humour was renowned and there were few club members who
had not been subject to remarks that caused to squirm in front of their friends. They were never hurtful
remarks, just good fun, and that attribute ensured that he was always surrounded with great mates and
good friends.
In mischief-making, Cagey was one of Narrabeen’s best, and his favourite victim was club member
Kevin Schubert. Shooy, as he was known, was an original Wollongong surf club member and joined
North Narrabeen when he settled in the area after joining the Manly Warringah RLFC. He would also
become the player to represent Australia most times as hooker. Cagey took Shooy under his wing, and
along with his devious mates Keith ‘Meggsy’ Kirkwood and Ray ‘Shiner’ Black, proceeded to do everything
in their power to lead him astray.
On one occasion, the fun loving threesome took Shooy on a fishing excursion to the South Coast. On
arrival at their accommodation, they decided that when darkness fell they would venture forth to seek
oysters in a nearby lake. Shooy was assured that this was the best time to collect the delicacies. He did
not know, nor did they tell him, that most of the oysters were found on leases around the foreshore of the
lake. Everyone was delegated an area in which they would gather the oysters, and the devious three
allocated Shooy an area where, they assured him, he would reap the biggest harvest. Shooy had no idea
till the event was over that his so-called friends had taken him on an expedition to purloin oysters from
private leases where a sign read ‘Trespassers will be shot’.
Cagey was a great supporter of the club, and his two sons Brian and Michael later became club surf
champions. A great friend of Cagey and also a club member was Ernie Hookham, who established a
successful drapery shop at Narrabeen Terminus. Ernie was always employed to provide blazers for the
club’s successful Rugby League teams, and although he sold them at nearly cost price, Cagey would
always maintain that Ernie was making a fortune. He christened Ernie’s shop ‘Rookhams’, and for as long
as Ernie ran his business members always referred to the shop by that name.
That season, 26 members gained lifesaving awards under the guidance of Chief Instructor John Sullivan.
Those who gained awards were:
Bronze Medallions: R Cambourne, F Slater, G Kerr, R Taylor, B Lowe, E Nichols, J Everett, D Brown,
I Hancock, K Fitzpatrick, J Attridge, J Burns, S Johnson, B Venner, J Wilson, N Coffey, N Milner, R Walsh,
D Shortland, J McMorland and J Compton.
Instructors Certificates: K Hodges, J Quinn, R Sullivan, G McMahon and W Ford.
The club was well-represented in competition, but except for John Bliss and junior Barry ‘Bronco’
Hancock, wins were few and far between. Bronco’s moment of glory was winning both the Junior and
Novice Surf races at the club’s Annual Carnival. Before his home crowd, he received tumultuous applause
and brought back memories of previous club champion surfers who had thrilled them over the years.
Bronco’s overall results during the season saw him selected to the NSW Surf Lifesaving Team on an
instructional tour of Tasmania. He was also the club’s Junior Surf Champion, while Les ‘Jazza’ Brown was
the Open Surf Champion. The other club champions were Cadet Surf-J Clarke and John Bliss-Open Sprint.
John Bliss had been involved in professional running during the season and found it hard to readjust to
beach sprinting and so was placed second in the Australian Beach Sprint Championship held at Bondi.
After a split decision, J Harrison from the Newport club won.
The club sent a team to compete at the Tathra Carnival, via Cooma by train and then by bus to Bega.
It was a tiresome journey in the train, but with their usual North Narrabeen sense of fun and humour the
boys found ways to amuse themselves tormenting the team manager Charlie Brady.
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None of the team will forget the bus trip to Bega. The winding, mostly gravel, road seemed to go on
forever, the dust continually clogged their throats and the only scenery was giant trees that blocked out
the towering mountains they were passing through. There was one exception, when a panoramic view
appeared just before the bus descended the famous Brown Mountain. Everyone held onto their seats
and held their breathes as they looked down a road that seemed to be going over a cliff.
The surrounding natural beauty was forgotten as everyone’s attention was riveted on the road ahead.
The bus made its slow downward passage, trusting its lowest gears and brakes. It seemed to take ages
to reach the bottom, where the boys gave a loud cheer and clapped the mystified driver and regular
passengers, who considered the hair-raising decent nothing unusual. Charlie soon dampened the boys'
enthusiasm by reminding them that they faced the same journey on the way home and an engine failure
on the ascending bus could be a serious problem.
The team competed at the Tathra carnival with great success, winning nearly every event, but the big
bonus was the wonderful country hospitality extended to them.
The usual North Narrabeen social functions were enjoyed by members through the season, especially
the Revue. It was under the direction of producer Jim Cudderhy, with assistance from Sally Mitchell, who
coached the very attractive Follies Ballet group. Many of those young women were wives of members or
engaged to members. They would also become the mothers of future members.
Neville Kerr, the club’s normally shy Secretary, was a reluctant performer in that revue. However, he
was exceptionally proud to relate to the members that the club’s ongoing endeavour to improve the
facilities and building were well in hand and that £654 was held in a building fund to achieve that aim.
Socially, the Jungle Party and Annual Ball were well patronised, the ball being held at a new venue, the
Pasadena Restaurant at Church Point. The continual changes of venue for the ball are not explained.
In other sports, Dave Lawler won the Pyrmont ASC Championship, while Bob Sullivan, Boyd Willan,
John Bliss and Ray Black all played first-grade Rugby League. John Ross played first-grade soccer and
Basil Ferguson played first-grade cricket with Gordon.

Jack King (bottom right) - a member of the 1948 Olympic Water Polo Team
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1949-50 Season

FROM THE PENTHOUSE TO THE CELLAR

After the highs of the 1948-49 season, 1949-50 was a low point in the club’s history. Membership
declined to its lowest in six years, with a drop of 65 from the previous year, although the membership
figure of 176 from the Annual Report appears not to have included 28 probationary juniors or 24 Vice
Presidents. With those included, the membership would total 228, which is comparable to other years.
Many of the club management were unenthusiastic, and three management meetings could not be
conducted due to lack of a quorum. The Annual Ball was a financial disaster, and the clubhouse was
reaching a point of disrepair never seen before. The balance sheet showed a deficit of £369, incurred
mainly because of clubhouse maintenance, boat repairs and the purchase of new march past costumes.
Club President Ron Young did not pull any punches with the following words in the Annual Report:

This year I add my remarks to the Annual Report with regret, I feel that Members and Officials have
dismally failed to fulfil their obligations as loyal members of the Club.
Meetings were called during the season and owing to lack of interest, quorums to conduct such meetings
could not be formed, consequently many meetings lapsed.
I predict here, Gentlemen, that officials in the forthcoming season will have to utilise strict and stern
action to bring about loyal support and discipline that is essential in a club such as ours.
I desire to thank N Hopwood Hon Secretary, A Green Hon Treasurer, D McPherson Hon Assistant
Secretary, R Quill Deputy President, and R McCready Committeeman, for the work they have done in
their respective positions. I consider that other officials have displayed gross neglect to their duties and have
hopelessly failed to faithfully discharge their obligations to the Club.
Now I would like to thank Mr G Lindsay and Mr J Cameron Life Members, who both willingly filled
vacancies on the management committee after members had been deleted for non-attendance. Mr Lindsay
has been a tower of strength to the management committee and I do record my appreciation for his efforts.
It is disappointing to review the general activities of the Club over the past season and I do sincerely hope,
that we can elect officials at this Annual Meeting who will respect the position entrusted to them and
conscientiously carry out their duties in the Club and not be ornaments with their name in the Annual
Report.
The annual presentation evening had to be delayed due to the condition of the clubhouse-the main hall
lighting was out of order because the leaking roof continually shorted out the lighting circuitry.
The year had been one of the wettest on record, and many campers from the nearby camping area
were washed out. The club offered the clubhouse as a temporary shelter for those unfortunates, and the
club members and their families provided dry bedding and hot drinks
and food. Other members helped dry out campers clothing and
bedding, as well as helping to re-erect the many tents that had
been blown over by the gale-force winds.
Financially, the club had a disastrous year. The new Treasurer,
Arthur Green, reported a deficit of £370, due mainly to the large
cost of sending a team to the Australian Championships in
Queensland. The Management Committee considered that that
expenditure was not warranted and asked all members to give deep
consideration before outlaying club funds for that purpose in the
future.
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That policy was strictly adhered to while Arthur Green remained treasurer and meant that all future
club teams had to raise the majority of tour costs. However, although it would be many years before a new
clubhouse would appear, there can be no doubt that Arthur was responsible for the accumulation of
funds to accomplish of that goal.
Another change to the club executive that season was Alan Angus as Captain.
The biggest financial flop that year was the club’s Annual Ball, held at the Trocadero. The only available
date to hold the event was a Thursday, and the club management called a General Meeting to discuss
whether the ball should be held on a weekday. The meeting voted unanimously to hold the ball on that
date, a Ball Committee was formed and a ticket price decided upon. Then discontent arose about the
cost of tickets, and many of those that had voted for holding the ball failed to support it, causing a heavy
financial loss.
During a Bronze Medallion examination, Jack Slater, a junior, nearly
became a drowning victim. Swimming with the belt and line to recover his
patient, Jack was engulfed by an exceptionally large set of waves. He
became entangled in the line and had lost consciousness before other
club members went to his assistance. Immediate attention was give by
Joe Kenna and his fellow First Aid Officers, who used the American
designed E&J Resuscitator for the first time in Australia. That near fatality
did not effect Jack as a lifesaver, and during the year he won junior surf
races and shared the Junior Surf Point Score trophy with Barry Brady.
Members who received their Bronze Medallions through the guidance
of Chief Instructor WK Barnett were:
B Chaffer, R Haynes, G Henderson, D McPherson, K McGreal, K Murphy,
E Rodgers, W Taylor, N Bertrand, J Botham, B Brady, B Clarke, R Coffey,
K Fisher, R Law, D Lindsay, I Reid, B Shannon and J Slater.
Those new members brought each patrol’s strength from six to eight
members, with two to be allocated clubhouse duties.
Members of the ladies march past team.

Competitively, the club had few successes, but the white caps still
L to R:- Audrey Willan, Audrey Risk,
Betty Clarke, Hazel Kerr.
kept bobbing up and the club managed to win the B division of the David
Jones and Co Interclub Point Score. That accomplishment was due mainly to the beach runners and the
Junior R&R team.
The club’s internal championships saw Barry Hancock as Open Surf Champion, and Ian Hancock and
Kevin Fisher sharing the Junior Surf Championship, with Neil Tucker the Cadet Surf Champion and John
Bliss winning the Open Sprint.
Among the beach sprinters was Frank Slater, who would become one of the club’s champion sprinters
and a member of the first team to win an Open Beach Relay title. He would also run a close second to
Johnny Bliss in the Australian Open Sprint in 1953
Frank’s main input into the club was fundraising. He was the main organiser of the pub chook raffles
for many years. It can never be estimated how much money was raised, but it would have been in the
thousands of dollars. Any function or event that was held by the club saw Frank in the vanguard of
helpers. Without argument, it could be said that he was one of Narrabeen’s favourite sons, totally committed
to any community project that took place. Besides the surf club and the local Rugby League football club,
he was also a life member of the Manly Warringah Rugby League Referees Association.
Frank’s father was of West Indian descent and had a dark complexion, and it did not take long before
the locals began calling him Tracker. Race or religion was never a topic around Narrabeen, where nearly
all were battlers who could not care less what you looked like or believed in. To receive a nickname, no
matter how bad or hurtful it may have seemed, was actually a badge of honour and meant you were truly
accepted within the community, and that was certainly true of Frank’s father.
From an early age Frank was known by his mates as ‘the Blackfella’, and those in the club went one
better, especially Blissy and called him ‘the Boong’. He never took offence from his friends and those who
he knew well and the jokes and funny incidents involving his dark features could fill a book.
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One incident in later years that became club folklore happened when the club’s Australian Championship
team was returning from South Australia via Melbourne. At that time the visiting West Indian cricket team
was playing a Test there. While the team was waiting for their Sydney bus connection at Flinders Street
Railway Station, they began playing an imaginary game of cricket on the platform. Dressed in their club
blazers they resembled the visiting cricketers. Blissy, always a stirrer, mentioned to some of the waiting
passengers that the big dark bloke was Wes Hall, the famous fast bowler, and within minutes people
gathered around Frank asking for an autograph. He never flinched and began writing an undecipherable
signature. Frank’s overall dedication and enormous work for the club was rewarded with Life Membership.
Neville Risk was another person who was only a moderate swimmer, but who worked tirelessly to keep
the club functioning during the worst of the war years. Besides carrying out his beach duties, he was
always on hand to encourage and organise the junior members’ activities. When the local football club
folded during the war, Neville was a driving force for the club to enter Under 21 teams in the district Junior
Rugby League competition. His enthusiasm helped the club win many premierships including the B, C
and D grades, and eventually the very competitive A Grade competition.
The coaches of those teams were Jim Botham, Jack Lilamand, Kevin Adams and Reg Mullens, and Sid
and Brian Shannon, Norm Bertrand and Brian Clarke were just a few of the young club members that
went on to play first grade Rugby League.
Jim ‘Di’ McMorland was a very quiet individual who was always smiling. His soft-spoken words of
wisdom calmed many a verbal confrontation that could have turned nasty. Jim’s outlook on life was that
there was not enough time to fight, so let’s get on with having a good time. This he did to the fullest extent,
and there were very few parties that he was not last to leave. He was a member of the club’s successful
March Past teams during the fifties and sixties and later became a very proficient coach in that discipline.
As he grew older he became a little overweight around
the chest, which is why his mates called him Di.

The Ladies MarchPast Team 1946-47.
L to R - Back Row: Eileen Wilson, Audrey Risk, Betty Marr, Joan Sigmont,
Shirley Lilamand, Marie Fuller, Pauline McFarlane, Ronnea Tatham,
Patty Jose, Margaret Brady, Margaret Lawler, Patty Frame, Eileen Barnett.
Middle row: June Mulholland, Daisy Burge, Joan Tregeagle,
Sally Mitchell, Phylis Spackman, Eileen Hancock.
Sitting: Hazel Kerr and Hilda Scowan.

SEASON

EXECUTIVE OFFICE BEARERS 1940-41 TO 1949-50
PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
TREASURER

1940-41

H Barnes

1941-42

H Barnes

1942-43
1943-44
1944-45

H Barnes
H Barnes
H Barnes

1945-46
1946-47

H Barnes
J Cameron

T Richardson
resigned
E McCarr
G Lindsay
resigned
R Young
R Young
R Young
J Murray
resigned
R Young
R Young
E Paton

1947-48
1948-49
1949-50

J Cameron
R Young
R Young

N Kerr
N Kerr
N Hopwood
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CAPTAIN

L Godden

J Howie

K Malone

J Howie

J Dowse
J Dowse
A Scowan

J Howie
C Brady
C Brady

A Scowan
R Corbett
resigned
E Paton
E Paton
E Paton
A Green

C Brady
C Brady

J Sullivan
C Brady
A Angus

1950-1960

1950-51 Season
DRAMA AND INTRIGUE

THE WATER MELON AFFAIR

The beginning of the second half of the 20th century turned out to be a very contentious period and
the repercussions had a great bearing on the club’s history. There are no written or official records of how
events occurred and what people have tried to recall about the exact dates and details of incidents is very
confused. Bill Ellison, who was a member during that period, wrote in his memoirs about a major event in
the drama that unfolded:

This (The Watermelon Affair) was an occurrence, which did not reflect
favourably on the club but the matters arising from it needs to be told.
Like every family scandal it has been covered up and while the writer of
these notes has his own ideas of some of the participants in the events he can
find only one person who will admit to being involved in the initial stages
and that was a lady.
Some reference to annual reports or minute books may give a better account
but to my understanding the sequent of events went something like this.
The season was 1949-50 and the club went to a carnival generally said
to be Maroubra but the minority says it was Bondi. A number of members
Bill Ellison
plus lady friends and others travelled there on the boat truck, as these were
pre-boat trailer days. At the carnival a large quantity of watermelons was purchased for the return trip.
The skins were used for ammunition to bombard other surf clubs that came in range.
The bombardment was not all one way, as other clubs had purchased watermelons just in case they were
needed.
When passing the Town Hall an encounter occurred with another club and it was suggested that people
on the street were hit by flying watermelon skins.
Some reports suggest that Sir Adrian Curlewis saw the affray and that it was witnessed by the constabulary
with North Narrabeen being identified as a participant. This could have been due to the practice of those on
the truck singing ‘The Boys from Narrabeen’. So the club was reported to the SLSA and action was taken.
The immediate consequences were:
1. The club Captain, Alan Angus, was relieved of this position by the club Executive.
2. A number of members identified as being on the truck were sentenced to 12 penalty patrols each. As
the club had members to burn that year and adequate patrol strength the penalty patrols were to be served
on Warriewood Beach where no club existed in those days. Every Sunday morning the penitents would
assemble at the clubhouse, collect their reels flags and gear and then march to Warriewood Beach. This
went on for the balance of the season.
3. Girls were banned from travelling on the club truck.
The delayed consequences were:
At the next Annual General Meeting, September 1950, the club President Ron Young had been nominated
for Life Membership and he failed to get the necessary vote. It was believed that this was due to resentment
of a number of members to the action taken during the season. This was an undeserved kick in the face to
a very hard worker who had kept the club together during the war years and who deserved to be up there
on the board with the other life members.
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The immediate result of this was
that none of the previous executive
committee would stand for reelection and no one else would
stand for the positions.
The Annual General Meeting
was then adjourned and the club
was left with a caretaker
administrator, believed to be the
district supervisor George
Williams from the Dee Why
S.L.S.C. to run its affairs until
matters could be resolved.

Club members attend a Jungle Party at Warriewood, the site is where
Sydney Road now exists, with Narrabeen Park Parade in the background.

Eventually an extraordinary General Meeting was called and a fresh executive elected. Arthur Green
was the only member of the previous executive to be re-elected.
A further indirect consequence was that as a result of the years patrolling, Warriewood Beach was now
being utilised by the public and required full time Sunday supervision.
A surf club was therefore formed at that beach under the guidance of Ron Young
and Jack Smiles and that club has been most successful, with the exception of a few
years, to the present date.
The original Warriewood S.L.S.C. bronze squad was trained by Bill Beckett and
included a number of former probationers from the North Narrabeen club.
The club under the leadership of Jack King overcame this event and settled down
to be a stable club again.

Ron Young

Bill Ellison wrote that over forty years later and his dates don’t quite coincide
with those in the annual report, which include Ron Young’s nomination for Life
Membership. That occurred in September 1952.

Ron Young had been President since 1948-49, and his closing remarks in the 1950-51 Presidents
Addendum indicate that he did not intend to stand for President that year:

’In conclusion, I wish the Club every success in the forthcoming season.-Roderick G. Young.’
Ray Quill, who had been Ron’s deputy, also stood down. Jack King took over as club President and
Neville Kerr became Jack King’s deputy. There had been no mention in the 1949-50 Annual Report of
Alan Angus being suspended as club Captain, but Norm Ambrose took his place for the season 1950-51.
The September 1950 Annual General Meeting was not abandoned. Norm Ambrose would tell, as the
newly elected Captain, of his great pride when Tassie King had approached him after the meeting and
congratulated him. Tassie’s words always stuck in his memory: ‘Son, you have taken on the most important
job in the club. Keeping this beach safe is what this club is all about.’
Ron Young’s last term in office with Norm as club Captain saw some very tough decisions taken by the
club executive. Norm Ambrose was a disciplinarian of the Jack Cameron mould, very fair but also very
strict. The executive supported him wholeheartedly and a lot of toes were stood on. It would seem that
some members had shown displeasure, as an extract from the Annual report shows:

At this stage we draw your attention to the fact that there are still some members who do not show respect
to Officers of the Club and in order that the Club may function even more smoothly next season, we ask
that the members concerned rectify that position and pull together with the majority.
It can be assumed that these words were written by the new Secretary, Doug McPherson, who later
became an officer in the Australian Army.
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Another contentious matter that upset some members, especially the older ones, concerned the club’s
surfboat. That was also recorded in the Annual Report:

Another matter, which your Management Committee saw fit to enforce during the latter part of the year,
is that under no circumstances are either of the Club’s surfboats to be used for fishing. We realise that this
may seem harsh on some members but if it is looked at it in the light of how much money the club has spent
on these boats over the last few years and the damage which could be incurred by a fishing expedition, you
can see that there was no other course left for Management.
That would have upset many of the regular weekend dwellers who had been part of those fishing
excursions for many decades.
Bill Ellison’s description of the watermelon incident offenders’ penalty is possibly true, but other oldtimers thought that the Warriewood Beach patrol was for all patrol defaulters during that period. An
extract from the Annual Report supports that view:

However our Judiciary Committee was called together much too frequently during the last season in
order that those members who had displayed laxity on patrols might be punished.
It is also a part of Warriewood SLSC history that many of its foundation members were originally
members of North Narrabeen and that most of those men had been part of the group who had been
banished to Warriewood to do their penalty patrols.
It was quite a task to carry out patrols at Warriewood at that time. The defaulters picked up their
equipment at the clubhouse and marched quite a distance to Warriewood. At that time Sydney Road
finished as a dead end about 200 yards after its intersection with Narrabeen Park Parade, and from here
a narrow winding track passed through thick brush. At the end of that track, another narrower track
descended sharply to Warriewood Beach. No doubt that tortuous journey was a big factor in many of
those involved joining Warriewood.
All those factors came to bear in the drama of the following Annual General Meeting in September 1952.
Meanwhile, a list of the club’s lifesaving equipment during the 1950-51 season shows the amazing
changes that have occurred since then:

We have in our possession at present the following gear,
Eleven reels, eight lines, thirteen belts seven Ross and six standard, two surfboats,
One eve-rocker, two patrol areas, four boat buoys, six swimming buoys, three anchors and one shark bell.
The Ross safety belt was a forerunner to the belt that is used in R&R competition today. It had a rope
release instead of a pin, and on occasion it failed to release properly. It was soon superseded by the
present model.
The Eve Rocker was an experimental resuscitation device that only survived for a few seasons. The
patient was strapped onto a stretcher that was placed on a trestle, which was then rocked up and down.
The principle was that the patient’s organs would pressure the lungs to discharge water when the patient’s
head was down and then encourage an air intake as it was elevated. There are no records of whether it
ever killed anyone.
The Australian Championships were held at Scarborough Beach in Western Australia. The club was
represented by the junior boat crew, which included Ron Law, Don Lindsay, Brian Shannon, Ian Hancock
and Jim Mason. Jack Cameron was appointed by the SLSA as Officer in Charge of all competitors from
the Eastern States on the train journey to the west.
Football commitments prevented the Beach Relay team from contesting those championships. They
were considered to be hot favourites after having strung together 13 consecutive wins during the season.
They had been placed second in the NSW Championships after a photo finish with the Collaroy club
team, who would go on to win the Australian Title.
The main event during the off-season that season was the club’s selection by the NSW Rugby League
to provide a display of surfing for the visiting French Rugby League Team. That event was particularly
inspiring for the junior members of the club, who were introduced to the many great French footballers.
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Many of the French team, including the legendary Puig Aubert, kicked footballs to these youngsters from
the entrance of the clubhouse. Some of the balls were retrieved as far away as Lagoon Street.
The club entertained the French, and as always
Dolly Williams was the chief organiser and cook.
The Frenchmen really enjoyed drinking red wine
from leather wineskins and had a great laugh at
the club members’ attempts to copy that feat. Club
members Kevin Schubert and John Bliss played
Test football against that marvellous French side,
which many critics claimed was the best ever to
come to Australia. Ken Hodges also played
against them representing Western Australia.
The club held its 17th Annual Ball at the State
Ballroom, but the organisers were not impressed
by the members’ response, as the Annual Report
recorded:
Dolly Williams cooks for the French Rugby League football team

We consider it very unfair on the part of quite
a number of members, who do not seem to appreciate the work entailed in conducting a function such as
this and in future, would all members please consider whether organisers should make money for the club,
or only for the people from whom we hire the hall.
Arthur Green completed his second year as club Treasurer and was very proud to announce that the
club had finished with a surplus of funds. That had been achieved mainly by running Sunday night dances
at the clubhouse. He heaped praise on Ron Young, Norm Ambrose, George Lindsay, Ray Quill and Don
Lindsay, who had willingly given their time to organise and control those events.
Arthur was one of the clubs most meticulous Treasurers, and his management of club funds over the
years made many of the club’s building projects possible. He thoroughly audited any money-raising event,
and at times his Scrooge-like attitude gave many members a quiet giggle. He was an engineer by profession,
and his dedication to precision carried through in his scrupulously honest supervision of club funds.
Arthur was very humorous person and loved a party and a good time. He was a great Newtown Rugby
League supporter, and he never stopped complaining till the day he died after the club was eliminated
from first-grade competition. Arthur’s input to the club saw him later rewarded with Life Membership.
The season saw the introduction of the Mirth Makers Show. Sally Mitchell a regular weekend visitor to
Narrabeen and a great supporter of the club, obtained the help of Jim Cuddihy, manager of the Greater
Unions Theatre Group to provide scripts for a variety show to be performed by members. The jokes and
skits were toned down from what was presented at the Tivoli Theatre.
There were two ballet groups, the Heavyweights-Tom ‘Bubbles’ Donnelly,
Reg Stacy, Barry Brady and Milton ‘Bluey’ Hancock and the Lightweights
Don McFarlane, Fred Johnson, Fred Lawler, John Everett, Ian ‘Iany’ Hancock
and Bill ‘The Dago’ Gooding. They were accompanied on piano by
Georgey Jones.
The main vocalists were Jimmy Quinn and Gordon Hindman. It was quite
common to hear the strains of ‘Carolina in the Morning’ drifting up from the
patrol area when some of the Mirth Makers were practicing their number.
The major skit was a send-up of the play Cinderella. The cast consisted of Bill
Beckett as Prince Charming, Ray Brennan as Cinderella, and ‘Bubbles’ Donnelly,
Johnny Bliss and Stan Meridith as the Three Ugly Sisters. Sally Mitchell designed and made all of the costumes.
‘Billy the Dago’ Gooding.

The show was a great success and became the talk of Sydney. It was regularly performed at the Manly
Beach Rotunda for nearly five years and also at the Yaralla Repatriation Hospital at Concord. Whenever
a charitable function was being held, the Mirth Makers were asked to perform.
One memorable occasion was a benefit night held for the parents of Mervyn Fletcher, who lost his life
during a surf carnival at Dee Why.
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Around that time the club had among its members someone who the old-timers, like Roy ‘Erco’ Liston,
maintained was what the club was all about. That was Bob Haynes, a tall, gangly person who was always
laughing or smiling. He was also very shy, especially in the company of women. He had struggled to gain
his Bronze Medallion - in fact, he nearly drowned - but once he was qualified it was hard to find a more
dedicated lifesaver.
Bob was also a piper in a Scottish Band and took on the job of costume steward for the march past
team at a time when it was compulsory to have a march past team parade at surf carnivals before other
disciplines could compete. Bob was always on hand to make sure all the required gear was available for
the club team, but he was seldom invited to march because of his gangling walk.
At a Manly Carnival, Charlie Brady had a problem getting a team together and, as a last resort, reluctantly
asked the renowned scallywags Johnny Bliss and Hilton Kidd to march. They agreed to march as long as
Bob, or Bobo as he was known around the club, was made standard bearer. On hearing of his promotion
to the team’s premier position, Bobo’s chest swelled with pride. He strutted out in front of the team
proudly holding the banner high.
Then the devious pair of Bliss and Kidd began playing games. They deliberately slowed down the
remainder of the team and allowed Bobo to get ahead of the rest of the team by least 20 yards, so he
looked like he was marching on his own. But that was not the major part of the spectacle.
The club’s march past costumes were very old and regular marchers always wore their swimmers
underneath as the crutch had no support. Bobo was not aware of that and as he pranced along his
equipment fell out of the costume. A judge saw his dilemma and called out to Bobo: ‘North Narrabeen
Standard bearer! You are marching all right, but please adjust your dress.’
The mirth within the team was hard to suppress, and Blissy made matters worse by insisting that the
team keep in time to the swing of Bobo’s chandelier. To his dying day Bob Haynes would remain a legend
with all club members who had the privilege of knowing him.
The season saw the largest number of new members become qualified lifesavers since 1944. They were:
Bronze Medallions: D Anderson, J Carter, J Catley, J Compton, W Cole, K Deacon, W Dick, E Elliott,
J Everett, K Fitzpatrick, KW Frost, T Gillett, J Irvine, N Johnson, R Johnson, T Kenny, J Kerr, B Magnus,
D Miller, M Murphy, J McMurtrie, W Scott, S Shannon, D Sharpe, K Sookee, JW Taylor, R Walsh, R Wells,
R West, J Wilson, J Boddan, W Bryant, J Newling, N Tucker and AL White.
Instructor’s Certificate: J Botham.
One of the successful candidates, Neil Tucker, became a legend as the following years unfolded. He
received his nickname ‘The Ghost’ on his first trip to Cooks Hill. Travelling by train to Newcastle, he burst
into the carriage where his club mates were seated crying out that he felt sure his best mate Wally Bryant
had fallen off the train. Team manager Charlie Brady described his appearance as ‘white as a proverbial
ghost’.

Young probationary members ready to lead the seniors in the
1951Bi-Centennial city procession. They are assembled at the then tram depot,
Benelong Point - the site of the present day Sydney Opera House. Bob Kerr is
with the juniors while Tom Donnelly, standard bearer, leads the seniors.
Club mates gather on the beach.
L to R: Jim McMorland, Jim Mason, Les W Brown, Bill Ford,
L to R: Neil Tucker, Jim McMorland, Wally Bryant and Barry Byrne.
Les C Brown, Ron Law, Barry Magnus, Joe Crowley, Derry Meehan.
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1951-52 Season

A MYSTERY THAT WILL NEVER BE SOLVED

The 1951-1952 Annual General meeting held in the clubhouse on 21 September 1952 was the most
contentious of any annual meeting up to that time, and the repercussions took the club to a low point in
its history. Ron Young had been nominated for life membership by Jack King and seconded by Ray Quill,
but the required vote of two-thirds of the members was not achieved and Ron was denied the distinction.
There is no official documentation outlining how this all happened, and over the decades there has been
much controversy about the incident.
Ernie Anderson, who attended that meeting, recalled 50 years later that the Awards Committee,
consisting of J Cameron, WE Barnett, C Butcher, G Lindsay and W Thearle, had recommended that Ron
receive a laminated address in lieu of life membership, as they considered Ron had not been a member of
the club long enough. However, that seems doubtful because all those men in later life praised Ron for his
wonderful contribution to the running of the club during the war years. He continually wrote to members
in the armed services who were serving overseas, letting them know what was happening at the club.
Ron also managed the junior R&R team, transporting them to carnivals and generally looking after their wellbeing.
Many of that team, which included John and Bob Sullivan, Alan Angus, Dave Lawler, Bill Beckett, Bill Barnett,
Neville May, Frank Tregeagle, Fred Johnson and John Ross, went on to give the club decades of service.
Bill Ellison’s article in the previous section about the watermelon affair certainly gives some insight into
the matter. He is also correct that nobody would stand for the position of club President.
The general consensus is that the decision taken by members attending the September Annual General
Meeting in 1952 was a get-square vote from those who had fallen foul of Ron’s term as club President.
Junior members were not entitled to vote at that time, and most other young members who were eligible
to vote would have been involved in football.
That meeting surely must be the one that was abandoned because nobody was willing to stand as President.
Jack King obviously felt that, as he had nominated Ron for life membership, the members had no confidence
in his decisions, so naturally he did not seek re-election. The other hard workers in the club at that time must
have felt the same way, and supported him by not standing either. Those who had possibly only attended the
meeting to see Ron embarrassed had no intention of taking on a job that was beyond their capabilities.
George Williams, who was a good friend of Jack King, encouraged him to reconsider his feelings,
pointing out that there was nobody with better capabilities than him to see the club survive the challenges
that all surf lifesaving clubs were encountering during the postwar period. George’s assessment was
correct, and Jack did carry on as President for over a decade. To date, without doubt, he has been the
club’s greatest President.
Jim Botham took on the thankless but most important job of Deputy Chief Instructor. He became Chief
Instructor the following season, when he set a standard that became a benchmark for future lifesaving
awards instruction for decades to come.
Jim was a quietly spoken person whose friendly attitude and charisma quickly had new members
seeking their lifesaving awards. He made them at ease and able to absorb and properly understand what
they were being taught. He remained involved in lifesaving instruction for five years during the postwar
years when most surf lifesaving clubs struggled to gain new lifesavers, and the club maintain a steady
influx of new members because of his dedication and determination. He was also a very successful coach
of the local Rugby League team and a great asset to the whole Narrabeen community.
He would join the long list of unsung heroes of the club’s history.
Neville Kerr had taken over from Ray Quill as Deputy President and he became another tireless worker
for the club. He was also a very popular person with young and old. If a party was being held, he was
usually the first to arrive and the last to leave.
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Neville was well aware that he had to be careful of his alcohol intake, as he became a hopeless wreck
if he overindulged. That attribute gained him the respect of the old-timers who had been brought up by
the old guard who did not suffer anyone who could not hold their liquor.
Neville would never allow anyone to let the club down. If someone failed to do a job, he would be the
first to volunteer as a replacement, at least once with humorous consequences. At that time the club held
entertainment revues with all types of acts, the highlight being a comedy play called Cinderella. One time
Prince Charming failed to appear, and as always, Neville put his hand up to fill in.
As the time came closer for his debut, Neville became extremely nervous, so his mates boosted his
courage with several glasses of whisky. When he finally made his entrance, he staggered onto the stage
in his blond wig and medieval clothing and stood there stock-still. He had forgotten his lines. There was
a great hush from the audience as they waited expectantly for his words of wisdom to the sleeping
Cinderella. Thinking it was part of the act, they all burst into laughter. Neville would open his mouth, but
could not utter a word, which only made the audience laugh harder. By the time the curtain closed, even
Cinderella was in fits of laughter.
Those revues, under Sally Mitchell’s guidance, were very popular, and they were sought after by other
charitable organisations. The girls’ high-kicking Can Can dance, that included the girlfriends and wives of
club members, was one of the featured acts, and their boyfriends and husbands were always in the front
seats when the girls performed.
Johnny Bliss, Frank Tregeagle, Malcolm Jones and Bill Beckett usually stole the show with their mimed
act of Bing Crosby and the Andrews Sisters. They were very professional, and Frank took off Bing Crosby
very realistically, smoking a pipe just like the famous crooner. Blissy was a born actor and his portrayal of
the tall blond Andrews sister was side-splitting. Their act remained popular at club reunions long after the
revues were no longer held.
There had been some unpleasantness at the previous year’s reunion, but club management quickly
overcame the problem, as the Annual Report briefly stated:

This year for the first time, the Annual Reunion was run on the ‘no visitors’ basis and we are pleased to
say that, in accordance with general opinion, the function was an outstanding success, and the refreshments,
both liquid and dry, were ample for all.
There would seem to be a contradiction to this statement, as reference is also made to the Captain
and Vice-Captain introducing some visiting Kiwis to the members present.
The Australian Championships were held at North Wollongong, and Johnny Bliss won his fifth Open
Beach title, a record that no other sprinter has achieved to date.
He also teamed with Frank Slater, Barry Magnus and Ron Law
to gain a silver medal in the Open Beach Relay.

March Past Team in early 1950s
L to R Rear - Jim McMorland, John Wilson,
Alan Johnson, Barry Venner, Frank Clarke,
Ken Brown, Reg Stacey,Tom Thrussel
L to R. Front, Barry Magnus, Norm Bertram,
Derry Meehan and John Sullivan

The club was very proud of the efforts of the locally born
junior member Ken West representing NSW at these
championships. It was expected that he would soon join the ranks
of the other great club champions, but fate dealt him a terrible
blow. In those days, the local youngsters loved to dive off the
Ocean Street Bridge into the reasonably deep water near the
pylons, but over the years sand had reduced that depth. Ken
was diving with a group of his mates when his head hit the sand
and he broke his neck. His life hung in the balance for many
days, and he became a paraplegic and confined to a wheelchair
for the rest of his life.

The whole Narrabeen community was deeply shocked. The
large West family may not have been wealthy, but their home was always open to anyone and there were
few local youngsters who had not savoured one of Mrs West’s tasty offerings. The club quickly started a
trust fund for Ken’s wellbeing, and over the next few years provided him with any essentials required,
including a wheelchair.
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Ken was eventually transferred to the paraplegic ward at Newcastle Hospital, and it became a ritual for
members attending the annual Newcastle Surf Carnival to visit him there. The boys would wheel Ken and
his mates down the hill to the nearby pub for an hour or so, and on occasion, it was quite a feat for the
boys to push the wheelchairs back up the hill.
None of those members who visited Ken would ever forget the attitude that he and his mates had
achieved. For the rest of their lives, whenever things got tough, they would consider their problems minor
compared to what Ken and his friends had to overcome.
A major event during the season outside of surf
lifesaving activities was when the club’s second-grade
water polo team won the competition. They had been
successful in winning the third-grade competition the
previous year.
Some of the club members had to re-form the North
Narrabeen Amateur Swimming Club to allow surf club
members to participate in the NSW water polo
competition. However, there are no official records
that any swimming events ever occurred in the local
rock pool.
Water polo became a very popular part of the club’s
activities, especially for those members who came from
the Pyrmont-Balmain area, where water polo was a
very popular sport. Most of the members who came
from those areas, and had now settled in Narrabeen,
elected to play for the surf club teams. Others who still lived there, or felt loyalty for Pyrmont, played for
that swimming club.
1950 March Past team.
L to R: Doug McPherson, Ian Hancock, Bob Haynes,
Bill Ford, Malcolm Jones, John Everett, Jim Mason,
Joe Crowley, Les W Brown, Barry Magnus, Ray Brennan.

The matches between the surf club and Pyrmont were always very torrid affairs, with mates against
mates trying to prove who was the best. Many a bloody nose eventuated, but all was forgiven as soon as
the match was over and both sides adjourned to the nearest pub.
The success of the second-grade side saw them elevated to first grade the next season, and their first
match was against the premiers, Bondi. The Bondi team consisted mainly of present or past Olympians
and annihilated the Narrabeen boys, but they were encouraged and advised by those champions, who
included Asher Hart and Ross Bassingwaite, on how to improve their game. This they did and they
finished in the middle of the field at the end of the season.
They become a very competitive team the following season, but their undoing came when they
encountered the Sydney University team, which had a number of European players. Those men were
masters at underwater fouling, a tactic that upset the boys. An all-in brawl erupted that culminated in one
of the foreigners being tossed out of the baths into the nearby harbour.
That incident caused ructions in the swimming organisation, and the team was diplomatically informed
they were not welcome to play first-grade the following season. From then on the club teams played in
the lower grades.
The members of the club who had originally played water polo with the Pyrmont swimming club were
backbone of the club’s team. They were Alan Angus, Tom ‘Bubbles’ Donnelly, Jack ‘The Moth’ Lilimond
and Malcolm ‘Choko’ Jones. Their expertise was passed on to local members, who improved very rapidly
into worthy water polo players. Among those were Barry Hancock, Reg Mullens and Bill Barnett, and also
Ray ‘Soccer Head’ Matherson from the Freshwater club’.
The club’s lower grade water polo teams consisted mainly of local members who enjoyed being part
of a summer sport other than surf lifesaving. But the rough and tumble life that was par for Narrabeen was
always part of their game, and they gained a reputation for being ‘very robust’ players. The following
incident illustrates how that reputation came about:
Norm Bertrand was a gentle giant who was softly spoken and very obliging to one and all. Playing
against a team from Northbridge, he had to mark a player who had played representative water polo.
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When that player began to hassle Norm with repeated
fouls, which the referee did not see, Norm quietly told
the bloke to cut out the dirty play or he would belt him.
The bloke kept at it and Norm calmly repeated his
intentions, but the offending player thought Norm was
only bluffing.
The next time he grabbed Norm illegally, Norm’s
fist only moved about two inches before if contacted
the guys jaw, but it knocked the offender senseless.
Norm cried out, ‘Ref! Stop the game. My opponent
has got a bad cramp!’ They dragged the bloke out of
the pool and began rubbing his legs, but he kept
pointing to his swollen jaw.

Members mainly from Pyrmont Balmain and Gladesville, with locals.
Back Row L to R: John Craig, Norm Bertram,
Neil Tucker, Barry Byrne, Bob Caddy and Bob Kerr.
Centre L to R: Wally Bryant, Phil Dillon, Barry Venner,
Jim Boddan, Peter Madgwick, John Ash, Unknown,
Tom Thrussell, Ian Hancock, Ken Holmes
Front Row L to R: Bruce Shortland, Bill Smith, Alan Johnson,
John Wilson, Frank Slater, Malcolm Jones,
Barry Magnus and Keith Miller.

Norm later became a front-row forward for the Manly
Warringah First Grade Rugby League team. While
doing his National Service Training, his commanding
officer decided that he was big enough to be part of
the regiment’s boxing team, even though Norm had never worn a pair of boxing gloves in his life. He won
the heavyweight division that included boxers from all states within Australia.
Chief Instructor Bill Barnett was proud of his efforts in assisting an influx of new members in gaining
their lifesaving qualifications. They were:
Bronze Medallions: H Boyd, T Brain, JB Byrne, B Clark, P Connelly, C Dickens, W Ellison, I Hancock,
R Law, D Lindsay, B Magnus, J Miller, K Miller, L McMurtrie, R Riley, B Robertson, M Seres, F Shepherdson,
L Willan, NJ Andrews, P Baker, J Barrett, J Jones and EB Shortland.
The Treasurer, Arthur Green, asked members to ‘carefully peruse the balance sheet of the club’, and
his pride in his financial report was evident. He wrote:

During the year your committee has endeavoured to consolidate the financial position of the club and
after having kept the club gear in good order and condition and having paid all running expenses,
together with the purchase of trophies, the Income and Expenditure Account discloses a net surplus of
£189 and this amount was treble the previous years surplus.
Jack King’s Addendum reflected the attitude he was to ask for in the coming years as club President:

The bulk of the work again fell on your Captain, Secretary, Treasurer, a few of your officers and members.
To these men I extend my sincere thanks and hope they will be prepared to carry on again. To those
members who attend weekly and do not help, I make this appeal; Take an interest in your Club and your
building or resign; which, in either case, will lighten the load on the keen members

Ladies March Past team with trophies.
L to R: June Smith, Joyce Kendall, Lyn Moore, Val Kennedy,
Marguerite Wills, Judy Anstiss, Jan Byrne,
Rita Brown, June McMorland, Shirley
Magnus, Coralie Newman, Lorna Bryant.

The North Narrabeen open boat crew, sink the Coogee boat
at the Australian Championships Newport 1952
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THE GREATEST SURFBOAT RESCUE IN
SURF LIFESAVING HISTORY

Man had at last conquered Mount Everest through the efforts of Edmund Hillary, and the club would
match that historic event by carrying out its greatest surf rescue. That courageous achievement was
headline news in the Sydney media, with many pages used to describe the heroic action. But in typical
North Narrabeen fashion, the event was described only briefly in the club’s Annual Report:

During the Christmas period a dramatic rescue was
effected by the Boat Crew. A launch was in difficulties
off Warriewood Rocks late at night and despite heavy
seas and adverse weather conditions the boat crew
comprising J Mason, K Hodges, N Ambrose, R Noonan,
L C Brown and R Wells, put to sea after considerable
difficulty and managed to secure a line to the launch
and tow it to sea to await the arrival of the Police
launch.
The Royal Humane Shipwreck Society has awarded
these members the Society’s Certificate of Merit.
Our congratulations to the above members on their
sterling efforts and it is hoped that the Awards Committee
of the S.L.S.A. will also recognise their brave action.

1952 Boxing Day Surf Boat Rescue.
Crew: Jim Mason, Sweep Norm Ambrose, Ron Noonan,
Les C Brown, Ron Wells, (Inset) Ken Hodges

During this rescue our surfboat was lost and later found damaged beyond repair. Through the generosity
of Sir Edward Hallstrom, a cheque was forwarded immediately to replace our loss.
The Sunday Sun was so impressed by the brave action that they called for public subscriptions
through their columns, which resulted in four hundred and fifty pounds £450, being raised which
has been placed in trust for a new boat.
The drama began around 7:30 p.m., when residents overlooking the ocean near Turimetta Head,
Warriewood, alerted the local police officer Charlie Adams, that a launch was signalling that it was in
difficulty. Sergeant Adams knew that the club was holding its usual Saturday night dance after the Annual
Boxing Day Surf Carnival and contacted the club asking for assistance. He informed members that the
27-foot ketch Alycon would certainly go down unless help reached her.
They told him that some of the club’s rowers were at the dance, but others were at the Roxy movie
theatre in Waterloo Street. He then arranged for a message to be flashed on the theatre screen asking all
North Narrabeen surf club members to report to the clubhouse urgently. Over 20 members left the show
and hastened to the club, many thinking that the mostly wooden building might have caught on fire.
Meanwhile, the launch, dragging its anchor, was getting closer to the headland and was being lashed
by huge seas that had arisen due to a two-day southerly gale. In fact, all water events at the club’s carnival
that afternoon had been cancelled because of those conditions.
The club’s boat had been taken to the water’s edge and Jim Mason, boat captain and sweep, assembled
a crew of experienced rowers that included most of the club’s top boat crew. Like most surfboat crews,
they were not very good swimmers, so Ken Hodges, who was a champion swimmer and body surfer,
volunteered to go along as the belt and line swimmer.
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Jim Mason, who was recognised as one of the best big sea sweeps on the Australian seaboard, later
admitted that he felt sure that his crew had little chance of negotiating the world-renown surf that continually
dumped at North Narrabeen when a strong southerly occurred. But they were lifesavers and were duty
bound to try their utmost to assist the stricken launch. The clubhouse beach lights were focused on the
surf, and a number of vehicles also shone their headlights onto the continuous line of white sandy foam
washing shorewards.
Jim later related that the Almighty must have taken pity on the launch passengers that night because
there seemed to be a slight lull when he eventually gave the order for the crew to take on the ocean. They
made it through the first line of breakers taking on very little water.
It was an eerie sight for the hundreds of spectators watching the boat vanish into the foam and total
darkness. After many agonising minutes, it became obvious that the boys had made it through the surf
and were on their way towards Warriewood. The police asked willing motorists to shine their vehicle
lights in the general direction of the disabled launch. They had also contacted the Sydney Water Police,
who sent a rescue launch towards the scene, but they didn’t expect the craft to reach Warriewood for at
least two hours in the big seas.
The big southerly swell assisted the surfboat crew, and they quickly sighted the launch, which was
now only metres from the surf that was crashing on the Turimetta Headland. There was no chance of
bringing the surfboat alongside the launch, so Ken Hodges donned the belt and swam towards the
launch intending to take the occupants back to the surfboat. The launch would have to be abandoned to
mercy of the sea and the rocky headland.
As he approached the vessel, he could see only one lonely figure clutching the handrail in absolute
terror. Ken yelled out for a line to be thrown to him, but there was no reaction from the panic stricken
sailor. Ken then let forth a verbal assault that would have shamed the toughest wharfie in Sydney. It
worked, and he struggled aboard to be confronted by a woman.
He was terribly embarrassed - members could be suspended from the club for swearing in front of
women. He told the woman of his intention, but she emphatically refused, telling him that her husband
was below deck in his bunk preparing to meet his Maker, having given up all hope of survival. Her husband
could not swim and she could not prise him from the bunk.
There was no time for argument so Ken tied the surf line onto the ketch. There was no alternative but
to take the launch in tow and try to keep it clear of the rocks until the rescue launch arrived. That was
easier said than done, and it took a superhuman effort for the crew to slowly edge the launch away from
the disaster area.
More drama ensued as the surf line parted, and Ken had to dive into the raging, rain-swept seas and
swim to the surfboat with a stronger line that was attached to the ketch. He had great difficulty in finding
his way back to the surfboat in the total darkness and foaming ocean. He described his disorientation: ‘I
lost my way. I couldn’t see anything but water. Then I heard voices and I yelled, “Can you help me with
some rope?” Jim Mason dived in and swam to me with the remainder of the box line.’
Those men never forgot the pain and exhaustion of the next hour and a half. Ronnie Wells was only five
feet six inches tall and around eleven stone, but that night he rowed till his hands and backside were
bloody blisters. Ron Noonan was not much bigger and similarly affected. Les C Brown and Norm Ambrose
were very powerful men, and they admitted they were at the ends of their tethers when the police boat
eventually arrived. Jim Mason’s forearms and shoulders ached as he struggled to control the sweep oar
and keep the surfboat continually into the wind. They would be sore for weeks afterwards.
The police launch Nemesis took the vessel in tow, and when it was well clear of the headland transferred
its passengers to their own craft. The crew had been very impressed with the woman’s courage during
this epic, but the husband’s attitude left a lot to be desired.
The surfboat crew were totally exhausted and it would have been very dangerous for them to try and
return to shore in the rising sea and darkness. The police insisted that they also come aboard the rescue
launch and return to Sydney harbour. They tied the surfboat behind the disabled launch and the elephantlike procession headed for Sydney.
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Somewhere off Long Reef, the surfboat towline broke and Ken again dived into the mountainous seas
and retied the towline, after explaining to the police crew that it ‘was the only surfboat the club had! 500
quids worth! I couldn’t cop losing that!’ The line parted again a short time later, but that time it was left to
the elements.
Ken’s vivid description of his crew-mates condition after being picked up by the police launch illustrates
the ordeal they had endured. ‘On the Nemesis the boys were lying on the floor wriggling like snakes, with
cramps, stomach-aches and vomiting. We had been in the surfboat for five hours or more.’
The sun was just beginning to rise when the police boat reached the safety of Sydney Harbour and
concerned relatives and friends greeted six totally exhausted club members.
For their efforts Ken and Jim Mason won the Queen’s Commendation for Brave Conduct. Ken also
received the SLSA Meritorious Award in Bronze and the Royal Humane Society’s Bronze Medal. The
entire crew were awarded the SLSA Certificate of Merit as well as the Royal Humane Society’s Certificate
of Merit. Surf lifesaving historians maintain that that rescue was the longest period a surfboat crew had
ever been involved in effecting a rescue.
Ken Hodges typified the general feeling of the crew, who were never boastful or big-headed over their
accomplishment. He had been drinking at the Narrabeen pub for quite a while before attending the
dance, and with that mischievous smirk on his face, he would tell everyone, ‘I must have been pissed! You
know how I hate surfboats.’
A few days after the rescue, the club received a
telephone call from Bilgola surf club informing them that
the missing surfboat had been washed up on their beach.
If they wanted to reclaim it, they would have to bring
shovels, as the heavy seas had covered it with sand and
only the rowlocks were showing.
The boys hastened to the beach and dug the boat out
and were delighted to find that it had suffered little damage.
By that time, Sir Edward Hallstrom had already donated a
Members struggle to carry the exceptionally
boat and the Sun appeal was well under way. A quick
heavy ‘Sir Edward Hallstrom’ surfboat
meeting of the executive decided it would be a good idea
if the press were informed that the boat was beyond repair. The boat was stored at back of the boat shed till
the dust settled, and it then mysteriously reappeared to be a duty boat for many more seasons.
The whole of Narrabeen was very proud of their local surf club’s lifesaving effort, and that pride was
further enhanced when John Bliss again won the Australian Open Beach Sprint. To put icing on the cake,
Frank Slater was second in the event.
He and John teamed with Barry Magnus and Ron Law to also win the Open Beach Relay. It was the
first time that any club had won both the sprint and relay at an Australian
championship. And that was the beginning of the club achieving a record
in beach running that will possibly never be beaten.
There were only two changes to the club executive, with L ‘Boyd’
Willan taking over as Secretary from Doug McPherson, who had to resign
during the season due to his appointment as an officer in the regular
army. Ray Quill replaced Neville Kerr as Deputy President and also won
the club’s Honour Blazer in recognition of his tireless effort in all aspects
of club activities, especially fundraising.
George Lindsay, Ken Hodges and Mrs Jessie Fletcher received
Coronation Awards and a National award to celebrate the crowning of
Queen Elizabeth II. Mrs Fletcher was the mother of four brothers who
had all been members of the club and was an outstanding worker in all
sections of the community.

Australian Open Beach Relay
Champions 1952-53
L to R: Barry Magnus, Ron Law,
John Bliss, Frank Slater

Shortly after his involvement in the launch rescue, police officer Ken Hodges, popularly called The
Donk, was stationed to a remote area near Wagga Wagga.
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Donk had hardly settled into the district when he was called upon to pacify an individual who had gone
berserk. The man had a firearm and had taken refuge in a shack, threatening to shoot anyone who came
near him. After hours of conversation, Ken eventually calmed the man and convinced him to give up his
gun. He received a Police Citation for his courage and sense of duty.
There was a sour note in the Annual Report regarding the Presentation Evening. That year the Committee
decided against holding a presentation evening because of lack of support in former years, and only open
orders were issued instead of prizes. They wrote in the Annual Report:

It is very disheartening to the Committee to see the state of affairs existing but the members have only
themselves to blame as their interest in club functions seems to be diminishing.
Presentations were made at the Club Reunion and were accepted very favourably by the large number
of members present.
That season saw the end of the club’s annual jungle party, usually held at Warriewood Beach, mainly
due to poor attendance. Another reason was that the area was beginning to populate. Before the war,
Narrabeen locals referred to the area as Nudey Beach, and during a jungle party many members would
plunge into the ocean in their birthday suits.
In those days, jungle parties were an event that every member looked forward to and there was a
tremendous amount of work required in transporting booze and food down onto the beach. The track was
very primitive, and nearly impassable if it rained. The kegs were carried to the edge of the grassy edge of
the cliff and allowed to roll down onto the beach. The expertise of the keg rollers was renowned among
the many visitors who attended the function. The punishment for anyone becoming over-inebriated or
obnoxious was to carry an empty keg back up the perilous track.
One of the main organisers of the jungle parties over the years was Dolly Williams. Possibly this last
party was to celebrate his marriage to Eadie Barrett. The two had set a club record for the longest
engagement ever, 21 years. Dolly maintained that they wanted to make sure they really knew each other.
Association lifesaving awards had improved slightly from the previous season, with 13 successful
candidates. They were:
Bronze Medallions: F Clark, J Thoms, R Austin, G Rawlings, W Magill, P Dillon, V Bibby, M Beazely,
J Slocombe, B Steele, L Hillman and J Ash.
Instructor’s Certificate: B Shortland.
This group was known for turning up early for Sunday
morning drill. The reason for their early attendance was that
Bruce Shortland had a very beautiful girlfriend. She was a tall
curvaceous blonde who, along with Bruce, boarded at the
Mullens home, which was situated near the clubhouse. The
early arrivals would hasten over to the Mullens cottage and
yell out to Bruce that they were waiting for him. He would
appear, followed by his girlfriend, still in her brief pyjamas,
which revealed much of her charms.
Phil Cullen a long time member standing
The club had attended the annual Newcastle carnival and
on right of Balmain supporters.
the traditional Cooks Hill get-together and never-ending party.
L to R - Back Row: Wally Bryant,
After many years in the
Barry Byrne, Jim McMorland
Middle Row: Ken Brown, Keith Miller, Alan Johnson
wilderness as far as the
Front Row: Peter Madgwick, John Wilson,
march past competition
Jazza Brown, Neil Tucker
was concerned, they had
finally won the event at Newcastle. They proudly displayed the trophy to
the Cook’s boys, but the trophy was missing when everybody woke up
the next morning. Their frantic search was to no avail, and there were a
lot of long faces as the boys prepared to depart for home. At the last
moment, the Cook’s boys produced the trophy, explaining that they had
Members meet outside old club house.
made Narrabeen suffer because they had discovered two of them trying
L to R: Ken, Jazza, Rita, Marguerite,
to dig a hole in the beach to bury a full nine-gallon keg of beer.
Barry, June, Pam and Alison
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All Australians welcomed the end of the Korean War, and the club’s morale was lifted when 43 members
gained various SLSA lifesaving awards. The successful candidates were:
Instructor’s Certificates: B Cottin, S Meridith, W Bryant and W Ellison.
Bronze Medallions: F Simon, K Brown, B Williams, K Greentree, P Newman, T Thrussel, A Stenning,
B Duffy, D Allen, K Osbourne, V Baker, R Roberts, W Worth, N Romain, R Parkhill, M Wilson, L Campbell,
R Richards, W Smith, T Haining, B Cook, F Johnson, D Wright, B Anstiss, L Pye, R Erskine, C Hird,
R Chippendale, G Dorber, Stan Kerr, B Cullen, R Hughes and J Welch.
Qualifying Certificates: B Feehley, F Riley, R Kerr, K Holmes, R Hillman and R Caddy.
That marvellous achievement was a credit to the hard work of Chief Instructor Jim Botham and his
assistant Jim McMorland. It was great news for all past and present members, as the lowest number of
SLSA awards in the club’s history had been gained the previous season.
Jim Botham was also involved in other activities within the club, as he related:

The 1950s saw a big influx of members from Pyrmont, Ultimo, Balmain and Willoughby areas. The
Pyrmont Swimming Club being the influence as in previous years. One offshoot of this result was the
formation of the Club’s Basketball Teams who played in the Manly Warringah Competition and were
consistent premiers for many years.
The backbone of this group were former members of the Maybanke Playground at Pyrmont and included
members such as ‘Jazza’ Brown, ‘Spook’ Crowley, ‘Bombhead’ Walsh, ‘Duke’ Venner, ‘Fred the Fib’ Madgwick,
‘Paddles’ Byrne, ‘Fishhooks’ Fisher and ‘Bubbles’ Donnelly.
In most competitions the club fielded two teams and there were more donnybrooks between our own
members than opposition teams, typical as one might say of the North Narra mob.
In addition, challenges were often issued to other surf clubs with night games held at outdoor courts in
Manly District Park which resulted in the Club being successful on all occasions.
The club membership records show that some of this group of award-winning candidates were the
longest to retain their memberships in the club’s history. Many carried out their compulsory ten years
patrol of duties before gaining active reserve membership, while Ken Brown, Bill Worth and Bob Parkhill
later became Life Members.
Ken Brown who was an Honorary Beach Inspector and patrol captain for the latter part of his ten years
patrol duties, took his appointments very seriously and his patrol was usually at the top of the list in
efficiency. He gained notoriety during in the 1960s during the clubbies and surfboard riders’ confrontation
that occurred during that period.
In the 1960s the local council enraged the surfboard riders by introducing a registration fee for surfboards,
and a sticker was provided that had to be attached to the board. The Honorary Beach Inspector had the
authority to confiscate any board without a sticker until the fee was paid by the board rider. Ken carried out
his duty to the letter, to the point that the police were called to resolve incidents on a few occasions.
Once, following earlier discussions with a board owner, the surfer refused to come ashore and relinquish
his unregistered craft to Ken, who was by then standing resolutely at the water’s edge alongside a local
police sergeant. The offender decided to paddle his board around to Warriewood to avoid confiscation of
his craft. On reaching Warriewood beach, he was confronted by two of the local constabulary. As you
can imagine, Ken was not popular with the local surfboard fraternity, particularly when their boards were
impounded for a few hours for encroaching into the flagged swimming area.
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Ken’s major club involvement, however, was following Charlie Brady, Dave Lawler and Jack ‘Silver’
McGuinness, to encourage the performances of the junior section within the club and in the surf lifesaving
movement in general.
There was only one change in the club executive, with Neville Kerr taking over as club Secretary due to
Boyd Willan’s other administrative sporting commitments. Earlier in 1949, Boyd Willan was involved in a
motor cycle accident that brought to an end, a promising football career with the North Sydney football club.
In competition, area club members contested every
metropolitan carnival with only moderate success, in
the Beach Relay. The March Past team was beginning
to show glimpses of winning form by gaining a few minor
places, which gave them and their coach John Sullivan
added incentive to improve for the following season.
Thirty members represented the club at the Australian
Championships held in Queensland. They were billeted
in the Currumbin Surf Club, where they were extended
marvellous hospitality by the happy-go-lucky Currumbin
members. However, many of the new members who had Ladies have fun competing in beach sprint. Lorna Bryant leads Val
just gained their bronzes were part of that team, and Kennedy to the finish line with Shirley Magnus bringing up the rear.
their introduction to club transport would remain a painful memory for the rest of their lives.
The top boat crew was unable to contest the championship, so
Bill ‘Woofa’ Barnett, who had just begun sweeping boat crews, decided
to enter a scratch crew. One of his reasons for that was to show off
the new surfboat that had been bought with funds provided by
Sir Edward Hallstrom, the founder of Silent Knight refrigerators.

Nothing has changed - wives and girl friends
still wait on the clubhouse steps.
L to R: Lorna Bryant , Maureen Moore,
Shirley Venner, Fay Brown, Robyn McFarlane,
Rita Brown, Beverly Madgwick

The cost of transporting the surfboat, named after its benefactor,
was a big problem until Fred ‘Flash’ Burge offered to take it on his tip
truck for the cost of fuel and his accommodation. It was a generous
offer, but the cost depended on how many people were willing to travel
in the back of a truck for over 2000 km. Woofa conned the newcomers
by convincing them that it would be a great adventure, and that with
Flash, who was a speed demon, they would be on the Gold Coast in
no time at all.

They tied the boat upside-down over the cabin and side boards of
the truck, and about 15 young men climbed underneath for a journey they would never forget. They
travelled to Queensland via the New England Highway, which, unlike the Pacific Highway, was nearly all
bitumen. It was an arduous and time-consuming journey to Tenterfield, where they’d planned to stop for
dinner. It was late in the evening when they arrived, and although it was only early April, the boys were
freezing in their summer clothing.
Flash decided to push on towards Casino, only 130 km away; however, the bitumen highway soon
turned into a narrow gravel road that twisted and turned through a mountain range. After two hours they
came to a stock and fruit inspection gate, where Flash asked if the road improved for the rest of the
journey to Casino. The inspector really cheered them up when he said that they had come over the best
part, which had been graded recently for a visit by the Queen.
After nearly four hours of torturous travel, including some hairpin bends so sharp that the truck had to
stop and reverse to gain more lock to negotiate them, they reached Casino. By then, everyone was starving,
but no shops were open because it was Good Friday and most residents had headed for the coast. They
had to travel on to Lismore to find a grocery shop that sold loaves of bread and Devon sausage. Nobody
worried about religious beliefs as they consumed the sausage and hunks of unbuttered bread.
They found a campsite beside a creek, huddled together for warmth and tried to get to sleep. They
were awakened to the sound of Flash splashing around washing himself in the frigid creek. When a few
of the boys gathered on the bank to ask how cold the water was, quick as a flash (no pun intended) Fred
grabbed them and pulled them into the creek. They were blue until they reached the Queensland border.
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The trip home was even worse. After experiencing the horror stretch between Tenterfield and Casino,
it was decided to come home via the Pacific Highway, even though it was mainly corrugated gravel. The
truck’s springs were designed to carry loads of soil or gravel and there were no shock absorbers, so the
boys were subjected to constant jolting vibration. The dust was so thick that the shell-shocked passengers’
faces were covered with thick red grime. Those tricked travellers would roast Woofa whenever they saw
him for the rest of his life.
A more pleasant affair for those new members was their introduction to Louie’s café, which was
situated at the Narrabeen Terminus opposite the lakeside bus stops. That experience was aptly described
by Peter Madgwick:

Boat crew arrive at South Narrabeen 1954
L to R:. Norm Ambrose, Merv Seres, Dick Chippendale and Bill Barnett.
Man overboard was Neville May

One highlight must be mentioned. Every club has a clique, and North Narrabeen was no exception. To
be invited to Louie’s was a real highlight. It was a milk bar, deli and restaurant all in one. It could
accommodate about twenty people in tables and booths. From the old Sunderland Hotel in Ultimo we
would carry our quart bottles of amber fluid to Louie’s where we were charged 20 pence corkage. That was
the entry fee and for 10 shillings we had a great meal of steak, eggs, chips, plenty of onions, gravy and
bread and butter. After the meal, which was washed down with amber fluid, we would then make our
way to the local dance in search of talent.
The highlight of the season, as far as surf lifesaving was concerned, was the ultimate recognition of
the famous launch rescue. It was proudly recorded in the Annual Report:

On the 7th November 1953, at the University Club, Sydney, The S.L.S.A. Annual Dinner was held
and at this function six members of this club received the Association’s Meritorious Award.
The Awards were presented to Norm Ambrose, Les C Brown, Ken Hodges, Jim Mason, Ron Noonan and
Ron Wells, by the Governor Sir John Northcott, in recognition for their efforts in the launch rescue.
In finance, Arthur Green recorded how deeply concerned he and the club executive were over the
£77 deficit in club funds. Large expenditures on maintenance and updating of lifesaving equipment plus
a considerable drop in income from dances and socials had brought it about, and Arthur was very critical
of members who did not support the hard working social committee.
Bob Sullivan was the first junior to join the club and then go on to represent Australia against Great
Britain in Rugby League football. Meanwhile, Jim McMorland, who was heavily involved in the club’s
March Past Team, was very proud of another aspect of his team-mates’ competitive performance:
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During the mid 1950s the high flying March Past team which had won two State Titles and were looked
on as ‘prima donnas’, challenged the other groups to a contest of surfing skills.
This resulted in a four-way event comprising the Runners, the Swimmers, the Boaties and the March
Past Sand Crabs. Their specialist events were the backbone of the carnival with a number of extra events
added such as board race, tug-of-war. The older club members acted as judges.
The Sand Crabs Team shocked
everyone by leading the point score
into the final event which was the
beach relay. With only a place
needed in this event to take the day
the team was travelling well until
Blood Nut Magnus interfered with
a couple of his cohorts from the
Runners team. This lead to
disqualification and the Sand
Crabs went down but made their
point.
For some years this day was a
regular event in the Club’s calendar
and helped the comradeship of the
club.
1955 NSW March Past Champions display the new costumes.
The season ended on a sad note
L to R: John Sullivan - Standard, Jim McMorland - Belt,
with the passing of Mrs Butcher.
Norm Andrews, Ken Brown, Wal Bryant, Bill Beckett, Keith Miller,
Frank Clark, Jim Campbell, Barry Venner, John Wilson, Alan Johnson.
She had been a marvellous
benefactor and tireless worker for
the club from its earliest days. Although it was not considered typical SLSA protocol in those early days,
club members had bestowed life membership to this wonderful lady, who was possibly the first woman to
gain that honour in surf lifesaving history.

Members at a social Golf Day

Above - Wal Bryant’s 21st celebrations.
Front Row Kevin Fisher, Barry Anstiss, Jim Campbell,
Barry Venner, Doug McPherson, Neville May,
John Wilson, Alan Johnson, Peter Madgwick.
Centre: Ken Brown, Ron Riley, Keith Miller, Jim Quinn, Barry Byrne,
Wal Bryant, Neil Tucker, Norm Ambrose, Norm Andrews,
Jim Boddan, John Sullivan, Jazza Brown, Jim McMorland.
Rear: Barry Hancock, Ray Brennan, Bill Beckett, Bob Cambourne.
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There was one change to the club executive, with Bob Cambourne taking over from Arthur Green as
Treasurer. Bob supervised club funds that provided a surplus of £235, which was a welcome result
compared to the previous year’s deficit.
It was a very busy year for the beach patrols, with 47 successful rescues performed. Of those, 28
people were brought safely ashore with belt and line, the others without. Jack Law and his associates
from the St John’s Ambulance attended to 106 people who required first aid.
Lifesaving awards were down from the previous season’s record-making numbers, but among the
successful candidates were members whose future input into the club would be immense. They were
Bill Balkin, Jim Campbell and Peter Madgwick, who gained their Bronze Medallions, along with Nev Chaney
and Dave Romain, who gained their Qualifying Certificates. Others gaining awards under Chief Instructor
Jim Botham were:
Bronze Medallions: M Wood, E May, E Howlett, K Hilton, G Bartlett, D Radford, R Caddy, K McFadden,
P Cook, J Cook, S Mawson, D Holmes, L Young, B Atkinson, B Trass and A Chaney.
Qualifying Certificates: K Price, R Hazelwood, W Williams and R Treloar.
Instructor’s Certificate: P Newman.
Bill Balkin was an exceptional member, reminiscent of many of the great people who had survived the
war and economic hard times during the club’s past. He was a Narrabeen battler who came from the
school of hard knocks and he virtually taught himself to read and write. He was only 16 when he joined the
club, but even then was he the major figure and wage earner in his struggling family. Naturally he learnt very
early in life how to handle himself in any fracas, and his reputation is still talked about 50 years later.
Bill was very powerful, and along with his great mate Vic Baker, was a member of the club’s top junior
and senior boat crews for many seasons. He later became one of the club’s most respected club Captains,
a position he was very proud of, and he could cause a lot of unpleasantness for anyone who ran the club
down in his presence. Although he was considered a hard man, those who knew him well, especially his
surf club mates, knew he had a great sense of humour and was a practical joker of the highest order.
Bill received his club nickname in very controversial circumstances. He was at a club function when
the prince of club practical jokers, Ken ‘Donk’ Hodges, provoked Bill in a humorous manner. Bill took it
the wrong way and decked the ‘Donk’, and from then on , he was referred to around the club and Narrabeen
as ‘Job Donk’. Bill and Donk, however, became very good friends.
One of Bill’s favourite practical jokes was to pretend that he was paralytic drunk and unable to walk.
His mates would carry him home from the club or pub, and when they reached his doorstep he would
spring to his feet showing no effects of alcohol and thank them for saving him the trouble of walking.
Bill also developed into a top-class surfboat sweep, and when he moved to Kendall, on the mid-north
coast, he became a very prominent member of the Camden Haven SLSC and made that club the strongest
in surfboat competition in that area.
Jim Campbell was another Narrabeen boy who did not know he could run fast until John Bliss took him
in hand and developed him into an Australian Beach Relay champion. Jim was very solidly built, with
extremely powerful legs. From a standing start, it took 20 to 30 yards before his legs kicked into overdrive.
Blissy made him the anchorman in the relay team and with a running start he gained maximum speed
much quicker. Jim was very determined, pushing himself to extremes, and actually gained top momentum
towards the end of a race. When a race was held on hard sand, the sound of his feet hitting the beach
was like a herd of bolting cattle.
Jim later served a term as club Captain during a very rugged time of club history.
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Peter Madgwick became a club legend, his escapades and sayings were a topic of conversation for
decades. He had an extraordinary imagination and considered himself a great entrepreneur, and some of
his efforts for the club and other organisations are Narrabeen folklore. He was very intelligent and welleducated, and when he became the club Secretary his annual reports set a standard that has carried
through to the present day.
Peter was renowned for bending the truth, and very early in his involvement with the club was christened
‘Fred the Fib’; in fact, many members never knew his name was Peter. They also found it hard to believe
that his father was a minister of religion, but it was really true.
It would be impossible to list all Fred’s adventures, but one was when he organised a dance night on
a Pittwater ferry. He provisioned the boat with booze and food, but forgot to advertise the event to the
majority of the members. It was a financial disaster and not taken kindly by the club management.
Fred the Fib had an annoying habit of calling everyone Jack, no matter how well he knew them. His
favourite opening line was, ‘Who’s in charge here, Jack?’ But he had a marvellous sense of humour, and as
people got to know him, they could not help but accept him for the character he was. Most of the oldtimers, especially the Narrabeen battlers, knew that the club and Narrabeen would never have had its
unique character without people like Fred. When he died in his early sixties, an old Life Member among the
huge crowd in attendance at his funeral was heard to remark, ‘I wonder if this is another of Fred’s scams’.
In interclub competition, the emergence of a junior
R&R team qualifying for the Metropolitan championships
lifted the hopes of the old-timers who could remember
the golden years of the 1920s and 1930s. The March
Past team was showing promise and, as always, the
beach runners were the most consistent place-getters.
The Australian Championships were held at North
Steyne in huge seas that tested the greatest surfers of
the day. The highlight of the event was an incident that
became a part of surf lifesaving history. In the final of
the Junior Long Board Championship, Keith Hurst, from
1954 March Past Team.
North Bondi, gave a tremendous exhibition of taking a
L to R: John Sullivan, Jim McMorland, Peter Madgwick,
surfboard out through giant waves. He gained an
Derry Meehan, Norm Andrews, Barry Venner, John Wilson,
Alan Johnson, Neil Tucker, Wal Bryant, Ken Brown, Keith Miller
unbeatable lead, but threw caution to the wind and
cracked the biggest wave to break all day. Everybody watching knew he had no
chance of coming through the wall of white water that crashed down on him-or of
winning the race. They would never forget him clasping his arms above his head in
a gesture of defiance as he vanished into the foam.
The club’s only success at those Championships was the junior boat crew
contesting the final. They had led to the turning buoys, but on the way home the boat
headed for Fairy Bower, which is well to the south of North Steyne. Bob Cambourne,
the sweep, had poor eyesight without his glasses and he maintained that the foamy
haze caused by the rays of the setting sun on the breaking surf prevented him from
seeing the pine trees on Manly beach. For years afterwards Vic Baker, Bill Worth,
Bill Balkin and Richie Roberts would rib Bob about those invisible pine trees
The juniors and other club members who attended that event also witnessed
another incident that became an item of club history. The main character was Norm
‘Joe Palooka’ Ambrose, who gained his nickname due to his likeness to a popular
newspaper cartoon character of the era. He was a laid-back country boy who had
joined the club from the Wollongong SLSC. An Injury from a motorbike accident
during his early teenage years caused a permanent bend in one of his legs which
caused him to walk with a slight limp.
Norm ‘Joe Palooka’ Ambrose,
prior to his display at the
Australian Championships North Steyne. 1954

Joe was a member of the club’s open boat crew, which during the heats, was
engulfed by a huge wave that tossed most of the crew, including Joe, into the
boiling seas. Joe was by far the weakest swimmer in the crew, so he made sure his
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rowing oar went with him whenever he was washed overboard. This he would hang onto with grim
determination until the waves eventually washed him ashore.
On that occasion, he was left well out to sea and his crew-mates watched as he was battered and
pushed slowly shorewards. They were unaware that the power of the ocean had completely torn off Joe’s
costume and only his boat safety belt was left hanging around his neck.
When he reached the waters edge, Joe nonchalantly placed his oar over his shoulder and ambled up
the beach-with his bowed leg and his ample manhood in full display-towards the thousands of spectators
that lined the Manly-North Steyne promenade. He caused mayhem among the championship officials as
they rushed to cover Joe’s near nudity with their official blue blazers.
The unsung heroes in club finance were the re-formed Ladies Auxiliary, and their efforts provided
nearly a quarter of the club’s income for the year. That effort was mentioned briefly in the Annual Report:

This season, we saw the re-formation of the ladies auxiliary, after a lapse of a number of years. These girls
formed a very enthusiastic group and their successfully conducted social functions resulted in them handing
the club a cheque for two hundred pounds. For the very fine donation, we offer our special thanks.
The girls’ names are not mentioned. That kind of attitude towards women was typical throughout the SLSA
at that time, and had been since its inception. It would be decades before that would begin to change.
A highlight of the season was the club again providing a surf lifesaving demonstration to the visiting
French Rugby League team. Dolly Williams was the chief caterer and entertainer, and he joined the Frenchmen
in consuming large quantities of wine from leather winesacks. The Frenchmen had requested the visit
because of the wonderful time they had had at Narrabeen and the Bachelor’s club on their previous tour.
Jim Mason, who had been the backbone of the surfboat rowers for many years, was forced to resign
as boat captain due to the pressure of his flourishing motor repair business. Bill Barnett took over, and
would then become the longest serving boat captain in club history.

Life Member - Bill Thearle

Bill Thearle and Ray Quill gained life
membership at the Annual General Meeting,
which was the last time more than one person
could receive the honour in a year. That alteration
to the club’s constitution was generally thought
to have been brought about by the fact that Ray
and Bill were neighbours in Narrabeen Park
Parade of Life Members Tas and Jack King, and
some members began referring to the area as
‘Life Members Hill’. The long-time workers in the
club thought that attitude was an affront to Ray
and Bill, as they knew the tremendous effort the
two had put in behind the scenes during a very
tough period of the club’s operation.

Life Member - Ray Quill

Bill Thearle had joined the club in the twenties and had carried out patrol
duties well beyond the required ten years. Possibly his biggest input was his watchful eye policing the club
premises during weekdays, when very few members were about. He was able to do this on a regular basis
because he owned a general store and milk bar on the north-west corner of Ocean and Malcolm streets. Like
Bill Pilon, he also was called upon to perform rescues during weekdays. Very few members who traded at
his store did not use the extended credit he provided when they were finding times tough. His wife Leila
was also a tireless worker in the club’s ladies auxiliary.
Ray Quill was real hands-on person, especially in patrol discipline and R&R competition. He had been
and would remain Jack King’s worthy backup as Deputy President. He had followed in the wake of people
who had officiated during the glory years of the 1920s and 1930s, which was a hard act to follow. Ray
was the first to admit that he could never match the efforts of his predecessors, but he did the best he
could in whatever job needed to be done and he was always on hand to assist and encourage young and
new members. Even during the war years while serving in the navy, Ray still gave valuable service to the
club whenever his shore leave allowed.
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During the season, the condition of the clubhouse was of great concern to the hardworking executive,
which remained unchanged from the previous season. They appointed a delegation of J King, C Butcher
and G Lindsay to approach Warringah Shire Council seeking help in these most necessary repairs and
improvements. To indicate that the club was genuine in its efforts to provide some of the funding required
for this work, the club had set aside a major portion of its funds, which had been accrued over many years
of hard work, into a building fund.
Supplementing the building fund brought the club a deficit of £300 for the financial year, the biggest
financial loss the club had ever suffered, but most members agreed that it was essential that the clubhouse
be upgraded. They considered that the improved facilities would eventually benefit the club both financially
and membership wise. How right they were! From that point onwards, the club slowly became stronger in
all facets. It may have been a good omen that two of Australia’s greatest sportsmen, Greg Norman and
Alan Border, were born in that year.
It was another busy year for patrols, with 47 rescues carried out-29 requiring belt and line, 19 without
line and 1 by surfboat. One of those rescues deserved special mention in the Annual Report.:

Amongst those rescues effected during the year, mention must be made of one carried out on the 26th.
December 1955, when three persons were seen to be in dire circumstances about half a mile south of the
clubhouse. One of the persons rescued, Mr. B Ellis, of Perth, holidaying on Sydney, was in a bad way,
having lost consciousness and it was necessary for him to receive artificial resuscitation and hospital attention.
As an expression of his gratitude, Mr Ellis, made the donation of a trophy to the club.
Life saving awards were down slightly from the previous season, but the following gained awards:
Instructor’s Certificates: K Greentree and B Cook.
Bronze Medallions: W Bingham, A Wright, RG Haliday, R Boorman, MJ Le Gallien, DA Crombie,
FR Riley, K Price, KJ Robinson, GS Phillips, KB Jacques, RA Young, RF Morris, RV Hillman and R Kerr.
Among those gaining a Bronze Medallion was Ross Young, son of club stalwart Ron Young. Ron was
particularly proud of his son’s achievement, and Ross continued in his father’s footsteps as a tireless
worker for the club.
Warren Bingham was a very promising swimmer and exceptional body surfer who never reached his
potential because of his academic studies, but when the surf was up he was the person to beat in a surf
race. He won the club Cadet Surf And Belt Championship for the season. In later life, he joined the Coffs
Harbour club and became one of their champions.
Another of those award winners who provided a tremendous impact on the surfboat section was
Bob Kerr. ‘Bobo’, as he was called, was extremely shy and unassuming, person but in the following years,
club Captains could always rely on him to fulfil his duties. He had very little education during his formative
years, as he had to work to help support his struggling family.
Bobo’s boyhood mates who had joined the club enticed him try to gain his Bronze, and with the help
of the Chief Instructor Jim Botham, he was able to overcome the obstacle of the SLSA Lifesaving Manual.
Bobo had an amazing memory, and whenever there were queries regarding incidents and dates of incidents
that had occurred, he could be relied on to give the correct answer.
Bobo became a first-class rower and was a member of the club’s top crews when there was an
abundance of members trying for selection. When the club began to have several crews competing, he
reluctantly took on the job of sweeping. He was an instant success, but would never realise just how
good he was at the back of the boat.
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Because Bobo worried about everyone’s well being, he was constantly concerned that he would
make mistakes when sweeping in a race, and that attitude made him seem over-cautious at times and
gave the impression that he lacked confidence. That was far from the truth because he could handle a
boat as well as anyone in the club without the pressure of competition.
Bobo loved a quiet beer with his close mates, and there were few who could outdrink him. He would
quietly sip away while others became inebriated and began to act like maniacs, then he would just grin at
their antics and down another glass of beer. The morning after a torrid party, when everybody was hung
over, he would be the first to suggest having a heart-starter.
It amazed his club mates and friends from other clubs that this quiet man could put on a striptease act
at smokos that would bring the house down. The traditional Cooks Hill weekend was his major appearance
for many years, where the highlight of the visit was the entertainment competition. Each club would
provide an equal number of artists, with a judging panel allocating points. The club always left Bobo’s act
till last, as he always earned ten out of ten. Seeing a smiling and embarrassed 14-stone man slowly
disrobe to the loud chant of all those present ‘Get ya! Get ya! Get ya! Gear off!’ was a hilarious spectacle.
The club won the entertainment competition for many years mainly due to Bobo’s effort but, eventually,
the Cooks Hill boys beat them with a better act: the clubhouse lights were dimmed and the music of
‘Bolero’ began playing, then the door to the office burst open and a completely naked man ran out with
newspaper on fire stuck in his backside. They called the act the Dance of the Flaming Arsehole. The
North Narrabeen blokes maintained that he should have been awarded life membership because the
poor bugger could not sit down for over two weeks.
Frank Johnson won both the club Junior Surf And Belt
Championship from a strong field that included Bob Caddy,
Frank Riley and Bruce Trass. Frank’s main sporting interest
was golf, and he became a champion golfer at amateur level,
then the golf professional at Bayview Golf Club.
The club was well represented in interclub competition,
and John Sullivan’s enthusiastic training of the March Past
team saw them win the NSW State Championship. It was
the club’s first success at that level since the 1930s.
The jovial and ever-chatting ‘Big Bill’ Ellison attended
the championships held at Stanwell Park near Wollongong
and offered to transport some of the junior rowers home to
Narrabeen. He was unaware that the boys had pilfered
March Past team at the Australian Championships held at
some of the seniors’ booze and partaken of the goodies in
Torquay during the Melbourne Olympic Games in 1956
the sand hills adjacent the beach. As his car wound its
way towards Sydney along the old Princes Highway,
Bill Balkin, one of the juniors, asked Bill to pull up so he
could relieve himself of his ill-begotten gains.
Big Bill was oblivious to any requests as he rambled
on about the features of his new Morris Tourer. In
desperation young Bill used the map holder that was
situated in the back door panel. Nothing was said, but
about six months later Big Bill complained about the poor
quality of the British motor industry when he had had to
replace the badly rusted back door of his vehicle.

Club members Top Row: Bob Burns, Bill Worth,
Max Roughley, Jim Botham
Middle Row: Bill Balkin. Front row. Ken Hilton, Vic Baker
with the North Narrabeen ‘C’ Grade Rugby League
Premiership winning team in 1956

Life Member Bob Parkhill recalls that about that time a
Sydney newspaper sponsored a competition for all
metropolitan surf clubs that featured a prize of a surfboat
provided by the Holden dealership Stack and Company.
The clubs were split into groups of two, one with a large
membership and another with a small membership.
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The newly formed Warriewood SLSC was the club’s partner, as they had very few competitors. The
North Narrabeen March Past team were undefeated during the competition, and their efforts saw the
competition won by the North Narrabeen and Warriewood combination.
The Sydney Branch, who controlled the event, allocated the surfboat to Warriewood, with North
Narrabeen receiving a small cash donation. It was Warriewood’s first surfboat, called the Pontiac Chieftain,
and when it came to the end of its day, the bow section was mounted on a wall in their clubhouse. In later
years, whenever North Narrabeen marchers went to the Warriewood clubhouse, they were quick to
remind everyone who had really won the surfboat.
Vince Murray and Jack Douse donated the Club Honour Blazer, but nobody was listed as winning it
and no further mention is made of it in the Annual Report.

State March Past Champions blazer pocket

March Past team about to compete in a clockwise event
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1956-57 Season
OLYMPIC GAMES

A MEMORABLE EVENT

The beginning of the main surfing season was preceded by the Olympic Games in Melbourne, and the
SLSA decided to hold over the 1955-56 Australian Surf Lifesaving Championships till the following
November to coincide with the that historical occasion.
They were held over two weekends at Torquay Beach near Geelong. The first weekend was an
international event contested by teams from all over the world, with the Australian Championships held
the following weekend. The Games were the main topic of interest in Australia, closely followed by the
explosion of an atomic bomb at the Bikini Atoll in the South Pacific by the United States.
The club executive remained unchanged for the season. The men were determined to turn around the
previous season’s financial loss, and they were successful. It was a wonderful achievement, considering
the amount of help they gave competitive members to attend the Games Championships. Jack King’s
input was mentioned in a few brief words in the annual report:

So far as we are concerned, we offer to the following, who carried out the lion’s share of the work-Jack
King, Jack Howie, Bill Thearle, Ray Quill and Jack Law. Our sincere appreciation of the long hours spent
by them conducting these functions in the earnest endeavour to benefit the club generally.
The major money raiser for the season was a Fancy Fair that the club held in conjunction with the
Narrabeen Ladies Swimming Club over the Christmas period. Stalls dispensing various goods, a merrygo-round, chocolate wheel, hot dog stand and fairy floss machine were set up in what is now the main
beach car park. In those days, it was a vacant sandy grass knoll, a neglected reserve. The club received
£210 from that venture, which was nearly a third of its total revenue for the season.
As always, Jack Howie was again prominent in making sure that the junior and cadet members were catered
for during the winter months, and they enthusiastically attended athletic events he organised at weekends.
Vice Captain John Sullivan was highly praised for his attention to the club’s lifesaving equipment,
reflecting his dedication to his job:

This particular, and by far the most important portion of club property is in the care of your vice-captain
and we are fortunate in having such a person responsible for maintaining the high standard of our
lifesaving gear and no person is more mindful of the fact that poor equipment is quickly reflected in a
lethargic display of interest on the part of members.
John was also instrumental in the marvellous performance of the March Past team, who had remained
undefeated in interclub competition and retained their title of NSW State Champions. Jack Cameron had
assisted him in coaching the team, and it is doubtful that the club had ever had two such harsh disciplinarians
instruct a club team again.
That accomplishment showed John’s strength of character after his great disappointment that his team
did not win the Australian championship at the Games. The team had been given wide media coverage in
Melbourne prior to the Championship and were hailed as the team to beat. That proved detrimental to the
team, as John felt the interstate judges were extra strict in their assessment of the hot shot North Narrabeen
team compared to their judgement of other teams. As it was, they were only beaten by a very small margin.
John’s overall effort saw the Awards Committee unanimously give him the club’s Honour Blazer.
Members who contested the Games Championships were able to attend many of the Olympic events.
They would never forget the performances of Betty Cuthbert, Shirley Strickland, Murray Rose and the
Russian distance runner Vladamir Kuts. One group witnessed the water polo match between Hungary
and Russia-the latter had only recently invaded the former. The match turned into a bitter brawl and the
water turned red with the blood of the contestants.
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The junior rowers in the club’s team would always remember club Captain Norm ‘Joe Palooka’ Ambrose,
who had had to withdraw from the senior crew due to an ailment, but went along as the boat rowers’
provider and cook. The rowers’ accommodation was a very old holiday cottage near the seaside village of
Seaford, and the small stove was not capable of catering for over 20 people, so Joe constructed a
makeshift barbecue in the sandy backyard.
Seaford was over 80 miles from the Championship venue and it was necessary to depart before
daybreak to attend events. The juniors were always fed first, and Joe had a problem turning over the
steaks in the dawn light. Frequently some would fall from the hot plate into the sand, and he would
nonchalantly pick them up, wipe them reasonably clean on the backside of his shorts and continue cooking
them. When the juniors complained that the steaks were gritty, he quietly explained that it was because
salt in Victoria was very course.
Some wives of team members, Pauline May, Eileen Barnett and Bev Madgwick, would always remember
Joe inquiring what they would like for breakfast attired in his shorts and T-shirt that were plastered with
fat, egg yoke, blood and tomato sauce stains.
Joe capped those performances when attending the local pub one evening to watch the Games
swimming finals on the newly introduced television. Victoria had relaxed its 6 p.m. liquor trading hours
during the Games to cater for the influx of international visitors. Everyone was focussed intently on the TV
screen when one of the locals who could not cope with the extended drinking time went berserk. He
jumped about knocking over chairs and yelling out that the cops were coming., Quick as a flash, Joe
grabbed him in a headlock and sat him on the chair next to him while he went on watching the swimming
events. By the time the police arrived to take the poor guy away, he was blue in the face.
Another occurrence that would stick in the minds of the junior members of that Games team was their
introduction to the legendary Billy Grose. They had heard of his great surfing achievements and other
typical Narrabeen antics, but hardly any had ever met him in the flesh. They were crammed into the back
of a utility truck on their way home from Melbourne when a lone character wearing a club blazer was
sighted on the outskirts of the city trying to hitch a ride. The truck came to an abrupt halt and there was
Bill immaculately dressed and proudly displaying the club’s blazer that had been given to him in the late
1920s for being a member of the club’s Australian Champion Surf Team.
He was introduced to all the boys and joked that the club’s transport arrangements had not improved
very much since his days. He declined a lift after seeing the cramped conditions. The truck departed with
all aboard feeling bad that they had abandoned a club icon. But a short time later, Bill passed them sitting
in the front seat of a Mercedes and gave them a wide grin and a royalty-like wave.
The appearance of Bill Grose may have been the reason for the following criticism of the club’s
performance in R&R competition:

The senior R & R team’s appearance was spasmodic and not very enthusiastic. It is a regrettable state of
affairs that a club such as this is lacking in young members sufficiently keen enough to form a junior R and
R team, as the Rescue and Resuscitation competition is and always will be the Association’s ‘Blue Ribbon’
event. Members both senior and junior would do well to remember the Olympic motto, which says ‘The
glory is not in winning, but in having competed.’’
Those written words had little effect, and from that time onwards, although some tried, the club never
regained the prestige it had in R&R competition during the 1920s and 1930s.
A high note for the club was winning the Sir Edward Hallstrom Boat Competition, which was contested
by all Northern Beaches clubs. The win was achieved mainly through the points compiled by the March
Past team, a feat they made sure the struggling, but ever-trying, boat rowers were made well aware of. All
members were exceptionally pleased by the result because their archrival Collaroy had been placed
second. It was some compensation for that club’s domination of the Royal Narrabeen Hotel Trophy.
The whole club and Narrabeen residents in general were shocked and saddened by the death of
Shirley Johnson, a victim of leukemia. Her husband Fred and father Jack Law were both outstanding members
of the club. Shirley was only 26 years old and left behind two very young children, one only a few months old.
The beach patrols were kept busy, with 17 people rescued with belt and line and another 6 brought
safely ashore by patrol swimmers.
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Chief Instructors Jim McMorland and Jim Quinn were instrumental in the following 23 members gaining
lifesaving awards:
Bronze Medallions: N Chaney, D Romain, TJ Casey, EJ Whittaker, I Nowell, TR Hoare, D Curchod,
R Cox, RL Roughley, WJ Thrussel, WG Norton, BJ Fraser, TJ Adams, AJ Rapp and R Treloar.
Qualifying Certificates: RE Jorgenson, KD Chilvers, GW Carroll, WJ Studden and DJ Messer.
Instructor’s Certificates: RC Parkhill and JE Campbell.
Some of those successful members quickly vanished
from the club’s ranks with the advent of the malibu board,
but the majority were part of club activities for decades.
Ted Whittaker was one of those. He was only a reasonable
swimmer and as a marcher was described by his mates
as having two left legs, so it was natural that he became a
rower. He quickly became a top-class performer and for
many years was a member of club crews that nearly
achieved Australian honours.

Friends of club members, on the beach
L to R: Back Row: Daphne, Merl, Lyn, Bonnie, Norma,
Front Row: Jan, Shirley, Elsie and Jeannette

Ted never let his disappointment of not fulfilling that
ambition interfere with his total dedication to the club’s
main function of providing beach safety to the bathing
public. His efforts in fundraising were exceptional, and
hardly any activity in that area was attempted for many
decades without Ted being part of the scene.

His tough, rather angular body and tousled dark hair gained him the nickname of ‘Gollywog’, a title he
retained for life. He became great mates with Neil ‘Ghost’ Tucker, and their escapades matched any that
previous or future members would carry out. Eventually Ted’s dedication and work for the club won him
life membership.
Another of those award members to become well-known in the Narrabeen area and an integral part of
the club’s push towards surfboat superiority was Neville Chaney. He had bright blonde hair that was nearly
white during the summer. His schoolmates christened him the ‘Little White Mouse’, which was later abbreviated
to ‘The Mouse’. Although he was short in height, he lacked nothing in heart, and as the club struggled to
field junior boat crews, he was always be willing to have a go in that sometimes dangerous event.
Because of his youthful appearance, the boat captain rowed Mouse as a junior until he was into his
early twenties, over the junior age limit of 18. Most SLSA officials turned a blind eye to the practice,
knowing that the junior crew very seldom gained a place in races. Eventually they made the boat captain
promise that he would make Mouse a senior rower. When Nev was not filling in as a ring-in for the junior
crew, he was stroke of a very successful reserve crew. He was also a very reliable patrol member.
Narrabeen has always had a glut of great characters that typified the area’s laid-back attitude. The
whole area got a good giggle many decades latter when the Mouse decided to share a flat with his friend
John Dale, whose nickname was the ‘Red Rat’. Even in fairy tales, a rat seldom lives with a mouse.
Tom Adams was a local boy who John Bliss discovered could run. Tom became an important member
of a successful relay team and went within a hair’s breadth of winning an Australian Open Beach Sprint.
Tom’s elder brother Kevin had been a prominent member during the war years and over the following
years his behind-the-scenes support of the club was tremendous. Kevin, or Cagey as he was called, will
always remain one of Narrabeen’s favourite sons.
Another successful award winner was Robert Treloar, who was also short and a playmate of Nev
Chaney when they were youngsters. He was given the nickname of Buck Wheat, and in later life few
people in Narrabeen knew his Christian name.
Buck Wheat had a speech impediment and could be difficult to understand at times, but he overcame
his disadvantage with his smiling face and happy manner. He was among the many patrol members who
were only average swimmers but could be relied upon to be punctual for patrol duties and give a hand in
other tasks as needed. In later life, he became a well-respected member of the winter swimming club, and
his untimely death caused many tough characters to shed a tear.
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Sputnik 1, the first space capsule, was launched successfully into orbit during that season, an event
that most members had believed was a fantasy that could only be in the Flash Gordon films.
The Annual General Meeting was well attended, especially by the younger brigade. That was mainly
because both Jack Howie and Charlie Brady had been nominated for life membership. Both men were
respected by all members, and nearly every younger member had been guided by them during their early
involvement in the club.
By then, the club constitution only allowed for one life member to be appointed each year, but the
club’s awards committee could not decide which one of the proposed members should be nominated. It
was put to a secret ballot and Charlie Brady was the winner, although strong support for Jack Howie
assured that he would be nominated the following season.
Life membership is and always will be, very hard to achieve. From its inception, the qualifications of
those nominated were carefully assessed by all members, especially the old-timers who had witnessed
the sacrifice and outstanding ability of previous life members. It was not enough to be an outstanding
competitor or a particularly popular person; successful nominees had to have given the club dedicated
service or an asset that would ensure the club would always remain an integral part of the Narrabeen
community.
Charlie Brady had begun as an ordinary, but vigilant, patrol member, but he was always around to
perform those thankless tasks that many members were reluctant to carry out. He slowly rose through the
ranks to become club Captain, and along with Jack King, he was instrumental in keeping the beach
patrolled during the Second World War years.
However, Charlie’s main and lasting contribution to the club was his ability to attract and foster cadet
and junior members. Many of the youngsters who joined the club during the 1940s had been taught to
swim by Charlie, or Chassa, as he was called. He became their friend and foster father who was always
looking out for their wellbeing, but at the same time he made sure they carried out their club duties
correctly and never brought the club’s name into disrepute. He achieved that in a quiet and determined
manner that saw most of the youngsters remain efficient and hardworking members for many decades.
Many can attribute the eventual honour of life membership to Chassa Brady.
There were only slight changes in the club executive, with John Sullivan taking over from Norm Ambrose
as club Captain and Jim McMorland becoming Treasurer. They carried on the relentless effort to always
maintain top-quality beach safety. Their attitude is reflected in the secretary’s report:

During the period under review a number of members failed to adhere to the club’s patrol regulations
and strict disciplinary action had to be taken, resulting in the expulsion of a number of members. Each
and every member must realise that patrol duties are of paramount importance and at all times take
precedence over anything else.
There is no record of who was expelled, patrol defaulters were but the policy at that time was to inform
those members that their names had been deleted from the Annual Report.
The club was proud to record that they had performed 25 rescues, 21 with line and 4 without line. The
numbers of lifesaving awards gained remained stable under Chief Instructor Ken Hodges, with the following
members being successful:
Bronze Medallions: LF Fuller, MA Geros, RG Campbell, DJ Lewis, J Steendam, J Vanderwerk,
KD Chilvers, GK Fisk, BW Kennedy, MW Roughley and KW Dillon.
Qualifying Certificates: HP Baker, M Romain, F Downing, DM Bannister, JW Morrison, RS Allen and
RC Coles.
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Instructor’s Certificates: N Romain, EJ Whittaker and W Balkin.
One of the successful candidates, Mick Geros, was a Balmain boy to his shoelaces, and like his father
Mick Geros Sr, there was only one football team in his eyes-the Tigers. The Manly-Warringah Rugby
League team was becoming very prominent, so Mick copped plenty of flak from local members, many of
whom had played or were playing for the Sea Eagles. Mick always called them, the Seagulls. and his
father maintained that they flew away as soon as a football landed anywhere near them.
A large contingent of ex-Balmain residents lived permanently in the ‘Been’, and some became directors
of the local RSL club. Whenever Balmain beat Manly, the club bent its dress regulations and allowed
Balmain football jerseys to be worn in the club that night.
After gaining his Bronze Medallion,
Mick Jr immediately became involved in all
functions within the club. He was only a
reasonable swimmer, so he was soon
enlisted into a surfboat crew even though
he was not very keen about the craft,
especially when the surf was rough.
Whatever the conditions, however, he
always turned up and had a go. He rowed
mainly in the C-crew with a bunch of his
mates, who were also a little wanting in
the swimming department. They were
Norm Godden, George McTaggart and
Nev Chaney, with Bob Kerr as their sweep.

Club’s open boat crew, in centre, contest a tight finish.

Mick’s feeling about surfboats is shown in a photo taken during a surf carnival
at North Curl Curl when a very big surf was running. His crew was the only boat
to get out and back in their race, and the shot was taken when the boat was
only metres from the finishing line. It is nearly totally engulfed in white water,
and Mick, who is rather dark complected, is just distinguishable in the foam.
The most outstanding feature of the whole photo is way his protruding eyes are
glazed with terror. His mates standing on the shore would later rib him that his
eyes were sticking out like golf balls.

Mick Geros shows concern

Mick became one of the club’s outstanding workers and administrators for
many decades. He was heavily involved in all stages of planning and construction
of the present club premises, and he was awarded life membership for his hard

work and dedication .
The club’s Junior Surf Championship was won by a very promising youngster named Ken Holmes,
who dominated the club’s championships in surf and belt for the next decade. He was also involved in
many rescues. Ken loved to have a chat, whether it was surfing, at parties, with women, anything, and that
attribute earned him the nickname of ‘Have-a-Chat’.
Ken was reaching a standard of surf swimming that could have easily led to Australian honours when
he was involved in an horrific vehicle accident that nearly took his life. The doctors believed it was only his
exceptionable fitness that kept him from succumbing to his injuries. His swimming career was finished,
but he still kept an interest in the club and helped out with any chore that his injuries would allow him to
perform.
The boat section recruited the services of Jack Uren to advise and correct their rowing technique. Jack
was a well-respected sweep hand with both the Whale Beach and Freshwater clubs, and had won an
Australian open boat championship with Whale Beach. His stroke in that crew, Frank Gardiner, later
became Australia’s first World Champion motor ace.
Jack was a fanatic about physical fitness and intricacies of basic rowing principles. His input and ideas
that were adopted by the club’s crews flowed on through the decades and are definitely a major reason
for the high level of success the club has achieved.
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To show their appreciation for Jack’s help, the rowers decided to have a social get together with Jack Uren
as the guest of honour. He was given the best seat in the house, which was beside the keg, where the boys
plied him with numerous glasses of ale. Many speeches praised his efforts and the amazing improvement
in all the club’s crews. Just as proceedings were coming to an end, the wooden keg exploded and a large
fragment of wood struck Jack in the stomach. He was rushed to hospital where the timber splinter was
removed, and he maintained he had felt no pain owing to the hospitality extended by the rowers.
The extensions and alterations to the clubhouse had been completed, with the club providing £1,250
to Warringah Shire Council, who carried out the construction. The expenditure was an enormous strain
on club funds, and some of the money had to be borrowed and paid back over the following five years.
The work had been an urgent necessity, as the building had had no major maintenance or renovations in
the 25 years since it was built in 1932. The club members extended their appreciation to Barry Hancock
for fixing new ceiling panels in the main hall and also to his employers, South Creek Fibrous Pty Ltd, who
supplied the material.
The directors of that firm, Alan and Rex Fletcher and Reg and Alan Mullens, were long-serving members
who were always on hand to assist in any area of club activities. From the time they formed it, their firm
had employed mainly local members of the club, so the club had many fibrous plasterers among its ranks
for decades.
All members, especially those from the 1920s and 1930s, were deeply saddened by the death of
James ‘Scotty’ Black. Scotty had built a substantial brick home on the south-west corner of Malcolm and
Lagoon streets when he retired to Narrabeen, and he had retained his interest in all club activities, particularly
in guiding cadet and junior members. Always a perfect gentleman, his wise advice had been instrumental
in improving the general behaviour of many of those club members who could be described as a little wild.

JL (Scotty) Black - Life Member

Open boat crew season 1957-58
L to R: Bill Barnett, Dick Chippendale, Neil Tucker, Vic Baker and Bill Balkin
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1958-59 Season

A RESCUE THAT WAS SHAMEFULLY
UNRECOGNISED

The TV show Bandstand, hosted by Brian Henderson, debuted during the season.
There had been a change in the club executive, with Neville Kerr moving from Secretary to Captain,
Ken Hodges becoming Secretary and Bob Parkhill club Treasurer. Despite the expulsion of several members
the previous season for missing patrols, the problem continued, and the club executive, as always, were
quite severe in penalising the defaulters. Nevertheless, the club still maintained its proud record of no
lives lost during patrol hours, and the lifesaving report indicated that this record could have easily been
lost if the members had not provided a vigilant service to the public. The Annual Report stated:

In the past season 35 rescues were effected, 25 with line, 10 without line. Four prominent members Barry
Hancock, Ken Holmes, Bill Barnett and Denis Stenhouse must receive particular praise for an outstanding
rescue performed at the northern end of the beach. At about 5 pm on Tuesday, 6th January, 1959 the four
men swam approximately 400 yards through a strong current and rescued three people who had been carried
out past the baths by the treacherous rip. One of the rescued, Mrs Heather Martin showed her appreciation by
forwarding a donation to the club with a sincere letter highly commending the members concerned.
Mrs Martin’s letter was displayed on the club notice board as a inspiration to all members, encouraging
them to continue the good work and adhere to the Association’s motto, ‘Vigilance and Service’.
Another outstanding and courageous rescue-as valiant as any that the members had been involved in
during the club’s long history-was performed by Ken Holmes at Stanwell Park on 13 March 1959. Ken
had been in the club’s crew that contested the Bondi to Wollongong
surfboat race which was held over two days, with stage one finishing
at Stanwell Park. More than 30 competing boats rowed into a stiff
southerly and a few of the stragglers arrived off Stanwell Park after
sundown.

Ken ‘Hava-Chat’ Holmes
- Lifesaver supreme

Although they had been warned not to attempt going ashore,
but to stay in the water and receive a tow to Port Kembla, some
persisted and reached the beach. The Dee Why crew tried to go
ashore, but the boat capsized and only three of the crew reached
the beach. The surf was very rough and there was great concern
for the safety of the other two crew members. Ken Holmes
volunteered to take out a belt and line to search for the missing
rowers. Race organiser Max Stringer was very reluctant to sanction
Ken’s request, but agreed because of his exceptional surf swimming
ability. However, he placed a time limit on the rescue attempt.

Ken disappeared into the raging white water and total darkness.
It seemed ages before the line on the surf reel was nearly exhausted and it was decided to haul Ken back
to the beach. The linesmen could feel extremely heavy weight on the end of the line, but had no idea
whether it was Ken with the Dee Why boys or accumulated seaweed on the line.
They hauled in very slowly and gave a great sigh of relief when they saw Ken emerge from the broken
white water clutching the two rowers. There was a loud cheer and furious handclapping from the hundreds
of anxious lifesavers who had assembled on the water’s edge. The Dee Why boys were ecstatic and
never stopped buying Ken beers for the rest of the night.
Ken was not nominated for a bravery award, due to a breakdown in communications between the club
and the organisers. Club members who manned the reel and line that night, Bob Parkhill, Barry Anstiss,
Bill Barnett and Ted Whittaker, stated that it was an exceptional rescue deserving an award.
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Jack Howie was honoured with life membership at the beginning of the season. Like Charlie Brady,
Jack had done the hard yards during World War II when the club membership had been depleted by
armed forces enlistments. As a plumber, he was ineligible for enlistment because he was in an essential
industry. When not at work at the Maritime Services Board, he gave most of his spare time to ensure that
the club’s beach patrols and general management were maintained. It was a very difficult task, and like
Charlie, he had to rely mainly on junior and cadet members to supplement patrols.
Jack’s success in involving the youngsters came
from his friendly nature towards them and his humour
endeared him to the young people. He always led by
example and always encouraged the weaker
swimmers in surf races. He was also respected by
the returning servicemen, who he encouraged to rejoin
the club as patrol members to support the youngsters.

The Bachelors Club building on the lake during its heydays

Members were saddened by the passing of
Joe Kenna, who had been the first aid officer for many
years. Joe was very knowledgeable about most injuries
and many members were either treated by him or given
advice on how to treat an injury. He was a raw-boned
person with a great sense of humour who liked a beer.
When his club duties finished at the end of patrols,
he could always be found enjoying himself at the
Bachelor’s Social Club.

During the depression and war years, it would have been a luxury to replace lost false teeth, and Joe
kept a bucket of them in the first aid room. He maintained that they had been found on the beach. But
none of his close friends ever tried out any of those false teeth when they had lost theirs, as they knew he
worked at the City Morgue.
Joe was a great admirer of women and would sit for hours watching the parade passing the small first
aid room window. Beneath that window was the only water tap where people could wash the sand from
their feet when leaving the beach, and the women who bent over to scrub sand from their feet never
realised how much cleavage they revealed. Old-time members maintained that Joe would never retire as
first aid officer as long as the window and tap remained.
Life saving awards were down by nearly half
from the previous season, but the number of
new cadet members gaining their qualifying
certificates was still healthy. The club
management and Chief Instructor, John Sullivan,
congratulated the following members on their
awards:
Bronze Medallions: R Jorgenson, C Dewsbury
and R Kane.

Boat crews that represented the club at the
Australian Championships, Mooloolaba Qld. 1959
L toR: Back Row: Open crew Vic Baker, Bill Balkin, Laurie Campbell, Neil Tucker
Middle Row: Reserve crew, Bob Parkhill, Neville Romain,
Ted Whittaker, Terry Casey.
Front Row: Bill Barnett, sweep of Open and Junior crews,
Junior crew - Gordon Fisk, Neville Chaney, Carl Coper and Ross Jorgenson
(Bob Cambourne -not pictured- Reserve crew sweep)

Qualifying Certificates: W Jones, T Wheeler,
J McDougall, J Shearer, D Stenhouse, D Atherton,
R Allison and K Feehely
Instructor’s Certificates: D Romain and G Fisk.

One of the successful bronze holders,
Ross Jorgenson, was to have a big impact on
the surf lifesaving movement, especially in the
field of surfboat sweeping. He later competed
for the Warriewood and Bungan Beach clubs,
winning Australian Championships with both of those clubs. He was also an excellent oarsman and was very
unlucky not to gain Olympic selection.
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Ross’s close friend, Neville ‘Mouse’ Chaney, would become very agitated when he was refused service
in a hotel because he looked about 14 years old when he was actually 20. But Ross, a very tall and gangly
youngster, would take his money, go to the bar and get served without any questions, even though he
was barely 16 years old.
The club had reasonable success in interclub competition with the beach runners, march past and
boat crews winning or gaining places at most carnivals. The March Past team won the very prestigious
Metropolitan Championship.
The highlight of the club’s competition season was the Beach
Relay team winning the Australian Championship at Mooloolaba
in Queensland. It was the club’s second success in this division
of competition, with the team of J Bliss, F Slater, J Walsh,
J Campbell. Frank Slater also gained a third place in the Open
Beach Sprint. Up until that time, Bill Pilon, Frank Collins and
John Bliss had earned the club a lot of respect in beach running,
and from that point onwards, the club slowly gained a winning
record that brought it recognition as the overall beach sprinting
champion club of all time.
The open boat crew were unbeaten when they reached the
final of the Open Boat Championship, and they led all the way
only to be knocked out at the finishing line by competing boat
that had got out of control on an overtaking wave. Neil Tucker,
who was rowing in the bow seat, had to be forcibly restrained
from belting the sweep of the winning boat.

Australian Open Beach Relay Champions 1958-59
L to R: Jim Walsh, Jim Campbell, John Bliss, Frank Slater

Laurie ‘Lozza’ Campbell was a member of that crew and was
a very stylish rower. He was possibly the most mischievous, but likeable, person in the club at the time,
one night at those Championships he really achieved fame. There were large cane toads around the
cabins where the rowers stayed, especially at night. Neil ‘Ghost’ Tucker was absolutely terrified of the
ugly creatures, and Lozza was well aware of his fear.
When his crewmates were playing a game of cards, he crept outside and returned with an exceptionally
large cane toad, which he placed on the unit’s small electric stove. Ghost immediately threatened to put
Lozza’s lights out if he did not get rid of the toad. Lozza
quietly assured Ghost that he would watch that it got
nowhere near him. Ghost was still apprehensive and moved
his chair to the far end of the room.

Neil ‘The Ghost’ ( Top center) is joined by ‘The Bulge’
in an early march past win.
Neil The Ghost later moved to be in the boat crew.
L to R. Fred the Fib, Wal,The Duke, Narvo, Mindo, The Arab,
The Ghost, Savage, Jim, Sam, The Count and Di

Lozza wondered aloud, ‘I wonder how these things react
to heat?’ He turned on the hotplate under the toad and the
group waited to see what the creature would do. They could
hear the hot plate beginning to warm up and see the toad’s
eyes growing bigger, and then without warning, it leapt
straight across the room and into Ghost’s lap. He gave an
anguished scream and threw himself backwards, crashing
through the fibro wall into the adjoining bedroom where
Norm ‘Joe’ Ambrose was sleeping. The unflappable Joe
looked at the dust and debris covered Ghost and
nonchalantly asked, ‘Hello Neil! Why didn’t you use the door;
it wasn’t locked.’

At the club’s next management committee meeting, nobody would believe that the damage to the
cabin had happened as described. President Jack King said he had never heard such a tale in all the
years he had been in the club. There was a lot of controversy about who should pay the £72 damage bill,
and the rowers eventually paid the club back by running numerous keg nights.
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In the finance area, the club again spent more than it received, and ended the season with a deficit of
£169, even though the Annual Ball, Dinner, Reunion and Carnival all produced profits. The biggest outlay
was on furniture and kitchen utensils required for the new extensions that had been celebrated with a very
successful Official Opening Night where the Warringah Shire Councillors were invited guests. However,
the extensions and general upgrading of the clubhouse were already beginning to bear fruit; hall hire
provided £113 to club funds, compared to only £2 the previous season.
Throughout the club’s history and up to this day, members have worked to improve their club premises,
and this season was no exception. Many members volunteered numerous hours to fit out the new kitchen
and make the necessary furniture, and none worked harder than Jack Howie, John Barrett and Mick Wilson.
Dolly Williams, Kevin Adams and Len Senior donated most of the materials for the projects.
One of the real characters of the era was Mick Wilson, or ‘Mickey the Bricky’ as he was commonly
known, who was possibly the slowest swimmer to ever contest the Sunday morning surf races. At times
people wondered if he was drowning. He always started the race well before the go marker, and the
handicapper sometimes allowed him to get half way to the buoys before starting the rest of the field, but
Mick could still not win the race.
Nevertheless, Mick always turned up to contest the surf race no matter what the conditions, and his
determination eventually paid off. One bright sunny day when the swell was very big and the waves were
held up by an offshore breeze, Mick was given his usual start. Nobody expected him to get past the first
line of breakers, but by some quirk of nature the surf became quite calm and Mick was halfway to the buoy
before the starter started the rest of the field. Mother Nature then turned nasty with a relentless battering
of large breakers that nobody else could get out through, while Mick slowly turned the buoy and made his
way shoreward, reaching the wave line well before the other competitors were halfway to the buoys.
Mick had no expertise in catching waves. He just kept swimming and hoped for the best. Spectators
on the beach watched in amazement as he was engulfed by a huge wave, completely disappearing for
many seconds before bobbing up close to the shore where another mountain of foam picked him up and
dumped him on the water’s edge. He crawled
out of the surf and staggered over the finishing
line to applause fit for an Olympian winner.
Another marvellous character of the period
was Georgie Jones, who was a professional piano
player who performed at numerous nightclubs
around Sydney. The small man with big ears was
one of the main entertainers at The Bachelors
Club Sunday morning frivolities. Georgie was one
of the first to be asked to attend the club’s annual
reunion, where he would accompany the many
singers who performed. He would not accept any
payment, so the organisers just kept filling up the
beer glass that he kept balanced precariously on
the top of the piano. The more he drank the better
and louder the music.

1959 March Past Team led by John Sullivan with Ken Holmes in the belt.

His most renowned act was when he teamed with the legendary Dolly Williams, who would render the
song ‘My Defences are Down’. Dolly would prance around the stage bellowing out the tune, and as he
moved about it became noticeable that his trousers were beginning to fall away from his huge stomach.
Towards the end of the song, he would edge towards George. As Dolly reached the final words of the
song, George would tug his trousers so they dropped to the floor, bringing the house down as well.
During the season the club received a letter from Bill ‘Horlicks’ Ford, who had made his mark in
academic achievements. Bill had gained his nickname in his younger days when he had attended a surf
carnival where the health drink made by the Horlicks firm was provided gratis. Bill took a liking to this
beverage and hardly left the stall, consuming a large quantity of the drink that many members found
distasteful.
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Bill was never put off by adversity. If he asked a girl for a dance at a club function and she declined, he
would just dance with himself, much to the amusement of his mates.
Bill’s involvement in the club was cut short when he won a Fullbright Scholarship to the University of
Illinois, were he attained a Master of Arts degree that allowed him further studies at the famous University
of Southern California. He later became a lecturing professor at the University of Sydney and a financial
adviser to the Hawke government. His feelings towards the club are revealed in his letter, which was
published in the club’s Annual Report:

I would appreciate if you would send me my membership card, as no matter where I go, I will always be
proud to show that I have been a member of the ‘Beens’. I have been pretty lucky-I have Royal receptions
in Asia, Mayoral receptions in New Zealand and all the things that go with being a Fullbright Scholar in
America, but I assure you that I have never had more fun or better companionship, than I have had at the
old North Narra. To the younger members, you joined the best-LET US KEEP IT THAT WAY.

The Open Boat crew season 1958-59
L to R: Bill Balkin, Bill Barnett, Vic Baker,
Laurie Campbell, Neil Tucker

The March Past team at Mooloolaba 1959.
Standard bearer, John Sullivan and beltman, Neil Tucker
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The 1959-60 season provided new faces to the club executive. Norm Ambrose became Deputy
President, Jim Campbell, Captain, Gordon Fisk, Treasurer and Bill Ellison, Secretary. The season was
reasonably successful, although club funds were severely stretched and only a small amount was left
over for the following season. President Jack King was concerned, but as always he was optimistic that
the club would survive financially, as his remarks in the Annual Report show:

Owing to the large amount of money we have spent on gear, clubhouse and furniture, our financial
position is not very sound. But if we have the continued support of these keen committee members mentioned
earlier in this report, who organised our money raising functions, I am sure the finances will improve.
A highlight at the beginning of the season was the appointment of John Bliss to Life Membership. It
was a unanimous decision from the large group of members who attended the Annual General Meeting
and a just reward for a person who had brought great prestige to the club and the community of Narrabeen.
Beside John’s outstanding running ability, his great charisma drew many youngsters to join the club.
The main social events had mixed financial success. The men-only Annual Dinner was reasonably
attended by 140 past and present members, but resulted in an excessive loss. The Annual Ball, however,
was a great event and 220 patrons danced the night away at the North Sydney Anzac Hall. Dave Lawler,
the major organiser of both events, was pleased to regain the loss on the dinner. His task was a thankless
one, as many people who indicated they would attend events often failed to appear. Still, he resolutely
carried on with these enterprises for future decades.
The most heartening accomplishment was the great increase in lifesaving awards gained - 31 in all,
which was nearly treble those gained in the previous season. The successful candidates, three of whom,
Mick Geros, Ted Balkin and Cec Hodgkinson, later became life members were:
Bronze Medallions: L Bignall. G Carroll, E Balkin, P Rose, J Lees, E Summerson, F Norris, J Morrison,
R Allison, D Stenhouse, J McDougall, G Hird, M Romain, T Wheeler, R Hampson, G Vincent, C Hodgkinson,
P Plews, G McTaggart, J Austin and N Godden.
Instructor’s Certificate: M Geros, K Holmes and C Dewsbury.
Qualifying Certificate: T Wickens, H Hart, W Campbell-Bone, D Hodges and K Montgomery.
This wonderful achievement was due to the new Chief Instructor Dave Romain, who was ably supported
by his elder brother Neville. Dave was a disciple of Jack Cameron and John Sullivan in terms of discipline
and was referred to by his mates as Little Hitler. Away from his instructional duties, he was a great socialiser
and gained the respect of all members for the way
he could combine his duties with social enjoyment.
Dave was the club’s original rev head. He had
only one speed when behind the wheel of a motor
vehicle, flat out. His adventures on wheels became
club folklore and most of his mates called him
Rocket Romain. It was the same year that
Jack Brabham, the famous Australian motor racing
champion, ran out of fuel only 500 metres from the
finishing line in the deciding race for the World
championship. He pushed his car over the line to
gain fourth place and accrue enough points to win
the title. The Rocket received a lot of humorous
banter from his mates over that incident
The ladies March Past Teams show their style
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Members past and present were saddened by the death of Bob ‘Bobbo’ Cooper, who had been
renowned for his wonderful humour and easygoing nature. One of the club’s earliest Captains, Roy Liston,
described him as an ordinary bloke who carried out his patrol duties efficiently and at the same time made
his mark on Narrabeen. Bobbo was a great entertainer and attended most of the many parties that thrived
at the weekenders. He would sit on a chair and use a biscuit tin between his legs to beat out such hit
tunes of that period as Johnny O’Keefe’s ‘Shout’
The rowers were happy to see a new surfboat launched. It was purchased with funds raised through
public subscription in a Sun Herald appeal seven years previously after an heroic launch rescue by the
members in 1952. Deciding on a name for this craft provided a lot of discussion, but finally Neil Tucker’s
idea was adopted to christen the boat Thanks-a-Lot.
In interclub competition, the beach runners had nearly a 100 per cent winning record due mainly to
Johnny Bliss, the ‘Old Master’as the media of the day referred to him. The A and B boat crews were also
prominent, but the most pleasing feature was the emergence of a Junior R&R team coached by Dave Romain.

The ‘Fred Bertram’ in action

In championships, the club was very successful winning the Open Relay, the Open Sprint with John Bliss,
and the Open Boat Race at the Sydney Metropolitan Championships, which in those days was considered
equivalent to State.
The State Championships were held at Kempsey-Crescent Head, where very large seas prevailed and
all the club’s water competitors fell foul of the conditions. On the beach, the white caps had very proud
moments winning gold medals in the Open Beach Relay and March Past events. The March Past effort
was especially pleasing for John Sullivan, who had given many hours to training the new team, who were
also the backbone of the club’s beach patrols. They were a very happy-go-lucky bunch who loved to
socialise and have a good time. How John kept them in line was always a mystery to the other competitors
within the club. His nickname-Savage-may have been the answer.
The Australian Championships were held at Merewether beach in Newcastle, where the most dangerous
and awe-inspiring surf in many decades was encountered. There were many near fatalities, especially in
the boat and craft events. The weather was inclement, and those championships were referred to as a
miserable affair.
The conditions certainly affected the water competitors, and not one person contested any of the
finals. Most of the teams and crews, especially the runners, were depleted by football commitments, as
the championships were held very late in the season and the football competition starting early.
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As always, the safety of North Narrabeen Beach was the main objective of all the club members, and
the club Secretary emphasised that obligation his opening statement in the annual report:

During the year 25 rescues were effected, 12 with lines, 10 without lines and 3 with surfboards. Whilst
the maintenance of the club’s good lifesaving record is a matter of which we can give thanks, every effort
must be made by all members to ensure that this state of affairs continues.
No relaxation of vigilance can be permitted and all members must continue to carry out the patrol duties
to the best of their ability.

Oops! The boat crew in a bit of trouble.
L to R: Neil Tucker, Ted Whittaker, Vic Baker, Bob Kerr and Bill Barnett.

SEASON

EXECUTIVE OFFICE BEARERS 1950-51 TO 1959-60
PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
TREASURER

1950-51
1951-52
1952-53

R Young
J King
J King

1953-54

J King

1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60

J
J
J
J
J
J

King
King
King
King
King
King

D McPherson
D McPherson
D McPherson
resigned
B Willan
B Willan
resigned
N Kerr
N Kerr
N Kerr
N Kerr
N Kerr
K Hodges
W Ellison
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CAPTAIN

A Green
A Green
A Green

N Ambrose
N Ambrose
N Ambrose

A Green

N Ambrose

R Cambourne
R Cambourne
R Cambourne
J McMorland
R Parkhill
G Fisk

N Ambrose
N Ambrose
N Ambrose
J Sullivan
N Kerr
J Campbell
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1960-1970

1960-61 Season
LAKES ENTRANCE TRAGEDY
VALE CAMMO

After ten years of guiding the club through possibly it worst period of existence, Jack King again took
on the responsibilities of club President for the 1960-61 season. Norm Ambrose, who had made Jack’s
job less stressful during his period as Captain, became Deputy President, with Jim Campbell the new
Captain, Bill Ellison Secretary and Gordon Fisk Treasurer.
Jim was to have a lot of trouble with patrols becoming very lax in their attendance. He was a dedicated
Captain, but he had to cope with the SLSA policy that Saturday patrols must be present before December
and after February. The Secretary was very critical in his Annual Report about this matter and wrote:

The insistence of members patrolling when such patrols are obviously unnecessary can only lead to an
under-mining of members’ sense of duty thereby causing absences which would not occur if a little sense of
reality were shown by the Association when fixing the patrol hours at the beginning of the season.
On occasions, Jim Campbell had to recruit cadets who were at the clubhouse to make up enough
numbers to patrol the beach. On many occasions, he was the only bronze holder on duty. He was also a
member of the 200 Club organising committee and the pressure of both these tasks forced him to resign
as Captain in July 1961. As the surfing season was over, the committee did not appoint another Captain.
There were 16 rescues during the season, mainly with line and belt. Members also attempted rescues
outside of patrol hours where two fatalities occurred.
The first fatality happened when a child was swept out by released floodwaters from the lake and
drowned. Warringah Shire provided a paid lifeguard on Saturdays between the hours of 9 a.m. and
1 p.m., while the club commenced their patrols at 2 p.m.
Around 1.30 p.m., Cec Hodgkinson, the oncoming patrol captain, was waiting for the other patrol
members to arrive, and as they joined him, they sat on the clubhouse steps to shelter from the cold
southerly buster that was blowing. Paul Graham, the Council lifeguard, had previously closed the beach,
as the surf conditions were very treacherous.
At 1.45 p.m. two youngsters alerted the patrol that they had been standing near the lakes entrance
when the sand bank collapsed and they had fallen into the out-rushing water. They had managed to get
ashore, but their friend had been swept seaward and vanished under the large waves breaking in the alley.
The patrol hastened to the entrance and swam out into
the raging surf, hoping to recover the lost child, but to no
avail. The club’s Boat Captain, Bill Barnett, was alerted
and quickly organised a boat crew to go to sea and look
for the victim. The crew consisted of John McDougall,
Marcus Romain, Ted Balkin and Gary Vincent. They were
extremely lucky to negotiate the surf and nearly came to
grief when the bombora broke and the boat just scrambled
over this mountain of foam. A crew from Collaroy soon
joined them, but after fruitless hours of searching and
oncoming darkness they were forced to end the search.
Paul Graham was very distraught, as he usually stayed
North Narrabeen members drag the boat from the surf
around the beach and waited for the club’s patrol to arrive;
after a unsuccessful search for the missing child.
but on this occasion, when there was not one soul to been
seen on the beach from Narrabeen to Collaroy, he had decided to go home. Paul later went on to become
Mr World in the body building arena.
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David Romain was the prominent figure in the other fatality when he ran nearly to South Narrabeen to
effect a rescue, and although he got the victim ashore, his resuscitation efforts were unsuccessful.
The club had spent quite a lot of money on overhauling four surf reels and obtaining an Ambu-manikin
trainer, the latter being necessary for instructing the new method of mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. This
was introduced on the 20 April 1960 to replace the Sylvester Brosch and Holger Nielson methods, and
although some refinements have been made to this technique, it remains today as the major step forward
in lifesaving.
The new method was blamed for the alarming drop in new members gaining their bronze medallions.
There was also reluctance by members to obtain instructor’s certificates, and Chief Instructor
Neville Romain’s only assistant was Terry Casey. They did their utmost to get prospective members their
awards, but the new procedure was very frustrating, as the Secretary reported:

Unfamiliarity by the instructors with the new methods must prolong the period of training. Prospective
members thus become bored with the slow progress and are often lost to the movement. This, if allowed to
continue, will eventually undermine the whole structure of the surfing movement which is an event and
which must be avoided at all costs.
Nev and Terry still managed to put through 14 bronze medallion awards. This was nearly half the
previous year’s result and gave the club 92 active members in an overall membership of 217. Those
members gaining awards were:
Bronze Medallions: R Player, T Wickens, J Blackmore, K Montgomery, K Johnston, W Campbell-Bone,
D Bryant, D Bannister, R Abbott, R Allen, K Feehely.
Qualifying Certificate: B Hird.
Instructor’s Certificate: T Casey.

Could be, the first unofficial women’s boat crew.
L to R: Robin Geros, Elaine Tucker, Denise Romain,
Doris Romain, Eileen Barnett.
The fibreglass repair to the ‘Thanks-A-Lot’ can be seen at the side of the boat.

Although the club had spent considerable money on
lifesaving gear, it was still financially sound; however, a
warning of future expense was reported as the club’s oneyear-old surfboat had been extensively damaged during the club’s annual Boxing Day carnival. Ironically,
the boat had been christened Thanks-a-Lot.
The damaged ‘Thanks-A-Lot’ boat.
A very young Brian ‘Blacky’ Blackmore,
3rd from left, examines the damage.

The boat had been nearly cut in two during a collision with another boat, and the second bow rower,
Barry Anstiss, was very lucky not to be seriously injured. Norm Ambrose temporarily repaired the craft
with clear fibreglass and it was quite peculiar to see the outline of a rower through this large repair to the
craft’s hull.
Jack Law had carried out the job of club First Aid Officer unassisted. He was also a Saint John’s
ambulance officer and was well-known as the local Zambuck to members who played football in the local
competition during the winter months.
In competition, the club had moderate success, with the Beach Relay outstanding, due mainly to the
efforts of John Bliss and Tom Adams. Three senior and two junior boat crews contested most carnivals.
The first championships of the newly formed Manly Warringah Branch of the SLSA saw the Beach Relay
team placed first and the Open Boat crew second, while the March Past team and John Bliss, were also
placegetters.
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The State Championships were held at Tathra, and most of the club members stayed at Stan Vincent’s
Pambula Hotel, his son Gary being a member of the club. This proved too much of a challenge for the
Open Boat crew, who the previous week had won the prestigious Metropolitan Championship. The club
Secretary described their performance this way: ‘The ‘A’ Crew after showing a lot of promise during the
season, inexplicably finished last in their heat’
Thirty-five members travelled to South Australia to contest
the Australian Championships held at Moana. They stayed
in Glenelg at Russell Court, a well-known guest house and
reception venue. Their exceptional behaviour during their
stay saw them receive an outstanding reference, mainly due
to the efforts of Neil Tucker and Vic Baker.
In competition, the club could only manage fourth
positions in the Open Beach Relay, March Past and Junior
Boat events. The Open Boat crew redeemed themselves to
some extent by eliminating the defending champions on their
way to the semi-finals.
The surf conditions at Moana were extremely calm, with
large yachts able to anchor only a few metres from the water’s
edge to witness the March Past.

The March Past team at
the Australian Championships, Moana SA - 1961.
Ken Holmes with the standard leads the team
with Jazza Brown in the belt.

The traditional Wally Proudfoot Memorial Shield was
retained by the club and the post carnival social was another
outstanding success, although as the Secretary described
it: ‘A small memorial session was held in the respective
clubhouses at the completion of each round and was
attended by all competitors and officials.’ These socials
ensured that the great mateship that existed between both
these Narrabeen clubs was retained.
The Royal Narrabeen Hotel trophy was keenly contested
by the Narrabeen clubs and Collaroy and ended with a tie
for first place. As the holders, Collaroy kept the trophy. South Narrabeen were third.
The March Past and Grand Parade at Moana SA.1961.

Club competition was also keenly contested, with Ken Holmes winning both the Open Surf and Belt
championship, Phil Plews the Junior Surf and Frank Slater the Open Beach Sprint. Brian Hird was the
overall cadet champion.
Another popular event was the Fred Ezzy R&R Competition, which was held after a southerly gale had
provided a strong current running towards the entrance of the lake. That caused the beltman and patient
to be brought ashore at least 100 metres away from where the rescue reel was situated. Hilton Kidd, of
Rugby League fame, was a member of one team’s patient-carrying party, his two helpers were only
cadets and the patient was the 18-stone Dick McCready. By the time the carrying party reached the
resuscitation area in front of the reel, the two youngster were nearly on their knees and Hilton gave the
command ‘drop the fat bastard’, which they promptly did. Dicks rolls of fat took quiet a while to stop
quivering after his abrupt landing, and officials found it very hard to subdue their mirth.
A highlight of the year was the club’s third annual dinner, held in the clubhouse and attended by 113
past and present members. Dave Lawler and Les ‘Jazza’ Brown were the organisers. Norm Ambrose
again organised the club reunion, and it attracted all the old stalwarts on the Sunday of the Queen’s
Birthday weekend.
In other sporting areas, the club’s Rugby League side were finalists and the basketball side took out
their fifth straight A-grade title.
A very sad event was the death of Jack Cameron, who besides being a club legend and life member,
was also a highly respected life member of the SLSA of Australia. Bob Clarke, a Vice President and longtime supporter of the club, who had for many years provided gratis fruit and vegetables for club functions,
also passed away. The club also lamented the passing of two of the great members of the 1920s and
1930s, Fred Butcher and Ken McLeod.
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The club was suffering a period of extreme difficulty in running fundraising functions due to the lack of
interest by club members and the general public. The annual Boxing Day carnival had been run at a large
loss, and the considered opinion was that it was a luxury that the club could no longer afford. A very
generous donation of £100 by Arthur Phillips had been a lifesaver as far as club funds were concerned.
Treasurer Gordon Fisk outlined his concern regarding future club finance in his report:

It disturbs me seriously to review the financial situation for the forthcoming season. As shown in the
expenditure and income accounts, the total income from the revenue raising functions are on a definite
decrease for some reason, which at this stage does not appear to be clear. However, it does seem that one
contributing factor is the lack of patronage by the club members. After discussions with the various social
organisers, I feel that profit figures from future activities, as indicated by this trend, will show a marked
decline. Constructive ideas for new sources of revenue will have to be established immediately and fully
exploited in order to avoid a serious deficit in the 1961-62 season.
Jack Foster was thanked for his efforts as caretaker, along with the house
committee members Jazza Brown and Frank ‘Sleepy’ Clarke. Jack was very popular
with all members, as nothing was a trouble for him. He was a jovial character and
the hard tipplers would periodically wake him in the middle of the night to finish off
their leftover grog in his small caretaker’s quarters. It was said that he had every
known type of alcoholic beverage stored under his bed, being surplus from these
impromptu parties.
Jack King was very praising of Norm Ambrose, and explained his reason in his
president’s addendum:

Finally may I pay my respects to one of our best members in the person of
Norm Ambrose, Deputy President and handicapper. Norm (Joe Palooka) is a man
Frank ‘Sleepy’ Clark
who in my opinion has only one interest other than his family and that is N.N.S.L.S.C.
He is drastic in his criticism and that is good coming from a man who does a mighty lot of work. He has
been a great help to me in representing the club at short notice at times when I was unable to attend.

1961 March Past Team gains 4th place at Australian Championships - Moana SA.
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1961-62 Season
BURNIE TASMANIA

SORE HEADS AND LAUGHTER

In 1961 Norm ‘Joe’ Ambrose took on the role of club President, with Jack King as Deputy. It was a
formidable combination: Norm with his ‘straight as a die’ attitude and Jack with his wisdom from years of
unselfish service to the club. Mick Geros took on the awesome task of club Captain in a period when
active membership had declined, and his concern was recorded with these words:

Patrol attendance throughout the season was decidedly lax. This laxity occurred mainly through only a handful
of members who are just not trying. These members are a great burden on the ones that realise and fulfil their
obligations to this club and in the coming season I trust they will give their full support and co-operation.
Mick was given great support from his Vice Captain Neville Romain, and between the two of them they
improved beach safety. They were given support by the management committee. Although some of their
hard decisions upset a few members, club Secretary Bob Parkhill answered this criticism in the club’s
Annual Report:

Over the past twelve months a lot of unnecessary criticism was directed upon your committee who managed
your club. The members are reminded that the Annual General Meeting is the place to rectify this, so if you
think you can do a better job than the man doing it now, this is the place to prove it. The thought that members
should observe is that the greatest criticism usually comes from someone not capable of doing the job themselves.
The amount of discipline that was imposed by the management and the effect it had on patrol members
and the safety of the general public was outlined under the heading Patrols:

A large number of members during the summer months displayed deplorable lack of obligation and the
committee was forced to impose the severest penalties possible.
During the season 25 rescues were carried out, 19 with line and belt and 6 otherwise effected. As can be
seen from this, many of the rescues performed could have easily been lives lost and this brings forward the
point of 100% efficiency and attendance of patrols.
It must be realised that our first duty is to the bathing public and not just to enjoy the good fellowship of
belonging to a surf club. 27 members completed 100% patrol attendance and it is alarming to see that
this is only a small percentage of the active membership.
Bill Ellison took on the job of Chief Instructor, with Ted Whittaker as his Deputy. They were able to
improve on the previous year’s awards, with 25 members gaining various qualifications, the big plus
being that 10 cadets were among the group. Those gaining awards were:
Bronze Medallions: N Pounder, D Hodges, H Hart, M Bentley, P Wincote, R Fennel,
J Williams, J Taylor, J Lawler, J Kinlay, C Gibbons, B Hird and R Moeser.
Qualifying Certificates: B Wilson, R Newland, S Hoffman, R Taber, R McDougall, A Hoffman, T Ricketts,
D Ransome, J Courtney and J Martin.
Terry Wheeler and Frank Johnson joined Terry Casey as the first members to gain qualified Instructor’s
Certificates in the new method of mouth-to-mouth resuscitation.
Dave Lawler, whose organisation and running of most of the club’s functions over a long period, was
recognised by the club and he was presented with the club’s Honour Blazer.
In December 1961, the club’s surfboat Jack King was severely damaged while trying to save a fishing
skiff that was being swept onto a sandbar. The craft was beyond repair, and Norma, Jean, Olga and
Gordon Fisk sent letters to 150 companies outlining the club’s desperate need of a new craft. Their
endeavour was very successful and enough money was donated to enable the club to order a new boat.
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The format of the Wally Proudfoot Shield event between South Narrabeen and the North’s club was
altered, with ten team events being contested. Souths won eight of them.
Souths had been given the task of setting out the format
for each event, and they came up with some novelty events
that members had never heard of before. It was a hilarious
competition, and the social held after was to be one of the
longest ever held by the two clubs.
Club events were again keenly contested, Barry Hancock
winning the Open Surf and Belt championships.
Keith Montgomery won the Junior Surf and the inaugural
Belt championship for the junior division, while Tom Adams
was the Open Beach Sprint champion.
The most prestigious of club events was the
Jack Cameron-Fred Ezzy Memorial, the format and results
appeared in the Annual Report:
‘Woofa” strikes again at the Avalon carnival 1962
In the memory of these two past member, an inter-club
leaving a damaged craft behind.
carnival was conducted with the active membership being
split into six teams, which competed over ten events. The carnival was held on Sunday, 15th March and
those members that competed all had good competition.

The trophy winners were:
1st Place Jack Cameron Memorial:
No. 6 team-L Brown, K Johnson, J Blackmore, M Romain, R Fennel, D Ransome, W Ellison, N Tucker,
P Madgwick and J Crowley.
2nd Place Fred Ezzy Memorial:
No. 5 team-M Geros, W Bryant, K Brown, R Allan, P Wincote, V Baker, J Lawler and D McFarlane.
Highlights of the day were:
John Bliss entering the water twice in the same year on our beach.
Bill Ellison and Bill Ford airing their knowledge about the U.S.A.
The breakdown of the P.A. system and we thank the two members who substituted for the equipment,
Jim Bodden and Ken Holmes.
Thanks to Mick Geros Sr, Charley Brady, Denis Lewis and Bill Ford for their assistance on the day to
make it a success.
In open carnivals and championships, the club had its most successful year for quite some time.
Members contested 18 of these events with the following results:
Open carnivals-Four boat crews recorded four first placings, 16 second placings, 6 third placings and
1 marathon boat race win.
The Beach Relay team had 6 firsts, 4 seconds and 3 thirds.
The March Past team had the most disappointing season for years, with 1 win, 1 second and 2 thirds.
Of the individual competitors who competed, Tom Adams had 2 first, 4 seconds and 4 thirds in beach
sprints, and Peter Rose had 2 thirds, also in the sprint.
In the swimming events, Les Brown was the only competitor to have success, being placed first and
third in novice surf races.
Championship-1st, Manly Warringah Junior Boat; 2nd, Manly Warringah March Past; 3rd, Manly
Warringah Open Boat; 2nd, NSW Open Beach Relay; 2nd, Australian Open Relay; 3rd, Junior Boat.
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The beach at Burnie, Tasmania, where the Australian Championships
were held, was subject to a large tidal change. On the high tide the beach
events heats were run on moderately soft sand, which was most suitable
for the team, as John Bliss was renowned for his expertise in soft sand
conditions. When the tide receded, officials changed the race course to a
tide-affected area that had sand compacted so hard that motor vehicles
could easily drive on it, which certainly disadvantaged the club’s team.
Still they led throughout the final and it was only in the last few strides that
Tom Adams was run down and relegated to second place.

The Beach Relay team receiving their
Silver medals at Burnie Tasmania 1962.
L to R: Frank Slater, Peter Rose,
Tom Adams, John Bliss.

The boat crews were very pleased with the junior’s result, as it had
been nearly 40 years since a boat crew had won a medal of any kind at a
Australian championship. The crew who broke the drought were Bob Allan,
Trevor Wickens, John Foster, Keith Montgomery and Bill Barnett sweep.

It had been a great effort by the club’s competitors, especially as
their patrol duties were greater than in previous seasons, and the
Secretary’s report emphasised that point:

As you can see the members who are eligible to patrol the beach only number 90 in comparison with last
year’s 102. 23 of these gained awards in January, so the Captain was confronted with only 67 to make up
the patrols; everyone can therefore understand why he had a few more patrols this year. The Committee
can only appeal to members to try and bring along a member next year because you will benefit.
The Committee also passed a resolution that no member who had not fulfilled their patrol duties could
contest the Australian championships.
Club social events were well attended, with 130 present at the Annual Ball, 110 at the Annual Dinner
and 150 at the Reunion. Norm Ambrose, the Reunion organiser, had catered for around 180 participants
and had ordered the equivalent in gallons of beer. The past and present members rose to the occasion
and it was not necessary to send any beer back to the brewery. Dolly Williams, as usual, was the main
instigator and organiser for catering at these events.
Gordon Fisk, the club Treasurer, continued to keep members aware of the clubs declining financial
position:

As I indicated last year, the funds from certain sources have dropped by an alarming degree. For example
hall hiring proceeds have dropped by approximately 56 percent, while donations fell 55 percent.
The lack of cabarets and guessing competitions has also contributed to the drop in revenue. To keep
maintenance of the gear up to standard and to raise the general finance an intense programme of active
work must be undertaken in order to make present revenue resources more productive. The club this year
was able to keep out of debt only because of money raised by the last two ‘200’ club syndicates of donors.
This should not be allowed to become standard practice for raising money, as any failure in this source will
result in a financial disaster for the club.
Cec Taylor, who had the general store and milk bar on the north-west corner of Ocean and Malcolm
streets, was a great help to the club, providing any assistance, sometimes at a moment’s notice. His
milkshakes were renowned, and Johnny Bliss and most of his runners would congregate at the shop after
their Sunday morning training. Blissy would hold court and heap sarcasm and humorous remarks upon
his team-mates. At times, their laughter could be heard in the clubhouse, nearly a hundred yards away.
John’s charisma, besides his coaching ability, was the main reason the beach runners were so successful.
Most the members who went to Tasmania that year and are still around will relate that this was possibly
the most enjoyable and humorous trip they ever had with the club. Only the beach sprinters and rowers
competed, as they were the only club competitors considered capable of winning an Australian
championship medal.
Those who went had to raise their own finance, mainly through raffles ratified by the club committee.
Most of their travelling and accommodation expenses were levied by each person putting a certain amount
of money into a general travelling fund each week.
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The journey across Bass Strait was an
adventure on its own, as most of the group
had never been on a reasonably large ship
before. They knew that the journey to
Devonport could be very rough, and their
passage was indeed extremely turbulent.
Bob ‘Bobo’ Kerr
Seasickness was rampant and Bob Kerr,
who was terrified of sea travel, was the worst affected. He
became so ill that his club mates took him to the ship’s sick
bay, explaining to the overworked nurse that he had threatened
to throw himself overboard. She took one look at his
dishevelled condition and suggested it might be a good idea.

Members aboard the ‘Princess of Tasmania’ enroute to the
Championships at Burnie Tasmania in 1962.
L to R: Neville Chaney, Bob Allan, Bill Barnett,
Ted Balkin, Keith Montgomery, John Foster,
Mick Geros, Vic Baker (kneeling).
Bob Kerr is hanging over the safety rail.

The ship was greeted at Devonport ferry terminal by a
large brass band and Tasmanian VIPs decked out in all their
finery. It was like a royal welcome and something none of the
members expected.

The runners had accommodation at Somerset in holiday
cabins that were only a few kilometres from Burnie. Blissy
described them as doll’s houses, as a person had to crouch down to pass through the entrance door.
The rowers had a holiday cottage at Boat Harbour, a small seaside resort just west of the provincial township
of Wynyard. It was ideal for boat training and the sandy beach was pristine white, whereas the beach at Burnie
was a dull brown, stained by the polluted water discharged from the nearby chipboard factory.
The rowers had most of their meals at the Wynyard Hotel,
where Neil ‘Ghost’ Tucker amazed the publican and his staff with
his drinking expertise and outlandish antics. Next door to the hotel
was a betting shop, with bookmakers laying the odds and their
bagman collecting and paying out money, which was an eye
opener for most of the group who had never been to a racecourse.
The Monday after the championships the rowers journeyed to
Stanley, a small fishing village, about an hour’s drive from Wynyard.
Frank Slater had joined this group, but was still very unsteady on
his feet after celebrating the Beach Relay’s second placing at
the championships. On their arrival at Stanley, Ghost guided them
Team members gather after arrival
to the nearest hotel- a typical old-style English tavern with a very
at Devonport in 1962
large fireplace. Ghost instructed the juniors to place Frank in the
fireplace so that he could sleep off his exuberance in peace. Ghost then ordered four beers, and to the
amazement of everyone present, an arm emerged from the fire place and a muffled voice said ‘Make it five!’
Another very humorous incident was the guessing competition organised by the rowers. For two shillings,
a person had to guess how long it would take after leaving Devonport on the ferry for Bob Kerr to become
seasick. It was only supposed to be a competition among the members, but other clubs heard about it and
many of their members also had a guess. The pool became quite big and was well worth winning. The trip
back to Melbourne on the Princess of Tasmania was not as rough as the previous voyage, but still rough
enough to cause some to become ill. Everyone watched Bob like hawks; he was not allowed to go to sleep
and was constantly plied with booze from the numerous parties
being held on the ship. He was even followed to the toilet to
make sure he was not ill, but to the frustration of everyone he
never even looked like being sick and walked down the gangplank
with the pool money in his pocket. For years after many clubs
believed that it had been a deliberate scam.
A letter written many decades later by Trevor Wickens, who
was a member of the junior boat crew at that time, reflects his
great memories of the event:
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Beach Relay team inspect their
flash accommodation at Burnie
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One trip that comes to mind was the first trip of magnitude
undertaken when it was decided to send a team to Burnie,
Tasmania. At this time the Club had four hundred and
forty pounds to its name.
The boat ‘Thanks-a-Lot’ was competing with gaping hole
through each side, hastily patched with fibre glass. It was
towed to Melbourne and shipped across Bass Straight on
the Princess of Tasmania, along with the club team of about
thirty strong.
It is said the Surf Championships enjoy a ‘troop train’
mentality. This was surely so, as the Princess was the closest
thing to a troop ship since the end of World War II, completely laden with thousands of surf club men who
managed to keep bars open all night, fit forty people in a two man cabin for a party and numerous other
antics, like using toilet paper as the ship pulled out; climbing on board by means of a cargo net rather than
the gang-plank. The Coup-de-Grace was when two members of another club dived overboard and swam
ashore as the ship steamed down the Tamar River.
Boat crews transportation to the champioship venue.

All this was done to the stirring sound of the ‘Last Post’ played by a lone bugler perched on the stern of the
ship.
Our boys competed creditably and played up even more so-the stories of the junior who contracted 30
boils one week before the championship and required full time post operative care from Drs Tucker and
Barnett so as to allow him to row.
The lesion covered rear end of this unfortunate boatie, who shall remain nameless due to his close
association with the writer, became a common sight around camp much to everyone’s amusement. The
comments made were not only extremely hurtful, but mostly unprintable.
This was one of the smallest teams ever to represent the club at
Australian championship level, but it contained the nucleus of members
who would become the backbone of club management for many future
years. Five of them would later on be honoured with life membership.
The season ended on a sad note with death of Jack Foster, who had
endeared himself to all the members with his friendly manner and love
of a quiet chat. He was an unassuming person whose love of Narrabeen
and its local residents was profound. He never complained of the very
cramped conditions of the caretaker’s quarters or the somewhat rowdy
behaviour of some members after a social. He was a gem.

Frank Slater in the foreground outside the
Stanley Hotel being cheered on by his club
mates, during a bout of car sickness.

Norm Ambrose’s President’s Addendum was short and sweet and reflected the type of no-nonsense
character he was:

I would like to congratulate the beach relay and junior boat crew on their efforts this season. They have
put in a lot of hard work and have the satisfaction of seeing some results for it.
The financial side of the club leaves a lot to be desired and all members are reminded that they are
expected to pull their weight in this regard and not leave it just for a few willing horses, otherwise the
‘Cooks Tour’ will not be forthcoming or easy in the future.
To the members and officers who have carried off their ability, especially Gordon Fisk, I thank you as you
are the men who uphold the name of North Narrabeen.
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LADIES AUXILIARY TO THE RESCUE
THE FATHER CHRISTMAS ESCAPADE

Norm Ambrose, Mick Geros and Jack King remained in their previous positions for the 1962-63
season. Bob Parkhill and Gordon Fisk shared the duties of Secretary, and Bill Ellison took over as Treasurer.
They proved to be a formidable executive, especially in the area of beach patrols This was outlined in the
club records:

Due to the stricter stand taken on patrols at the beginning of the season by the management committee,
the general efficiency and attendance has improved out of sight on the records of the past few seasons.
This improvement was achieved with 19 fewer active members than the previous season. The overall
club membership was also decreasing, the total being 140 compared to 177 in 1960-61. This was
mainly due to the ever-increasing popularity of surfboard riding.
The Management Committee took full responsibility for the alarming fall in the number of lifesaving
awards gained. There were only six Bronze Medallions. Those gaining awards were:
Bronze Medallions: J Hornery, G Leo, J Lees, R Marshall, K Romaine and J Shearer.
Instructor’s certificates: J Foster and M Romain.
Terry Wheeler was Chief Instructor, and the lifesaving gear had again been kept in good order by the
tireless work of Nev Romain.
A big plus for the club was the re-forming of a Ladies Auxiliary, led by Jean Shearer and Robyn Lewis.
In moneymaking and catering for club functions, these women were superb, raising more than £200 for
various club projects. Their biggest money-raiser was providing Sunday lunches for members, and their
best single effort was a Hawaiian Night that attracted most members and earned £80 to help club
competitors go to the Australian championships held at Warrnambool in Victoria.
The annual Boxing Day carnival was held in inclement weather conditions, but Gordon Fisk, carnival
organiser, ensured its success by starting events promptly at 10 a.m. and making sure that events ran
smoothly. The ladies auxiliary, who provided hot soup for the competitors, ably supported him.
The ladies auxiliary also organised a Christmas party for children of club members, the big feature of
which was to be the arrival of Father Christmas by surfboat. The near disaster was talking point around
the club for many years.
Bill Ellison, as the festivity king, was to arrive in a boat crewed by pirates,
and those involved assembled at the local hostelry to gain courage for their
forthcoming encounter with the hundred or so screaming children. After
imbibing considerable intoxicating lubricant, they made their way to the
Bachelors Club on Narrabeen Lake, where the boat was housed. They
dressed in their appropriate costumes and set forth in the boat towards the
lake’s entrance.
Unbeknown to them, a southerly gale had arrived while they had been at
the hotel and the surf had risen considerably. As the tide was running out,
the lake water was rushing seawards with great velocity, and sweep
Bill Barnett had no alternative but to take the boat into the raging surf that
was being stood up by the turbulent escaping lake water.

Big Bill Ellison in his
Father Christmas uniform.

Bill Ellison, a very portly person with hardly any experience in surfboats, did not realise the immediate
danger he was in and was ‘Ho! Ho!-ing’ merrily away, The crew were more than aware that they could end
up in serious trouble and rowed like men possessed, and the boat shot to sea taking on board hardly a
cupful of water.
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But the drama was not over, and the bigger problem of how to get the boat safely ashore now confronted
the crew. The waves in front of the clubhouse were dumping onto a sandbank and shooting up sandy
foam. It was decided that the best way ashore was to take a wave in the Alley, where the water was
deeper and the waves broke more evenly. Bill Ellison was still oblivious to the serious position the crew
was in and continually waved his bag of gifts to the youngsters assembled on the shore. It was quite a big
wave that the boat cracked, and although it rode down it evenly balanced, Bill’s bulk made it seem
inevitable that the foam would engulf the craft.
However Mother Nature was very kind; the boat slid up the beach and Bill alighted without a drop of
water on his outfit. The crew had lost all their alcoholic exuberance and stood around shaking each
other’s hands pledging to always believe in Father Christmas.
The Wally Proudfoot Shield was regained by the club, but Collaroy again prevailed as winners of the
Royal Narrabeen Hotel Shield.
The Club Reunion was an outstanding success, with 179 members and ex-members attending.
Fred Bertram from South Narrabeen again stole the show with his endless jokes and funny stories.
In competition, the club had its most success for
many years. The sprinters were the best performers,
mainly due to Nick Yakich joining the club. He won the
Branch, NSW and Australian Open Sprint titles and
was the prominent member of the club’s NSW and
Australian Open Beach Relay winning team.
The members of the winning relay team were
John Bliss, Nick Yakich, Frank Slater and Tom Adams.
They were very fortunate to reach Warrnambool, let alone
win the relay. During the journey in outback Victoria,
Jim Campbell’s vehicle turned over while negotiating a
bend.
Nobody was seriously injured-there were some minor
cuts and bruises-but the vehicle was badly dented and a
mudguard was jammed tightly against a wheel. They were
miles from anywhere in the early hours of the morning, and it seemed they would be stranded till another
vehicle happened along. Jim found a tomahawk in the boot of the car and was able to panel beat the guard
into rough enough shape for them to continue their journey.
Australian Open Beach Relay Champions 1962-63
L to R: Tom Adams, Frank Slater, John Bliss,
Jim Campbell (res), Nick Yakich

Three of these runners also contested the Great Trolley Race around the newly opened Warringah
Mall. It consisted of 12 laps around the huge car parking area. They won the race, but Jim Campbell, who
ran in bare feet, was virtually a hospital case for weeks afterwards while his badly blistered feet healed.
The March Past team gained third place in the NSW titles and the Open
Boat crew won the Branch championship and placed second in the Australian
Interstate championships.
Nick Yakich, who had previously competed for Warriewood, had been
coached by Johnny Bliss. He wanted to run in beach relays, but he was unable
to form a team at Warriewood and so decided to run for the club. Nick was a
lazy trainer, and John used all types of tactics to ensure he worked out properly
during fitness sessions.
One exercise that would really stir up Nick was when the running team had
handicapped sprint races. Nick was always the back marker, and John would
stand behind him with the starting pistol, ready to start the race. When the gun
fired, Nick would shoot away and then cruise along behind the pack; then just
before the finishing line he would put on a burst to win the race.
On occasions John would join the race, catch Nick and pass him. Nick
would do his best to catch Blissy, but the master was seldom beaten. John
was many years older than Nick, but he was still a phenomenal sprinter.
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Nick Yakich displays his style in
winning the 1962-63 title.
He would later win the 1963-64,
1963-64 and 1964-65 tiltles
for North Narrabeen.
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The boat crews did not have a very successful season considering they now had two new boats. The
Fred Bertram had been donated by Warringah Shire Council, and the Sinclair Fisk was obtained through
the efforts of the Fisk family and a very generous donation by George Sinclair, a local baker.
The boat provided by the council was built to new SLSA specifications, which had been introduced to
strengthen boats after some moulded ply boats had fallen apart in big seas. The specified timbers were
very heavy, and to use these craft for rescue purposes, at least 10 strong men were required to get it to
the water’s edge. When the boat crews took delivery of the craft from Roy Phillips’ boatshed at Balmain,
they were 12 in number, but still not strong enough to carry it up the stairs from the shed to the roadway.
They had to seek assistance from some of Roy’s neighbours.
The Sinclair Fisk had been built before the introduction of the new specification and was a top-class
racing boat. In his closing report, Boat Captain Bill Barnett referred to a rower who was to become a
legendary member of the club:

Before closing this report, I would like to acknowledge a great boatman, who for the first time since the
1955-56 season, failed to finish in our top crew. Recognised along the whole coast as the best big sea bow
man, Neil Tucker gave way to a younger rower who has a great task in front of him to fill the ‘Ghost’s’
position. Neil has formed the backbone of our crews since I first became boat captain, his punctual
attendance at training always ensured that other members followed suit or suffered the consequences. I
thank you ‘Ghost’, and hope you will keep on rowing, or in some other way continue to support me.
One tragic event deeply affected all club members, and that was the untimely
death of Les ‘Jazza’ Brown due to a motor scooter accident. Jazza was a
tremendously popular member, a very handsome man, besides being a top
swimmer and water polo player. He was always ready to take on any task around
the club with his wide smile and continual laughter. He passed away on 4 May
1963, only two weeks before the club’s Annual Dinner, of which he had been coorganiser with his great mate Dave Lawler. The dinner was an outstanding success,
well attended by members who treated it as a tribute to the lovable Jazza.
The Treasurer was reasonably happy with the club’s financial position and
praised the efforts of Jean Shearer and Jack King for the organising and running
the 200 Club that raised the club’s main source of income. He was very pleased
to see finalised a debt that had hamstrung the club finances for many years:

One brighter spot on the financial horizon
is the completion this year of our repayments
to the Herald Gear Fund. These payments
have been £180 per annum for the last
several years and cessation of this drain on
the income will give welcome relief.

Les ‘Jazza’ Brown in belt
for the march past at Moana
Australian Championships 1961

Norm Ambrose, was also pleased, and in his down to earth
manner finished his report thus:

Well, members, while I am in a thanking mood, I must thank
those members who have done their jobs well throughout the season.
If you keep up the good work, ‘Old Narra’ can look forward to
another bright year the coming season

The Club Beach Sprint team 1962-63 season
L to R - Back Row: John Bliss, Tom Adams, Jim Campbell, Frank Slater
Front Row. Peter Rose, Nick Yakich and Jim Shearer
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1963-64 Season

A TASTE OF THE GOLDEN YEARS
THE BUCKET DILEMMA

The 1963-64 season was the most successful both financially and competitively for the club in many
decades. The executive was again led by Norm Ambrose, Jack King and Mick Geros. Peter Madgwick
became Secretary and Cec Hodgkinson took over as Treasurer. There was a resurgence in SLSA awards,
with 18 being gained. That was due to the efforts of the Romain brothers, Dave and Marcus, who shared
the duties of Chief Instructor, assisted by Ted Balkin, John Foster and Terry Wheeler. Those gaining
awards were:
Bronze Medallions: W Green, I Finlay, M Hynes, B McWhirter, P Mackiness, K Hall, T Paola, T Henshaw,
V Nicoli, R Young, J Whitfield, R Quill, C Quill, D Williams and G Watson.
Qualifying Certificates: P Whitfield and S Quill.
Instructor’s Certificate: E Balkin.
Also that season, Bob Parkhill, Dave Romain, John Foster and Gordon Fisk joined the SLSA Board of
Examiners. It was possibly the largest number of club members to join that body since the club’s inception.
The club’s Annual Carnival was not held on its regular Boxing Day, but brought forward to 7 November
because the club had been chosen for a TV spectacular to be called ‘Thrills, Spills and Action’. The
weather was inclement, and the club suffered a loss financially, but the main aim of promoting the club
was achieved. Graham’s Motors had provided a very prestigious shield for continuous Open Boat
competition and the club’s crew was the initial winners of that event. The carnival was praised for the
manner in which it was organised, due mainly to the efforts of Barry Byrne.
The competition results at interclub carnivals were outstanding, and the club’s competitors rarely
went home without numerous first placings. At championship level, the results were superb.
The runners again were the stars, winning the Branch and Australian Beach Relay championship.
Nick Yakich was nearly unbeatable in the sprints, winning the Branch and Australian titles and taking
second spot in the NSW event. This marvellous sprinting team consisted of John Bliss, Tom Adams,
Jim Campbell, Nick Yakich and Jim Shearer. The Australian Open Relay Final was won from a field that
consisted of the cream of Australian sprinters, both beach and field, but the most outstanding factor
John Bliss, by far the oldest runner, competing at age 42.
When the final was completed, a young competitor from another club congratulated John on his
success and informed him that his father had also been beaten by John 20 years previously. He indicated
that he was not looking forward to telling his father of this final result.
The boat crews were to have their most successful season in the clubs history, the open crew led the
way taking out second place in every championship event. The club Captain summed up their performance
in his report:

My congratulations to all successful competitors and condolences to Woofa Barnett and his A-crew the
unluckiest crew in Australia. To just be beaten by inches in each of the three Championship races in one
season is just too much.
This crew consisted of Don McManus, Marcus Romain, John Foster, Keith Montgomery and Bill Barnett.
They felt certain that they had won the State title at Blacksmiths Beach, although the judges conferred
on the result for a very long period. While they waited for the verdict, Dave Wylie from Cooks Hill told
them they had won, but would be placed second behind Swansea Belmont as the judges mainly came
from the Newcastle branch and the title being held on that crews home beach. A few weeks later a photo
taken by a Cooks Hill member confirmed Dave had been right about who won.
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The Australian championships were held at Collaroy and
provided huge seas, the result of a cyclone in southern
Queensland. The Open Boat crew was the first crew to
negotiate this wild surf in the final and arrived at the turning
buoys before the other crews got through the break. During
their journey to the buoys they had taken water on board
that lapped just below their rowing seats.
Bill Barnett, who had been sweeping the boat with one
hand and bailing out with a bucket in the other hand, lost
his grip on the bucket and it sank into the ocean. They had
no option but to try and get back to shore with a boat load
of water. This was quite a task, and they were only a few
feet from victory when the Cronulla crew pipped them for
first place.
Open Surfboat crew 1963-64.
L to R: Keith Montgomery, John Foster, Marcus Romain,
Don McManus, Bill Barnett.
They were the first club crew to gain a place in an
Australian Open Surfboat Championship in nearly 40 years.

A big plus for the club that season was the
increase of numbers in the junior and cadet
membership. Those youngsters were to play a
major part in the club having it greatest
performance ever in the surf lifesaving
competition. The junior boat crew coached and
Oh for a bucket!
swept by Vic Baker won both the Manly
The finish of the 1964 Australian Open Surfboat Championship.
Warringah Branch and NSW championships.
The crew consisted of Norm Pounder, Jeff Hornery, Ross Marshall and Peter Mackiness. The latter two
became exceptional lifesavers and in later years became club Captains.
The most heartening news for older members who
remembered the glory years of the 1920s and 1930s
was the performance of cadet Peter Whitfield winning
the Manly Warringah cadet surf championship. The
youngster was placegetter in most of the carnivals he
contested, and along with his friend Steve Quill, also a
cadet, made the white caps again prominent in the surf.

NSW Junior Surfboat Champions 1963-64
L to R: Geoff Hornery, Peter Mackiness,
Ross Marshall, Norm Pounder, Vic Baker

Ken Holmes cleaned up in internal club competition,
winning the club Open Surf and Belt championships as
well as the yearly surf race point score. This was a great
achievement considering the high standard of swimmers
that contested those events.

The club’s finances showed a marked improvement. The previous year’s surplus had been £47, but
the current season provided a surplus of £2050. That would have made most treasurers very pleased,
but the ever cautious new Treasurer Cec Hodgkinson was not overly jubilant, as his report indicated:

As will be seen we have a reasonable surplus for the year and in that respect this position is fairly
satisfactory. This surplus has been achieved, however, only by reduction in overall expenditure in the
general account. Our main source continues to be the competition run through the travelling fund and if
it were not for this income the finances would be in a sorry state.
The President was lavish in his praise of Jean Fisk and Jack King, who were the main instigators of any
money-raising enterprise the club undertook. The Ladies Auxiliary was responsible for raising £240 to
provide the club with a new public address system. That committee consisted of Jean Shearer, Joan Bliss,
Robyn Geros, Denise Romain, Norma Fisk, Olga Fisk, Lynn Hodgkinson, Faye Allan and Eileen Barnett.
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The big social occasion of the season was the giant barbecue held after the Australian championships.
Joining the club members and supporters were lifesavers from Cook’s Hill; South Newcastle; Devonport,
Tasmania; Currumbin, Queensland, and Grange, South Australia, who had stayed in the clubhouse during
the championships.

Pacegetters in the club’s Open Surf Championship 1963-64
L to R: Ken Holmes 1st, Dave Lawler 2nd, Dave Romain 3rd, John Lawler, Don McManus, Barry Byrne

Tom Adams, Jim Campbell, Nick Yakich and John Bliss
after winning the 1963-64 Australian Open Beach Relay title

Runners at Australian Championships - Burnie, TAS
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A WHOPPER TIME IN WA
THE MANLY GUESTHOUSE

Dave Lawler took on the position of club President for the 1964-65 season, as Norm Ambrose was
having a rest while making major extensions to his home at Mona Vale. Bill Balkin became club Captain
because Mick Geros took a new job in Queensland. The rest of the executive remained the same as the
previous season, although John Lawler later took over from Cec Hodgkinson as Treasurer.
The big challenge for the club financially was to raise funds to send a team to the Australian
championships in Western Australia. After the wonderful performance by competitors the previous season,
it seemed assured that it would be one of the biggest touring teams ever to represent the club.
The club again provided a very safe surf bathing beach. Patrol attendance was good, and the patrol
numbers increased with 19 new members gaining their bronze and qualifying awards. That was due to
the efforts of Chief Instructor Ted Whittaker and his Deputy, Colin Burns. Those gaining awards were:
Bronze Medallions: L Burns, B Loughlin, P Whitfield, S Quill, K Dawes, J Elliot, B Mathers, D O’Bryan,
L Hissink, S Mann, D Thorburn and C Rafferty.
Qualifying Certificates: B Adams, J McFarlane, G Wood, V Jovanovic, G May, S Beattie and D Spencer.
Instructors Certificates: R Marshall, G Hornery, P Mackiness, T Wickens, T Paola and J Whitfield.
The new club Captain, Bill Balkin, was very pleased with the way the members had supported him
during the season, but one suspects that most members were not too keen to upset him, as he was
recognised as one of the toughest men in Narrabeen. The President and Secretary praised the manner in
which Bill had carried out his duties and asked the active members to be diligent in patrol attendance,
especially towards the end of the season. Secretary Peter Madgwick was very critical of some patrol
defaulters as the following statement shows:

Above all our lifesaving records remain unblemished and these activities concluded each on their accustomed
high standard. However we deplore the sorry state that developed with patrol misdemeanours in the latter
month and be aware that next season the Management Committee will not tolerate any member who
deliberately fail their patrol obligations.
As the beach crowds increased, it became more difficult to control them, and some people elected to
swim in the unpatrolled areas along the beach. The fear of a drowning between North and South Narrabeen
beaches brought about the formation of Narrabeen Beach SLSC. The club offered assistance in the
beginning, but in no time the new neighbours had become a valuable asset to the overall safety of
Narrabeen beach.
John Whiteman, the publicity officer, organised sponsors to provide beach towels suitably inscribed in
club colours with a surf reel and belt for the winner of each monthly point score. They were keenly
contested and ensured that there was always a large field of members contesting weekly events. John
was also very active in writing articles in the local newspapers about the club’s struggle to maintain
lifesaving gear. His efforts were very fruitful and a considerable amount of donations were forthcoming.
The club’s internal championships and point score competitions were again keenly contested, with
Ken Holmes again reigning supreme in the senior events. The juniors were extremely strong, with Peter Whitfield
being continually challenged by the Quill brothers, Steve and Ron, and their cousin Chris. Those youngsters
were also part of R&R and surf teams that had a lot of success at interclub carnivals. That success was
greatly appreciated by the old timers who remembered the glory days of the 1920s and 1930s.
A bonus in the junior area was the emergence of a very outstanding cadet swimmer, John McFarlane,
who won at the Branch Championships and numerous surf carnivals. He was an exceptional surfer and
the club felt sure he was a champion of the future.
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The club’s finances survived the strain of fundraising for the WA Touring Team, and there was a
surplus of £860 at the end of the season. This was attributed to a very strong management committee,
whose attendance at all meetings was nearly 100 per cent.
The club hosted the Manly Warringah Branch Championships, which was an outstanding success
due to the efforts of carnival organiser, life member Ray Quill. He had gathered a group of active members
around him to ensure that all features of the event were carried out correctly.
The club achieved its best results ever at branch level during the
season, gaining three firsts, two seconds, a third and four fourths.
A highlight of the social activities was the 51st Annual
Reunion, which was attended by 195 past and present members,
plus visitors from Cooks Hill, Cottesloe, North Curl Curl,
Narrabeen Beach and the South Narrabeen surf clubs. It was
voted the best they had ever attended by the old time members
who were there.

Club Champions 1964-65
L to R: Ken Holmes -Open ,Eddie Quill - B Grade,
John McFarlane-Junior, Peter Whitfield - Cadet,
Ken Romaine - BeachSprint

Norm Ambrose and Frank Slater were the organisers, and the
latter was praised for the quality of the beer served and also the
manner in which it was looked after. Frank was fanatical that the
beer was icy cold and did not over froth when poured, and from
that time
onwards,
Frank was

referred to as the Minister for Kegs.
He ordered enough beer to allow a gallon a head
for the forecasted attendance, plus another keg for
the after-event workers, totalling 12 18-gallon kegs.
Prior to the event he had them stored in the
boatshed with wet chaff bags draped over them
and he was continually pouring water over them.
When it came time to transfer them up the
clubhouse stairs to the main auditorium, it was like
watching paramedics transport a spinal case. He
conscripted the four strongest members in the club
and had each of them grab a corner of a piece of
hessian on which the keg was carefully placed. They
then had to negotiate the steps, without letting the
keg bump on any of the treads. He yelled orders,
threatening to physically injure anyone who allowed
any disturbance to the kegs. His wife Joy would
often remark that he never carried his own children
with so much care.
The reunion was also enhanced by extensive
renovations that had been carried out to the club’s
main function area. They had been due to the efforts
of Norm Ambrose, Jim Campbell, Nev Romain,
Peter Mackiness, Jeff Hornery and Ross Marshall,
although the work had depleted club funds by more
than £1000.
In interclub competition, the club was even more
successful than the in previous season. Nick Yakich
was nearly unbeatable in the Sprint and he led a
very successful Beach Relay team, while the boats
were also to the fore, especially the junior crew.

Gathering on the steps of the old surf club.
L to R from Back Row: Bill Balkin, John McFarlane, Jack Whitfield,
Bill Barnett, Jeff Hornery, Vic Baker, Ross Marshall, Peter Mackiness,
Ian Coppard, Pat Byrne, Laurie Barraclough, Tony Payola, Frank Slater,
Leanne Slater, Brett Slater, George McTaggart, John Barnett,
John McDougall, John Lees, Peter Madgwick, John Williams,
Marcus Romain, Laurie Burns, Keith McWhirter, Brian Adams,
John McFarlane Jnr, Don McManus, Jim Campbell, David Banister,
Dave Romain, Ivan Finlay, Ray Quill, Eddie Quill, Charlie Brady,
John Whiteman, Ted Whittaker, Colin Burns, Bob Parkhill, John Forbes,
Chris Quill, Ross Young, Ron Quill, Denis Lewis, Neil Tucker, Bob Kerr,
Waly Bryant, Peter Courtney, Ken Holmes, Andrew Bryant.
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The most pleasing aspect of these carnivals results was the March Past team, who gained placings in
nearly every carnival they contested and won the prestigious Manly carnival. It was a proven fact that
whenever the club had a reasonably successful March Past team, the other competitive members also
had outstanding results.
At championship level, the club did not achieve as many medals as the previous season, but the white
caps were prominent in many finals and semi-finals.
Nick Yakich won his fourth Australian Open Beach Sprint title and was a member of the Open Beach
Relay team that was narrowly beaten into second place at these Australian titles. A highlight of that event
was the third place gained by the March Past team-it had been more than a decade since the club had
gained a medal at that level.
That championship was Johnny Bliss’s last appearance as a championship competitor. He was over
40 years of age, but still capable of beating top-class sprinters, many nearly half his age. He had been the
main reason that the Relay team had convincingly won the NSW State title prior to this Australian title.
His blistering last leg run left the other finalists metres behind.
There were twice as many teams contesting that Australian championship than had been in the NSW
events, which meant more qualifying rounds to reach the final. And those rounds were contested in air
temperatures around 100º F.
John was possibly the greatest beach sprinter the world has ever seen, but to reach that level he had
a very vigorous warming up procedure prior to every race he contested. As he grew older, fatigue from his
warm ups were his major problem in competing.
John had reluctantly filled in for the relay team because, when he was fresh he was still capable of
beating Nick Yakich, something that none of the others in the team could accomplish. Nick and his
brother Fred Yakich, along with Tom Adams, had all contested the Open Beach Sprint title prior to the
running of the beach relay event and they knew that they would have to lift their effort in the final. They
were aware of John’s fatigue worry, but it was still was beyond them and Manly’s top sprinter was able to
just pip John on the line.
That was the first and last time that John was ever run down in a Beach Relay event, and he was very
disappointed, not for himself, but for his team mates whom he felt he had let down. They had no regrets
and all stated that they felt proud to have been in the same team as John Bliss and that this honour was
greater than any gold medal.
The boat crews had another exceptional competitive season, but not to the satisfaction of boat captain
Bill Barnett. who made this statement:

Well gentlemen, after last season where we proved ourselves one of the top surfboat clubs, if not the best,
in Australia and seemed certain to gain many laurels for the club, this season we have slipped back into the
ruck.
This cannot be blamed on the efforts shown by the rowers but is due, I feel, to a lot of misfortune and
some very bad sweeping and decisions by yours truly. My only excuse for this bad showing is that maybe I
tried too hard and my bitter disappointment in not representing the club on the MWSLSA South African
tour. But this was my problem and I should never have allowed this to upset the rest of the boys and I
thank them sincerely for the manner in which they stuck by me when I was really going bad.
He may have set his standards a little too high, as the Open Boat crew contested 16 open carnivals,
including all championship events, and reached the finals on 13 occasions, including the Branch and
State titles, which was a record for the club. They were semi-finalists at the Australian championship,
even after losing their stroke Don McManus the week prior to the event.
There were only four junior rowers, and they suffered sickness and injuries that restricted their
appearance at carnivals. Still, they were able to reach the finals of every event they contested, including
the Branch and State, and were also Australian semi-finalists. Their effort was mainly due to the efforts of
their sweep, Vic Baker, a very determined person who ran a very tight ship.
On one occasion one of his rowers, Ross Young, did not appear for training. Vic went to his home,
where Ross’s mother informed him that he was sick in bed.
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Vic asked if he could see him and was ushered into Ross’s bedroom, where the patient lay with the
bedclothes tightly clutched up to his neck. Vic asked how he felt and then pulled the bedclothes away from
Ross’s body. Ross was fully clothed in preparation to going out. He was quickly told to get to training or
feel the imprint of Vic’s boot where it hurt.

Some of the team members leaving Sydney Airport to compete at the Australian Championships 1965

The club’s team who contested the Australian championships in Western Australia would later relate
that it was a high point in their lives, and when reading their names it can be seen that many of them became
the backbone of club management for many future years, in some cases decades. They were: Bob Parkhill,
manager, and Frank Slater, assistant manager, plus Bill Barnett, Bill Balkin, Ken Holmes, Marcus Romain,
Ross Marshall, Vic Baker, Peter Mackiness, Ross Young, Jeff Hornery, Ivan Finlay, John Bliss, Tom Adams,
Nick Yakich, Fred Yakich, John Foster, Colin Burns, Dave Bannister, Gordon Fisk, Ken Romaine, Nev Chaney,
Ted Balkin, Jim Campbell, John Whiteman, Frank Clarke, Jim Shearer, Peter Whitfield and Steve Quill.
The team flew from Sydney to Adelaide, and then travelled by train to Port Augusta, where an hour was
allowed for passengers to transfer their luggage onto the Trans Continental Express. Nearly all the other
passengers were from other surf clubs. The boys felt sure that liquid refreshments, available on the train,
would soon be exhausted, and an urgent meeting was held and a group sent into the township, some two
to three kilometres away, to obtain additional liquor supplies.
They were informed that the train would give three loud blasts on its horn 10 minutes before it departed,
and then it would depart exactly on time. When the blasts occurred, an avalanche of people could be
seen heading for the train, many latecomers arriving in taxis. One member, Colin Burnes was the last to
arrive. Doubled on the back of a push bike by a local youngster, he triumphantly held two cases of beer,
but bitterly complained that the kid had charged him two shillings for the lift.
Beer other than that purchased on the train was not allowed on board, but the Minister for Kegs,
Frank Slater, somehow soft-soaped the guards into turning a blind eye to this contraband.
The journey across the Nullabor is something that all Australians should experience-besides its awesome
expanse, it somehow gives out an eerie feeling. When the train stopped at Cook, to take on water at the
most desolate place you can ever imagine-just a barren
brown dusty plain dotted with a few stunted bushes, there
was not a soul in sight except the stationmaster.
Passengers were allowed to alight from the train, and
as they strolled around, out of nowhere appeared
Aborigines, mostly children. It was very ghost-like, and
nobody could explain where they had hidden before the
train arrived.
The only tree in sight on the Nullabor Plains 1965
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Kalgoorlie was another eye-opener for the team. The train only stopped for half a hour and the boys
bolted to see the famous Golden Mile and the numerous glittering neon-lighted brothels that unlike NSW
at that time were legal in Western Australia.
The city of Perth was modern, very clean and well
laid out, with a country township atmosphere, quite
unlike the clutter and filth that was prevalent in Sydney.
Although the team was staying at Cottesloe, some
20 kms from Perth, they spent as many hours as
possible exploring the many attractions that were within
walking distance of the city centre.
The accommodation at Cottesloe was the worst that
any of the team had ever encountered, and ironically
called the Manly Guesthouse. The frayed carpet in the
entry foyer had blood-like stains and was riddled with
John Bliss ,Fred Yakich and Nick Yakich on their way
to investigate the Golden Mile in Kalgoorlie WA
cigarette burns, and at the reception desk, the room
keys were held by mousetraps nailed to a board. The
treads on the stairway to the first floor guestrooms tilted, giving the feeling that one was going to fall.
Most of the sleeping accommodation was on the first floor where the so-called fire stairs were missing
most of its treads.
The toilets, bathrooms, lounge and dining areas where on the ground floor. The male and female
shower cubicles were separated by a thin partition
that finished 30 cm from the floor, so that feet could
be easily seen from either side. To make matters
worse, the central drainage outlet that serviced both
areas was partially blocked, showers were taken in
ankle-deep water.

Team members arrive at the Manly Guest House at Cottesloe WA.
On the far left is Team Manager - Bob Parkhill who sits in remorse, which he attributed to train sicknes.

The dining room was unbelievable, and the team
only had breakfast there once. If a diner did not
make the first of two sittings, they had a lot of trouble
getting utensils to consume the dried out eggs and
burnt bacon, with toast still showing mould on the
crust.

Bill Barnett’s
wife Eileen recalled how they slept fully clothed on top of their bed feeling
sure that the bedclothes were full of bugs. They eventually tried to sleep
on the floor, as the bedsprings were so old that they nearly touched the
floor. They booked into a hotel across the road the next morning.
The runners and many of the March Past team also found other
accommodation. The others were hardly ever there, as the Cottesloe
surf club was just across the road and the hospitality of that club’s
members, especially Captain Clive Jarrett, was exceptional. The thing
that most amazed the team was that the NSW State team slept on beds
on the upstairs open verandah of that flea house.

Bob Parkhill using the fire escape at the
Manly Guest House. The doorway to the
dining room is in the background.

On the Sunday night after the championships, the Cottesloe club had a giant party with members from
many Sydney clubs in attendance. It was very well catered for, with great entertainment. Everyone was
having a top time until one of the locals, not a club member, upset the Captain of Garie SLSC.
The Captain was sitting quietly with his wife enjoying the entertainment when the local, who was
watching proceedings from a balcony overlooking the seating area, deliberately poured beer down the
front of the woman’s low-cut dress. Her husband immediately told the offender to stop what he was
doing or he would throw him off the balcony.
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Things quietened down, but a few minutes latter the local repeated his previous actions. The Captain
quietly rose from his chair, nonchalantly walked up the stairs to the balcony, grabbed the local by the seat
of the pants, and tossed him over the handrail. He landed on a table with a loud bang and was knocked
unconscious. The police were called and the Garie member was bundled off to the police station.
John Whiteman who was a member of the NSW police force at the time, went with the arresting police
and managed to get the man out of a lot of strife. He appeared before a magistrate early that morning,
who ruled that he be sent back to Sydney on the first aircraft available. It was like an old western movie‘Get out of town or we will hang you!’
The Monday saw everyone take tours of the surrounding areas of Perth or fraternise with the very
attractive local females. Some of these relationships became very torrid, and on departure the following
day, there were a lot of tearful girls waving good bye.
A couple of the lovers even asked if they could change their return rail tickets so they could come
home later. Bob Parkhill and Frank Slater were very emphatic that they get on the train, as they, the
managers, were not going to explain to their parents why they wanted to stay.
The journey home from a Australian championship is usually an anticlimax, but the trip was an exception.
The party atmosphere that had been generated within the team after the completion of the championship
events carried on during the long haul by train back to Adelaide.
There was always a party going on in someone’s cabin, and in the afternoon prior to dinner, there was
community entertainment in the observation lounge and bar. Many of the team provided stupid acts and
humorous ditties that gave the other passengers plenty of laughs. The boisterous fun loving attitude of
the team, mainly instigated by John Bliss and the Yakich brothers, was well received by the older passengers,
who looked forward to conversing and having a giggle over some of the boys’ adventures in Perth.
The head guard on the Trans Continental had been very apprehensive about his surf club passengers’
behaviour on this homeward journey, realising that their previous pre-competitive restrictions were no
longer required. But he soon joined in the fun and had everyone in fits of laughter relating some of the
amazing happenings that he had witnessed during his service on the Trans Continental.
Then, as the train went from one time zone to another during the night, bells began to ring and the train
came to an abrupt halt in the middle of a sandy desert. Frank Slater and Bob Parkhill were having a late
nightcap with the Barnetts when the guard knocked on their door and informed them members of their
team had just broken a large observation window in their cabin.
Bob and Frank assumed the worst and felt sure it
must have been due to drunken behaviour, but to their
utter amazement they were told that the offenders were
the relay team whose members hardly ever drank alcohol.
The guard assured them alcohol was not the problem,
but the group had been practicing Rugby League
passing with an ashtray and a missed pass smashed a
window. They had immediately signed a voucher
promising to pay for the damage, the window was
temporarily repaired and the train resumed the journey.
The incident caused much glee among the other
John Bliss, Ken Romaine, Tom Adams and Jim Shearer
members of the team, especially the rowers, who were
showing the march past team how it should be done.
usually the ones blamed for any indiscretions that
occurred. The runners were given a hard time for many years after this affair, particularly John and Nick,
who were Ruby League internationals, and also Tom Adams, Fred Yakich and Ken Romaine, who played
grade football for Manly.
Bob Parkhill’s closing remarks in his managers report briefly summed up this Western Australian
adventure:

Many of the team found new friends, others found interesting things to remember the West by. This plus
excellent behaviour by all members made me proud to be a member of our surf club. In conclusion I
would like to thank everyone for their assistance and faith put in me to manage this team.
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President Dave Lawler had had an exceptional heavy workload during the season. Beside his club
duties, he had been one of the instigators of the formation of the Manly Warringah Juvenile Surf Association
that had at last been recognised by the SLSA. He had strong feelings about how these new youngsters
within the club’s ranks should be treated:

With the formation of the Juvenile Surf Association the surf movement is in a very strong position and
the conduct of the senior members will be imitated by these young lads. Please set these lads the right
example.

Ken Holmes and Bill Balkin are presented with trophies by
Bob Parkhill for winning the club’s inter-team Brace Relay event

Colin Burns and Ken Holmes display large salmon
they maintained they had caught.

Norm (Joe) Ambrose - a popular Club Captain and Life Member.
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1965-66 Season
MIAMI MADNESS

During the 1965-66 season, ordinary Australians voiced their disapproval of the Australian swimming
authorities banning golden girl Dawn Fraser from swimming in any competition for ten years. She had
been accused of souveniring a flag from the Japanese Imperial Palace in Tokyo. This seemed harsh to
some members, as they were also larrikins who had, at times, been involved in such pranks.
Club President Dave Lawler, Secretary Peter Madgwick and Treasurer John Lawler were incensed, as
they were Balmain supporters through and through-Dawn’s hometown. Norm Ambrose, back as Deputy
President, kept stirring them up saying that the club’s heritage for souveniring had originally come from
Balmain.
The main topic in club activity, however, was the likelihood of the club gaining a liquor licence. Since
1963 a club steering committee consisting of Peter Madgwick, Gordon Fisk, Mick Geros and Barry Bryne
had been investigating the matter. They had followed the advice of Whale Beach Surf Club, who had
been successful in forming the licensed Moby Dick Club. But even with the support of NSW Premier
Bob Askin, the courts knocked back the application for a licence. The main objection was that the club
was not the owner of the property that the clubhouse was built on.
In 1965 the Bachelors Social Club offered them their premises as a licensed venue, but again the
courts refused the application. The legal fees and other expenses during the period of this frustrating
affair made deep inroads in the clubs reserve funds
and it took many seasons to recover the loss.
The club had always been very junior orientated
and it was not surprising that many of the people
involved in forming the Manly Warringah Juvenile
Surf Life Saving Association were from North
Narrabeen. Foundation members from the club were
Dave Lawler, John Whiteman, Barry Byrne,
Ray Walsh, Jim Shearer and Ted Whittaker. The
inaugural meeting was held in the clubhouse on
7 June 1965, and Dave Lawler was elected the first
Juvenile Association President. It seemed fitting that
his five-year-old son David would become the first
Branch surf champion in his division.
The Bachelors Club dwelling after it burnt down in the late 1960s
Jack King, Dolly Williams and Fred Burge examine
an end of a Narrabeen legend.

The first Juvenile Branch championships were
held on North Narrabeen beach on 6 March 1966.
A willing helper on that day was Bert Lloyd, who
had been one of the original juveniles in the early twenties. It was a proud day for the club, as they felt that
they had a very big input in forming juvenile lifesaving in Australia. Other club members who also gave
time and effort in those early days were Jack McGuinness, Jim Casey, Derry Meehan and Jim Gartner.
The juvenile movement had many critics in the early years from some clubs who felt strongly that these
youngsters should not be around a surf club. They also doubted that there would be any flow-on into the
senior ranks of surf lifesaving. That was not the case at North Narrabeen, where the senior club did
everything in its power to encourage the youngsters and their parents to join the senior ranks.
Right from the beginning, the juvenile section was included in all club activities. They had representation
on the management committee, where they presented their financial report, and they had complete control
over their own finances. There was no segregation in any way, and a separate family membership was
introduced that made joining the club not too great a financial burden.
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The incorporation of the juvenile section into North Narrabeen Surf Life Saving Club would become a
major part of the club’s strong progress within the surf lifesaving movement. Those who followed on into
the senior ranks later formed the nucleus of surf patrol captains in the decades to come.
Championship events at the State and Australian level were won by ex-juveniles. An added bonus
would be the involvement of these juveniles’ parents in club management, with many gaining their bronze
medallions and carrying out patrol duties.
In competition during the season, the beach sprinters were again the club’s leading light, but were
they denied success in the Australian Relay championship by a minute margin, settling for third place.
Their sporting calibre and Narrabeen attitude of a fair go for everyone is illustrated in a letter received
from a member of the Austimmer Club:

You will undoubtedly receive a letter of thanks from our committee and I write this purely in a private
capacity to your club and especially to the members of your beach relay team.
I should like to express my personal appreciation and admiration for the outstanding sportsmanship of
your relay side at the recent Australian Surf Championships.
John Bliss first of all argued for the beach sprinters when a judge mistakenly disqualified them before the
start and your relay side argued against the decision of the judges in the relay final.
The fact that they would have lost any chance of a relay medal had they argued successfully did not deter
them.
This was an example of sportsmanship of the highest order and although I do not compete in the relay
side, I feel it is deserving of the highest praise.
Regards and thanks again
John Roach
The club’s Open Boat crew had a reasonable season contesting the State final and reaching the semifinals of the Australian. They had a dilemma in the State final when they reached the turning buoys with a
considerable lead. As sweep, Bill Barnett applied excessive pressure on the sweep oar to turn the buoy
he fell over the side, which saw them lose their advantage and finish in fourth place.
The reason for that calamity was that
Bill had sought the advice of legendary
boat sweep Keith ’Spazza’ Hurst on how
to improve his boat’s turning ability. Keith
told him to shave off the keel board and
leave the bottom of the boat completely
smooth. Bill followed this advice because
he felt certain that conditions would be
very calm at the State venue at Coogee
and Australian at Coolangatta.
The keel was removed only a few days
before the State contest, and the crew
were still adapting to the innovation
during the preliminary rounds at the
State. By the time the final was
The boat with no keel.
conducted, they had perfected their
L to R: Bill Barnett, Don McManus, Marcus Romain, John Foster, Bill Balkin
turning and they turned the boat so
quickly that Bill was virtually hurled over the side of the boat. That was his excuse, but it was not really
appreciated by his crew.
One of the largest teams and groups of supporters ever travelled to the Australian championships in
Queensland. They stayed at the Miami Caravan Park that was managed by an old-time club stalwart,
Harold Homer. His partner in the park ownership was Pat Kelly, who managed and owned the nearby
Miami Hotel. The park was excellent accommodation for the large group, with a large swimming pool and
every convenience needed to make for a good time, and the members surely did that.
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Most of the group stayed on a few days after the championship ended and the pool parties that
eventuated provided humorous incidents that would be talked about for years to come. Many of the
group had never encountered the famous Queensland five-gallon keg. Eighteens were the usual capacity
acceptable in Narrabeen, and the party boys considered that they were capable of consuming one of
these Queensland tiddlers on their own. That proved their undoing, and the number of sore heads and
very sick people became a club record.
The ladies in the group provided wonderful food that complemented the barbecued meat cooked by
the men who had not enjoyed the pleasures of Pat Kelly’s pub. There was always a sing-along, with the
usual entertainers doing their thing.
A water polo competition was held each night, with no
holds barred. The marchers, sprinters, swimmers and boaties
all had teams. Trying to score goals was not the main object;
drowning your opponent was what the game was all about.
During the final, one of the competitors grabbed the ball
and kicked it out of the pool, where it landed in nearby trees
and could not be found. Some bright spark suggested that
the game be resumed using an empty five-gallon keg for a
ball. How somebody did not end up in hospital was a miracle.
Team members and supporters gather for a welcome

After the game, when Band-Aids had been administered to Miami Qld during the 1966 Australian Championships
to most of the wounded competitors, out of nowhere
someone appeared a sit-on lawnmower, clad in overalls, wearing leather gloves and goggles and a crash
helmet. He looked like a man from Mars as he weaved the mower between groups of members who
stood gaping in amazement. Then as quickly as he had appeared, he vanished into the dark of the night.
It took some time for everyone to work out who the mysterious visitor had been. The prankster was a
new member who was training for his bronze, Jimmy Mitchell. He later gained the nickname ‘The Plainsman’.
The next morning the sick detail assembled to settle up for the previous night’s food and beer. The
beer bill was three times that of the food account, and the rowers would all remember how white the suntanned, but very frugal, Marcus Romain turned as he paid his portion of the account.
The club’s internal Sunday morning competitions had been supervised by a new handicapper,
Dick Corish. Dick carried out that task continuously for 25 years. He was ruthless with anybody attempting
to improve their handicap by not trying. He was also very involved in amateur athletics and conducted
club events in the same strict manner. Many a sly cheat fell foul of Dick’s evil eye.
He kept immaculate records of all Sunday competition. Someone could be absent for many years and
then turn up to contest an event. Dick would look up his records and assess a handicap for the person,
who hoped that Dick had forgotten his previous performance.
Lifesaving awards again sank to an alarming level, which was a concern to Chief Instructor Ted Whittaker.
Those gaining awards were:
Bronze Medallions: J Lapraik, S Beattie, K Henry, S Fletcher and E Birk.
Instructors Certificates: S Mann and L Hissink.
Qualifying Certificate: A Geddes.
May 1966 saw the beginning of the North Narrabeen Shivering Sharks Winter Swimming Club. Nearly
every foundation member was a member of that club, with Arthur Alsop President, Jim Campbell Captain
and Bob Parkhill the Secretary and Handicapper. It was an instant success and became a marvellous asset
to the surf club in the ensuing years. Many new surf club members came from its ranks, and on occasions,
it provided costly necessary lifesaving equipment and trophies to the club. The Sharks followed the traditional
surf club ethic of being wonderful hosts, and its reputation in that area spread throughout Australia.
Another feature of that happy-go-lucky group was their ability to embarrass each other with outlandish
practical jokes and biting humorous banter. No one with thin skin lasted long as a Sharks member.
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Prime Minister Harold Holt was reported missing, presumed drowned, in the turbulent surf at Portsea
in Victoria, but the club executive committee were proud to report that no lives had been lost at North
Narrabeen during patrol hours since the inception of the club.
Dave Lawler remained President, and despite being in his late thirties, he won the club’s Open Surf
championship. He also gained acclaim when he won the Open Surf race at the South Curl Curl carnival.
The local newspaper gave him headline ‘Tee-totaller wins surf race on New Years Day’.
His deputy was the workaholic Norm Ambrose, who steadfastly supported club Captain Bill Balkin in
all areas of patrol administration. Peter Madgwick remained as Secretary, but was granted leave of absence
when transferred to an interstate job. Bob Parkhill took on his tasks and compiled a very comprehensive
Annual Report. John Lawler continued to supervise club funds.
The club had contested the Branch patrol competition and had finished in third place. An interclub
patrol competition was also hotly contested by two patrols that were divided by only half a point. The
winning patrol was led by Col Burling and consisted of Denis Lewis, Russell Lester, Norm Pounder,
Nick Yakich and David Casey. Pounder and Yakich were both very high-profile footballers, yet they still
gave dedicated service to their patrol duties.
The Captain was generally pleased with the overall patrol performance, but he was very critical of
some members who let him down during the Easter weekend. Of the 48 rostered for that period, 15
failed to appear. Bill felt so strongly about it that he listed the defaulters in the Annual Report. That caused
quite a lot of discussion, but nobody complained directly to Bill, for obvious reasons.
Marcus Romain worked hard as the club Chief Instructor and was instrumental in the following members
gaining their awards:
Bronze Medallions: G Wood, J King, R Lester, V Jovanovic, L Turner, T Geddes, K Buck, J Mitchell,
G Young, G Rix, M Blacker, T Miller, S Trego and G Zenticdono.
Qualifying Certificates: D Casey, G Miller, G Chambers, M Adams, C Langford and P McCoy.
Instructor’s Certificates: D Atherton, G Hird, N Chaney, K Romaine and O Pilon.
Two of the successful Bronze Medallion
holders, Jim Mitchell and Ken Buck, had to travel
from the Liverpool area to gain their awards and
later perform patrol duties. Jim Mitchell had
already made his mark on the club’s party scene
with his Miami effort.
Ken Buck was a young American who had
come to Australia to avoid being drafted into the
American Armed Forces. He was a very likeable
bloke who was quickly absorbed into all phases
of club activities. Along with his friend Jim, he
decided to join the club’s boat crews and was
drafted into a crew that included Neil ‘Ghost’
Christening of the ‘Jack Hi ‘ surf boat.
Tucker and Barry ‘Ant’s Piss’ Anstiss, who were
L to R: Bob Kerr, Ted Whittaker, Norm Pounder, Geoff Hornery,
Bill Barnett, Ross Marshall, Peter Mackiness, Marcus Romain, Don McManus now competing totally as social rowers.
Ken Buck let it slip to the Ghost that his correct Christian name was really Kentwell. The Ghost immediately
christened him ‘Get Well F- - - -’, which in turn was abbreviated to ‘Get Well’, a name that would remain
with him till he returned to the States.
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Both Jim and Ken were no match for the social rowers when it came to drinking alcohol. That became
apparent when they joined the Ghost and Ant’s Piss in a drinking session after they had been knocked
out of racing very early in a day’s competition. When the rest of the club’s rowers adjourned to the
nearest pub after the competition had ended, they found the Ghost and Ant’s Piss merrily tippling away,
but Jim and Get Well were nowhere in sight. Asked where they where, the revelers pointed to a corner
where Jim lay fast asleep under a bench and Get Well, unconscious, was hanging by his shirt on a clothes
hook. They never ‘played’ with Ghost or Ants Piss again.
The beach sprinters were again the club’s outstanding competitors, being very successful in the
Beach Relay event. They won every interclub carnival they contested, were first in the Manly Warringah
Branch and the Sydney Metropolitan championships, and second in the State titles. The team consisted
of John Bliss, Paul Cross, John Whitfield, Ken Romaine and Fred Yakich. They had to settle for a third
place in the Australian championships. Many club members felt that if Johnny Bliss, who was the relay
team’s coach, had not dropped himself, they could have won.
That team was continually challenged by the club’s B Relay team, who ran second to them at most
interclub carnivals. The B team mainly consisted of Barry Daveron, John Lees, Tony Geddes, Jim Shearer
and Richard Chowen. Daveron was also a champion Beach Flags competitor, and his good record in that
event, including second place at the State championships, saw him selected to the NSW team.
Ken Romaine was selected to represent Manly Warringah in the Test against the touring South African
lifesavers. That event was held at Coogee Beach and produced a near riot between local lifesavers and
protesting anti-apartheid demonstrators. At the conclusion of the carnival, the demonstrators gathered in
a large group to try to prevent the South Africans removing their surfboat from the beach.
An appeal was made over the public address system for local lifesavers to assist the visitors to overcome
their problem. The response was spontaneous and there were so many volunteers it was hard to gain a
place in carrying the craft shoulder high. They marched straight over the top of the demonstrators, who to
their credit did not react violently. That showed a lot of wisdom on the part of the agitators, as the
lifesavers involved were all very fit boat rowers and were no strangers to a bit of biff. Those men felt very
strongly that lifesavers worldwide were dedicated to the same principle of saving lives and that principle
overrode any other issue involved.
Ken Romaine had a very dark complexion and the members pointed out that the club had no apartheid
problem, and he had no objections with his club mates calling him ‘Midnight’. Besides being fast on the
sand, Ken was also very quick on turf, and his club mates turned out to watch his debut for Manly
Warringah Rugby League Club in a match at the Sydney Cricket Ground. He had scored a try and looked
like being the star of the match until his opposite winger took an intercept and bolted for the Manly try
line.
That player had a break of over 20 metres on Ken, who raced after him with an amazing burst of speed.
The spectators roared with excitement as Ken closed the gap, his opposite number had at least 15
metres to run to the try line and Ken could have easily grabbed him bodily. To everyone’s amazement, he
decided to make a spectacular flying tackle that went awfully wrong and left him grasping thin air. His
moment of triumph turned into a fiasco that his mates ribbed him about for many years.
The Australian championships were held at South Port Beach in South Australia. The smallest team in
many years represented the club, and except for the Relay, they had no success. There was no surf
whatsoever and the boat crews were out of their depth in conditions that benefited stillwater rowers,
although they did experience some very tense moments at the conclusion of racing.
The beach became rock hard when the tide was out and the boats and trailers could be easily towed
by ordinary motor vehicles. A utility truck was borrowed from Brian Stevens of the Collaroy club, and had
been driven to the boat marshalling area prior the last boat race. The crew loaded the boat on the trailer,
but they were prevented from towing the craft from the area until the final race was conducted. Meanwhile
the tide had begun to turn and the ocean came back at a much faster rate than on the eastern seaboard.
The incoming tide made the sand softer and the crew had to push the slowly sinking utility with all their
might to eventually get both the vehicle and boat trailer onto solid ground. It was a very close call, and at
one stage it seemed that the ute would be engulfed in water. The driver, Bill Barnett, who had borrowed
the vehicle, was still shaking hours later.
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Meanwhile the Juvenile section went from strength to strength, and the sons of members who had
been juniors over 20 years previously showed that the club was just as strong as ever in its kindergarten
of future lifesavers. Prominent in competition were Steve and David Lawler, John Barnett, Greg Brown,
Paul Byrne, Warren Law and Mark Walsh, some of whom later became Australian champions in the senior
ranks. Sprinkled among the newcomers were other future Australian champions such as Trevor de Waal.
The Juveniles were capably organised and managed by President Jack McGuinness and Secretary
Enid Glennie. Pioneer and foundation member of the Branch Juvenile movement Dave Lawler was also
the Manly Warringah branch delegate to the NSW Juvenile Association.
The club management in their wisdom had provided a special room for the Ladies Auxiliary, women
who worked tirelessly to provide funds to supplement the ever-increasing burden of club expenditure.
The driving force, behind that group was President Eileen Barnett, Secretary Joan Bliss, Treasurer
Pauline McFarlane and Social Organiser Margaret Lawler. They made doubly sure that the money they
raised was suitably shared with the budding juvenile section, where their sons were now enjoying
themselves.
The major topic around the clubhouse was the prospect of the club obtaining a licensed club at the
premises of the Bachelors Club in Lagoon Street, North Narrabeen. That club had disbanded and the
remaining members, who were all old-time members of the surf club, offered the premises to the surf
club, with the proviso that they gain the license and call the club the North Narrabeen Surfers Club.
It was a wonderful gesture by the Bachos, who had been the club’s best supporters for many decades,
but the Licensing Board denied the application.

A Nipper No 2 March Past team, that also competed
in the march past event at the local Juvenile surf carnivals

Bowlers and prominent members at the ‘Jack-Hi’ christening
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THE WORLD IN UPHEAVAL
AND THE CLUB LOSES A LEGEND

While Soviet tanks entered Prague crushing any hope of democracy for the Czechs and
Martin Luther King and Robert Kennedy were assassinated, the club was also shattered by the death
of Wilfred E Barnett. His passing was recorded thus:

Vale - W. E. BARNETT
We sadly record the passing of our esteemed member W.E.Barnett.
‘Wolfie’ as he was universally known was a life member of the club and a part of the history of North
Narrabeen. He had a remarkable prowess at sport in his younger days and throughout his life was affiliated
with many sporting organisations.
The heartfelt sympathy of the club is extended to his family, for it is our wish to show in some way that
we to were honoured to know this man.
Like so many of those great early members who had died before him, his memory and the many
accomplishments and humorous events that he had participated in became part of the folklore not only of
the club folklore but of the northern beaches community.
Life must go on and there could have been no more deserving person to replace him in the ranks of the
life members than Dave Lawler. Dave’s input to the club has been duly recorded, and although he had
gained the club’s supreme honour, that would not stop him from giving further to the club’s cause as the
years rolled on.
There had been a complete change in the club’s executive. Norm Ambrose became President,
Peter Mackiness Captain, Bob Parkhill Secretary and Robert ‘Jock’ Allison Treasurer. It proved to be a
very effective combination in club management.
Peter Mackiness had originally joined the club through a newspaper advertisement recruiting junior
members for a boat crew. That crew had become one of the top crews in Australia and Peter had learnt
well from sweep and coach Vic Baker all phases of discipline and fair and proper control of people. Peter
was also fortunate to have the backing of no-nonsense Bill Balkin as Vice Captain.
Another newcomer to take a very important job was Dave Atherton, who became Chief Instructor.
Dave had been around the club since a toddler and his family were typical Narrabeenites of that period.
Every dollar had been hard to earn and spent with thrift. Many members would relate how Dave would
arrive at the beach after being given his monthly haircut by his mother. Her method was very basic, she
placed a mixing bowl on his head and cut off any hair that protruded outside the bowl.
That never affected Dave, who was very popular, especially at the surf club. He had great charisma
that allowed him to communicate easily with people, which was a real benefit to him in his job of Chief
Instructor. For his first attempt at this thankless task, he was rewarded with the following members gaining
their lifesaving awards:
Bronze Medallions: N Comben, F White, J Casey, D Casey, F Farrell, R Ware, G Williams, S Santer,
D Rosa, E Davies and P Lennon.
Instructor’s Certificates: K Buck, R Young, J Mitchell and L Turner.
Qualifying Certificate: K Geddes.
The club was very proud of the fact that they could boast that father and son, Jim and Dave Casey,
gained their Bronze on the same day and in the same squad. Both continued to give valuable service to
the club.
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Another among those who gained their Bronze was a character who seemed to be the most unlikely
person to later become an Australian champion. That was Richard Ware, a string bean of a youngster
who looked like he had been passed through a washing machine wringer. But that never stopped Rick
from being an outstanding scholar, competent footballer and an extremely good swimmer and surfer. He
was very lackadaisical and only joined the surf club because that was what most of his mates were doing.
Punctuality and reliability were not his best attributes, and he often fell foul of club captains over patrol
obligations in his younger days. He had no idea about beach sprinting and contested the club’s handicap
events just for fun. It was there that John Bliss sighted him and decided to make him a top-class beach
sprinter. Rick thought it was a big joke, until suddenly he was beating runners in the club that were
already Australian Champions.
To boost his morale and to the amusement of his mates, Blissy christened him ‘Rugged Rick’.
Besides his own achievement of winning an Australian Open Relay championship for the club, he was
also responsible for encouraging and coaching younger members who would later become Australian
champions.
‘Rugged’ joined the group of local lads who never realised their potential as runners until John Bliss
took them in hand. Among those boys were Frank Slater, Ron Law, Jim Campbell, Tom Adams, Tony and
Kerry Geddes, Peter and Brad Squires, and Geoff and Scott Denham. They were just easy-going local kids
who were lucky to meet a master.
The continued war on patrol defaulters had not changed, as this crisp note in the Annual Report revealed:

Once again we submit a summary of committee attendance and although it could improve we managed
to attend to all the club affairs with an unbiased approach. We dealt a strong hand to our worst enemy the
patrol defaulters and as most members have noticed the ones that continually miss their patrols don’t seem
to be around the club any more.
The club had a mixed year in competition and lady luck was definitely not on side. At the State
championships, the Open Relay side won by a large margin, but Towradgi, who were running second last
at the last change-over, protested that a dog had run onto the track and interfered with their performance.
The referee upheld the protest and called for a re-run. Co-managers Norm Ambrose and Bill Barnett
argued to no avail that this was extremely unfair. In the re-run, the team was again leading by a good
margin, but on the last change dropped the baton; Towradgi ran second last.
The Open Boat crew consisting of Peter Mackiness, Marcus Romain, Don McManus, Ted Whittaker
and Bill Barnett won the Australian Inter-State Championship at North Cronulla in very large and boisterous
surf. The conditions suited the crew, as they were similar to those at their own beach. The following day
at the Australian Championships, they were performing quite well until they reached the quarter-finals
when they broke an oar going through the break. Surfboat rowing can be a very heartbreaking sport.
John Lees was possibly the club’s most consistent beach competitor, being a finalist in both the State
and Australian Open Flags event. He was closely followed by Tony Geddes, who was making a name for
himself in junior sprinting.
The most important part of the club’s duty was the success of the interclub patrol competition. It was
hotly contested and brought the standard of beach safety to such a high level that the club finished in the
top three in the Branch Efficiency Competition. The club’s winners were Mick Geros, Inspector, with
Trevor Wickens, Gary Wood, Lou Turner, Voya Jovanovic and John Cullen.
Club Captain Peter Mackiness was not going to let anyone rest on their laurels, as the following
statement shows:

Patrols were generally good, although members should realise more, their obligations when nearing the
end of the season, in particular the Easter weekend.
‘Fellas’ you must know by now, you can’t ‘beat the house’. For those who don’t like end of season patrols,
we will see you next season.
This was a very ominous ending.
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‘Jock’ Allison produced a very professional Financial Report - the first in decimal currency - and it
showed that once again the ladies had been the backbone of fundraisers, mainly through running the
Sunday Socials that proved a outstanding success. Other social function, such as the Annual Ball and
Presentation Night, had been flops, and at one stage, cancelling them was contemplated because of lack
of interest by the members.
Mick Geros was very busy assessing costs for attending the next season’s Australian Championship,
to be held in Tasmania. He calculated that travelling by ferry to Tassie plus accommodation during the
event would cost around $160 - hard to believe in this day and age.
Mick didn’t mince his word when he wrote to members:

It doesn’t take a Rhode’s Scholar to figure out what the total bill for all this is going to be. If the club is to
send away a good representation of official competitors a lot of hard work will have to be done in connection
with fund raising before next March. In past seasons this work has been left to only one or two members
and it is about time the rest of the club pitched in and did their share in this regard whether you intend or
hope to go away or not.
The Juvenile section was going ahead in leaps and bounds and that season they provided their own
section in the clubs Annual Report for the first time since its inception three years previously. They were
lead by Jack ‘Silver’ McGuinness as President, with no nonsense Jim Casey as his deputy. Enid Glennie,
as always a glutton for work, held both positions of Secretary and Treasurer.
They had begun the season with 61 young boys, and by the time the season finished their numbers
had increased to 121. This was very heartening news, especially for the senior section as they realised
that this was the kindergarten of future membership.
The outstanding performance of the Juveniles’ season was gaining third place in the March Past at
the State championships. Of that team of 12, 5 would later become fully qualified lifesavers in the club.
They were Trevor De Waal, Jim Casey Jr, Michael McGuinness, Peter Glennie and Geoff Denham.
Kerry Geddes and Geoff and Scott Denham later became Australian champions in the senior ranks.
Eight-year-old Mark Walsh beat a field of 62 to become the State Champion in his age group.
Jack McGuinness was another person who typified the average club member. His thick hair was the
exact colour of the precious metal, hence his nickname ‘Silver’. He loved to laugh and attend parties, and
above all baiting any or everyone.
Silver had joined the club in his
teens and travelled from his
beloved Balmain every weekend,
summer and winter. He was
dedicated to every type of youth
activity that he could fit into his
very busy life. Besides his
involvement with the Nippers, he
was also a football and water polo
referee.
During his years doing beach
patrols, club captains could
always rely on him for punctuality
and vigilance in his duties. He was
not a great swimmer, but made up
for that with his willingness to do
the dirty jobs that others were not
keen to do. In simple words, he
was a heart-and-soul member.

The Juvenile March Past team. NSW Champions1966-1967.
Garry Clarke -standard, Trevor DeWaal -belt, Peter. Glennie, Warrick Kent,
Barry Green, Jim Casey, Stephen Everett, Peter Everett, Michael McGuinness,
Paul Hynds, Steve Lawler, Warren Lester - Coach Derry Meehan (not pictured)
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From Silver’s first encounter with Narrabeen, he was determined to eventually settle there, and to his
delight, he and his very understanding wife Hazel became residents of Narrabeen, nearly opposite another
Balmain supporter Dave Lawler. There was no prouder father in Narrabeen when Silver’s two sons, Mick
and Craig, joined the Nippers, and he was at the coalface making sure that body was more than successful.
Silver became a legend around Narrabeen during his lifetime. His dedication to the Balmain Rugby
League team was fanatical, and his many mates maintained he had black and gold eyes. He was the
instigator, along with Mick Geros Sr, for the Narrabeen RSL allowing Balmain football jerseys to be worn
in the club when Balmain beat Manly. When Jack passed away his wake was held in the clubhouse and
it was the biggest attendance ever in that building.

Above: It used to take four Life Members to barbeque.
L to R: Bob Parkhill, Woofa Barnett, Bill Worth and Ted Whittaker.

Above: Vic Baker (sweep) on a wave at Freshwater.
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MAN LANDS ON THE MOON
WHILE NORTH NARRA LANDS IN TASSIE

The club executive had a few changes. Peter Madgwick took on the job of Deputy President, which led
to his club mates referring to him as ‘Charlton Fred de Fib Madgwick’. Bill Balkin returned for another term
as Captain and Harley Hart became Secretary. Jock Allison again put up his hand to manage the accounts
and was rewarded with a surplus of over $100. That was great relief to him, as the previous year’s surplus
had been only $15 and he had never stopped berating members to ‘get of their behinds and do something
about it’.
Bill Balkin was enthusiastic in his praise of Ross Young, who had not only given him great support as
Vice-Captain, but at the same time had done a tremendous job as Chief Instructor, and there was no
prouder man in Narrabeen than Ross’s father Ron.
Those who gained their lifesaving award under Ross’s tuition were:
Bronze Medallions: R Spalding, G Miller, G Ramsay, P Oswald, G Dallwits, W Suters and K Geddes.
Qualifying Certificates: P Everett, R Stewart, F Baldry, C Woolett, P Alsop, P Davidson, M Whittaker
and P Folkes.
Instructor’s Certificate’s: J Callan, R Ware and P Lennon.
Nobody in their wildest dreams would have thought that the short and stocky, incredibly shy, ordinary
swimmer named Grant Ramsay would eventually become one of the clubs most courageous captains.
Ross Young was also instrumental in running a very successful Interclub Patrol competition. The winning
patrol, consisting of Captain Ken Romaine, Lou Hissink, Vern Nicolia, Mick Adams, Cec Mantle and
Peter Oswald, won by a very large margin, losing only six points out of a possible 520.
In general competition, the club had a very quiet year, as most senior runners suffered from injuries,
but Tony and Kerry Geddes kept the club’s flag flying with strong performances in junior and cadet
events. The Open Boat crew struggled along in a five-year-old boat and were place getters at most
carnivals. They were first at the Branch Championship and second in the Metropolitan. Their stroke was
a junior, Gary Wood, who besides being a champion rower was a top all-round competitor. He received
a special mention in the Annual Report for his effort as a team member that contested in events against
neighbouring clubs and that on numerous occasion
he would compete in six out of the ten events.
Neil Armstrong’s stroll on the moon meant
nothing to the Junior Section’s President Ken
Brown, who was over the moon with the Nippers’
success in winning the coveted AK Dein Branch
Trophy. It was a great achievement, as the very
strong Manly, Freshwater and Collaroy clubs had
each nearly double the junior membership of North
Narrabeen.

The Junior State Champion March Past team 1968-1969
Geoff Denham, Trevor DeWaal, Stephen Everett,
Stephen Fealy, Peter Glennie, Robert Leijer, Michael McGuinness,
Garry Palfreyman, Greg Pearson, Tony Pearson, Peter Sampson

Ken had able support from Tim Friend as
Secretary and Enid Glennie Treasurer, with Fred
Denham and John Green sharing the Deputy
Presidents’ job. Ken’s enthusiasm in the Juvenile
section was obvious, as he also held the positions
of handicapper, registrar, and selection committee
and club delegate to the Manly Warringah Juvenile
Association.
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The whole club was ecstatic that the junior section now had 181 registered members and averaged
110 youngsters at the Sunday morning events.
There were also some budding champions showing winning form. Scott Denham won the State Beach
Sprint for 7-year-olds. He had also teamed with Tony Domanski, Paul Collings and Trevor Marr to win the
age group’s Beach Relay at the Juvenile State titles.
The highlight of the season was the Australian championships held in Tasmania. The club team was a
very happy group, with many wives, girlfriends and mothers of competitors in attendance. Some flew,
others went via Victoria and the Princess of Tasmania, but the majority embarked from Sydney on the
Empress of Australia.
With so many surf clubs contesting the championship, accommodation in Hobart was hard to obtain
and the nearest lodging to the championship venue that the team could find was at New Norfolk, 40 kms
from Hobart and 80 kms from Clifton Beach were the event was held.
The majority of the team stayed at the Bush Inn Hotel, a heritage pub that will bring back great memories
for those who stayed there. The proprietor was very apprehensive about having such a large group of
lifesavers in his fragile establishment-recognised as the oldest licensed hotel in Australia, the first hotel in
Australian history to be issued with an official liquor license.
The whole place was like being in a antique shop, with four-poster beds, wooden furniture that was over
a century old and a dining room like one out of 19th century England. It was an eye-opener to all the members
and the team managers could understand the publican’s concern. A team meeting was called, and with the
publican present, everyone was bluntly told that they were responsible for anything damaged or misplaced.
This impressed the publican immensely and it is doubtful that the club has ever had a better host.
The dining room food was exceptional and the
bar was open till the early hours of the morning.
The publican went to bed around 11 p.m. and left
the members to operate the bar on the honour
system. Nev ‘Mouse’ Chaney was usually in charge,
and the publican would report that there was
actually more money in the till than he had expected.
He was also fascinated with the way the Mouse
could handle his intake of beer.
The publican would be up early cleaning the beer
lines when he would see two very red eyes staring
at him and a croaky voice asking if he needed a
hand. Mouse was always his first customer.

The Bush Inn, New Norfolk Tasmania.
L to R: Leo Broomhead-publican, Bill Barnett, Leo’s wife, bartender,
Gwen Sallaway, Neville Chaney, Peggy Whittaker,
Harley Hart, Bob Kerr

Clifton Beach provided surf that was totally
different to any that the clubs from the mainland
had ever encountered. Although the beach is within the confines of the very large Storm Bay, it is still
subject to the mighty swells that rise in the Great Southern Ocean. The peculiarity of these swells is the
very slow manner in which they break compared to breaking waves on mainland beaches.
On the day before the championships began, boat crews could not wait to catch those very clean
swells; they looked easy to catch, but that proved a fallacy. The crews rowed onto the swells with ease
and shot down the face with exceptional speed. Then, instead of the white water breaking around them,
the wave seemed to remain motionless and the boats’ speed diminished till it nearly stopped and the
wave hung above the crafts like a wall about to collapse-which it did, crushing the boat and crew like
squashed ants. A tremendous amount of damage was inflicted on most surfboats, and a team of shipwrights
from Hobart was called upon to repair over 20 craft.
The trick was to follow in a swell, wait for it to break, and then row onto the broken water. The clubs
crew mastered this very quickly, and they were unbeaten in reaching the semi-finals. There, they established
a convincing lead, but then a freak swell came through that did not break; it remained green right to the
beach. Two crews caught that swell and swept past the crew to qualify for the final. It was a heartfelt blow
for Ted Whittaker and Bill Balkin, who had been rowing since the mid-1950s and were coming to the end
of their competitive days.
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The Iron Man championship was a race that will go down in surf lifesaving history as possibly the
greatest effort by a champion iron man in the history of the event. Maroubra’s Barry ‘Bazza’ Rodgers the
reigning champion and the crowd’s favourite. He was in the last leg, a swim leg, and had surged through
the field to gain a comfortable lead. Then out of nowhere a giant wave came through. Bazza was in noman’s-land-too far in to catch the wave, but his opponents were in an excellent position to catch it.
At least six contestants caught the wave that crashed down on Rodgers and dashed his hopes of
retaining the title. The crowd gave a sigh of great disappointment and waited to see who would emerge
from the white water to take first place. Only one head appeared, and it belonged to … Barry Rodgers.
The other competitors had been dumped, and how Bazza was able to force his body onto that wall of
foam must have been a miracle.
Back at the Bush Inn that night the publican provided a marvellous feast for all of the team and
supporters-and he refused to be reimbursed. He made a speech describing how he had felt sure that his
precious hotel would suffer some type of damage from this boisterous group of lifesavers, but now he
could never explain just how much he, his wife and staff had enjoyed the team’s company.
The club’s spokesman apologised about the Mouse being a bit of a worry at times, but the publican
vehemently defended him, saying that everyone involved in running the pub would like to keep him as a
pet. And he sent the following to the club’s President:

Dear Sir.
During the Australian Surf Championships conducted this year in Hobart, members of your Club
stayed at the Bush Inn Hotel, New Norfolk.
I would like to say, using my own term, what a terrific bunch of fellows they are, and if at any time in
the future members of your club are visiting Tasmania or particularly New Norfolk, we would only be to
happy to have them as guests.
Yours faithfully,
L.G.Broomhead

Vic Baker (L) tells Cec Hodgkinson that “they
had well disciplined patrols 50 years ago”.

Above and Right: 1940’s Patrols on duty.
Visible (R), above the Patrol Rescue Reel, is the
‘Eve Rocker’ used by patrols during this period.
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THE NIPPERS TRIUMPH WHILE
THE SENIORS FREEZE AT OCEAN GROVE

The Juvenile Section, led by Ken Brown, surpassed their wildest dreams in interclub competition. They
again won the prestigious Manly Warringah Branch AK Dein Trophy and finished third in the overall point
score at the NSW State Championships.
The outstanding performers at State level included 6-year-old Andrew Ossedryver, who was first in his
Sprint race. Mark Walsh won the 10-year-olds surf race, and the 5-year-olds Beach Relay team, consisting
of Eric Van der Saag, Scott Carpenter, Robert Clarke and David White, were also winners. To put icing on
the cake, Michael Power, Trevor Marr, Scott Denham and Tony Domanski also took out the 8-year-olds
Beach Relay event.
Ken was quick to explain that this result was achieved by the team of hardworking officials who had
assisted him-Deputy Presidents John Green, Fred Denham and Ted Blackwood, backed up by Secretary
Tim Friend and Treasurer Enid Glennie.
Membership of the junior section was still increasing, but what was most gratifying to the senior
section was the number of these youngsters who were graduating into the senior ranks. Many other
senior clubs were starting to complain that their membership was not benefiting from the juveniles. Perhaps
that reflected on the way their nippers were handled, as many of those clubs had an inbred desire to win
at all costs. That attitude caused most of the moderately competitive youngsters to resent the discipline
and stress needed to win and to seek areas of recreation other than surf lifesaving.
That was definitely not the case in this club’s Junior section, as the final words of Ken Brown’s President’s
Report show:

All the best to you all for the future and in conclusion, I would ask you to think on the words of the
founder of the Modern Olympics‘The important thing in any game, is not to win-but to take part.
The important thing in life is not triumph-but struggle.
The essential thing is not to have conquered-but to have fought well.
To spread these precepts, is to build up a stronger and more valiant and, above all,
A more scrupulous and generous humanity.’
In the senior ranks, there was a complete change in the executive. Bill Barnett became President,
Dave Romain his Deputy, Ross Young was Captain, Cec Mantle was Secretary and Rick Ware was
Treasurer.
Bill had some of the characteristics of his famous father, who was renowned for calling a spade a
spade. If you hurt someone’s feelings, bad luck; if the cap fits wear it. Some of his statements that season
were quite hard-hitting:

Another season over and in my eyes it had some wonderful high spots and some awful low ones. I always
take the bad news first so I will start with the financial disaster of the New Year Eve supper dance where
$300 was lost and food and refreshments found missing. As the function was only attended by club
members, it was a great disappointment to me as I felt the members in charge were quite capable, but they
proved my judgement wrong.
Financially we only survived through the efforts of the same old money earners and if anything happens
to them we will be in big trouble. New money earners with new ideas must be found to help the old
faithfuls.
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What a wonderful effort by the juveniles who proved themselves among the best in Australia. This was
made possible by the junior officials and their great bunch of helpers. These members don’t talk about
what should be done, they get in and do it, something the senior members could learn from.
Well that about winds it up and as the critics say the show was entertaining but not outstanding.
The club executive was lavish in its praise of the new Chief Instructor Peter Lennon, who was instrumental
in 37 club members gaining life saving awards, the biggest increase of qualifications for many seasons.
The successful members were:
Bronze Medallions: G Field, G Campbell, D Hogan, G Heys, J Page, J Clark, M Brownhill, M Fitzpatrick,
R Harding, L Callan, G Lonkey, A Rose, P Davidson, R Stewart, P Alsop, P Everett, M Folkes, M Whittaker,
D Abell, R Palfreyman and P Homer.
Qualifying Certificates: D Sizeland, T deWaal, J Nicholas, G Palfreyman, G Denham, G Whittan, J Casey,
S Fealy, P Glennie, M Page, J Gibbs and G Pearson.
Instructor’s Certificates: K Henry, G Wood, G Ramsay and B Adams.
All those members who gained their Qualifying Certificates came from the Juvenile section, and many
of them became patrol captains in future years and took on important administrative positions within the
club. Others became Australian champions in surf lifesaving competition, and just for good measure, one,
John Gibbs, became an international Rugby League player.
The flow-on from the juvenile section ranks was a feature of the club’s strength as the years rolled on.
The President was possibly over-critical of the club’s effort in the fundraising area, as the annual financial
report showed a surplus of $1100, ten times greater than the previous season’s surplus. John Whiteman
had again been prominent in the area of donations, and his efforts had seen the BRIEF Club donate a
surfboat that would be christened Miss Electrical Industries.
Besides being a tireless fundraiser for the club, John Whiteman was also the promotional officer for
the State SLSA. He had obtained the money for the surfboat from the donors with the understanding that
he would organise a giant raffle between all clubs in the Sydney area, with the proceeds going to the
State association and the boat being the major prize. The final draw for the boat was held at the Trocadero
Ballroom in George Street, Sydney.
Because of John’s involvement, the members had purchased a lot of tickets in the raffle and a large
group were in attendance to enjoy the dancing and excitement of the final draw. It was quite a lavish affair,
with everyone-male and female-dressed accordingly and with many dignitaries making speeches. When
the winning ticket with the club’s name was drawn from the barrel, the members roar of delight nearly
brought the roof down. John Whiteman was always the boat rowers’ friend after that affair.
Special praise was extended to a reasonably new member of the club by the President:

My job was made easy by the wonderful support of Cec Mantle, your club Secretary. Here is a man who
volunteered for the hardest job in the club and although brand new to the job, carried out his work
correctly and in a businesslike manner. Any job or duty was carried out thoroughly without winging or
crying-so prevalent among other so-called workers. Cec I thank you not only for myself but all club
members who will never know the amount of work you carried out this season.
Competitively, the club had a mixed season, the runners as always being the most successful. The
senior relay were a very formidable group consisting of Geoff Denham, Greg Field, Ian Harvey, Rick Ware
and John Whitfield, but their only success was winning the Metropolitan Championships Open Beach
Relay. They were always the team to beat, but would always find some way to lose when contesting major
events. That, however, was about to change.
The Australian Championships were held at Ocean Grove, a beach about 30 km from Geelong, Victoria.
In those days, the beach and surf club was situated in a sparsely populated and desolate area, so the
club’s team arranged accommodation in a hotel in Geelong.
The championships were held in the worst climatic conditions ever experienced in surf lifesaving
history to that date. On the day prior to the championships, teams from most clubs were practicing on the
beach or in the water, but conditions were overcast with a threat of rain and the water was freezing.
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There was a stiff and spine-chilling wind from the south-west, which with no warning became a gale.
The turbulent wind picked up surfboats and rolled them along the beach, and many sustained considerable
damage.
On hearing of this incident, the club’s band of supporters decided that they would not attend the
preliminary heats, held on the Saturday, but wait for the finals on the Sunday. The group included some of
the best tipplers in the club, so after very little deliberation, a pub crawl of Geelong was contemplated.
There were 27 hotels in Geelong at that time and they visited 13 of those establishments-till the long arm
of the law appeared and stopped proceedings.
Frank ‘Blackfella’ Slater was among the top echelon of the club’s drinkers. He was also very conscious
of never letting the club’s name come into disrepute and he kept an eye out for anyone who might be
getting a little over-inebriated. Still reasonably sober, he decided to assist Nev ‘Mouse’ Chaney, who was
retiring back to the team’s hotel. He got the Mouse to hang onto a parking sign while he went back into
the pub to inform his mates what he was doing.
Just as he was about to leave the Mouse, a police vehicle pulled up beside him and two officers
grabbed him and began bundling him into the back of the truck. The Mouse protested indignantly that
they could not arrest his mate, but every time he took his arm from around the sign he nearly fell to the
ground. Frank asked the officers what were they going to do about his mate. They took one look at the
Mouse and told Frank that he was so drunk they wanted nothing to do with him. So Frank spent a few
hours in the slammer shaking his head in disbelief.
The club did not win any medals at that championship, but the white caps were always in with a
chance. John Whitfield was a finalist in the Open Beach Sprint and the Open Boat crew was seventh in
their event. The boat races had to be transferred from Ocean Grove because of the raging surf, but the
new venue near Barwon Heads was not much better.
On the final day, boat crews encountered the worst racing conditions in living memory. The ocean was
a raging torrent of foam, as far as the eye could see. Conditions had deteriorated drastically overnight,
and frequent showers of icy sleet lay like snow in hollows and culverts. Crews and their supporters
huddled in tight groups trying to generate some warmth.
Boat sweeps had great difficulty finding the turning buoys, as they continually disappeared in the
squalls of sleet, and when they turned the buoys for home, the beach would also have vanished. Some
crews ended up kilometres away from the finishing area.
In one particular race during a very severe squall, the whitecapped swells began to run in all directions
and visibility was reduced to only a few metres. The crews in that race became completely lost, and the
sweeps from the competing crews kept yelling out to each other ‘Where the bloody hell are we?’
In actual fact, the races became a lucky dip. If reasonable conditions occurred in a particular race, the
crew finished within the time limit; otherwise, they became lost and outside the time allocation.
With all bad experiences, there is always a light side. Because of the weather conditions, the club’s
supporters were organised to come to the beach later than the competitors who had qualified for the
finals, and they would bring food and refreshments for those already at the beach.
The boat race events were held in a very desolate area, with numerous sandy tracks leading to the
beach, so one of the competing members was stationed at the entrance of the track leading to the club’s
camp spot. The main road leading to the venue was very narrow and the traffic winding their way to the
numerous track entrances was very slow. Eventually, the club spotter saw the club vehicle slowly
approaching, with Frank Slater hanging out the window waving his arms in frustration. He yelled at him,
‘You stupid bastards! I’ve spent hours searching Geelong for ice and here it is growing wild on the side
of the road.’
That night back at the team’s hotel, a party was organised with hometown clubs South Narrabeen and
Collaroy, with the publican and his family as invited guests. It was a tremendous night. Collaroy at that
time had an exceptionally talented harmonising group called the Four Brothers, and Souths had two of
the legendary storytellers, Fred Bertram’s apprentices, Bob ‘Dunlop’ Ferguson and Howard ‘Spike’ Jones.
The club’s team were the poor cousins; during that period they specialised in tag wrestling, which was
not acceptable in a posh hotel lounge.
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Charlie Brady related to the younger members that, although the three clubs were fierce when competing
against each other, they always enjoyed getting together to have a good party and enjoy self entertainment.
He also believed that this was the reason that, whenever there was a problem with beach safety at any of
the clubs, they quickly hastened to assist their great mates. This in turn had made the Collaroy-Narrabeen
beach area one of the safest in Australia.
A segment of the team manager’s report showed how determined the club was to carry on its principal
of always supporting young members:

The Club selected and financed six junior and cadet members for the Australian Championships. They
were Greg Field, Kerry Geddes, Ron Spalding, Ross Stewart, Dave Sizeland and Geoff Denham. I feel
that the experience by these young members will benefit them greatly in future service and competition
with the club.
Special mentions are in order for Fred Denham and Charlie Brady who were co-managers of these lads.
They carried out their job through the worst conditions ever experienced for an Australian Championship
and treated their charges like kings. The Juvenile Committee selected and financed Fred Denham and I
hope they can see their way clear to carry on this practice as it gives them a real interest in the conduct of
our senior members to which their charges will eventually belong.
Bill Barnett, Manager
There is no doubt that the club’s selection committee at that time had wonderful foresight. Geoff Denham,
Greg Field, Kerry Geddes and Dave Sizeland went on to win Australian honours for the club. Greg Field
and Dave Sizeland also became outstanding club Captains.

NSW 5 yrs Beach Relay Champions 1969-70
L to R: Scott Carpenter, Eric Van der Saag,
Robert Clarke, David White.

SEASON

EXECUTIVE OFFICE BEARERS 1960-61 TO 1969-70
PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
TREASURER

1960-61
1961-62
1962-63

J King
N Ambrose
N Ambrose

1963-64
1964-65

N Ambrose
D Lawler

1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69

D
D
N
N

1969-70

W K Barnett

Lawler
Lawler
Ambrose
Ambrose

W Ellison
R Parkhill
R Parkhill
resigned
G Fisk
P Madgwick
P Madgwick

P Madgwick
P Madgwick
R Parkhill
R Parkhill
resigned
H Hart
C Mantle
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CAPTAIN

G Fisk
G Fisk
W Ellison

J Campbell
M Geros
M Geros

C Hodgkinson
C Hodgkinson
resigned
J Lawler
J Lawler
J Lawler
R Allison
R Allison

M Geros
W Balkin

R Ware

R Young

D Romain
W Balkin
P Mackiness
W Balkin

1970-1980

1970-71 Season

NIPPERS AND SENIORS COMBINE
TO GAIN TOP HONOURS

The major talking point around the club, other than the collapse of the Westgate Bridge in Melbourne
that claimed 35 lives, was the forthcoming Australian Championships to be held in Perth, WA. The club
intended to send a very large team, and it was a challenge for club management to find funds to support
its lifesaving duties and also subsidise the touring party, which consisted mainly of its young patrol members.
Bill Barnett again led the executive as President, with Peter Lennon stepping up from club Captain to
be his Deputy President. Business commitments saw Peter stand down towards the end of the season,
and the Minister for Kegs, Frank Slater, took his place. Old faithful, Arthur Green, returned as Treasurer,
while Ross Marshall took on the thankless task of club Captain.
The club had an outstanding season in competition. At the Manly Warringah Branch and the Sydney
Metropolitan Championships, they contested 18 finals and gained 7 first places, 7 seconds and 4 thirds.
They were considered among the top competitive clubs in NSW and would prove this rating at the NSW
and Australian Championships, as the following results indicate.
At the NSW State Championships at Caves Beach:
Open Beach Relay, 1st; Cadet Beach Sprint, 2nd-Geoff Denham
Cadet Beach Flags, 3rd-Jim Casey.
At the Australian Championships at the City of Perth Beach, WA:
Open Beach Relay, 1st; Junior Beach Relay, 3rd; Junior Beach Sprint, 4th- Kerry Geddes
Cadet Beach Sprint, 4th-Geoff Denham
Cadet Beach Flags, 4th-Jim Casey
Junior Boat Race, 4th.
The regular members during the season in the
Beach Relay teams were Rick Ware, Ian Harvey, Tony
Geddes, Greg Field, Fred Yakich, John Bliss, Jim
Shearer, Kerry Geddes, Gary Lilamand, David Sizeland,
Geoff Denham, Jim Casey, Gary Palfreyman, Steven
Lawler, John Gibbs and Peter Glennie.

John Bliss with his junior relay team. The were placed 3rd in the
Australian Junior Beach Relay Championships 1970-71
L to R: Greg Field, Gary Lilamand, Tony Geddes, Dave Sizeland

Members of the season’s boat crews were
Bill Barnett, Gary Wood, Ted Whittaker, Ross Marshall,
John Foster, Bob Kerr, Marcus Romain, Don McManus,
Col Burling, Robert Allan, Vic Baker, Arnold Eussen,
Ron Spalding, Ross Stewart, John Saals and
David Sizeland.
It was the runners who continued to enhance
the awesome beach competition record. The top
team of Ian Harvey, Rick Ware, Tony Geddes and Greg Field had other clubs refer to them as the Mafia
team due to their scruffy appearance, but their effort was recognised in the Annual Report, and the
performance of the beach competitors was noted as ‘the most successful for many years’.
Don McManus assists Bill Barnett in controlling the ‘200 Club’ boat
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John Bliss was credited with training and building the good team spirit that existed to provide those
excellent results. The senior Beach Relay side won carnivals throughout the year using eight different runners
at different times. In addition to that, when winning the
NSW State Titles the senior Beach Relay ‘A’ team had
the ‘B’ team right behind them in a fourth placing, missing
out on a Bronze Medal by only three feet.
The runners were given special mention for their
good behaviour at the Perth Australian Titles, and credit
was given to Jenny and Ian Harvey, who helped in that
regard. Three other members given recognition for
service during the season were Fred Yakich, John Lees
and Frank Clarke.
1970-71 Australian Open Beach Relay Champions
L to R: Greg Field, Ian Harvey, John Bliss -coach,
Tony Geddes, Rick Ware

The following awards, referring to some of their
quirky characteristics and behaviours, were given to
runners for the season:

John Bliss - a Rugby League Rule Book. Although
he was a Rugby League International, his charges took great delight in asking him questions regarding
the rules of the game because his answers were usually incorrect.
Ian Harvey - life membership in HCF. Ian was a walking medical mishap and was prone to sustaining
some type of injury or virus that was going around.
Greg Field - packet of razor blades. Greg had grown the most unruly beard imaginable and was
constantly badgered by his team-mates to shave it off.
Rick Ware - a tape recorder. After partaking in a few of his favourite double bourbon beverages, Rick
became a chattering maniac.
Tony Geddes - honorary Patrol Captains
cap. Tony had trouble in turning up on time for
his patrols, his excuse being that he could not
find his patrol cap.
Fred Yakich - one packet of Band-Aids. Fred,
like his team-mate Ian Harvey, was prone to
injury and had a habit of wearing numerous
bandaids when competing.
Johnny Lees - a bottle of milk. John was a
milk drinking addict and nearly always had a
bottle in his hand.
Caricatures of the Beach Relay team that represented the club in 1971
Frank Clarke - a punching bag shaped like
L to R: Tony Geddes, Greg Field, Ian Harvey, John Whitfield,
Ian Harvey. Frank, known as Sleepy, was the
Rick Ware, John Bliss, Geoff Denham
team’s manager. He was a very quiet person
whom many people assumed was meek and mild. Few knew that he was a top-class amateur boxer. Ian
often upset Frank and it took all of Blissy’s diplomacy to stop Sleepy decking him.

After the championships in WA, most of the youngsters in the team toured the south- western part of
that state and the following report of the trip was listed in club records. The writer had given nearly
everyone nicknames, some of which they still retain today.
The touring party consisted of John ‘Munga’ Saals, Ron ‘Stiffy’ Spalding, Ross ‘Mo’ Stewart, Arnold ‘The
Dancer’ Eussen, Dave ‘Dummy Half’ Sizeland, Steve ‘Axeman’ Fealy, Jim ‘Silent’ Casey, John ‘Lights out’ Gibbs,
Steve ‘Pee Wee’ Lawler, Peter ‘Picker’ Glennie, John ‘Lollies’ Barnett, Ross ‘Brains’ Marshall, Vic ‘Seppie’
Baker, Brian ‘Boats’ Blackmore, Ted ‘Golliwog’ Whittaker, Peg and Sue Whittaker and Bill ‘Woofa’ Barnett.
Ted and family, plus two of the cadets, roughed it in an automatic Holden station wagon. The rest of
the party boarded a cushioned, airconditioned tray deck utility and headed for Busselton, a town about
the same size as Gosford, where Nev ‘Mouse’ Chaney and Gary ‘Cochise’ Woods had already gone with
congenial host and Busselton resident, Norm ‘Gekko’ Godden.
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The trip to Bussleton took them through country very similar to the southwest slopes of NSW, although
the ocean was only around 25kms away.
Pee Wee blotted his copybook when he damaged Golliwog’s Army hat after he was taken short while
the Axeman also had hat trouble, when the air conditioning kept sucking it off his head. They tried to nail
it on but the nails kept bending and he eventually lost it.
At Busselton they were met by Gekko and his wife, who had arranged accommodation about three
miles out of the township. Mouse and Cochise had already joined the Birdwatchers and the Ale Tasters
Guild at the local pub and were always hard to find.
The accommodation consisted of four holiday cabins, which were ideal and the juniors, seniors, cadets
and the Whittaker family occupied one each. A portable barbecue was set up in front of the senior’s
cabin and this was to be the main eating place each morning and evening. The menu consisted of chops
and sausages, steak and sausages with tomatoes, onions, eggs or salad, coffee or tea.
Each cabin had a fuel stove and as the weather had turned cold they were constantly alight with the
cadets and juniors cooking huge quantities of toast with strawberry jam, tea or coffee.
Norm Godden arranged a motor boat, crab nets and bait and they all went crabbing. This was the
highlight of their stay at Busselton. They caught about 9 or 10 dozen crabs, cooked and ate them on the
beach. They were very tasty and although Picker and PeeWee were reluctant at first they soon got the
taste and ate more than anyone.
That evening they entertained the people of Busselton, who had been so good to them, along with
Tony and Kerry Geddes, Greg Field, Rick Ware, Ian and Jenny Harvey who had arrived that day. The party
that night was voted the best of the whole trip.
Ross Marshall was up early next morning to check out the cadets as he had heard that Munga and the
Dancer had gone to bed hungry, but after a roll call all were found present.
They took a long time cleaning the cabins and getting the juniors to shower. They thought showers
were something mentioned in weather reports. They were a pretty sad group who thanked Norm Godden
for his wonderful hospitality and started the trip back to Perth.
Bill Barnett the team manager complemented these young members:

‘At this point I would like to thank the juniors and cadets on their behaviour. I can assure you that these
young men are full-blooded lifesavers and although some had to be lent on now and again, none held a
grudge and came up just as good as ever the next day.
I am sure the trip would never have been so good if not for the work of Ross, Vic, Brian and Ted in
arranging transportation and food for everyone.
In closing I would like to thank every member of the team for making my job so easy and one of the best
trips I have ever attended.
The Juvenile section of the club had a fabulous season. They had tied
with the large Manly club for point score honours at the State
Championships and run second to those arch-rivals in the Manly
Warringah Branch Championships. They were led by Ken Brown; new
Secretary, John Green, who had taken over from Tim Friend; plus
Nev Behagg, who took on the Treasurer’s position.
Highlights of their competition results at the Branch Championships were:
Beach Sprint 5-years, 1st John Groom; 6-years, 1st Eric Van der Saag;
7-years, 2nd Andrew Ossedryver; 11-years, 3rd Andrew Little, and
13-years, 1st Peter Glennie.
Beach Flags 5-years, 1st John Groom; 6-years, 1st Robert Clarke,
and 12-years, 2nd Steven Lawler.
Juvenile members prepare to compete.
L to R: Greg Pearson, Robert Leijer,
Tony Pearson, Steve Fealy.

Beach Relay 6-years 1st; 7-years 1st; 8-years 3rd; 9-years 1st;
11-years 1st; 12-years 3rd, and 13-years 2nd.
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It was an amazing effort considering that the Manly Warringah Branch was the strongest juvenile area
in Australia at the time. That effort, combined with the senior and junior runners’ effort at senior championship
level, ensured that the club was still the best beach competitor in Australia.
Their efforts were also exceptional at the NSW Juvenile SLSA State Titles at Umina, with the following
results:
March Past - 3rd, Mark Blackwood, Mark Cunningham, Peter Domanski, Lawrence Fealy, Peter Glennie,
Ian Greentree, John Hill, Steven Lawler, Mark Mantle, Michael McGuinness, Tony Pearson, Mark Walsh
and Barry Worth.
Beach Sprint 5-years, 1st John Groom; 6-years, 1st Eric Van der Saag; 7-years, 2nd Andrew Ossedryver;
11-years, 3rd Andrew Little, and 13-years, 1st Peter Glennie.
Surf Wade-6-years, 1st Robert Clarke.
Surf Race-13-years, 3rd Stephen Fealy.
Beach Flags 5-years, 1st John Groom; 6-years, 1st Eric Van der Saag; 6-years, 1st Robert Clarke, and
12-years, 2nd Steven Lawler.
Beach Relay 6-years, 1st; 7-years, 1st; 8-years, 3rd; 9-years, 1st - Scott Denham, Tony Domanski,
Trevor Marr and Jamie Wiltshire; 11-years, 1st; 12-years, 3rd; and 13-years, 2nd.
The biggest lift to the club’s wellbeing was the large number of nippers graduating into the senior
ranks. During the season Jim Casey, Geoff Denham, Michael Page and Garry Palfreyman advanced to the
senior section of the club, while John Barnett, Glen Johnson, Steven Lawler, Mark Mantle, Mark Cunningham,
Michael McGuinness, Tony Pearson and Warren Lester gained their Qualifying Certificates.
The club Patrol Efficiency Competition created an improvement in all patrol operations during the
season. The competition produced a win for the patrol captained by John Lees. The members of his
patrol were Greg Field, Steve Lawler, Keith Gartner, Steve Fealy and Mark Cunningham.
Members from the Shivering Sharks Club, as well as adult members from the Juvenile Section, helped
increase the number of patrols.
Keith Henry, Chief Instructor, was in charge while the following members received SLSA awards:
Bronze Medallions: Mick Hailstone, Peter Middenway, Terry Taylor, Brian Willan, Norm Hayes, Greg
Jones, Des Highfield, George Lilamand, Keith Gartner, Greg Noland, John Saals, Trevor De Waal, David
Sizeland, Arnold Eussen, Russel Gartner and Peter Allwood.
Qualifying Certificates: John Barnett, Glen Johnson, Mark Mantle, Michael McGuinness, Steven Lawler
and Mark Cunningham.
Instructors Certificates: Ron Palfreyman, Warren Suters and Bill Worth.
Ross Marshall was awarded the honour of Clubman of the Year and received the WE Barnett Memorial
Award.
The Long Reef Division of the Manly Warringah Surf Rescue was recognised and considered to be
the best rescue medium available to the beach at that time, as it took only around five minutes to reach
North Narrabeen Beach. The Long Reef Division was captained by Bill Balkin, while other North Narrabeen
members who participated were Barry Byrne, Mick Geros, John Foster, Cec Hodgkinson,Bob Parkhill,
Bob Kerr, George Field, Ted Balkin, Gordon Fisk and Jim Campbell.
One of those who gained his Bronze Medallion, Mick Hailstone, was one of those stalwart members
who isn’t outstanding in competition, but has plenty of enthusiasm for the club. Some of his amazing
antics Mick’s earned him the nickname ‘Crazy’, and although he was the first volunteer for any task, club
officials were always cautious and kept a watchful eye on him.
His claim to fame was his involvement with Manly Warringah Surf Rescue during the club’s annual surf
carnival. The power boat was called upon to assist in the rescue of competitors who had got into difficulties
trying to negotiate the notorious North Narrabeen dumpers that prevailed on that day. The club Captain,
Grant Ramsay, had gone to the assistance of one of the competitors and was supporting him in an area
that was continually under bombardment from the dumpers.
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Mick was the rescue craft driver, and on arriving at
the beach decided to bring the boat ashore and get
instructions from carnival officials. He powered
shorewards, straight past Grant, who was waving
frantically as he supported his hapless patient with
one arm.
Mick forgot to throttle the motor back as he
approached the shoreline and drove the boat into the
1.5-metre-high sand wall that had been formed by the
surging surf. The bow became wedged so tightly that
it took nearly 20 people to dislodge it. By the time the
boat was again ready for action, the duty patrol had
rescued Grant and his patient and any other swimmers
who were in difficulties.

A Fisherman’s Beach power boat

Bill Balkin - circa 1959

Collnarra Jet Rescue craft with Bill Balkin at the wheel.
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THE BEGINNING OF SURF SAFARIS

During the months prior to patrols starting, Bill Barnett and Ross Marshall realised how important it
was to retain the interest of the influx of cadets and juniors joining the club. Most were from the juvenile
ranks, and Bill felt that they needed another outlet from the regimentation of patrol duties and training for
lifesaving competition.
He proposed a trip along the coast visiting other surf clubs where the
boys just surfed and enjoyed themselves while being looked after by
responsible seniors. Ross was more than enthusiastic and with the help of
the new Secretary, Gordon Jones, plans were soon underway for the inaugural
North Narrabeen Surf Safari. An account of that adventure appeared in the
Annual Report:

SURFING SAFARI 1972
On the 4th January 1972, a team of junior, cadet and senior members
ventured forth in the first organised surfing, boards and surfoplane holiday.
The trip was over a six day period and we were fortunate to have excellent
weather and surfing conditions.

Ross Marshall
- a wonderful Club Captain

The team consisted of cadets, Gary Pratt, Geoff Smith, Steve Oxley, Ric Jones,
Michael Page, Steve Lawler, Michael McGuinness, Lawrence Fealy,
Mark Walsh, Greg Jones, Mark Cunningham and John Barnett.

The juniors were Joe Raynard, Geoff Denham, Glen Johnson, Trevor deWaal,
Ron Spalding, Ross Stewart, Mike Hailstone, Jim Casey, Arnold Eusson, Dave Sizeland and Rick Field.
The seniors consisted of Ted Whittaker, Bob Kerr, Gordon Jones, Bill Barnett, Jim Boddan, and club
Captain Ross Marshall. There were also two visitors Phillip Lindsay and David Lawler Jnr.
At 7 am, we gathered at the clubhouse. We had a mammoth task of cramming surfos, boards, camping
gear etc into one panel van and trailer, one utility and a one-ton Toyota. I am sure parents, team managers
and organisers at one stage thought it was impossible but we were on the road at 7:45 am and arrived, like
sardines, at The Entrance about 10 am.
The surf was not too good at The Entrance so we travelled a few miles further on to Soldiers Beach,
Norah Head where we found a perfect 6 to 8 foot wave running. ‘Monster Walsh and ‘Puncher’ Fealy
proceeded to terrorise all of us on their surfos and then after a game of cricket in which ‘Blue Flash’ Pratt,
‘Jockey’ Smith and ‘Where are we’ Oxley really burnt up the gravel pitch.
We then travelled on to Cooks Hill where there was an interesting smaller surf running and ‘Dancer’
Eusson, ‘Silent’ Casey, ‘Pierre’ Raynard and ‘Ricketty’ Field really had a ball. The rest of the team adjourned
to the nearby oval and played the first Soccer Test between the Fleas and the Flops. At this point ‘The
Bulge’ Boddan and the ‘Devil’ Lawler arrived and joined the Fleas, as most of their team had disappeared
back to the beach.
While the juniors and cadets arranged sleeping facilities, the seniors prepared a dinner of steak, sausages,
eggs and tomatoes with salad and fruit salad and ice cream, plus bread and raspberry jam followed by tea
and coffee. ‘Smiler’ Johnson and ‘Lollies’ Barnett nearly missed out when they borrowed boards and surfed
till dark. During dinner ‘Killer’ Cunningham demonstrated how to kick a goal with a bowl of ice cream
as the ball.
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‘Crazy’ Hailstone, ‘Quietly’ Page, ‘Snorkers’ Rick Jones and ‘Tucker’ Greg Jones carried out kitchen
duties. Everybody then proceeded into Newcastle, which is fairly quiet at night and it was decided to
return to the Cooks Hill clubhouse for cards and coffee.
After much frivolity and numerous fortunes won and lost, everybody was eventually bedded down.
Unfortunately the Cooks Hill Ghost came on the scene and it was left to the seniors to chase it into the
‘Dungeon’ where they were kidnapped by the mad Cooks Hill surf club members, whose hospitality is
unreal.
The next stop was Elizabeth Beach near Forster. The surf was not on here, so we continued on to Forster
where conditions were much better. ‘Pee Wee’ Steve Lawler was congratulated on travelling such a long
distance without damaging somebody’s property. ‘Speed’ Denham and ‘Brick’ deWall tried unsuccessfully
to repair the air conditioning in the Toyota.
From Forster it was only a short run to Port Macquarie where arrangements had been made to stay in
the surf clubhouse for two nights. After a wonderful meal we enjoyed the great tourist attractions provided.
Curfew was extended to 11pm, as all the boys had become pinball fanatics. We returned to the clubhouse
where every type of card game and general mayhem went into full swing. Eventually everyone was bedded
down, although ‘The Devil’ and ‘Monster’ were actually tied down.
The beach area is in a beautiful setting and as the night was very warm some of the team, decided to
sleep on the beach but we were all sorry sights about 3:30 am when a shower of rain arrived and they
returned to the clubhouse like drowned rats. ‘Dasher’ showed his initiative by zipping up his sleeping bag
to keep out the water but it was necessary to give him oxygen in the morning. At 6 am an early morning
swim, followed by touch football and breakfast then everybody for the surf and there were many beaches to
pick from. In the afternoon it clouded over and the best game of beach football of the whole trip took place.
That evening we enjoyed a great meal of country lamb chops, plenty of salad and the usual goodies.
Next morning all members thoroughly cleaned the Port Macquarie clubhouse and surrounds and we
were on the road again bound for The Entrance. After a brief stop at Soldiers Beach and Cooks Hill we
arrived at Toowoon Bay where we found a great bunch of fellas waiting for us and also providing good
accommodation.
Although the pressure was beginning to tell all opted to visit the Entrance township, where everyone had
a ball. There was not a barbeque so ‘Crazy and ‘George Moore’ McGuinness assembled a few bricks and
we were soon in business and again enjoyed a great meal of country killed meat and many goodies.
Next day was the last and actual climax of the safari with a morning of surfing at North Avoca and
competing in their surf carnival in the afternoon. Weather wise this was the most perfect day we’d had and
competitively we nearly scooped the pool.
That evening we returned to Toowoon Bay and invited their members to a barbeque which I am sure
they enjoyed as much as us
In closing this report I would like, on behalf of the juniors cadets and visitors, to thank Ted Whittaker,
Gordon Jones, Bob Kerr, Jim Boddan and Ross Marshall, whose work and organisation made this trip
something we will all remember. Others who assisted to make the trip successful were Ken Marshall, for the
loan of the Toyota vehicle, Col Johnson, for the fruit and vegetables, Alex Gregory, for the ute cover and Vic
Baker, for the cover frames, Mick Hailstone the Chief Gofer and others, whose assistance was greatly appreciated.
I feel that this event must be carried on, as it is most important to bridge that gap between the youngies
and the oldies. I am sure that everyone on this trip whether his age was 12 or 50, realise that North
Narrabeen SLSC can go anywhere, anytime and be welcome, because they always behave like gentlemen
and sportsmen.
The position of Junior Captain was reactivated to assist the club Captain with the large number of
younger members. Alan Rose took on the job of go-between for the juniors and cadets, to be their
spokesman and put forward their points of view, and organise younger members on special days.
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Chief Instructor Keith Henry organised and supervised several squads to be put through by members
gaining their Instructors Certificates. Ted Whittaker was also heavily involved in that effort. Those gaining
SLSA awards were:
Bronze Medallions: Stephen Oxley, Gary Pratt, Rick Jones, Terry Bargaille, Dave Trebble, Brian Kelly,
John Gibbs, Geoff Denham, Jim Casey, Glen Johnson, Wayne McGurgam, Alan Fender, Jim Lloyd, Jim
Organ, Carl Ross and Mick Donaldson.
Instructors Certificates: Peter Allwood, Mick Hailstone, Alan Rose, Norm Hayes and Terry Taylor.
Qualifying Certificates: Jeff Smith, Lawrence Fealy, Brian Sims, Mark Walsh, Glenn James, Peter Knights,
Tony Cassidy, Rodney Field and Greg Jones.
The President remarked in his report that the year’s activities proved that the club was becoming one
of the top clubs in Australia. Membership had risen and patrol efficiency had improved, while members of
the Shivering Sharks and Elanora Escys clubs gained their Bronze Medallions and helped boost patrol
numbers. He mentioned that the all-round competition results were better, but most importantly, the club
was gaining depth, thanks to the Juvenile Section.
He also said that, although things looked good at that time, the club would have to look to the future,
as methods of lifesaving were changing every day. Also, the youth of the period had many more sporting
and recreational facilities to attract them, which would have to be considered.
He felt that it may seem old hat, square or even way out, but the character of a good lifesaver has not
changed through the years and the young bloke of the day had to face that same sea as his grandfather
did. He may have better knowledge and equipment, but the population had doubled in the last decade
and surfing was becoming more popular every day. The problems could not be solved by the oldies on
their own; the club must encourage and even beg the younger members to give their opinions and involve
themselves in the major functioning of the club.
It was recorded that the Annual Report was a credit to the Secretary, Gordon Jones, and Bill Barnett
felt that if the Balance Sheet was not correct, he would make a donation to the Sydney University, as he
had yet to meet a better Treasurer than Arthur Green.
Mention was made of the work done by Frank Slater, in particular the running of the hotel raffles which
supplied the working capital for the club. Ross Marshall, as club Captain, once again proved his worth,
and with Dick Corish and Max Rose looking after the handicapping, the club competition was a success.
Terry Taylor did an excellent job as Chief Instructor, while Johnny Bliss once again gave endless hours of
training and coaching the runners.
The financial position was once again strengthened by the
operation of the 200 Club, operated by life Member Jack King,
while Col Johnson, Brian Clarke and Ron Clayton kept the supply
open for vegetables from the city markets.
The Juvenile Section, with Ken Brown and his organisers, was
congratulated for their financial support and assistance. Mick Geros
took on the mammoth task of running the Flotto Lauro Competition,
and the financial result was beyond all expectations.
Jack McClusky from the local hotel assisted as usual while Mac
and Nancy Delaney, with Jack and Nancy Howie, organised a Surf
Club Bowls Carnival that produced $500 for the Building Fund.
Club membership increased, mainly due to the influx of junior
and cadet members, and the senior members were asked to give
them some guidance and emphasise the club was a place where
everyone participated. The committee requested the support of
all members at organised functions to spread the labour and costs
among more people, as a major aim was to make the club a place
where one wanted to go to enjoy the company of other members.
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Max Rose (left) and Dick Corish
after the completion of the club’s Sunday morning
beach and surf events. These two Life Members are
recognised as the best club competition organisers
in the club’s long history.
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The beach competitors had mixed results at carnivals. The senior relay Team looked capable of retaining
their National Title after winning the first carnival at Manly Beach. They then encountered many frustrating
difficulties and were unable to field their best side at later carnivals. They had to be satisfied with other
placings, but did run second at the Metropolitan Championships. They were successful in reaching the
final at the State Titles, and with Ian Harvey, Tony Geddes, Greg Field and John Whitfield running together
for the first time, were placed third.
The junior relay Team was a model of consistency, winning at 13 open carnivals and also at the
Branch, Metropolitan and State Carnivals. They
looked to have a big chance at the Australian
Championships; however, all did not go well in
the final for the side, and after crossing the line in
first place, they were disqualified.
All of the four runners competed in the finals of
most carnivals, with Geoff Denham in his first
season as a junior acquitting himself well in the
beach Sprint final of the Australian Championships.
David Sizeland and Kerry Geddes were strong
members of the Open Beach Relay team.
The cadet Beach Relay team performed
brilliantly towards the end of the season, being
coached by John Bliss, and they took out the Australian Title. Team members who had trained exceptionally
hard during the season were Brian Sims, Steve Lawler, Peter Glennie, Steve Fealy and Michael Page.
Junior Committee involved with the NSW Junior Titles.
L to R: Bill Worth, Nev Behagg, John Green, Ken Brown.

In other events, Steve Lawler won the Beach Flags event at the NSW State Titles and gained a third
place at the Australian Championships. Peter Glennie ran consistently throughout the season and gained
a fifth place in the Cadet Beach Sprint at the Australian Championships.
Boat Captain Bob Kerr reported that the A boat
crew were outstanding during the first half of the
season, but fell off during the latter part of the
season. The B crew, with himself as sweep, was
seldom unplaced at carnivals and made the quarterfinals at the Australian Titles. The junior crew under
the control of Vic Baker had a good season. Their
best performances were placing 3rd at the Manly
Warringah Branch Championship, 3rd NSW State
Championship and 3rd in the Interstate
Championship
The crew also made the quarter-finals at the
Australian Championship, and three of the crewJohn Saals, Arnold Eusson and Russell Jenkins-would again be juniors the next season, so prospects
looked good for the future. Boat Steward Brian Blackmore was again given thanks for keeping the boats
in tiptop condition.
Gollywog and Bobo discuss the next pub stop.

A gratifying feature of that season was the appearance of Jack and Tassie King along with Barney Mullens
at the club’s Annual Reunion. They had been members of the champion R&R team in the early 1930s that
had gone so close to winning the club an SLSA Premiership Flag, an honour that the club had never
achieved. They reminisced about the great swimmers they had competed against, but felt that none were
or ever would be as great as Shane Gould, who currently held the world female records for 100, 200,
400, 800 and 1500 meters freestyle. A few months later she departed the Munich Olympics with three
gold medals.
The reunion’s success was again a credit to the Minister for Kegs, Frank Slater, and Master Chef
Norm Ambrose. Later that season Frank was judged the winner of the WE Barnett Memorial Award of
Clubman of the Year.
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The highlight of the 1972-73 season was
Geoff Denham winning the Australian Junior Beach
Sprint Championship Title. It was a very emotional
result, especially for John Bliss, whose efforts in
encouraging and coaching local youth to elite
standards in beach sprinting was legendary. As always,
Blissy passed most of the praise onto his helpers, John
Lees and Geoff’s father, Fred Denham.
When Geoff received his gold medal, his club mates
carried him shoulder high along the Burleigh Heads
beach promenade. His team-mates, who teamed with
him after his historic win, to be placed third in the Open
Beach Relay, handed him over to the boat crew, who
in turn handed him to the marchers. Eventually they
made it to the Miami pub where they sat him in the
gutter and filled him up with soft drink. Although
Queensland laws forbade anyone under 21 from
entering a hotel bar, it was suspected that his dad
slipped in a few heavies..

Geoff Denham (second from left),
Australian Junior Beach Sprint Champion 1972-73
with team members Greg Field, John Whitfield and Ian Harvey
who gained 3rd place in the
Australian Open Beach Relay Championship in the same season.

The boat crews were again prominent and gave notice to other clubs that they would remain strong
with the performance of the club’s junior. The crews were also elated by the news that a new surfboat had
been donated by Thomas Cook and Son, through the efforts of Max Rose, the Race Secretary. Max later
related his pride of the club’s competitive efforts:

Special congratulations must go to the junior boat crew as they performed tremendously during the
season winning the Manly Warringah Branch Title, the NSW State Title and gained third place in the
Australian Championships which was from a photo finish with three crews finishing on the same wave.
The junior crew consisted of Vic Baker, John Saals, Russell Jenkins, Brian Sims, and Arnold Eusson.
These juniors must go down as one of the best junior boat crews the club has had and overall it was one of
the most successful seasons for many years. The efficiency and conscientiousness of the members not only
gave safety to the public and the ability to have a competitive spirit but to make us one of the top clubs in
Australia.
The boat crews and beach sprinters are as much a part of the surf life saving movement in Australia as
the surf reel and line and the club’s reputation in both these areas, continued to grow.
Members were congratulated by Chief Instructor Terry Taylor, who trained the following people for
their SLSA Bronze Medallion: David Cassidy, Paul Robinson, Chris Isles, Michael Page, Rodney Field,
Steven Fealy, Brian Sims, Kevin Welsh, Pebre Eppinga, John Neil, and Bill Wilson.
Members were introduced from the Shivering Sharks Winter Swimming Club, always a good supplier
of new members. Don Wilson, Graham Wilson, Bob Russell and Gary Miller obtained their Bronze
Medallions, while Paul Byrne obtained his Qualifying Certificate.
A number of young members from the club’s Juvenile Section gained their Qualifying Certificates: Ian
Sizeland, Paul Pratt, Kevin Trimble, Peter Domanski, John Hill, David Beaumont, Greg Johnson, Barry
Worth and Mick Ossedryver.
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A lot of time and effort went into training squads, and Norm Hayes was thanked for training a squad,
as was Michael Whittaker, who was able to help put through four of the squads even though he hobbled
around on a walking stick.
A recruitment film titled 2,000,000 Reasons was made for the SLSA, with Max Rose and Dick Corish
providing outstanding support to the publicity section. Some filming was done within and around the
clubhouse when a rescue was reenacted by Norm Ambrose, Ken Hodges, Ron Noonan, Ron Wells and
Les C Brown, depicting the club members who had rescued a yacht in trouble. As the original rescue was
carried out during a function held at the club, a cabaret was held to be part of the filming.
The executive, unchanged from the previous season, was continuously involved in the building of the
forthcoming new clubhouse. They were ecstatic when the Warringah Shire Council took their advice to
locate the new building in its present position. This spot was considered the best piece of real estate on
the Narrabeen Peninsula. Another benefit was its excellent view of the Ocean Street bridge, where many
drownings and tragic accidents had occurred over the decades. Although that area was not a responsibility
of the club, when problems arose, the club members were the first asked to assist. The Building Committee
for the new clubhouse-Chairman Bill Barnett, Barry Byrne, Mick Geros, Peter Allwood, Neville Romain
and Arthur Green-displayed the plans for the new clubhouse for all to see at the AGM on 26 August
1973.
In his Captain’s report, Ross Marshall stated that attendance to patrols was very good at the start of
the season. With no early Bronze Medallion squads being trained, he was able to get Chief Instructor
Terry Taylor to give all active members a brush-up on Cardiac Massage and Rescue Breathing on the
Ambu-manikin. It was a long season, and patrol attendance dropped off towards the end of it; punctuality
suffered as well. Ross felt that there was no excuse for that situation, as it meant extra work for the patrol
Captains. He also felt that the patrol Captains efficiency left no doubt that the public safety was in good
hands, and he recommended that a patrol Captains’ meeting should be held each year.
The Patrol Efficiency Competition was very keenly contested, and there was only a half-point between
the first and second placing. Congratulations went to the No 5 Patrol and their Captain, Norm Hayes,
who had John Whitfield, Mick Hailstone, Greg Jones, Paul Robinson and Barry Worth as his patrol members.
Norm thanked Col Burling and Terry Taylor for their help in running the competition. Col Burling did
inspections every Sunday without fail. He also thanked Ross Young and Vice Captain Alan Rose for their
help during the season.
The juvenile section, again led by Ken Brown, John Green and Neville Behagg, had a tremendous year
that climaxed with the Juvenile NSW Championships being held on North Narrabeen Beach.

Section of the large crowd of spectators at the
NSW Juvenile State Championships held at North Narrabeen February 1973

Prior to that mammoth undertaking, the juveniles had at last toppled arch-rivals Manly and taken out
the Manly Warringah Branch Championship Point Score. They blitzed the field with an amazing 44 places
in finals that included 15 gold medals. Among those involved in that colossal effort were future Australian
Champions Peter and Brad Squires, Glen Lawrence, Barry Newman and Scott Denham.
The first Juvenile Metropolitan Championships held at Bondi during the season. Robert Clarke won
the 8-years Surf Race, Scott Denham won the 11-years Beach Sprint, and the 11-years Beach Relay
team were the club’s first gold medal winners at the inaugural event.
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The NSW Juvenile Championships put a great strain on both the juvenile and senior sections of the
club, as it had now grown in proportion to match the senior’s State Championships in attendance. The
effort may have reflected on the club’s juvenile competitors, as they only gained four bronze medals. In
typical Narrabeen fashion, there was no trumpet-blowing about the tremendous effort required to run the
championships, as the juvenile Secretary stated:

The BIG event. State Titles, 25th February 1973
At the conclusion of the busiest season to date, the NSW State Juvenile Championships were conducted
on 25th February 1973 at North Narrabeen.
Although the championships are over, I still don’t think a lot of people and even some of our own
members realise how much time, organising, planning and work went into the conducting of the
championships. Planing had started well before the Big Day, in fact had started well and truly two years
before, straight after our first application was made to conduct the titles.
Many meetings with other clubs that had held the titles, meetings with the State Sponsors Smiths Crisps,
the NSW Juvenile Association and other volunteer organisations were carried out.
The hand full of members who did gather regularly in the twelve months prior to the carnival date and
even before then, must have felt the fruits of their labour at the end of the actual carnival. I feel sure they
realise as I do, the planning paid off.
It was stated by many but in particular, officially by the NSW State Officials, that it had been the bestorganised State Carnival ever conducted.
The Juvenile Section has to thank the volunteers and organisations that gave us their help. This help
came before, during and after the carnival, and to those involved, our sincere thanks as without them it
would not have been a success.
Once again the juvenile and senior sections worked well together, and thanks is given to the seniors for
their support. The juveniles made a sizeable transfer of funds to the seniors as a result of the carnival
success.
Ken Brown, the NSW State Carnival Organiser along with the Club Carnival Committee members
were the backbone of the event and they deserve a special mention for the work they carried out in the key
positions on the Carnival Committee.
John Green-Carnival Secretary
Neville Behagg-Carnival Treasurer
Bill Worth-Carnival Area Officer
David Lawler-Publicity Officer
Fred Denham-Competition Area Office
Ron Palfreyman-Parking Officer
Ted Blackwood-Catering Officer

The North Narrabeen Team who gained 3rd place after
leading off the march past event at the NSW Juvenile
Championships February 1973 at North Narrabeen Beach.
Greg Brown -Standand, Steven Green -Belt
L to R: Jeff Brown, Peter Squires, Rod Hodgkins, Trevor Marr,
Peter Domanski, Barry Worth, David Beaumont.

Promoted by Fred Denham, the Competition Area Officer,
the club was first to introduce a Juvenile Information Brochure
for the championships and this was sent to all clubs well before
the day of the State Titles.
While the Carnival Committee was in operation, the club
officials were still working as usual and many wore two hats.
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The full list of North Narrabeen Juvenile Section officials for the 1972-73 season were:
Patron
President
Deputy Presidents
Secretary
Asst Secretary
Treasurer
Registrar
Handicapper
Race Secretary
Events & Competition Manager
Catering Officers
Liaison to Senior Section
Delegates to
Manly Warringah Branch
Delegates to Senior section
Representative to
the Building Committee
Editor Newsletter
Publicity Officer
Asst Pub Officer
Gear Steward
Starters
Judges
Recorders
Age Managers

Surf Teams Managers
March Past Coaches
R&R Coaches
Social and
Fund Raising Committee
Hotel Raffles

Bill Barnett
Ken Brown
Fred Denham, Ted Blackwood, Tim Friend, Bill Worth
John Green
Tim Friend
Neville Behagg
John Green
Fred Denham
Fay Brown
Ron Palfreyman
Val Green, Maureen Worth, Ted Blackwood
Dave Lawler, Bill Worth
Tim Friend, John Green
Bill Worth, Ken Brown
Bill Worth
Shirley Fealy
Maria Groom
Shirley Fealy
Maureen Worth
Peter Baker, Jack McGuinness, Tim Friend
Ross Thompson, Terry Hill, Jack Gately, Jim Rogan, Alf Fealy
Jean James, Shirley Fealy, June Jenkins, Reina Van der Saag
4 yrs-Maureen Worth
5 yrs-Sid White
6 yrs-Bill Sanders
7 yrs-John Licardy
8 yrs-Ron Clayton
9 yrs-Peter Newman
10 yrs-Bob Whittaker
11 yrs-Barney Marr
12 yrs-Don Brierty
13 yrs-Bill Worth
Dave Lawler, Ron Clayton
Jack McGuinness, Derry Meehan
Bill Worth, Ron Clayton
Walter Groom (Convenor)
Barney Marr

Juniors, cadets and cooks again set forth on a surfing expedition, this time heading for Coffs Harbour
via North Haven and Port Macquarie. The team consisted of Trevor ‘Brick’ deWaal, Steven ‘PeeWee’
Lawler, Rod ‘Yogi’ Field, Brian ‘Smoothy’ Sims, Michael ‘Quietly’ Page, Geoff ‘Flash’ Denham, Lawrence
‘Front Seat’ Fealy, Pete ‘All Night’ Knight, Greg ‘Tucker’ Jones, Glenn ‘2SM’ James (never off the air),
Dave ‘Dummy Half’ Sizeland, Ian ‘Supper’ Sizeland, Brian ‘Boats’ Blackmore, Gordon ‘Entrée’ Jones,
Ross ‘Ankles’ Marshall and Bill ‘The Hair’ (you know who) Barnett.
Geoff Neil, a member who gained his Bronze Medallion, was only in the club for a short period, but
typified the club’s tradition of taking triers to their heart. Geoff was a gangly string-bean junior who could
have easily been blown away in a stiff southerly. He was role model for the TV advertisement that showed
a slightly built bloke having sand kicked in his face, but unlike the TV ad, he never developed a large
physique.
He was nearly always reserve for the local football team, but on one occasion due to injuries, the
coach was forced to play him as full-back. He was a shocker; he was either too far forward or too far back.
With typical Narrabeen humour, he was christened ‘Changa’, after the legendary Rugby League full-back
Graeme Langlands.
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Geoff only joined the surf club so that his mates Rod Field, Brian Sims and Steve Fealy could form a
junior boat crew. He was not a very good swimmer, but that did not stop him from quickly learning the
principles of surfboat rowing-although his strength left a lot to be desired. His crewmates were all natural
athletes, and he matched their ability with pure heart. When they developed into one of the best junior
crews in Australia at that time, other crews would look at Changa and shake their heads in disbelief.
Changa was a happy-go-lucky young man who always had his crewmates in fits of laughter with his
numerous antics. And he could always be relied upon to provide some type of drama, as the following
anecdote demonstrates:
On the journey to the championship venue, Changa was the only occupant in the back of a utility that
was covered by a metal covered frame. Travelling at excessive speed, the vehicle was hit by a very strong
gust of wind and the metal frame was blown off, landing in a nearby paddock.
Changa’s alarmed crewmates immediately stopped the utility and ran towards the now severely damaged
cover fearing Changa was still inside. They found no occupant and looked back towards the vehicle to
see two terrified eyes peering over the tailgate and a very agitated voice asking, ‘What happened? I hung
onto to it for as long as I could!’

1973 NSW Juvenile Championships Information Brochure, Competitors’ Badge and Programme Guide.
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Cyclone Tracy had devastated Darwin and the beach sprinters did the same at Glenelg, SA by winning
both the Open and Junior Australian Beach Relay titles, the first club to achieve the marvellous feat in surf
lifesaving history. An article by Bill Barnett, a spectator at the championships, gave a very good description
of the historic occasion:

The Australian Championships were held at Glenelg in South Australia over the Easter period and our
team, with the exception of the cadet relay team and Glenn James, was the same as for the State. John Bliss
who was ill did not make the trip and the ‘Nose’, as some members called him, was missed but John Lees
his deputy carried out his instructions beyond expectations.
The runners stopped in a hotel in Adelaide and the rowers in holiday flats at Henley. This seemed a pity,
as all the team were great mates especially the juniors and it was felt that they relaxed and enjoyed themselves
more when they were all together. Arrangements for Tasmania in 1976 should see all the team together.
The climax of the trip was the marvellous effort by the senior and junior relay teams in winning the double.
This has never been done before and after seeing the standard of beach running may never be done again.
Being a member of the club for over 30 years I would like to describe the excitement over a period of 10
minutes and the pride that I felt at Glenelg Beach on Easter Sunday 1974 when our club reached its
greatest moment in Surf Life Saving competition.
The juniors were our first finalists and were
recognised as the team to beat but with a big problem
of breaking on the change. As they had been
disqualified in the finals of the Metropolitan and
State Championships, John Bliss’s instructions were
to give away any advantage at baton changing and
rely on their sprinting ability to win. I have never
1973-74 Australian Junior Beach Relay Champions.
L to R Mick Donaldson, Geoff Denham,
seen athletes so keyed up to carry out their task.
Michael Page, Steve Lawler (res), Greg Jones.
Michael Page did not get a good start and came
down in 3rd position. Greg Jones did not panic and although loosing a yard on the change, held his
position in the field. The ball was now in Mick Donaldson’s court, he could see that the Beens were at least
4 yards behind the leaders North Cronulla. Tense and hesitant he lost further ground at the start but not
only caught up this distance but shortened the leader’s margin. It was now a two horse race, they were 4
yards behind, Geoff Denham our last runner against a North Cronulla man who had beaten him regularly
in inter-club competition. After the first 20 yards still 4 yards behind, 50 yards, gained a yard, 60 yards,
holding, 70 yards 3 yards behind, 73 yards 2 yards behind, 78 yards 1 yard 79 yards even, 80 yards in
blanket finish won the championship. What an effort from a man who gave every last ounce of effort and
showed he has the potential to be as good as the greatest beach sprinter of all time, Johnny Bliss.
The senior relay had won their way into the final but were not given much chance against the strong
Anglesea Team.
Our first runner John Whitfield, made a great start and led the Anglesea runner Brad Trotter, the
Australian Beach Sprint Champion 1973, by half a yard. When he handed over to Mal Storey who let all
stops go to not only hold but increase our lead over his opponent from Anglesea, ex Olympian Gary
Holdsworthy holder of the Australian 100 meters track record. Greg Field then used all his strength and
heart to hold this lead.
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Doug Daines having already had several runs to
qualify for the sprint final managed to hold a ½
yard lead over Barry King the 1970 Australian
Beach Sprint Champion at the 60 yard mark but
10 yards from the line, King hit the front and the
Beens looked done. Somehow Doug managed to give
a super spurt to nearly, lift himself off the beach to
gain victory by a clear 6 inches. I am not ashamed
to say that I could not yell or shout but just stood
there with tears running down my face and wishing
that Blissy was standing beside me.
Well that about covers 1974 but I would like to
Australian Open Beach Relay Champions 1973-74
L to R: Greg Field, Doug Daines, John Whitfield, Mal Storey
enclose a copy of a letter from the President of the
Brogo Community Hall. These people were concerned about allowing us the use of the hall as some surf
clubs were not thought too highly of around Bega, after the last State Titles there. I think you can see why
I was very proud to be their manager, Bill Barnett.
Brogo via Bega. 26 3 74.
The Brogo Community Hall President’s letter follows:

Dear Bill
Sorry I did not see you before you left but when I could get down you all had gone. On behalf of the Hall
Committee and myself I would like to thank you and the rest of the fellas for the way you left the hall, it
was a real credit to you and the fellas. Any time you are down this way and want somewhere to camp just
let me know. Glad we could help you and thanks again.
Yours faithfully, Neville Rolfe
Brogo Hall was a typical country-style building-corrugated iron roof and walls, with a rough timber
floor. There was an enamel cast iron sink with a cold water tap, plus an electric urn, the only source of hot
water. If you needed a shower, you had to fill a bucket of water from the outside roof water tank and pour
it over your head.
The hall was situated in a gully next to a creek, and at night the building became like a cool-room. The
members had come prepared for summer conditions and nearly froze during the nights of their stay.
Johnny Bliss, who suffered extremely in cold conditions, gave the club President the NTOA Award (Never
to Organize Again).
The club executive remained, with the exception of Grant Ramsay, who become club Captain. He was
a hands-on captain, as the following account of a rescue shows:

Rescue of the season
On Sunday 23rd December 1973 our patrol and club members were involved in a mass rescue.
Two surf board riders were clinging to a board about 200 yards from the beach between a powerful rip
and a 10 to 12 feet dumping surf. Our club Captain, although only a moderate swimmer, seeing the
patrol flat out saving people from the rip, forced his way through a nasty choppy side sweep to support the
board riders and guide them seaward to be picked up by the Fishermans Beach Rescue craft.
The Rescue Craft, while coming in through the mountainous surf, missed Grant and his patients and
was swamped in the shore break and became inoperable. Grant then encouraged and pushed the riders
through the giant waves to the surfboat, which was some 400 yards out to sea where they were hauled
aboard.
The Surf Rescue helicopter then came onto the scene and transferred the two board riders to the beach.
Grant did not trust the surfboat crew to make the beach safely and made his own way back to the shore. Grant
was undoubtedly the hero of the rescue and the club is fortunate to have a club Captain of this calibre.
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Chief Instructor Michael Whittaker was happy with the season, as there were 11 new members, and
9 of them cadets. Those earning awards were:
Bronze Medallions: Rodney Rolfe, Jim Polson, Steven Lawler, Greg Jones, Michael Cox and Michael
McGuinness.
Qualifying Certificates: Rodney Kirsop, Steven Green, Glen Lawrence, Greg Brown, John Hogan,
Paul Jones, David Lawler, Scott Denham and Trevor Marr.
Instructor’s Certificates: Tom Kirsop, Steven Oxley and Gary Pratt.
Recognition was registered to Tom Kirsop, Ted Whittaker and Gary Miller for giving extra time and
effort in training those squads.
The Fishermans Beach Surf Rescue Service (FBSRS) was the best immediate rescue service available
to North Narrabeen Beach. Unfortunately, there were serious interruptions to this service that season
because of mechanical problems, but when in operation it assisted in many rescues and lifesaving
examinations. Towards the end of the season, the Manly Warringah Branch of the SLSA, who had controlled
the FBSRS finances, handed over the job to the four Collnarra Clubs-Collaroy, Narrabeen Beach and
North and South Narrabeen SLSCs.
The rescue service was in serious debt and
in danger of liquidation. It required better
support by the Collnarra Clubs, Warringah Shire
Council, Manly Warringah SLSA and the general
public if it was to survive. It was the job of the
club to encourage active reserve members to
join the FBSRS as operators or crewmen. The
club’s representatives were Mick Hailstone and
Bob and Ian Sizeland.

The Collnarra Jet Rescue Craft returning to its base
at Fisherman’s Beach, Long Reef

Bob Sizeland was one of the greatest assets
the club and the FBSRS had. He not only serviced and maintained the boat, but that season had installed
two-way radios in the four Collnarra clubs, mostly at his own expense. Bob did not look for praise, and
everyone hoped he would retain his enthusiasm and that others would help him keep the Fishermans
Beach Rescue Service going.
Surf Rescue Helicopter Service began its initial year of service and proved beyond doubt that the
service was something the Warringah Shire Council, State and Federal Governments and the SLSA
must ensure was available the following season.
On Metropolitan beaches that season, 31 people were rescued, with 12 taken to hospital, and 24
small boat searches carried out. The helicopter was required several times on North Narrabeen Beach
and assisted in the rescue of at least 5 people. On Boxing Day, when the patrol members were involved
in a mass rescue, the SRHS was a very welcome sight when it lifted two people from the notorious ‘Alley’.
An example of the service’s efficiency was a rescue at Bungan Beach, where there was no road to the
beach. A young woman was rescued by the beach patrol, and although revived, collapsed from shock
and was in a very serious condition. To get her to hospital meant carrying her up the steep hill to the
ambulance, that would then have to negotiate Sunday afternoon traffic to Mona Vale Hospital, 5 km away.
That would have taken some 20 minutes. The SRHS was on the scene and had the patient in Mona Vale
Hospital intensive care in 6 minutes, and very likely saved her life.
The club congratulated the Bank of NSW for providing the $25,000 to sponsor the Service, Airfast
who provided the pilot, and the voluntary surf club members who did the rescue work.
The 1974 Surf Safari was organised and led by Bill Worth and Ted Whittaker, who took a large group
of cadets and juniors to Port Macquarie and Crescent Head. Bill and Ted were much better culinary
providers than the previous organisers had been and their seafood meals were greatly appreciated by all
the youngsters. The trip again provided much laughter and many fond memories.
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The North Narrabeen Surf Board Riding Club was recognised as the best organised and best
competition club in Australia. They were competently led by an old member of the surf club, Jim Walsh.
The men were often of great assistance to the club when rescues were being carried out and also when
surf club patrols and Council lifeguards were not on duty. It is impossible to estimate the number of
rescues they carried out.
Few Club social events were held during the season, but two highlights were the launching of the new
surfboat and the Annual Presentation Night held at the Narrabeen RSL Bowling Club. The launching the
new Cook’s Travel surfboat was a great success. The social involved was organised by Max Rose and his
family, and everyone enjoyed the company of the Thomas Cook Company representatives on the day.
The attendance at the presentation night was possibly the biggest for many years and it was felt this
was a show of appreciation for the beach relay teams’ wonderful performance. The overall success of the
evening was due to the efforts of Dave Lawler, Frank Slater and Gordon Jones.
The Queen’s Birthday 1973 Annual Reunion was voted the best for many years. Due to the costs of
entertainment, it was decided that the members would entertain themselves. And what entertainment it
was, with Dolly Williams in ‘Egyptian Allah’, Fred ‘Wood and Coal for Money’ Bertram, Dumper ‘Pierre’
Dickens, Doug Lawson and Fred ‘Big Instrument’ Wood were just a few of those who turned on great
acts. The day was a credit to Frank Slater and Norm Ambrose, who worked tirelessly to make it a success.
Congratulations were extended to Geoffrey Denham on being awarded the WE Barnett Memorial
Award as the club’s Outstanding Member of the Year. He was also considered by the Management
Committee as the Best All Round Member. That award could be won by any cadet or financial member of
the club for their general efforts throughout the season. Each committee member would select a member
for the honour and a vote would be held at the last committee meeting before the AGM. A second ballot
was often required to decide the winner.
Geoff Denham was the backbone of the successful junior relay side, always considering his teammates before his own individual event. He was a well-mannered, quietly spoken young gentleman, who
carried out his patrol duties and other jobs that were asked of him in a competent and thorough manner.
The Shivering Sharks Winter Swimming Club, one of the most friendly winter swimming groups in
Sydney, was an integral part of the club’s atmosphere. Seven of their members were on the Management
Committee and represented a large percentage of the senior patrol members. Through the years the
Sharks had brought some outstanding members to the club, as well as always supporting club fundraising
schemes. The closeness the clubs enjoyed was beneficial to both bodies.
The Building Committee, comprising Arthur Green, Neville Romain, Peter Allwood, Mick Geros Jr and
Barry Byrne with Bill Barnett as the convenor, spent many hours endeavouring to hasten the construction
of the new building. During the season they reached the frustrating part of the process when tendering
and loans were being finalised with the Warringah Shire Council. They were hopeful that members might
be able to see some work in progress before the forthcoming Annual General Meeting.
All club members congratulated Dick Corish when he was rewarded for his outstanding efforts to
sport with the British Empire Medal.
Many donations were received during the season, with amounts ranging from $2255 from Thomas
Cook Travel and $1500 from the Juvenile Section down to $5 and $2 from individual members. The club
was more than grateful for every one of them.
President Bill Barnett summed up his report with the
hope that members were satisfied with the club’s
performance, and that although he was concerned about
the beach patrols, he was privileged to be the President.
He also could not speak highly enough of the performance
of the hardworking committee and members, as the
following excerpt shows:

Bill Barnett takes on the surf with his 1974 junior crew

The member who carries out his duties because he enjoyed
helping our surfing public and because he wanted to be part
of a wonderful organisation is something that is not dying.
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These people are the heart of the club and remember they basically are the same types of bloke that
patrolled our beach in 1912.
Although the senior runners had captured most of the limelight, that did not overshadow the everachieving juvenile section, now led by Bill Worth as President and John Green’s steady hand as Secretary.
They were just pipped by Manly at the Branch Championships after gaining 31 medals, which included
15 firsts. They followed that up with a solid performance at the Metropolitan Championships, gaining
another 10 medals, including two firsts.
They left their best effort for the State Championships held at Swansea
Caves where they came second overall in the
State point score and captured six medals
including 2 firsts. Eric Van de Saag won the 9years Beach Flags, while Jeff Brown and Brett
Worth teamed to win the Two-Man Junior R&R
event. That brought a lot of joy to the older senior
members who lamented the demise of that
discipline in the club’s senior section competition.
1974 NSW Junior R&R Champions To cap off a great season, Mark Stanton was
Jeff Brown (L) and Brett Worth
again selected to the NSW Representative Team.
Race Secretary Max Rose had the following to say about Dick Corish:

Paul Trimble,
Manly Warringah Branch,
Metropolitan and NSW
9 Years Beach Sprint Champion 1974

The success of any Race Secretary depends in no small measure on the
Handicapper. We are blessed in having a dozen of them, all in the one Dick
Corish, who first came to Narrabeen in 1917. Dick, whose main interest is athletics, was made a life member
of the Botany Harriers in 1926. He also has a street named after him in Pagewood for his active involvement
in athletics administration, which has given him the high standard that he maintains and a profound knowledge
of sport.

The club was lucky to have many local supporters, none better than the Narrabeen RSL Club and
Narrabeen RSL Bowling Club, situated in the foothills of Narrabeen. The RSL Committee had always
helped with any request that the club had made and each year kindly allowed the use of their premises for
the annual trophy night. The RSL Bowling Club organised
the Annual Surf Club Bowling Day, which was a great
money raiser, and the previous season $400 was donated.
(Dolly Williams made a wonderful gesture by matching this
donation dollar for dollar).
Life member Jack Howie was the guiding hand behind
the day and was supported by Bruce Hodge and Bowling
Club Ladies Auxiliary members Nancy Howie and Nancy
Delaney. The day was just one big party, and surf club
members were sincerely thankful to the Narrabeen RSL and
Bowling Club for their support.

Club stalwarts
L to R: Les Green with Jack Howie and Frank Slater

At the Annual General Meeting prior to this season, Bill Barnett had been awarded Life Membership.
This was a highly emotional occasion for Bill as he realised that he and his father Wilfred had become the
first father and son Life Members in the club’s history. This was a very special honour for both him and his
family. His love and respect for his father was well known and he had been devastated when Wilfie
passed away five years previously.
His emotional speech of appreciation brought many a tear to the old-timers present who had spent
much of their lives in the company of the legendary Wilfie.
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1974-75 Season

VALE JOHN BLISS -THE GREATEST BEACH
SPRINTER OF ALL TIME

Those who have read the previous pages of this book will realise how great a contribution Johnny Bliss
had made to the surf club and to the youth in the community of Narrabeen.
He had been involved in the club for 35 years, much of which has been
recorded. But no written words can describe the charm, charisma, wisdom
and good feeling he provided during his life that was suddenly ended by
the lifesaver’s deadly enemy, melanoma.
His passing was felt all around Australia and many parts of the world,
but no one will ever know how much it hurt the people of Narrabeen,
especially the surf club. The sorrow that everyone felt for his live-wire
wife Joan and young son Jeffery was heartfelt.

Joan Bliss unveils a memorial
plague to her late husband John
in the new clubhouse

John had taught his pupils well. His words of encouragement and
ability to raise people’s efforts to enormous heights flowed on to those
he had helped to become champions. The following letter from Jim
Campbell, who had been in a North Narrabeen SLSC Open Beach Relay
team along with John and won an Australian title, is in a way an epitaph to
a wonderful person:

The Saga of the Sand Crabs
It was a few days after the first committee meeting of the 1974-75 season. I was standing in the Public
Bar of the Shit Carters Arms when I was approached by a tall dark chap who said, ‘Wanna buy a genuine
boomerang very cheap? Made in Wodonga’.
After careful scrutiny I realised that it was Frank Slater and he asked me, on the Committee’s behalf, ‘if
I would be interested in coaching the Beach Sprinters.’
I quickly replied ‘No’ because although I have size 12 feet, I felt that they were still not big enough to fill
the shoes of our late friend Johnny Bliss.
A few weeks later, a film night was held at Greg Field’s home which featured the last three or four
Australian Championships. At the end of the night I had re-run the races over about seven seasons and
training ideas and methods were running out of my ears along with the Marsala that they just happened
to be pouring into me.
Two days later when the cobwebs had cleared and I realised what I had let the fat fellow in for, I said to
myself ‘Well, James, you have opened your mouth so get off your big a… and do something.’
I subsequently convened a meeting at Greg’s place where I outlined my ideas and we kicked them around
for a while. It was pointed out that my ideas might vary to the training methods that they were used to.
However, they agreed to abide by my rules and I am very pleased to say that everybody, without exception,
kept their word.
Coaching the sprinters afforded me a great deal of pleasure because of their solid support. The occasional
signs of temperament and inter group squabbling were overcome without the requirement of a degree in
psychiatry as the would-be experts claimed I would require if success was to come our way.
Attendance at training was very good throughout the year and conduct at carnivals was excellent. The
manager of the Spears Point Hotel (State Championships) has the welcome mat out for North Narrabeen
at any time.
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With regard to awards, I would like to recommend that each sprinter receive an ‘E’ for effort, especially
John Lees who was a tower of strength as he took on the jobs of assistant coach, manager, competitor and
baggage boy. Many thanks John. Many thanks also to the ‘Father’ of the squad, Doug Daines, for his
generous donation of which we are all aware.
The success of the sprinters during the season is set out in detail in the Race Secretary’s report and you can
judge for yourself whether or not North Narrabeen continues to keep running with the best of them.
Jim was well aware that the club had a wealth of promising juvenile runners, and with the support of his
senior runners the club won the NSW Cadet Beach Relay that season. That was only a taste of what was
to come.
Greg Field and Jim Shearer also provided insight into the world of the beach runners during John’s time:

On Any Sunday
‘C’mon Sloppy’ was the usual sound I awoke to on a Sunday morning. John Bliss took great delight in
waking people whom enjoyed having a social drink the night before. John was one of the small number of
people who didn’t realize what it was like to wake up with a hangover.
Grabbing a pair of stubbies and spikes it was off to pick up another victim. Rick Ware was always good
value lying on his bed with his eyes half open, smoking a cigarette complaining that his mouth tasted like
the bottom of a birdcage. Seeing Rick in this state only made John more jovial and noisier.
Our efforts at training brought further ridicule from John. While the non drinkers enjoyed a casual few
laps to warm up, those who enjoyed the amber refreshment were forced to do twice as many laps with the
added burden of John taunting you as you tried to put one foot in front of the other. After the serious side
of training was over, it was time for a game of touch football. John was the playing referee; strangely
enough his side always won.
Johnny Lees enjoyed his football but one particular day had forgotten his joggers and had to play barefooted.
He was suffering from the night before and not having any footwear, his luck continued on a downward
trend. He trod on a bee and as he yelled out in pain he swallowed a fly which in turn made him violently
ill.
Jim Shearer was so engrossed in Johnny’s predicament that he ran straight into a six foot pile of dirt and
came off second best. Nice one Jim.
Training over, it was down to the beach to run in the Sunday handicap races. From the car park you had
to walk past the old clubhouse steps where the knowing and inquiring eyes of stalwarts such as Cagey
Adams, The Bulge, Splitpin and The Ghost would view the troop as they wandered past, occasioning
comments as to the state of our health or our ability to lose a race.
On to the sand to greet the ever present handicapper and starter, Dick Corish. He would listen to you
whinge about the mark you had received for the day’s race but wouldn’t change it. Most of us tried to get
a break at the start but invariably ended getting caught and being penalised another metre.
When the race was over it was straight across the road to get a milkshake before you got caught and had
to go in the surf race or give the boaties a lift with their bloody toy.
So ended another Sunday morning.
Ocean Grove 1970 was a carnival that all North Narrabeen beach sprinters would like to forget. Besides
the storm that left 50 mm of hail on the beach at 9 a.m., the maximum temperature for the day was 49ºF.
The conditions did little to enthuse competitors and spectators alike.
We dropped the stick in the final, but, John Bliss, ‘The Master’, wasn’t concerned. His consoling words
after the final were, ‘You’re a young side and you can win the Australian next year.’
City of Perth Beach in 1971 saw the finale of a fine year for beach sprinters, with the Open Relay team
literally taking John’s words from the previous year to heart by winning all four major titles, a feat that
stands alone.
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Team discipline was required when the Sunday of the Australian titles came around. All that the team
members were allowed to eat on the day was a light breakfast. After winning the semi-final in the morning,
the team was taken for a walk by John and Frank ‘Sleepy’ Clarke to prepare them for the long wait till the
final. I don’t think the opportunity to see or talk to an attractive girl was missed. Back in the shade under
the grandstand, Sleepy demolished a couple of hamburgers with beer chasers, making life extremely difficult
for the runners, but that was all part of John’s plan to keep them from becoming anxious about the
upcoming race.
Our exhilaration at winning was tremendous and victory celebrations were hearty. So hearty in fact,
that when we surfaced the next morning we found that we’d parked our hired car in the Cottesloe car park
in a north-south direction when the rest of the cars were parked in an east-west direction.
It is doubtful that John was that enthusiastic, as he was a non-drinker, but his presence at the first
Beach Sprinter’s Convention, held in the back bar of the Tugun Hotel in 1973, made sure that runners
from many clubs attended. That get-together has carried on through the decades, and some of those
sprinters seem more proud of founding this affair
than they are of their championship medals,
especially Rick Ware.
The opening of the new clubhouse was
dampened by John’s death, but the new President,
Bob Parkhill, expressed how life must go on:

1974-75 season is one that will be remembered
for many years as the club has achieved more
results in projects than in previous years.
We now occupy a
The official opening of Stage 1 of the present clubhouse
building which will
with the old clubhouse still in the background
improve with your use
rather than deteriorate, as did the old club.
Our membership is healthy and our strength in swimming has turned back the
calendar, for this is the department in which our club made its name.
The continued interest in the club throughout winter is pleasing, from my point
of view, for I feel that it has been lacking for many years. Our competitors, who
tried so hard this year, were only rewarded with good competition and not the goal
‘The Aussie Titles’. Still, there is always next year. We must all think positive and
keep in mind that the club is only as good as we make it.

The club’s oldest living club
Captain-1920s Roy ‘Erco’ Liston
addresses the audience at the
opening of Stage I of the
present clubhouse 1975

If you take an official position this year, however small or large, do not do as those
before you did, try and do better; look at their or your shortcomings and try to
rectify them before somebody has to tell you.
We must all agree that the future of the club lies with its members. Let us achieve
rewarding success in competitions within the Branch activities and of course at
North Narrabeen.

Mick Geros outlined the problems faced by the building committee during the planning stages of he
new clubhouse:

Over the past years former club committees became increasingly aware of the fact that the, old clubhouse
had just about had it. This situation had arisen not through abuse, misuse and lack of TLC but merely by
constant use. More than anything its exposed position with regard to the elements and its age did not help.
The original structure of which the building formed part of was actually built in the 1900s.
In the 1971/72 season it was decided that a special Building Fund should be established to set the wheels
in motion to replace the old building with a new modern one, as the Warringah Shire Council had by
then condemned the building. A Building Committee was formed under the guidance of Bill Barnett and
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the job of getting a new clubhouse was commenced in earnest.
The site of the present structure was decided upon in preference to the area immediately south of the old
clubhouse, as being the most suitable for the type of building envisaged. Many meetings were held and
each member of the building committee prepared his own plan of what he felt would constitute a good surf
club building on the chosen site. A composite plan was then prepared, after much discussion and variation,
adopting the most suitable ideas from each. This was then presented to Mr Alan Eady, who had volunteered
his architectural services to the club, for the preparation of the final building plans.
Alan and his able assistant, Peter White, suggested a few ‘minor’ alterations to make the building more
functional and submitted a new layout for the building committee to consider. Any resemblance between
the building committee’s masterpiece and Alan’s proposed variation was merely coincidental, thank goodness.
The committee decided that as architects they would probably make good chimneysweeps and unanimously
adopted Alan’s proposals.
During the prolonged period of planing Warringah Shire Council decided that a new clubhouse for
North Narrabeen was top priority. On being presented with a copy of Alan’s layout the Council promptly
proceeded to commission him to prepare detailed working drawings. Council like everyone else had limited
funds available and advised that it would be able to help finance only the ground floor section (Stage 1)
of the club at this time. The drawings were duly completed and prices obtained for construction.
It’s not nice to swear around a surf club but that dirty word ‘inflation’ unfortunately caught up with the
project and priced Alan’s recommended plan right out of reach. The sad news was broken to the Building
Committee at a Council Committee meeting in 1974, about a month prior to the end of that council’s
term of office. The whisper was that if a vastly new council was voted into office it may not view our
project with the same priority, and if we did not have a contract signed to construct the building within
that month, we could possibly be left out in the cold.
The final meeting of that Council was only ten days away so it was back to the old drawing board post
haste for Alan and Peter. In a truly magnificent effort they redesigned the whole building to suit council’s
budget figure, prepared working drawings, including structural plans, obtained a firm quotation and had
a contract ready to present to council in time for the meeting.
Council accepted the plans and the contract. LHC Constructions Pty Ltd became the builders for our
new clubhouse and did a very good job with the construction.
After four years of fund raising, planning, discussions, meetings, variations etc. etc. the whole drama was
completed in ten days.
Construction started in October 1974 and was completed in April 1975.
The building is most pleasing and very comfortable and is something all members should be very proud
of. A lot of hard work has gone into its creation.
We miss some of the space we had in the old barn. There were moments of nostalgia during its demolition.
Some members even went as far as to souvenir some of the timbers as a memento, however as stated before
this is only Stage 1. The second story when constructed will provide us with all the facilities that could
possibly be required in a surf club building.
Our heartfelt thanks go to Alan Eady and Peter White who did not stop at the planning stage but saw the
construction through to its completion and made sure the finishing touches were just right so that the
members could fully enjoy their new surroundings.
To the Warringah Shire Councillors, former and present, the builders, LHC Constructions, Bill Barnett
and his Building Committee, the club’s management committee and the fundraisers and donors, to all
members who assisted in any way to get us the fine building we now have today, as well as to the eager
band who did so much towards the furnishing and outfitting the completed structure we say ‘THANK
YOU, WELL DONE.’
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In the surf lifesaving awards, no names were recorded in the Annual Report except for those gaining
Advance Resuscitation Certificates. They were: Mick Hailstone, Norm Hayes, Jim Lloyd, Ross Marshall,
Mick Whittaker, Trevor Wickens and Don Wilson.
Bill Worth had taken on the position of Chief Instructor in March, late in the season. Research indicates
that the following awards also were gained:
Bronze Medallions: P Byrne, G Brown, D Beaumont, T Cassidy, P Eppinga, J Gardner, J Hill, G James,
R Jenkins, P Knights, R Pratt, K Trimble and Barry Worth.
Qualifying Certificates: G Clayton, S Cheesman, T Cevanaro, S Gatley, B Myles, J Marshall, M Stanton,
P Squires, G Carpenter, T Domanski and R Hodgkins.
Bill explained in his report the problems he had faced:

This season compared favourably with last season with the exception of the Instructors Certificates where
there appears to be reluctance on the part of the members to achieve this important award.
A new award, the Advanced Resuscitation Certificate, was introduced by the SLSA and this course
involves the complete procedure and technique of using the Oxy Viva resuscitator. It is most desirable that
members obtain this award particularly, the patrol captains.
My appointment to the position of Chief Instructor came in the latter part of the season and my predecessor,
Michael Whittaker, who had to unfortunately resign, and his assistant Dave Romain, have carried out
most of the work. Fortunately Dave Romain was still there and gave me fine support.
I would also like to thank Ted Whittaker and Ross Marshall for their valuable assistance throughout the year.
The following report was made about the rescue of the year:

David Cassidy, one of the club’s relatively new members, performed a rescue during the 1974/1975
season, which the committee considered to be an outstanding effort.
At 11:00 am on Sunday 24th November, the duty patrol was called to a rescue when two young men
were carried out to sea at least 300 to 400 yards. In the belt for his first major rescue, David swam out
through a surf which, although not big for North Narrabeen, was extremely treacherous.
The wind, according to members, was in the vicinity of 30 knots coming from the southeast which
caused fast cross currents and short dumping waves. As Bill Barnett pointed out at the time, this type of sea
is very awkward to swim in as everything is happening quickly and breathing becomes very difficult.
Experienced lifesavers Ted Whittaker, Dave Lawler and Bill Barnett were called to the beach area to assist
and afterwards stated they expressed extreme concern for the swimmers because of the difficult sea. In their
view, David Cassidy portrayed exceptional courage beyond expectations as he rarely swims in the interclub events and does not compete at carnivals.
The Committee subsequently nominated David to the Manly Warringah Branch of the SLSA for a
Meritorious Award and whether the nomination is successful or otherwise, his outstanding efforts certainly
did not go unnoticed.
A very important event for the club occurred on the 20 October 1974, when a Special Meeting was held
to amend the Constitution to recognise the juvenile members as members of the club and allowing the
juvenile members more participation in the club’s activities and operation of the club. On behalf of the members,
President Bob Parkhill congratulated and welcomed the Juvenile Section and its hard working officials.
Max Rose, the Race Secretary, believed there would be a re-emergence of the club’s swimming strength
and the club could now boast four still water champions in its junior and cadet ranks, namely John Marshall,
Mark Stanton, Glen Lawrence and Gary Carpenter. With able support coming from Rodney Kirsop and Brett
Miles, there was little doubt that major success would come their way in the near future. How right he was.
Ted Whittaker won the WE Barnett Memorial Award for Clubman of the Year, not only for his outstanding
efforts on behalf of the club, but for his dedication to the movement of surf lifesaving generally. All members
were aware that clubs generally revolve around the Ted Whittakers, availing themselves of the knowledge and
experience gained over many years of intensive lifesaving interest.
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During the season, he along with Bill Worth, had been instrumental in acquiring skis and boards and the
associated training for the younger members.
Ted had spent many hours in fundraising activities and has been a consistent worker with the juveniles
of the club. For the third time, he had ventured north with the Surf Safari and recovered fully. As Manly
Warringah Branch District No 3 Supervisor, Ted supervised over 200 applicants for Bronze Medallions
during the season and was a starter in the boat area at the Australian Championships at the Dee Why
Beach.
Ted’s total contribution was so extensive throughout that year that the Committee nominated him for
the Life Saver of the Year, an award donated by the United Permanent Building Society to recognise
candidates over the whole spectrum of their surf lifesaving activities.
The club was advised that the Manly Warringah Branch supported the nomination, and that Ted, along
with two other lifesavers within the Branch, had been nominated to the NSW State Centre, which meant
that he was in a field of 30 applicants, an outstanding effort as the following statement reveals:

While there was no doubt that many of our past and present members have achieved far greater success
in the competitive surfing arena than Ted, and many have contributed in material ways, it was felt that
an opportunity exists here to illustrate to our junior, cadet and juvenile members, the achievements that
could be obtained through efforts such as Ted’s.
The fifth Surf Safari, led by Ted and Bill Worth, again ventured to Port Macquarie, which they made
their base. Bill Balkin, an ex-club captain who had settled at Kew, was active with surfboats at the Camden
Haven SLSC and invited the group to the christening of their new surfboat. The club had named the boat
after Bill in appreciation of his great input in the area of surfboat racing.
Prior to the christening ceremony, the youngsters were challenged to a game of beach football by the
Camden Haven members. The hosts proceeded to give the boys a severe mauling and their bruises took
several days to disappear. But the fun and laughter that was part and parcel of surf safaris soon overcame
their discomfort.
The junior boat crew from the previous season,
Rod Field, Brian Sims, Steve Fealy and Geoff Neil,
came of age and had an outstanding season
winning most of the carnivals they contested,
including the Branch and Metropolitan
championships. They were typical knockabout
Narrabeen boys and gave their sweep many
sleepless nights worrying about what they were
up to. They had no fear of the surf, and when it was
up, given half a chance by their sweep, they would
blitz the field. They liked to win, but their main asset
was their love of taking on the surf.

The junior boat crew 1974-75.

L to R: Bill Barnett, Steve Fealy, Brian Sims, Geoff Neil, Rod Field
An example of their attitude to surfboat racing
was their reaction to events at the State Championship at Swansea Belmont, transferred from Redhead
due to surf conditions. The seas were huge and the boat buoys had been laid near a bombora, which is
around 600 m from the shoreline, where exceptionally big waves were constantly breaking. Bill Barnett,
their sweep, decided that if they got around the buoys, they would wait and catch a bombora wave, as
they were better formed and carried through the inshore dumping break much more easily. They carried
out their game plan to perfection and were undefeated in reaching the final.

In the final they went for a break and left the other crews waiting for a lull in the continuous pounding seas.
They turned the buoy and waited for the bombora to work, but no waves formed. Seeing that the Newcastle
crew had at last got out, they decided to row shorewards and take on the treacherous shore break. But even
that was not working, and they rowed on towards the finishing line. They were 20 metres from certain victory
when out of nowhere a double dumper turned them over. First place to last in three seconds.
As they all popped up out of the foam, they yelled out with laughter, ‘You silly old goat, Woofa! What
trick are you going to think up next?’ That attitude endeared them to Bill Barnett for the rest of his life.
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The Juveniles were becoming a real force in R&R,
winning the junior division and placing second in the senior
section in the Juvenile Branch Championships. They were
ably supported by all the other juvenile competitors and
the whole club gained 47 medals, including 18 gold.
At the Juvenile State Championships, held in rough seas
at Swansea, Belmont, the competitive tally was six medals,
with Eric Van de Saag taking out the gold medal in the 10years Beach Flags.
The juveniles competitive efforts were capped off when
Mark Stanton and Paul Trimble were selected to the NSW
Juvenile State team.

The North Narrabeen Juvenile March Past Team won the event
having been selected to represent the Manly Warringah Branch
at the Inter-Branch Championships 1975

Many club officials
were involved in the
juvenile movement. Bill Worth, as well as being club President, was also
the Deputy Superintendent of the Branch. Secretary John Green was a
Sectional Referee, with Dave Lawler, the Branch President, Ken Brown,
his Deputy President, and Barry Beaumont, the Branch Publicity Officer.
Although the numbers of juvenile competitors from the club were
nowhere near those of some larger clubs, on nearly every occasion, the
senior water safety personnel at carnivals were mainly from North
Narrabeen. They carried out that thankless job, not to seek accolades,
but to make sure the youngsters could enjoy themselves-although, at
times, they let it slip that the larger clubs could show more enthusiasm in
providing water safety.
Outstanding Nipper competitor Mark Stanton winning another club
championship event

This season, Dave Lawler became the second Life Member of the
Manly Warringah Juvenile Branch. An honour he well deserved.

Left: 1973 Surf Boat Invoice showing
their value.
Below: ‘The 200 Club” boat with sweep
‘Woofa’ Barnett.
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Encouraging youngsters to become official lifesavers had always been a major part of the club’s
heritage. Men like Roy Liston, Jack Howie, Charlie Brady and Ron Young are just a few who made
exceptional efforts in that direction. But not in
their wildest dreams could they have imagined
the amazing impact the juveniles would have on
the club’s main functions, lifesaving and
community service.
It was just 10 years since the juveniles had
been officially recognised by the SLSA. And in
that short time, nearly one-third of the club
patrols were made up of former juveniles. The
new Captain, Greg Field, was an original nipper
from the Narrabeen Beach club, and other patrol
members were from juvenile clubs from all along
the coastline. Another bonus was the future
Australian SLSA competition champions that
were among those youngsters.

Club Captain Greg Field on right, himself an ex-Nipper presents Qualifying
Certificates to youngsters who had graduated from the Juvenile ranks.
R to L: David Green Gynt Drinan, Russell Clayton, Garry Byrne,
Martin Kirsop, Steven Beaumont, James Newman, Mark Byrne

The hit movie of the year
was ‘Rocky’, and that must have really stirred up the juvenile
competitors, as they stormed to great heights at the Branch and
Metropolitan championships, winning 47 medals, including 21 gold.
The Juvenile Metropolitan Championships were held at North
Narrabeen, and a new star appeared by the name of Mark Dalton. He
won gold medals in the Junior Iron Man, Junior Board and 10-years
Surf Race. He took the silver for those events at the State
Championships, and teamed with Gynt Drinan, Richard Brierty and
Barry Newman to win gold in the 10-years Surf Team event. Other
winners on that day at Bondi were Peter Beaumont in the 8-years
Flags and Tim McDermott in the 6-years Wade.
Mark Dalton a
champion juvenile
surf swimmer who
later became one of
Australia’s leading
basketball players

The Inaugural State InterBranch Juvenile Championships were held
at Wollongong, and three North Narrabeen juveniles were successful.
Brett Worth won the Senior Malibu, Gynt Drinan won the 13-years
Beach Sprint, and Gordon Otton was second in the 10-years Surf Race.
The efforts of Michael Page, Gynt Drinan and Eric Van der Saag saw
them selected to the NSW Juvenile State Team.

Peter Beaumont
1976 NSW 6 years
Beach Flags Champion

The officials were a very hardworking group;
there was always someone willing to put up their
hand when a job had to be done. Scott Woolbank
was one of those people, and when Bill Worth
became Juvenile Branch Superintendent, he took
over as the club’s juvenile President. Stalwart, John
Green, remained Secretary.
Juvenile Surf Team Champions
Manly-Warringah Branch, Metropolitan and NSW 1975-76
L to R: Richard Brierty, Barry Newman, Mark Dalton, Gynt Drinan
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Tim McDermott
1976 NSW 6 years
Surf Wade Champion.
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Both of those men attended the seminar where the Juvenile SLSA changed its name to the Junior
SLSA. That change caused some confusion in the senior ranks, as they already had a junior membership
classification. Most clubs still referred to them as Nippers, a name that is still used today.
The whole club was saddened to hear of the death of an old-time great, Billy Grose, at the age of 75.
He had an eventful life, and was possibly fortunate to have reached that age, as his brother Sid revealed:

William Grose was an active member of the North Narrabeen Surf Life Saving Club when at the age of
39 he enlisted with the Australian Imperial Forces, (AIF) for service during World War II.
In 1940 he was sent to the Middle East with the Australian 6th Division under the command of General
Blamey. The Division was stationed at the Gaza Beach, where General Blamey appointed him Beach Inspector.
An AIF Swimming Carnival was organised and the General donated the Blamey Cup, which was to be
presented to the winner of the Open Surf Race. Bill Grose won the Surf Race and the Blamey Cup.
Bill was fortunate to return to Australia with the 6th Division after service in New Guinea, unscathed,
as during the evacuation of the Division from Greece, his ship was dive bombed and sunk.
Later during the North Africa Campaign, an army truck loaded with members of the Division struck a
land mine near Benghazi. Several of the occupants were killed. Bill was rendered unconscious. He was
informed later that his life had been saved by a fellow lifesaver from one of Sydney’s Surf Clubs who had
the presence of mind to extract Bill’s dentures, which had become lodged in his throat.
Bill was a prominent surf competitor with the North Narrabeen Club for many years. He was a member
of the Surf Relay Team, consisting of George Proudfoot, Wal Proudfoot, Scotty Black and Bill Grose, that
won the Australian Surf Relay Team Championship.
Also for various periods, Bill had been appointed Council Beach Inspector at Palm Beach in Sydney
and at Surfers Paradise, Gold Coast, and Yeppoon, Rockhampton, in Queensland.
Moss Christie, an Australian Olympic gold medal winner, competed against Bill for many years in the
NSW Swimming Association’s President’s Cup swimming events of 1/2, 3/4 and 3 miles. Moss, who
won these events on many occasions, claims that Bill Grose was one of the toughest swimmers he had
ever competed against.
There were two changes to the executive committee, with Greg Field becoming club Captain and
Leon Wickens becoming Secretary. President Bob Parkhill was pleased with the club’s progress, as is
indicated in the following excerpt from his report:

The Building Committee, which had done such a fantastic job in producing the new clubhouse, was
disbanded in February 1976 knowing that it was a job well done.
I congratulate the competitors for their fine effort throughout the year and the establishment of our club
in being the most successful in our Branch at the Aussie Titles.
The club now having completed its first year of operation in the new premises has encountered many
problems with the new building, with some still to be resolved in the coming season.
The procurement of an Inshore Rescue Boat, has solved a lot of problems for Dick Corish and Max Rose
in the management surf competition.
I feel that this year a concerted effort should be made to have it functioning in accordance to SLSA
procedure and regulations. I must point out that this craft should be strictly used for rescue and with
liaison with the patrol and not a ‘Joy Ride’ boat, which some members think it is.
I record my thanks to the effort of the committee and executive officers who have taken a fair amount of
criticism regarding laxity towards the club. Perhaps those directing the criticism can come up with an
answer.
Personal thanks are extended to our Club Captain, Greg Field, for accepting this most demanding
position. I know that the club has prospered with having the right man for the job.
In conclusion I wish to thank our caretakers, Bob and Alice Greer, for their assistance throughout the
year and I am sure that we have a winner in these fine citizens.
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Members, when participating in the meeting today please only accept a position that you are confident of
fulfilling for the twelve months and be aware of the work involved before you accept the position. I feel
sure that we will be better off without a resignation from office as we have had in the previous two years.
Congratulations was extended from the committee to all wearers of the white caps, both young and
not so young, whose efforts, particularly the young swimmers and runners, carried North Narrabeen to
one of the club’s greatest ever years. To come third in the Manly Warringah Branch carnival point score
competition behind Freshwater in first place, and the great Newport Beach club in second place, was
some indication of how the club had come to the fore.
Major donors to club funds were the Shivering Sharks with $500, the Narrabeen RSL with $550 and
Gordon Parkhill with $300. This money was mainly spent on providing furnishings for the new clubhouse.
Max Rose’s Race Secretary’s report provided excellent reading for all supporters of the club:

Selection in the NSW State Representative team of John Marshall and Glen
Lawrence highlighted a grand season for these fine young swimmers. They were
selected in the NSW No 2 Taplin Relay Team that won Bronze Medals. Mark
Stanton’s Silver Medal in the Australian Championships Cadet Surf Race was also
a great effort amongst Olympic Class swimmers and a fitting reward for a most
outstanding season. Mark was selected in the Manly Warringah Branch Team along
with Glen Lawrence and Scott Denham.

Scott Denham
- Australian Cadet Beach
Sprint Champion 1975-76

On the subject of cadet members, congratulations go also to Scott Denham,
Australian Cadet Beach Sprint Champion, who with Gynt Drinan, Rod Hodgkins
and Peter Squires also took out the Australian Cadet Beach Relay Title. Scott Denham
joined some of the all time greats with his record of undefeated in any carnival in
the 1975-76 season.

Although the seniors did not eclipse the nippers’ medal tally, considering the standard of competition
they encountered, their effort was certainly most praiseworthy. They competed in four championship
events and gained 25 medals, which included 12 gold. But the junior section would remind the senior
section that, of the 27 successful senior competitors, 17 were from the juvenile ranks that were now
officially called juniors.
Club spirit throughout the season was excellent in all aspects and a most successful tour to the
Australian Championships in Tasmania was capably arranged and managed by Bill Worth and Ted Whittaker.
They reported that the conduct of all the tourists did the name of North Narrabeen proud, and thanks
were extended to all concerned. Another outstanding feature of the trip was that every competitor reached
the semi-finals except the boat crews, a little out of character for North Narrabeen when considering the
past record in boat events.
At the April meeting, members of the management committee had the difficult task of selecting the
Club Member of the Year. Norm Ambrose was the committee’s choice for that season and awarded a
club blazer, donated by the Estate of the late WE Barnett. Norm, in his inimitable style, was loath to
accept recognition for what he considered only merely doing his job for the club. Nevertheless he was as
proud to be associated with the award as the club was to be associated with him.
Norm Ambrose, more affectionately known as Joe Palooka, was a Life Member who hardly needed any
introduction due to his untiring efforts in support of his club. He found a new toy that year in the club’s
controversial kiosk. As official organiser/manager/supervisor, supported by his dedicated staff of John
McDougall, Col Rafferty, Vern Nicoli and ably assisted by Bob and Alice Greer, he revolutionised the local
retailing scene to such an extent that complaints were received from opposition up and down Ocean Street.
Sincere congratulations were extended to Bill Barnett on being awarded the Lions Club of Narrabeen
Citizen of the Year Award. It was a unique honour, in that it was the first time a non-Lions Club member
was the recipient of this award.
Among some of the most interesting competition results of the season occurred at the Harold Park
Carnival Night. One was wining the Open Sprint Relay event, but even more outstanding was Greg Field,
Scott Denham, Rick Ware and John Whitfield winning the challenge race against a greyhound.
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That event received a lot of media coverage. The
greyhound ran over its usual racing distance, while
the relay ran their usual racing distance, changing
at three equal points. They won by a very small
margin, and the regular greyhound punters felt the
Greyhound Association had selected the slowest
dog they could find. That did not worry the boys,
as they had backed themselves and gained some
very necessary cash to subsidise their forthcoming
Australian Championship journey to Tasmania.
Tasmania Tour-Aussie Titles-March 1976
In Bill Worth’s Tour Manager’s report, he noted
that the team had been most successful and that
every competitor who made the trip
reached the semifinals except for the
boat crews, whom had a disappointing
showing. Club members won the
following:

The beach sprinters who beat the greyhound and helped their touring fund
L to R John Whitfield, Geoff Denham, Greg Field, Rick Ware.
The greyhound’s name, Perfect Punch.

Gold medals to Scott Denham, Peter
Squires, Rod Hodgkins and Gynt
Drinan in the Cadet Beach Relay

Silver medals to Mark Stanton in the
Cadet Surf Race and bronze medals to
John Whitfield, Rick Ware, Michael Page and Greg Field in the Open Beach Relay
Bronze medals to Glen Lawrence and John Marshall, who represented NSW in the Junior Taplin Relay event.
Competitors that made the finals and semifinals were:
Peter Squires, semifinals, Cadet Beach Sprint
Gynt Drinan, semifinals, Cadet Beach Sprint
Garry Carpenter, finals, Cadet Surf Race, finishing 6th
John Marshall, finals, Junior Surf Race, finishing 4th
Glen Lawrence, finals, Junior Surf Race, finishing 10th

Open Beach Relay Team 1975-76
L to R: Gynt Drinan, Geoff Denham,
John Whitfield, Greg Field

No 2 Senior Beach Relay team of
Ian Harvey, Steve Lawler, Mick
Donaldson and David Sizeland,
semi-finals, Open Beach Relay.

Steven Lawler also competed in the
junior boat crew, as well as the No 2 Beach Relay team, and the
club started a full March Past team consisting of Don McManus, (L) Gynt Drinan and (R) Peter Squires, nippers who
later became Australian Champions
Ross Marshall, Brian Sims, Rod Field, Steve Fealy, Tony Domanski,
Kevin Trimble, Brett Myles, Steven Green, Jim Polson, Glenn James and Ted Balkin.
Bill, who received a few more grey hairs from both the junior and senior members
of the team, registered thanks to Ted Whittaker for his continued assistance, to
Dave Lawler for his advice and suggestions, to Brian Sims for help towing the boat
and trailer, and to the members for their support, making the trip possible.
The club stayed at the Bush Inn Hotel, New Norfolk, where members had stayed
during the 1968-69 season, and their stay was again made enjoyable by Leo and
Denice Broomhead. The publican’s regard for North Narrabeen SLSC was registered
in the hotels historical diary, where they were listed as more than desirable patrons.
Leo was really glad to see Neville ‘Mouse’ Cheney, who immediately took up his
position at the bar where he had spent most of his time on the club’s previous
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Bill Worth a very successful
coach of many Branch and
NSW Juvenile Representative
Teams during the 1970s
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championship visit, indicating that there is some truth to the notion that history repeats itself. The Mouse
again, happily, took on the duties of after hours cashier and again admonished the same beach competitor
whom he felt was abusing the honesty system. This time the argument became quite heated, requiring
forceful intervention by to separate the antagonists.
The juniors also provided a moment of frustration for their fearless leader. Bill was ready to really blow
his stack when Denise, the publican’s wife, came to him in an absolute panic because some of his
members were stealing valuable heritage furniture from their bedroom. He immediately confronted the
accused culprits, who sheepishly explained that they had transferred the valuable Victorian age items
through their bedroom window onto the adjacent roof so that they could indulge in a friendly ‘rumble’.
When Denise heard of the lads concern for her treasures, she was impressed and became their staunch
fan during the team’s stay.
Meanwhile, the two most senior members of the team, Max Rose and Bill Stanton, found that the hotel
had a marvellous stock of unbelievably cheap vintage red wine, and they would imbibe quite heavily at
dinner each night. The waitresses were well into their sixties and dressed and looked like characters out
of the movie Arsenic and Old Lace. Max could not help himself and frequently pinched these ladies on
their rumps as they passed his table. They reacted with a giggle and an ‘Oh! Dear!’ but still kept serving
the mischievous Max.
The favourite incident of Steve Lawler and Steve Fealy, who were juniors at that time, occurred when
the team management arranged for everyone in the touring party to attend a stage show at the Hobart
Casino. It was a Paris Follies-type production and the main feature was the ballet by beautiful women
dressed in exotic clothing. For their closing act, they appeared individually on the stage in their finest
outfits to the applause of the audience. They then formed a Congo line and began to circle the stage
when, out of nowhere, at the end of the line appeared the very tottery figure of The Mouse. Bouncers
came from everywhere and the Mouse was ejected with great haste, accompanied by the hilarious laughter
of the audience, especially the North Narrabeen group.
John Whitfield wrote a report on the beach sprinters saying, if nothing else can be said ‘They did us
proud.’ He wrote:

The seniors were a very much maligned group at the beginning of the season but did lead all the way in the
Australian Titles and ended up in 3rd place. At most carnivals during the season they fielded two or three
teams and were failed to place at only one carnival due to a dropped baton. The team spirit carried them
through and it was difficult to pick the teams each start from the runners who were Greg Field, Rick Ware,
Doug Daines, Dave Sizeland, Mick Donaldson, Mick Page, Ian Harvey, Steve Lawler, Geoff Denham, John
Lees and John Whitfield. John Lees, who never missed a training session, was credited that without his assistance
the team would not have been so successful.
The seniors as individuals did not fare well although Doug Daines won the Manly Warringah Branch the
Sydney Metropolitan Championships despite health problems which cut short his competition.
The star of the whole season was Scott Denham, who was undefeated during the season and took out two
Australian Cadet Championships, snatching the Beach Relay Title right on the line. Certainly with good
training he could gain junior titles next season.
The Cadet team of Peter Squires, Rod Hodgkins, Gynt Drinan, Tony Domanski and Scott Denham saw
much deserved success, which came from hard training.
Bill Squires helped out with the cadets and looked after them at Crescent Head and these runners, with John
Hill and Kevin Trimble, look good competitors for the future.
The potential from the young brigade was evident for another good season next year.
The boat crews report, written by Bill Barnett, indicated that, although training attendance was nearly
100 per cent, the boats were the poor relations as far as competition was concerned:

The senior A crew of Don McManus, Brian Sims, John Saals, Ross Marshall and Steve Fealy were
always trying their best but the juniors in the crew from last season found senior competition hard to beat.
Don ‘Bucky’ McManus, having his first season of sweeping, showed that with further experience he could
do well as a club sweep.
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The juniors, with Steve Lawler, Rod Rolfe and Tony Cevanaro having their first year of rowing went
fairly well with Geoff Neil and Rod Field from last year’s junior crew. They did have the distinction of
being finalists at the Branch, Metropolitan and State Championships, which was quite a feat.
The boat as a rescue vessel are only a back up if power craft are not available and therefore, they are only
a recreational and physical fitness part of our gear and yet they are by far the greatest liability funds-wise.
Therefore let us weigh up the surfboat value over the past 25 years and consider if they are still worthwhile
to our club in the future.
Since 1951 surfboat rowers have averaged nearly one third of all our competitors. From the ranks of these
men the club has had Norm Ambrose, 5 years, Bill Barnett, 5 years, Bob Parkhill, 2 years, all as President,
Bob Cambourne, 3 years, Gordon Fisk, 3 years, Bob Parkhill, 2 years and Ces Hodgkinson 1 year as Treasurers
and Bob Parkhill 4 years as Secretary. Then as Club Captains, the most important position in the club, Norm
Ambrose, 7 years, Mick Geros, 3 years, Bill Balkin, 3 years, Peter Mackiness, 1 year, and Ross Young, 1 year.
One must also mention a few of the clubmen of the year, Ted Whittaker, Bill Worth and Col Burling.
Many of those mentioned in Bill’s report went on to give further valuable service to the club. Five
achieved the honour of life membership.
A Tribute to Dedication to Duty

Extract from the Annual Report 1975-76
Two members of our club were directly involved in a rescue whilst they were on patrol with the Fishermans
Beach Power Rescue Boat Service. A tragedy occurred at Long Reef on Sunday May 23rd 1976 at 12 noon
when two lives were lost, one saved.
Mike Cox, a former North Narrabeen Club Captain, and presently an active member, in performing his
duties with the Fishermans Beach Power Boat Rescue Service, an organisation where he also serves as the Hon
Secretary, risked his life when he attempted the rescue of three fishermen. The men had their craft overturned
by treacherous waves in the area of the Long Reef bombora. The fishermen had answered a call for assistance
to help a skin diver who was in difficulty in the area. The call was radioed from Fishermans Beach base and
they were assisting the rescue power boat at the time of their capsize. Mike Cox jumped overboard and managed,
with the help of Mick Hailstone, to lift one of the struggling men into the rescue boat. They then tried
unsuccessfully to support the other two for about 15 minutes in the swirling surf until help came from the shore
via the power boat, under control of the injured Mick Hailstone which had returned the injured man to the
beach for first aid.
Unfortunately the turbulence had virtually drowned the other two men in the meantime. Mike also assisted
in the attempted revival, by resuscitation, when all three patients were returned to shore.
Mick Hailstone, who has also been an active member of the club for several seasons, was the operator of the
power boat for the day. When he and Michael Cox were struggling with the first man to lift him into the boat,
a wave hit them and knocked him against the back of the driver’s seat, injuring his head and ribs, rendering
him almost unconscious. He managed to beach the craft with the injured man but then virtually collapsed.
Mike Cox also suffered cut feet and bruising but fortunately was able to carry on with his part in the brave
attempt to save three lives.
Our club is tremendously proud of these two members who are completely dedicated to Life Saving as
evidenced by their efforts related above, and the voluntary patrol duties they both carry out with our club, as
well as with the Fishermans Beach Power Boat Rescue Service.
Through their efficient handling of their craft in treacherous waters and persistence against tremendous
odds, one out of three lives was saved. Our club therefore proudly recommends Mike Cox and Mick Hailstone
for consideration for the appropriate Meritorious Award.
That was another season that lifesaving awards were not listed in the Annual Report. The researchers,
after many hours of frustrating searching, believe that the following members obtained their Bronze
Medallions under Dave Romain as Chief Instructor:
D Binkis, C Barnett, R Hodgkins, B Myles G McAdam, P Squires, M Stanton, S Denham and G Lawrence.
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1976-77 Season
A YEAR OF SADNESS
- ESPECIALLY IN NARRABEEN

The whole nation was shocked by the Granville train disaster, but the club was rocked by the passing
of so many of its members. Bob Parkhill, the club President, reflected on what a difficult year it had been
and described how it affected him and all members. It was year without doubt that will be remembered by
many as the year of the passing of an unparalleled number of members.

Vale
Henry Tyrell * Reg Mullens * Gordon Parkhill * John Barnett * Bill Russell * Alan Fletcher * Arthur Green *

Two tired eyes are sleeping,
Two weary hands are still.
The one who worked so hard for us
Is resting in God’s will.
If he could have spoken before he died,
These are the words he would reply:
Life for me has truly passed,
I loved you all until the last.
Weep not for me and courage take,
But love each other for my sake.
Secretary John McDougall stated that it would be remiss of him to not mention that the man who
should have had the pleasure of presenting the Annual Report. W ‘Bill’ Russell was elected Secretary for
the season, but sadly he suddenly passed away.
Bill was known to all his many friends as a great worker for the surf lifesaving movement, and it was
gratifying to see him accept the position of Secretary of the club at a time when there was difficulty filling
the position. In his short period in office, he carried out his duties with a minimum of fuss and was sadly
missed by all.
There were other problems that season, as the following article by Bob Parkhill relates:

This year started and finished with the passing of respected members of the executive committee. This
most certainly contributed to a sad term for me as President.
The loss of Bill Russell, who filled all the qualifications for the Secretary’s position, as well as being
associated with the North Cronulla, Narrabeen Beach, and Manly Warringah SLSA, he was equipped
with experience in all phases of life saving. This most certainly was hard for replacement John McDougall
who took the position, knowing that his own work position would be affected, receives my full congratulations
for a job well done under difficult conditions.
I have been disturbed by the lack of interest shown by the elected committee members, the attendances at
meetings alone is not good and most certainly must be improved to be successful.
My congratulations to John Gardner for a great personal effort as Chief Instructor, his award of Clubman
of the Year, is well deserved.
Max Rose and Dick Corish, for their contribution speaks for itself. Our club competitions have never
run so smoothly and without complaint.
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At the time of writing I am still deeply shocked by the loss of my great friend, Arthur Green, who has
been a pillar of strength to the club. If it is possible to replace a club member half as efficient as Arthur was,
we will have a perfect member. The surf clubs Treasurer’s record is an example of perfection and a true
indication of his dedication. His award of life membership this year was truly fitting and well deserved.
This is a sad year for me, I shall not be seeking re-election to this position as I feel that a change is due and
the club needs this, to reach a better level than it is travelling on at the present moment.
Arthur Green’s efforts in regards to the safekeeping of club funds unfolded after his untimely death.
He had tied up the club’s accumulated funds in such a manner that it was nearly impossible for them to
be spent without the knowledge of all members. Because of his frugal attitude to accumulated funds, the
club discovered a few years later that it had enough ready cash to subsidise the building of Stage 2 of the
present clubhouse. That surely proved that Arthur was one of the club’s greatest Life Members.
Chief Instructor John Gardner felt it was a good season for awards. Once again, most interest was
shown by junior members gaining their Qualifying Certificates or going through for their Bronze Medallion
to enable them to be part of the senior section. The standard of boys coming through the ranks was a
credit to all involved in running the Junior Section of the club.
Two members took the Instructors Examination, with Glenn James taking an early interest and also
gaining his Advanced Resuscitation Certificate. The other Instructors Certificate was gained by Robert
Monk, a member who was employed as a Council Beach Inspector at the Mona Vale Beach. He put
through the last Bronze Medallion squad for the season.
Thanks was given to Glenn James and Robert Monk for their help during the season, along that of with
Ted Whittaker, Bill Barnett, Arthur Green, Bob Parkhill, and in particular, Dave Romain, from whom he had
learnt a great amount about training classes. Thanks was given to Bob Greer, the caretaker, for his help
and patience during the season. These were his final thoughts:

I would like to end the report by reminding all club members that our club is only as good as the
efficiency and interest shown by its individual members. Please, more volunteers for Instructors next
season. Don’t just be an onlooker.
The following awards were gained in the season:
Instructors Certificates: Glenn James and Robert Monk, with Advanced Resuscitation Certificates
gained by Glenn James and Ian Sizeland.
Qualifying Certificates: Brett Worth, Ian Thompson, Clayton Drysdale, Wayne Behagg, Jeffrey Brown,
Paul Trimble, Greg Vincent, David Rickard, Mathew Kelly, Mark Miller, Michael McHugh, Peter Wilson and
Daryn Graham.
Resuscitation Certificates: Mark Dalton and Paul Trimble.
Bronze Medallions: David Minarik, Gary Carpenter, Steven Cook, Graham Hayward, Paul Lindsay,
Paul Pembroke, Mark Wells, Michael McKay, Chris Amber, Michael Graham, Chris Millard, Scott Nagle
and David Green.
John’s exceptional efforts, considering his limited knowledge of surfing, did not go unnoticed by the
management committee. The committee awarded the WE Barnett Memorial Award Clubman of the Year
1976-77 to John G Gardner. John won by the biggest margin since the award’s inception.
John’s untiring efforts in training squad after squad for Bronze, Qualifying and Advanced Resuscitation
certificates was remarkable. It was hard to believe that in two short years John obtained his Bronze
Medallion, Instructor’s Certificate and Advanced Resuscitation Certificate and took on the position of
Chief Instructor. All this indicates a man of dedication to the club and to the lifesaving movement. John’s
name will not seem out of place on the wall with the well known members, but it is believed John himself
never envisaged becoming Clubman of the Year in an Australian Surf Lifesaving Club when he was back
in the Old Country.
Club CaptainGreg Field recorded that during the season a total of 40 people were rescued with reel
line and belt, and six people were saved by the IRB craft. Those six people had to be saved by the IRB,
as the surf conditions made it impossible to reach them by the older and outdated conventional means.
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Greg outlined his thoughts about that comprehensibly:

Patrol Captains and members face increasing responsibilities to both the public and the surf lifesaving
movement. Considered basic knowledge for a patrol captain was an advanced resuscitation certificate a
first aid certificate, an IRB Licence and a tactful tongue to advise some of the ignorant and arrogant
members of the surfing public. The Captain of the patrol also must have an understanding with the back
up members. He must know that they will be able to understand any situation that arises and alleviate it.
These other members of the patrol must also have a sound knowledge of the surf lifesaving procedures,
beyond that of what was taught to obtain a Bronze Medallion or Qualifying Certificate.
This time involvement to satisfy the Association and the club Executive Committee that the patrol
members are competent is only worthwhile for a few various reasons. One is a personal gratification that
you have helped others. Another is to be able to compete for your club and to be able to acquit yourself
credibly in competition again involves time application.
Over the past season North Narrabeen SLSC has performed admirably in both forms of SLSC competition,
in patrol efficiency and carnivals. At present the club’s competitors are on the crest of a wave. Their efforts
have made older ex-members of the club reminisce of past deeds of former greats such as Tas and Jack King.
It has given other members something to talk about at the local. They talk with a degree of pride that they
associated together in the same surf club. But these young members who gave people something to talk
about still have to work hard to raise money to send themselves away to various championships.
Any organised turnout is usually poorly attended. Competitors turn up, new members arrive, only to
find the bulk of the older members can’t possibly make it. The usual reason for inability to attend is the
excuse that ‘I did not know it was on’.
It would seem that unless you live in Narrabeen and have some contact with the local hotel you can find
out very little of club activities.This all has to change and an effort must be made by the rank and file
members to support both the committee and the young active members by all instead of the few. So how
about it, you members who just come down on a Sunday for a swim, a run or for just a beer, instead of
saying that the club could be cleaner or that it needs some small item, get off your bottoms and help.
What about it, are you prepared to do something to help the club stay on the crest or let it lapse? If you do
feel you would like to help don’t you think it would give you a real sense of satisfaction to say that you really
are associated with North Narrabeen SLSC.
The season had its ups and downs in many spheres of activities. Probably the most notable was the
success of the swimmers, again under the direction of Dave Romain, with an R&R team competing
regularly. The keenness of those young men showed other clubs they were a force to be reckoned with in
the swimming arena. The runners had a mixed year, with some great performances, including a fine effort
in the State Beach Relay Championships, as the competition report shows:

I am sure we all seem to take for granted that our runners produce results just on past performances but
the same enormous amount of dedicated training still has to be done, together with the coaching of the
younger brigade. This has proved fruitful with good results in the cadet and junior events.
Last but not least we come to the boat crews, when I was convinced that the rowers of the club had fallen
in the doldrums the junior crew under Don McManus rowed themselves into the final of the Australian
Championships. Don has worked to organise the boat crews without much success and many other sweeps
may have become discouraged but with the foundation of a good crew for next year, I am sure we will be
seeing results.
I would like to give my sincere thanks to President Bob Parkhill. Probably it is not realised the amount
of work done by this man throughout the year but from my point of view as Secretary, I can see the
tremendous amount of work that Bob gets through for the club. Bob was involved in the purchase of the
club truck, which has been an outstanding success and almost single-handedly put on the presentation
night, which was also a success. These are only some of his major achievements and I will say without
further ado, ‘Thanks Bob’.
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With the bouquets thrown I now come to the brickbats, the most disappointing aspect of all being the
attendance at the monthly management committee meetings. These were certainly not up to standard and
I must say that a position on the committee of any club provides an obligation to attend meetings regularly
and punctually. I should like to see some of the younger members nominate for positions to give some new
ideas and inject new blood into the club administration.
On closing the Secretary’s report I should like to thank all our donors throughout the year, especially
Thomas Cook Travel for their most generous donation of a fully equipped surfboat, which was surely
needed. To Max Rose a further thanks for the resulting surfboat donation.
The junior boat crew’s effort in reaching the final at the Australian Championships provided another
bonus for the club. Thomas Cook Travel had donated a boat a few years previously and Max Rose’s letter
asking them for another craft had received a ‘Dear John’ reply, stating that due to other commitments they
were unlikely to assist. But the junior boat final was shown on National
TV and Don McManus and his crew cracked a monster of a wave
that was very prominent in the coverage-and the Thomas Cook
signage was very much exposed. A few weeks later a letter from
Thomas Cook was received saying they had reconsidered and a
new boat would be forthcoming. It pays to advertise.
The swimmers’ efforts at championships reached a quality scarcely
equalled in the club’s history, at least not since 1934. The influx of
swimmers from the Ryde Club made competition extremely keen,
with three members giving away over 2½ minutes in the point score
surf races. In addition, the boys proved themselves good clubmen,
as was evidenced in the re-introduction of the club R&R teams in
both junior and senior competition. Dave Romain was congratulated
for his tireless efforts in that regard. John Marshall and Mark Stanton
were selected for the Manly Warringah Branch Representative Team.

The Junior crew finalist in the Australian Junior
Boat Championship held in mountainous seas at
Bancoora Victoria 1975. They did not gain a place
but were instrumental in obtaining a new
surfboat for the club.

Another first was Pat Bachelor’s win representing North Narrabeen in the BP-sponsored Annual Ladies
Surf Race. The following are the official results from the Australian Championships held at Bancoora
Beach in Victoria:
Junior Surf Teams - 1st, Graham Haywood, John Marshall, Mark Stanton, Mark Wells
Cadet Beach Sprint - 2nd, Gynt Drinan
Junior Surf Race - 3rd, John Marshall
Open Surf Teams - 3rd, Michael McKay, John Marshall, John Peel and Mark Stanton.
Those reaching the finals were Doug Daines, Junior Boat Crew and the Open
Beach Relay and a full March Past team represented the club at the
championships.
John Marshall was selected to the NSW State Team, which was successful in
the Interstate R&R event and the Open Taplin Relay. Mark Stanton was selected
to the NSW State Junior No 2 Taplin Relay Team, which came second in their
event.

John Marshall - the club’s most
successful surf swimmer since
the legendary Tassie King

The NSW Championships, held at Corrimal, provided the following excellent results:
Junior Surf Teams - 1st, Graham Haywood, John Marshal, Mark Stanton and Mark Wells
Open Beach Relay - 1st, Doug Daines, Scott Denham, Michael Page and John Whitfield
Open Surf Teams - 3rd, Michael McKay, John Marshall, John Peel and Mark Stanton
Cadet Beach Sprint - 3rd, Gynt Drinan
Junior Beach Relay - 3rd, Scott Denham, Rod Hodgkins, Peter Squires and Kevin Trimble.
The Manly Warringah Branch Championships, held at Mona Vale, was an all-round effort by the club
and brought attention to a new star in Brett Worth in the cadet ski events. Glen Lawrence was also a top
competitor, with an outstanding three wins and a third placing.
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The Metropolitan Championships, held at Dee Why, also gave notice of another craft competitor,
Peter Domanski, in the Junior Board Display. Placings by the beach and surf competitors was headed by
a first placing to Gynt Drinan in the Cadet Beach Sprint.
The NSW State Titles at Corrimal was a full weekend, trip with the competitors taking out two
championship titles, the Junior Surf Teams Race and the Open Beach Relay.
The Open Surf team, the Cadet Beach Sprint and the Junior Beach Relay teams all saved themselves
for big carnivals, and gained a third place in the championship overall point score. The results made the trip
memorable and the club camp, the Corrimal Hilton on the beach, added the atmosphere to the weekend.
The Australian Championships at Bancoora, Victoria, were cold, rainy and windy and the venue was
most unsuitable, but it did not deter the club competitors. Gynt Drinan was the most consistent on the
beach, with the swimmers handling the conditions expertly. Full marks also were due John Marshall and
Mark Stanton for their efforts, which helped win the
Junior Surf Teams title.
Doug Daines and the Senior Beach Relay team
reaching the finals and the top effort by Don
McManus with the Junior Boat crew handling the
cyclonic conditions were certainly highlights.
At most of the championship carnivals, the club
started a full March Past team, with Max Rose doing
his bit to carry the club colours.
The swimming team established a proud record,
Three of the club’s top surf swimmers
with Mark Stanton, John Marshall and Glen
L to R: Mark Stanton, John Marshall and Glen Lawrence
Lawrence as a strong backbone. Dave Romain, with
a helping hand from the Ryde Swimming Club, put a year’s hard toil into the operation, the reward being
an Australian Championship. Never before has the club had so much depth of talent to select from.
John Marshall, a star swimmer with many other club swimmers hot on his heels, had an outstanding
season both in the pool and in the surf, also making the NSW State Team.
The club’s senior competitors contested four championship events and came home with 27 medals,
including 8 firsts. Again, the overall majority had come from the clubs junior section.
The Nippers continued to amaze, and at times
embarrass, the seniors with their efforts in junior
competition. At their Branch Championships, they won
48 gold, 19 silver and 13 bronze medals to add to their
illustrious history. It was a credit to their performance that
this was the first time that restrictions were placed on the
number of competitors contesting events because of the
ever-increasing popularity of the junior organisation.

North Narrabeen Juvenile March Past team
Branch and Metropolitan Champions 1976-77 and 1977-78

The juniors also cleaned up at the Metropolitan
Championships, winning 17 medals, including 8 first
placings. They then topped their overall performance for
the season in the State Championships by winning 7
medals.

Mark Dalton took the gold medal in the 11-years Board Race and teamed with Gordon Otten to take
first place in the Senior Board Rescue event. Mark Dalton had a big weekend when he also claimed gold
in the Senior Cameron Relay with Mark Otten and Colin White.
The juniors were well represented in the Branch Representative team by Ian Thompson as team Captain
and Brett Worth as Vice Captain, along with members Wayne Behagg and Gordon Otten.
Bill Worth was selected as the NSW Team Supervisor for the Junior National Interstate Championships
held in Ulverstone, Tasmania. Mark Dalton’s other sporting commitments prevented him from having
representative honours.
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At the beginning of the season, President Bob Parkhill
suggested purchasing a club vehicle. The choice of a Toyota
Dyna Double Cab truck proved a winner, and maintenance was
kept at a minimum level under the watchful eyes of John
McDougall and Bob Parkhill. Many miles were travelled to
carnivals in the metropolitan areas, championships at Corrimal
and Bancoora (Victoria), Surf Safaris at Camden Haven and two
River Trips to the Lachlan and Hunter Valley districts.
During the previous season, Bill Barnett had suggested to
Bill Worth and Ted Whittaker that he felt that the success of
Surf Safaris had been a feature in retaining the interests of the
junior members to continue on into the senior ranks. But he felt
strongly that more could be achieved in this area and thought
that another avenue away from surfing could prove attractive to
these youngsters.

Juvenile 4 Man R&R Team
-1977 Metropolitan Champions
L to R:Wayne Behagg, Brett Worth,
Michael Thompson, Scott Clayton

His idea was to investigate the country areas of NSW, an area that very few city bred youngsters ever
visited. With this in mind, he and his wife Eileen investigated the Cowra-Forbes area and drew up a plan
for a group of juniors to discover. But he never tested the temperature of the river, which was something
the seniors who led this inaugural venture never let him forget, especially as he did not take part in this
adventure due to an overseas holiday.
The following is a report on the Lachlan River Venture by one of the participants, John McDougal:

In an endeavour to create greater interest in club activities for the younger members a river trip was
organised during the August school holidays. This consisted of a number of skis a surfboat and a rubber
duckie, together with a number of vehicles including the club truck.
The idea of the trip was to traverse the Lachlan River from Cowra to Forbes with a support group on
land to make camps and cook during the night stopovers.
The response was tremendous and ended up with a party of 17 boys and 8 adults for the attempt, from
all the tales that have been told since, the boys, young and old, had an experience that will be remembered
for many years to come.
The journey from Cowra to Forbes took seven days, the distance being 150 miles of river, the mishaps
and the events that took place in this time are too numerous to recount but we do know that the Lachlan
River has never seen the likes of Norm ‘Knackers’ Ambrose before.
Thanks must go to Bill Worth, Mick Geros Sr, and Mick Jr, Ted Whittaker, Don Brierty, Ron Clayton,
and Norm Ambrose; their efforts made the trip worthwhile. I could go into much greater detail but space
and time are at a premium in this report, but I can assure you there will be future trips of this sort as Bill
Barnett is at present organising one for the Hunter River.
The other participants in this inaugural River Trip were Steve Beamont, Paul Byrne, Gary Byrne, Mark
Byrne, Richard Brierty, Russel Clayton, Graham Gardiner, Darren Geros, Stewart Geros, Steven Green,
Craig McDougall, John McDougall, Mark Peters, Brett Worth, Colin Worth, Matt Worth and Gary
Whittaker.’
The reference to Norm Ambrose as Knackers was instigated by the juniors within the group. Norm’s
nickname in the senior ranks was Joe Palooka, but the youngsters who witnessed his actions one afternoon
on the river will remember him as Knackers for the rest of their lives.
Norm was no Beau Brummel and always travelled light. On this trip he only took along one pair of long
trousers (he was a scuffs and shorts person). That afternoon the senior river supervisors were all involved
in repairing the rubber ducky that had come to grief on a submerged log. Norm arrived in the club truck
and asked how he could help and was told to take a group of the juniors and row the boat to the nearby
riverside camp.
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Norm had decked himself out in preparation for the group’s planned meal at the Goolagong pub and
had no intention of getting his only pair of long trousers wet. So he took them off and neatly folded them
and safely deposited them in the boat. He then took up the position of sweep and got the crew to start
rowing. Norm did not believe in underpants and to the open-mouthed amazement of his young crew, he
urged them to row in time to the swing of his testicles.
The overall success of that adventure immediately prompted planning for the next river excursion. The
major complaint of the previous September had been the freezing temperature of the river water. That
was attributed to the water having been released from winter storage in the dams in controlling flow.
Water stored during summer months would be much much warmer, so the next trip began in the May
school holidays 1977, from Muswellbrook, with Maitland the proposed finishing point. It would prove to
be the only river trip to be cut short by extreme weather conditions and provided an experience that many
would never forget.
The popularity of the Lachlan experience saw a larger group participate (41), which included many of
the mothers, daughters and sisters of the inaugural adventurers who had insisted that they wanted to
share the fun and excitement of river travel. They were
Maureen Worth, Robin Geros, Jenelle Barnett, Carol,
Kerrie and Jodi McManus, Jean and Karin Parkhill, and
Norma and Ann Thompson.
After two days of exciting river travel, it began to rain
and the campsite at Arrowfield Winery became a soggy
mud heap. A lay-day was called to dry out tents, bedding
and clothing.
The next day river travel began again heading for
Singleton, but in the afternoon the rain returned and an
early halt was called and the shivering miserable river
trippers returned to the warmth of the camp fires.

A surfboat crew of nippers depart Muswellbrook
on their way down the Hunter River towards Singleton May 1977

Around 11.30 p.m. that evening, the vineyard manager alerted the group that the river was rising
rapidly and threatening to wash away the river craft. Bill and Maureen Worth, Mick Geros, Ross Thompson,
Bill Barnett, Neville May Lance and Mark Peters immediately jumped into the club truck and drove to
where the craft had been left, only to find that the craft were on the opposite side of the river to where the
river party had been picked up from that afternoon.
The river was now much higher, and running very fast, and they had no alternative but drive to Singleton
and along the New England Highway to where the craft were, a distance of over 80 km. After much
difficulty, they found its position at 2.30 a.m. and waded through mud and dense scrub to eventually drag
the skis and surfboat to a position they felt was safe from the rising floodwaters.
They then began the long journey back to camp via Singleton and Jerrys Plain. To their horror, when
they were only a few kilometres from camp, they found the bridge over the river was completely submerged
by floodwater. More than 160 km later, via Singleton and Muswellbrook, they arrived at the campsite at
8.30 a.m. to find it was necessary to evacuate the campsite before it became floodbound. By the time
that was done, and the river craft reclaimed in case the river reached their new position, it was late in the
evening and the original craft rescuers had not slept for over 36 hours.

IRB and ski paddlers departing Muswellbrook
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1977-78 Season

A NIPPER BECOMES A SUPER LIFESAVER

The AGM on 7 August 1978 was held on a sad note due to the deaths of members from a cross
section of all aspects of the club’s existence over the decades. A brief epitaph opened the Annual Report:
Vale

To start the season we had lost one life member, Roy Liston and former members, Bob Hora and Hugh
McLean, and at the request of their families, the club was given the honour of spreading the late members’
ashes.
Bob Hora was a popular active member who was regarded as a good clubman in the difficult days.
Bob was the brother of George Hora, one of the club’s most generous sponsors and respected members.
Hugh McLean, as reported in the Manly Daily on 23 December 1977, was a member with his brother
Peter at the North Narrabeen SLSC. Hugh McLean died a few weeks prior and his ashes were spread at
North Narrabeen, and it was on that day that Peter changed his mind about the younger generation. He
was quoted as saying, ‘They amazed me on what was a very sensitive day-wonderful young men, obviously
the young blokes didn’t know my brother well but they treated the day with tremendous respect. I cannot
pay the young fellows of North Narrabeen enough credit. That’s credit where it is due’.
Hugh McLean, who had lost a leg as child, was one of those sporting people who turned out to be a
champion swimmer and surfer. Hopping down to the start of a surf race did not worry him and he won
more than his share.
Roy ‘Erco’ Liston was North Narrabeen’s first club Captain after the First World War. He was also a
great all-round sportsman, honoured with life membership of three Rugby League Clubs-Annandale,
Western Suburbs and NSW. He was a noted yachtsman, and had crewed in the world champion yacht
Southern Cross. A great club stalwart and competitor, Roy was one of the best-known personalities and
he regarded the invitation to be the guest speaker at the opening of the new clubhouse a great honour.
There were others who would also be sadly missed.
Charlie Butcher was also a life member of the club and it was unique that his mother was also bestowed
this honour for her work and dedication to the club. Charlie was renowned for being a great worker and
dedicated member. His interest in the RSL and the Legacy movement was well known.
Harry Slater, the father of Frank Slater, was an excellent supporter of the club and was connected with
its activities for many years.
Wal Bryant, a former active member, passed away at the early age of 43 years. Wally was a march past
team member in the days of North Narrabeen’s famous march past era in mid 1950s.
George Williams was associated with North Narrabeen for over 40 years and was a regular attendee
at the reunions. He was a member of the Freshwater Surf Club and a former Manly Warringah Branch
District Supervisor for the area.
There was a new team at the helm of the club, with President, Norm Ambrose; Deputy President, Mick
Geros; Secretary, Carl Ross; Treasurer, Bob Parkhill, and club Captain, David Sizeland. Like all members
of the club, they were bursting with pride because of the efforts of Deputy Chief Instructor Glenn James,
who performed a heroic rescue. The following appeared in the Annual Report:

Rescue of the Year-Glenn Kenneth James, 9 April 1978
Although it was just after the surfing season had finished, Glenn James, a 19-year-old member of our
club carried out a most heroic rescue off Warriewood Beach on the night of Sunday April 18th 1978.
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As a result of his effort, three lives were saved and he has been nominated for a number of awards,
including the Surf Life Saving Association’s Meritorious Award.
Details of his courage in this rescue will be highlighted on the Honour Wall of the North Narrabeen
clubhouse.
The following account is drawn from newspapers and other reports of the rescue.

At 5:45 p.m. on Sunday, 9 April 1978, Glenn James received information that three swimmers were in
difficulties at the southern end of Warriewood Beach. Glenn, with Carl Ross and Marcus Romain from
the North Narrabeen SLSC, took a torpedo buoy and proceeded to the Warriewood Beach.
When they arrived there, someone on the beach yelled out to get some torpedo buoys, so Glenn stripped to
his costumes and ran around to the rocks. From there he saw three swimmers 20 to 30 yards off the rocks.
Two of the swimmers were supporting the third and people were shouting to them to go out to sea away
from the rocks. Glenn described his actions in a forthright manner.
While waiting on the rocks to see the best way to proceed, a big wave came up over the rock platform
nearly dislodging our foothold. I took the chance to swim out to the swimmers.
When I reached them I went to put the torpedo buoy around the tiredest. He was being supported by the
other two and when they let go he went down without a fight. I then told them to swim to sea and that I
would get some more torpedo buoys which they tried to throw to me from the rocks but fell short. I had to
pick the right time to swim to get to them near the rocks watching the surge of water towards the rocks.
When I swam back out I could not see them in the waves and had to get directions from the people on the
rocks. When I finally gathered the swimmers we made our way towards the centre of the beach, north from
the rocks. While seeing how close we could get to the shore we were hit with three large waves that had
capped over us. One of the swimmers was separated and I had to swim in and grabbed him and take him
with the others seaward away from the breaking waves.
The darkness that had arrived earlier did not help our efforts. Once we were out a little way from the
waves I thought I saw a search light rounding the headland. Even though the people on the rocks guided
them, the Power Rescue Boat from Dee Why took around fifteen minutes to locate and pick us up.
The Dee Why Rescue boat took us to Fishermans Beach at Collaroy where it was safe to land with all the
people we had on board. We finally made dry land.
Senior Police Constable JE Garnett from Mona Vale Police Station who attended the beach submitted
a report that included the following:

I saw three persons in difficulties close to the rocks in very heavy seas and in my opinion were in grave
danger. I spent around 20 minutes trying to get a board out through the break but the waves were so big
and breaking with so much force on the sand bank I could not get out. Two members believed to be from
the Warriewood Club tried unsuccessfully to get out on surf skis. It was dark when I tried to launch a
board from the rocks but in the dark and the constant size of the waves this attempt was abandoned.
As a member of the South Curl Curl Surf Club for 10 years and a holder of the SLSA Qualifying
Certificate, Bronze Medallion and Instructors Certificate with that club and associated with the Surfing
Movement for 20 years having been a board rider for 20 years along with being at Mona Vale with a
Water Police Unit after having been at the Water Police unit at Dawes Point the following is stated.
At the time of the within mentioned rescue was carried out had assistance not been given to the three
persons in the water they would have surely drowned. The conditions were such that I felt it was not
possible to get through the surf to the swimmers with any of the conventional rescue craft available.
The rescue performed by Glenn James in the dark, where he assisted three persons in treacherous seas he
deserves the highest award for the courage that was shown by him. He placed his own safety at grave risk
to effect the rescue.
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Glenn and the club received numerous letters of congratulations and thanks from people in all walks
of life and some even forwarded donations. The hard heads around the club, who were just as proud of
Glenn’s effort as all members were, could not help having a dig at him when they found out that the
rescued men were from the land of the old enemy Great Britain. The Rugby League stalwarts claimed he
should have been cited.
Glenn was renowned for carrying out any task in a manner that
was considered unconventional. His actions from his earliest days
as a nipper right through to his active lifesaving duties were always
a topic of conversation around the club. He was a top-line member
with outstanding knowledge of every aspect of lifesaving. He was
an exceptional body surfer and possibly one of the best IRB
operators the club has ever had.
All these facts led to him being referred to as ‘Super Glenn’. He
cemented that nickname in club history with his actions during the
River Trip on the Gwydir River in 1981. That trip is described in the
following paragraphs.
The river trippers had been offered free use of a mobile generator,
but it had to be collected from Dubbo. Glenn volunteered to pick it
Glenn James shortly after his heroic
up with the club truck and tow it via the Newel Highway and through
rescue at Warriewood Beach 1978
the Mount Kaputar Ranges to Bingarra, where the river trip base
camp was to be set up. That was a much longer journey than the direct route from Sydney via Tamworth.
The main group had arrived early in the morning and set up
camp, expecting Glenn and his band of helpers to arrive around
lunchtime. But they had not
arrived when darkness fell. With
the only light available from the
huge log fire and some forlorn
torches, an emergency meeting
was held and it was decided to
purchase fuel lamps as soon as
the township shops opened the
following morning.
Everyone was becoming
quite concerned, fearing that
Glenn and his helpers may have
had an accident. Then, out of the pitch-black night, a figure burst onto
the scene dressed in a Superman cape proclaiming that the generator
had arrived. From then on Glenn was always known as Super.
Glenn James receives his numerous bravery awards
from the NSW State Governor, Sir Roden Cutler

Glenn James’ bravery medals The Star Of Courage and
The Royal Humane Medal For Bravery

The new club Captain, Dave Sizeland, brought the club members back to the realities of the club’s
main function with some very hard hitting remarks.

The season was a most unsatisfactory one, as far as patrols were concerned. Members missing patrols
without any forewarning was a frequent occurrence and punctuality was poor, even by some patrol Captains.
Generally the overall attitude to the surf life saving side of the club was very apathetic, to say the least.
While I must accept some of the blame for this poor attitude, the majority of the blame must lay squarely
at the feet of the patrol defaulters. This type of member our club can do without and who has made the
Captains and Vice Captains jobs far more demanding, than they should have been.
A reminder is that by acting in this irresponsible manner you could be jeopardizing the safety of the
surfing public and I am sure this is not what we want.
The club appears to be just a competitive and social club at present, so if the club is to uphold the ideals
of the surf lifesaving movement, all active members must get behind the club Captain. We must improve
the patrol efficiency and restore North Narrabeen to its rightful place in this department.
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None of the blame for our current position can be directed at the management committee, who have
given me invaluable assistance and advice and they have worked hard for the benefit of all members. Any
one working in close liaison with Des Highfield, John Gardner and Glen Lawrence would have found
their genuine interest and enthusiasm for Surf lifesaving contagious and I do thank them for their help
during the season.
John Gardner, the club Chief Instructor, reported:

A quiet season early but it picked up tremendously later in the season and the quality of the candidates
was as high as ever. When you have young fellows who swim as well as Russell Clayton, Gynt Drinan and
Martin Kirsop in a squad, it makes the job a pleasure.
It would be remiss if I did not mention the first bronze squad of 1978. Robert Page, Craig Edwards,
Paul Byrne and Mathew Kelly whom did their belt swim in difficult seas and we know it is lonely out
there when you seem to be going backwards and you are swimming like mad. Thanks to Woofa Barnett,
who must have read my mind, swam out alongside the belt swimmers and gave a timely word of support.
The most pleasurable experience during the season was to take a ladies resuscitation class of Lynn
Hodgkinson, Elaine Burns, Sandra Ross and Noelene Behagg, who were keen candidates and I found you
have to know what you were talking about, as they were very attentive. There was also a lecture given to
the Elanora Primary School Mothers Club, on heart- Lung Resuscitation, a really worthwhile task.
Thanks to Leon Wickens who persuaded the National Bank to donate an Ambu simulator, a great piece
of equipment.
I had some assistance during the season from Bill Worth who put through 10 Bronze and 10 Qualifying
Certificates as well as one member for their Instructors Certificate. He was given assistance from Ray
McDermott and Ted Whittaker.
Those receiving their Bronze Medallion were Stephen Beaumont, Ian Thompson, Gynt Drinan, Wayne
Behagg, Martin Kirsop, Tony Johnson, Craig Edwards, Ross Thompson, Russell Clayton, Jeffrey Brown,
Robert Page, Mark Byrne, Peter Krause, Ron Clayton, Gary Byrne, Brett Worth, Greg Friend, Greg
Vincent, Mathew Kelly and Gordon White.
Qualifying Certificates were gained by Nigel Ball, Kevin Peters, Ross Kelly, Scott Clayton, Jeffrey Crick,
Greg Noble, Craig McGuinness, Nigel Oram, Ian Domanski, Richard Brierty and Michael McDermott.
Instructors Certificate to Ray McDermott and Resuscitation Certificates to Elaine Burns, Lynn
Hodgkinson, Noelene Behagg and Sandra Ross.
Bob Parkhill and Glenn James attended an IRB Training course at Cronulla, becoming the club’s first
IRB instructors. This led to Bill Barnett, Ted Balkin, Ray McDermott, and John McDougall gaining
their IRB Operators Licence during the year.
An incident involving the IRB that would be related for many years occurred when Bob ‘Curly’ Parkhill
was instructing Ray ‘Sarge’ McDermott on craft driving procedures. Brian ‘Blacky’ Blackmore was also
on board. Bob decided to let Ray drive the boat along the breaker line towards Collaroy, and the boat had
negotiated the break and turned towards Collaroy.
Bob was sitting in the middle of the boat looking forward, with Brian in the bow. He indicated to Ray
that he was getting too close to the breaking surf, while at the same time he noticed Brian gesticulating
and trying to tell him something. Brian had a speech problem and Bob could not understand what he was
saying, but he reacted to Brian’s pointed finger and turned to find that Ray had fallen overboard. He
frantically took control of the motor and went to the assistance of the very wet and embarrassed Ray.
Ray admitted that he felt like a goose, but that was the least of his worries. Just before his craft had
departed the beach, the patrol had sounded the shark alarm to warn bathers that the hammerhead sharks
that had been frequent visitors to the beach had returned. He exclaimed ‘I was shitting myself’; Bob and
Brian had the same feeling.
Bob Parkhill was the worthy winner of Clubman of the Year and his citation recorded:
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Bob Parkhill has had an amazing season, both as far as club involvement and intra-club competition
was concerned. He was responsible for the spadework in gaining the 1979 NSW Championships for
North Narrabeen and in doing so prepared a very detailed and lengthy application.
In fact, he virtually took the project on himself and as a result, it would be assured of success.
He was instrumental in organising the Super 100 Club along with his normal duties of club Treasurer
and this had been a mammoth task in itself. In addition to these projects, he has been very active behind
the scenes working in so many ways and was a regular attendee at inter-club carnivals.
Bob represented the club as a Branch Delegate and was on the Branch Liaison Committee and there was
no doubt that he would have given the club 100 per cent effort.
He attended an IRB Residential Course at the Cronulla Club as he realised North Narrabeen’s shortcomings
in this area. He was one of the most regular members in the Sunday morning events which culminated in
his winning the C Grade Surf Handicap point score. The memorial award was an honour and a tribute
to his tremendous dedication.
Financially the club was not travelling too well, and with Bob as Treasurer there was no way that
consolidated funds could be touched to help the situation. Bob was the instigator of the actions that
were implemented, as he revealed to members in his report:

One of the Committee’s priorities was fundraising and on the 16th October a Special Meeting of some
50 members and supporters was held to consider ways to solve a financially ill situation. Many of the
suggestions were adopted by the committee and can be evidenced in the Treasurer’s Report. We did not
succeed with a Capital Assistance Grant but did better with a Government Gear Grant.
All funds were frozen and not one cent could be spent anywhere without prior Committee approval and
this was rigidly enforced throughout the year.
Although finance was a problem, old stalwarts Bill Worth, Ted Whittaker and Mick Geros kept a cash flow
available with profit from the pub raffles. Also, regular donors The Shivering Sharks, Elanora Escys Sports
Club, The Elanora Players, Dolly Williams, Kath Green, George Hora and Jim Casey gave valuable assistance.
A new Building Committee, comprising Neville Romain, Bill Worth and Bill Barnett, was formed to
follow up on the Stage 2 extension proposal to the clubhouse. They decided to call a meeting of all
members interested in the proposed extension and hear their views and opinions. It was a very productive
forum and a workable, sensible plan was displayed to all club members.
George Reid, president of the North Narrabeen Board Riders Club, suggested that although he knew
it was essential that the caretaker have decent accommodation, he felt it was going too far to place the
flat in the prime viewing spot that overlooked the lake. His observation saw that accommodation, which
later became the office and Jack King Room, relocated to the south side of the clubhouse.
The following account appeared in the Manly Daily in January 1978:

North Narrabeen SLSC surfer, Glen Lawrence, has set a club record which may be equalled but very
hard to be bettered. Glen Lawrence has won four Junior Surf Championships.
He has what is known as a ‘lucky birthday’, which allows him an extra year as a Junior member.
He has won club championships against some of the biggest names in swimming, such as the, National Still
Water Champion, John Marshall and the National Surf Teams Champions, Mark Stanton, Graham Heyward
and Mark Wells, swim-surf star Paul Hardman, National Breast Stroke champion Steven Cook, as well as top
class performers Michael McKay and Gary Carpenter. Most of the swimmers are products of the Carlisle and
Forum Swim Schools. Not Glen, he has maintained his membership in the Narrabeen Mens Amateur Swimming
Club, which conducts its events in a 50 metre beach side rock pool. An excellent effort, Glen Lawrence.
Changing the time of the AGM to Monday at 7 p.m. from its previous Sunday afternoon was in an
endeavour to attract the younger members who were usually tied up with football on a Sunday. The committee
had expressed its concern over an apparent declining interest in committee participation by younger members
who had come up through the ranks. It was estimated that only two of the original 17 juniors who went
away on the first surf safari in 1970 had shown any interest at all in becoming committee members.
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Mainly through the efforts of Bob Parkhill, the club had been successful in contesting the 1979 State
Championships. The steering committee consisted of Mick Geros, Des Highfield, Max Rose, Bill Barnett,
Bill Worth, Ted Whittaker and Bob Parkhill,
The Australian Championships that season were held at Kingscliff. Max Rose provided the following
report:

The team consisted of 1 swimmer, 8 beach event, 3 ski and board and 15 boat crew members, a total of
27. The accommodation was unfortunately at four different locations.
The junior beach relay team, Glen Lawrence, Gynt Drinan, Peter Squires and Scott Denham were
worthy winners of the Australian Title. Scott Denham finished 2nd and Peter Squires finished 3rd in the
Junior Beach Sprint championship. Scott and Peter teamed up with Doug Daines and Michael Page in
the senior beach relay but missed out on a medal in the final.
North Narrabeen remained in the top bracket at inter-club carnivals, gaining 83 placings in the 13
attended. The individual efforts of Mark Stanton, Peter Squires, Brett Worth and Scott Denham and
others, showed the talent the club had including the Junior Section. The value gain from them could not
be over emphasised.
John Marshall, last seasons Surf and club Belt Champion, from reports received was making a name for
himself in Inter Collegiate meets in the USA.
Mark Stanton and Scott Denham were selected in the Manly Warringah Inter branch team for the
championships at Hawks Nest but Scott was replaced by Peter Squires when Scott withdrew through
injury.
Congratulations were extended to Stephen Cook who, representing NSW gained a placing in the Australian
Swimming Championships in the two breaststroke events held at Brisbane.
The Junior Section continued to forge ahead in competition and again won the Branch point score,
gaining 33 medals, including 7 firsts. They surpassed that effort at the Metropolitan Championships,
where individuals and teams amassed 26 gold, 15 silver and 7 bronze medals.
The outstanding performance was the March Past team winning both the Branch and Metropolitan
Championships. They could not complete the triple, as the State Championships were completely cancelled
due to bad weather conditions, but their overall pride was their achievement for the future of the whole
club. Their leaders, Ken Brown and John Green, were especially proud, as the following article indicates:

This season David Sizeland, an ex Nipper, was the club Captain and it was a good season in the awards
department for juniors, ex juniors and some nipper parent officials.
Steve Beaumont, Jeffrey Brown, Garry Byrne, Gynt Drinan, Craig Edwards, Greg Friend, Mathew
Kelly, Martin Kirsop, Peter Krause, Robert Page, Greg Vincent, Brett Worth and Gordon White all gained
their Bronze Medallions. Russell Clayton and his dad Ron Clayton, Ian Thompson with his dad Ross
Thompson and Wayne Behagg with his mother Noelene Behagg obtaining her Resuscitation Certificate.
Tony Johnson, the elected Junior Section President for next season 1978/79, also obtained his Bronze
Medallion.
The following juniors obtained their Qualifying Certificates, Richard Brierty, Jeffrey Crick, Ian Domanski,
Ross Kelly, Craig McGuinness, Gregory Noble, Nigel Oram, Kevin Peters, along with Scott Clayton,
another son of Ron. Michael McDermott also obtained his Qualifying Certificate while his dad, Ray
McDermott, obtained his Instructors Certificate and was also to take up the Junior Section Secretary
position for the next season.
Michael McDermott, Richard Brierty, Craig McGuinness, David Manton, Nigel Oram, Gordon Otten
and Kevin Peters obtained their Resuscitation Certificates early in the season.
Ken Brown was made a Life Member of the Junior Section of the club and he already held this honour
with the Manly Warringah Junior Branch.
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The Surf Safari remained popular, with 23 juniors and seniors journeying North to Laurieton and making
the North Haven surf club their base to surf the numerous beaches in the area.
As with all of those adventures, there was always some type of drama. Greg Vincent and Tony Domanski
provided the minders with moments of anguish when they went missing for quite a long period. They
were eventually found in a hired run-about zipping around on the Camden Haven River. The seniors had
their hearts in their mouths when the intrepid travellers ventured towards the treacherous river mouth on
the ebb tide. When they eventually came ashore, the tirade of unprintable language that greeted them
ensured that they would never try another escapade of this type.
There were many other incidents that made it another memorable trip, as the following article reveals:

After all vehicles were packed, off we went to tackle the big seas up North. Transport was by way of the
surf club truck, Bill Worth’s truck and Ron Clayton’s station sedan. I have seen some good drivers in my
time but the way Ted Balkin encouraged the old truck over the Bulahdelah Mountain, well it had to be
seen. He kicked it, he whipped it, he swore at it, however not in front of any of the juveniles. At times we
did not think the old truck would make the other side of the mountain but when it got to the top and
going down the other side, the other vehicles could not keep up with Ted in old Bertha.
We were presented with 23 beautiful big sea mullet by the local Fish Co-op and ‘Jumbo’ Jones was the
surprise package when he took charge of cleaning the fish and with one cut of the knife, showed us how it
was done. ‘Chef ’ Clayton then prepared a magnificent bar-b-que of the mullet, scales and all and the end
result was the work party that night had very little to clean off the plates.
I was informed that the Balkins were pretty tough blokes but here we had Ted seeking special treatment
by asking that the scales be taken off the fish because he could not eat it like that.
One of our big nights out at the Laurieton RSL resulted in much drama. Brian ‘Blackie’ Blackmore had
quite a few ales during the evening and on return to the surf club and after getting undressed for bed, he
informed us that he had lost his wallet containing a substantial sum of money. We all headed back to the
RSL, had it reopened, and a search was made of the auditorium and toilets. This met with negative results
and a search was made of the adjoining street and surrounds of the surf club. At day break the next
morning Ron Clayton and Wayne Behagg again searched and backtracked Blackie’s steps but the wallet
could not be found. It was while we were having breakfast when we heard a wild cry of ‘Yippee’, and we
saw Blackie standing by his bag, with the missing wallet in his hand and all he said was, ‘I put it my bag’.
We had mixed feelings, although we were glad for Blackie, some of the boys felt like giving him quite a
going over.
The River Trip that season was the best to date, due
mainly to reasonable weather and the use of an aluminium
surfboat, courtesy of Crowdy Head SLSC. The craft was
invaluable as a river craft, as the rubber IRB and plywood
surfboat were always subject to damage from unseen
tree snags in the rivers.

River trippers prepare to depart Gunnedah on their way
down the Namoi River to Narrabri in May 1978

After the previous season’s debacle on the Hunter
River, it was decided to again return to inland streams.
The planned route was on the Namoi River, approximately
280 km from Gunnedah to Narrabri. Inland rivers take
much longer to become flood bound, and there are many
more Pasture Protection areas on the rivers that provided
excellent camp sites quite close to bitumen roads.

On the way to Gunnedah, 24 of the 49 river trippers stopped overnight at the home of a friend of Mick
Geros’s on the Breeza Plains. The huge wheat-producing area was subject to a plague of mice at the
time. Most of the 24 bunked down on mattresses on the floor and had a very disturbed night constantly
brushing mice away from their faces and bodies as hundreds of these pests scampered around the
house.
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Bill Worth constructed two bush toilets at the river campsite. Most
of the youngsters were very reluctant to use the thunder boxes, as they
had never seen them before, but they soon changed their ways after
they were caught using the nearby bush received one of Bill’s renowned
blasts. During some skylarking by the young nippers Scotty Clayton
somehow slipped into the cesspit; an investigation into the incident
saw Craig McGuinness and Michael Thompson assigned extra camp
duties.
Maureen Worth endeavors
to clean her youngest son Steve

Another memorable incident was an early departure from near
Boggabri. It was a bitterly cold morning and ice had to be removed
from the seats of the skis. The last craft to be launched was the surfboat.

Ray ‘Sarge’ McDermott, dressed in a full-length police coat and wearing a white pith helmet, cautiously
helped push the boat into the river. He gauged the river depth by watching two of the nippers standing
beside their skis, but unfortunately for him, there was a deep hole were he took his next step. He completely
vanished into the icy river with a loud ‘plop’, and his pith helmet drifted slowly downstream.
Soon after that comedy of errors, the river party
struck the worst fallen tree blockage ever experienced
on a river trip. In some places, the boat had to be pushed
and dragged over logjams 4 to 5 metres high, and it
took over 6 hours to negotiate 5 km of river. It was a
true test of determination and a great character builder
for the youngsters involved.

A log proves a problem on the Namoi River

A humorous incident during that tedious
operation occurred when Anthony McDermott and
Darren Geros emerged, clad in dark wetsuits and
covered in mud, from a maze of river timber to ask
directions of a farmer. The farmer stood in openmouthed amazement, while his dog bolted with fright.

Results of a mud bath

Bill Barnett - Life Member.
An original organiser of River Trips

Manly Warringah Juvenile / Junior SLSC Association Life Members.
L to R: Ken Brown, Bill Worth, Dave Lawler.
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1978-79 Season

CLUB HOSTS STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS
TRIUMPH AT AUSSIES

After 12 months of weekly meetings, the 1978-79
season saw a first in club history, the staging of the NSW
State Championships at North Narrabeen. It was a
mammoth task, considering that the clubhouse was only
at Stage I of its construction. To overcome that problem,
a caravan was craned onto the roof to be used as the
Carnival Organiser’s office. A large marquee was also
erected as an observation deck for VIPs and as an
entertainment area. Club members constructed a
wooden staircase to access the area.
Carnival Organiser Bob Parkhill had become a Life
Member at the beginning of the season, an honour he
rightly deserved. He gave the brief but precise account
of proceedings that follows:

The NSW State Titles were held on our beach on the
weekend 24th-25th March 1979.
The NSW State Governor Sir Roden Cutler
opening the NSW Surf Life Saving Championships
at North Narrabeen Beach in 1979.
The caravan in the background was craned onto the roof
of Stage I of the present clubhouse and used as an office
by Carnival Organiser - Bob Parkhill.

Weekly meetings were held with over 700 hours
consumed, in addition to meetings held with SLSA bodies
and other involved parties. The success of the carnival
was assured by the support of the United Permanent
Building Society.

Some assistance was received from the Warringah Shire Council.
Many capable hands were available in the last week and under the
leadership of Bill Worth, organised stands, wire and fences, tents and
everything else possible. The final preparations and cleaning up within
the club was undertaken by Maureen Worth and the ladies.
On the Saturday, the workforce of members, helpers, supporters
and volunteers from Apex and Bachelors Golf Club went into action.
Max Rose and some life members were in charge of the official’s
stand and everyone was prepared for a weekend never to be forgotten.
At the beginning, when the buoys were laid, it was the calm before
the storm as the conditions changed and turned the sea into chaos.
Mick Byrnes and the Boat Officials handled the unbearable conditions.
Ray Brown, the announcer, and our duty boat crews stuck to the job
during the Saturday wondering what was in store for Sunday.
Sunday came with many events run under ‘Big North Narra’
The front cover of the program for the first senior conditions. The referee, Albert Mosley, made the decision to split the
State Championship Carnival held by the club
swimming events and take some to Collaroy where it was like a
millpond compared to our beach. This move was criticised by people who were not looking at the safety of
the competitors. In the last heat of the R&R, a beltman was nearly swept onto the rocks in the alley and
had to be rescued on a surfboard by Steve Hogeeveen, who understands the alley conditions.
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Due to the split of water events, the Carnival finished under floodlight. The carnival confirmed the high
quality of competitors in the Manly Warringah Branch and in particular our own club.
To thank every single person would be almost impossible, so please all accept my sincere thanks for you
help. However in addition I feel that the records should show the tiring work done by the following:
Our ladies, led by Maureen Worth. The workforce, led by Bill Worth handled the job to expectations.
The official’s stand and entertainment looked after by Max Rose.
The parking had all problems solved by Mick Geros. The duty boat crews, who had the worst job of the
carnival, led by Bill Barnett. The Safety Patrols supervised by Ted Whittaker and Des Highfield. Our
Catering Department was led by Jim Campbell, Neville Behagg, along with Bill Squires and the Combined
Apex Clubs. Our Press Liaison Officer, Ken Brown, who had a specially equipped room for the media and
was operated under tight security with the help from the Narrabeen Youth Club.
Bob Cambourne led the Security of Money, and some big
heavies assisted him. The coordination of the carnival was
left to Des Highfield and Bob Parkhill, who were assisted by
Carl Ross, this saw that all requests from officials were fulfilled
to their expectations.
As the Carnival Organiser I was proud to be a member of
North Narrabeen SLSC and the Organising Committee who
I feel were specialist men in specialist positions and could be
relied on in any circumstances.
Marquee being erected on the roof of Stage I
of the clubhouse which was used to entertain
VIPs at the NSW State Titles 1979

There were many highlights and humorous incidents during
that marvellous combined effort by all members. One was a
courageous rescue by Steve Hogeveen of a competitor
trapped in the notorious Alley rip when the expert State-appointed IRB drivers went missing after the three
to four metre dumping surf arrived on the Sunday morning. Another was the outstanding effort of Ian
Thompson, who solely operated a ducky to effect numerous rescues. He was praised by the officials, who
were not aware that he was still only a cadet and had only crewed in a ducky before that event.
With the raging seas prevailing, ducky drivers were hard to find, and club stalwart, Norm ‘Joe Palooka’
Ambrose, volunteered to take provisions to the duty boat crew. His shadow and great friend, Brian ‘Blacky’
Blackmore, insisted on accompanying as crew, although he was only a dog paddler.
Joe believed that an outboard motor was superior to any surf and motored straight into a very large
dumper, with the obvious result of the craft flipping over and washing back to the beach with Joe clinging to
it. Blacky was tossed into the surf, and although he was standing in waist depth water, his cry for help could
be heard on the clubhouse roof over 300 m away.
Bill Barnett eventually got a ducky out to supply the duty boat crew, who were moored behind the boat
buoys, in a 5-m launch belonging to Vern Nicoli. Between boat races they had been fishing with great success,
and as Bill steered the boat towards them, Bob Burns lifted the catch bag out of the water to reveal at least
20 good size fish. But as Bill brought the ducky along side the launch to deliver the supplies, he cut the bag’s
holding rope and it sank into the ocean. Their curses would ring in his ears for years to come.
With all State Titles, the beer tent is an essential money earner and to succeed, cold beer must be
provided. Tooheys were the carnival sponsors and supplied a beer-chilling caravan that was supposed to
provide this important feature. It was a total failure and the beer tent operators were in near panic until
bartenders Frank Slater and Alex Gregory had the brainwave of filling the aluminium surfboat with beer
cans and covering them with ice. It was more than successful, as the bar receipts revealed.
The hard work of running the championship benefited the club’s coffers considerably, although there
were arguments with State Centre officials over the budget for meals for carnival officials and VIPs. It
would have been quite easy for the club to follow their meagre meal allowance, but the food would have
been second rate. The club bit the bullet and provided food that was not only appreciated by all recipients,
but praised as possibly the best fare ever provided at a State Title. The club was out of pocket, but upheld
its heritage of always being a good host.
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At the Australian Championships, held in Western Australia, the club achieved results that were the
best of any club in the Branch, and also the best in the club’s long history. That made the old-timers
extremely proud, as over the decades, the club had been poor cousins to the very strong Manly and
Freshwater clubs. Because of their high profile, they attracted top competitors from all around Australia,
whereas North Narrabeen’s successful competitors mainly came from the local area.
The second placing in the Open Surf Teams championship was the best effort since the late 1920s.
Rick Ware registered the following in the Beach Team Report:

The season will be remembered as the ‘Year of the Juniors’. A lot of the old faces had moved on and the
younger replacements, both on the beach and in the water, were spectacular. Old training schedules had to
be revamped as the younger members had exams and were to begin new careers.
Carnival results are seen elsewhere but it should be noted that our junior sprinters, Steve Springall,
Stewart Moat, Gynt Drinan, Scott Denham and Peter Squires finished with the grand slam of Branch,
Metropolitan, NSW and Australian Titles in both the beach relay and beach sprint events. In addition,
Peter, Scott and Gynt teamed up with Rugby star Mick Page in the open beach relay to take out the
Branch and NSW Beach Relay Titles as well as running a credible second place in the Australian Titles.
This must be some sort of a record for three juniors to run in a senior beach relay side. There are good
prospects for Stewart Moat and Gynt Drinan for next season as they will still be juniors.
Thanks to Grant Young, Ross Young, Greg Field, John Annand and Jimmy Campbell for their assistance
with training, and to Ray McDermott and Ted Whittaker for their help in Perth. Thanks to the local
Publican for the team T-shirts and to Steve Strop Springall for his entertainment.
Ray ‘Sarge’ McDermott took on the very important job of Swimming Team Manager. Ray was ideal to
have responsibility for the young men that were champion competitors but also great mischief-makers.
He ran a fairly strict ship, but they soon found out that he had a heart of gold, and their many escapades
could fill many pages.
One incident in WA that season happened when most of the team attended a Talent Quest night in a
Cottesloe pub. Steve ‘Strop’ Springall represented North Narrabeen, and his act-a striptease in which he
danced around completely naked while covering his essential parts with a bowler hat-brought the house
down.
Ray was not present when Strop had performed his act and worried that it might have offended the
publican’s regular patrons. So the next day, when he went to the pub to offer his apologies for any
offence, the publican bought him a beer and pleaded that Strop be allowed to perform again, as he was
the talk of Cottesloe.
The club members realised that they were about to see a very special competitor emerge from the
nippers, as the following article shows:

Brett Worth may have some claim to a club record, for during the year, he entered
20 carnivals and placed on 40 occasions, there were only 3 carnivals at which he
was unplaced, including the Aussie Titles. He was awarded the Escy Trophy for his
interclub efforts as he competed in junior and senior Wave Ski, junior and senior
Iron Man, junior Single Ski, junior Malibu Board, junior Surf Teams, Marathon
Run, Marathon Ski and the March Past. He is a dedicated trainer and with a new
double ski donated for next season more opportunities will be available.
The March Past team re-formed following a generous donation by the National
Bank through their Newport Branch Manager, Leon Wickens. The team started
to train on a regular basis, with members aged from 14 to over 50 years. The
‘Pocket Rocket’,
Brett Worth in action
team competed in many carnivals, even travelling to the Illawarra and Newcastle
Branches. With some whip-cracking by David Banister and help from Mick Chapman from Collaroy, they
started to take shape.
The final result of their efforts was winning the United Permanent Competition and winning a prize of
$1000 for the club as well as a rescue board in the Branch competition.
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In addition, the team was well placed at the championship
carnivals, gaining a fourth place at the Branch, a fifth place at the
Metropolitan and a sixth placing at the NSW Championships. At
the Australian Championships in Perth, a composite team competed
and recorded an 18th place, an excellent result considering the
number of teams entered.
The final 14 members who made the team a success were Mick
Geros, Ray McDermott, Des Highfield, Ross Thompson, Bill Worth,
Tony Cevanaro, Ron Clayton, Paul Trimble, Ted Balkin, Glenn James,
Bob Parkhill, Dave Bannister, Tony Johnson and Michael McDermott.
The official results of SLSA Championship Carnivals follow.
Results from the Australian Championships, Trigg Island, WA,
13-15 April 1979 were:
Open Surf Teams Race - 2nd, Mark Wells, John Marshall,
Glen Lawrence and Graham Hayward

United Permanent March Past
Competition winners 1979.
Mick Geros - Standard, Ray McDermott - Belt,
Reel - Des Highfield, Ross Thompson,
Bill Worth, Tony Ceverano,
Reel flanks - Ron Clayton, Kevin Trimble,
Back line - Bob Parkhill, Tony Johnson,
Glenn James, Michael McDermott, Ted Balkin (res)

Open Beach Relay - 2nd, Gynt Drinan, Mick Page, Peter Squires and Scott Denham
Junior Beach Sprint - 1st, Peter Squires, and 3rd, Scott Denham
Junior Beach Relay - 1st Gynt Drinan, Stewart Moat, Peter Squires and Scott Denham.

Australian Junior Beach Relay champions 1978-79
L to R: Scott Denham, Peter Squires, Stuart Moat, Gynt Drinan
Peter Squires - Australian Junior
Beach Sprint Champion,1978-79

Results from the NSW Championships, North Narrabeen, 24-25 March 1979 were:
Open Surf Teams Race - 2nd, John Marshall, Mark Wells, Glen Lawrence and Graham Hayward
Open Beach Relay - 1st, Gynt Drinan, Michael Page, Peter Squires and Scott Denham
Junior Iron Man - 3rd, Brett Worth
Junior Beach Sprint - 1st, Scott Denham, and 2nd, Peter Squires
Junior Beach Relay - 1st, Gynt Drinan, Stewart Moat, Peter Squires and Scott Denham
Junior Board Riding - 3rd, Martin Kirsop
Cadet Surf Teams Race - 2nd, Mark Dalton, Gordon Otten, David Hayward and Martin Kosinar
Handicap March Past - 1st.
At Branch and Metropolitan level, the club competitors collected 20 medals, including 8 firsts. The
strength at interclub events was superb, contesting 15 carnivals for 98 placings, including 40 firsts.
The new club Captain, Des Highfield, was a wonderful asset for the club after only a short period of
involvement. He was a born organiser and motivator, with the ability to make patrol members proud to do
their patrols and understand that they were putting something back into the community.
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His thoughts about the club and how it should pursue its destiny are revealed in his report:

It was Sunday April 15,1979, surf was quiet, in the patrol area an Old man of the Sea held court.
He had the young-uns of the patrol in the palm of his hand as he spun yarns of North Narra in the old
days. He told of the surf and how it works, and some of the incidents that made the club famous.
In the clubhouse that evening I saw tears in his eyes as he watched TV and cheered the Junior Beach
Relay side to victory in the Australian Championships.
I thought of the years that he, and so many like him, have given unselfishly to North Narrabeen Surf Life
Saving Club, and it made me feel humble and proud that these people selected me to the position of
Captain of the club so close to their hearts.
The bloke was ‘Woofa’ and in submitting this report to him and all of you, I hope that you feel that the
job I did this year was at least good enough.
The basic function of my job was to keep my eye on the whole club. I attempted to do this but keeping the
role low key. Patrols for the year were excellent and I would like to thank each of the twelve Patrol
Captains for the job they did. Patrols are the ‘engine room’ of the club and it is a shame, I feel, that this role
is played down. We have members that most people never get to know. They don’t compete and just come
down to the beach on their rostered day.
The role played by patrol members is changing. The 1979 patrol member has a key part in a highly
efficient SLSA organisation with a new outlook. We have to improve our efficiency in all areas.
I believe that in the future, clubs that do not want to accept this quickly changing scene will fail and
cease to function. Radio, rescue boards, IRBs, torpedo buoys, inflatable rescue buoys and collars, oxy-viva
are just part of the equipment today’s patrol members must be proficient in handling.
We will see, in the near future, many patrol duties performed by lady members and I feel older members
should do patrols just to familiarise themselves with modern techniques.
Chief Instructor Glenn James felt the club had a bumper season. He stated that lifesaving was becoming
a very big and diversified business. Equipment cost big money, but the equipment was useless without
trained operators. Those who have been trained realise that that things are more specialised than the
basic ABC.
He congratulated the following members, who had gained their respective awards:
Qualifying Certificates: Nigel Ball, Robert Polsen, David McPherson, Craig McPherson, Gary
Cruckshank, Mark Dalton, David Haywood, Martin Kosinar, Gordon Otten and Stuart Guthrie.
Bronze Medallions: Mark Gell, Bill Ross, Steve Springall, Ron Nothey, Steven Hogenveen, Brian Milligan,
Roger Drury, Peter Mark, Trevor Northwood, Michael McDermott and Mark Byrne.
Advanced Resuscitation Certificates: Des Highfield and Glenn James.
Radio Operators Certificates: B Morgan and Glenn James.
Advanced Resuscitation Instructor’s Certificates: Des Highfield and Glenn James.
Instructor’s Certificates: Des Highfield and Steve Hogenveen.
Examiners Certificate: Glenn James.
The Juniors continued to be prominent in competition, ably led by stalwarts Ken Brown, John Green
and Nev Behagg. Those men were overjoyed by the seniors’ marvellous competition results, realising that
their untiring effort at junior level was a major factor. The majority of medal winners had originally come
from the junior ranks.
They were also aware that many more champion lifesavers were still to come from the strong junior
section, as their current competition result revealed. At the Branch and Metropolitan championships, they
had gained 41 medals, including 12 firsts. Mark Dalton and Gordon Otten were already making their
mark in the seniors as Cadet Surf Teams competitors and at NSW State Championship level.
They scooped the pool at the State championships with 2 gold, 17 silver and 15 bronze medals.
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Justin Conaglen won the 7-years Wade and Darren Geros, the 9-years Board Race.
The Junior InterBranch Championships were held at North Narrabeen on 17 December 1978 and
Peter Beaumont, Mark Dalton, Darren Geros, Gordon Otten, Bradley Squires and Michael Thompson
were selected to the Manly Warringah InterBranch Team, while Mark Dalton was elected Water Captain
for the carnival. The Manly Warringah Branch was successful again, with Bill Worth as the coach, making
this the third win in a row.
A Nipperette Carnival was held at South West Rocks. It was called a State Carnival, but the competitors
competed as Branches, with a Sydney Metropolitan Team incorporating the Manly Warringah Nipperettes.
Vilma and Vera Kuhn from the club were both selected as Nipperette reserves for the Sydney Metropolitan
Team. It was the first year with Nipperettes at North Narrabeen, and they quickly increased their Nipperette
membership to 49 by the end of the season.
Juniors were once again active in obtaining their SLSA awards with Qualifying Certificates obtained
by Nigel Ball, Mark Dalton and Gordon Otten, while Mark Byrne and Michael McDermott obtained their
Bronze Medallions, along with Bill Ross a club Nipper official.
Mark Dalton and Gordon Otten were already making their mark in the seniors as Cadet Surf Teams
competitors and at NSW State Championship level.
That season, 48 young and some older river trippers ventured down the Macquarie River from Wellington
to Narromine, some 260 km. Following is extracted from the River Trip Report:

The river travel began on Sunday, May 6th leaving Wellington at 9.00 am and progressing at least 25
river miles, using the aluminium surfboat, 17 x 17 ex-army barge and 16 surf skis, these craft were
manned by 31 people. The weather was overcast and cold with occasional showers, most people would
consider it mad to be outdoors let alone paddling down a river. Our answer to this is join us next year and
find out for yourself the inexplicable feeling of river travel.
Our first day was quite hard for the larger craft, with many shallows and rapids to negotiate and the
added drama of some of the ski paddlers getting too far in front of the main group and not getting off the
river at 4.00 pm. Michael ‘Macca’ McDermott paddled at least an extra 10 miles rounding most of them
up and the rest finding their own way back to camp, due to the kindness of a local grazier. They realised
their mistake and after a roasting from young and old became much better rivermen.
Although the river party may sometimes strike terrible obstacles and weather, the land party, who are
responsible for food supplies, camp tidiness, wood, drinking water and meals, have the hardest job. When
the river party arrives back in camp cold and shivering to roaring fires, hot soup and a 2-course meal as
good as you can get in a top restaurant, the land party’s efforts are very much appreciated.
Wednesday night was our first concert night, composed, directed and
performed entirely by the young people. It was a 1½ hour show of top
entertainment, better than anything you see on TV and the feature song
about the ‘Mouse’ is an all-time surf club hit.
Saturday night was the adults turn to put on a concert and what a concert
it was. Even the youngsters admitted that next year they will have to think
harder to beat the oldies. Most of the adults did some type of act but ‘Sarge’
McDermott and Denise Romain as Olivia Newton John and John Travolta
in the ‘Grease’ number, stole the show from Ted Balkin as the stripper, Eileen
Barnett as the 3-breasted woman and then the ladies march past team.
Concert night at Dubbo

There was another incident that was not recorded but gave the youngsters
involved a good giggle. One of the land party had arrived in the club truck at a bridge over the river that was
the arranged pickup point. He drove onto the bridge and decided to contact the river party and find out how
they were progressing. This section of river was one of the few locations where the two-way radios worked.
He was quite amazed when he heard them reply almost immediately, to his call sign. Enquiring their
position he was told, by River Captain, Ted Balkin, ‘We’re at the bridge’.
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Then a two way barrage of contentious argument erupted, arguing which
bridge Ted was talking about. The next bridge was over 20 km away.
After more frustrating conversation, with Ted emphatic that he was ‘at
the bridge’, the land party operator decided to investigate the other bridge.
Just as he started the trucks engine Ted came on the radio and suggested
‘why don’t you get off your fat arse and look under the bridge’.
And there they were, Ted with a wide mischievous grin and a boat load
of giggling kids. That night during Fines Time around the campfire, the
land party operator was heavily penalised.

Ted Balkin with a road sign post he
found sunk in the river that indicated
it was 38km to Narromine

The season ended on a sad note with the death of Ross Marshall, who had endeared himself to the
club during his involvement. The following article appeared in the Manly Daily on 12 December 1978:

Club Members Honour Their Former Club Captain
Ross Marshall went to rest in the sea that he loved 200 metres off the North Narrabeen Beach on Sunday.
The former lifesaver’s ashes were scattered from one of two surfboats from the North Narrabeen SLSC
that carried out the final mission of the club’s former Captain.
Marshall, aged 31, drowned after he fell from
scaffolding on a building site into a pool of water.
The accident was near Newcastle where he went
recently after having been a member of North
Narrabeen since 1962. For four years he was club
Captain and a recipient of the Club Honour Blazer.
Club members formed a guard of honour as his
ashes were carried from the clubhouse to the waiting
boat. Ross Marshall’s widow, Anne, and several other
relatives were among the 300 who watched the civil
ceremony. When the ashes were spread, the raised oars
were lowered to signal that Ross Marshall was back
at North Narrabeen.

Farewell to a great Club Captain - Ross Marshall

Ross was 31 years of age and in 1963/64 was a member of the NSW State Champion junior boat crew
with Vic Baker, Norm Pounder, Peter Mackiness and Geoff Hornery. He was a former club Captain and
in the 1971 season was awarded the coveted WE Barnett memorial Award for Clubman of the Year.
Ross Marshall was an excellent and highly regarded member and friend. It was a privilege to have
known him.

Ross Marshall’s ashes are spread off his favourite beach December 1978
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Seldom does an organisation suffer the loss of three exceptional and very popular ex-Captains in the
short period of two years, but the untimely death of Bill Balkin saw the club experience such an occurrence.
Roy Liston was recognised as the catalyst that reactivated the club after the horror of the First World
War, while Bill Balkin was the steady and firm hand required during the turbulent sixties, and Ross Marshall
was possibly the greatest carer and motivator of junior members. Those three men set a benchmark of
club captaincy of the highest quality.
The following item appeared in the Speedo’s Australian Surfline Magazine:

One of North Narrabeen’s great club Captains of
the past died suddenly at his home at Kendall on the
north coast of New South Wales.
William (Bill) Thomas Balkin was the club
Captain of the Warringah Surf Rescue and a top
quality boat sweep. Bill was also a foundation
member of the Manly Warringah Leagues Club and
was always a staunch member.
In 1973, Bill and his family moved to Kendall and
involved himself with the Camden Haven SLSC where
he took over the training
Bill Balkin at the wheel of a jet rescue craft
of the junior boat crew
and represented the Mid North Coast in surfboat events.
Bill’s death was a great shock to all who knew him. He will be long
remembered in the Surf Life Saving movement. ‘Jobdonk’ as he was
affectionately known to his clubmates, passed away on August 18th 1979 at
age 41 years. In conjunction with the North Narrabeen Shivering Sharks, a
memorial day for his family was held at the clubhouse on Sunday October 7
th 1979.
Bill Balkin

Bill left his Wife, Joy, and family, Cheryl, Gai, Heath and Troy. North
Narrabeen had again lost one of its great members.

Bill’s nickname, mentioned in the article, referred to an incident that happened when he was a junior.
Bill was never an aggressive person, but as previously recorded, was very adept in fisticuffs. It seems that
Ken Hodges, known as The Donk, upset Bill and in a moment of madness he flattened Donk. Bill’s mates
from then on called Bill ‘Jobdonk’.
There were two changes to the club executive. Bob Cambourne became President and ex-nipper and
champion lifesaver, Glen Lawrence, the club Captain. They would be part of a historical change in SLSA
membership, as the following notice of motion at the AGM indicates:

A Notice of Motion to Alter the Constitution,
Words importing the masculine gender shall include the feminine gender or the neuter gender, as the case
may require.
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Although that caused discontent in some clubs, North Narrabeen welcomed the change, as they
realised that women had been behind the scene in most club social and fund-raising activities since its
formation. Their acceptance was highlighted by the club President in the following remarks:

Season 1979/80 saw another first for the club when Maureen Worth was elected to the position of club
Assistant Secretary. Carl Ross took the Secretary’s position after Des Highfield’s resignation and the difference
in his workload was noticed when Maureen was elected. Congratulations Maureen Worth.
The committee that year adopted the suggestion of a weekend seminar immediately following the
AGM. The discussions were open, to the point and many issues raised were adopted during that season.
The concept was new and more work had to be done to implement the valued suggestions that emanated
from the seminar.
In August 1979, the newly-elected Committee travelled by bus to the Dam Motel at Wyong, where it
locked itself away for a weekend to plan and coordinate the coming season. This professional approach
to meeting the objectives of the administration of a large amateur organisation clearly demonstrated the
success of Bob Parkhill’s idea. The same professional approach was used to conduct a one-day seminar
for patrol Captains prior to the first patrol.
With careful planning by the Bus Project Committee, consisting of Ray McDermott as Chairman, Bob
Parkhill and Ted Balkin, plus the enormous dedication of a number of members in fundraising activities,
the club purchased a 23-seater bus that was a wonderful asset to the members for years to come.
Other innovations that evolved from this inaugural seminar included:
Get Together Day-Chief Instructor Glenn James organised a very good function on Sunday 4 November
1979, comprising competition and novelty events and presentation of Bronze Medallions and other awards,
including awards to the club’s placegetters in the Australian Championships.
Donors’ Day-On 20 April 1980, a committee comprising Max Rose, Bob Parkhill, Mick Geros, Bill
Worth and Tony Johnson organised and held a thank you function for the club’s major donors. This again
was a Bob Parkhill suggestion and it included the launching of the new IRB by representatives of Mercantile
Mutual Insurance Ltd. Members were well-dressed for the occasion, as the aim was to promote the club
and liaise with donors. The Ladies Auxiliary provided the excellent catering.
Trophy Presentation Night-The previous season, the Committee had agreed that this function should
take more formal lines. On 18 April 1980, the dinner dance and presentation night at Monash Golf Club
was heralded as a major success, primarily due to the attendance of such a large number of the club’s
younger members. Max Rose was in charge of the organising committee, consisting of Ross Young, Mick
Geros and Bob Parkhill.
The announcement of the Mongrel of the Month Awards was a highlight of the night, with the welldeserved ‘Mongrel of the Year’ award going to Sarge McDermott.
Board-Riders’ Day-Rick Ware’s latent talents came to the fore in organising this great and well-attended
competition against the North Narrabeen Board Riders Club. The surfboat race was the highlight, with
the Boardies, swept by Don McManus, using the blunt end of the boat as the front. The club received a
hiding in the 60-man tug-of-war, and the social left nothing to be desired.
The major effect on club welfare that came from that inaugural seminar was the team spirit that evolved,
with everyone dedicated to carrying out their jobs properly and helping others who needed assistance.
But it would not have been a North Narrabeen activity without fun and games, especially when the
committee contained some of the best players in its history.
Glen Lawrence and Glenn James were the youngest of the group to attend the seminar, and they shared
a motel room. They were no match for the tried and true stayers when it came to partying and they retired to
their room at a reasonable hour. But the stayers continually harassed them by knocking on their door.
They decided to take revenge against their persecutors by filling a bucket with icy cold water and
opening the highlight above the door to waited for the next attack. When the door knocking again
commenced, they threw the water through the highlight. To their horror, the recipient was the hotel proprietor,
who had come to inquire what all the noise was about. Fortunately the owner was an old-time surf club
member, and when it was explained what had been going on, he accepted the boys’ embarrassed apology.
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There was a change in the Junior section leadership, with Bill Worth becoming President and Bill Ross,
Secretary. They oversaw very successful season that was climaxed by the March Past team gaining the
grand slam in this event, winning at the State, Metropolitan and Branch championships. The team consisted
of Paul Bignall, Robyn DeGroot, Darren Geros, Stuart Geros, Stephen Grindley, Adam Johnson, Lisa
Meehan, Jennifer McCurley, Tim McDermott, Anthony McDermott, Michael Thompson and Colin Worth.
The Junior members were also very prominent in Junior and Senior R&R competition, and the discipline
saw many of the nippers become patrol captains in future years.
Another season highlight was Bill Worth, the Manly Warringah Junior Branch Superintendent,
successfully coaching the winning Manly Warringah Junior InterBranch Team for the Championships held
at Wanda in December 1979. At those Championships, the Sydney Branch came second and the
Newcastle Branch, third. North Narrabeen juniors who were selected for the Branch Team were Glen
Behagg, Graham Euers, Simon Euers, Stuart Geros, Darren Geros, Adam Johnson, Anthony McDermott,
Craig McDougall, Gary Riches, Bradley Squires and Michael Thompson.
The NSW State Team for the National Junior
Interstate Teams Championships, which were held at
Glenelg, South Australia, on 8 January 1980, was
coached by Bill Worth. Darren Geros was the club’s
only NSW team member selected. He successful in
the 10-years Board Race and the 10-years Board
Rescue event with S Upton from the Manly club. The
NSW team won the carnival, with the Queensland team
coming second. Darren was awarded the Manly Daily
Junior Sportsman of the month for January 1980 for
his achievements and was the youngest sports person
ever to receive this award.
The Manly Warringah Junior SLSA awarded Life
Membership to Ken Brown, who had been Branch
Deputy President for six years before retiring in 1978/
79 and also a Manly Warringah Branch Delegate to
Brad Sanders (L) combines with Craig McDougall (R) in their
the NSW State Juvenile Association. He had also held
division of the Board Rescue event at the Branch Championship
the position of NSW State Publicity Officer and the
NSW Carnival Organiser of the NSW Junior State Titles at North Narrabeen in February 1973 (1972-73).
At carnivals, he had been an Age Referee at NSW State Titles, a Section and Beach Referee and Deputy
Carnival Referee at Manly Warringah and Metropolitan carnivals.
The season was recognised as the year that senior female lifesavers became eligible for full club
membership, and they were allowed to do patrol duties after July 1980. It was also the first full season for
the Nipperettes, and their season finished with a carnival at North Narrabeen Beach. Their membership
increased to 58 from 49 the previous year.
The addition of the Nipperettes now required extra trophies for presentation day, an issue that had to
be considered. The Nipperettes organisation decided to form their own association and do their own
thing. The only concern attached to that action was that they could drain some officials from the Junior
section and possibly cause a weakness in the clubs as well as in the association.
Accolades were received for the club’s patrol duties at the Sun Great Lakes (Narrabeen) Challenge
on 2 December 1979. The club members who were part of that event found it hard to believe the enormous
number of people from the general public who participated. Among them were people that could hardly
swim, including fathers dog paddling with toddlers clutched to their chests. It was a nightmare, and after
two years of safety patrols, the club decided to withdraw, and Freshwater club took over. Although the
remuneration received for providing the service was missed, it was felt that the very possible loss of a life
would have an adverse effect on the club if it occurred.
The Building Committee of Neville Romain, Mick Geros, Bill Barnett, Norm Ambrose and Bill Worth
had submitted more plans to Warringah Shire Council for Stage II of the clubhouse.
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Once again Bert Lloyd’s dedication and enthusiasm was an asset to the club. Bert lifted the club in the
Gear Inspection Competition to second place behind Freshwater. He was beaten by only 0.007 of a
point, but Bert claimed it would be the club’s title next season.
With Bill Barnett’s assistance, the club’s historical record project was under way and mention was
given to Stan Exton for his valuable contribution. Stan was preparing the club history up to 1924.
Glen Lawrence, club Captain, reported that the competitive and social aspects of the club continued to
strengthen and the fragmentation that existed in some clubs was not a problem at North Narrabeen. The
various sections were all well represented at any organised work or social functions. He said in his report:

When I was elected club Captain it was worrying to think of my young age and
inexperience but I received support from so many members of the club. The greatest
moral support coming from the patrol Captains and their patrols that carried out
the business of lifesaving in a commendable and competent manner.
As usual there was a group of members who did far more than their share of work
around the club and I would like to give special thanks to a few, Simon Palfeyman,
Peter Matsinos and Peter Dolly, Club Patrolman of the Year. These three new members
clocked up an unbelievable amount of hours on patrol. John Gardener, Vice Captain,
for his work and guidance also Ross Young for his assistance throughout the year.
This year we had several new duties for the club, Saturday Morning patrols and
proficiency exams for all active members, IRB operators rostered on each Sunday Patrol.

Glen Lawrence ex-nipper,
Australian Champion and
a marvellous Club Captain

Next season we will be able to roster one or more operators to each patrol and this
will be a tremendous advantage. The man most responsible for the improved usage
of the IRB is Bob Parkhill, the IRB instructor who arranged sponsorship for the new IRB. His enthusiasm
has rubbed off on other members so that we have the prospect of having 15 qualified operators next season.
The club recognises that next season women will be on patrol and to the new female members the club
welcomes them.
It has been a tremendous honour and an experience to captain North Narrabeen in the 1979-1980
season and I hope to continue in an active way in a club as great as ours.
Chief Instructor Glenn James in his report mentioned:

This year has been a mixed bag for squad members with most generally having been good.
I would like to congratulate the following people for gaining their respective awards.
Qualifying Certificates to Ian Davenport, Bruce Kelly and Jamie McHugh.
Bronze Medallions to Mark Barry-Cotter, Geoff Bliss, Michael Davenport, John Davidson, Peter Dolly,
Mark Hodgkinson, Ross Kelly, Peter Matsinos, Craig McGuinness, David McPherson and Simon
Palfreyman. Advanced Resuscitation Certificates to Glenn Lawrence, Peter Squires, Robert Parkhill and
Peter Dolly.
A Instructor’s Certificate to Brian Milligan and an Examiner’s Certificates to Des Highfield.
IRB License to Roger Drury and a IRB Instructor’s License to Robert Parkhill.
Finally thanks to Brian Milligan for his keen assistance which helped with a fairly heavy workload.
During the preceding year, several public lectures were organised by Des Highfield and carried out at
the Hurstville Bowling Club by Des Highfield, Brian Milligan, Steve Hogenveen and Glenn James. The
topics were:

Elanora Parents and Citizens, by Des Highfield, John G Gardner and Glenn James
Elanora Cubs, by Des Highfield and Glenn James
Belrose Cubs, by John Gardner.
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An Instruction Day was conducted by members of the Branch Advanced Resuscitation Panel. Attendees
were John Davidson, Steve Cox, Brian Milligan, Michael McDermott, Roger Drury, Glen Lawrence, Michael
Davenport, Max Rose and Glenn James.
The following comment is from the President’s report:

I feel that this club has been doing more than pulling its own weight while the Manly Warringah Branch
is the most progressive and strongest Life Saving Branch in Australia. North Narrabeen being a part of the
Branch, members should measure the success rate of our objectives against that of the Branch.
Lifesaving today is going through a transition in every aspect. We are entering a brave new era.
The runners came down from their high of the previous season. Although their achievements would be
considered exceptional in most clubs, Rick Ware, who was still their leader, reminisced:

We should have gone on with what we started in Perth WA, but didn’t.
There were excuses but basically, our senior team at the Titles just wasn’t good enough.
Our injury list hampered us from the start with Peter Squires, the 1979 Junior Australian Champion,
out for most of the season with a severe groin injury, followed by Mick Page with the runner’s curse of a
hamstring injury which meant 50 per cent of our team missing.
On the credit side there were some top performances, especially from Greg ‘Gemini’ Jones who literally
ran his heart out every time he competed and who at one stage was our best competitor. Greg’s efforts were
closely followed by Mark Barry-Cotter, a junior who in his first year of competition who was thrown into
the senior team and performed more than credibly.
Now to our junior team, they only won two relays all year, the Freshwater Carnival and the Australian
title. The Australian, what did it? Was it Greg Vincent who ran way beyond his ability, could it have been
Peter Kraus or Mark Barry-Cotter who cut the opposition to pieces or was it Gynt ‘Pig-Pen’ Drinan who
finished it all off after stumbling 20 metres from the line and recovered to win by inches? I don’t know the
answer but I do know it was worth every cent of time and effort to see it all happen.
In conclusion a big Thank You to Ted Balkin, Ross Young and to our club for their support, and to Jim
Campbell and John Whitfield for their help throughout the year.
Finally to ‘Pig-Pen’ who in the last week in my absence trained, bullied and cajoled his team into
winning for our club their third straight Junior Beach Relay Title. In conclusion, I must add that Gynt
ran in every team, a feat that will take some beating.
Don ‘Bucky’ McManus kept plugging away in improving the boat section and felt the season put the
club one step closer to a major title, as the rowers record many excellent results. The boat section had
been attracting new recruits and it appeared that two junior and three senior crews would be competing
in 1980-81. From April, the new senior A crew, consisting of Steve Vance, stroke, Tony Cevanaro, second
stroke, Brian Pratt, second bow, John Davidson, bow, and Roger Drury, reserve, had undertaken a heavy
winter training program and appeared to be championship material.
The senior B crew, consisting of Tony Domanski, bow, Brett Myles, second bow, Dave Minerik, second
stroke, and Nigel Hickman, stroke, put up a fine performance in the Branch championships to take out the
silver medal. The junior A crew, consisting of Ross Kelly, stroke, Michael McDermott, second stroke,
Matthew Kelly, second bow, Greg Friend, bow, and Michael Brown, reserve, dedicated themselves
completely to the task and amassed impressive carnival results.
The March Past team were having a great time and kept the sand crab tradition of enjoying themselves
alive and well, as the following report submitted by Left Legs shows:

The ‘Sandcrabs’ of North Narrabeen gathered together in November 1979 in an endeavour to carry on
the high standard set in winning the United Permanent March Past Competition in the 1978/79 season.
The old brigade was there and training began in earnest. The early days showed promise at the first
United Permanent Carnival at Woonoona on a cold bleak day. It was apparent when the result came out
that the old blood ceased to flow freely in some of the oldies. We knew that a lot of work had to be done.
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We had training problems with Ross Young having difficulty in arriving on time for early morning starts
on a Saturday. He had some domestic matter he had to attend to. One very reliable person, ‘Old Thomo’
had to go on his country trips, as the mail must get through, while Bill Worth suffered with his chafed
‘Oops’ legs. Westy Johnson, working overtime, loves the money, Curly and Mick Geros were attending
Council and Executive Meetings, a couple of big wheels those two, while Paul Trimble had to do his
homework. Des Highfield whatever happened to Des, Ted Balkin the Manager of Touring, loved counting
money while Spindles Clayton the sin weekends at Avoca, Marcus Romain was always there. Ray
McDermott, someone had to keep the city safe and all the other excuses like Super Glenn training at
Collaroy, Glenn goes to Warriewood or vice versa.
The coach, Dave Bannister, called in the heavies trying to get us into shape. Dick Twight, the Master of
March Past coaches, took us in hand and boy what he does not know about march past is not worth
knowing. After a few training runs most of the team were having nightmares and were waking up in the
middle of night singing out ‘Be precise-be precise’. It was a pity that Dick could not have spared more time
for us, as he said himself ‘we had the makings of a top team’.
We cut into a new mode of travel this season. For the Umina Carnival the team travelled via Pittwater
across Broken Bay. Ces Hodgkinson and Don Brierty supplied the boats and the team really appreciated
the gesture. We did not realise that Bill Worth was so keen on fish life as for most of the trip he was over the
front of Don’s boat head down into the spray. May be the idea was OK but the result showed we were not
good ocean travellers. North Bondi was our best result of the year. We came second in the handicap section
but we could not keep the standard up for the rest of the competition, and finished well back in the final
result. The team kept the club’s colours flying throughout the year at all the Manly Branch Carnivals with
the exception of Dee Why.
At the State Championships we did march well and were affected in the result by an incorrect card
marking which should have had us placed in seventh position. The team although not the one in training,
is there any difference, went to the Australian Champs and did the club proud.
The team and the fellows who helped out during the year all had a good year together, perhaps not in the
results and the trials and tribulations were soon forgotten when all were together having a good time with
a laugh in our mateship.
We may try getting the sponsor ‘National Bank’ to change the colours back to ‘Black and White as it was
when Norths were the Kings of the Sand. To the National Bank, the team expresses its thanks for the
costumes and from the frequent remarks made, the Bank’s emblem showed out to the fore.
The club had reasonable success at championship level. One result that did not receive much recognition,
but did not go unnoticed by old-timers within the club, was Paul Nash’s third place in the Australian Open
Surf Race. It was the club’s first placing at that level since the famous King brothers during the 1930s.
At the NSW Championships, at Blacksmiths Beach, Newcastle, a strong contingent of club supporters
and officials saw some very pleasing results. Paul Nash swam well enough in the Open Surf Race to
qualify to compete at the Australian Titles. Mark Dalton and Gordon Otten swam well in the Cadet Surf
Race and both qualified for the Australian Titles, which they were unable to attend due to still water
commitments. The senior relay side came third in the Open Beach Relay and the junior side came fourth in
the Junior Beach Relay.
In the boat area, all the club members present were very proud to see the junior boat crew row a
fantastic final to be narrowly beaten in the Junior Boat Race and take the silver medal. The crew comprised
of Don McManus, Ross and Matthew Kelly, Greg Friend and Michael McDermott. They were the toast of
the club at those State championships.
The unselfishness of some of the boys in competing in the Open Taplin Relay was heartwarming, even
though it possibly jeopardised their chances in their own specialist events. That side comprised Mark
Wells and Paul Nash in the swimming legs, Grant Young and Wayne Behagg in the surfboard legs, and
Brian Pratt and Mark Byrne in the ski legs. The club spirit displayed by those competitors was most
praiseworthy and they were most unlucky not to fill a place.
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There were a few disappointments and a few emotionally proud moments for those present at the
Australian Championships, held at Maroochydore, Queensland. The boat crews were badly hampered by
bad alley draws and failed to fill a place in any of their events. A special vote of thanks was given to the
supporters and competitors who made themselves available to carry the club’s colours in the Grand
Parade and March Past. With almost a scratch side, they came 11th overall before being disqualified for
a minor technicality.
In the Open Surf Race, Paul Nash, in his first year with the club, swam a magnificent race. Leading the
field around the buoys, he hit the beach first, only to be narrowly beaten by Ron McKeon and Graham
Brewer, both members of the Olympic Swimming Team, in the run to the finish line. It was a great moment
for North Narrabeen to see Paul finish third in that event, and all who had got to know him during the
season were sad to see him leave later that year to continue his studies at the University of Oklahoma in
the United States. However, Paul has assured members he would be returning to compete for North
Narrabeen when he finished his studies.
Last, but by no means least, was the fantastic effort from the runners. Against all odds, the junior relay
team of Gynt Drinan, Peter Krause, Mark Barry-Cotter and Greg Vincent won the Australian Junior Beach
Relay Championship. A great effort considering the team, with the exception of Gynt Drinan, had not run
on the beach till that season. Congratulations were in order to the boys and to their coach, Rick Ware,
whose junior relay sides were undefeated in Australian titles over the previous three seasons. Scott
Denham also was given credit for his sixth place in the Open Beach Sprint Championship against some
really talented athletes.
Ross Young, the Carnival Competition Coordinator, had the following to say:

In closing my report I wish to thank the following members for their encouragement and support during
the past season-Don and Carol McManus, Bill Barnett, Rick Ware, Bert Lloyd, Bill Worth, Glen Lawrence,
Mark Stanton, Ted Balkin, Mike Geros, Bob Parkhill and Ray McDermott, together with all competitors
and supporters. Also a special thanks, on behalf of all competitors and supporters, to Carol McManus for
her efforts at the NSW Titles, and to Ted Balkin and his great team of workers for the organisation of our
tour to the Australian Titles at Maroochydore.
Thanks to all and let’s all get together and have an even better and more successful season in 1980-1981.
The following are results of the Australian Championships held at Maroochydore, Queensland:
Junior Beach Relay - 1st, Greg Vincent, Peter Krause, Mark Barry-Cotter and Gynt Drinan
Open Surf Race - 3rd, Paul Nash.
The following are results of the NSW Championships held at Blacksmiths Beach, Swansea Belmont:
Open Beach Relay - 3rd, Mark Barry-Cotter, Greg Jones, Gynt Drinan and Scott Denham
Junior Boat Race - 2nd, Don McManus, Ross Kelly, Greg Friend, Michael McDermott, Matthew Kelly.
In interclub competition, the club contested 14 carnivals, gaining 81 places, including 21 firsts. The
board and ski section was showing great improvement due to the efforts of up-and-coming juniors Brett
Worth and Mark Byrne.
The Clubman of the Year was won by a member who had given much of his life to the club and to surf
lifesaving in general. By secret ballot of the committee, Bill Worth was elected as the club’s outstanding
member for that season and Bill received the WE Barnett Memorial at the Trophy Presentation night.
Bill completed an amazing season and was involved in many activities. He was President of the Junior
Section, Manly Warringah Branch Superintendent of the Manly Warringah Junior Association, and Deputy
Superintendent of the NSW Junior SLSA. He was also the Junior delegate to the MWJSLSA, the Branch
Delegate to the NSW JSLSA, and the Junior Branch delegate to the Manly Warringah SLSA.
Bill had been the Team Manager of the club’s craft team and transported the craft whenever and
wherever required. He was a competitor in the March Past team and a member of the Hotel Raffle and the
Touring Fund Committee. He assisted with most club projects, including the Boxing Day Carnival, Club
Reunion and the Building Committees. To cap off a fine season, Bill also was selected as NSW Coach at
the National Junior Teams Championships.
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The following is an account of the annual river trip on the Lachlan River:

Over the May 1980 school holidays a group of 52 members and their families endeavoured to travel
down the Lachlan River from Forbes to Condobolin, 60 miles by road and approximately 180-200 miles
by river. The party consisted of 24 adults and 28 youngsters, ranging in age from 5 years to 66 years, using
22 skis, 3 aluminium punts, 4 people each punt and one aluminium surf boat, 5 persons, giving us a
party of around 38 on the river over the 8 days.
Owing to the drought, the river was quite low and we were only able to cover about one-quarter of the
proposed course. The number of logjams and willow tree blockages we struck made progress very difficult
and we estimate it would have taken at least another week for the surf boat to have completed the course.
The skis had the least trouble and if they had not had to wait and help the larger craft I feel sure they
would have reached Condo in the 8 days.
Although we did not achieve our goal the wonderful
North Narrabeen spirit of ‘try your hardest’ was always
present and the many exciting experiences encountered
by all of us made this our hardest river to date, something
we will always remember.

Michael Thompson (L) with Stewart Geros and Adam Johnson
entertain at at a River Trip concert night

I was really proud to be part of this great bunch of
people whose co-operation in camp duties and river travel
was unbelievable. Everyone pitched in and got things
done quickly and efficiently even though a few of the
youngsters needed prodding. This was the main reason
we were one big happy family with plenty of time for
laughter and play.

This trip is open to all club members and their families but as the size of the group has increased from 26
in 1976 to 52 this year 1980. We will soon have to restrict the numbers and this may mean a waiting list
for newcomers to replace regular trippers, no longer wishing to go.
The club tries to encourage family groups to participate in these trips and goes to great lengths in obtaining
donations so it is not too expensive for the larger families.
As I previously wrote everyone does their bit in the general running of this event, but I must mention
some that make my job so much easier. Mick Geros tour organiser, Maureen Worth treasurer and little
things rememberer, Norma Thompson secretary and Eil Barnett typing, camp entertainment and river
songs.
Well, till next year and another river and it looks
like being the Gwydir River, Bingara to Moree.
Bill Barnett, Co-ordinator.

The ‘Mum’s Belly Dance’ at a concert night. Their children
had great delight in pointing out which one was their mother.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE BEARERS 1970-71 TO 1979-80
PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
TREASURER

1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75

WK Barnett
WK Barnett
WK Barnett
WK Barnett
RC Parkhill

1975-76

RC Parkhill

1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
1979-80

RC Parkhill
N Ambrose
N Ambrose
R Cambourne

C Mantle
G Jones
G Jones
G Jones
J Shearer
resigned
C Ross
W Russell
dec. Dec ‘75
C Ross
C Ross
C Ross
C Ross
D Highfield
resigned
C Ross

A
A
A
A
A

Green
Green
Green
Green
Green

CAPTAIN
R
R
R
G
R

Marshall
Marshall
Marshall
Ramsay
Marshall

A Green

G Field

A Green
RC Parkhill
RC Parkhill
RC Parkhill

D
D
D
G

Sizeland
Sizeland
Highfield
Lawrence

The ‘River Grub’ Steve Worth

A mud bath on the Lachlan River
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1980-1990

1980-81 Season

NEW BLOOD PROVIDES A SURGE
IN MEMBERSHIP

Australians were shocked by the fatal shooting of Beatles star, John Lennon, and were intrigued by the
Azaria Chamberlain dingo affair. However, those two world media events had no effect on the club as it
experienced a surge in membership unlike any since the 1930s. The surge was due to the vibrant, and at
times eccentric, new Chief Instructor - Brian ‘Spike’ Milligan.
Brian was very active in his first season with 37 awards being gained by the members. Awards included:
Bronze Medallion: Steve Lavers, Martin Meridith, Mick Rosa, Simon Williams, Peter Lawson, Stuart
Formston, Paul Trimble, Caren McCurley, Gordon Otten, Mark Dalton, Sharon Quinn, Craig Magnusson,
Anthony Barsby, David Hayward, Martin Kosinar, Darren Leete, Craig MacPherson, Craig Williams, Lyn
Rees, Nigel Ball, Billy Rees, Ann Thompson, Russell Sherwin, Robert Polson and Bruce Kelly.
Qualifying Certificates: Brad Squires, Michael Crews, Craig Johnson, Gary MacPherson, Leanne Reedy,
Brad Sanders, Chris Stanton, Wayne Williams, Stuart Waterhouse, Mark Simpson, Stuart Geros, Adam
Johnson, Michael Thompson, Gary Whittaker, Matthew Worth, Peter Beaumont, Donna Farrawell, Peter
McDermott and Craig Woolbank.
Instructor’s Certificates: Peter Matsinos, Mark Byrne, Brett Worth and Tony Johnson.
Resuscitation Certificates: Tim McDermott and Anthony McDermott.
Advanced Resuscitation Certificates: Peter Matsinos, Tony Cevanaro, Gary Byrne, Eric Haynes, Brett
Worth and Tony Johnson.
Inshore Rescue Boat Operator’s Certificates: Peter Matsinos, Eric Haynes, Gary Byrne, Glen Lawrence,
Peter Squires and Tony Cevanaro.
Inshore Rescue Boat Examiners Certificates: Roger Drury and Bob Parkhill.
SLSA Examiner’s Certificates: Bill Worth and Bob Parkhill.
In addition to his heavy workload, Brian arranged a promotion film night on the SLSA movement that
attracted 60 members and guests.
A new committee, the Lifesaving Committee comprising the Club Captain, Vice Captain and IRB
Captain, along with the Chief and the Deputy Instructors was formed during the season. This beach
management style was being promoted by the SLSA and it was a feature of big, successful clubs. As
time would tell, it was a step in the right direction. The Lifesaving committee continues to be a major
component of the club’s management structure today.
This season saw the introduction of female members to patrol duties
and all facets of surf lifesaving. Most clubs welcomed the girls with open
arms and again, as time would tell, they proved to be one of the club’s
greatest assets. The first female members to carry out patrols for the
club were Caren McCurley, Ann Thompson, Sharon Quinn, Lyn Rees,
Leanne Reedy, Donna Farrawell and Chris Stanton.
A big change in lifesaving was a seminar held by the club patrol
captains where they discussed the patrol strengths, members’ abilities
and general problems that had been experienced the previous season.
It was another innovation that is still in operation today.

Pat Batchelor - the first female member to
win a club handicap surf race

The executive committee was very strong with President Mick Geros,
Deputy President Ted Whittaker, Treasurer Bob Parkhill, Captain Glen
Lawrence and Secretary Maureen Worth - the club’s first female
Secretary, backed up by Brian Milligan’s effort.
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Maureen, the mother of four sons and wife of Bill Worth - all members of the club - later gained her
bronze medallion to help prove that female members would always be an important part of surf lifesaving.
Many club members were involved in other areas of surf lifesaving with the following Board of Examiners
members listed with their extra duties:
Treasurer Bob Parkhill was involved with many duties besides the club administration, spending a lot
of time with the IRB craft and the training of drivers. He was also involved with the Board of Examiners,
the Branch Assistant Secretary and a member of the National Announcing team.
In his spare time, Glenn James was a District Supervisor, patrol efficiency examiner, Vice Captain of
Fishermans Beach powered surf rescue unit and a craft judge at all championship carnivals.
Ted Whittaker was a member of the Branch Liaison Committee to the Warringah Shire Council and a
Junior Association delegate to the Manly Warringah SLSA. He was also a committed member of the
Board of Examiners as a district supervisor, surfboat starter at all championships and a judge in the board
and ski areas at local carnivals.
Bill Worth occupied the Superintendent’s position in the Junior SL Association along with being the
coach of the NSW Junior InterBranch team and a boat and craft judge at both Branch and State level.
Maureen Worth was the Treasurer of the Manly Warringah Junior Association, as well as being a club
Junior delegate to the Branch.
Rick Ware was a competition member of the Board of Examiners and acted as a judge at local surf
carnivals.
The club was certainly working smoothly and
was well supported by sponsors who donated
equipment and funds to assist in the running of
the club. Thomas Cook Travel donated their third
surfboat which was a great asset to the boat
crew, especially at championship time. Fli-Way
Couriers donated a four-wheel drive vehicle.

The Camden Haven Surf Club crew using the North Narrabeen’s
‘Cooks Travel’ boat at State Championships with Bill Balkin sweeping

Warringah Shire Council allocated
$110,000 for club extensions along with the
supply of paving bricks for the lower courtyard.
The club also received a NSW Capital
Assistance Grant of $10,000 towards the
extensions.

The club appointed Roger Drury to the new
position of Public Relations and Promotions Officer, an area that had been sadly lacking for many years.
Roger was a man of new ideas and he knew how to keep the sponsors happy and how to promote the
club. He attracted the Aquatic Club and Fire Control Pty Ltd as new sponsors after sending nearly 100
letters to prospective donors.
Don McManus kept plugging away to improve the boat crews in competition. He placed faith in the
junior crews to eventually achieve the success that had eluded the club since the crews of the sixties.
He had an exceptional junior crew, consisting of Mathew and Ross Kelly, Craig William and Michael
McDermott, who had shown outstanding form prior to the NSW Championships at Evans Head. However,
disaster struck during the quarterfinals when they were leading the field. Nearing the turning buoy, they
were hit by a large wave, which lifted bowman Michael McDermott out of his seat to crash heavily on the
bow splashboard. The accident fractured his arm and ended that crew for the season.
Although all members were concerned about Michael’s misfortune, another incident brought a smile
to everyone’s face. During the drama of the accident, the surfboat was swept a long distance away from
the competition area. Carol McManus, who mothered the junior crew as if they were her own children, ran
to the spot to give support to ‘her boys’. On arrival, she found that her husband Don had already retrieved
the boat and departed to the camping area, completely forgetting about his concerned wife.
Carol was very distraught as she stumbled back into the camp and, as she entered the area with large
tears running down her face, kept saying, ‘He left me, he left me.’
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An older woman there took pity on Carol and invited her into her tent and consoled her with a cup of
tea and a hot scone. The good samaritan had been of the opinion that Don had abandoned his wife and
run off with another woman.
The beach team, always referred to as ‘the runners’, was very strong. Although they had experienced
only a reasonable season, it was obvious that success was just around the corner as in their ranks were
10 present, past and future Australian champions. The team consisted of seniors Peter Squires, Jeff
Bliss, Mark Barry-Cotter, Craig Tysoe, Peter Matsinos, Gynt Drinan, Scott Denham, Stuart Oastler and
Michael Page along with junior Greg Vincent and cadets Brad Squires, Michael Crews, Craig Johnson,
Mark Simpson and Caren McCurley.
Peter Matsinos, who besides being a runner, was also the Beach Team Manager. He expressed his
pride in the cadet runners, who had performed well in the season. With good placings in the minor
carnivals and success in the championship carnivals, the young competitors were starting to blossom.
Caren McCurley became the club’s first female medal winner when competing at the Metropolitan
Championship carnival. Greg Vincent and Michael Crews finished in the final 24 of the Australian Cadet
Beach Sprint Championship, showing that they would be a force to reckon with in the future years.
The craft team was something new for the club as that area of competition had not been active since
the late 1930’s. Bert Lloyd, Tom Foord and Bill Lloyd dominated competitions held at carnivals in that
period, and, though not officially recognised as a championship event until 1947, they were always in the
placings.
The club’s paddlers were under the guidance of Bill Worth, Ted Whittaker and Tony Johnson, who had
organised the team around the ‘pocket rocket’, Brett Worth, who led the team with his ever-inspiring
attitude. The team consisted of the Behagg brothers - Glen and Wayne, twins Mark and Garry Byrne, Wal
Hannan, Bruce Kelly, Peter McDermott, Brian Pratt, Gary Whittaker and Matthew Worth. The team
competed in 20 carnivals, recording 21 firsts, 23 seconds and 21 thirds. They were placed in every
carnival except the Australian Championship.
The ski events had certainly changed since the 1930’s. By the 1980’s, the Australian Championships
had over 400 open competitors, 250 junior and 150 cadet entrants - all hoping to win an elusive
championship medal. Brett Worth was by far the best performer, recording 39 places, including the
Branch and NSW Championships.
The ‘River Trippers’, as they were called, travelled some
650 kms from Narrabeen to tackle the Gwyder River from
Bingara to Moree. The conditions encountered on the trip were
as bad as on previous expeditions. The water level was low in
the river and a tough time was experienced by all maneuvering
the equipment over the gravel riverbeds and log jams. The
220 km trip took six days.
The Trippers were Brett Worth, David MacPherson,
Ces Hodgkinson, Craig MacPherson, Matt Worth,
Young lifesavers help rescue a stranded cow.
Glenn James, Heath Balkin, Mark Hodgkinson,
Tim McDermott, Leanne Balkin, Kristin Geros, Sharon Hodgkinson, Mike Thompson, Steve Worth - who
was only five years old, Maureen Worth, Adam Johnson, Ray McDermott, Scott Woolbank, Mick Geros,
Andrew MacPherson, Colin Worth, Mark Simpson, Mitchell Hodgkinson, Anthony McDermott,
Darren Geros, Eileen and Bill Barnett.

River trip, a typical kitchen

Ray McDermott in foreground supervising
the crafts departure from Bingara
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The WE Barnett Memorial Award for Clubman of the Year was won by Peter Matsinos, a well-deserved
reward for being much more than just a competent Club Medical Officer. Whenever an emergency occurred,
his calm manner and steady guidance was a credit to him and to the club. Peter described some of the
incidents that happened during the season:

The most serious injury that occurred was a spinal injury that resulted in the young man becoming a
quadriplegic who broke his neck while body surfing. Although the club was not directly associated with
the treatment of the patient, the patrol members and other club members assisted in the communications
side of the operation, maintaining constant radio contact between the beach, Warringah Surf and the
Wales Helicopter Rescue Service.
Peter’s cool and precise instructions and supervision to setting up a landing area for the helicopter
and crowd control ensured the emergency was handled in the most efficient manner possible.
Another rescue occurred during winter training for the Inshore Rescue Boat awards. The training had
been organised by Bob Parkhill and Glenn James - both of whom had spent many hours at seminars and
instruction camps about using the craft in rescue situations.
On this particular Sunday morning in May, trainee drivers Brett Worth, Ted Balkin and Chris Luhrmann
were being briefed by IRB Instructor Bob Parkhill on sea conditions and about the ‘alley express’, the rip
at the lake’s entrance. As the waves were reaching up to three metres at times, the instructor repeated
many times: ‘Whatever happens out there, don’t let go of the boat. Under no circumstances let go of the
boat. Nothing floats better than air.’ Those famous words had been given to Bob by his good mate,
Warren Mitchell, the lifesaver who introduced the IRB craft to surf lifesaving.
Brett and Ted were first to tackle the turbulent conditions, with Ted driving and Brett in the bow. They
tacked right and left, picking the best spots to negotiate the big sea, when out of nowhere a rogue wave
appeared and overturned the boat. Brett held tight to the boat and was eventually washed up on the
beach. Ted, who was tossed out when the wave first hit, had landed in the rip and was about 200 metres
out to sea headed for New Zealand. Chris Luhrmann was dispatched with a rescue tube to assist, while
the beach team tried to start the motor and put to sea again. The Fishermans Beach Jet Rescue craft and
the Wales Helicopter were alerted for assistance, and a full-scale rescue was now in operation. Brett
Worth, now recovered from his ordeal, took to the water again on a rescue board that had been carried
down by the club members.
By now, there were three members a long way out to sea and a large number of spectators who had
been alerted of the drama by radio. It was a great rescue being performed by the best techniques of Surf
Lifesaving. Ted, who had been in the water for over 30 minutes, was suffering from hypothermia and
exhaustion even though he was wearing a wetsuit. He was picked up by the Wales Helicopter and
transferred to the beach. A waiting medical team then transported him to Mona Vale Hospital as a
precautionary measure. Brett and Chris made their way back to the beach safely, all being reminded that
‘nothing floats better than air’.
As Treasurer, Bob Parkhill introduced the first budget system which required the various groups within
the club to submit requests for their estimated yearly expenditures. The finance committee reviewed the
requests and supervised all new purchases, reporting back to the management committee. That system,
while not liked at first by the members, saw a tight control of the club’s finances, both income and
expenditure. This budgetary system continues to be used by the club’s management to this day..
The Junior section of the club, under the guidance of Chairman Bill
Worth and his deputy - Tony Johnson, was successful in their operation,
with younger members beginning
to pass through to the senior
ranks, which was the ultimate aim.

The Hen’s Parliament - Gwydir River 1981
L to R: Sharon & Lyn Hodgkinson,
Eileen Barnett, Kay McDermott,
Kristen & Robin Geros and Leanne Balkin.

River swing
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Their encouragement and training made the junior members strong in competition and willing to accept
discipline. The performances of the juniors in competition was outstanding. They were one of the top
clubs in the Branch, with the following results:
BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIP

AT

NORTH NARRABEEN BEACH:

Gold Medal:
Senior R&R team
March Past No 1 team
Junior Iron Man, Tim McDermott
12~years Surf Teams Race
8~years Beach Sprint, Bradley Skinner
11~years Surf Race, Tim McDermott
8~years Beach Relay
13~years Chariot Race
Silver Medal:

Junior No 1 R&R team
Junior Cameron Relay
11~years Surf Teams Race
Junior Board Rescue
9~years Beach Sprint, Garth Willison
11~years Board Race, Tim McDermott
9~years Beach Relay

Junior No 2 R&R team
8~years Surf Teams Race
12~years Surf Race, Michael Thompson
Bronze Medal:

10~years Board Teams Race
11~years Surf Race, Darren Geros
10~years Board Race, Anthony McDermott

March Past No 2 team
13~years Board Race, Peter McDermott
13~years Beach Flags, Peter Beaumont

10~years Beach Relay
11~years Beach Relay

It is noteworthy that the Gold Medal won for the (Junior) Cameron Relay is an event named after the
club’s great Life Member - Jack Cameron.
NSW JUNIOR ASSOCIATION CHAMPIONSHIPS were held at Freshwater, and the medal winners wereGold Medal:
March Past team - Michael Thompson, Paul Bignall, Robyn DeGroot, Darren Geros,
Stuart Geros, Stephen Grindley, Adam Johnson, Lisa Meehan,
Jennifer McCurley, Tim McDermott, Anthony McDermott and Colin Worth
Senior R&R team - Peter Beaumont, Peter McDermott, Gary Whittaker Matthew Worth
12~years Surf team - Stuart Geros, Stephen Page, Michael Thompson and Gregory Watts
Junior Board Rescue
Silver Medal:
9~years Beach Flags, Garth Willison
Bronze Medal:
13~years Beach Flags, Peter Beaumont
9~years Beach Sprint, Garth Willison
Senior Iron Man, Tim McDermott
Senior Board Race, Tim McDermott
The NSW Junior Association March Past Champions

North Narrabeen competitors rewarded
receiving their medals at Freshwater 1981
with selection to the Manly Warringah
InterBranch team were Peter Beaumont, Tim McDermott, Darren Geros and
Anthony McDermott.
The National Junior Interstate Teams Championship was conducted at Trigg
Island in Western Australia. Bill Worth was coach of the NSW team, who had won
that carnival the previous two years. Darren Geros was the only club member
selected to the team.

Left -Tim McDermott, Champion Nipper Iron Man
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NEW BLOOD PROVIDES A SURGE IN MEMBERSHIP

It was fitting that Bill Worth was elected as a Life Member of the Junior Section of the Club, as it
seemed he had spent a lifetime establishing the club to the high standard that it maintains to this day.
Life Membership of the surf club was granted to Frank Slater, who
was a past Australian Beach Relay Champion. He had also won a Silver
medal in the Australian Beach Sprint Championship in 1952 at Newport
Beach. Frank was experienced in administration and was known for
attending to the hard jobs that no one else was willing to do. He looked
after pub raffles and traffic light collections, and he was active in
organising socials and reunions where he was often referred to as ‘The
Minister of Kegs’. It was fitting to see that great member receiving the
club’s highest award for his dedication over so many years.

Frank Slater Life Member 1981

‘The Donk’ as most knew him.

Members relax on the beach
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1981-82 Season

THE CLUBHOUSE EXPANDS TO FIT
THE GOLD WON BY THE RUNNERS

John Whitfield, coach of the beach team, summed up his team’s efforts for the season with a few
simple words: ‘Frustrating, Injury Plagued, Mistake Ridden.’ Following the Australian Championships, that
statement was changed to: ‘Magnificent, Gold, Australian Relay Champions’ after his team’s great win.
John’s guiding of his team to Aussie Gold was no mean feat as injury,
the runner’s curse, had plagued his two senior teams throughout the
season. Nevertheless, the B team was constantly pressuring the A Beach
Relay team and at many carnivals the club had both teams in the finals.
The enthusiasm of the junior runners was starting to show form. The team
included Debbie Baker, who in later years became the inaugural Australian
Women’s Beach Sprint Champion.

Debbie Baker - a champion athlete
and a beautiful woman

The team’s luck began to change when Peter Squires and Mark BarryCotter shook off their injuries and Craig Tysoe’s injury cloud started to lift.
Jeff Bliss started the ball rolling with a third at the North Narrabeen carnival,
followed by a fourth for Craig Tysoe at Freshwater on a hard track in an
always hotly contested final of the Beach Sprint. Bad luck continued at
the Branch Championships with the Open Beach Relay team being
disqualified, but the second place at the Metropolitan Championship
carnival was inspiring.

John switched the team around before the State carnival with Jeff Bliss running first, Mark BarryCotter second (if fit), Michael Page third and Craig Tysoe to finish. That proved to be a good move, as
they finished third in the NSW Championships on a soft track.
At the Australian Championship Carnival in South Australia, the relay team showed their class with an easy
win in their heat, followed by a flat-out quarterfinal. They finished the semi-final second with a bit in reserve. The
mind games were now being played by all the good teams, but the team blasted away in the final with slick
baton changes and a final-leg burst of speed by Craig Tysoe to record the biggest winning margin in a final.
It was a great moment in the club’s history, with Jeff Bliss following in his late father’s footsteps to win
his first Australian gold medal. Mark Barry-Cotter won his second gold
in three years. Michael Page made a complete set of his previous junior
and cadet medals, and Craig Tysoe was very happy with his first Aussie
gold, thanks to his blitzing of the opposition in the final leg of the relay
finals. It was fitting that Craig was awarded the John Bliss Honour
Shield for his efforts.

Jeff Bliss (L) celebrates with his team mates
after winning the 1981-82 Australian Open
Beach Relay Championship

Another fitting honour was that Joan Bliss presented the gold medals
to the club’s winning team, while carnival announcer Bob Parkhill called
his first Australian Beach Relay final, bringing the large crowd to their
feet with excitement for the North Narrabeen winning run.

The North Narrabeen B team of Garry Vincent, Peter Squires, Peter
Matsinos and John Whitfield were also a quality team who made the semi-finals. John, or ‘the big fella’ as
he was named by the announcers, was in fine form producing explosive finishes taking a long distance to
stop once he got those big legs into full speed.
The junior team were the surprise packet, with two first-year juniors, Craig Johnston and Brad Squires,
along with David Squire (no relation to Brad), who was found in the club Sunday beach sprints. David
saved his best run for the Australian Junior Final along with ‘Dashing’ Debbie Baker - the only female in
the National beach finals - who ran brilliantly.
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John Whitfield made a few remarks to remember after the championships, among them:
About Debbie Baker: ‘If there was a ladies beach sprint Aussie Title, I am sure she would be the
Champion.’
About the gold medallists: ‘It was a win brought about by dedication and four runners believing in their
own ability.’
The club Executive Committee had only one change, with Peter Matsinos taking over as Club Captain.
Peter had a busy season. Besides being part of the running team, he also held the position of Medical
Officer and was a competitor in the Inshore Rescue Boat competitions that were held in the winter
period. First Aid competitions were introduced as part of the surf carnival program, and Peter teamed
with Steve Hogenveen to win the inaugural Branch and NSW Championships. Being club Captain, he
had good support from younger members, with Michael McDermott, Ian Thompson, Mark Byrne, Chris
Luhrmann and Stuart Moat all giving him great assistance.
The members were saddened to hear during the season of the passing of Ron Young. Ron’s involvement
began in the late 1930’s, and through the war period he spent many hours corresponding with club
members serving in the armed forces overseas, keeping them up to date with all the happenings around
the club. Ron was President in the early 1950’s, a very difficult time for the club. Ron was also a strong
member of the Bachelors Club and a willing worker at the Surf Club Reunion and social events. He
always had the club at heart.
Chief Instructor Glenn James and his deputy Brian Milligan assisted 38 new members to gain awards.
They were:
Bronze Medallions: Craig Johnson, Brad Squires, Glen Behagg, Ken Helmer, Stewart Nettleton, Peter
Atkinson, Nick Hodges, Stephen Barrett, Andrew Squire, John Proctor, Tony Sved, Corina DeGroot,
Andrew Waterhouse, David Elms, Andrew Johns, Cathy Sabidos, Robert Henshaw, Simon Ross, Patricia
Batchelor, Debbie Baker, Brad Sanders, Ian Davenport and Kim Hazelwood.
Qualifying Certificates: David Blanchfield, Tim McDermott, Gregory Watts, Darren Geros, Lisa Meehan,
Stephen Grindley, Jennifer McCurley and Mark Reedy.
Bronze Instructor’s Certificates: Tony Cevanaro and Tony Johnson.
Advanced Resuscitation Certificates: Ann Thompson and Sharon Quinn.
Inshore Rescue Boat Instructors Certificates: Glenn James and Bob Parkhill.
The Patrol Man of the Year award was won by Craig Johnson, who had only just gained his Bronze
Medallion. He had participated in a brilliant rescue in a nasty surf, saving a person who was close to
drowning. Officials were full of praise for the new lifesaver who had displayed enthusiasm and responsibility
approaching a difficult situation.
Chris Luhrmann, Brett Myles, David Squire, Mark Simpson, Matthew Worth and Steven Cook won the
Patrol of the Year award. Their patrol was judged on efficiency and attendance, along with general
knowledge of conditions and general surf lifesaving procedures.
Glen Behagg was a nipper who, in his early years, was a little reluctant to swim in the surf owing to an
asthmatic condition. The strong bond that existed between the senior and junior sections was put to the
test when his father Neville explained that if Glen was forced to contest the surf events, he would be lost
forever to the surf club. A few of the older members were asked to assist his son in gaining confidence in
the surf. That assistance enabled him to become a competent surfer, and he was soon beating some of
his older teachers at their own game.
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In competition at surf carnivals, the club was very strong in boats, swim, craft, beach and first aid.
Details of their placings at Championship level are as follows:
AUSTRALIAN CHAMPIONSHIPSGold Medal:
Open Beach Relay team - Jeff Bliss, Michael Page, Mark Barry-Cotter and Craig Tysoe
Silver Medal:
Junior Boat crew - Don McManus sweep, Steve Barrett, Bruce Kelly,
Ross Kelly and Michael McDermott
Bronze Medal:
Cadet Surf Ski, Gary Whittaker
NSW CHAMPIONSHIPSGold Medal:
Junior Boat crew - Don McManus sweep, Steve Barrett, Bruce Kelly,
Ross Kelly and Michael McDermott
Cadet Surf Ski, Gary Whittaker
Open First Aid team - Peter Matsinos and Steve Hogenveen
Bronze Medal:
Open Beach Relay - Jeff Bliss, Michael Page, Mark Barry-Cotter and Craig Tysoe
METROPOLITAN CHAMPIONSHIPSSilver Medal:
Junior Boat crew - Don McManus sweep, Steve Barrett, Bruce Kelly,
Ross Kelly and Michael McDermott
Open Beach Relay team - Jeff Bliss, Michael Page, Mark Barry-Cotter and Craig Tysoe
BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS:
Gold Medal:
Cadet Surf Ski - Gary Whittaker
Open First Aid team - Peter Matsinos and Steve Hogenveen
Silver Medal:
Senior B crew
Bronze Medal
Open Surf Team
The Junior boat crew had a successful season, and by the time the Australian Championship came
around, the crew was being mentioned as a possible finalist. They had an undefeated run to the final and
were full of confidence. A protest in the other semi-final resulted in seven crews gaining a start in the final.
Unfortunately, the North Narrabeen crew drew the No 7 position which was adjacent to a rocky, surf-lashed
reef. It was bad news for the boys as that position had not been used in the previous rounds of competition.
They were a distant last after negotiating the broken water showing exceptional courage and
determination to catch the leaders and be beaten into second place by only a few metres. It was an
outstanding effort and one can only wonder what the result might have been if all crews had been given
the same opportunity to win the gold medal. Ironically, the winners, Newport SLSC, gained their position
in the final through the protest.
The clubhouse was undergoing major extensions which were almost finished by the end of the season.
The project had been the biggest task, both financially and work-wise, that the club had ever undertaken.
It was the first time that Warringah Shire Council had allowed a surf lifesaving club to use ratepayers
money to erect an extension worth approximately $200,000 with club supervision and labour.
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The council allocated $110,000, and the club provided $20,000 in cash along with $70,000 in labour
to achieve the goal. The club had received great support from Councillors Frank Beckman, John Webeck,
Brian Green and Paul Couvret, along with staff members Peter Thompson and David Lyall.
Architect Ken McLean assisted the club in the construction and advised how to handle the red tape that
always slowed down that type of project. The help of major sponsor KB Hutcherson Pty Ltd and the spirit
of the club members made sure that the work was done in a reasonable time, without frustrating delays.
One problem that was encountered involved a major mistake in the wiring of the reinforcing steel prior
to the concrete pour. When he heard of it, Norm Hayes assisted in making phone calls to as many members
as possible to come and help rectify the problem. He also rang the local RSL club, the local pubs and just
about everybody he knew to lend a hand. The reinforcing steel was fixed in two hours, and the concrete
pour was only delayed by two days. There were a lot of blistered and cut fingers on the members who
helped but not one complained as they knew they assisted an important part of the club’s progress.

Ground floor being prepared for the
concrete Stage 2 of clubhouse extensions

A dream begins to be fulfilled as first floor appears

Roof for first floor prepared and ready for concrete pour

The hard work is completed to a task that some thought unachievable
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The Junior section again had a successful year under the guidance of Chairman Ray McDermott and
his high-spirited committee of mums and dads. Their success lay in good organisation of the weekly
events, safe water control, good vibes from the competitors who represented the club with great pride,
and an excellent social atmosphere involving everybody in the North Narrabeen Surf Lifesaving Club. The
group was a credit, not only to themselves, but to the whole club.
The March Past team and the 12~years Surf teams retained their titles from the previous year. Results
of their success are as follows:
BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPGold Medal:
Senior R&R team
12~years Iron Man - Tim McDermott
12~years Surf race - Darren Geros
12~years Surf Board Race - Tim McDermott
Silver Medal:

12~years Surf team
8~years Surf Race - Peter Watts
13~years Surf Race - Gregory Watts

March Past team
13~years Surf Teams Race
12~years Surf Race - Tim McDermott
12~years Beach relay
Bronze Medal:

Senior Board Rescue
12~years Iron Man - Darren Geros
13~years Surf Board race - Stuart Geros

Senior Cameron Relay

12~years Surfboard, Darren Geros

NEW SOUTH WALES JUNIOR ASSOCIATION CHAMPIONSHIPSGold Medal:
March Past team
12~years Surf Teams, Robert Bruce, Darren Geros, Tim McDermott and James Romain
12~years Iron Man - Tim McDermott
11~years Surf Board race - Anthony McDermott 10~years Beach Flags - Garth Willison
Bronze Medal:
8~years Surf Race - Peter Watts.
Garth Willison and Tim McDermott were selected to the NSW team, which was coached by Junior
section Chairman Bill Worth. The NSW team won for the third year. Bill was awarded Life Member of the
Manly Warringah Junior SLSA in recognition of his tireless devotion to that body.
The club endeavoured to bridge the gap in communications with the younger members by running
surf surfaris and river trips. The Surfari that season consisted of 32 members and they spent a great deal
of time at the Camden Haven Surf Club. They also visited the Port Macquarie and Crescent Head Surf
clubs during their stay.
The river trip, which attracted 35 members, ventured to
the Macquarie River at Narromine to travel down to Warren,
an approximate distance of 200 kms. The river was at its
lowest for the previous 20 years and it provided all the
obstacles and difficulties the river trippers had learnt to
enjoy.
Massive log jams, rapids through the willows, weirs and
long stretches of deep, dead water were difficult at times,
but there is no better way to see the Australian outback, its
wildlife and bush. A detailed report of that trip is contained
in the 1981-82 Annual Report.
A very young Brendan Reedy on left helps his sparring
partner Harley Boyd-Skinner and Bill Barnett
with river trip dunny duties.
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Life Membership was bestowed that season upon Ted Balkin, a tireless behind-the-scenes worker
who came up through the school of hard knocks in his early childhood and matured into a great member
of the club. It was a well-deserved award for a genuine, hardworking member.
Roger Drury was also reward by the club for his professional approach to
the Public Relations Officers position with the WE Barnett Memorial Award for
Clubman of the Year. He had taken the club a step up on the ladder to success
with his outstanding effort.
Treasurer Bob Parkhill controlled a busy year, with the extensions to the
building going according to plan, expenses within the budget and a successful
annual surf carnival. The carnival’s success was mainly due to the great work
done by Roger Drury in obtaining sponsors for all major events. The Sunday
social events were looked after by Assistant Treasurer Bob Greer, with profits
used to buy the trophies for the Annual Presentation. Ted Whittaker organised
the competitors to run the beachside canteen from which the profit was equally
shared between the club and the Australian Championship touring team.

Foundation and oldest living
Life Member Stan Exton (L)
with youngest Life Member
Ted Balkin - 1982

Support was received from the NSW SLSA State Centre in the $1 for $1
Gear Grant and the Total Fuel Subsidy along with IRB patrol uniforms. Warringah Shire contributed
$1,000 towards gear replacement, which was used to purchase three rescue boards. The Super 100
Club contributed a further $2,500 to club funds, which were dwindling.
The boat crews, who were desperately in need of a new boat, convinced the committee to place a
$1,000 deposit on a new craft and to undertake raising the balance before delivery.
Handicapper Dick Corish, with Bill Barnett as Race Secretary, organised the internal competitions.
Their job was full-on each Sunday morning and, when it came to the Club Championships, they organised
16 championship events. The successful winners were:
Steven Cook - Open Surf, Open Belt Race and Beach Flags
David Squire - Junior Beach Sprint and Beach Flags
Mark Simpson - Cadet Beach Sprint and Beach Flags
Brett Worth - Open Surf Ski and Surf Board Race.
Nick Hodges - Junior Surf Race
Andrew Squire - Junior Belt Race
Peter Atkinson - Cadet Surf Race
Michael Page - Open Beach Sprint
Chris Luhrmann - Junior Surf Ski
Gary Whittaker - Cadet Surf Ski
Jamie McHugh - Junior Board Race.

Surfboat going over the Gin Gin Weir

Above - River trippers on the way to Warren and
Right - arriving at their destination
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JUNIOR MEMBERS HOLD THE FLAG HIGH
WINNING THE CHAMPIONSHIP FOR THE FOURTH
CONSECUTIVE NEW SOUTH WALES TITLE

The clubhouse extension had been completed and it was an accomplishment that some though would
never happen. That scepticism may have provided an added incentive for the core of voluntary workers to
succeed. The basic extension layout was the same as it is today, but important and sensible alterations
have been made during the last two decades.
The Jack King Room was originally the caretaker’s quarters, which had been the best one-bedroom
unit in Narrabeen. The existing office had been the caretaker’s bedroom, while the north-eastern end of
the Jack King room had been the original office, with its entry through the existing storeroom. The present
kitchen was originally the unit’s ensuite and main hall storeroom. What was shown on the plan as a
kitchenette and servery was never was used in that way as, from day one, it was always the club bar. A
toilet for the disabled was not a requirement at the time, and that facility did not appear until the 1990s.
Many of the great old timers attended the grand
opening day of the new extensions. As they wandered
around the verandah with its 360-degree view of
Narrabeen, they pointed out where their old weekender
cottages had once been. They kept repeating, ‘I cannot
believe this! This is the best spot in the whole of
Narrabeen.’ A real stalwart would then chime in with ‘You
mean the world.’

The backbone of the Stage 2 building extensions
L to R: Cec Hodgkinson, Neville Romain, Ross Thompson,
Mick Geros, Alan Jones, Bill Barnett, Brian Blackmore,
Michael McDermott, Glenn James and Ted Balkin
Insert - Norm Ambrose

Many members gave their time to construct the
extensions, but the backbone and the core of the voluntary
workers were Neville Romain, Glenn James, Michael
McDermott, Alan Jones, Mick Geros, Norm Ambrose,
Brian Blackmore, Ross Thompson, Cec Hodgkinson and
coordinator Bill Barnett.
The major benefactor, and certainly the catalyst that
saw the project finished on time and under budget, was
the firm of KB Hutcherson Pty Ltd.

The club Executive Committee remained unchanged and looked set to have another great season. A
committee seminar at the Dam Hotel near Wyong was organised and was going successfully when on
the Saturday evening two Life Members locked horns over a foolish prank. It resulted in setting the
season off on the wrong foot; however, the majority of lost impetus was soon regained and a reasonably
successful season ensued.
Club Captain Peter Matsinos controlled the beach in an efficient manner, with great support from
Patrolman of the Year Peter Atkinson, Junior Captain Caren McCurley and Michael McDermott. Together,
they ensured that no lives were lost while patrols were on the beach. Brett Worth and Chris Luhrmann,
who heard while competing at the Metropolitan Championships that North Narrabeen beach did not have
a patrol on duty, showed an example of the dedication of the majority of the patrol members. Both forfeited
competition and any chance of winning medals and went back to man the beach.
Peter Matsinos was also a member of the beach competitors and the IRB racing team as well as being
the First Aid Officer. He was a ‘busy boy’ at most times.
The Inshore Rescue Boat competition was a new challenge for the club. Simulated rescues were
conducted which tested ability and equipment.
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In April, the members who competed at Avalon Beach reached six finals and came up with a medal in
every event. The team members who competed at the Branch Championships were Roger Drury, Glenn
James, Peter Matsinos, as the drivers, with patients Debbie Baker and Peter Atkinson.
The team was happy and proud of their results of three gold, one silver and two bronze medals, along
with their entry into the club record books as the first IRB team to win medals at a championship. They
had used a new craft that had been allocated by the NSW SLSA following a donation by Yellow Pages.
Treasurer Bob Parkhill had submitted a proposal to the State Centre and was allocated a fully equipped
boat and radio along with a Total Fuel Subsidy. That IRB package was also presented to two other clubs
at the Opera House in early January.
The Beach Team, coached by John Whitfield and managed by Peter Matsinos, had a quiet year and
only gained a third place in the Australian Championships at Clifton Beach in Tasmania. The running team
consisted of Debbie Baker, Jeff Bliss, Mark Barry-Cotter, Michael Page, Peter Squires, Craig Tysoe, Kerry
Geddes, Craig Johnson, Brandon Bransgrove, Peter Kidd, Mark Simpson, Michael Crews and Mark
Byrne. Seven of those members either were or would be Australian Champions on the sand.
Boat Captain Michael McDermott did not have the best of years in competition, but he led a team of
dedicated rowers who ‘set the record straight’ when a new boat was required. Unlike the former boat
captain, who used Boyd-built craft and travelled to Marouchydore in Queensland to buy his boats, Michael
thought he would pop into Bob Myles at Brookvale to buy his. Midway through the previous season, the
club had agreed to put a $1000 deposit on a new boat with the stipulation that the ‘boaties’ raise the
$5,700 balance.
The club had paid the deposit and the outstanding amount was needed by the delivery date. The
boaties approached 57 companies for $100 and raffled off the advertising space on the new surfboat.
Only $4000 was raised that way, and the winner was the local Allen Plumbing Services. The boaties
raised the shortfall of $1700 with traffic light collections, which were banned by authorities in later years.
The club only rowed two senior crews throughout the season and tried unsuccessfully to establish a
junior crew to row the full season. The A crew members for the season were Don McManus sweep, Ross
Kelly, Steve Lavers, Matthew Kelly and Michael McDermott. Their best result was reaching the semifinals
at the Branch Championships, which was no mean feat, as four of the crews they were racing were later
among the final six in the Australian Championships. The B crew consisted of Bill Barnett sweep, Craig
McGuinness, Roger Drury, James Kelly and Geoff Baldry, who showed his skills by being the caterer for
the new boat christening.
The swimming team, organised and managed by Peter Matsinos, was starting to show form, with
Greg Watts making the final of the Australian Championships and the group forming an R&R team.
Steven Cook, who had been part of that team, was selected to the Australian Swimming team to compete
in the Commonwealth Games in Brisbane, while John Marshall was named NSW Coach for the year for
his outstanding results from his swimmers. The members who represented North Narrabeen in the swim
team were Cadet swimmers Steve Grindley, Greg Watts, Stuart and Darren Geros, Michael Thompson,
Tim McDermott and James Romain, all of whom had graduated from the nipper ranks. Greg Watts finished
16th in the Australian Cadet Surf Race Championship, while Tim McDermott competed in both the
nipper and senior divisions, and showed great promise with his attitude to the sport.
Brett Worth led the craft team with his strong approach
to training along with an urge to win at every start. Right
from the start, he had always shown others he was the man
to beat. Brett organised a team of two paddlers plus two
land crew for a start in the Pye Australian Surf Ski Challenge,
260 km from Forster to the Sydney Opera House. Brett and
Mark Byrne were the paddlers, supported on land by Chris
Luhrmann and Glenn James. Brett Worth took out the third
place and Mark Byrne finished a creditable 15th from a field
of 51 competitors. A month later Chris Luhrmann competed
in the Hawkesbury Canoe Classic, 111 km from Windsor to
Brookland, and won the Surf Ski division.
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Mark Byrne and Brett Worth - ski paddle champions
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Adam Johnson showed good form in the Cadet Surf Ski races, winning the Branch and Metropolitan
championships, while other ski paddlers performed well in all conditions. Those members were Gary
Byrne, John Davis, Darren Geros, Jamie McHugh, Colin and Matthew Worth, Gary Whittaker, Bruce Kelly
and Glen Behagg, who showed plenty of versatility by qualifying at the Australian Junior Surf Board
Display, and both Bruce and Glen finished with above average point scores.
Brett Worth was also the Chief Instructor, assisted by Deputy Chief Instructor Glenn James, and
together they trained the following members for their awards:
Bronze Medallions: K Moore, Matthew Worth, K McGee, M Bourell, M Bransgrove, M Crews, K Davis
and James Kelly.
Qualifying Certificates: P Bagnall, D Blatchfield, S Cassidy, James Romain and B Slater.
Resuscitation Certificates: Chris Baker and B Dunn.
Advanced Resuscitation Certificate: A Johns.
Radio Operators Certificates: Mark Byrne, Roger Drury, Craig MacPherson, Craig McGuinness, Bruce
Kelly, Ross Kelly and Brett Worth.
Deputy President Ces Hodgkinson led a small group of members back to the Camden Haven Surf
Club for the Surf Safari, which gave the group a week’s surfing and socialising along with bonding
between the senior and junior members.
The River Trippers ventured to the Namoi River to
where the 1978 ‘trippers had finished. From there, the
party travelled about 200 km to Cuttabri, a store-cumwine shanty in the middle of the Pillaga scrub. The river
was in semi-flood, which made the progress quite fast
while still providing the usual logjams and other
obstacles. The 12-day trip for the 10 adults and 14
youngsters was a memorable one and is described in
the 1982-83 Annual Report.

Skis and surfboat strike difficulties at Narromine weir

Rose Reedy displays her river outfit to Glenn James and Ross Thompson

Surfboat jammed under a log on the river

Dragging the surfboat over a shallow section of river
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Ray McDermott as Chairman and Babs Hayes as Secretary were the driving forces in the successful
Junior section. They had a big agenda that season and the junior members would see it was done without too
much fuss. The competitors rose to the occasion with good results in competition.
THE JUNIOR BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS were held at Warriewood Beach, with the following results recorded:
Gold Medal:
March Past
Senior Board Rescue
13~years Surf Teams
13~years Surf Board Race - Tim McDermott
11~years Beach Flags - Garth Willison
Silver Medal:

Senior R&R
Senior Cameron Relay
11~years Surf Race - Craig McDonald
11~years Beach Sprint - Garth Willison

Junior R&R A Team
13~years Surf Race - Tim McDermott
13~years Surf Board Race - Darren Geros
Bronze Medal:

13~years Iron Man - Tim McDermott
9~years Surf Race - Peter Watts
7~years Beach Relay

Junior R&R B team

13~years Beach Relay

THE NSW JUNIOR ASSOCIATION CHAMPIONSHIPS were conducted at Wanda Beach, with the following successes:
Gold Medal:
March Past Team
Senior Board Rescue - Tim McDermott and Darren Geros
Senior Cameron Relay Team - Tim McDermott, Daren Geros - Ben Nott
Bronze Medal:
Senior 5 man R&R team
9~years Surf Race - Peter Watts

13~years Surf Board race - Darren Geros
12~years Beach Flags - Matthew Tong

Tim McDermott was the only member to be selected to the NSW team, managed by his father Ray, for the
National Junior Interstate Teams Championship conducted at the North Narrabeen Beach.
The State Centre awarded Treasurer Bob Parkhill a 25-Years Long Service Award.
Ted Whittaker was awarded Life Membership of the club in recognition of the dedication he had displayed
during his long membership to the North Narrabeen SLSC.
The committee awarded Cec Hodgkinson the WE Barnett Memorial Award for Clubman of the Year. It was
a well-deserved award and he was applauded by all members for his tireless work throughout the year.
The club internal competitions were under the control of Handicapper Dick Corish, who was assisted by
Race Secretary Chris Luhrmann. Weekly events turned into major productions, with surf races conducted in
three divisions. On the beach, the sprints attracted many starters and were run in two divisions. Beach Flags
was a welcome addition to the program. The Club Championships were every member’s chance to be the
best on the day and a lot of hard competition was displayed. The results were:
Open Iron Man - Brett Worth
Open Beach Sprint - Peter Squires
Cadet Beach Sprint - Brandon Bransgrove
Open Beach Flags - Mark Barry-Cotter
Open Surf Race - Steven Cook
Junior Surf Race - Peter Atkinson
Open Surf Ski - Mark Byrne
Open Surf Board - Jamie McHugh
Junior Belt Race - Peter Atkinson.

Junior Iron Man - Matthew Worth
Junior Beach Sprint - Michael Crews
Beach Flags - Brandon Bransgrove
Junior Beach Flags - Mark Simpson
Surf Belt Race - Steven Cook
Cadet Surf Race - Tim McDermott
Junior Surf Ski - Gary Whittaker
Junior Surf Board - Jamie McHugh

The Yearly Point Score competition resulted in the following wins:
A grade surf races - Peter Atkinson
B grade surf races - Adam Johnson
C grade surf races - Joe Crowley
A grade beach sprint - Craig Johnson
B grade beach sprint - Bob Hampson
Beach flags - Mark Byrne
Mark Byrne was also the winner of the Best Competitor in all Handicap Events.
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1983-84 Season
THE PATROL CAP AFFAIR

Thanks to a handful of patrol members who did not wear their patrol caps - not once, but on two
occasions, during patrol inspections by the SLSA Board of Examiners, the club was restricted from
competition for four weeks. The local and Sydney press jumped on an opportunity to relay ‘bad news’ in
articles in the sporting pages.
It all started when the club patrol was being inspected in the efficiency competition. It was an automatic
penalty of ‘no points’ if caps were not worn or tied, and the club had been caught previously for ‘no points’
penalties. Senior club officials had been angered by the approach of the examination official from the North
Palm Beach club, who spoke to the patrol members in an abusive way that did not seem called for.
All clubs in the Branch had been warned by the Superintendent at the Branch Council meetings about
not wearing or tying caps and that severe penalties would be imposed. On being informed of the club’s
second offence, he imposed the four-week restriction from competition. The club was also required to
attend a meeting with the Branch Executive, which included club Life Member Bob Parkhill as Branch
Secretary, to discuss the infraction. The meeting did not go according to plan, with the club disputing the
penalty in a heated approach and not winning any friends by referring to the Executive as a ‘bunch of
Hitlers’. That comment ensured the full penalty was to remain.
Although the members treated the ‘club orators’ as martyrs, the club was tarnished with a black mark
for not wearing patrol caps correctly. President Ces Hodgkinson felt it was unfair for the Branch Executive
to allow only the Club Captain to attend the meeting, as he was outnumbered by the Executive. Bob
Parkhill did not vote on the penalties, and he was surprised at the approach of the club representatives,
which gave the club little hope of a reduced penalty.
The Branch Patrol Efficiency Competition was a bad one for the club, as three ‘no points awarded’ examinations
resulted in an 18th place, with only a 79.8% average for the season. Research made through Branch records
showed that on a weekend prior to the last offence, 12 clubs in the Branch were reported for patrol breaches,
thus the ‘shake-up’ and penalties that later followed throughout the 21 clubs within the branch.
The club started the season somewhat shakily with the resignation of Captain Glenn James. That
position was filled by Brian Milligan, who was also the Chief Instructor. The other Executive Officers,
President Ces Hodgkinson, Deputy President Bill Worth, Secretary Maureen Worth and Treasurer Bill
Barnett had a job in front of them.
The club conducted a program similar to the previous season with the Boxing Day Carnival. The
carnival was a success, mainly due to the efforts of Promotion Officer Roger Drury obtaining sponsorship
from 16 companies including a major sponsor, the NSW Egg Corporation. The Carnival resulted in a
profit of $2,700 to the club.
The Club Reunion and drawing the final prizes in the 100 Club were all conducted without a problem.
The success of the season was the involvement of Roger Drury in securing another $7,000 sponsorship
from Thomas Cook Travel for a surfboat and oars. This was the fourth such donation from the company,
and it meant there would be a new boat and equipment for the start of the next season.
Another of Roger’s successes was the holding of the Manly-Warringah Branch Inshore Rescue Boat
Championships in April. It was a spectacular carnival, and the Egg Corporation’s sponsorship made it a
financial success for the club.
There was a testing sea for the event that was reminiscent of that during the 1979 NSW IRB titles.
Members won Gold in the Veterans Rescue and the B grade Mass Rescue events, and a Silver Medal in
the B grade Rescue Championship. The drivers were Glen Lawrence, Brett Worth, Peter Matsinos and
Roger Drury, with patients James Martin, Mark Baker and Peter Atkinson.
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The craft competitors were consistent triers,
achieving a mixed bag of results including
Gary Whittaker and Bruce Kelly winning the NSW
Junior Double Ski event. Supporting members in that
section were Mark and Gary Byrne, Chris Luhrmann,
Darren Geros, Adam Johnson, Anthony McDermott,
James Romain and the Worth brothers, Brett,
Colin and Matthew.
Michael McDermott’s boaties were enthusiastic
Gary Whittaker and Bruce Kelly winning
about the prospect of the new boat for the coming
the NSW Junior Double Surf Ski Championship
season. They showed patches of winning form
- the first ever by junior club members
throughout the season, but were unable to win at
Championship level. Members who made up the five competition crews were: A crew - Nigel Hickman,
Ross Kelly, Steve Barrett and Michael McDermott, swept by Don McManus; B crew - Matthew Kelly,
Dave Minarik, Brett Myles and Tony Domanski, also swept by Don McManus; and C crew - Chris Hickman,
Craig McGuinness, Roger Drury and Geoff Baldry, swept by Bill Barnett.
The A crew found they could mix it with the best crews, and were in the final at South Curl Curl and
qualified for the semifinal at the big Freshwater carnival which attracted clubs from all over Australia. The
B crew proved to be a talented group, with a win at the Manly carnival and a semi-final at Freshwater,
while the C crew were triers but not winners.
The Junior crew were a green bunch who were new to rowing and eager to have a go at a new
challenge. The A rowers were Drew Griffith, Greg McNamara, Kevin Davies and James Kelly, swept by
Don McManus, and the B team consisted of Michael Allen, John Shipway, Craig Kepie, Kevin McGee and
Paul Channer. Those rowers learnt many things during that exciting first year, including the nature of the
Boat Captain Michael McDermott, a born prankster of the best quality who educated them in the art of
nicknames at the Coffs Harbour Carnival.
At Coffs Harbour, they attended the Park Beach Hotel Motel, which the locals called the Hoey Moey.
It was a wild pub and newcomers, especially the juniors, found a quiet corner to hide in and watch the
antics and arguments of the overindulging patrons. Drew Griffith was no exception and hid behind a large
support column in the public bar.
Unbeknown to him, Michael McDermott and Craig McGuinness arranged for a very attractive young
lady, who they knew, to approach Drew and strike up a conversation suggesting that Drew bore a striking
resemblance to movie star Jack Thompson. Drew was hoodwinked completely, blushing and mumbling
incoherent and embarrassed conversation, trying to impress his newfound friend. The hoax was played
out all evening, with Drew feeling this was to be the beginning of a great romance - until his tormentors
revealed the truth. From that day Drew was referred to as Jack, a name that would stick with him for life.
The junior As were an average crew up to a few weeks before the Australian Championships, when
they struck form and made spectators take notice. They qualified for the rowers’ dream - the Australian
Final. Unfortunately, they hit a few waves and were not among the medalists, but they left the beach as a
crew that made the ultimate final.
The runners were the medal winners, gaining medals at the Branch, Metropolitan and Australian
championships, and they were showing an exceptional depth of senior and junior ability that would keep
the club in the highest level of competition.
Peter Squires had found his form of old and qualified for the final of the then ‘World’s Richest Beach
Sprint – The Comalco 1000' at the South Curl Curl carnival. He also won a bronze medal in the Branch
Open Beach Sprint, as well as a place in the final of the NSW Beach Sprint Championship. He was also
a member, with Jeff Champion, Craig Tysoe and Michael Page, of the Open Beach Sprint team that won
a Silver Medal in the Open Beach Relay Championship.
John Whitfield’s other senior runners were Jeff Bliss, Mark Barry-Cotter, James Martin, Kerrie Geddes
and Peter Matsinos. Junior runners were Brad Squires, Brett O’Connor, Craig Johnson, Michael Crews
and Warwick Polley, with cadet runner Drew Johnson. They made a good, dedicated team, with Peter
Squires being named the ‘runner of the year’ and awarded the John Bliss Honour Shield.
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The First Aid Team competed well in the Branch Championships, winning the Junior competition with
Caren McCurley and Mark Baker, while Sharon Quinn and Peter Matsinos won a Silver medal in the
Open Championship. Due to work commitments, both teams were unable to compete in further
championships that season.
During the Open Championships members of the club were saddened to hear of the passing of Life
Member Stan Exton who was one of the original pioneer members.
Junior Section Chairman Chris Hayes was happy with the results and honours that had been awarded
to the club. Bill Worth was the sole junior’s representative in the Australian SLSA education team to tour
Trinidad and Tobago, while his son Brett, a former nipper, was a member of the Australian team to compete
in the World Kayak Championships in Ireland. Ray McDermott managed the NSW Junior team at the
National Teams Championship in Queensland which won the outright point score for the carnival.
The junior results were again outstanding in the BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS held at Queenscliff. The winners were:
Gold Medal:
Senior R&R team
12~years Iron Man and Surf Race - Craig McDonald
13~years Girls Surf Race - Larissa Jones
Silver Medal:
Junior R&R A team
10~years Girls Surf Race
7~years Girls Beach Sprint - Millicent Shilland
Bronze Medal:
Junior R&R B team
Senior Board Rescue
8~years Surf Board Race - Brenden Reedy
8~years Girls Beach Sprint - Bronwyn Pounder

9~years Beach Flags - James Beezley
9~years Girls Beach Sprint - Harriet Moloney
13~years Girls Beach Flags - Barrie Dunn
11~years Surf Teams
11~years Girls Beach Sprint - Janine Whittaker
8~years Girls Beach Flags - Bronwyn Pounder

Medallists at the METROPOLITAN CHAMPIONSHIPS, held at Mona Vale, were:
Gold Medal:
March Past
Silver Medal:

Senior R&R team

Girls 13~years Beach Flags - Barrie Dunn
At the NSW JUNIOR ASSOCIATION CHAMPIONSHIPS at Wollongong, winners were:
Gold Medal:
March Past Team
Silver Medal:
Senior R&R 5 man Team
Senior Board Rescue - Anthony McDermott and Craig McDonald
13~years Girls Beach Flags - Barrie Dunn
The feeling in the Junior section was great throughout the
season, mainly due to the efforts of Bob and Carol Dunn. They,
with the help of the social committee, organised many socials for
the junior members, including a Kids’ Disco that was so successful
that it was repeated many times during the year. Other events
included a Christmas Party and Concert, Sausage Sizzle and Fun
and Games night, all of which were very popular.
The 1983-84 NSW Junior Association March Past Champions
winning the 5th season in a row
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The camaraderie was described by 13-year-old Bernard Boyd-Skinner, the Junior Club Captain:

We had some good times during the year and we finished off with the State Championships at a very wet
Wollongong. The behaviour of the team was excellent and they all gave their best in competition.
Although we did not have many winners, the sportsmanship shone out like a beacon.
The team was a credit to the club and their families. They should all be congratulated for their efforts
and achievements of the club.
Chief Instructor Brian Milligan, along with his assistants, Bill Worth, Bob Dunn, Andrew Johns, Chris
Luhrmann, and Peter Matsinos, contributed to an exceptional effort in training the following members for
awards:
Bronze Medallions: Craig Allen, Mark Baker, Shaun Bannister, Amanda Burge-Lopez, Mandy Champion,
Deanne Filling, Kelly Gammie, Greg Gaupset, Andrew Gee, Stuart Geros, Simone Green, Steven Grindley,
Tim Harman, Kathy Little, James Martin, Keith McDonald, Greg McNamara, Warwick Polley, John Shipway,
Michael Simosen, Tim Stark, Michael Thompson, Arnold Van Houten and Greg Wickham.
Qualifying Certificates: Sheridan Burge-Lopez, Michael Burnes, Barrie Dunn, Peta Filling, Jason Green,
Michael Green, Shane Green, Bronwyn Groves, Mitchell Hodgkinson, Larissa Jones, Drew Johnson, Anthony
McDermott, Kerrie McManus, Cassie Meehan, Norman Pounder, Jamie Schramm and Fiona Woollett.
Advanced Instructors Certificates: Mandy Champion, Michael Crews, Andrew Gee, Kathy Sabidos
and Arnold Van Houten.
Bronze Instructors Certificate: Andrew Johns.
Brian Milligan was awarded the WE Barnett Memorial Award for the Club
Man of the Year for his outstanding work as Club Captain and Chief Instructor.
The honour was well deserved and in recognition of the countless hours he spent
keeping up with those demanding positions.
Brian was a great believer that active members who did not compete must be
catered for and encouraged to participate in club socials. One instance was the
New Year’s Eve Party, where he organised a spectacular fireworks display of
which he was the licensed operator. He was a sorry sight at the finish, with scorched
clothing, smoke-blackened face and many minor injuries, but that did not seem to
worry him as all who attended enjoyed the display.

A section of logjams on
the Macquarie River

The River Trippers ventured back to the
best section of the rivers that had been
previously encountered, the Gwyder River
from Bingara to Gravesend, and the
conditions were better than expected.
Although the daytime temperatures were in
the high 20s, a frost was still present each
morning. The river was a ski paddler’s
delight, with many exciting rapids, log jams
and willow tree blockages to give the
tourists time to pull the craft from the water.
It was great to repeat this section again and
allow everybody to enjoy the experience.

L & R: Surfboat and Ted Balkin
caught in the river willows
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A surfboat burning ceremony
prior to Brian ‘Spike’ Milligan’s
unforgettable fireworks display

Washing day on the river trip.
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1984-85 Season

NARRABEEN’S OWN GOLDEN GIRL AND
THAT PERFECT JUNIOR MARCH PAST TEAM

The club’s ability to produce Australian Beach Sprint champions was a feature of surf lifesaving history,
and a quietly spoken, very attractive slip of a girl had appeared on the scene who was to enhance that
wonderful record. Beach Coach John Whitfield had predicted a few years earlier that his lady runner,
Debbie Baker, described by carnival announcers as ‘Dashing Debbie’, would be the champion when the
National Council of the SLSA introduced the Women’s Beach Sprint to the Australian Championship
program. This was the year that all were waiting for, when ‘The Dasher’ would compete against the best
women in the country. She had served her time competing against the men for the previous two years.
The Women’s Beach Sprint events at the NSW and Australian
championships were both inaugural events, and leading up to those carnivals
Debbie had blitzed her opposition by winning the Branch and Metropolitan
championships. The NSW Championships at Byron Bay were held on a beach
that was most unfair to certain competitors, but Debbie won against all the
odds, despite unfair running lanes and soft sand.
In the Australian Championship at Point Leo, an isolated club in Victoria,
conditions were a great deal fairer, and Debbie sprinted away to win the firstever Australian Women’s Beach Sprint Championship by a margin of more
than two metres. She was the toast of the town, and the newly crowned Queen
of the North Narrabeen SLSC was the hottest property in the Northern
Beaches.
The members of John Whitfield’s beach team had been plagued with injuries
throughout the season, and only at the Championships did they shake off
their injuries and start to show form. The A team members, Jeff Champion, Jeff
Bliss, Mark Barry-Cotter and Craig Tysoe, were only beaten by a small margin
in the NSW Beach Relay Final, that being their best result. The B team of Debbie Baker, Brad Squires,
Brett O’Connor and Kerry Geddes at the Australian Championship Carnival failed by the proverbial nipple
to miss making the Open Beach Relay Final. A rumour quickly spread through the club that the committee
had arranged a strenuous bench press course for Debbie so that when competing with all male competitors
next season she would be more proficient in ‘breasting’ the tape in future finishes.
Debbie Baker after becoming the
inaugural Australian Women’s Beach
Sprint Champion - 1985

Kerry Geddes found a new talent at the NSW and Australian Championships by getting down to the
last sixteen in the Beach Flags Competition.
The NSW Championships at Byron Bay had a carnival feeling about it that had not been experienced
for some time. The North Narrabeen touring team was the largest for many years mainly due to the
performances of the March Past Team. The team was well aware that with a good performance in the last
round of the United Permanent Building Society Handicap March Past Competition they could come
home winners.
On arrival, the Sandcrabs, as the boaties always referred to them, in the nicest way of course, decided
that a team conference should be held before training, giving them the opportunity to plan tactics for the
important final the following day. The venue for that important event was the Railway Hotel, the only
licensed hotel situated on a railway track in NSW, as former mail employee Ross Thompson advised.
There were many issues to discuss and it was hours before the team vacated to the beach for training.
A noticeable absentee was Coach Jim McMorland, who was so stressed out from ‘chairing’ the meeting
that he fell into a deep slumber on the median strip in the middle of the shopping centre. Luckily for Jim,
he was assisted back to the camp before the police found him a better sleeping place.
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The team trained without the coach for a good hour and, although there were many sore heads the
following day, they rose to the occasion and easily won the $1,000 prize money. There was much celebration
back at the campsite, which lasted many hours. In the early hours and in pouring rain, under whatever
covering that could be found and a little help from their old mates from Cooks Hill club, chorus after
chorus of ‘Singing in the Rain’ could be heard all over the camping area. It was just like the old days, when
the bond of friendship was so valued.
Ex-nipper Glen Lawrence was a surprise packet at the NSW Championships, finishing with a silver medal in
the over 24-years Surf Race, a bonus to his 10th place in the Coolangatta Gold Marathon Iron Man competition.
The Inshore Rescue Boat crew was always good for entertainment, with some of their antics causing
older members cause for concern. The team competitions at the Branch Championships were going well.
Kathy Sabidos, who was the club’s first woman driver and the only woman to win a medal, and Brett Worth
and Roger Drury, the other drivers, shared the balance. The award for entertainment was given to B grade
driver Peter Matsinos, who fell out of the boat while driving the ducky solo after dropping his patients at the
buoys. Without a driver the ducky performed some spectacular manoeuvres. For the following 10 minutes,
officials and other clubs’ drivers tried in vain to rescue the craft, which was doing cartwheels in the shore
break. The Manly Daily took full advantage of the situation and published photos of the spectacle.
Mark Byrne and Brett Worth, strong craft competitors, were also members of the newly formed ManlyWarringah Kayak Club, which had been established on the foreshores of Narrabeen Lake. Their efforts in
the sport were outstanding, and both were selected for the Australian Kayak Team to tour Europe. It was
a fitting reward for the dedicated trainers and keen competitors.
Mark and his twin brother Gary won the Branch Double Ski title, while Brett Worth paddled in the
second Pye Surf Ski Challenge, finishing in seventh place.
The boat crews once again were under the control of Boat Captain Michael McDermott, who inspired
his group by setting an example to follow. He had taken delivery of the fourth Thomas Cook surfboat after
the craft was christened early in the season. Four senior and two junior crews were formed comprising of
a lot of old faces and a sprinkle of new rowers. They were:
A crew - Rob Silkman, Greg Friend, Mathew Kelly
and Michael McDermott, with sweep Don McManus
B crew - Craig McGuinness, Chris Hickman, Ian Thompson
and David Sinclair, with sweep Nigel Hickman.
C crew - Ross Kelly, Greg McNamara, Steve Barrett and Bruce Kelly,
with sweep Don McManus.
D crew (sometimes called ‘The Derelicts’) - Mark Lonergan, John Shipway, Jason Green
and Gary Blackburn, with sweep Bill Barnett.
The senior crews had plenty of good times, but won no medals at the championship carnivals. That
was left to the juniors, who also rowed in some of the senior crews when regular members were unavailable.
The junior crews were:
Junior A crew - Drew Griffith, Paul Channer, Kevin Davies, James Kelly and Don McManus.
Junior B crew - Adam Johnson, Stuart Geros, Dean Griffith, John Shipway and Jason Green swept by Bill Barnett and Nigel Hickman.
The junior As were the best performers winning a bronze medal at the Branch Championship, fourth
place in the NSW titles and sixth place in the Australian Championships.
Juniors President Brian Reedy led the group during a season that was not the smoothest. The disruption
was due to a proposal that the Junior and Senior associations amalgamate from club through to National
level. Most clubs in NSW were opposed to the amalgamation, but North Narrabeen had this to report.

Our Junior and Senior sections are already successfully and happily amalgamated and our Juniors are amongst
an elite group who are members of the Surf Lifesaving Club. This is not the case with all Junior clubs in NSW
as they operate independently of the Senior Club. In some cases the Juniors are not allowed on club premises.
The aim of the junior movement is to teach girls and boys surf awareness and skills also to promote membership
to the Senior Club. It is felt that this would be more attainable with closer operation, which would result from
amalgamation.
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The Junior Section of the club was happy with their successful team of competitors who set a club
record for the longest winning team at Championship level. Six consecutive gold medals by the March
Past team would take a long time to equal, let alone better. Results of their victories were:
BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS, held at Warriewood Beach:
Gold Medal:
Senior R&R
13~years Iron Man - Craig McDonald
10~years Girls Beach Sprint - Harriet Moloney
Silver Medal:

Junior R&R A
9~years Surf Board race - Brenden Reedy

March Past
9~years Surf Board race - Steven Worth
11~years Girls Surf race - Samantha Clark
Bronze Medal:

Junior R&R B
12~years Surf Board race - Steven Dunn
10~years Girls Surf race - Harriet Moloney

13~years Surf Teams race
8~years Girls Beach Flags

12~years Beach Relay

METROPOLITAN CHAMPIONSHIPS at South Maroubra:
Gold Medal:
March Past team
Bronze Medal:

Junior R&R A team

Senior R&R team
13~years Iron Man - Craig McDonald

Junior R&R B team
10~years Girls Surfboard race - Francesca Dolly

The NSW JUNIOR ASSOCIATION CHAMPIONSHIPS at Fingal Beach:
Gold Medal:
March Past team - (for the sixth consecutive time)
Silver Medal:
13~years Surf Race - Craig McDonald
Bronze Medal:
13~years Iron Man - Craig McDonald
The club’s two-man and fiveman R&R teams, along with Craig
McDonald, were selected for the
Manly-Warringah team to
compete in the InterBranch Junior
Championships, which were held
at Moruya, on the South Coast of
NSW.
Ray McDermott managed the
winning NSW team at the National
Junior
Interstate
Teams
Championship held in Perth, WA,
but he was the only club member
in that team.

The 1985 NSW Junior SLSA March Past Champions
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The club internal competitions were organised by Handicapper Dick Corish and Race Secretary Jim
McMorland. They conducted handicap events each Sunday morning and a club Championship day
comprising 18 events won by:
Darren Geros - Junior Iron Man and Junior Surf Board race
Darren Geros - Junior Surf race and Junior Beach Flags
Drew Johnson - Cadet Beach Sprint and Cadet Beach Flags
Drew Johnson - Cadet Surf Ski
Peter Kidd - Open Surf Belt and Open Surf Board
Peter Kidd - Open Beach Sprint.
Mark Stanton - Open Surf Race
Troy Bryant - Junior Belt Race
Sheridan Burge-Lopez - Cadet Surf Race
Sean Bannister - Junior Beach Sprint
Craig Tysoe - Open Beach Flags
Bruce Kelly - Open Surf Ski
Adam Johnson - Junior Surf Ski
Stuart Geros - Open Iron Man
Bob Burnes organised the Surf Safari to Camden Haven for a ‘let your hair down’ week for 18 junior
members and 6 senior controllers. A good time was had by all, enjoying the country hospitality and
meeting old as well as new friends.
After Easter, the River Trippers ventured off to a
new challenge, Wyangala Dam to Forbes via Cowra
and Gooloogong. It was a great adventure, which is
fully described in the Annual Report.

Typical river trip camp

Boat being repair after it came to grief
on rapids on the Lachlan River

Brian Milligan again held the dual positions of Club
Captain and Chief Instructor, and he had a very busy season.
Awards were at a record level with the following members
gaining their SLSA qualifications:

Bronze Medallions: Karen Birrell, Garry Blackburn, Michael Burnes, Euan Callister, Graham Castle,
Paul Channer, Adrian Eussen, John Eussen, Darren Geros, Jason Green, Michael Green, Dean Griffith, Geoff
Haig-Thompson, Brett Hancock, Barbara Hayes, Christopher Hayes, Lynne Hodgkinson, Silke Hoops, Graham
Jackson, Drew Griffith, Elizabeth Jones, Greg Kelly, Mark Lonergan, Ross MacPherson, Carol McManus,
Sandra Morrison, Trevor Murdoch, Adam Pooley, Robert Possingham, Mark Reedy, James Romain, Susan
Shaw, Brett Slater, Sean Townsend, Daryn Trowbridge, Maree Woolett and Maureen Worth.
Surf Lifesaving Certificates: Troy Bryant, Kenny Burnes, Michael Hampson, Robert Little, David Lucietto,
Craig McDonald, Andrew MacPherson, Bradley Nolland and Tim Stacey.
Advanced Resuscitation Certificates: Peter Atkinson, Adam Johnson, Robert Possingham and David West.
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificate: Kathy Sabidos.
Bronze Instructors Certificates: Sharon Quinn and Adam Johnson.
ARC Instructors and Examiners Certificate: Peter Matsinos.
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It was certainly a productive year for the club as most of the Bronze Medallion candidates also qualified
as Radio Operators. There was great involvement by a dedicated few instructors, including Sharon Quinn,
the club’s first female instructor, who carried out the unenviable task of instructing the ‘Brains Trust’
group of Greg Kelly, Michael Burns, Silky Hoops and Drew Johnson. Bill Worth, whose squad was called
‘The Boilers’, ‘Worth’s Circus’, as well as the ‘Golden Oldies’, consisted of ten of the mums and dads, and
it was a pleasing day for all when they passed the test for their Bronze Medallions. Maureen Worth, Liz
Jones, Babs Hayes, Lyn Hodgkinson, Carol McManus, Sandra Morrison, Maree Woollett, Chris Hayes,
John Woollett and Trevor Murdoch were a little apprehensive at first, but their determination was rewarded.
Ted Balkin and Jim Shearer qualified for the SLSA 25-years Long Service Award, which was welldeserved by those hard working members.
Gordon Green, the on-the-ball club Secretary, received the WE Barnett Memorial Award for Club
Man of the Year, a fitting reward for that efficient official.
The backbone of surf lifesaving, the patrols throughout the season, were a vast improvement over the
previous season. John Shipway, the Patrolman of the Year, was a shining example of the SLSA’s slogan,
‘Vigilance and Service’. The Top Twelve Patrol Persons were Drew Johnson, Peter Kidd, Drew Griffith,
Peter Matsinos, Kevin Davies, Silke Hoops, James Kelly, Fiona Woolett, Kathy Sabidos, Matthew Worth
and Bill Stanton, all of who contributed to the club’s unblemished record of no lives lost while the club’s
patrols were on duty.

NSW Junior Titles Medal win for the Senior Cameron Relay.
L to R: Daren Geros, Tom McDermott, Ben Nott.

Life Members L to R: Stan Exton, Tas and Jack King
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Since his early childhood, Jeffrey Bliss had lived in the shadow of his famous father. He was immensely
proud of his dad’s wonderful achievements in beach sprinting and Rugby League football. It is very
difficult for any youngster to grow up with a famous parent. Although it is seldom said openly, there is
always a feeling that a youngster will have the characteristics and abilities of their parent.
Neither his father John nor mother Joan ever pushed Jeff to take up running as he had other interests
such as rock fishing at the local beaches. He joined the surf club following the friendships that he had
made with the younger members that his father had coached and, with a bit of encouragement, he would
make up the numbers in the reserve teams when they were short.
Jeff enjoyed that atmosphere - having fun and being part of a sporting team. John Whitfield, his mentor
in the early days, slowly encouraged him to increase training with the running team, which included past
and present Australian champions, and that made him more than just a competitive runner.
Many were surprised when he was selected to contest the final of the Australian Open Beach Relay
Championship. Among the spectators who witnessed
that thrilling event were many members and friends
who were aware of the tremendous pressure that Jeff
was under, with the name of J Bliss, son of a legend.
He would have made his dad proud, running the race
of his life and proving beyond doubt that his heart
was as big as his famous father’s had been.

The 1985-86 Australian Open Beach Relay Champions
L to R: John Whitfield-coach, Craig Tysoe, Jeff Champion -injured,
Jeff Bliss, Michael Getz and Brett O’Conner

Prior to the Aussie Titles, beach team coach John
Whitfield knew he had a talented team of runners, but
his main problem was to get them all on the beach
without injuries. The relay team was prominent at all
carnivals, and winning the Johnny Bliss Memorial Relay
for the first time seemed to lift the runners to another
level.

Debbie Baker won all of her races up to the Australian Championships, but couldn’t handle the hard
surface that prevailed there. However, she proved to be not only a tough competitor but also a true
sportswoman, as was shown by the manner in which she took her defeat in the Aussie Final.
Craig Tysoe, who finished off his season by winning the John Bliss Memorial Shield, was presented
with a trophy for being ‘the best runner of the season’. He made the NSW Beach Sprint final and was a
key member of the winning Australian Beach Relay team. Craig’s smooth baton changing and explosive
final leg sprints made him a delight to watch.
Jeff Champion retained top form all season, with consistent wins at the local carnivals, including the
Open Beach Sprint at the North Narrabeen carnival. Jeff’s performances saw him selected in the ManlyWarringah Branch Team. Disaster struck in the quarter final of the Australian Beach Relay, when running
second leg, 40 metres from the finish, he began to clutch his leg and slow down. There was much yelling
from his team-mates and spectators, for him to keep going as he seemed to be in two minds, but finally
clawed his way back to give the baton to Michael Getz and the team ran into a qualifying position. It was
a gutsy effort.
Michael Getz was not so fond of training, as he had plenty of natural ability, but when he decided that
training was in his best interest, he ran a creditable sixth place in the Australian Open Beach Sprint final
and was a member of the winning Beach Relay team.
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Jeff Bliss, although not running well throughout the season despite his dedicated approach to training
and team management, struck form at the right time. When Jeff Champion suffered injury in the quarterfinal of the Australian Beach Relay, a replacement had to be found quick. After deliberation, and to the
surprise of many, Jeff Bliss got the nod. He ran the race of his life, inspired by his mother Joan, who is the
club’s greatest beach supporter.
Kerry Geddes showed great determination and also competed in the Beach Flags, where he was
placed seventh in the NSW titles and qualified to the last 12 at the Aussies. University studies took up
most of his time, but his form was good enough to be in the final few mentioned for a place in the Open
Relay vacancy.
The biggest setback occurred when, halfway through the season, Mark Barry-Cotter suffered a hand
injury with a circular saw. He had been running constantly up to that point
and was a permanent member of the Open team. He did not throw in the
towel when injury struck, however, and continued training as a member of
the battling Bs and competed at the Australian Championships.

Mark Barry-Cotter

Student Brett O’Connor, after completing his studies, was out of form in
the early part of the season. If anyone had said at the time that he would be
a member of the Australian Open Beach Relay team as a junior runner, most
people would have laughed. However, he took advantage of Mark BarryCotters bad luck, and after running fourth in the final of the Australian Junior
Beach Sprint, he struck gold in the winning Open Beach Relay final.

The old campaigner of the team, Peter Squires, who had retired early in the season with an Achilles
tendon problem, decided to come out of retirement and help the B team when Mark was hurt. He was
also on the beach when the relay team picked up gold in South Australia.
The management of the club stayed intact, with Ces Hodgkinson leading a successful team of executive
officers. There was plenty to keep the members busy, with the Annual Carnival, NSW Inshore Rescue
Boat Championships, the Junior Nipperthon and sending a large team to the Aussie titles in South Australia.
It was another busy year for the club.
Bill Worth, the member who took on all the hard jobs, was awarded
Life Membership in recognition of the countless hours he had spent for
the betterment of the club. It was a fitting reward for the hardworking
official, who on many occasions put the club before anything else.
Peter Matsinos was also rewarded, for the second time, with the WE
Barnett Memorial Award for Clubman of the Year. Peter’s involvement
throughout the season as Vice Captain, First Aid Officer and Manager
of the Australian Championship touring team to South Australia was first
class and he well deserved the honour for his 100 per cent effort.
Life Member Bill Worth

Silke Hoops, Patrol Person of the Year, was always first to move to
the water with unique discipline and determination to get her patients out of trouble. With her gentle
nature and infectious smile, she became a highly respected member among her compatriots. The Top
Twelve Patrol Members, including Silke, were Michael Burnes, David Lucietto, Jason Green, Peter Matsinos,
Michael Green, Kerrie McManus, Michael Hampson, John Shipway, Silke Hoops, Craig Watts, Peter Kidd
and Scott Yates.
Brian Milligan again had a busy season, and with the help of Deputy Chief Instructors Sharon Quinn,
Chris Hayes, Peter Matsinos, Brett Worth and the inimitable Bill Worth, trained 18 Surf Lifesaving Certificate
candidates and a Bronze Medallion squad. The big work load was completed and the following members
gained awards:
Surf Lifesaving Certificates: Lisa-Rae Bales, Arthur Beezley, Leanne Bell, Steven Dunn, Michael Farrell,
Mark Gibson, Adam Grech, Steven Hammond, Sharon Hodgkinson, Darren Isackson, Lara Jones, Luke
Jones, Jodie McManus, Scott Morrison, Michael Sheddon, Leigh Uren, Brett Whittaker and David Woollett.
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Bronze Medallions: Simon Anderson, Scott Atkinson, James Bergin, William Betar, Mark Bonney, Troy
Bryant, Matthew Butler, Paul Cue, Mark Dartnell, Barrie Dunn, Richard Fitzgerald, Colin Galloway, Scott
Graham, Shane Green, Bronwen Groves, Michael Hampson, Dominic Hearne, Peter Lafsky, Brian Lawson,
Deborah Lindsay, Andrew Lloyd, David Lucietto, Jason Martin, Anthony McDermott, Kerrie McManus,
Damien Pink, Scott Plant, Norman Pounder, Greg Rashleigh, John Reid, Anthony Roberts, Darren Russell,
Paul Sanders, Kirk Sanders, Jamie Schramm, Tony Sheppard, Craig Smith, Glenn Sutton, Mark Taylor,
Rodney Taylor, Simon Walker, Samual Walsh, Anthony Whitehill, Scott Yates and Anthony Zdroykowski.
Advanced Resuscitation Certificates: James Bergin, William Betar, Barbara Hayes, Elizabeth Jones
and Maureen Worth.
Bronze Instructors Certificates: Chris Hayes and Adam Johnson.
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificates: Peter Atkinson, Stuart Geros, Jason Green, John Shipway,
Mark Simpson, Tim Stark and Ian Thompson.
Inshore Rescue Boat Crewman’s Certificates: Michael Burnes and Shane Green.
Inshore Rescue Boat Instructors Certificates: Peter Matsinos, John Shipway and Matthew Worth.
Peter Matsinos also gained the following awards: Inshore Rescue Boat Examiners Certificate, Radio
Instructors Certificate, First Aid Certificate, First Aid Instructors Certificate, First Aid Examiners Certificate
and Advanced Lifesaving Certificate.
The Sunday events and Championships were organised by Race Secretary Jim McMorland and
Handicapper Dick Corish. The Championship results were:
Open Surf - Darren Geros
Junior Surf - Darren Geros
Open Iron Man - Darren Geros
Junior Surf Ski - Darren Geros
Junior Beach Sprint - Michael Hampson
Open Belt - Drew Griffith
Junior Belt - Stuart Geros
Open Beach Sprint - Craig Tysoe
Ladies Beach Sprint - Debbie Baker

Junior Surf Board - Darren Geros
Open Surf Board - Darren Geros
Junior Iron Man - Darren Geros
Cadet Beach Sprint - Michael Hampson
Ladies Surf - Larissa Jones
Cadet Surf - Steven Dunn
Cadet Surf Board - Craig McDonald
Open Surf Ski - Bruce Kelly
Cadet Surf Ski - Kenny Burnes.

Junior Section Chairman Brian Reedy ran a smooth operation, with plenty of support from his strong
committee and sectional leaders. A new format was introduced for the Nipperthon for competitors aged
10 to 13 years. The event was run on Australia Day and attracted 172 entrants from 19 clubs. The organising
committee of Chairman Bill Worth, Mick Geros, Lorraine Clark, Gordon Jones and Col McAndrew was well
supported by the senior members, led by Ces Hodgkinson, who organised the water safety.

Junior Association 5 man R&R NSW State champions 1986
L to R: Michael Sheddon, Lara Jones, Jodie McManus,
Luke Jones and Arthur Beezly

The Junior Association was meeting with NSW and National bodies regarding the amalgamation of
the Junior and Senior Associations. That arrangement was nothing new for North Narrabeen members, as
their Junior and Senior sections had merged many years previously.
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The BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS were held at Queenscliff on 9 February 1986, with the following results:Gold Medals:
5 person Senior R&R team - Arthur Beezley, Lara Jones, Luke Jones,
Jodie McManus and Michael Sheddon
Junior R&R
Surf Board Rescue - A team
Silver Medals:
March Past
Bronze Medals:

7~years Girls Beach Flags - Katie McKinnon

Junior R&R C
13~years Iron Man - Steve Dunn
7~years Beach Flags
Surf Wade - John Respondek
8~years Beach Relay - Mark Anderson, Cameron McParlane,
Joshua McPherson and Andrew Shearer
13~years Beach Relay
11~years Girls Surf Race - Francesca Dolly
11~years Girls Beach Sprint - Harriet Moloney
9~years Girls Beach Sprint - Luchia Dolly
9~years Girls Beach Flags - Luchia Dolly
10~years Board Relay - Daren Boland, Brenden Reedy and Kristian McMahon
The METROPOLITAN CHAMPIONSHIPS, held at Freshwater on 16 February, produced the following medal winners:
Gold:
March Past Team
Silver:
Senior R&R
Junior R&R
The NSW JUNIOR ASSOCIATION CHAMPIONSHIPS were held at Eloura on March 1st and 2nd. The March
Past Team won the gold medal for the seventh consecutive year and established a club record for a team
winning Championships in succession.
The Senior R&R five-man team also won gold, while 7-year-old John Respondek was happy with the
Bronze Medal.
Ray McDermott represented the NSW at the National Junior Teams Championship as the Team Manager,
a position he had held since the 1982-83 season. Bill Worth, who had been the Junior Branch
Superintendent for the past 11 years, indicated he would be retiring that season.
On 17 March at the Junior Annual General Meeting, Junior Life Membership was awarded to Ray
McDermott, who joined Ken Brown and Bill Worth in receiving that honour.
Boat Captain Michael McDermott, in his fifth term of office, was full of praise for his Junior rowers who
all performed well, including their effort at the North Narrabeen carnival. On that occasion, all three junior
crews made the finals of their events and were placed first, fifth and sixth. The crews were comprised of:
Senior A crew - Don McManus, sweep, and Drew Griffith, Michael McDermott,
Steve Barrett, and James Kelly
Senior B crew - Nigel Hickman, sweep, and Craig McGuinness, Ian Thompson,
Rob Silkman and Greg Friend
Junior A crew - Don McManus, sweep, and Norm Pounder, Damien Pink,
Dean Griffith and Darren Geros
Junior B crew - Bill Barnett, sweep, and Jason Green, Anthony McDermott,
Greg Kelly and Michael Burnes
Junior C crew - Nigel Hickman, sweep, and Craig Watts, Anthony Roberts and Stuart Geros
The Junior As were the most successful of the crews and were selected for the Manly-Warringah
under-18-years team. They were only a whisker away from being selected in the Branch Open team. One
of their great races was in the Branch Final, where they were in last place with a boat half full of water.
They showed their enormous potential when they pulled back the field and won the race. They followed
that effort at the NSW Championships with a second to the Wanda boat crew.
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A big team of competitors and supporters travelled to
South Australia and set up camp at Christies Beach, where
setting up camp provided an opportunity for a very funny
prank.

The club communal kitchen and dining room at
Christies Beach Caravan Park -1986

When Ray McDermott prepared to erect his tent, a mob
of onlookers gathered, complete with chairs and eskies.
They would cheer or sigh to his every movement, causing
him much frustration and anguish. None of the parts fitted
properly or easily and when it was time to install the main
support pole, it was nowhere to be found. Ray’s boiler finally
burst.

To the cheers of the onlookers and amid calls for an
encore, Ray was ushered to a seat, his face as red as a ripe tomato and
shirt wringing wet from sweat. Someone brought him a beer, while another
found a child’s dummy to replace the one he spat out. After consoling by
some members and cooling off from his experience, the missing part was
found in a nearby culvert and the tent was finally erected.
That prank had been set up by his eldest son Michael, but no one was
game to tell Ray for many years.
Ray ‘Sarge’ McDermott
after his frustrating efforts at
the Christies Beach Caravan Park

The results of the club’s performances at championship carnivals were
outstanding, as the following shows:

AUSTRALIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS at Moana Beach:
Gold Medal:
Open Beach Relay team - Brett O’Connor, Jeff Bliss, Michael Getz and Craig Tysoe
(Fourth placings were recorded to the following runners:
Womens Beach Sprint- Debbie Baker
Junior Beach Sprint - Brett O’Conner)
(Sixth place: Open Beach Sprint- Michael Getz )
At the NSW CHAMPIONSHIPS held at South Maroubra:
Gold Medal:
Debbie Baker - Open Womens Beach Sprint
Silver Medal:
Junior Boat crew - Don McManus sweep, Norm Pounder, Damien Pink,
Dean Griffith and Darren Geros
Open First Aid A - Peter Matsinos and Sharon Quinn
Junior First Aid B - Kerrie McManus and Shane Green
(Fourth place: Open Double Ski - Gary Byrne and Mark Byrne)
(Sixth place: Open Beach Sprint - Craig Tysoe)
At the METROPOLITAN CHAMPIONSHIPS at Eloura:
Gold Medal:
Cadet Run-Swim-Run - Craig McDonald
Open Womens Beach Sprint - Debbie Baker
Open First Aid A - Peter Matsinos and Sharon Quinn
Silver Medal:
Junior First Aid A - Silke Hoops and Kerrie McManus
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At the BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS at Palm Beach:
Gold Medal:
Cadet Surf Race - Craig McDonald
Cadet Surf Teams - Craig McDonald, Steve Dunn, Paul Morrison
Junior Boat - Arthur Beezley
Cadet Run-Swim-Run - Craig McDonald
Cadet Surf Board Rescue - Steve Dunn and Craig McDonald
Open Womens Beach Sprint - Debbie Baker
Open Beach Relay A Team - Jeff Champion, Michael Getz, Mark Barry-Cotter and Craig Tysoe
Silver Medal:
Cadet Surf - Steve Dunn
Open Single Ski - Mark Byrne
Bronze Medal:
Cadet Run-Swim-Run - Steve Dunn
Open Single Ski - Gary Byrne
Cadet Surf Board Rescue - Paul Morrison and Robert Little
Open Beach Sprint - Craig Tysoe
Junior Beach Sprint- Brett O’Connor
Cadet Beach Relay
The River Trip that season was only a small one, down the Macquarie River from Burrendong Dam to
Wellington. Glenn James organised the venture, which was referred to as the Clayton’s River Trip. The party
consisted of Michael Geros, Mick Silman, Bill Barnett, Ross Thompson, Bill Worth, Maureen Worth, Steve
Worth, Michael McDermott, Gertrude Penny, Luke and David Jones, Arthur Beezley and Glenn James.

Life Members L to R: Bill Barnett, Norm Ambrose and Charlie Brady.

The days before the club had a beach tent.
Supporters and competitors at the
Australian Surf Championship held at Moana SA - 1986
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There were some changes to the club executive committee, with Peter Matsinos taking over the position
of Club Captain, Bill Worth swapping positions with Ces Hodgkinson as President and Deputy President.
Gordon Green and Bill Barnett retained their Secretary and Treasurer positions. They were a formidable
group and headed an extremely keen management committee that led the club during its best year since
its inception.
The Junior section was involved in name changes, with the Junior State body now becoming the NSW
Board of Junior Activities and the Branch being now titled the Manly-Warringah Board of Junior Activities
SLS Association. Both those bodies were now officially subcommittees of their senior associations. The
move placed all nipper clubs in the State as subcommittees of their main club. That system had always
worked for the North Narrabeen Juvenile Club from the time it was formed back in 1963-64 when senior
members Jack ‘Silver’ McGuinness, Jim Casey, Dave Lawler, Derry Meehan, Barry Byrne and Jim Gartner
restarted activities for the local boys on North Narrabeen Beach.
The season began with an event left over from the previous season, the NSW Inshore Rescue Boat
Championships. The event gave Organiser Roger Drury more than his share of grey hairs because of the
problems he encountered to stage those Championships.
The club had originally submitted a proposal to run the carnival in February 1985, and it was endorsed
and set for May 1986. Organisation was put into action with police, council and other authorities, and all
was looking good for another NSW Championship to be organised by the club.
The first of many problems arose with the State Centre advising the club that all IRB competitions
were to be cancelled and the Championship was postponed indefinitely. This occurred because over
100 competitors had been injured in nasty conditions at the previous NSW IRB Championship held at
Wamberal. The club made numerous approaches to establish a date for the carnival, but with no success
- State officials would not discuss details.
Eventually, a date was released, 9-10 August, but the format of the carnival was changed from being
open to the 124 clubs in NSW to a qualifying event restricting the entries to 28 crews. That brought
heated discussions between the club and the State Centre, as the club had entered the venture to make
money from the catering outlets that would be needed for a large number of competitors.
At a meeting on 16 July, State Centre questioned the cost of catering, a problem that was not new
when dealing with those officials. The Referee then advised the club that the bar would be restricted and
the main club area would be closed and set aside for VIPs and State Centre Officials. The club was upset
by the attitude shown by the State, as it had taken from January to July, three weeks from the carnival
date, to raise questions about those requirements.
On the first day of the Championships, the sea was running big, but not too dangerous for experienced
drivers. The Referee then fired another cannon to scuttle the ship by transferring the carnival site to
Collaroy, but stating that whatever the conditions on Sunday, the finals would be held at North Narrabeen
Beach.
The move placed a big burden on the club’s catering members and for Bill Worth and his team to pull
down the setup at North Narrabeen and reset at Collaroy – then, at the end of competition on Saturday,
transport it all back north for another setup.
The Sunday morning saw the surf at two to three metres in a glassy, big sea, which was ideal for the
craft. The word had spread and hundreds of spectators came to the beach to watch the spectacle. The
finals finished the weekend of fabulous rescue craft driving, and even with the earlier setbacks, the
carnival was an outstanding success.
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The State Centre later recorded their appreciation of the North Narrabeen Club and its members in
the way it handled the transfer of the carnival to Collaroy and also the complete cooperation that was
given to every request. On the downside, no financial assistance was given to the club by State Centre
through their carnival sponsors. However, welcome assistance was given to the club by long-time
benefactor Thomas Cook Travel.
The club members did not qualify for the NSW IRB Championship, but their service to the community
when on patrol was most rewarding, as the records show that 84 rescues were effected using the
Inshore Rescue Boat - the fourth highest in the branch. On one of those rescues a catamaran had
overturned between South Narrabeen and Collaroy and the sailor was missing. The members searched
the waters for two hours but without luck. The body eventually washed ashore days later. In another
rescue, the club’s boat was called to Warriewood Beach where a boat had caught on fire. Those aboard
were rescued by North Narrabeen members and transported to safety. The IRB was called to Long Reef
to assist another overturned catamaran. The driver was taken to safety, while the Jet Rescue Boat towed
his craft to safety.
The club patrols, supervised by Club Captain Peter Matsinos, performed 57 rescues in addition to
the IRB rescues - a busy year for the voluntary lifesavers. The Top Ten Patrol members were Allan
Briddle, David Lucietto, Cameron Levick, Mark Barry-Cotter, Kym Fairall, Ross MacPherson, Ross Whitehill,
Lara Jones, Andrew Lloyd and Brian Milligan.
John Jeffers was awarded the Patrolman of the Year as well as the WE Barnett Memorial Award for
Clubman of the Year. He was rewarded for his contribution to patrol duties and holding the position of
IRB Captain. That was in addition to being responsible for the day-to-day maintenance of the IRB motors
and hull and training new crew members.
Chief Instructor Chris Hayes recorded 86 awards for the season, which was the highest number for
many years. Those gaining awards were:
Surf Lifesaving Certificates: Cameron Marks, Samantha Clark, Tony Dessaix, Sean Lawrence, Jason
Howes, Karen Ashcroft, Adam Kennedy, Martin Pickup, Jason Berte, Simon Newson, Phillip Roberts and
Brendon Wickens.
Bronze Medallions: Leanne Bell, Mark Simpson, Barry Hammond, Wesley Ross, Mitchell Bennett,
Allan Bridle, Cameron Levick, Michael Roach, Shane Watts, Kym Fairall, Ken Burnes, Robert Little, Andrew
MacPherson, Steve Hammond, Craig Poppett, John Fudge, Peter McKelvey, Jamie Lawson, Paul Goodhand,
Mathew Brain, Davis Thomasson, Jeff O’Loughlin, David Williams, Chris Baker, Tim Lawrence, Sean
Lawrence, Lara Jones, Jodie McManus, Steve Dunn, Jason Howes, Scott Morrison and Anthony Fox.
Advanced Resuscitation Certificates: Tim McDermott, Owen Oates, Rod Taylor, Michael Green, Michael
Burnes, Dominic Hearne, Geoffrey Haig-Thompson, Kerrie McManus, Carol McManus, Don McManus,
Brett Slater and Kym Fairall.
First Aid Certificates: Roger Drury, Steve Hoganveen, Brian Milligan, Rod Taylor, Carol McManus,
Sharon Callister, Barbara Hayes, Caren McCurley, Dominic Hearne, Michael Burnes and Michael Green.
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificates: Cameron Levick, Kym Fairall, Ross Whitehill, Peter Lafsky,
David Lucietto, Rod Taylor, Michael Roach, Craig Watts and Brett Slater.
Inshore Rescue Boat Crewman Certificates: Allan Bridle and Anthony McDermott.
Inshore Rescue Boat Instructors Certificate: John Jeffers.
Bronze Instructors Certificate: Brett Slater.
Radio Operators Certificates: Steve Hoganveen and Dominic Hearne.
Advanced Resuscitation Instructors Certificate: Brian Milligan.
First Aid Instructors Certificate: Brian Milligan.
Advanced Lifesaving Certificate: Brett Worth.
Helicopter Crewman’s Certificate: Steve Hoganveen.
Radio Examiner’s Certificate: Peter Matsinos.
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The club championships and weekly competitions were run by Race Secretary Bob Burnes and
Handicapper Dick Corish. The events were well contested, with the following championship results:
Open Surf - Don Marsh
Junior Surf - Anthony McDermott
Cadet Surf - Sean Lawrence
Open Iron Man - Don Marsh
Junior Iron Man - Tim McDermott
Open Belt Race - Don Marsh
Junior Belt Race - Darren Geros
Open Beach Sprint - Jeff Champion
Junior Beach Sprint - Barry Hammond
Cadet Beach Sprint - Jason Howes
Open Malibu Board - Don Marsh
Junior Malibu Board - Tim McDermott
Cadet Malibu Board - Steven Dunn
Open Surf Ski - John Shipway
Junior Surf Ski - Shane Green
Early in the season, Bob Burnes, who was in charge of the bus, reported to the committee that the bus
was in good mechanical condition, but the body and interior had seen better days. A committee of
Trevor Murdoch, Gordon Green and Paul Morrison were given the task of working out a way to replace
the vehicle without spending a lot of money. A meeting was called with Jim Lloyd and Leon and Trevor
Wickens, and a new bus was in the works.
The plan was to purchase the bus through a government contract, Leon Wickens was to obtain a
$5,000 donation along with a $25,000 overdraft from the National Bank. Jim Lloyd donated $2,000 from
his business, Powderworks Spares, and the Narrabeen Lakes Rotary Club undertook to raise $5,000 as
one of their projects. Bob Burnes sold the old bus for $3,500, which boosted the coffers. There was now
enough money to buy a new bus!
The Junior Activities Section of the club was under the direction of the first-ever female Chairman,
Lorraine Clark and, being the involved person she was, had a hand in all of the activities of the season.
The second Nipperthon, again held on Australia Day, attracted 207 entrants, and not a complaint was
heard about the organisation.
Championship Carnival results were:
At the JAC BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS at Narrabeen Beach:
Gold Medal:
8~years Beach Flags - John Respondek
Silver Medal:

8~years Girls Beach Flags - Sasha Manietta

March Past
Senior R&R
Junior R&R
9~years Beach Flags - Kristian Manietta
9~years Beach Relay - Mark Anderson, Cameron McParlane, Joshua McPherson and Andrew
Shearer
Bronze Medal:
7~years Beach Relay - Joel Mason, Alex Rafter, Ben Respondek and Steven Shearer
9~years Beach Sprint - Justin Cantelo
12~years Girls Surf race - Francesca Dolly
Brenden Reedy and Kristian McMahon were selected for the Manly-Warringah Branch team to compete
in the Junior R&R, and placed a very creditable second.
The NSW JAC Championships were held at Byron Bay, and the club only recorded one medal win
there, the 8-years Beach Flags Silver Medal, won by John Respondek.
Following the State Carnival, the National Interstate Teams Championship was conducted in
Warrnambool, Victoria, with Ray McDermott in his fifth year as Manager the only member to represent the
club.
The River Trip was small in numbers with only 10 members who travelled back to the Lachlan River,
upstream from Cowra. The team encountered fast running water in places, along with steep weirs and
log jams which caused damage to some of the craft. The members who travelled on this very social epic
journey were Bill, Maureen and Steve Worth,Penny, Luke and David Jones, Michael McDermott,
Norm Ambrose, Michael Burnes and Glenn James.
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Mick Geros was made a Life Member at the Annual General Meeting. It was a popular award to that
hardworking member who had put so much time and energy into the
club over the years. He had been instrumental in the successful operation
of both the senior and junior sections of the club for a long time.

Mick Geros Life Member - 1987

The beach competitors, coached again by John Whitfield, performed
with distinction but were again plagued by constant injuries. The member
to stand out was Debbie Baker, who made a clean sweep of the
championships, collecting all the gold medals. Debbie had the honour
of being the first female runner to represent the NSW and also to win
her event at the Interstate carnival. John’s running team consisted of
Brett O’Connor, Michael Getz, Mark Barry-Cotter, Craig Tysoe,
Brad Squires, Jeff Bliss, Jeff Champion, Barry Hammond, Jason Howes,
Karen Ashcroft and Debbie Baker.

The boaties, still under the control of Boat Captain
Michael McDermott, had an incredible high and an incredible
low during their season. The high came at Scarborough
Beach in West Australia when the crack Junior Boat crew
won a National title for the first time in 62 years. The low was
a shocking injury to Steve Barrett at the Freshwater Carnival.
The club had difficulty in fielding an A crew due to work
commitments and injuries. They had to rely on the junior crews
to row in that division to enable the club to start in competition.
It was good experience for the junior crews, mixing their
talents with the older experienced A division rowers.

North Narrabeen surfboat is crushed by a giant wave at
Freshwater in 1987. Champion oarsman Steve Barrett
was seriously injured and rushed to hospital

The senior B crew, swept by Don McManus, consisted of
Stuart Geros, Jason Hague, Drew Griffith and Matt Collins. They were not the most successful, but they
did come away from the West with four awards - the Australian Boaties Arm Wrestling Championship,
the Casino Gambling Championship, the Best Technicolour Yawn and the most knock backs in a week.
The Senior C crew were late starters in their quest for glory and were finished not long after they
started because of the unfortunate injury to Steve Barrett and not being able to find a replacement rower
who complied with the Association rules at that time. The team consisted of Nigel Hickman sweep,
Simon Ford, Craig McGuinness, Steve Barrett and Michael McDermott.

The first junior boat crew to win an
Australian Championship in over six decades for
North Narrabeen SLSC
L to R: Norm Pounder, Damien, Pink,
Don McManus Dean Griffith and Darren Geros

The Junior A crew were in their second year of rowing together
and they had the toughness and experience behind them to make
them the team to beat. With sweep Don McManus, who was aware
that this crew would take some beating, they chalked up impressive
results. They contested nearly every final, missing only one, and
rowed many times in the Open Division where they beat many
fancied crews. They impressed the Branch selectors and were
picked for the Manly-Warringah Under-18 team, winning their race
and the boat leg of the Taplin Relay, along with being part of the
winning team in the InterBranch Series. The rowers
Norm Pounder Jr, Damien Pink, Dean Griffith and Darren Geros
were destined for the ultimate prize, the Aussie Gold Medal.

The Junior B team was comprised of Drew Griffith sweep,
Greg Kelly, Anthony Roberts, Anthony McDermott and Craig Watts. Their best results were fourth place
at the Branch Championships and making the quarterfinals of both the NSW and Australian Championships.
It was a common sight towards the end of the season to see both junior crews in the final.
The junior C team of Michael McDermott sweep, Ken Burnes, Chris Baker, Jason Green and
Michael Burnes did not start till late in the season, but made the semi-finals at the Metropolitan
Championships, - a good result for those first-up rowers.
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The best was left to last, with a large team of
competitors and supporters arriving in Perth for the
Australian Championships at Scarborough Beach.
The team was organised by Team Managers
Carol McManus and Peter Matsinos, along with the
following sectional managers:
Bob Dunn - cadet swimmers and board paddlers
John Whitfield - beach team coach
Ray McDermott - junior and senior ski competitors
Don McManus, Drew Griffith and Michael McDermott
- the boats
Bill Worth - cadets and R&R teams

Brian Blackmore driving the club bus, with his co-pilot Ted Balkin,
across the Nullarbor Plains in 1987.
Three hands were required on the steering wheel.

Peter Matsinos - first aid teams.
They were set for one hell of a
Championship carnival, which resulted in the
best on record. It was the club’s finest time,
placing third in Australia in the point score
behind Southport (Qld), and Manly (NSW) and winning five gold championship events. It
was something that had not been experienced
before and brought a tear to many a
supporter’s eye.
The following are the results of the
AUSTRALIAN C HAMPIONSHIPS at Scarborough
Beach:

The touring team that represented the club
at the Australian Surf Championship at Scarborough in 1987

Gold Medal:
Junior Boat - Don McManus sweep, Norm Pounder Jr, Damien Pink,
Dean Griffith and Darren Geros
Junior Surf Ski - Tim McDermott
Open Womens Beach Sprint - Debbie Baker
Cadet Run-Swim-Run - Steven Dunn
Masters Over-35 Iron Man - Don Marsh
Silver Medal:
Open First Aid - Carol McManus and Peter Matsinos
Cadet Surf Race - Steven Dunn
Bronze Medal:
Steven Dunn - Gold medallist and
Sean Lawrence - Silver medallist
in the Australian Cadet Run Swim
Run Championship 1987

Junior Double Ski - Tim McDermott and Owen Oates
Cadet Run-Swim-Run - Sean Lawrence
Masters Over-35 Surf Race - Don Marsh

Club members responsible for the club achieving 3rd place overall
at the 1986-87 Australian Championship.
L to R: Peter Matsinos, Damien Pink, Sean Lawrence,
Dean Griffith, Darren Geros, Owen Oates, Steve Dunn,
Norm Pounder Jr, Tim McDermott, Don McManus,
with female winners Carol McManus and Debbie Baker
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Also at the Championships were the non-medal winning finalists: Tim McDermott in the Junior Iron
Man competition and the Open Beach Relay team of Mark Barry-Cotter, Jeff Champion, Michael Getz
and Craig Tysoe.
In the Interstate Teams Championship carnival at Scarborough (WA), Debbie Baker placed first in the
Open Womens Beach Sprint.

The most successful First Aid teams to represent the club.
L to R: Anthony McDermott, Kerrie McManus, Carol McManus, Peter Matsinos.

The following are the results of the NSW CHAMPIONSHIP at Collaroy Beach:
Gold Medal:
Cadet Run-Swim-Run - Steven Dunn
Open Womens Beach Sprint - Debbie Baker
Open First Aid - Carol McManus and Peter Matsinos
Junior First Aid - Kerrie McManus and Anthony McDermott
Silver Medal:
Junior Single Ski - Tim McDermott
Bronze Medal:
Junior Boat - Don McManus, Norm Pounder Jr, Damien Pink and Darren Geros
At the METROPOLITAN CHAMPIONSHIPS at Palm Beach:
Gold Medal:
Cadet Run-Swim-Run - Steven Dunn
Junior Iron Man - Tim McDermott
Junior Boat crew - Don McManus, Norm Pounder Jr, Damien Pink and Darren Geros
Junior Single Ski - Owen Oates
Open Womens Beach Sprint - Debbie Baker
Open First Aid - Carol McManus, Peter Matsinos
Junior First Aid - Kerrie McManus, Anthony McDermott
Silver Medal:
Open Beach Relay - Michael Getz, Brett O’Connor, Craig Tysoe and Mark Barry-Cotter
Bronze Medal:
Cadet Run-Swim-Run - Sean Lawrence
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At the BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS held at Dee Why Beach:
Gold Medal:
Cadet Surf Race - Steve Dunn
Cadet Run-Swim-Run - Steve Dunn
Junior Iron Man - Tim McDermott
Junior Double Surf Ski - Owen Oates and Tim McDermott
Open Womens Beach Sprint - Debbie Baker
Open Beach Relay - Michael Getz, Brett O’Connor, Brad Squires and Mark Barry-Cotter
Open First Aid A - Peter Matsinos and Sharon Callister
Reserve First Aid B - Kerrie McManus and Anthony McDermott
Junior First Aid A - Anthony McDermott and Kerrie McManus
Over-30 Surf Race - Don Marsh
Silver Medal:
Cadet Surf Team - Scott Morrison, Steve Dunn, Sean Lawrence and Jodie McManus
Cadet Surf Board Rescue - Sean Lawrence and Steve Dunn
Cadet Malibu race - Steve Dunn
Junior Boat - Don McManus, Norm Pounder Jr, Damien Pink and Darren Geros
Open First Aid B - Carol McManus and Barbara Hayes
Reserve First Aid A - Simone and Jason Green
Junior First Aid B - Michael and Shane Green
In competitions conducted within the Branch, the club performed well in the following events:
Gear Inspection Competition - 7th
Patrol Efficiency Competition - 11th
Branch Championship Open Point Score - 3rd
Branch Championship Handicap Point Score - 1st
Toohey’s Man of the Carnival at North Steyne - Junior Boat Crew
Toohey’s Man of the Carnival at North Narrabeen - Steven Dunn
Branch Selectors picked the following members for the Under-18 Representative Team: Steve Dunn,
Tim McDermott, Sean Lawrence, Don McManus, Norm Pounder Jr, Damien Pink, Dean Griffith and
Darren Geros, with Bob Parkhill as Manager and Roger Drury as Assistant Manager. It was the first time
the Manly-Warringah Branch had won this event.

Life Members
Bill Worth (Above) and Mick Geros (Left)
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1987-88 Season
THE CLUB’S 75TH YEAR

PLENTY OF CELEBRATIONS
BUT - A SEED OF DISSENTION IS SOWN

The election of officers brought in Ray McDermott as Deputy President, Paul Morrison as Treasurer and
John Shipway as Club Captain. Bill Worth remained as President, along with Secretary Gordon Green.
This new Executive Committee was hindered by the resignation of seven key officers during the season.
There was a feeling among some of the members
who attended the club’s triumphant success at the
1987 Australian Championships that the future club
management would have to change its attitude if the
club were to remain a top competitive club. Those
members thought that the existing policy of putting
lifesaving expenses and the amenities for all members
at the top of the budget should be revised. It was felt
that spending more money to attract top-class
competitors would bring a large sponsorship to relieve
the never-ending battle to keep the club solvent.
The traditionalists were not interested in changing
a policy that had existed since the club’s inception
and it was inevitable that a conflict of interests would
occur. There was no serious confrontation at first, but an undercurrent of dissension was felt within the
club. Members who were good friends were cautious in what they related to each other. Such disharmony
had not been experienced since the 1950s, and it was most likely the reason that so many office bearers
resigned during the season. The members who resigned, all part of the Management Committee, left the
following positions vacant: Club Captain, Chief Instructor, Deputy Chief Instructor, First Aid Officer,
Assistant Treasurer and a committeeman
Seven decades of Life Members.
L to R: Bill Barnett, Stan Exton a foundation member, Jack King,
Tassie King, Norm Ambrose, Charlie Brady and Ted Balkin.

Credit must be given to President Bill Worth and the elected committee members who carried on
throughout the season, and they could be justly proud of their effort and dedication. It was disappointing
that the number of members had decreased along with the number of SLSA awards.
Craig MacPherson took over as Club Captain, and with a lot of help from
Ray McDermott, John Jeffers and Dominic Hearne, kept the high standard of
patrols alive. Craig was rewarded for his unselfish dedication to duty by being
awarded the WE Barnett Memorial Award for the Club Man of the Year.
Brett Worth, another silent worker, was awarded the Patrolman of the Year,
and with Andrew MacPherson, John Jeffers, Michael Roach, Don Marsh,
Matthew Worth, Kym Fairall, Justin Marks and Greg Kelly the Top Patrol Members.
Beach safety was the first duty and one rescue, performed by Matt Worth
and Kym Fairall using the IRB, occurred when a typical southerly buster
arrived and within a short period the notorious Narrabeen Alley was at its
worst. The turbulent rip near the rock pool was carrying unwary campers
seawards, and Matt and Kym were kept busy for some time, safely bringing
over 20, some distressed, surfers back to shore.
Craig McPherson (L) as the MC
during a river trip is assisted by
Matthew Worth. Both these
men would go on to become
exceptional lifesavers.

Of all the Worth family, Matt was the most laid back, never becoming flustered or uptight. IRB Captain
John Jeffers believed that if Matt were allowed to install a reclining seat in the boat, it would have assisted
him in his relaxed and effective style of driving.
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The vacant Chief Instructor and his Deputy Instructor positions were not filled, but the work was
carried out by John Jeffers, Dominic Hearne and Brett Worth in addition to their patrol duties. The awards
for the season were:
Surf Lifesaving Certificates: David Aprile, Stephen Ware, Michael Ware, Stephen Hart, Adam Jones,
Kirstie McPharlane, Bradley Hoare, Mathew Wilcock, Christopher Connell, Thomas Black, Francesca Dolly,
Justin Marks and Mathew Morrison.
Bronze Medallions: Karen Ashcroft, Mathew Blundell, Adam Corrigan, Samanthe Clark, Steven Fox,
Michael Farrell, Patrica Horan, Tracey Hammond, Kylie Morris, Cameron Marks, Simon Newson,
Sean Skinner, Michael Shedden, Craig Stevenson and Rodney Tucker.
Advanced Resuscitation Certificates: Caren McCurley and Greg Friend.
First Aid Certificate: Steve Lawler.
Bronze Training Officer Certificate: Dominic Hearne.
The club members were sorry to hear of the passing of three great members, Sid Wright, Bert Lloyd
and Norm Ambrose. All were outstanding members in their own way and would be sadly missed.
The 75 Years celebrations were a major part of the club’s calendar during the season, with the big
event being the Celebration Ball that was planned to be held at the Manly Pacific Ballroom. It was well
supported by the club members - Carl Ross was MC and there was a historical monologue by Branch
President Bert King. It was a great night and many sore heads the following day.
The club also celebrated the delivery of a new IRB which Trevor Murdoch
arranged with finance company AGC, who assisted with the cost of the craft.
Former President Ces Hodgkinson was honoured
with Life Membership in appreciation for his long
commitment to the club. Ces, a quietly spoken and firm
administrator, was always fair in his decisions and always
made sure that they were carried out in the correct way.
Race Secretary Warren Suters and Handicapper Bill Worth (R) takes delivery of an IRB
Dick Corish conducted the weekly Sunday morning donated by the finance company, AGC
events, being punctual and precise with their program.
Cec Hodgkinson
Club Championship time was always a day when all members could compete on an
Life Member -1988
even basis. Fourteen events were run, and six Championships were won by
Sean Lawrence, who features in the following listing of Club Champions:
Sean Lawrence - Open and Junior Surf, Open and Junior Iron Man, Open and Junior Belt Races
Mark Simpson - Open and Junior Beach Sprint
Drew Griffith - Open Malibu
Shane Green - Junior Surf Ski
Cleve Mitchell - Open Surf Ski
Steven Dunn - Junior Malibu
Karen Ashcroft - Cadet Surf
Cameron Marks - Cadet Beach Sprint
The River Trip to surpass all previous ventures started at
Texas in Queensland and travelled by surfboat down the
Darling-Murray river system to finish in the Great Southern
3000km to go - surfboat leaving Bourke, 1988
Ocean at Goolwa, South Australia. The 4,000-km adventure
took almost three months, and is believed to be the longest journey by a surfboat ever recorded on those
waters.
There were seven full time participants - Ross Thompson, Craig MacPherson, George Reid, Ted Balkin,
Glenn James and Bill Barnett, along with eight part time members - Mick Geros, Norm Pounder,
Adrian Astorquia, Cliff Griffith, Mick Zilman, Michael Burnes, Ces Hodgkinson and Vic Baker.
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The club contributed $500 towards the project, with the river trippers contributing all other costs.
The old aluminium surfboat that had travelled on most of
the NSW rivers was the main mode of transport. Glenn James
provided a three-metre aluminium punt as a support craft and
an 8 hp outboard motor that could be attached to an outrigger
on the surfboat quarter bar.

George Reid and Ted Balkin holding two bush piglets
they had rescued from rising flood waters.
Surfboat entering a lock on the Murray River
near its junction with the Darling River

Michael McDermott yawns and Bill Barnett slumps from exhaustion
after a very difficult day of river travel near the township of Menidee

Ross Thompson, ‘Doom and Gloom’ displays the unluckiest Murray Cod
ever caught on the Darling River

River clowns Glenn James and Craig McPherson

A giant river gumtree blocks the Darling River
near Lake Menidee
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Surfboat crew take it easy during a perfect
river day. In the foreground Craig McPherson
with Ross Thompson, Cliff Griffith
and Mick Geros. When Mick was on the
sweep oar he was referred to as Captain Rats.
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The average speed was around 10 knots, and the oars were only used to negotiate flooded areas
where it was too shallow for the outboard to operate.
The trip took place during heavy flooding and poor weather conditions and the rising flood waters
pushed the craft at a faster pace than expected. The advantage was lost when the river turned into an
inland sea and the intrepid travellers were sometimes lost. On one occasion they were out of contact with
their support party for four days. The group crossed Lake Alexandrina to where the Murray River meets
the sea at Goolwa in cyclonic conditions that had caused devastating damage to Adelaide, and challenged
the crew with rips and choppy seas before their epic journey finished.
The Junior Section of the club underwent a name change with the Australia-wide amalgamation to
make all groups of nippers part of their respective surf clubs. They were now called Junior Activities
Clubs, or JAC members. The move brought tighter control of the organisation and clubs around Australia
now operated as North Narrabeen had since the inception of the nippers.
Chairman Bob Asser led the kindergarten group of future lifesavers which numbered 144 children
from 90 families. As in previous years, the Nipperthon was their big event and a lot depended on its
financial success. It had become a tremendous amount of work and organising for little return, with the
effort only returning a profit of $20. Other clubs were reluctant to carry on with the event, but the organisers
were not deterred as the enjoyment of the competitors was far more important than the financial gain.
The JAC members performed well at the Championships, with the following results:
At the BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS at Warriewood Beach Gold Medals:
10~years Beach Flags - Kirstian Manietta
9~years Girls Beach Flags - Sacha Manietta
Silver Medals:
12~years Beach Sprint - Tim Parker
13~years Beach Sprint - Tom Black
12~years Beach Relay - Kieran Avery, Kristian McMahon, James Meaney and Tim Parker
10~years Beach Relay - Justin Cantello, Joshyua McPherson, Mark Anderson and Andrew Shearer
12~years Surf Teams - René Kaines, Kristian McMahon, James Meaney and Brenden Reedy
11~years Girls Beach Sprint - Luchia Dolly
12~years Girls Surf - René Kaines
12~years Surf Board - René Kaines
Bronze Medals:
8~years Beach Sprint - Joel Mason
10~years Beach Sprint - Justin Cantello
11~years Beach Sprint - Damien Connell
12~years Beach Flags - Tim Parker
9~years Girls Beach Sprint - Sacha Manietta
The NSW Junior Championships were conducted at Manly, where Tim Parker was the only winner of
medals with a Gold in the 12-years Beach Sprint and a Bronze in the 12-years Beach Flags.
The senior members competed in six championship carnivals, which included the Master and the World
titles at Southport, (Qld). It was the first World carnival that the club had competed in and it produced the
club’s first medal in that type of championship.
Another highlight was the Junior Surfboat, or the
Under-18s as they were called, retaining their title and
becoming the first club for 20 years to retain a Junior
Surfboat Championship.

Australian Under 18 Junior Surfboat Champions 1987-88.
L to R - Darren Geros, Norm Pounder Jr. Damien Pink,
Dean Griffith with Don McManus -sweep.
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At the WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS at Southport, Queensland Silver Medal:
Open Single Ski - Tim McDermott.
At the ALL STATES MASTER CHAMPIONSHIP at Bondi Gold Medals:
Over~35~years Single Ski - Don Marsh
Over~35~years Surf Race - Don Marsh
Over~35~years Rescue Tube Race - Don Marsh
Bronze Medals:
Over~35~years Surf - Cleve Mitchell
Over~35~years - Cleve Mitchell
Over~35~years Rescue Tube Race - Cleve Mitchell.
At the AUSTRALIAN CHAMPIONSHIP at North Cronulla Gold Medal:
Under~18~years Surf Boat Race - Don McManus sweep, Norm Pounder, Anthony McDermott,
Robert Little and Steven Fox
Silver Medal:
Open Beach Relay- Craig Tysoe, Mark Barry-Cotter, Michael Getz and Brett O’Connor.
At the NSW CHAMPIONSHIP held at North Curl Curl Gold Medals:
Open First Aid - Carol McManus and Peter Matsinos
Under~18~years Surf Race - Sean Lawrence
Silver Medals:

Tim McDermott (L) with twins Gary and Mark Byrne
- a medal winning Open Double Ski team

Open Surf Ski Relay - Gary and Mark Byrne and Tim McDermott
Under~18~years First Aid - Kerrie McManus and Anthony McDermott
Bronze Medal:
Under~18~years Belt Race - Sean Lawrence
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At the METROPOLITAN CHAMPIONSHIPS at South Maroubra Gold Medals:
Under~18~years Surf Boat - Don McManus sweep, Norm Pounder, Anthony McDermott,
Robert Little and Steven Fox
Open First Aid - Carol McManus and Peter Matsinos
Silver Medals:
Reserve Boat Race - Don McManus sweep, Drew and Dean Griffith, Stuart and Darren Geros
Open Single Ski - Tim McDermott
Open Ski Relay - Mark Byrne, Gary Byrne and Tim McDermott
Under~18~years First Aid - Kerrie McManus and Anthony McDermott
Bronze Medal:
Open Beach Relay - Jeff Bliss, Michael Getz, Craig Tysoe and Brett O’Connor
At the MANLY-WARRINGAH BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIP CARNIVAL at Queenscliff Gold Medals:
Open Beach Relay - Jeff Bliss, Michael Getz, Craig Tysoe and Brett O’Connor
Open First Aid A - Peter Matsinos and Carol McManus
Under~18~years Run-Swim-Run - Sean Lawrence
Under~18~years First Aid A - Anthony McDermott and Kerrie McManus
Silver Medals:
Under~18~years Surf Race - Sean Lawrence
Surf Belt Race - Sean Lawrence
Open Beach Sprint - Michael Getz
Veterans Surf Race - Don Marsh
Bronze Medals:
Open Surf Teams Race - Sean Lawrence, Steven Dunn, Graeme Bruce and Don Marsh
Under~18~years Run-Swim-Run - Steven Dunn
Open Iron Man - Graeme Bruce
Taplin Relay - Tim McDermott, Mark Byrne, Nick Ruban, Graeme Bruce,
Sean Lawrence and Steven Dunn
Open Single Ski - Tim McDermott
Reserve Boat Race - Don McManus sweep, Drew and Dean Griffith,
Darren and Stuart Geros.
Single Ski Relay - Mark Byrne, Gary Byrne and Tim McDermott
Open First Aid B - Kerrie McManus and Anthony McDermott
Under~18~years First Aid B - Anthony Fox and Simon Newson
It was a marvelous championship series, particularly with the number of families that competed in
teams that won medals. The McManus, McDermott, Geros, Griffith and Byrne families all made other
clubs envious of the family atmosphere that made the North Narrabeen club so proud and so special.

Norm Ambrose, known to all as ‘Joe Palooka’,
was a keen boatman.
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1988-89 Season

JUNIOR SURF TEAM TRIUMPHANT AND
THE NIPPERS SURGE AGAIN

There had been a bigger than usual attendance at the 76th Annual General Meeting, the increase
being the attendance of those who felt the club’s policy needed changing in order to attract a major
sponsor. The platform those members used was that spending money to attract top-line competitors
would attract generous sponsors.
In all its 76 years, the club had never given any of its star performers money or other inducements to
compete for the club. It had been maintained that all members were equal, all performing patrol duties,
with nobody receiving special treatment for having a special ability.
In a well-stacked meeting, Peter Matsinos defeated Bill Worth for the President’s position. The ‘coup’
to remove a long-serving, dedicated member had been completed. The other positions on the Executive
remained unchanged, and Bill Worth put his hand up for the thankless position of Chief Instructor.
No members were willing to stand as his assistant, giving some insight into the tremendous amount of
work he performed during the season. Bill did receive help from true ‘black and white in their blood’
members Simone and Jason Green, Craig MacPherson, Glenn James and Warren Suters, and 62 awards
were gained during the season. Club Secretary Gordon Green voiced the following opinion:

The club is much bigger than the individual and members should not rely on other members picking up
pieces, do a first class job or do the best of your ability, without complaint.
The club’s first project that season was to become an incorporated body, an action approved by the
meeting, and Gordon Green was appointed as the club’s first Public Officer.
Gordon was honoured for the second time by winning the WE Barnett Memorial Award for Clubman
of the Year, a fitting reward for a hardworking official. Gordon later stated:

It is not without challenges that a changing structure proposed by the Shire Council, leases and contract
lifeguards, which in this coming season, can be brought to finality through involvement of the members in
formulating a strategy and guidelines to safeguard the heritage that the forebears had bestowed upon us.
How true that was!
Club Captain Craig MacPherson calculated that patrols would be on the beach for 27 weeks, or 587
hours, which meant that members would commit themselves for at least 59 hours of voluntary time. He
was proud of his troops and especially impressed with Patrol Person of the Year, Peter Kidd, who had
proved a worthy winner of the inaugural Dolly Williams Perpetual Trophy after being a member for only
seven years. The nine other best Patrol Members were Rodney Tucker, Justin Marks, Adam Corrigan,
Silke Hoops, Gary Roach, Anthony McDermott, Paul Economos, Trevor Murdoch and Andrew MacPherson.
Bill Worth’s reward after taking on the job that nobody wanted was to see the following members
receive their lifesaving awards at the end of a demanding season:
Lifesaving Certificates: Chris Hayes, Leigh Bell, Tim Parker, Keiran Avey, Brenden Reedy, Steven Worth,
James Meaney, Kristan McMahon, Greg Highfield, Sean Kelly, Joshua Chapman, David McKinnon, Rene’
Kaines, Francois Marcoux and Jean Berger.
Bronze Medallions: David Harrison, Gregory Innes, Kel Morrison, Darren Bennett, Paul Economos,
Glynis Fabb, Andrew Van-Den-Hooven, Jeffery Saunders, Valarie McKenzie, Patrica Tout, Arron Hansford,
Gary Roach, Steven Fox, Mark Bannister, Todd Dickinson, Stuart Byrnes, Sean Kelly, Duncan Timmins,
Luke Wooldridge, James Smythe, Adam Elias, Peter Elliott, Christopher Horsfield, Matthew Johns,
Jason King, Rhys Llewllyn, Lee Parkes, Martine Fournier, Douglass Betts, Sofia DeLuca, Matthew Milet
and Pablo Marcoys.
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Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificates: Michael Burnes, Darren Boyd-Skinner, Alan Bridle,
Anthony McDermott and James Bergin.
Bronze Training Officers Certificates: Simone and Jason Green.
Advanced Resuscitation Certificates: Bronwin Groves, Greg Innes and Paul Economos.
Radio Instructors Certificate: Dominic Hearne.
First Aid Certificate: Warren Suters.
Bronze Examiners Certificate: Dominic Hearne.
One of the big events of the season was the
sponsorship of a new surfboat by the Bayfield
Family who owned the Dee Why Hotel and
operated the newly renovated Narrabeen Hotel,
renamed The Sands. This was a ‘present from
heaven’, as it had been quite a few years since
the last new boat. Christened, Stick Your Head
In The Sands, it was successful in years to come
and a popular craft with the press because of its
distinctive signage.
The JAC was led by Chairman Bob Asser and
new Secretary Bill Anderson, who led a resurgence
of the club’s fine future lifesavers. Although
membership had declined by 43, that did not effect the enthusiasm of those competing for the club.
Kendall Hayes-stroke, Trent Angwin, Anthony McDermott
and Robert Little in the surfboat ‘Stick your head in the Sands’

The fourth Nipperthon took on an international look when some members from the Bay of Plenty club
in New Zealand competed, along with a club from Tasmania and NSW teams from Fingal Bay in the North
to Moruya on the South Coast. It was a successful event and fully tested the club resources and those of
the 71 JAC members and their parents, not including the 30 under-7-years educational members and
their families.
The results at the NSW CHAMPIONSHIPS at Mollymook were Gold Medals:
13~years Beach Sprint, Tim Parker
13~years Beach Relay - Leigh Bell, Kristian McMahon, James Meaney and Tim Parker
12~years Beach Sprint - Damien Connell
Owing to very large seas, the JUNIOR BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS water events were transferred to Manly,
while the beach events were held at the original site at Freshwater Beach. Results from that event were Gold Medals:
13~years Beach Sprint - Leigh Bell
12~years Beach Sprint - Damien Connell
7~years Girls Beach Sprint - Mo’onia Gerrard
13~years Beach Flags - Tim Parker
12~years Beach Flags - Damien Connell
10~years Beach Flags - Scott Austin
9~years Girls Beach Flags - Suzanne Anderson
13~years Beach Relay - Leigh Bell, Christian McMahon, Tim Parker and James Meaney
Silver Medals:
13~years Beach Sprint - Tim Parker
All-age Beach Relay
Bronze Medals:

13~years Beach Flags - Leigh Bell

9~years Beach Sprint - Joel Mason
7~years Girls Beach Flags - Mo’onia Gerrard

10~years Beach Relay

The METROPOLITAN CHAMPIONSHIP carnival was held at North Bondi, with a double gold win to Tim Parker
in the 13-years Beach Flags and Beach Sprint and a Silver to Mo’onia Gerrard in the 7~years Girls
Beach Sprint.
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NSW JAC CHAMPIONSHIPS were held at Mollymook Beach on the South Coast with three Gold Medals
won 13~years Beach Sprint - Tim Parker
12~years Beach Sprint - Damien Connell
13~years Beach Relay Team - Leigh Bell, Kristin McMahon, James Meaney and Tim Parker
Five members were selected for the Manly-Warringah Branch team to compete in the BJA InterBranch
Championships held at Swansea Belmont. They were Scott Austin, Leigh Bell, Justin Cantello and
Tim Parker, and all contributed to the Branch winning team.
Tim Parker and Damien Connell were also picked for the NSW team for the National Interstate Teams
Championships at Penguin Island in Tasmania. Tim Parker won for his NSW team the Beach Flags and
Beach Sprint events, capping off a great season for that talented young man.
Club internal events were controlled by Handicapper Dick Corish and Race Secretary Warren Suters,
the Race Secretary Those events provided further success for Sean Lawrence, who won six Championship
titles. Results included Open and Junior Surf - Sean Lawrence
Open and Junior Belt - Sean Lawrence
Open Iron Man - Don Marsh
Cadet Surf - Brenden Reedy
Open Beach Sprint - Marc Simpson
Cadet Beach Sprint - Greg Highfield
Junior Surf Ski - Andrew MacPherson

Junior Iron Man - Sean Lawrence
Junior Malibu - Sean Lawrence
Open Malibu - Don Marsh
Cadet Malibu - Brenden Reedy
Junior Beach Sprint - Craig Poppett
Open Surf Ski - Brett Worth

The club competed in four championship carnivals during the season, with the following results:
At the BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIP at Whale Beach Gold Medals:
Under~18 Surf Belt Race- Sean Lawrence
Under~18 Surf Race- Justin Reddan
Veterans Over~30 Surf Race - Don Marsh
Under~18 Surf Teams Race - Peter Horsfield, Sean Lawrence, Scott Morrison and Justin Reddan
Under~18 Run-Swim-Run - Sean Lawrence
Under~21 Surf Boat Race - Don McManus sweep Trent Angwin,
Steve Fox, Anthony McDermott and Stuart Geros
Open Single Surf Ski - Tim McDermott
Open Surf Board Riding - Mark Bannister
Under~15 Beach Sprint - Tim Parker
Open First Aid A - Carol McManus and Peter Matsinos
Open Beach Relay - Steve Hoy, Richard Hickson, Michael Getz and Mark Barry-Cotter
Silver Medals:
Open Surf belt Race - Sean Lawrence
Under~18 Surf Race - Sean Lawrence
Under~18 Run-Swim-Run - Peter Horsfield
Open Beach Sprint - Richard Hickson
Under~18 Beach Relay - Craig Poppett, Stuart Byrnes, Todd Dickinson and Mark Simpson
Open Taplin Relay - Sean Lawrence, Justin Reddan, Don Marsh,
Tim McDermott, Nick Ruban Graeme Bruce
Bronze Medals:
Open Surf Ski Relay - Tim McDermott, Don Marsh and Nick Ruban
Open Beach Sprint - Steven Hoy
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At the METROPOLITAN CHAMPIONSHIPS at Newport Beach:
Gold Medals:
Under~18 Surf Board Riding - Mark Bannister
Under~18 Surf Belt - Sean Lawrence
Open First Aid - Carol McManus and Peter Matsinos
Under~15 Surf Board Riding - Steven Worth
Silver Medals:
Under~18 Run-Swim-Run - Peter Horsfield
Reserve Boat Race - Don McManus sweep, Trent Angwin, Steve Fox,
Anthony McDermott and Stuart Geros
Open Beach Sprint - Steven Hoy
Bronze Medals:
Under~18 Surf Teams - Steven Dunn, Sean Lawrence, Peter Horsefield and Scott Morrison
Under~18 Boat Race - Don McManus sweep, Matthew Blundell, Adam Corrigan,
Scott Morrison and Robert Little
At the NSW CHAMPIONSHIPS at Cape Hawke:
Silver Medals:
Under~18 Surf Belt race - Sean Lawrence
Under~15 Beach Sprint - Tim Parker
Open Beach Relay - Steve Hoy, Richard Hickson, Craig Poppett and Michael Getz
Bronze Medals:
Under~18 Surf Board Riding - Mark Bannister
Open Beach Sprint - Steven Hoy
Open First Aid - Carol McManus and Peter Matsinos
At the AUSTRALIAN SURF CHAMPIONSHIPS at Burleigh Heads, Queensland Gold Medal:
Under~18 Surf Team - Steven Dunn, Peter Horsfield, Sean Lawrence and Justin Reddan
Silver Medal:
Open Surf Ski Relay - Tim McDermott, Nick Ruban and Graeme Bruce
Bronze Medal:
Open Beach Relay - Richard Hickson, Steven Hoy, Michael Getz, and Mark Barry-Cotter
Other outstanding performances at those memorable Championships were:
Under~15 Beach Sprint - Tim Parker - 4th
Open First Aid - Carol McManus and Peter Matsinos - 4th
Open Beach Sprint - Richard Hickson - 5th
Under~15 Beach Relay team - Tim Parker, Leigh Bell, Greg Highfield, Kristian McMahon - 5th
Reserve Boat crew - Don McManus sweep, Trent Angwin, Steve Fox,
Anthony McDermott and Stuart Geros - 5th
(L) Australian Junior Surf Teams Champions -1989
L to R: Steve Dunn, Justin Reddan,
Sean Lawrence and Peter Horsfield

(R) Silver medallist in the Australian Open
Ski Relay Championship - 1989.
L to R: Tim McDermott, Nick Ruban
and Graeme Bruce - the best result in this event
by club competitors so far.
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The club’s successes at the Australian Championship Carnival
at Burleigh Heads were nearly overshadowed by the weather.
The cyclone that whipped up the unbelievable conditions that
caused the boat events to be relocated to the much calmer
Coolangatta made onlookers take note of how lifesavers often
risk their lives. Spectators will never forget the terrible weather
and conditions they endured to watch their friends and loved
ones compete. The SLSA officials experienced the brunt of the
bad weather, and announcer Bob Parkhill suffered an electric
shock on the official stand and was taken to hospital.
The success of the swimming team was a credit to Manager
Bob Dunn, who had stepped up from a distinguished career in
the Nippers. He guided and organised the swim team to win
the ultimate medal, bringing tears to the eyes of many Life
Members, particularly Tas and Jack King, who had been part of
the glory days of the 1930s. The Under-18 Surf Team of Steven
Dunn, Peter Horsfield, Sean Lawrence and Justin Reddan brought their Gold to North Narrabeen in a surf
in which even Olympic and iron man champions struggled to finish their swimming legs.
Bob Parkhill in the announcers stand at the
Australian Championship at Burleigh Heads in 1989.
Shortly after this photo was taken Bob was rendered
unconscious by an electric shock. When he regained
consciousness his co-announcer asked him for his
complementary beer vouchers

Don Marsh’s craft team was the surprise packet in the Single Ski Relay final, which started at the
southern end of the Burleigh Headland. Tim McDermott and Nick Ruban got away to a great start and
stayed with the leaders in the first two legs. It was in Graeme Bruce’s hands to finish, and he took to the
water with the leaders as the waves increased in size and increased
everybody’s chance of winning. A break in the four-metre surf allowed the
eventual winners and Graeme to make a break, with the ‘white cap’ surging
ahead to lead as they approached the turning buoy. Then, what could be
described as the biggest of a mean bunch of waves capped on the buoy,
washing Graeme from his ski. That allowed the Surfers Paradise team to
pass and go on to win the event. Graeme, disappointed, cracked a mountain
of a wave to take the Silver Medal and make club history for the first Ski
Don Marsh Champion Ski Paddler, Surfer
Relay team to win an Australian Championship Medal.
and Iron Man
The feature event of the Championship carnival was the Iron Man Championship, featuring the best 12
competitors the country could offer. Graeme Bruce had qualified for the final and tried his best to upstage
the fancied iron men in the wild conditions.
He provided a sensational moment when he looked like winning the title after he had completed the
difficult and dangerous board and ski legs in the second group - just behind the leaders. The northerly
side sweep was so strong that officials had set the swimming leg buoy inside the outside wave break. To
compensate for the tremendous current, contestants were forced to run along to the southern end of the
beach to enter the water, over a 100 metres from the original starting point.
The leaders had misjudged the strength of the sweep and could not swim around the buoy and had no
alternative but return to the beach and start again, further south of where they started previously. Graeme,
seeing their dilemma, went a little bit farther south than the other contestants, and his judgement looked
spot on as he was only a few metres from the buoy before the force of the current took control.
For a few breathtaking moments he fought to get around the illusive buoy and at one point he was only
an arms length away. But Mother Nature was in charge and his hope for glory was shattered as he was
swept out of contention. He still has the distinction of being the person who has come closest to winning
the Australian Iron Man Title for the club.
The eventual winner of the race, Dean Mercer, was in fourth position as the leaders reached the buoy
and, when he turned for home, a monster of a wave popped up. He caught it and surfed all the way to the
beach to collect the Gold Medal.
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The JAC of the club was still in the control of Chairman Bob Asser and Secretary Bill Anderson.
Membership was down from the previous season, with only 45 members in the 7-to-13-years group plus
25 educational members. Nevertheless, many of the medal winners at their championship carnivals were
future stars of the 1990s. Those winners were:
BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS at Queenscliff Gold Medals:
10~years Beach Sprint - Clayton Jones
11~years Board Race - Scott Austin
8~years Girls Beach Sprint - Mo’onia Gerrard
10~years Beach Flags - Clayton Jones
10~years Beach Relay - Todd Austin, Clayton Jones,
Bonnique Oswald and Steven Shearer
Silver Medal:
8~years Beach Sprint. Ben Jones
Bronze Medals:
11~years Iron Man - Scott Austin
10~years Girls Beach Flags - Suzanne Anderson
NSW CHAMPIONSHIPS at Umina Beach:
Gold Medal:
10~years Beach Sprint - Clayton Jones
Silver Medals:
13~years Beach Sprint - Damien Connell
Bronze Medal:

10~years Beach Flags - Clayton Jones

All Age Relay - Mark Anderson, Scott Austin, Nathan Casey, Ben Jones,
Damien Connell, Clayton Jones and Warrick Smith
Branch Team members were Scott Austin, Damien Connell and Clayton Jones, and
Clayton Jones was a member of the NSW team winning the 10-years Beach Sprint and
Beach Flags and well as of the All Age Relay and the Cameron Relay teams.
There is no denying that the JAC were providing a nucleus of future runners for
the senior club. Their mentor and coach, Jim Shearer, had great success with his
squad and was proud of the determination they showed in competition. In one
instance, seven-year-old Nathan Casey cut his foot in the warm-up period of the
NSW Titles. That, however, did not deter Nathan and he ran in the final with a heavily
bandaged foot, showing enormous courage and determination. That is the type of
spirit for which North Narrabeen Surf Lifesaving Club is noted.

Jim Bodden known to the
young nippers as ‘Uncle
Bulge’ - a person with
marvellous humour who
referred to these future
lifesavers as ‘ankle biters’

At the well-attended Annual General Meeting, members once again changed the
composition of the Executive and reverted back to the old guard. The previous year’s
change had not suited the hard core of club members, and by debating the issues
rather than stacking a meeting, Bill Worth was elected President, with Gordon Green
as Deputy President. Simone Green was the new Secretary and Warren Suters the
Treasurer. Club Captain Craig MacPherson, now with two seasons experience under
his belt, assured the members of a good season ahead.
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Of course there were problems and a few members, including the swimmers and the former President,
left the club for greener pastures. A surplus in the operation the previous year was only $81, compared to
$33,817 for the current season. The membership was on a downward slide, and that, along with awards,
was in need of attention.
The club competition run again by Dick Corish and Warren Suters helped the members retain the
North Narrabeen composure. The results of the club Championships were Junior Iron Man and Junior Surf Board - Michael Fox
Junior Wave Ski and Junior Flags - Michael Fox
Cadet events - Surf Board, Beach Sprint and Beach Flags - Brenden Reedy
Open and Junior Beach Sprints - Adam Corrigan
Open Beach Flags - Craig Watts
Open Surf race and Rescue Tube - Brett Worth
Open Iron Man - Scott Morrison
Junior Surf race - Don Marsh
Cadet Surf Race - Shane Green
Open Wave Ski - René Kaines
Open Surf Board - Anthony McDermott
Members were saddened to hear of the passing of two Life Members, Ray Quill and Tas King. Ray had
been a great member with his big involvement in the 1940s keeping the ‘ship afloat’ as the Deputy
President for nine years. Tassie was one of the champions of the 1920s and 1930s, and a great clubman,
as the following extract by an unknown author from the publication Surf in 1949 indicates:

Remarkable, too, at this period, and for long after, were the King Brothers, Tas and Jack of North
Narrabeen. Tas, who some have described as the greatest all-round surfer of all time holds the Surf
Championships of the 1925-26 and the 1928-29 seasons and Jack was still pacing it with younger
champions in the early years of World War II. Both have survived the years, never ending competition, big
waves, disqualifications, the perils of water polo as they played it fast and regardless, matrimony, parenthood,
surfer’s celebrations, interstate and overseas tours, the maturing of batch after batch odd aspirants clutching
after their laurels. No specialisation for the Kings, R&R men, beltmen, surf racers, marchers, wavecrackers, pillow-fighters, beach runners, in addition they have been good clubmen, giving time to instruction
and examination chores and effecting many rescues. To such men in prospect did the Movement’s founders
raise glasses in the now-forgotten gathering, long years before.
One of the club’s first duties of the season was to change the name of the club at a Special General
Meeting to the North Narrabeen Surf Lifesaving Club Incorporated.
Another change, in October 1989, was introducing a keg system to the club bar. That came about
because the newly finished sundeck-balcony was being used as a meeting place and Sunday social venue.
It turned out to be as popular as anticipated and resulted in a profit of $14,000, using all volunteer workers.
A special presentation was made to the RTA of a club pennant and photos of the two successful Colts
boat crews when the new Manly ferry, the SS Narrabeen, was launched.
Two of the club’s major fundraising activities occurred on the same day when the Coke Classic
organisers changed their venue from Manly to North Narrabeen Beach. That event was to be televised
live by Channel Nine’s Wide World of Sports, and the club had little time to organise a workforce for the
six days. Bill Worth’s organising skills were tested as he rallied and rostered his troops for the new
enterprise, dividing them into areas of security, bar, food catering and car parking. It was as big as a
previously organised Association Championship, only this time the club would make money for its efforts.
The final figure of $16,000 was not to be laughed at and a credit to the members who rallied to the cause.
Meanwhile, at Darling Harbour, a second task force was being organised by Gordon Green, who coopted the Shivering Sharks Winter Swimming Club for assistance in the club’s commitment to run the Dragon
Boat Festival. The work force provided toggle holders, security, official judges, timers and catering. The ladies
made sandwiches and the men worked the BBQs for 12 hours each day of the weekend to feed the 50,000
spectators. That brought the club a profit of $9,000, which brought the total money raised for the week to
$25,000. As a reward to the workers, Bill Worth shouted all to a BBQ at the club on a following Sunday.
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New Chief Instructor Rodney Tucker was well aware of the importance of his position and the time
commitment involved in assisting new lifesavers gain their awards. With the help of old campaigners Bill and
Brett Worth, Craig MacPherson and Glenn James, 38 awards were recorded, including the club’s first All Girl
Bronze Squad to be trained by a female instructor, Simone Green. The following members received awards:
Surf Lifesaving Certificates: Chad Asser, Nathen Higging, Damien Oswald, Damien Connell, Brad Kaines.
Bronze Medallions: David Aprile, Steve Fox, Greg Highfield, Sean Kelly, Nicole Lloyd, Kimberley Stenner,
Angelique Bellamy, Chris Duffin, Morag Gardiner, René Kaines, Tamara Latham, Kirrilly Ross and Fiona Woollett.
Advanced Resuscitation Certificates: Darren Bennett, Jason Green, Simone Green, Brian Lawson,
Peter Simon, Darren Geros, Shane Green, Greg Kelly, Anthony McDermott and Rod Tucker.
Advanced Resuscitation Instructors Certificate: Brett Worth.
First Aid Certificates: Maree Asser and Barbara Hayes.
Surf Lifesaving Training Officers Certificates: Simone Green and Rodney Tucker.
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificates: Bill Anderson, David Grace, Bob Asser and Warren Suters.
Radio Examiners Certificate: Dominic Hearne.
Glenn James, the club’s Radio Officer, introduced the new UHF radio system that was then in use by
all clubs and would make rescue operations in remote coastal areas safer for fellow lifesavers. The club
kept the old AM system as a backup and for use for other club operations. Glenn had a finger in almost
every club event, and for his input and dedication he was awarded the WE Barnett Memorial Award for
the Clubman of the Year.
A substantial donation by long-time member and supporter Arthur ‘Dolly’ Williams enabled the inaugural
winner of the exchange program with New Zealand club Opanu-Papamoa, Peter Kidd, to be the first to
travel to the Shakey Isles and learn of the methods used by the neighbours across the Tasman Sea. Peter
was impressed with their use of the Rescue Tube and the IRB, along with the trikes and 4WD Jeep used on
the 21 kms of beach they cover at Opanu-Papamoa SLSC. Peter was the previous season’s winner, and as
the announcement was made after the season had closed, he had to travel in the next surfing season.
Greg Kelly was the season’s Patrol Man of the Year, and together with the other members of the Top
Patrol- David Grace (81.1 hrs), Silke Hoops (137.05 hrs), Glenn James (94.45 hrs), Brenden Reedy
(73.4 hrs) and Sean Kelly (148.35 hrs), Greg’s 82.55 hrs brought their total of voluntary service to the
community to 543.5 hours. Not a bad effort!
The most dramatic rescue of the season involved the IRB team who were called to Warriewood Beach
to assist a surfer in trouble. Battling larger and more turbulent seas than normal, David Grace and Vic Angwin
made their way through the pounding surf and proceed to the Warriewood rock area to rescue the
exhausted surfer and transport him to safety.
Don McManus was rewarded for his 28 years service to the club with Life Membership, a fitting
reward for a fine sweep and coach. He had been a member of the club’s 1964 Open Boat crew who won
an Australian Silver Medal in a dramatic finish, and from that day onwards he was determined to win Gold.
He patiently stuck to his principle of attracting and coaching young, raw rowers, teaching them his methods
and ideas. It worked, resulting in plenty of glory for the club’s history archives.
Don’s ability was shown at the Australian Championship Carnival at North Wollongong, where the
club won the inaugural Under-21 Colts Surf Boat Race and a club first in the Silver Medal of the Reserve
Boat Championship in atrocious conditions both on the beach and in the water. The crews were:
Under~21 year Colts - Don McManus sweep, Kendall Hayes, Trent Angwin,
Anthony McDermott and Robert Little
Reserve Boat - Don McManus sweep, Drew Griffith, Vic Angwin,
Danny Stocks and Stuart Geros.
Because of the small size of the North Wollongong Beach, the boat competition area was nearly 2 km
north of the main arena and very close to the Fairy Meadow Beach. It was a sad reflection on the SLSA
management that no food, refreshment or toilet facilities were available there, meaning competitors and
supporters had to walk back to the main area to access those necessities.
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The boaties were not impressed and, to make matters worse, when
they arrived on the Sunday morning, they found that a creek had been
flooded by the overnight rain and burst its banks into the ocean. They
were forced to wade through the swollen creek to gain entry to the
boat area. Then, to the anger of everyone concerned, the boat events
were transferred to the main area, causing mayhem as spectators
and unsuccessful crews again forded the creek and tried to find a
vantage point from which to watch their main interests. That was almost
impossible as the small beach was already packed with people who
had set up camp to watch all the other carnival events.
A group of happy boat competitors at the
Australian Surf Championship
held at North Wollongong -1990.
L to R: Danny Stocks, Drew Griffith,
Kendal Hayes, Trent, Victor Angwin,
Stuart Geros, Don McManus,
Michael Fox and Robert Little.

The boaties were livid, and the SLSA received many letters
complaining of the poor treatment that they had received. As usual,
the complaints fell on deaf ears.

Beach Sprint Coach Jeff Bliss had ten Senior and Cadet members
in his squad. The Senior runners were Mark Barry-Cotter, Michael Getz,
Steve Hoy, Craig Poppett and Robert Love, and the Cadet runners were Leigh Bell, Luke Chapman,
Matthew Higgins, Kristian McMahon and Tim Parker.
Of the Senior runners, Mark Barry-Cotter, Michael Getz, Steve Hoy and Robert Love had amassed 15 Australian
Championship Gold Medals. Robert Love headed the list with 6 Relay wins, and Steve Hoy next with 5.
Since the departure of Peter Matsinos to another club, the leadership and organisation of the First Aid
competitors was in the capable hands of Carol McManus who teamed with her daughter Kerrie to chalk
up an impressive string of championship results.
Club Championship results for the season were:
AUSTRALIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS at North Wollongong Gold Medals:

The inaugural winners of the
Australian Under-21 Boat Championship - 1990.
L to R: Don McManus, Robert Little,
Anthony McDermott, Trent Angwin and Kendal Hayes.

The Australian Open
Beach Relay Champions 1989-90.
L to R: Steve Hoy, Robert Love,
Joan Bliss who presented their
gold medals, Mark Barry-Cotter
and Michael Getz.

Open Beach Relay - Steve Hoy, Robert Love Mark Barry-Cotter and Michael Getz
Under~21~years Colts Boat crew - Don McManus, Kendall Hayes, Trent Angwin,
Anthony McDermott and Robert Little
Silver Medals:
Reserve Boat Race - Don McManus sweep, Drew Griffith, Vic Angwin,
Danny Stocks and Stuart Geros
Under~15 Surf Board Riding Contest - Steve Worth
Under~15 Beach Sprint - Leigh Bell
Under~15 Beach Relay - Leigh Bell, Luke Chapman, Matthew Higgins and Tim Parker
The club finished in eighth position in the overall point score, which was a good team effort.
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NSW CHAMPIONSHIP CARNIVAL on Blacksmiths Beach at Swansea-Belmont Gold Medals:
Under~21~years Boat Race - Don McManus sweep, Drew Griffith, Vic Angwin, Danny Stocks,
Stuart Geros, also rowing in the Open Final - finishing a creditable 4th
Under~18~years Boat Race - Don McManus sweep, Michael Fox, Scott Morrison,
Matthew Blundell and Adam Corrigan
Under~15~years Beach Sprint - Leigh Bell, with Luke Chapman in 5th place
Under~15~years Beach Relay - Leigh Bell, Luke Chapman, Matthew Higgins and Tim Parker
Open First Aid - Kerrie and Carol McManus
Good performances were also given by the following:
Open Beach Relay - 4th
Over~24 Surf Race - Graeme Bruce
Under~15~years Surf Board Riding - Steve Worth
Open Beach Sprint - Steve Hoy
At the METROPOLITAN CHAMPIONSHIPS at South Maroubra Gold Medals:
Open First Aid - Kerrie and Carol McManus
Under~15~years Beach Sprint - Leigh Bell, with Luke Chapman, 4th
Under~15~years Beach Relay - Leigh Bell, Luke Chapman, Matthew Higgins and Tim Parker
Silver Medals:
Open Beach Sprint - Steven Hoy
Under~15~years Womens Surf Race - René Kaines
Bronze Medal:
Under~18~years Boat Race - Don McManus sweep, Michael Fox, Scott Morrison,
Matthew Blundell and Adam Corrigan
BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS at Collaroy Beach Gold Medals:
Veterans Surf Race - Don Marsh.
Open First Aid - Kerrie and Carol McManus
Under~15~years Surf Board Riding Contest - Steve Worth
Open Beach Relay
Under~15~years Beach Relay - Leigh Bell Kristian McMahon, Tim Parker and Luke Chapman
Silver Medals:
Under~18~years Boat Race - Don McManus sweep, Michael Fox, Scott Morrison,
Matthew Blundell and Adam Corrigan
Open Single Ski Relay - Tim McDermott, Brett Worth and Don Marsh
Under~15~years Beach Sprint - Tim Parker
Bronze Medals:
Restricted Surf Race - Graeme Bruce, and 5th in the Open Iron Man
Under~21 Boat Race - Don McManus sweep, Drew Griffith, Vic Angwin,
Danny Stocks and Stuart Geros, B crew were 4th
Open Beach Sprint - Steven Hoy
Under~15 Beach Sprint - Leigh Bell, Luke Chapman came 4th
In the carnival Point Score, the club finished fifth behind Manly, Freshwater, Queenscliff and the Collaroy
clubs.
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SEASON

EXECUTIVE OFFICE BEARERS 1980-81 TO 1989-90
PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
TREASURER
CAPTAIN

JAC PRESIDENT

1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84

M Geros
M Geros
M Geros
C Hodgkinson

M
M
M
M

Worth
Worth
Worth
Worth

RC Parkhill
RC Parkhill
RC Parkhill
WK Barnett

W Worth
R McDermott
R McDermott
C Hayes

1984-85
1985-86
1986-87

C Hodgkinson
C Hodgkinson
W Worth

G Green
G Green
G Green

WK Barnett
WK Barnett
WK Barnett

1987-88

W Worth

G Green

P Morrison

1988-89
1989-90

P Matsinos
W Worth

G Green
S Green

P Morrison
W Suters

G Lawrence
P Matsinos
P Matsinos
G James
resigned
B Milligan
B Milligan
B Milligan
P Matsinos

B Reedy
B Reedy
L Clark

JA CHAIRMAN
J Shipway
resigned
C MacPherson
C MacPherson
C MacPherson

Above: North Narrabeen Beach with the Surf Club on the hill.

Below: Northerly view towards the Narrabeen rock pool as seen from the Club deck.
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R Asser

R Asser
R Asser

1990-2003
This period of time will highlight the good, the bad, and the ugly. The club had its share of those
incidents over this interesting 13 years. The good times outweighed the others and it had plenty to cheer
about. The good competitors and officials excelled, with good results. The bad and ugly times had been
caused by small and narrow-minded groups, sometimes very selfish for their own interests.
At times during this period the best interests of the club were secondary. The club has been through
times like those before and no doubt will experience them again in the future.
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1990-91 Season

GOLD IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA
- FOUND ON THE BEACH, NOT IN KALGOORLIE

The season started with a well-attended Annual General Meeting. All positions were filled in the elections,
with Bill Worth and Simone Green retaining their previous positions of President and Secretary. Elected for
the first time were Rick Ware as Deputy President, Ross Kelly as Treasurer and Rob Kaines as Captain. Rick
Ware was no stranger to the club’s style of administration, having been a long-standing member and beach
competitor. Ross Kelly was a boatie with an accounting degree, and Rob Kaines, whose children were in the
nippers, had transferred from Dee Why after a long and distinguished career in R&R and beach management.
Bill Worth chaired a very large management committee of 34 members who were eligible to attend the
monthly meetings. He showed great interest in a proposal being prepared by Life Members Bob Parkhill
and Michael Geros, with assistance from Carl Ross, to reduce the committee to a management board of
10. The positions would in some instances be renamed and restructured. The most important issue,
though, was the appointment of a paid employee who would be responsible for fundraising, hall bookings,
bar staff rosters and general club enquiries during the work days. The proposal was put to the members
at a Special General Meeting later in the season.
The club had a big year ahead, with projects to raise funds so the team could compete in the Australian
championships in Western Australia as well as to finish the top deck area, bar facilities
and the function hall.
Beach and public safety, the club’s main priority, were in good hands, as
Rob Kaines was well aware of the responsibilities involved. There were 102 active
members and membership was increasing. Of the patrol members, 76 gained a
year’s service, while 13 were recorded as having 100 per cent attendance.
The only deficiency in patrols was the shortage of inshore rescue boat drivers,
which placed a big load on the work being done by the Inshore Rescue Boat
Captain Matthew Worth. Matt had a big year, with the club purchasing a new
inshore rescue boat and motor. The new boat made the work easier, but he spent
the best part of the season on the beach driving the new craft. The effort was well
worth while, however, as Matt was awarded the WE Barnett Memorial Trophy for
Club Member of the Year. It was the 23rd year for the trophy, which was dedicated
in the memory of Life Member, Wilf Barnett.

Club Captain Rob Kaines,
who with wife Jenny gave
many valuable years of
outstanding service to the
club.Their children René and
Brad were also junior
members.

Idris Jones, in his first year as Chairman of the Junior section nippers, also had an increase in membership,
bringing their total to 28 girls and 57 boys, of which 22 were education members who were not old
enough to be official competitive nippers.
Competition was the attraction to the nippers, both on the beach every Sunday morning and against
other clubs throughout the state. They had their stars, who competed as if their life depended on it, and
they were well supported by coaches and parents. About 63 members competed on a regular basis at
each carnival. Not all could be winners, but they wore the white cap with pride and did their best. Some
of the star performers were as follows:
Bonnique and Michelle Oswald were second in the 2-Person R&R in the NSW Championship.
They were coached by Bob Asser and Gwenda Oswald and supported by ex-nipper Drew Griffith, who
made the team a new competition surf reel. Ben Jones gained third in the NSW Beach Sprint, which
capped off a good season for him.
Clayton Jones won four gold medals in the Interstate Championships in beach events, which brought
his medal total for that type of carnival to eight gold and one silver over two years. Clayton’s performance
in Championships, Branch, Metropolitan, NSW and Interstate contests brought him 11 gold, 2 silver and
2 bronze medals. No wonder the Chairman was always smiling.
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Mo’onia Gerrard won gold in both Branch and Metropolitan carnivals in the beach sprint and beach
flags. She was a talented young lady and destined to go on to bigger success.
Scott Austin was 7th in the Nipperthon, with placings in the board, iron man and swim and a win in the
beach flags at club carnivals. His all-round effort gained him a berth in the Interbranch team. No doubt
more will be heard about 12-year-old Scott.
The club had a great year with so many dedicated competitors, particularly conducting another
successful Nipperthon, travelling to Mollymook for the NSW Championship and assisting members in
various representative teams. The total medal tally for those championships were 24 gold, 10 silver, 19
bronze, and another 8 were finalists.
The club in general had great success in its operation. The Junior section were financial at the end of
the season thanks to a dedicated team running raffles at the Narrabeen Sands Hotel, and a very successful
Nipperthon, involving seniors and juniors.
The seniors were also successful in running the open carnival, held on Boxing Day for the first time for
many years. It was a financial success because of the outstanding support of local donors and the efforts
of Joan Bliss. Both the Coca Cola Classic and the Dragon Boat Festival were hard work, but produced a
successful financial result for a willing band of workers. The function room, bar facilities and club socials
were the biggest money makers, with profits of more
than $14,000 for the season.
Club expenses were high with the purchase of a
new inshore rescue boat and motor as well as the cost
of sending two members to New Zealand for the Branch
team’s two-week tour. Those two were the season’s
Club Member of the Year Greg Kelly and Leigh Bell.
The club was lucky to receive support from Dominic
O’Born, licensee of the Narrabeen Sands Hotel. The
new boat, as always, had to be modified after delivery
to suit the rowers. Luckily Drew Griffith, the resident
boat builder, came to the rescue for the work.

The brand new Sands boat narrowly misses a serious collision

Treasurer Ross Kelly rounded off the season by reporting a decrease in donations. However, with a
turnover of $74,000, which included $14,000 from the social and bar account, plus the Dragon Boat
Festival and Coca Cola Classic profits, they were able to meet all expenses and tuck some money away
in the building account for future expenses.
Secretary Simone Green handled the continuous paperwork involved with her position, but found the
extra work of providing the patrol records the SLSA required for carnival entries for all competitors an
impossible task. The man of all jobs, Glenn James, put his hand up for that demanding task. How he fitted
in the additional work only he will know. Glenn already held the Boat Captain’s position and was involved
in maintaining the boats as well as the radios, making IRB repairs, doing patrols and rowing boats. Now he
was entering the patrol hours on a computer system for club records. No wonder they called him ‘Super’.
First Aid Officer Babs Hayes also had a good season, but she too found the additional duties of
detailed recording of all treatments as required by the branch very time consuming. That, as the club
learnt, was the tip of the legal iceberg for protection against future litigation.
Handicapper and Race Secretary Mick Whittaker was always busy, with point score competitions
nearly every Sunday. He also organised 12 different Championships. The winners of the Club
Championships were:
Open Surf - M Watton
Open Beach Sprints - M Simpson
Open Ski - B Kelly
Open Beach Flags - C Watts
Under~18 Beach Sprint - T Parker
Under~15 Board - C Sirotic

Open Iron Man - M Watton
Open Board - R Kelly
Open Rescue Tube - M Whatton
Under~18 Surf - T Parker
Under~15 Surf - B Kaines
Under~15 Beach Sprint - D Oswald
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Point score winners were:
A Grade Surf - T Parker
C Grade Surf - R Hampson

B Grade Surf - D Murray
Beach Events - C Watts

At the club’s presentation, the winners were awarded trophies, and the highlight of the evening was
the presentation of the SLSA 50-years Long Service Award to Dick Corish. It was another great moment
and a fitting tribute to a long serving Life Member.
Chief Instructor Rodney Tucker was another of the busy workers having success with 36 awards for
the season. They were:
Bronze Medallions: R Baillie, L Bell, C Boon, J Marks, D McKinnon, D Oswald, S Smith, S Worth,
K Stahmer, S Condon, C Ford, B Francis, S Parker, T Parker, B Reedy, C Hayes Jr M Higgin, D Kentwell,
R Robinson, D Rose, B Ross, P Schulenburg and M Seagg.
SLSA Certificate: M Anderson, S Austin, G Kentwell, D Rose, A Shearer, C Sirotic, S Taylor and G White.
Competition had always been a strong part of the club’s make-up and second only to its role of
voluntary service to the community. This season was a big one, with the Aussies in Western Australia and
the build-up to that with weekly carnivals. The club had many talented competitors in an array of events.
Mother and daughter First Aid team, Carol and Kerrie McManus, displayed great efficiency and this
resulted in taking first at the Branch Championships, second at the Metropolitan Championships, second
at the State Championships and eighth at the Australian Championships. A newly formed team of Angelique
Bellamy and Jason Green were placed third in their first start at the Branch Championships and went on
to finish in fifth place at the State Championships.
Beach team coach Jeff Bliss had a big stable of 12 runners, including himself. They had plenty of
ability and held the club colours as the ones to beat. The team members were Steve Hoy, Robert Love,
Michael Getz, Brian Dolly, Mark Ryan, Megan Collins, Tim Parker, Leigh Bell, Matthew Higgins, Luke
Chapman, Jason Chapman and Jeff Bliss. Over the four championship carnivals, the team did not win
gold, but finished with 4 silver and 2 bronze medals and 13 finalists in championship events.
The best individual performer was Steve Hoy, who won silver in the NSW Championship and fourth in
the Australian Beach Sprint Championship. The beach relay team finished just out of the medals in fourth,
the 10th time in a row that the relay team had been in the Aussie final and only the third time without
winning a medal.
The boaties had the largest number of members of the club’s competing, sometimes starting eight
crews, but at most carnivals it was around six. In the non-championship carnivals, their results were 12
firsts, 10 seconds and 9 thirds, and they were non-placed finalist on 11 occasions. Their two best efforts
were at the South Curl Curl Carnival, with three wins in the open, reserves and Under-18s, and at the
Coogee Carnival, also with three wins, in the reserves, Under-21s and Under-18s.
The boat management team, which was selected by the rowers, was comprised of Glenn James, boat
captain and trainee sweep; Bill Barnett, manager and media correspondent; Mick Geros, protest official
and video cameraman; Don McManus, sweep, coach and selector; and Drew Griffith, sweep, assistant
coach and selector.
The boat crews started their season with the Brewarrina-to-Bourke race in a composite team with the
Coffs Harbour club called the ‘Coffeebeens’. They performed well, but were not in the money. In addition
to the Metropolitan carnival circuit, the team started seven crews at the Coffs Harbour Carnival and two
safety crews in the junior section Nipperthon. They also held a new boat christening and participated in
a new event, the Newport Arms Stillwater Boat Regatta.
The regatta, promoted by the Bayfield family, consisted of time trials over a set course near the beautiful
Newport Hotel. It was a perfect format for the team, who started six crews and won every division, the
open, first and second in the Reserves, plus a win in the Under-21s. Bob Parkhill was the competition and
trophy presentation announcer and commented that the only time a North Narrabeen crew was beaten
was in the final of the reserves, where the other white caps team finished second. What a day, with a new
home for the shield and the prize money.
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The championship series began with the Branch at North Steyne. The club started seven crews and
recorded gold in the open boat, silver in the reserves and bronze in the Under-21s. At the Metropolitan
carnival at Long Reef, again seven crews started, taking silver in the reserves and two bronze medals in
the Under-18s and Under-21s.
The State Championships followed two weeks later at Bondi. Nothing went to plan, as they only made three
finals with the medal winners from the Metropolitan, and they could only manage sixth. It was a day to forget.
The Aussie Titles in Western Australia at Scarborough Beach
was the next project and it was a fitting send off to Don McManus
and his family, who were moving back to northern NSW after
being a part of the club since 1962.
Plans were all made, with Carol McManus taking care of the
airfares and accommodation, a big job for such a big team of
competitors and supporters. Jeff Bliss, the team manager, sorted
Club bus towing a double decker boat trailer, leaving out all the problems that occurred with the new entry system.
for the Australian Championships in Western Australia The equipment became the project for Bill Anderson, Bill Worth
and Neil Tucker, who not only transported the gear on time, but also had a good social trip across the
Nullabor. All was set for a memorable championship.
The open crew made their way to the quarterfinals before being eliminated. The Under-18s progressed
a bit further, being eliminated in the semi-finals. But the club still had two irons in the fire, with Reserves
and the Under-21s qualifying for the finals.
The Reserves were to start well, only to be hit by a wave that set them
back from the leaders. Their fourth place was rewarding for a good season.
The Under-21s were on fire from the start. They produced a memorable finish
to win the event and were able to send Bucky off to Alstonville with Gold.
Neil Tucker and Ross Thompson were the drivers for the trip home with
the gear and struck trouble with the bus engine in southern NSW. It was a
major set back for the club because it was a long time before they had all the
equipment back.
In his farewell speech, Don McManus stated ‘I would like to take this
opportunity to thank the club for affording me a warm and friendly welcome in
1962 and allowing me the opportunity to express myself as a lifesaver. North
Narrabeen surf club will always be regarded by myself and my family as home
in surf lifesaving’.

Australian Under 21
Surfboat Champions 1990-91.
L to R: Matt Blundell, Michael Fox,
Don McManus, Norm Pounder Jr
and Steven Fox.

The season was almost concluded when a Special General Meeting was called for 26th May to restructure
the club’s management and appoint a full time employee to assist the operation. Life Members Bill Worth,
Mick Geros and Bob Parkhill, along with Carl Ross, had prepared a brief and did well in presenting it to the
members. It explained how each member of the new 10-person board would have a specific job to fulfil,
and that hopefully with the assistance of someone in the club while they were at work, the club would run
more smoothly. The sceptics were outnumbered when the question was put by President Bill Worth. The
recommendations were carried without alterations on a 12-month trial basis, subject to changes as required.

On the road to Perth.
L to R: Brian Blackmore, Neil Tucker,
Damien Oswald, Bill Worth driving
and Bill Anderson

Members enjoy lunch on the road

Neil Tucker with his favourite beverage in hand,
inspects the over night sleeping quarters
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1991-92 Season

THE FIRST WORLD LIFESAVING CITATION
TO CLUB MEMBER

Following the special meeting at the end of last season which adopted the new Management Board
format, it was now up to the members to elect a 10-person team to control the club. The Annual General
Meeting was conducted 27 July, and the major topic was the new Management Board and its proposed
operation. Deputy President Mick Geros prepared a lengthy chart, which showed the management tree
and outlined the duties of all Directors and their responsibilities.
Bill Worth was re-elected as President and his Deputy President Mick Geros had it all in front of them
to succeed in running the club under new conditions. Liz Jones took the
Administration Director’s position, while Bill Barnett held the Finance Director’s
position until 30 November, when it was handed over to Assistant Treasurer Sandra
Ross. New Lifesaving Director Bill Anderson proved to be a great asset to the club,
along with Gordon Green, the Public Officer, who had the time-consuming task of
keeping everything in order regarding the incorporation status.
Bill Anderson who
volunteered for Club Captain
when the position could not
be filled at the 1991 AGM.
A dedicated lifesaver
and administrator.

Those members made up the executive of the club. Other elected Directors
were Idris Jones, Chairman of the junior section; House Director, Carl Ross;
Competition Director, Jeff Bliss; and Special Events Director, Gordon Green, who
held that position until 12 December. Ross Young replaced Gordon in that position
until 16 January, when he resigned from the office. No one was re-elected, with the
Management Board members agreeing to handle the position until the next year.

As Bob Parkhill advised when submitting the change, it was always going to be tough in the early years,
and that many revisions to the format might be necessary to get a successful mix. Mick Geros, in his
submission to the Annual Report, mentioned the ongoing problems. Meetings were still too long meetings,
and directors not reading minutes prior to meetings was the main cause. Communication between the
board and the members was still a problem and it required urgent attention, as it was felt that the Management
Board ‘up in the ivory tower’ were not fulfilling their obligations. How wrong they were!
In November, Ian Currie was appointed as Business Manager for the club. His duties were to take
some of the workload off the Management Board officers, be at the club during work hours, answer the
numerous phone calls received for hall rental and obtain sponsorship for the replacement of club equipment.
Before Ian’s appointment, a selection committee went through all the applications and recommended
three applicants for a final interview. The final selections for the board’s decision were seeded by the committee.
The board’s final selection was number three, and as time would tell, may not have been the best choice.
Maureen Worth was nominated for the club’s highest award, Life Membership, in recognition of many
years hard work, behind the scenes on most occasions.
Life Member Bob Parkhill also received recognition in the form of a Citation of Merit from World
Lifesaving for more than 30 years of voluntary work in surf lifesaving. Bob had been involved not only with
the club, but also with other clubs as Administrator within the Branch, and had also held positions with
the National Council, State Centre, Manly-Warringah Branch and the Board of Examiners. The Citation
stated that it was ‘for distinguished service promoting marine safety and supporting the humanitarian
goal of World Life Saving’. It was a well-deserved presentation for a hardworking official.
Lifesaving Director Bill Anderson had great results for his first season, with 80 of the 98 patrol members
qualifying for a year’s service, and of those, 22 achieved 100 per cent attendance.
At the Annual Gear Inspection by the Branch, the club recorded 97 per cent for fifth place, which was
a big improvement on the previous year’s result. In the Patrol Efficiency Competition, it recorded 94.6 per
cent for eighth position, another good result.
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The Junior section was guided by Idris Jones, and a hardworking committee conducted a very successful
Nipperthon, with 192 competitors taking part. After all expenses were paid, the club showed a $582
profit. Nipper membership was at 138, plus 50 educational members, so it was also in a healthy state.
David Jones received the branch nomination for the NSW Junior Lifesaver of the Year. The Nippers
performed well at the championship carnivals, with the following results:
At the BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS at Narrabeen Beach Gold Medal:
10~years Girls Beach Sprint - Mo’onia Gerrard
10~years Boys Beach Sprint - Ben Jones
11~years Boys Beach Sprint - Luke Van Dyck
12~years Boys Beach Sprint - Clayton Jones
12~years Boys Beach Flags - Clayton Jones
Other members of the team recorded 10 silver and 3 bronze medals
At the METROPOLITAN CHAMPIONSHIPS at North Bondi Gold Medal:
March Past - Suzanne Anderson, Michelle Asser, Mathew Casey, Nathan Casey, Mo’onia Gerrard,
Alison Jones, Ben Jones, Clayton Jones, David Jones, Bonnique Oswald,
Jade Snoeys, Tatum Snoeys, Kelly Surtees
12~years Beach Relay - Todd Austin, Ben Grace, Clayton Jones
and Luke Van Dyck, an eleven year old competitor
12~years boys Beach Sprint and Beach Flags - Clayton Jones
Other members won three silver and three bronze medals
At the STATE CHAMPIONSHIP at Wanda Gold Medal:
Clayton Jones - 12~years Beach Sprint

Clayton Jones - 12~years Beach Flags

The Branch selectors appreciated the talent within the club and selected five members to compete in the
InterBranch Carnival. They were Scott Austin, Scott Casey, Clayton Jones, Ben Jones and Luke Van Dyck.
Selectors for the Interstate Teams Championships carnival at Anglesea,
Victoria, chose Clayton Jones to wear the state’s sky blue colours for his
third consecutive year.

Clayton Jones winning the U12 years
NSW Junior Beach Flags Championship

On the home front, Handicapper/Race Secretary Mick Whittaker had
a busy year again, with surf races and beach events every Sunday morning.
The weekly surf races were run over 20 weeks, but they couldn’t be run on
five Sundays because of big seas and poor conditions. Point score winners
were: A grade surf - Mark Laden; B grade surf - John Jeffers and C grade
surf - Kelvin Hampson.

When it came to club championship day, 14 events were on the program,
and although the number of members competing was low, every one was catered for. Winners were:
Open surf - Mark Laden
Under~15 surf - Scott Austin
Under~18 board - Brad Kaines
Open ski - Brad Kaines
Open rescue tube - Mark Laden
Under~18 iron man - Brad Kaines
Open beach sprint - Andrew MacPherson

Under~18 surf - Mark Laden
Open board - Brad Kaines
Under~15 board - Scott Austin
Under~18 ski - Brad Kaines
Open iron man - Brad Kaines
Under~15 iron man - Scott Austin
Under~18 beach sprint - Brenden Reedy

The club was saddened by the passing of Alice Greer, who had lived at the clubhouse with husband
and caretaker Bob Greer. They had been in that position since the opening of the new club in 1975 and
had contributed to security of the club for a long period. Following that, Bob left the club to live with
relatives in Newcastle.
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Socially, the club again was involved in the Dragon Boats, Coke Classic and the Reunion. As well, the
National titles were organised by the Collnarra group of clubs, although the whereabouts of the competition
was a bit uncertain owing to adverse conditions prior to the April date.
After considering many venues, North Collaroy, as it was described in the television coverage, was the
spot. The club had plenty of assignments-parking, transport, catering and the big success, Norm Pounder’s
Breakfast in the Park. That was a huge success, making plenty of money for the club.
As Finance Director Sandra Ross outlined in her report, the costs of running the club were increasing,
but the growing membership and support assured success as a major club. The club was in a good
financial position, the major assets being the bar and the hall hire, both showing a great improvement on
the previous year’s figures.
Chief Instructor John Jeffers had a big year, with 28 bronze medallions, 8 Life Saving Certificates
(formerly the Qualifying Certificate), 3 Advanced Resuscitation Certificates, 2 Training Officers (formerly
Instructors), 2 Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificates and 2 First Aid Certificates. That totalled 45
awards for the season, not a bad effort.
Those gaining awards were Bronze Medallions: Sean Adams, Chad Asser, Joshua Chapman, Andrew Cross, Chris Donald, Scott
Ewing, Mark Gerrard, Martin Giles, Brett Goymour, Kelvin Hampson, Blake Harris, James Heeks, David
Hill, Tony Humphrey, Brad Kaines, David Lawler Jr, Warren Loader, Scott Lovehill, Aaron McLean, Brad
McReady, Joel Rappolt, Dallas Rose, Tim Ryan, Andrew Shearer, Cassie Sidwell, Vanessa Sirotic, Christan
Spagnardi and Michael Wilson.
Life Saving Certificates: Cameron Giles, Christopher Hatch, David Jones, Gavin Kentwell, Ian Laden,
Geoffrey Orchard, David Paavola and Beau Scholtz.
In interclub competition, the club was starting to get an all-round feel about it. These were good times.
The boaties, as they were referred to, were strong and under the leadership of Drew Griffith, who had
taken over from Don McManus, and Boat Captain Glenn James, the results were good. Besides the
Championships, they travelled anywhere, anytime, anyplace, hungry for competition and to prove they
were the crews to beat.
The Carrera Surf Boat Spectacular was a demanding event involving two crews working as a team in
a program consisting of rowing, swimming, running and surf rescue. It was an iron man event for boaties.
Drew Griffith describes, ‘going into the last race we were trailing Bulli. Coming home in a tight situation
Bulli fell “out the back door” and finished last’.
The event sponsor that year had requested that teams be given Jokers, worth double points, to be
used in whatever leg of the competition the teams chose. The North Narrabeen crew had left their Joker
to the second last leg because they had been allocated the best alley, and it paid off. They knew they had
to win and that Bulli had to finish back in the field.
The final results were North Narrabeen, first with 26
points; Bulli, second with 25 points; Scarborough, WA, third,
North Cronulla A, fourth, North Cronulla B, fifth and
Palmerston North, NZ, sixth. Although North Narrabeen had
won, they agreed with the boat crew members from the
other competing clubs that the Joker system was not the
fairest way to run the competition, and the system has not
been used since.
The Manly-Warringah Branch conducted a long-distance
surfboat relay from Palm Beach to Manly, using two crews,
with a changeover at Collaroy. This suited the club’s crews,
and they were the winners.

Some members of the team that won the
National Carrera Surfboat Spectacular.
L to R: Matt Blundell, Steve Fox, Vic Angwin, Kendall Hayes,
Trent Angwin, Anthony McDermott and Michael Fox.

The Newport Stillwater Regatta was another good result, with the club winning both the Open and the
Colts and placing second in the Reserves.
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The runners were called ‘the walking wounded’, as they were never able to field the top team because
of injury. Bad luck started with Leigh Bell, who was hit with tonsillitis for the first month of competition.
Next was Brian Dolly, who tripped over on a lane rope at the Palm Beach carnival and dislocated his
elbow. At the Freshwater carnival, just before the start of the Championships, Michael Getz tore his
hamstring while leading a heat by eight metres. Coach Jeff Bliss stated that ‘he didn’t care if they did not
win a race all season as long as they won at the Aussies. That’s the only carnival that everybody remembers.’
In the craft area, the club was winning board riding and the board relays, along with the old timers in
the double ski.
The First Aid team was the surprise packet and recorded a win or placing at each start, which included
Aussie Gold. That was not a bad effort for Andrew MacPherson, who had never competed in that event
before and had only gained his First Aid Certificate that season.
The championship results are as follows:
At the BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS Gold Medal:
Under~21~years Surf Boat
Open Surf Board Riding - Steve Worth

Under~15~years Board Relay
Open First Aid - Kerrie McManus and
Andrew MacPherson

Silver Medal:
Under~18~years Beach Sprint - Leigh Bell
Bronze Medal:

Open Beach Relay

Under~15~years Board Rescue - Scott Austin and Mark Anderson
Reserve Boat
Under~18~years Surf Boat
Under~18~years Board Relay
At the NSW CHAMPIONSHIPS Gold Medal:
Open First Aid - Kerri McManus and Andrew MacPherson
Silver Medal:
Under~21~years Surf Boat
At the AUSTRALIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS Gold Medal:
Open First Aid - Kerrie McManus and Andrew MacPherson
Under~21~years Surf Boat
Silver Medal:
Open Surf Boat
At the AUSTRALIAN MASTERS Gold Medal:
Over 55~60~years Double Ski - Len Turner and Bill Martin.

The club’s Open Surf Boat crew crossing the finishing
line in the final of the Australian Championship.
In a photo finish they were placed 2nd.
L to R: Drew Griffith, Kendall Hayes, Trent Angwin,
Anthony McDermott and Robert Little.

Andrew McPherson and
Kerri McManus Australian First Aid Gold Medallists
1991-92

Australian Under-21 Surfboat gold medalists 1991-92.
L to R: Matt Blundell, Michael Fox, Drew Griffith,
Adam Corrigan and Vic Angwin.
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The club was now in its 80th year since affiliating with the Surf Life Saving Association back in the
1912-13 season. According to local council history, a known organisation known as the Lakes Brigade
had been operating well before that time, which has been mentioned in local council history. and many
rescues had been performed by that group. One of them, by foundation member Don McLean in 1907,
earned a Meritorious Award. A lot had happened since then.
Prio to the commencement of the Annual General Meeting, a Special General Meeting was conducted
to sort out the problems with the position of Special Events Director. It was suggested that the position
was not working or practicable, and a notice of motion to delete the position and replace it with a Social
Director was put to the members and adopted.
That done, the AGM could then proceed and the office bearers elected. The only change to the
Executive was Gordon Green being elected as Administration Director and Carl Ross taking over as
Public Officer. Other positions on the Management Board were Tony Hoffman as Junior Chairman and
Chris Hayes as House Director.
Lifesaving Director Bill Anderson recorded a big year, with 113 members eligible for patrol duties.
That included 89 active, 12 rovers and 12 active reserve members, 90 of whom gained a year’s service.
They fulfilled their patrol commitment and 43 members recorded 100 per cent patrol attendance.
Bill spent a lot of his time on the beach and at Club Management Board meetings, and for his efforts
he was awarded the WE Barnett Memorial Trophy for Club Member of the Year, a deserving presentation
to a dedicated lifesaver. Bill’s son Mark carried on the family tradition as the best Patrol Man of the Year,
not bad for an ex-nipper in his first year as a fully qualified life saver.
With Chief Instructor Andrew MacPherson in charge of training, there were 58 awards under the Life
Saving banner, an increase of 13 over the previous season. The successful members were:
Bronze Medallions: M Anderson, N Arnold, S Austin, C Baillie, A Barrett, N English, C Fawle, G Gant,
C Giles, J Grier, M Gordon, S Holland, K Horan, A Horan, D Jones, G Kentwell. D Paavola, S Parkes,
M Parkes, J Randall, N Robinson, C Sirotic and M Wilson.
Surf Life Saving Certificates: J Anderson, M Asser, H Ellerton, B Grace, A Jones, C Jones, J King,
S Lovehill, B Oswald, S Shearer, K Surtees, M Tetstall and C Wright.
First Aid Certificates: T Cohagen, M Farrell, T Humphrey, J Jeffers, R Kaines, D Kentwell, K McManus,
D Rose, B Ross and M Worth.
Advanced Resuscitation Certificates: K Ashcroft, S Cassidy, B Kaines, D McKinnon, D Rose,
R Fitzgerald, J Read and K Sanders.
IRB Drivers Certificates: S Condon, C Hayes Jr, A MacPherson and B Ross.
IRB Instructors Certificate: A MacPherson.
Training Officers Certificate: J Marks.
First Aid Examiners Certificate: B Milligan.
This season was the first that Council Lifeguards were on duty every weekend. They were not on the beach
to take control, but to assist the volunteers in the general control of the surfing public, setup of the beach and
assist in lifesaving when required. It was a step in the right direction, as future seasons would tell. Instead of
being the enemy, as first thought, they would prove to be great allies in the cause for safety to the community.
Business Manager Ian ‘Biggles’ Currie, although appearing to be doing a good job, did not meet the
satisfaction of the Board Executive and they parted company.
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Shortly after, Life Member Dave Lawler retired from a long association with
the public service and accepted a part-time proposal put to him by Life Members
Michael Geros and Bob Parkhill. Dave settled into the position without to much
fuss and justified his employment with some great sponsorships and donations.
It was a sad year with the passing of Life Member Bill Thearle and also the
first President of the Juvenile section, Jack ‘Silver’ McGuinness. Both had been
long-time members of the club and they were sadly missed in many ways.

Life Member Dave Lawler who
took over as Business Manager
after the club could no longer
afford the service of employed
manager Ian Currie

The Nippers were always going to have a good season. They had great
members, great officials and great organisation, which accounted for their healthy
bank balance at the end of each season. How great those parents were, as
they not only looked after their own children, but any other child who was in
need of assistance. It made many of the older members proud that the club’s
future was being nurtured.

The competition that kept the kids going was at a top level, and the stars
were shining all the way to the victory dais. Representative honours were
bestowed on a small number of the talent, and when the team for the InterBranch
Championships was selected, it included 10 club members. Among them was the complete 5-man R&R
team, plus Clayton and Ben Jones, who were later selected to the NSW team with Clayton as the Captain.
Clayton was also the Branch nominee for the NSW Junior Life Saver of the Year, which was a milestone
for the club as it was the third year in succession that the Branch nomination had come from the club. In
February 1993, the white caps stormed onto Freshwater beach for the BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS, where
they picked up nine Gold medals. The Champions were:
Gold Medal:
11~years Boys Board Race - Scott Casey
8~years Girls Board Race - Alanna Casey
11~years Boys Beach Sprint - Ben Jones
11~years Girls Beach Sprint - Mo’onia Gerrard
11~years Beach Flags - Mo’onia Gerrard
13~years Boys Beach Sprint - Clayton Jones
13-years Beach Flags - Clayton Jones
All age relay team - Alanna Casey, Clayton Jones, Ben Jones, Phillip Licardo,
Sean Ryan, Jake Searle, and Chad Wright
11~years Beach Relay - Scott Casey, Mo’onia Gerrard, Kristan Harris and Ben Jones
Along with that outstanding effort, they also won four Silver and seven Bronze medals.
No METROPOLITAN CHAMPIONSHIPS were run that year, and the next big carnival was the STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
being conducted by the Port Macquarie/Tacking Point clubs. It was a good venue that suited the beach
competitors down to the ground. Clayton won his beach sprint for the fourth consecutive year. ‘Can this
boy run!’ was the comment from the crowd.
The Jones boys won the Gold medals, Ben winning the 12-years Boys Beach Sprint and Clayton
getting another double Gold in the 14-years Beach Sprint and Beach Flags. There were also two Bronze
Medals for Scott Casey and one each for Alanna Casey and Mo’onia Gerrard.
The All Age Relay team, having won gold at the Branch Championship, finished with a Bronze medal
each. It was a fitting result for Jim Shearer, who after coaching the beach competitors for the past nine
years, was retiring from that position.
The senior members also had a very successful
competition season, with some great performances by the
members. Drew Griffith led the boat crews and had nine
crews competing at each carnival.
Rob Little on the left with Wayne Bayfield Publican, Kendall Hayes,
Trent Angwin and Drew Griffith receiving the Newport Arms
Surfboat Regatta open boat trophy. Over the years that this event
has been held the club has regularly won this prestigious event.
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The First Aid team members competed with confidence, with Kerrie McManus and Andrew MacPherson
qualifying for the Australian final, but finishing out of the medals.
Tim McDermott was in charge of the craft and swimmers, and that team’s younger members were on
fire at the Branch Championship Carnival - only to be outclassed at the following major carnivals by the
stronger clubs.
The beach team, under the control of Greg Jones, was in the process of rebuilding owing to the
previous season’s runners retiring or moving to other clubs. To much surprise, the senior boat crews
added that event to their program, gaining an impressive third place in the John Bliss Memorial Relay at
the club’s Annual Carnival. On top of that, Shane Bullock and Darren Geros were first and second in the
Beach Flags event, showing the experts that boaties have talent. Shane went on to win the Branch and
InterCities Championships, making Rick Ware take notice of his ability.

The first women’s boat crews to compete for the club.
Standing L to R: Kerri McManus, Leanne West, Anita Barrett,
Alison Horan and Nora English
Kneeling L to R: Vanessa Sirotic, René Kaines and Karen Horan

The Championship results were:
At the BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS Gold Medal:
Open Beach Flags - Shane Bullock
Open Surf Board Riding Contest - Brian Lawson
Under~18~years Surf Board Relay
Under~16~years Surf Board Race - Scott Austin
Silver Medals:
Open First Aid - Kerrie McManus and Andrew MacPherson
Open Surf Board Riding Contest - Steven Cassidy
Under~18~years Surf Board Race - David McKinnon
Under~18~years Surf Board Rescue - Scott Ewing and Joe Rappolt
Under~18~years Surf Boat - Drew Griffith sweep, Brad Kaines, Michael Parkes,
Aaron McLean and Brenden Reedy
Under~16~years Surf Board Rescue - Scott Austin and Dallas Rose
Under~16~years Surf Board Relay
Bronze Medal:
Under~16~years Surf Teams
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At the INTERCITIES CHAMPIONSHIPS Gold Medal:
Open First Aid - Kerrie McManus and Andrew MacPherson
Open Beach Flags - Shane Bullock
Reserve Surf Boat - Drew Griffith sweep, Norm Pounder Jr, Ross Kelly,
Steve Barrett and Chris Hickman
Silver Medal:
Open Surf Board Riding Contest - Brian Lawson
Bronze Medal:
Open Surf Boat - Drew Griffith sweep, Kendall Hayes, Trent Angwin,
Anthony McDermott and Darren Geros
Under~18~years Double Ski - Scott Austin and Joe Rappolt
At the NSW CHAMPIONSHIPS Silver Medal:
Open First Aid - Andrew MacPherson and Kerrie McManus
Reserve Boat

Drew Griffith displays his sweeping skills on a
6 metre wave breaking in the famous North Narrabeen Alley

The veterans boat crew, from top left -Mark Gerrard,
Bill Anderson, Rob Kaines, Norm Pounder Sr and Bill Barnett

Scott Austin and Dallas Rose leading in the
Sydney Northern Beaches U 16 Board Rescue Championship
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WE LOST ‘DOLLY’, BUT A NEW STAR
FROM THE NIPPERS ARRIVES

At the Annual General Meeting, Max Rose was elected to Life Member in appreciation of his dedication
and his raising sponsorship for replacement of the lifesaving and competition equipment. Max had a long
career with surf lifesaving. Before joining North Narrabeen he had been a member of the Queenscliff
club, where he gained his Bronze Medallion in the late 1920s. During that period he rowed surfboats,
marched with the March Past team and held a place in the senior R&R team. In winter he was a very
capable winger with the Manly Rugby Union Club.
When the war started Max enlisted in the AIF and served overseas in the Middle East. When Colonel
Blamey presented trophies for surf carnivals on Gaza Beach, Max was part of the winning R&R and
March Past teams that received two ‘Blamey Cups’ in the competition.
His participation with North Narrabeen had been full on. There did not seem to be a project that did
not have ‘a touch of class’, mainly due to the efforts of Maxwell Rose. His elevation to Life Membership
had been well deserved.
Officials elected at the AGM were Bill Worth as President, with Steven Fealy as his Deputy President.
Leanne West, a very talented sports writer, was the Administration Director, and Bob Asser held the purse
strings as Finance Director. The ‘new look’ Management Board also included JAC Chairman Tony Hoffman.
Life Member Dave Lawler was settling in as the club’s Business Manager, taking the work load off the
administrators and making many approaches to sponsors. Through former member and nipper John
Gibbs of Manchester Unity, the club was able to purchase a new surfboat with their generous donation.
Sebel Furniture also donated chairs, which are still used in the Jack King Room at the club.
The club members were sad to hear of the passing of long-time member and Patron Arthur ‘Dolly’
Williams. Dolly had been ‘part of the furniture’ since the 1920s, being active in the Golden Years of the
1930s. He was a Bacho’s Club foundation member and a mainstay of the many famous reunions. He
would most certainly be missed.
Lifesaving Director Bill Anderson was in his second year and had the beach and patrols under control.
They recorded 29 rescues, up from 12 the previous season, and a big jump in the membership from 583
to 722. The increase was mainly to the JAC parents taking full advantage of the family membership and
being part of the club. Bill’s support crew of Vice Captains Rob Kaines, Andrew MacPherson and Matt
Worth filled out a successful team.
One of the problems they encountered that season was that six members had been granted active
reserve status, which required them to perform 16 hours on patrol. Only one, Darren Geros, fulfilled his
commitment. The other five, Trent Anguin, Kendal Hayes, James Kelly, Anthony and Tim McDermott, did
not record enough hours to gain recognition for a year’s service. That was reported in the Annual Report,
showing that the standard set in previous years had not declined.
The elected Training Officer, formally the Chief Instructor, Justin Marks unfortunately had to resign his
position owing to work commitments. Karen Ashcroft and Tamara Colagen took over the position, ably
assisted by Brett Worth, Brian Milligan and John Jeffers. They combined well and successfully instructed
32 candidates for the following awards:
Bronze Medallions: Rob Chant, Chris Connell, Simon Fairer, Chris Friedewald, Jeff Galvin, Jane Griffiths,
David Haes, Christo Hall, Peter Isles, Jason Ivers, David Mounter, Brett Newman, David Nolan, Stephen
Nolan, Beau Scholtz, Trent Taylor, Rebecca Wakim, Greg White, Julia Wilson and Jamie Wood.
Surf Life Saving Certificates: Brooke Surtees and Kristian Zemaitis.
Advanced Resuscitation Certificates: Mark Anderson, Scott Austin, Anita Barrett, René Kaines, Justin
Markes and Brenden Reedy.
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IRB Drivers Certificates: Michael Copping and Stephen Holland.
First Aid Instructor’s Certificate: Kerrie McManus.
Radio Officer Certificate: Justin Marks.
Public Officer Carl Ross organised a Special General Meeting in May to discuss the club making
application to the Liquor Administration Board for a 26-week special functions liquor license. The members
were briefed on the benefits to the club in general and the costs involved with the application. The action
was approved by the members present at the meeting.
House Director Chris Hayes, along with the building committee, had an extremely busy season with the
refurbishing and maintaining the club building. More than $70,000 was used in the construction of the
Jack King Room, the kitchen and fittings, a computer room and a cabinet to store the copy machine, along
with tiling and painting. Although it was over budget, the work was necessary for the new license for hall
and function bookings. With the return of Don and Carol McManus, who took over the vacant caretaker’s
position, the club was beginning to sparkle and showed plenty of attraction to prospective hirers.
Leanne West, the new Administration Director, supervised the updating of computer graphics hardware,
allowing the club to produce 90 per cent of the Annual Report, including plenty of photographs, as well
as a better quality newsletter. That proved a step in the right direction.
Besides running events each weekend, Tony Hoffman and his hardworking Junior section Committee
also organised a successful Nipperthon which attracted 230 competitors and guided the competitors in
the championship carnivals. The Interstate Teams Carnival was held at the beach for the first time and the
club was congratulated on a fine job of organising the event.
The Junior Activities membership of 182
was the highest it had been for a long time
and it was anticipated that many of those
nippers would continue to the senior
section, becoming great lifesavers and
upholding the tradition that the club
enjoyed.

Five sets of twins enjoy the fun of being Nippers.
L to R: Sarah and Vanessa White (U12), Emma and Heidi Young (U9),
David and Daniel Gilbert (U13), Courtney and Candice Adams (U8),
Hannes and Peter Schmid (U13).

The BRANCH JAC CHAMPIONSHIP carnival
at Warriewood saw nasty surf conditions
for the young club members. The officials
had no hesitation in postponing the water
events to the next week at Manly Beach,
where calmer conditions were anticipated.
Ten Gold Medals were won in fine tradition
by:

Scott Casey - Under~13~years male Iron Man and Board race
Alanna Casey - Under~10~years female Board race, Beach Sprint and Beach Flags
All Age Beach Relay - Chad Wright, Ben Jones, Alanna Casey and Jake Searle
Mo’onia Gerrard - Under~13~years female Beach Sprint
Kristan Harris - Under~13~years female Beach Flags
Ben Jones - Under~13~years male Beach Sprint
Under~13~years Beach Relay - Scott Casey, Mo’onia Gerrard, Ben Jones and Kristan Harris
No doubt the star of this championship was Alanna Casey, with four Gold Medals.
It was then down to the Illawarra Branch to Bellambee for the NSW Championships, where they did
not win any gold medals, but were featured in many finals. The tally finished at three silver and one bronze.
The Branch and NSW selectors were well aware of the talent and Ben Jones, Mo’onia Gerrard, Scott
Casey and Chad Wright were selected for the Manly-Warringah Branch team to compete at Forster. Both
Mo’onia Gerrard and Ben Jones were in the NSW Team to compete in the Interstate Carnival at their
home beach, North Narrabeen. The NSW Team was second to Queensland in a tight contest.
The club also hosted the NSW Inshore Rescue Boat Championships, which were held in the winter
period and provided spectators great viewing from good vantage points at the clubhouse.
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Competition in the open carnivals and championships was great and the club had a large team of all
aged competitors. With the return of Don McManus, he stepped back into his former spot of senior
sweep and coach of the boat crews. The regular crews that rowed throughout the season and in the
championships were:
Open Boat - Don McManus sweep, Kendal Hayes, Daren Geros,
Anthony McDermott and Adam Corrigan
B Crew - Drew Griffith sweep, Ross Kelly, Michael McDermott,
Steve Barrett and Chris Hickman
C Crew - Don McManus sweep, Craig McGuinness, Mike Copping,
Ian Jones and Rob Chant
Colts or Under-21 Crew - Don McManus sweep, Chris Connell,
Michael Gordon, Brenden Reedy and Sean Kelly
Chris Connell was injured in the NSW titles and he was replaced by René Kaines,
who rowed with the ladies crew. Later in the season René was awarded the Rower
of the Year trophy for her fine efforts throughout the year.

This beverage was
provided by Lyn Aitchison
- a great supporter and
worker for the club, under
his nickname - Uncle Evil

Junior Boat Crew - Drew Griffith sweep, Brad Kaines, Michael Parkes,
Shaun Taylor, Cameron Baillie and Aaron McLean
Cameron had a great season and was rewarded with The Most Improved Rower trophy.
Girls A Boat Crew - Don McManus sweep, Nora English, Leanne West,
Kerrie McManus Alison Horan
This crew won the first Ladies Champions conducted by the Manly-Warringah Branch.

Girls B Boat Crew - Craig McGuinness sweep, Rebecca Wakin,
Anita Barrett, René Kaines and Jane Griffith
Vintage Boat Crew - Bill Barnett sweep, Norm Pounder, Bill Anderson,
Rob Kaines and Mark Gerard
Veteran Boat Crew - Vic Baker sweep, Steve Fealy, Rod Field, Steve Lawler and Brian Sims
Tim McDermott took charge of the craft section, giving personal attention to young members
Scott Ewing, Scott Austin and Mark Anderson.

Tim McDermott - craft captain,
who led a team of budding champions

Scott Austin - left, with Mark Anderson
training on the Narrabeen Lake

On the beach the club had a new star in the making. That was Clayton Jones, fresh out of nippers and
with a big bag full of medals from his JAC competition days. The word was buzzing around the club ‘to
watch the new kid, he’s from the same mould as the great Johnny Bliss’. That had plenty of backing, as
Clayton had won a total of 49 championship medals, 36 of them Gold, and 13 minor places in his four
years in the JAC section of the club. Over the bar one night, using an old Jack Gibson cliché, Carl Ross
said ‘He’s that fast that when he goes to bed at night, he turns off the light switch and is in bed before the
light goes out!’ Maybe Carl was right, as Clayton was awarded plenty of success in the coming years.
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Results for the championship carnivals were:
At the BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS Gold Medal:
Open Boat Race
Womens A Boat Race
Under~16~years Beach Sprint - Clayton Jones
Under~16~years Beach Flags - Clayton Jones
Under~18~years Double Ski - Mark Anderson and Scott Ewing
Under~18~years Surf Board Relay - Scott Ewing, Scott Austin and Shane Warman
Under~18~years Surf Board Rescue - Shane Warman and Scott Austin
Open Surf Board Riding Competition - Steve Cassidy
Silver Medal:
Womens B Boat Race
Under~16~years Beach Sprint - Jamie Wood
Under~16~years Beach Flags - Jamie Wood
Under~18~years Double Ski - Shane Warman and Lawrence McCoy
Under~18~years Surf Board Race - Shane Warman
Open First Aid - Andrew MacPherson and Kerrie McManus
Under~18~years Single Ski - Mark Anderson
Bronze Medal:
Under~16~years 5~Person R&R - Kelly Surtees, Bonnique Oswald, Michelle Asser,
Alison Jones and David Jones
Under~16~years Surf Board - Scott Austin
Under~18~years Single Ski - Scott Ewing
At the NSW CHAMPIONSHIPS Gold Medal:
Under~16~years Beach Sprint and Beach Flags
Open First Aid, Kerrie McManus and Andrew MacPherson
Bronze Medal:
Under 18~years Single Ski - Scott Ewing
Open Single Ski - Tim McDermott.
Open Surf Boat - Don McManus sweep, Kendal Hayes, Darren Geros,
Anthony McDermott and Adam Corrigan
At the AUSTRALIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS Silver Medal:
Under~16~years Beach Sprint, Clayton Jones
Bronze Medal:
Under~16~years Beach Flags, Clayton Jones
Open First Aid - Kerrie McManus and Andrew MacPherson
The club’s Sunday competitions were conducted by Mick Whittaker, in his third year as Handicapper,
where he was ably assisted by Max Rose and the Inshore Rescue Boat crews. Mick conducted 11
championships, along with point score events each Sunday. Results of the Championships are as follows,
Scott Austin - Open and Under~18~years, Surf Race and Surf Rescue Tube championship
and the Open Surf Board championship
Brad Kaines - Open Iron Man and Open and Under~18~years Surf Ski championships
Shane Warman - Under~18~years, Surf Board championship
Blake Harris - Open Beach championship
Jamie Wood - Under~18~years Beach Sprint Championship
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1994-95 Season

A GOOD YEAR DESPITE THE INTERNAL PROBLEMS

President Bill Worth had the following to say about the season: ‘I liken the 1994-95 season to a
hurdle race; we began well, fell over in the middle stages, then regained our composure and went on
strongly to win the race.’
The club started with the election of a strong and experienced Executive: Bill Worth as President,
Steve Fealy as Deputy, Leanne West as Administration Director, Barbara MacPherson as Finance Director,
Andrew MacPherson as Lifesaving Directors role and Carl Ross as Public Officer. They controlled a year
to remember.
The ‘bad’ feature of the year was the dispute between a Senior boat crew and the Management
Board. Many heated discussions between all parties were conducted to no avail.
Eventually a Special General Meeting was held to discuss the problem, with all involved being given
the chance to speak on the indifferences. To the members not involved, it appeared there would be no
resolution, but in the following week the Senior A boat crew transferred to another club, taking many
supporters with them. It was a sad time, as no club likes to loose talented lifesavers and dedicated
members.
The membership dropped by 59 from the previous season, but it was still the second best figure for
the past 10 years. The total of 762 members included the nipper members.
The club had some outstanding performances on the beach, with David Nolan contributing 191 hours
on patrol, along with Andrew MacPherson and Mike Copping, who received a notable mention. Ben
Ross, David Mountier, Bill Anderson and Ross Young all assisted, particularly at a time when the bulk of
the members were competing at championship carnivals.
Another worthy group of longstanding members answered the call for assistance at the start of the
season, making up numbers when necessary. They were Rob Kaines, Rod Field, Craig McGuinness,
Kerrie McManus, Matthew Worth, Stephen Barrett, Shane Green, Ross Kelly, Allan Hancock, Norm Pounder
Sr, Stephen Fealy, Steven Lawler, Carl Ross, Nicholas Ruban, Michael Burnes and Drew Griffith.
The Dolly Williams Trophy for Patrol Person of the Year was awarded to Alison Horan, who recorded
73 hours of patrol duty as well as countless hours spent as the patrol coordinator - and in her spare time
she proved to be one of the top female surfboat rowers. She was a busy girl!
Another involved member, Mike Copping performed 91
hours patrol duty along with being a boat rower and the
Competition Director, which involved attending monthly
board meetings and attending carnivals where the club
competed. Michael was rewarded for his outstanding input
into club operations with the WE Barnett Memorial Trophy
for Club Member of the Year.

Mike Copping left, with Dave Lawler Club Business Manager,
and famous Hollywood film star Pamela Anderson.
Ten years on, they are still arguing about who
she thought was the most handsome.

Social Director Judy Russell organised many functions
and received many compliments for the way she
approached her position. Catering at the Annual Carnival,
Dragon Boats Festival, dinner and drinks after the
Australian Championship carnival, Annual Reunion and the
Presentation of Trophies at the Narrabeen RSL were all to
her credit.

Mark Anderson and Scott Austin were both selected
to represent Australia at the World Junior Kayak Championship in Japan.
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Bill and Maureen Worth received a Warringah Shire Council Community Service Award for their
contribution to surf Lifesaving, a well deserved award.
On a sad note, the club members were saddened to hear of the passing of two of the club’s respected
Life Members, Dick Corish and Frank Slater. Dick, a long-time member who gained his Bronze Medallion
in 1934-35, was a well respected Athletics Australia officer who officiated at the 1956 Olympic Games
in Melbourne and served the club in his latter years as the Handicapper. Many will remember Dick for his
flawless memory and precision running in beach and surf events.
Frank was also a long-time member, gaining his Bronze Medallion in the 1948-49 season. He was a
gifted runner who loved to be social and then could run the race of his life even after a big night out. He
was a nightmare to Coach John Bliss, but no matter how crook he felt, he would always produce the
goods. Frank had many successes in Beach Sprints and Beach Relays, along with being a speedy winger
in Rugby League. He was later made a Life Member of the Manly Warringah Rugby League Referees
Association. Club members will recall Frank’s title of the Minister of Kegs in the sixties and being a
member of the very social March Past team.
Chief Instructor René Kaines carried out her position without fuss and with the guidance of Bill Worth
and Tim McDermott, resulting in 10 Bronze Medallions, 14 Surf Lifesaving Certificates and an Inshore
Rescue Boat Drivers Certificate. The successful members were:
Bronze Medallions: Michelle Asser, Todd Austin, Suzanne Couper, Paul Henry, Nigel Hoschke, Daniel
Ireland, Alison Jones, Clayton Jones, Bonnique Oswald and Chad Wright.
Surf Life Saving Certificates: Matthew Casey, Scott Casey, Scott Donaldson, Mo’onia Gerrard, Natalie
Gibson, Kristan Harris, Ben Hunt, Ben Jones, Andrew MacNaughton, Leonie McPhail, Tanya Mounter,
Michael Szalay, Jamie Tunbridge and Sam Wright.
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificate: Shaun Taylor.
On the beach every Sunday morning at 10 am, Max Rose and Warren Suters ran the club events like
clock work. On the club championship day, they ran 12 events, with the winners being:
Scott Austin - Open Surf, Open Iron Man, Open Surf Ski,
Under~18 Surf Ski and Under~18 Rescue Tube
Shane Warman - Open Beach Sprint, Under~18 Beach Sprint,
Under~18 Beach Flags and Under~18 Surf Board
Chad Wright - Under~18 Surf
Mark Anderson - Under~18 Surf Board
Mike Copping - Open Rescue Tube
Yearly handicap events were won by - Bob Hampson, Surf Point Score, and
Tony Suters, Beach Point Score

Scott Austin (L) and Mark Anderson
- a champion double ski combination contesting numerous
championship finals including the 1994-95 Australian Championship.

Mark Anderson (L) and Scott Austin in the uniforms
they wore while representing Australia in the
World Junior Kayak Championships in Japan.
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Junior Section Chairman Tony Hoffman ran an successful operation and
was proud of his two nippers Mo’onia Gerrard and Ben Jones, who had been
selected to the NSW Junior team as joint Captains. They both had performed
well in the Championship Carnivals, and that honour was a tribute to their
attitude and approach. The results of the JAC members performances were:
At the BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS at Collaroy Beach Nippers Josh Ogilvie (L) and
Nathan Casey quench their thirst
after competing in the club’s
popular Nipperthon carnival.

Gold Medal:
Senior Surf Board Rescue - Scott Casey and Glen Goetz
Under~14~years Iron Man - Scott Casey
Under~14~years Surf Race - Scott Casey
Under~14~years Girls Beach Sprint - Mo’onia Gerrard
Under~14~years Girls Beach Flags - Kristin Harris

Silver Medal:
14~years Girls Surf Board Race - Nicole Reid-Frost
All Age Beach Relay - Alanna Casey, Adam Ajaka, Matthew Chapel, Ben Jones,
Michael Roberts, Michael Ryan and Jake Searle
Under~11~years Girls Beach Sprint - Alanna Casey
Under~11~years Girls Beach Flags - Alanna Casey
Under~12~years Beach Relay - Dane Pymble, Grant Russo, Jake Searle and Matthew Slattery
Under~14~years Beach Sprint - Ben Jones
Under~14~years Girls Beach Flags - Mo’onia Gerrard
Under~14~years Beach Relay - Mo’onia Gerrard, Kristin Harris, Ben Jones and Michael Szalay
Bronze Medal:
Under~10~years Surf Board Race - Sean Ryan
Under~8~years Girls Beach Sprint - Laura Snel
Under~8~years Girls Surf Wade - Laura Snel
Under~12~years Beach Flags - Jake Searle
Under~8~years Beach Relay - Robert Finch, Michael Roberts, Laura Snel, and Nicole Troy
Under~13~years Girls Beach Flags - Anita Sirotic
At the NSW CHAMPIONSHIP at Mollymook Silver Medal:
Under~11~years Girls Beach Sprint - Alanna Casey
Bronze Medal:
Under~14~years Girls Beach Sprint - Mo’onia Gerrard
Under~14~years Girls Beach Flags - Kristin Harris
Club members selected for the Junior Interbranch team for the
Championship Carnival at Wollongong were Ben Jones and Mo’onia
Gerrard, who were the team Captains, along with Alanna and Scott
Casey. All members performed well, which resulted with the NSW
selectors picking Ben Jones and Mo’onia Gerrard.
The Seniors also had some great performances in competition,
winning 27 Championship Medals, including 3 Aussie Gold. That
was the best result since 1987, with so many stars, and a large
proportion of those successful members were former nippers. It
would be hard to pick the best, but the efforts of first year cadet
Clayton Jones, along with the performances of Scott Austin, Mark
Anderson and the Under-21-years surfboat crew were all top notch.
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At the BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS at Mona Vale Gold Medal:
Under~16~years Girls R&R - Michelle Asser, Alison Jones, Nicole Reid-Frost,
Leonie McPhail and Kristin Harris
Under~16~years Beach Sprint - Clayton Jones
Under~16~years Surf Board Rescue - Scott Casey and Chad Wright
Under~18~years Beach Sprint - Clayton Jones
Under~18~years Ironman - Scott Austin
Under~18~years Single Ski - Scott Austin
Under~18~years Double Ski - Mark Anderson and Scott Austin
Silver Medal:
Under~16~years Girls Beach Relay - Mo’onia Gerrard, Kristin Harris,
Nicole Reid-Frost and Leonie McPhail
Under~18~years Surf Board - Shane Warman
Under~18~years Surf Board Relay - Scott Austin, Shane Warman and Mark Anderson
Under~18~years Single Surf Ski - Shane Warman
Womens Surf Boat - Craig McGuinness sweep, René Kaines, Jane Griffith,
Rebecca Wakim and Johanna Perry
Open Surf Board Riding Contest - Steve Cassidy
Bronze Medal:
Under~16~years
Under~16~years
Under~16~years
Under~18~years
Under~21~years

March Past
Girls Beach Sprint - Mo’onia Gerrard
Beach Relay
Single Surf Ski - Mark Anderson
Surfboat - Drew Griffith sweep, Brad Kaines, Michael Parkes,
Brenden Reedy and Grant Conran
Clayton Jones must have been the star, winning all three Beach Sprints and a bronze medal in the
Under-16 Beach Relay team. Clayton’s effort in winning all divisions of the Beach Sprint was a first for the
Branch and has not been equalled up to 2003.
At the NSW CHAMPIONSHIPS at Cudgen Headland Gold Medal:
Under~18~years Single Ski - Scott Austin
Silver Medal:
Under~18~years Double Ski - Mark Anderson and Scott Austin
Under~21~years Surf Boat - Drew Griffith sweep, Brad Kaines,
Michael Parkes, Brenden Reedy and Grant Conran
Bronze Medal:
Under~16~years Beach Sprint - Clayton Jones
Womens Surf Boat - Craig McGuinness, René Kaines, Jane Griffith,
Rebecca Wakim and Johanna Perry

Champions and future champions.
L to R: Clayton Jones, Chad Wright, Scott Austin, Mark Anderson,
Scott Casey, Ben Jones, Mo’onia Gerrard and Nicole Reid-Frost
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At the AUSTRALIAN CHAMPIONSHIP at Kurrawa, Queensland Gold Medal:
Under~16~years Beach Sprint - Clayton Jones
Under~16~years Beach Flags - Clayton Jones
Under~21~years Surfboat - Drew Griffith sweep, Brad Kaines, Michael Parkes,
Brenden Reedy and Grant Conran
Although Clayton’s two gold medals were great, the Under-21-years boat crew took the honours, as
they were starting a run of victories that would establish them as the best four rowers the club has
produced in its 90 year history.
AUSTRALIAN MASTERS CHAMPIONSHIP at Kurrawa, Queensland Silver Medal:
60~years and over Rescue Tube Race - Dave Lawler
Bronze Medal:
60 years and over Surf Race - Dave Lawler

Clayton Jones,
Australian Under-18
Beach Sprint and Beach Flags
Champion 1994-95

Australian Under -21 Surfboat Champions 1994-95.
L to R: Brad Kaines, Michael Parks, Drew Griffith,
Brenden Reedy and Grant Conran.

Drew Griffith holds a difficult wave during the Australian Championships
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This was one of the good seasons. The Management Board was led by President Bill Worth. ably
assisted by Deputy President Steve Fealy. Leanne West was the Administration Director, Barbara
MacPherson the Finance Director and Drew Griffith took on the important and time-consuming position
of Lifesaving Director. Carl Ross was appointed as the Public Officer, making this Executive Committee
well balanced and extremely experienced in their positions. Bob Asser as House Director, Nora English
as Social Director and Graeme Tipper as Junior Activities Director completed the Management Board
and all contributed to a successful season.
Barbara MacPherson controlled the finances with
great skill and produced an end of the season report
that advised the members a profit of $4,155. That was
not obtained by having tight purse strings, as the total
expenditure of $148,215 included a new surfboat and
maintenance to the other craft, refurbishing the upstairs
toilets and the resealing and tiling the outer deck area.
Those expenses were financed by generous donations
and grants, along with fundraising by club members.
Super 100 Club profit, hall hire and the best result to
date from the bar and social functions were always within
budget. The Annual Carnival attracted 45 sponsors and
After nearly 35 years as the club’s boat steward,
Brian Blackmore (far right) is dumbfounded to learn
good entries, and with top management and control a
that a surfboat has been named after him
substantial profit was recorded. The Presentation of Trophies
at the Dee Why RSL organised by Nora English catered for both the young and old and was another success.
The Annual Reunion organised by Carl Ross and Neville Behagg provided a great day of memories for the 150
who attended. It was the best for many years and the organisers proved that if you are prepared to promote an
event, the result will be worth remembering.
Chief Instructor René Kaines was another talented
member who, not only being a boatie, an ex-nipper and a
good communicator, proved to be the person for the job.
The following members gained 35 SLSA awards:
Surf Lifesaving Certificates: Zeina Ajaka, Haley Baker,
Daniel Capel, Nathan Casey, Glen Goetze, Peter Foster,
Debbie Jones, Marc Lawler, Michael Ryan and Anita Sirotic.
Bronze Medallions: Rhys Blackburn, Jay Bolton, Steve
Burns, Alan Capel, Peter Finch, Erica Fox, Peter Grimes,
Mark Halpin, Danny Kelly, Martina Leonard, Stephan Mageron, Hamish McLean, Leonie McPhail, Elizabeth
Mulligan, Amanda Parkes, Craig Perry, John Roberts, Shane Spittles, Kim Taylor and Troy Townsend.
The christening of the Brian Blackmore surf boat

Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificates: Cameron Baillie, Paul Economos, Brad Kaines, Peter Finch
and Peter Grimes.
SLSA 50-years Long Service Awards: Bill Barnett, Ken Hodges, David Lawler Max Rose and Robert
Sullivan.
The Junior Activities section under the control of Chairman Graeme Tipper produced another successful
season financially, in competition and on the beach at North Narrabeen. The 10th Nipperthon organised
by Barrie MacNaughton attracted 180 competitors and was a huge success.
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The following were medal winners at the Association Championships:
At the SLS SYDNEY NORTHERN BEACHES, BOARD

OF JUNIOR

ACTIVITIES CHAMPIONSHIPS at Narrabeen Beach -

Gold Medal:
Under~12~years Girls Beach Flags - Alanna Casey
Silver Medal:
Under~8~years Beach Flags - Wayne Anderson
Under~12~years Beach Flags - David Edge
Under~12~years Beach Sprint - Alanna Casey
Bronze Medal:
March Past - Zeina Ajaka, Jacquine Aitken, Haley Baker, Emily Cappas,
Marie Devitt, Joanna Gibson, Elisa Green, Carla Hoffman,
Debbie Jones, Anita Sirotic, Yvette Szalay, Joanne Troy, Michelle Troy and Nicole Troy
Senior 5~Person R&R - Zeina Ajaka, Haley Baker, Debbie Jones, Enita Sirotic and Yvette Szalay
2~Person R&R - Michelle Troy and Joanna Gibson
Under~11~years Beach Relay - Adam Ajaka, Jay Darakjian, Mitchel Lawler and Sean Ryan
At the SLS NSW BOARD

OF

JUNIOR ACTIVITIES CHAMPIONSHIPS at Swansea Belmont:

Silver Medal:
Under~12~years Girls Beach Sprint - Alanna Casey
Under~12~years Girls Beach Flags - Alanna Casey
Alanna was the only club member to be selected in the SNB Junior InterBranch Team, winning her
events at that carnival.
The March Past team was coached by Bob Asser, Maxine Szalay and Ross Young, while Bob Asser
also controlled the R&R teams. Water events were supervised by Jack Spicer.
Lifesaving Director Drew Griffith had a very busy season. Besides being the Boat Captain and sweep/
coach of more than one crew, he undertook the responsibility of the control of the beach and the safety
of the public. Drew was supported on the beach by Mike Copping, while Alison Horan kept the patrol
hours record in tip-top order.
Brad Kaines won the award of Patrolman of the Year. He had spent 77.5 hours on patrol, gained his
IRB Drivers Certificate, was part of all fundraising events and was stroke of the Colts boat crew. His
wonderful effort was rewarded by the annual exchange to Omanu SLSC in New Zealand.
The active members provided 3018.25 hours of voluntary patrols, safeguarding the beach and surrounding
areas so that the club was able to maintain that no lives were lost while the patrols were on duty.
The internal competition and championships were organised by the successful team of Race Secretary
Warren Suters and Handicapper Maxwell Rose, who conducted two point score competitions and 13
championship events. Tony Suters proved that he was the most consistent competitor over the season by
winning both the beach and water point score competitions.
Championship results were:
Open Surf, Under~18~years Surf and Under~16~years Surf races - Scott Casey
Open Iron Man, Open Surf Board and Surf Ski - Brad Kaines
Open Rescue Tube Race - Chad Wright
Open Beach Sprint and Beach Flags - Clayton Jones
Under~18~years Beach Sprint and Beach Flags - Clayton Jones
Under~16~years Beach Sprint and Beach Flags - Ben Jones
Interclub competition and the championship carnivals are part of the blood in the North Narrabeen
veins and since the early days of competition it has been part of the club’s make up. This season was no
exception, as the white caps made their presence felt and were prominent at medal presentations.
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Some memorable performances were by craft competitors
Darren Webster, Nigel Hoschke, Jay Bolton and Steve Burns, all
representing Australia at kayaking.

Scott Austin Australian Under 18
Single Surf Ski Champion 1995-96

Scott Austin won the ultimate Gold Medal at the Aussie Titles,
while lady luck was not with senior paddler Tim McDermott. Tim
led the field in the Australian Open Ski Final only to be swamped
by a big, nasty, rogue wave with the winning post within sight.
Outstanding performances were also recorded by Scott Casey,
Chad Wright and Daniel Ireland.

Boat Captain Drew Griffith had an abundance of talent in his control and, with those talented oarsmen
and sweeps, he was able to tackle any conditions with great confidence. The crews consisted of:
A crew - Shaun Taylor, Trent Wood, Dean Griffith and Mike Copping
B crew - Matt Kelly, Ross Kelly, Steve Barrett and Billy Hogg
Reserve Kaos crew - Greg Kelly, Michael Burnes, Craig Perry and Hamish McLean
Colts crew - Brad Kaines, Reg Parkes, Brenden Reedy and Cameron Baillie
Junior crew - Danny Kelly, Troy Townsend, Shane Spittles and Rhys Blackburn
Womens Q crew, Bec Wakim, Jane Griffith, Rene’ Kaines and Jo Perry
Kaos Chicks - Sarah Geeves, Nora English, Liz Moller and Tina Leonard
Womens C crew - Elise Woulters, Erica Fox, Liz Mulligan and Amanda Parkes
The Vets crew - Rod Field, Mark Gerrard, Bill Anderson and Steve Fealy
That’s 36 rowers who were swept and coached by Drew Griffith, Craig McGuinness, Dean Griffith
and Shaun Taylor.
The big success was the women’s Q crew, swept by Craig
‘Quicky’ McGuinness, who rowed every race as if their lives
depended on it. They were rewarded with the Gold Medal in the
NSW Championship at South Maroubra. It was disappointing for
the crew not to be able to compete at the Aussies, as women’s
boat racing was not accepted as a championship event by the
National Council at that time.
The Colts, swept by Drew
Griffith, had a season of bad
luck and made a good recovery
Women’s boat crew on their way to winning the
in the face of disaster. As they
NSW Women’s Surfboat Championship 1995-96.
were competing in the Uncle
Johanna Perry - bow, Rebecca Wakim - 2 bow,
Tobys Series at Newcastle,
Jane Griffiths - 2 stroke, René Kaines -stroke,
Craig McGuinness -sweep
coming down a larger than
large wave, the front of the boat broke off. Luckily there were no serious
injuries. The boys recovered quickly and finished up winning the Branch
Premiership and making the final of the NSW Championships.

The wreck of the ‘Norm Ambrose’,
broken in two at Newcastle Beach
during the Uncle Toby’s Surfboat Series

Women’s crew triumphant finish

Drew Griffith showed his skill as a shipwright by repairing
the ‘Norm Ambrose’ surf boat to its original condition
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On the beach, it was left to the Jones Boys, Clayton and
Ben. Clayton won the club’s first Beach Flags Australian Gold
Medal, plus five other beach medals at the other
championships, while Ben, fresh out of the nippers, picked up
a Silver Medal at the Branch Championship.

Clayton Jones
Australian Under -18 Beach Flags Champion 1995-96

Bob Asser’s R&R team of ex-nippers was starting to make
their presence felt. They were quite happy with their Bronze Medal
at the Branch Championship and being finalists in the NSW
Championship, reminding the other competitors that these were
the white caps that the club was so famous for in the 1930s.

The following are the results of the championship competitions:
At the SYDNEY NORTHERN BEACHES SLS BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS:
Gold Medal:
Open Beach Flags - Clayton Jones
Under~18~years Beach Flags - Clayton Jones
Silver Medal:
Open Beach Sprint - Clayton Jones
Under~16~years Beach Sprint - Ben Jones
Bronze Medal:
Under~18~years 5~Person R&R - Michelle Asser, Bonnique Oswald, Nicole Reid-Frost,
Leonie McPhail and Alison Jones
At the NSW SLS CHAMPIONSHIP at South Maroubra:
Gold Medal:
Womens Surf Boat - Craig McGuinness sweep, René Kaines, Jane Griffiths,
Rebecca Wakim and Johanna Perry
Under~18~years Beach Sprint and Beach Flags - Clayton Jones
Bronze Medal:
Open First Aid - Andrew MacPherson and Roland Murcott
Under~18~years Double Ski - Scott Austin and Daniel Ireland
Finalists:
Under~18 Single Ski, Scott Austin
Under~16~years Ironman, Scott Casey
Under~18~years 5~girl R&R
At the SLS AUSTRALIAN CHAMPIONSHIP at Kurrawa, Queensland:
Gold Medal:
Under~18~years Beach Flags - Clayton Jones
Under~18~years Single Ski - Scott Austin
Bronze Medal:
Under~18~years Beach Sprint, Clayton Jones
The two gold medal winning members also recorded 100 per cent patrol attendance.
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THE CRAFT BOYS ON FIRE AND
JONES BROTHERS DOMINATE THE BEACH

What a season, with the younger members, a large number of whom were ex-nippers, displaying great
expertise in the championship carnivals bringing another swag
of medals back to the club. Some of the club’s younger
competitors were well rewarded for their fine performances.
Clayton Jones was selected to the NSW team to compete
in the Interstate Challenge and to the NSW SLSA Touring Team
to tour the United States of America and United Kingdom, where
he competed in the US and UK national titles, and Hong Kong.
Scott Austin, after great results on the surf ski and at kayak
racing, was selected to the Australian Kayak B Touring Team to
tour Europe.
Club ski competitors
who were Australian Kayak representatives
L to R: Nigel Hoschke, Darren Webster and Jay Bolton.

Darren Webster, Nigel Hoschke, Daniel Ireland and Jay
Bolton were all selected in to the Australian Junior Kayak Touring
Team to compete in the World Championship in Belgium.

The results of the SLSA Championships, at which the club members won 21 medals, are as follows:
At the BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS Gold Medal:
Open Beach Sprint and Beach Flags - Clayton Jones
Under~18~years Single Ski - Darren Webster
Under~18~years Beach Sprint - Clayton Jones
Under~18~years Beach Flags - Clayton Jones
Under~16~years Beach Sprint - Ben Jones
Silver Medal:
Open Single Ski - Scott Austin
Under~16~years Surf Race and Surf Board - Scott Casey
Bronze Medal:
Open Surf Ski - Tim McDermott
Open Double Ski - Scott Austin and Mark Anderson
Under~16~years Beach Flags - Ben Jones
At the NSW SLSA CHAMPIONSHIPS Gold Medal:
Under~18~years Double Ski - Jay Bolton and Daniel Ireland
Under~18~years Ski Relay - Daniel Ireland, Jay Bolton and Nigel Hoschke
Under~18~years Beach Flags - Clayton Jones
Silver Medal:
Under~18~years Beach Sprint - Clayton Jones
Under~16~years Beach Sprint - Ben Jones
Bronze Medal:
Under~21~years Surf Boat - Shaun Stacey sweep, Brad Kaines, Michael Parkes, Aaron McLean
and Cameron Baillie.
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At the AUSTRALIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS Silver Medal:
Under~18~years Beach Flags - Clayton Jones
Bronze Medal:
Under~18~years Surf Ski - Darren Webster
Under~18~years Beach Sprint - Clayton Jones

Clayton Jones just misses claiming
the Australian Beach Flags Championship, gold medal.

Daniel Webster, who won a bronze medal
in the Under-18 Australian Single Ski Championship

One of the hardworking, dedicated members
of the club was Ken Brown, who was rewarded
with Life Membership. Ken had always given 100
per cent effort to any project or task that he had
accepted. Gaining his Bronze Medallion in the
1953-54 season, he served the club with
distinction and was a feared man in the early years
The women’s boat crew display their team tattoos
of malibu surfboard riding when craft had to be
before contesting the Australian Championships
registered with the local council or be impounded.
Ken was also a regular member of John Sullivan’s champion March Past team, which was the best team
not to win an Australian Championship. Ken became involved when the Nippers formed in the early
1960s, and that group has held his interest to the present date. It was a fitting reward for a fine lifesaver
from North Narrabeen.
Another member to receive recognition for an outstanding effort was Dean Griffith, who was Boat
Captain, stroke of the A crew and sweep of the reserve
and veterans boat crews. Dean spent many hours at
meetings with Mike Copping, entering crews and
making sure that his rowers all fulfilled their patrol
duties. In his spare time, he was the man responsible,
along with Bill Worth, for the clubhouse deck being
tiled. Dean was awarded the WE Barnett Trophy for
Club Member of the Year, a reward being fully justified.

Under-21 boat crew in action Shaun Stacey -sweep, Brad Kaines,
Michael Parks, Aaron McLean and Cameron Bailey

The deck renovation, a joint venture between the
Warringah Shire Council and the club, was very
necessary as the waterproofing membrane was
leaking, allowing water into the lower clubrooms and
lifeguards’ section.

Bill Worth organised the club members to remove the existing concrete, fit the new membrane and lay
the new deck concrete. This long and hard part of the renovation was followed by laying the flooring tiles,
another tiring and backbreaking job. Glass windbreaks were fitted to the walls and new outdoor furniture
made and assembled by the members to finish off the project. The end result was well worth the effort, as
the deck looked a special place to be, as the members soon found out.
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The Executive committee of the Management Board was led by
President Bill Worth, with Craig McGuinness as Deputy President, Alison
Horan as Administration Director, Barbara MacPherson as Finance
Director, René Kaines as Lifesaving Director and Carl Ross as Public
Officer. The Management Directors were Peter Finch as Junior Activities
Director, Michael Copping as Competition Director and Nora English
as Social Director. All were very active in their respective positions,
giving 100 per cent effort and solving almost all problems before they
turned into major issues.
Many projects were promoted with success. Water safety was
provided for the 20 Beaches Surf Ski Race and the Nipperthon, which
was being run in the surf for the first time, and the club again ran the
Sydney Dragon Boats Festival. The opening of the new deck and ‘thank
you’ to the workers, the Annual Reunion, the Presentation Night and the
club carnival were all were successful and accomplished without fuss.

René Kaines (R) - the club’s first female
Club Captain with Kiri Rikihana an
exchange lifesaver from Omanu NZ

JAC Chairman Peter Finch led his committee with plenty of enthusiasm. They were put to the test
conducting the Nipperthon Extreem in the Surf, a new concept for the event which was previously run in
the lake. The new event was born because Narrabeen Lake was
showing evidence of pollution well above an acceptable level
and there had been a reported sighting of a shark in the lake.

Junior members at the start of the Nipperthon

Organiser Barrie MacNaughton covered all the problem areas
and attracted 175 entrants. The only item that could not be
anticipated was the weather and sea conditions, and due to the
big sea all events were transferred to Collaroy. Scott Casey was
the nippers’ only success, winning the Under-16-years age
section. The Nipperthon Extreem was a huge success and plenty
of congratulations were forthcoming in the following weeks.

The SLS SYDNEY NORTHERN BEACHES JUNIOR ACTIVITIES BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS were held at North Curl
Curl, with the medal winners being Gold Medal:
Under~13~years Girls Beach Sprint - Alanna Casey
Under~13~years Girls Beach Flags - Alanna Casey
Silver Medal:
Under~8~years Girls Beach Flags - Samantha Hill
Under~9~years Beach Sprint - Luke Roberts
Under~10~years Beach Flags - Michael Roberts
Bronze Medal:
March Past - Kate Alexander, Natalie Bruce, Ainsley Buckland, Marie Devitt,
Jay Darakjian, Joanna Gibson, Carla Hoffman, Carl Pymble,
Regina Spagnol, Jane Spicer, Michelle, Joanne and Nicole Troy
Junior R&R - Michelle and Joanne Troy
Under~9~years Beach Relay - Luke Roberts
Under~12~years Beach Relay - Sean Ryan, Adam Ajaka, Jay Darakjian, and Mitchel Lawler
At the NSW BJA CHAMPIONSHIP at Kingscliff Beach:
Silver Medal:
Under~13~years Girls Beach Sprint - Alanna Casey

A determined nipper paddler Robert Finch
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Chief Instructor Trent Wood, assisted by Andrew MacPherson, trained 24 members for their SLSA
Awards. They were Bronze Medallions: Michael Szalay, Andrew MacNaughton, Ben Jones, Ben Hunt, Peter Leonard,
Steve Halligan, Michael Fortune, Matthew Gardiner, Bill Hindmarsh, Lisa Grimes, Lara Rutley, Glenda
Finch, Kerry Pymble, Kim Purcell and Melissa Stanton
Life Saving Certificates: Belinda Stuart, Josh Freudenstein, Jake Searle, and Joanna Gibson
First Aid Certificates: René Kaines, Jenny Kaines, Chad Wright, Clayton Jones and Peter Grimes.
Registrar Bob Parkhill spent many hours compiling a register of members going back to 1913. Through
doing that project, it was discovered that the SLSA Long Service Awards, 50-year and 25-year, had not
been attended to for a long time, for reasons unknown. In an attempt to bring those awards up to date,
the following members were rewarded:
SLSA 50-year Long Service Awards: Les C Brown, Joe Crowley, Bill Gooding, Jim Quinn, Charlie
Brady and Jack Howie.
SLSA 25-year Long Service Awards: Vic Baker, Jim Boddan, Barry Byrne, Brian Blackmore, Neville
Behagg, John Foster, Bob Hampson, Ken Holmes, Bob Kerr, Tom Kirsop, John Lawler, Peter Newman,
Carl Ross, Warren Suters, Neil Tucker, Ted Whittaker, John Whitfield, Leon Wickens, Ross Young, Bob
Burnes, Joe Claridge, Ken Fitzpatrick, Bill Cusack and John Couston.

Club stalwarts who received their 50-year SLSA Long Service medals at the 1995-96 AGM.
L to R: Max Rose, Ken Hodges, Dave Lawler, Bob Sullivan and Bill Barnett

Display of Life Members - referred to by some as “Rogues’ Gallery”
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GLORY AND SADNESS COMBINE TO
MAKE THIS SEASON ONE OF THE BEST

It was time for new blood to take the reins of the club. Bill Anderson was
elected as the new President, with Rod Field as Finance Director and exnipper parent Peter Grimes as Lifesaving Director. Combining with Deputy
President Craig McGuinness, Administration Director Alison Horan and
Public Officer Carl Ross, they made up a strong group of Executive Officers
of the Management Board. The other four members of the Board remained
unchanged from previous season, with the exception of House Director,
with retiring President Bill Worth accepting that position.
Two of the club officers changed during the season. Andrew MacPherson,
the elected Chief Instructor, resigned due to illness, and his deputy Kim
Purcell took over, while Dean Griffith, Boat Captain and a member of the A
crew, resigned and was replaced by sweep Shaun Stacey. The stage was
now set for a bumper of a season.

Maureen Worth receives the
Sydney Northern Beaches SLSA
Distinguish Service Award

Kim Purcell, the acting Chief Instructor, with guidance from Bill Worth and a lot of the club members,
trained 66 members for awards, a far greater number
than the previous season’s total. Those successful
were:
Surf Life Saving Certificates: Natalie and Richard
Bruce, Tiffany Burridge, Emily Cappas, Alanna Casey,
Nicholas Deadman, Mitchel Lawler, Stephen Pery,
Carl Pymble, Grant Russo, Sean Ryan and
Yvette Szalay.
Bronze Medallions: Sonia Bakker, Zandro Borula,
Eddie Brow, Alexandra and Samantha Butt, Daniel
Capel, Brent Dennis, Phillip Enever, Robyn Fellowes,
Howard Fitzgibbon, Stephen Hatch, Toby James,
Michael Keating, Marc Lawler, Fiona Levett, Louise
Loevendie, Peter Loughland, Sally Matchett, Callie
Pines, Hayden Raper, Sarah Rashleigh, David Smith
and Belinda Stuart.

Junior March Past team NSW and Branch Champions

Advanced Resuscitation Certificates: Peter Finch, Matthew Gardner, Lisa and Peter Grimes, Mark
Halpin, Ben Hunt, Daniel Ireland, Kim Purcell, Wendy Roberts, David and Melanie Smith.
First Aid Certificates: Jay Bolton, Brent Dennis, Jacquie Fortune, Lisa Grimes, Mark Halpin, Joanna
Hardy, Wendy Roberts and Melissa Stanton.
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificates: Gary Andrews, Michael Fortune, Matthew Gardner, Mark
Halpin, David Nolan, Brenden Reedy and Kurt Stahmer.
Bronze Medallion Training Officers Certificates: Kim Purcell and Lisa Grimes.
IRB Training Officers Certificates: Zandro Borula and Peter Finch.
SLSC Training Officers Certificate: Wendy Roberts.
SLSA 25-year Long Service Awards: Steven Fealy, Rod Field, Rob Kaines, Brian Kelly, Steven Lawler,
Gary Miller, Norm Pounder Sr. Terry Taylor and Rick Ware.
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The club functioned well under Bill Anderson’s
leadership, positive thinking and being aware of all
the facts when a dreaded problem had to be solved.
Nora English was another member of the
Management Committee with a no frills approach
to her position of Social Director. She attended to
the catering for the christening of a new surfboat,
the annual surf carnival, Sunday night dinner and
celebrations after the Aussie titles, Kaos Kup Annual
golf day, the club Reunion and the big night out, the
Presentation of Trophies at the Dee Why RSL club.
All events were first class, thanks to Nora’s
professional approach to her position.

Neil Tucker with his mother Dulce at the christening of
The Ghost, his nickname. Neil’s inspirational speech to the crew
prior to the Australian Open Boat final was a major factor in
their magnificent win. Others in the photo are
L to R: Nathan Perry, the boat builder, Michael Parks,
Brad Kaines, Brenden Reedy and Grant Conran.

The name of the new surfboat was not disclosed
until the christening, and it was an emotional surprise
for Neil Tucker, a long-time member who had competed with the best in Surf Belt races, the March Past
team and rowing the surfboats in any seas and boisterous conditions. The boat’s name was Neil ‘The
Ghost’ Tucker, and the boat was destined for championship medals. Neil was troubled with a terminal
illness and it was a fitting recognition to one the club’s long-serving, loyal members.
The Annual Presentation Dinner at Dee Why RSL club attracted 180 members, who celebrated the
club’s champions and success for the year and were entertained by four members performing the Full
Monty. It was a hit and another success for Nora.
Patrol Member of the Year, Mark Halpin, received the Dolly Williams Shield and a trip to New Zealand
as an exchange lifesaver with Ohamu SLSC. Mark’s commitment to lifesaving was first class. He attended
to more than his share of patrols, was punctual and alert at all times and gained two SLSA awards during
the season.
Alison Horan, a quiet achiever, was honoured with the prestigious WE Barnett Memorial Trophy for
Club Member of the Year. What a busy lady she had been, as the Administration Director - a seven day a
week project, attending patrol duties and being the stroke of the Womens A Boat Crew. Another hard
worker was rewarded for devotion to duty.
The most pleasing award of the season was given to new member Melanie Smith, a young lady who is
hearing impaired, but that did not hinder her approach as a lifesaver. Melanie was awarded the Patrol
Award Member for her dedication to duty after gaining the Bronze Medallion during the season.
With membership slightly lower than the previous season, the club was still able to roster 12 patrols
for duty. A total of 31 rescues were recorded, including 5 spinal injury cases, and all were handled
expertly by the patrols. After one of those incidents, Mr George Stockwell, who had been assisted from
the surf with back injury, sent a thank you card to the club which included the following:-

I have since become aware, that the assistance provided to me by those lifesavers while waiting for the
ambulance to arrive, was of the highest professional standard, as shown by the very minor adjustments
made by the paramedics before transporting me to hospital.
President Bill Anderson was quick to praise his patrol members by saying:-

This to me says it all. Once again congratulations to the patrol members involved and of course to those
members in the other four spinal incidents.
‘Vigilance and Service’ is the Associations motto, and club members always strive to uphold that
worthy tradition. There have been no lives lost while patrols have been on duty, and it was intended to
keep it that way.
On another occasion, the club patrol was alerted that a person had been trapped on a rock ledge at
the Warriewood Blowhole. Mike Copping and Dean Biddle responded in the IRB in very treacherous
conditions and provided water safety for the rescue crew, who winched the stranded person to the cliff
top.
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In competition within the club on Sunday mornings, the events were organised by Max Rose and Mark
Stanton. They conducted seven Championship events and a yearly point score competition. Winners were:
Open
Open
Open
Open

and Under~18~years Surf - Scott Casey
Beach Sprint - Clayton Jones
Rescue Tube - Andrew MacPherson
Single Surf Ski - Bruce Kelly

Open Beach Flags - Clayton Jones
Open Womens Beach Flags - Alanna Casey
Yearly Point Score - Melanie Smith

Interclub competition had always been a strong part of the club, and this season was no exception.
The club had its stars competing on the beach, in the craft area and in the boats, with all of the club
members trying to win a medal at the championship carnivals.
The Beach team consisted of the Jones brothers, Clayton and Ben, and cadet sprinter Alanna Casey,
who was having her first season in the cadet ranks. Ben made it through in the Australian Championship
to the quarterfinal of the Under-18-years Beach Sprint, while Alanna reached the semi-final of the Under16-years Womens Beach Sprint. Not bad for a 14 year old.
After a successful nipper’s career, Clayton was competing in his fifth Australian Championship, this
year being an open competitor. Wining a Silver Medal in the Open Beach Flags was a special event, as
he now had won an Australian Championship Medal each year since nippers.
The craft competitors, under the control of Australian Kayak Coach Brett Worth, had a good group of
paddlers with surf experience and kayak skills. Tim McDermott, Scott Austin, Mark Anderson and Nigel
Hoschke were the experienced members, but Jay Bolton, Scott Casey, Steve Burns, Darren Webster and
Toby James also were making their presence felt in the championship carnivals.
Scott Austin’s performance at the Australian Championship Carnival in winning the Silver Medal in the
Open Surf Ski, only being beaten by Olympic Gold Medallist Clint Robinson, was an inspiring effort, and
Scott was rewarded with a place in the Australian Kayak Team.
Scott Casey, Steve Burnes, Jay Bolton and Toby James were
selected to the Australian Junior Kayak team to tour Europe for
International regattas.
The boaties were always going to be a force in the
competition leading up to the championship carnivals, and using
the new boat and oars, the results were forthcoming.
The Senior A crew started with a crew replacement following
the departure of Dean Griffith in the early part of the season.
Brenden Reedy immediately filled the position without any
setback to the crew. They went on to an amazing winning streak,
Scott Austin beginning at the North Steyne Carnival, followed by the Branch
2nd in the Australian Single Ski championship,
Championship at Newport and, in big seas, at Mollymook for the
3rd in the Australian Kayak championship
NSW Championships, where they won the Bronze Medal. The
Newport Arms Regatta was the next victory, where they beat the previously undefeated Swansea Belmont
and outrowed Bilgola to win the final in that match racing still water competition.
The best result was left to last-the Aussie Gold Medal.
That is every rower’s dream and winning the Open Surf
Boat final, something the club had waited more than 70
years for, was a fairytale ending to the club’s A crew in
their first year of open competition. What an emotional
finale for the crew who two years earlier had won the
Colts Division.

Shaun Stacey explodes into the air with jubilation as the
Open Boat crew take the gold medal at the Australian
after 70 years of near misses by crews in the past

On their return to Narrabeen, the crew of Shaun
Stacey sweep, Brad Kaines, Michael Parkes, Brenden
Reedy and Grant Conran were the ‘toast of the town’.
And they brought back memories of all the good crews
the club had had over the past 70 years endeavouring to
win the Open Aussie Gold.
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The following Medals were won by members at the three Championship Carnivals:
At the BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS at Newport Beach Gold Medal:
Open Surf Boat - Shaun Stacey sweep, Brad Kaines, Michael Parkes,
Brenden Reedy and Grant Conran
Open Single Surf Ski - Tim McDermott
Open Beach Sprint - Clayton Jones
Over 60~years Rescue Tube - Dave Lawler
Silver Medal:
Over 60~years Surf Race - Dave Lawler
Finalists:
Reserve Surf Boat - Shaun Stacey sweep, Rowan McGrath,
Mark Edwardson, Steve Barrett and Craig Watts
Open Beach Flags - Clayton Jones
Under~18~years Beach Sprint - Ben Jones
At the NSW CHAMPIONSHIPS at Mollymook Bronze Medal:
Under~18~years Single Surf Ski - Nigel Hoschke
Open Surf Boat - Shaun Stacey sweep, Brad Kaines, Michael Parkes,
Brenden Reedy and Grant Conran
Finalist:
Open Beach Flags - Clayton Jones
At the AUSTRALIAN CHAMPIONSHIP at Kurrawa, Queensland Gold Medal:
Open Surf Boat - Shaun Stacey, Brad Kaines, Michael Parkes,
Brenden Reedy and Grant Conran
Silver Medal:
Open Beach Flags - Clayton Jones
Open Single Surf Ski - Scott Austin
Bronze Medal:
Under~18~years Single Surf Ski - Jay Bolton
Finalists:

Jay Bolton 3rd place Australian Under-18
Surf Single Ski Championship

Open Surf Ski Relay - Mark Anderson, Scott Austin and Tim McDermott
Under~18~years Double Surf Ski - Steve Burns and Scott Casey

Sadly the season finished with the passing of Neil ‘The Ghost’
Tucker, one of the members who played hard and earned the respect
of young and old till the day he died. Against doctor’s orders, Neil
travelled to Queensland to watch his crew and was on the beach
when they won the ultimate prize in the boat named after him. He
attended the club function after the championships to have a few
final beers with the boys. It was not long after that weekend that
cancer took another of the clubs great members.

Vale Neil Tucker who will never be forgotten
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TEN YEARS 100% PATROLS REWARD AND
LONG SERVING MEMBERS RECOGNISED BY
THE SYDNEY NORTHERN BEACHES SLS

The hardworking members on the beach achieved great results and were rewarded accordingly by the
SLSA and the club, making the season one to remember.
Brian Blackmore was bestowed the highest award, Life Membership, for his untiring devotion to the
club, particularly in the boat area, where he had spent more than 30 seasons as Boat Steward, following
the competitors all around Australia. It was a very touching award to a devoted member.
Rodney Tucker received a National Council SLSA certificate for
completing 10 years with an unblemished attendance record, along
with an embroidered jacket from the club to commemorate that
outstanding effort. Rodney’s dedication to his responsibility on the beach
was an inspiration to the younger members. That season he completed
his 11th 100 per cent season on patrol, as the patrol captain, and still
had not given any indication when he might hand in his patrol cap.
David Mounter was another member who gave up a lot of his spare
time to record 152 patrol hours. He was a worthy winner of the Patrol
Member of the Year and was awarded the Dolly Williams Shield and
represented the club as an exchange lifesaver in New Zealand with the
Omanu SLSC.
A number of other members also recorded many hours in excess of
the normal 46 hours that were rostered. They were Peter Finch, 91 hours;
Howard Fitzgibbon, 90.5 hours; Ben Hunt, 88.75 hours;
Michael Fortune, 75.75 hours; Julie Baker, 72 hours; Ben Ross, 69.5 hours; Kirk May, 67.75 hours; and
Matthew Gardiner, 61.9 hours. In addition to those members, over 30 members recorded 100 per cent
patrol attendance. Those dedicated members made sure that no lives were lost while patrols were on duty
in the club’s 86th season.
Rodney Tucker - 10 years patrol service
with 100% attendance without penalty

Lifesaving Director Peter Grimes was awarded the WE Barnett Memorial
Trophy for Club Member of the Year for his input into the lifesaving operation
within the club.

Peter Grimes - Club Captain
and Club Member of the Year

The club had a big agenda for the season. It was involved with the Collnarra
organisation for the NSW SLSA Championships, Masters, Open and I R B.
The club hosted a SLSA Australia-wide Club Captain’s Dinner, along with a
Testimonial luncheon for the long-serving members who had been rewarded
by the Branch. All that activity fell heavily on the Management Board, which
remained the same except that the hardworking Peter Finch added Public
Officer to his workload, and Rob Kaines became House Director, Brenden
Reedy the competition Director, and Glenda Finch the Social Director.

But President Bill Anderson had a reliable group of members who got the job done with no fuss. The
club received congratulations from National Council for the Australia-wide Club Captain’s Dinner and
drinks. The NSW President said, ‘This season’s State Championship was the best for the last 40 years.’
Following all those activities, the Sydney Northern Beaches SLS awarded the club with second place
in the ‘Most Outstanding Club Competition’ in a very close finish. The club also had another second, in
the Patrol Assessment Competition, which was the best result the club had recorded in that competition.
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The Chairman of the Junior Activities Peter Finch started this season with the elected Secretary resigning
not long after the first meeting. That position was not filled, and the duty was handled by the Chairman.
The season functioned well despite the setback, and the Extreem Nipperthon, which was coordinated by
Barrie McNaughton, attracted 141 entrants. It was now open to Under-16-years competitors, and it
seemed to get bigger each season.

The 1998-99 NSW Surf Lifesaving Championships considered by officials the best for 40 years

The nippers membership totalled 176, with 57 in the 6 and 7-years Educational Group. Bob Asser
continued training the R&R teams, while Jenny Alexander and Ross Young were gaining success with the
March Past team.
The BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS FOR THE SLS SYDNEY NORTHERN BEACHES BOARD OF JUNIOR ACTIVITIES were
conducted at Freshwater Beach. North Narrabeen nippers won eight medals in the following events Gold Medal:
2~Person R&R - Ainsley Buckland and Nicole Troy
Under~11~years Beach Sprint - Luke Roberts
Silver Medal:
March Past - Kate Alexander, Kerry Bell, Ainsley Buckland, Kristal Burridge,
Carla Hoffman, Rachael Smith, Regina Spagnol, Jane Spicer,
Joanne Troy, Michelle Troy, Nicole Troy, Emma Young and Heidi Young
5~Person R&R - Kate Alexander, Kristal Burridge, Regina Spagnol, Joanne and Michelle Troy
Under~11~years Beach Flags - Chris Enever
Under~11~years Beach Relay - Zanthany Borula, Chris Enever, Daniel Pearson and Luke Roberts
Bronze Medal:
Senior Cameron Relay - James Kingaby, Mitchel Lawler,
Sean Ryan and Rachael Smith
Under~11~years Beach Flags - Luke Roberts
The NSW BOARD OF JUNIOR ACTIVITIES CHAMPIONSHIPS were conducted at
South Maroubra and the Junior group won the following three medals Gold Medal:
Under~9~years Girls Surf Race - Nikki Smith
Under~9~years Girls Beach Sprint - Alice Wilson
Bronze Medal:
Under~11~years Beach Sprint - Luke Roberts

Alice Wilson receiving her
NSW Under-9 Beach Sprint
Championship gold medal
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AWARD MEMBERS RECOGNISED BY THE SYDNEY NORTHERN BEACHES SLS

A large group of members teamed to instruct 58 members to following SLSA awards:
Surf Rescue Certificates: Adam Ajaka, Kerry Bell, Kristal Burridge, Jay Darakjian, Carla Hoffman, Joshua
Pearson, Melanie Smith, Rachael Smith, Joanne Troy, Michelle Troy, Emma and Heidi Young. Wendy
Roberts trained this group for the awards.
Bronze Medallions: Megan Beencke, Tiffany Burridge, Emily Cappas, Alanna Casey, Craig Cottman,
Samantha Dalton, Catherine Donnelly, Scott Hails, Julia Kiely, Scott Leeson, Pinto Sunaina, Julia Price,
Jessica Ramsay, David Scholes, Allison Stekelenburg and Yvette Szalay.
Advanced Resuscitation Certificates: Paul Economos, Howard Fitzgibbon, Michael Fortune, David
Mounter and Craig Watts.
First Aid Certificates: Julie Baker, Joanne Eyre, Howard Fitzgibbon, Steve Hatch, Ben Hunt, Brad
Kaines, Steven Lawler, David Mounter, Michael Parkes, Julie Price, Kim Purcell, Hayden Raper, David
Smith, Melanie Smith and Paul Szalay.
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificates: Zandro Borula, Kirk May, David Smith and David Mounter.
Bronze Medallion Training Officers Certificates: David Mounter, Ben Hunt and Peter Grimes.
IRB Training Officers Certificate: Peter Grimes.
Bronze Medallion Examiners Certificate: Lisa Grimes.
IRB Examiners Certificate: Peter Finch.
SLSA 25-year Long Service Award: Allan Rose.
SLSA 50-year Long Service Award: Barry Byrne.
Kim Purcell, David Mounter and Ben Hunt trained the members for their Surf Rescue Certificates and
Bronze Medallions. Jeff Morley assisted with training members for their Advanced Resuscitation Certificates.
Mark Stanton took over the Handicapper and Race Secretary positions and when possible ran events
each week. He also ran the Club Championship Day, in which only five events were run. Clayton Jones
was the successful winner of three championships - Open Beach Sprint, Beach Flags and the Surf
Board, while Scott Casey was the Open Surf Champion and Bruce Kelly the Open Ski Champion. Scott
Morrison was the winner of the yearly Point Score Competition.
The big event of the season was the club’s participation with the Collnarra group to organise the NSW
SLSA Masters and Open Championships. It was a big task, but not impossible, as the four clubs on the
North Narrabeen to Collaroy beach set up an Organising Committee 18 months prior to the event. They
worked to a set plan to ensure that all problems would be
covered. The carnival site at Narrabeen Beach was being well
prepared and every thing looked great until Mother Nature
stepped in with big seas and cyclonic conditions washing away
the beach. With 10 days to go, the carnival site was transferred
to North Narrabeen. Under the watchful and experienced eye of
the Carnival Co-ordinator Bill Worth, the four organising clubs
moved all the equipment up the beach for what the NSW
President called ‘the best State Championships in 40 years’.
Two of the longest serving Club Presidents,
Jack King 10 years and Bill Worth 10 years.
Both men are Life Members of the Club.
Sadly, shortly after this photo was taken Jack passed away.

Bill’s workforce were all experienced campaigners, all
knowing that if a problem occurred, it had to be solved quickly,
without fuss so they could get on with the next job. Bill’s
comments were:

Starting with Glenda Finch and Maureen Worth and their catering team they provided lunches, morning
and afternoon snacks along with many breakfasts for 280 officials each day for 4 days. Julie Jones and her
VIP team prepared and served lunch, under the Marquee for the invited guests and sponsors. It was a ‘top
hat and tails’ function that could not have been better.
Kim Purcell, who not only designed and supervised the manufacture of the souvenir clothing, organised
a big team to sell the goods over the 4 days of the carnival.
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Steve Fealy and his cooks slaved over a hot plate for the carnival period filling the hungry competitors
with the best steak and sausage ‘sangers’ that money could buy.
Cliff Griffith and his expert team of ‘ Tooheys Tasters’ filled the old aluminum surfboat with canned beer
and ice and made his 4 day project the clubs best money winner.
Last but not the least, Carl Ross and Neil Cremen were responsible for the biggest workforce, parking,
traffic control and bus driving and handled all situations with authority and firm control of the many
vehicles all wishing to park in the Malcolm Street car park.
All the members were proud of the workers and the way they carried out their duties. President Bill
Anderson praised the members, saying ‘North Narrabeen is indebted to you for your assistance’.
The club had a great year in competition, averaging over 50 competitors at each carnival, with a
spectacular March Past team made up from former nippers marchers, plus beach runners, ski paddlers,
surfboard riders and four regular boat crews. They all wore the white cap with distinction.
Championship results are a major goal, and the club was proud of the following results:
At the SLS SYDNEY NORTHERN BEACHES BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS held at Long Reef Gold Medal:
Open Surf Boat - Shaun Stacey sweep, Brad Kaines, Michael Parkes,
Brenden Reedy and Grant Conran
Reserve Surf Boat - Craig McGuinness sweep, Chris Wilson, Scott Morrison,
Aaron McLean and Eddie Brow
Open Beach Sprint and Beach Flags - Clayton Jones
Under~18~years Beach Sprint - Ben Jones
60~years and over Surf Race - David Lawler
Silver Medal:
Under~18~years Womens Beach Sprint - Alanna Casey
60~years and over Rescue Tube Race - David Lawler
Bronze Medal:
Under~21~years March Past - Joanne Troy, Michelle Troy, Tiffany Burridge, Rachel Smith,
Kerry Bell, Sean Ryan, Emma Young, Heidi Young, Yvette Szalay,
Samantha Dalton, Crystal Burridge and Carla Hoffman
Under~16~years Beach Relay - Mitchel Lawler, Sean Ryan, Jay Darakjian and Alanna Casey
At the NSW SLS CHAMPIONSHIP at North Narrabeen Gold Medal:
Open Surf Boat - Shaun Stacey sweep, Brad Kaines,
Michael Parkes, Brenden Reedy
and Grant Conran
Under~16~years March Past Joanne Troy, Michelle Troy, Tiffany Burridge,
Rachael Smith,Kerry Bell, Mitchel Lawler,
Sean Ryan, Emma Young, Heidi Young,
Yvette Szalay, Samantha Dalton,
Crystal Burridge and Carla Hoffman
Silver Medal:
65~years and over Surf Race - David Lawler
Rescue Tube event - David Lawler
Bronze Medal:
Under~18~years Womens Beach Sprint - Alanna Casey
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Alanna Casey a finalist in the Under-18
Australian Beach Sprint Championship.
A tremendous effort considering that
she was an Under-16 competitor.

1998-99 SEASON

AWARD MEMBERS RECOGNISED BY THE SYDNEY NORTHERN BEACHES SLS

NSW Open Surfboat Champions 1998-99
recognised as the most successful in the clubs 90 year history.
L to R Grant Conran, Brenden Reedy, Michael Parks,
Brad Kaines and Shaun Stacey.

Ross Young - coach, with the champion Under-16 March Past team that
won a gold medal at the NSW State Championships
on their home beach, a first in the club’s history.
The team consisted of Joanne Troy, Michelle Troy, Crystal Burridge,
Tiffany Burridge, Emma Young, Heidi Young, Rachel Smith,
Kerry Bell, Mitchell Lawler, Sean Ryan, Yvette Szalay,
Samantha Dalton and Carla Hoffman.

No medals were won by the club at the AUSTRALIAN CHAMPIONSHIP held at Kurrawa Queensland, but the
following members qualified for the finals in the following events:
Open Single Surf Ski - Scott Austin
Open Beach Flags - Clayton Jones
Under~18~years Womens Beach Sprint - Alanna Casey
Under~18~years Beach Sprint - Ben Jones
The March Past team were all under 16 years of age; some were still eligible for nippers, but they to
compete in higher age groups because of lack of competitors in their own division. In one instance, at the
Freshwater Carnival, they won both the Under-16 and 21-years divisions. Alanna Casey was another
competitor in that predicament; being an Under-16-years competitor she was forced to compete in a
higher age division on many occasions, with good results.
Scott Austin was selected to the Australian Kayak Team to compete
in the World Open Championships in Milan, while Scott Casey, Scott
Leeson and Toby James were selected to the Australian Kayak Under18-years team to compete in the World Championships in Croatia.
The Open Boat Crew also had a great season. They were finalists in all
club carnivals they competed and won back-to-back the Branch, State and
Newport Arms Regatta events along with the NSW Surf Boat Premiership. It
was a good year for the best crew the club had ever produced.
Life Member Jack King was honoured with a Distinguished Service
Scott Casey, Alanna’s brother,
Award from the Sydney Northern Beaches SLS in recognition of 71
who represented Australia at the
World Kayak Championships in Croatia
years service to surf lifesaving and his tremendous involvement not only
with the club, but many areas of surf lifesaving. Five other Life Members, Ken Brown, Bill Barnett, Max
Rose, Jack Howie and Charlie Brady, all were honoured with Prominent Service Awards for their long
contribution to surf lifesaving and the community.
Clayton Jones and Luke Roberts were members of the first combined Junior Activity and Senior Branch
Surf Life Saving Team to contest the Interbranch Championships at Shelly Beach. The team finished third
to Sydney and the Central Coast teams in that new concept.
Maureen Worth and Mark Lawler were part of a 17-strong educational team from the Branch to visit
the Northern Territory, including Darwin and the outback areas.
Clayton Jones was also selected to the NSW SLS representative team to compete in the Interstate
Challenge, a good reward for a dedicated competitor.
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1999-2000 Season
THE START OF A NEW CENTURY

THE CLUB’S COMPETITORS COLLECT PLENTY
OF MEDALS AT THE CHAMPIONSHIP CARNIVALS

A great season was predicted by President Bill Anderson, with a strong Management Board and all
the competitors showing they would be a force in the coming season. The boaties were fired up to keep
the club’s name in the awards lists; the sprinters were strengthening their ranks; the swimmers and R&R
members were set to explode, gaining experience with each start; and the ‘big nippers’, the masters
competitors, were gaining momentum and showing signs that medals would be forthcoming. The only
disappointment was that the previous season’s March Past team would not be competing in the new
season.
The only changes in the Management Board were Kim Deere-Jones as Administration Director and
Darren O’Regan as Finance Director, both well skilled for their respective positions.
At a Special General Meeting, the club’s constitution was changed to elect a Life Members and
Honours Committee and reformat the method of election of Life Membership to conform with Branch,
NSW and Australian associations. That would make the process of the selection more private and prevent
the disappointment that had previously been displayed when a member was not awarded the honour. The
new committee was comprised of the President, the Lifesaving Director, two Life Members and a member
to be elected at the AGM. That would be a diverse and unbiased group that would be elected each
season.
The members were saddened by the passing of Life Member Jack King, who passed away in March
2000 after a long illness. Jack was a living legend and accomplished many goals in his long career. The
club history contains many exploits of that great lifesaver and he would be certainly missed by his many
friends and associates.
The John Bliss Medal was the brainchild of Registrar Bob Parkhill who, with the assistance of donor
and Vice Patron Clive Smith, instigated a competition to
establish the most successful competitor over the
championship carnival series. The winner, Shaun Stacey,
sweep of the Open Boat Crew and the Under-21 Boat
crew won Gold at the Australian, two gold medals at the
NSW, Gold at the Branch and a Bronze Medal at the World
Championships. A special medal was struck for the winner
and an impressive shield was made to hang in the
clubhouse, both made by J D Trophies, a long time
supporter of the club.
A new award was also introduced rewarding the patrol
members who complete five years of 100 per cent patrols
A superb winning double The Open and Under 21 NSW 1999-2000 champions.
without a penalty. The Shivering Sharks Winter Swimming
Top row L to R: Under 21- David Cook, Matt Wilson,
Club agreed to become a long-term sponsor, and from the
Shaun Stacey -sweep and coach of both crews,
records that had been compiled by Registrar Bob Parkhill,
Nick Dolly and Josh Dale
Bottom row L to R: Open crew Grant Conran,
16 members were presented with a suitably inscribed
Brenden Reedy, Michael Parks and Brad Kaines.
jumper to mark the occasion. The first members to receive
The Under 21 crew went on to win
that award were Greg Kelly, Andrew MacPherson, René
The Australian Championship.
Kaines, Brenden Reedy, Scott Austin, Brad Kaines, Ben
Ross, Michael Copping, Clayton Jones, Rod Tucker, Ben Jones, Chad Wright, Alison Horan, Peter Finch,
Peter Grimes and Ben Hunt.
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Another prestigious award, the WE Barnett Memorial Trophy for
Club Member of the Year, was won by President Bill Anderson, an
untiring, behind-the-scenes worker who stopped short of nothing
to achieve the best result possible. It would be impossible to list
the many tasks he undertook in that and other seasons and easier
to say that the board picked the right person.
The Dolly Williams Shield for Patrolman of the Year was won by
another hardworking lifesaver, Ben Hunt, who patrolled the beach
for 135.1 hours and earned a trip to New Zealand as an exchange
lifesaver with Omanu SLSC.

Tireless club worker and Club Member of the Year
- Bill Anderson, driving a boat towing tractor
during the Collnarra NSW State Championships

The club’s top patrol members were David Mounter, 154.25
hours; Howard Fitzgibbon, 128.25 hours; Peter Finch, 84.2 hours; Zandro Borula, 75.95 hours; Kirk
May, 75.5 hours; Louise Loevendie, 75.25 hours and Rhys Blackburn, 65.75 hours. Considering that the
normal number of rostered hours of about 40 was always being achieved, it was not a surprise to see the
name of the club placed sixth in the Branch Patrol Assessment Competition with 98.7 per cent. The
strength of patrols in the Branch was shown by the fact that 17 club recorded over 90 per cent.
Surf Life Saving Sydney Northern Beaches awarded Life Membership to David Lawler and a
Distinguished Service Award to Ritchie Lytham for their contribution to the movement.
Nigel Hoschke was rewarded with selection to the Australian Kayak Under-23 team to compete in
Germany at the World Kayak Championships, while Scott Austin was down to the last 15 for selection in
the 10-man Olympic Kayak team for the Sydney 2000 Games.
Luke Roberts and Clayton Jones were selected to the combined Junior Activities and Senior SNB
Interbranch Team, which was Captained by Clayton. Clayton was also picked for the NSW Team selected
after that carnival.
This season saw the second of the Collnarra-organised NSW Championships for the JAC, Open and
Masters competitions. It was 10 days of solid organisation similar to the previous season, but without the
input of Mother Nature.
The club’s sound base of administration, lifesaving, awards and competition placed them in fourth
position when the Most Outstanding Club was announced, a pleasing result for President Bill Anderson.
The JAC Group was also on a high, with an overall increase in members and success in competition,
along with a good harmonious team of parents, all willing to assist in all functions.
The results from the Championship Carnivals pleased Chairman Peter Finch, as many hours of training
had been put into the white-capped winners. They were:
At the BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS at Queenscliff / North Steyne/Manly Beach Gold Medal:
Open March Past - Kate Alexander, Amy Alexander, Zanthany Borula,
Alana Conlay, Carissa Crews, Ainsley Buckland,
Vanessa Ryan, Rachel Smith, Gemma Spagnol,
Regina Spagnol, Jane Spicer and Nicole Troy
Under~12~years Beach Sprint - Luke Roberts
Under~12~years Beach Flags - Luke Roberts
Under~12~years Girls Surf Race - Alana Robinson
Under~10~years Girls Beach Sprint - Alice Wilson
Under~8~years Girls Beach Sprint - Sarah McRitchie
Under~8~years Beach Relay - Craig Edmondson, Jackson Lawler,
Sarah McRitchie Michael Young
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Silver Medal:
Under~13~years Surf Board Riding Contest - Michael Roberts
Open 2~Person R&R - Ainsley Buckland and Nicole Troy
Open 5~Person R&R - Kate Alexander, Carissa Crews,
Regina Spagnol, Jane Spice and Nicole Troy
Under~12~years Beach Flags - Chris Enever
Under~10~years Girls Surf Race - Nikki Smith
Under~9~years Board Relay - Mikayla Field, Ethan Borula and David Cathels
Under~9~years Beach Sprint - Ben Dunsmore
Bronze Medal:
Under~14~years Surf Race - Leigh Barnier
Under~12~years Beach Sprint - Michael Hoekman
Under~10~years Girls Surf Board Relay
Under~10~years Girls Beach Flags - Vanessa Ryan
Under~8~years Beach Flags - Jackson Lawler
At the NSW JAC CHAMPIONSHIPS at Narrabeen Beach Gold Medal:
2~Person R&R - Ainsley Buckland and Nicole Troy
Under~12~years Beach Sprint - Luke Roberts
Silver Medal:
Under~10~years Girls Beach Sprint - Alice Wilson
Bronze Medal:
Under~12~years Beach Flags - Luke Roberts
Under~12~years Beach Relay - Chris Enever, Michael Hoekman,
Emma Roberts and Luke Roberts
Under~10~years Beach Relay - Corey Hudson, Sean Toth, Alastair Wilson and Alice Wilson
New Finance Director Darren O’Regan began to show his skills with a new format for handling the clubs
income as well as tackling the complexity of the new GST system and the recovery of that tax to honorary
groups. It was a big, involved project which there was no easy way to operate. Darren was the man, and with
assistants Cheryl Anderson, Judy Russell and Rod Field, they handled an income of $138,000 and expenditure
of $122,000, for an overall profit of $15,000. The club bar was the biggest money spinner, with a profit of
nearly $38,000, which kept the club afloat and provided a great social atmosphere for the members.
Mark Stanton ran the internal Sunday surf and beach events as the Handicapper and Race Secretary and
created interest that had been lacking in the previous season. The surf and beach Point Score competitions
were both won by Glenn Dunsmore, while the 10 Championship events conducted were won by:
Chad Wright - Open Surf, Open Surf Ski and Open Iron Man
Kate McGrath - Womens Beach Sprint and Beach Flags
Rachel Smith - Womens Surf Board and Surf Race
Steve Hatch - Open Beach Sprint
Josh Dale - Open Beach Flags
Nick Dolly - Open Surf Board
Members were trained for SLSA awards by the same group of members as the previous season under
the supervision of Chief Instructor Lisa Grimes. The 48 awards were slightly fewer than in the previous
three seasons. The successful candidates were:
Surf Rescue Certificates: Kate Alexander, Leigh Barnier, Alanna Casey, Maree Devitt, Robert Finch,
James Kingaby, Regina Spagnol and Helen Wilson.
Bronze Medallions: Nick Bliss, Ken Bullen, Liam Cheek, William Cheek, Nicholas Deadman, Glen Devine,
John Duffy, Glenn Dunsmore, Stephanie Edwards, Amy Foster, Barry Foster, Glen Goetze, Kaylene Harvey,
Mitchel Lawler, Kate McGrath, Deearn Palmer, Raymond Pearson, Adria Poljak, Michael Ryan, Sean Ryan,
Lyndal Stevens, Clive Thompson, David Wilkinson, Kade Young and Matt Zoeller.
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Advanced Resuscitation Certificates: Fiona Levett, Louise Loevendie, Peter Loughland, Kirk May,
Hayden Raper and Troy Townsend.
IRB Drivers Licences: Howard Fitzgibbon, Marc Lawler, Peter Loughland David Mounter and David Scholes.
Bronze Examiners Certificate: Kim Purcell and David Mounter.
First Aid Certificate: Rita Conti.
ARC Training Officer Certificate: Lisa Grimes.
Competition against other clubs was always a major attraction to the club’s members and this season
was no different. The R&R teams trained by Bob Asser and Mark Stanton were the product of the JAC
section, and the girls had been learning their skills for many years. Now they were ready to take on the
open competition. Their gold and silver medals had the club historians rummaging through the records to
find the club’s previous best, only to conclude no teams had done so well for at least 60 years.
The beach boys were strengthened by new member Brett McPherson, who transferred from Lennox Heads
SLSC, and they were producing results that reminded the old blokes of the great times they had enjoyed in
the past. With medals in all of the four championship carnivals, the team looked to have a bright future.
Surfboats have been a drawcard at carnivals and an attraction to the members right from the early
1920s. The old stories about boat crews being selected by throwing bricks at members standing against
a wall always raise a laugh, but it is far from the truth. The crews are selected on results, fitness and skill,
with some of the brightest and knowledgeable members within the club being part of a team. Eight crews
were now in constant training, resulting in medals at all championship carnivals. It was a fitting reward for
that dedicated group of fine athletes and a credit to the respective sweeps who gave up a lot of their
spare time to achieve the following quality results:
At the SLS SNB CHAMPIONSHIPS at Long Reef Gold Medal:
Open Surf Boat - Shaun Stacey sweep, Brad Kaines, Michael Parkes,
Brenden Reedy and Grant Conran
Under~16~years Womens 5~Person R&R - Kate Alexander, Joanne Troy, Michelle Troy,
Rachel Smith and Regina Spagnol
30~34~years Women Beach Sprint - Nik Bliss
35~39~years Beach Sprint and Rescue Tube Race - Glenn Dunsmore
Over 70~years Surf Race - Dave Lawler
Over 65~years Rescue Tube Race - Dave Lawler
Silver Medal:
Open Beach Sprint - Clayton Jones
Open Beach Relay - Steve Hatch, Ben Jones, Clayton Jones and Brett McPherson
Bronze Medal:
Open Beach Sprint - Brett McPherson
150~years Surf Teams Race - Dave Lawler, John Tremain and Mark Stanton
35~39~years Ironman Race - Peter Grimes
Surf Board Race - Glenn Dunsmore
Over 110~years Surf Board Relay - Howard Fitzgibbon, Peter Grimes and Glenn Dunsmore

The open boat crew display a perfect start and winning finish
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At the NSW CHAMPIONSHIP at Collnarra - Narrabeen Beach Gold Medal:
Open Beach Relay - Steve Hatch, Ben Jones, Clayton Jones and Brett McPherson
Open Surf Boat - Shaun Stacey sweep, Brad Kaines, Michael Parkes,
Brenden Reedy and Grant Conran
Under~21~years Surf Boat - Shaun Stacey sweep, Josh Dale, Matt Wilson,
Nick Dolly and David Cook
Silver Medal:
Under~16~years 5~Person R&R - Kate Alexander, Joanne Troy, Michelle Troy,
Rachel Smith and Regina Spagnol
30~34 Womens Beach Sprint - Nik Bliss
Over 65~years Surf Race and Rescue Tube Race - David Lawler
At the AUSTRALIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS at Kurrawa, Queensland Gold Medal:
Under~21~years Surf Boat - Shaun Stacey sweep, Josh Dale, Matt Wilson,
Nick Dolly and David Cook
Bronze Medal:
Open Beach Flags - Clayton Jones
Open Beach Relay - Steve Hatch, Ben Jones, Clayton Jones and Brett McPherson
At the WORLD SURF LIFE SAVING CHAMPIONSHIP at Manly Beach Silver Medal:
Open Beach Relay - Steve Hatch, Ben Jones, Clayton Jones and Brett McPherson
30~34~years Womens Beach Sprint - Nik Bliss
Over 65~years Surf Race - David Lawler
Bronze Medal:
Open Surf Boat - Shaun Stacey sweep, Brad Kaines, Michael Parkes,
Brenden Reedy and Grant Conran
60~65~years Surf Ski - Len Turner

Bob Asser, coach supreme,
with his Under-16 R&R Team.
L to R: Michelle Troy,
Kate Alexander, Rachel Smith,
Regina Spagnol and Joanne Troy

The Under-21 crew celebrating their
Australian Championship success

The Open Beach Relay Team placed 1st at
the 1999-2000 NSW Championships and
3rd at the Australian Championships
L to R: Clayton Jones, Brett McPherson,
Ben Jones and Steve Hatch

It was noticeable to many of the senior members that seeds of dissent and unrest were beginning to
show, promoted by inexperienced agitators within the membership that would cause problems in the
forthcoming years.
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While the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games were on everybody’s lips and the city was ablaze with colour
and excitement, the season must be recognised for the largest number of awards won in the club’s
history. It was certainly a memorable time.
The Management Board took on a new look, with seven new board members and only three standing
for their old positions. Darren O’Regan as Finance Director, Glenda Finch as Social Director and Peter
Finch as Junior Activities Director welcomed the new President Rob Kaines, Deputy President Scott
Morrison and Administration Director Jenny Kaines. Kirk May controlled the beach as the Lifesaving
Director, while Bill Anderson took over the Public Officer’s responsibilities in conjunction with the licensing
duties which were then in place. House Director Allan Hancock and Peter Grimes Competition Director
completed the ten members of the Management Board.
Members were saddened by the passing of three hardworking members
during the season. Judy Russell lost her battle with a terminal illness, while
long time member Mick Geros Sr passed away after a short illness. Life Member
Charlie Brady had battled a heart problem for many years; however that had
not hindered his continued interest in the surf club and the Shivering Sharks.
The Order of Australia Medal was presented for the first time to one of the
club’s hardworking members - David Lawler, who had raised many thousands
of dollars in fundraising efforts, along with arranging many donations and
sponsorship.
Vale - Charlie Brady,

The Australian Government Honours Committee instigated a special medal the father of the Club’s Nippers
for the behind-the-scenes workers in sporting fields. The following members
were presented with the Australian Sports Medal: Brian Blackmore, Bob Parkhill, Dave Lawler, Bill Worth,
Col White, Brian Geddes and Ritchie Lytham for surf lifesaving, Judy Dubois for swimming and Jim Hall
for lawn bowls.

Judy Dubois and Bill Barnett,
club members who were honoured
to be Sydney Olympic 2000 torch bearers

Above: Junior and senior members who formed part of a guard of
honour for the passage of the Olympic Torch
Right: Bob Parkhill at the Manly Olympic Torch relay ceremony

Two members, Bill Barnett and Judy Dubois, were Olympic Torchbearers in a great display through the
Narrabeen area, while the club’s junior activities members and parents participated in the torch ceremony
on Manly Beach, where Life Member Bob Parkhill was in the colour party.
SLS Sydney Northern Beaches honoured Maureen Worth with Life Membership in recognition to her
long-term work as an official in the craft area at surf carnivals, while Ted Whittaker received a Distinguished
Service Award for his long association with lifesaving and being an official in the boat area at surf carnivals.
Bill Anderson received a Community Award from the Warringah Shire Council for his untiring work
over the previous three seasons and his leadership of the club as President.
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The club was well placed at third in the SLS Sydney Northern Beaches Patrol Assessment Competition,
with an average of 95.6 per cent which was a vast improvement on previous seasons’ results. The club
was also placed fifth in the Most Outstanding Club Competition, which is judged on administration,
membership and general attitude to Branch functions.
The WE Barnett Memorial Trophy for Club Member of the Year was awarded
to the club’s Social Director Glenda Finch who displayed great organisation skills
and provided members with a great variety of functions throughout the season.
The second presentation of the John Bliss Medal was made to joint winners
Taryn Coppin and Glenn Dunsmore. Taryn was a member of the March Past and
First Aid teams which won medals at all three championship carnivals and Glenn
Dunsmore was a masters competitor who competed in all events he is eligible
for, including being reserve for the Open Beach Relay team.
The inaugural Jack Cameron Award for outstanding long service was presented
to Barry Byrne, Joe Crowley and Bill Gooding, all recording over 50 years service
to the club.
The SLSA 10-years 100 per cent Patrol Award was presented to Ben Ross,
one of the hardworking active members who gave so much time to protect the
community. It was the second presentation of that award.
The Shivering Sharks Winter Swimming Club award for 5-years 100 per cent
patrol attendance was presented to Michelle Asser, Simon Deere-Jones, Matt
Gardner and David Mounter.

Glenda Finch (R)
Club Member of the Year,
with Club President Rob Kaines.
They carried out their duties
admirably during difficult times
in the club.

Howard Fitzgibbon, who recorded 141 hours on patrol, was presented with
the Dolly Williams Shield as Patrol Member of the Year. It was a fantastic effort as he also trained new
members for the Bronze Medallion and IRB awards along with being a member of the Board of Examiners,
providing First Aid support at Branch and State carnivals, and IRB support at the Australian Championships.
Howard represented the club in New Zealand in the exchange program with Omanu SLSC.
SLSA 50-year Long Service Awards were presented to Bill Beckett, Bill Cusack and Ken Fitzpatrick,
while the SLSA 25-year Long Service Awards were given to Bill Anderson, Michael Geros, Norm Harvey,
John Jeffers, Don McManus and Mark Stanton.
The SLSA Lifesaving Awards were still on a downward slide, with only 24 being successful, only half
that achieved in the previous season. Members who received the awards were:
Surf Rescue Certificates: Carissa Crews - Shaun Grindrod, Chrissy King, Michael Roberts and Nicole Troy.
Bronze Medallions: Mark Augusto - Kerry Bell, Moe-Ava Chong, Nathan Close, Taryn Coppin, Alistair
Cranswick-Smith, Jaime Fronzek, Nader Goubran, Jode Newman, Troy Rachow, Rachel Smith, Michelle
Troy, Joanne Troy, Emma Young and Heidi Young.
Life Saving Certificate: David Mounter.
Patrol Captain Certificates: Michael Fortune and David Mounter.
Bronze Medallion Trainer: Howard Fitzgibbon.
Lifesaving Director Kirk May controlled the beach in his first season with a quiet and professional
approach that gained the respect of the members who formed the 14 patrols and recorded a massive
4525 patrol hours over 53 patrol days. They effected 19 rescues and performed 431 preventive actions.
They also assisted the surfing public with first aid in 287 incidents, of which five were major injuries
requiring ambulance attention.
The average number of patrol hours that the club members were rostered for was 45 voluntary hours,
so the effort of the Top Ten Patrol Members was quiet outstanding. They were Howard Fitzgibbon 141.25 hours; Kirk May - 109 hours; David Mounter - 103 hours; Peter Finch - 94.25 hours; Zandro
Borula - 89.5 hours; Jeremy Chong - 79 hours; Julie Baker - 69 hours; Barry Foster - 68.25 hours;
Michelle Asser - 67.75 hours; and Ben Hunt - 66.75 hours.
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First Aid Officer Kurt Stahmer performed well in his position with the skills that
he acquired while being a medical officer with the Australian Army, and it was no
surprise when troops were sent overseas to East Timor that Kurt was with them. He
was trained to be flown by helicopter behind the front line of attack and paraglide
from the aircraft. When reaching the ground he assisted the injured soldiers until
medical assistance arrived.
Rod Field was in charge of the new younger members leaving the nippers and
experiencing their first year as active members. Rod’s slogan of ‘Something new for
the 2001-02 season’ was fitting as the rookies were given instruction on what to
expect in the season, what awards were available and the various sporting programs
that were available to all members.

Kurt Stahmer serving with
the ADF in East Timor. He
was also the club’s first aid
officer and a patrol captain.

He held a get-together breakfast in April where they were introduced to their
buddies, senior members who would assist them for their first season. Following a
briefing and welcome by Lifesaving Director Kirk May, the club’s new members
were now well aware of what would be expected from them as they prepared for
patrols in the coming season.

The Sunday morning surf races and beach sprint competitions under control of handicapper Mark
Stanton, received a welcome shot in the arm with the assistance of Vice Patron Clive Smith. Three
special events would be run, the King Brothers Surf Teams Race, the Arthur Green Taplin Relay and the
Roy Liston Brace Relay, with winners being presented with an embroidered jumper. The results of those
competitions, yearly point scores and the Club Championship events were Club Champions:
Open Surf Race - Chad Wright
Open Iron Man - Glenn Dunsmore
Open Beach Sprint - Glenn Dunsmore
Open Surf Ski - Peter Grimes
Open Beach Flags - Mark Forrest
Open Surf Board - Glenn Dunsmore
Under~16~years Surf Race - Leigh Barnier
Under~16~years Beach Sprint - Adam Ajaka
Under~16~years Beach Sprint - Nicole Troy
Point Score Competitions:
Surf Race - Cleve Mitchell
Beach Sprint and Surf Board - Glenn Dunsmore
Special Events:
King Brothers Surf Teams - Glenn Dunsmore, Michael Copping and Dave Lawler
Arthur Green Taplin Relay - Glen Goetze, Tim Field and Peter Grimes
Roy Liston Brace Relay - George Smith and Tom Kirsop
The major project performed by the club workers was refurbishing the John Bliss Function Room, the
new bar area and the outside garden area and providing new furniture for the deck area. There were too
many workers and donors to mention, but they were all congratulated by President Rob Kaines, with
special mention of Bill Anderson’s effort in refurbishing the bar and the feature floor tiling at the entrance
of the function room.

The refurbished bar and the entrance floor feature
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The club’s competition members displayed great team spirit and competed in six areas of the surf
carnivals as well as providing officials. The results at the Championship Carnivals was rewarding, with
every section winning medals and bringing notice to the famous white caps of North Narrabeen, a remark
often used by the Carnival Announcers.
The Championship results were:
At the BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS Gold Medal:
Open Beach Sprint - Brett McPherson
Under~21~years March Past - Jade Newman, Michelle Troy, Joanne Troy, Emma Young,
Heidi Young, Carissa Crews, Rachel Smith, Nicole Troy,
Kate Alexander, Regina Spagnol, Taryn Coppin and Kerry Bell
Under~21~years Surf Boat - Shaun Stacey sweep, Dave Cook, Nick Dolly,
Josh Dale and Matt Wilson
Under~19~years and Under~16~years First Aid - Tarryn Coppin and Sean Ryan
40~44~years Surf Board Rescue - Jim Casey and Peter Grimes
60~64 Single Surf Ski - Len Turner
65~years and over Surf Race - Dave Lawler
110~years Surf Ski Relay - Glenn Dunsmore, Mark Byrne and Peter Grimes
Silver Medal:
Under~16~years 5~Person R&R - Rachel Smith, Joanne Troy, Michelle Troy,
Regina Spagnol and Kate Alexander
35~39~years Surf Board - Glenn Dunsmore
35~39~years Surf Board Rescue - Mark Byrne and Glenn Dunsmore
40~44~years Surf Race - Jim Casey
40~44~years Surf Board - Peter Grimes
60~64~years Single Surf Ski - Bill Martin
60~64~years Double Surf Ski - Len Turner and Bill Martin
110~years Surf Board Relay - Glenn Dunsmore, Mark Byrne and Peter Grimes
Bronze Medal:
Open Womans Surf Boat - Shaun Stacey sweep, Amanda Whiteman,
Joanne Eyre, Kylie Stephen and Lisa Spence
Open Beach Relay - Brett McPherson, Ben Jones, Steve Hatch and Glenn Dunsmore
Restricted Surf Race - Drew Porter
Under~16~years Surf Race - Leigh Barnier
Under~16~years Womens Beach Relay - Rachel Smith, Joanne Troy,
Kate Alexander and Helen Wilson
35~39~years Iron Man - Glenn Dunsmore
35~39~years Wave Ski - Bruce Kelly
40~44~years Single Surf Ski - Peter Grimes
45~49~years Beach Flags - David Smith
110~years Taplin Relay - Jim Casey, Glenn Dunsmore and Mark Byrne
130~years Surf Teams - Jim Casey, George Smith and Mike Copping
140~years Beach Relay - Glenn Dunsmore, Peter Grimes, David Smith and Jim Casey

Club competitor’s relaxing at the ‘Aussie’ titles
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THE YEAR OF THE SYDNEY OLYMPICS

At the NSW CHAMPIONSHIPS Gold Medal:
Under~21~years Surf Boat - Shaun Stacey sweep, Matt Wilson,
Nick Dolly, Dave Cook and Josh Dale
Under~16~years March Past - Carissa Crews, Emma Young, Heidi Young, Helen Wilson,
Jade Newman, Joanne Troy, Kate Alexander, Kerry Bell,
Michelle Troy, Nicole Troy, Rachael Smith, Taryn Coppin
and Regina Spagnol
Silver Medal:
Under~19~years First Aid - Tarryn Coppin and Sean Ryan
Under~19~years Surf Race - Glen Goetze
Under~19~years Beach Flags - Adam Atkin
65~years and over Surf Race and Rescue Tube - David Lawler
Bronze Medal:
Open Beach Relay - Brett McPherson, Adam Atkin, Ben Jones and Steve Hatch
Open Womens Boat Race - Shaun Stacey sweep, Joanne Eyre, Lisa Spence,
Kylie Stephen and Amanda Whiteman
At the AUSTRALIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS Silver Medal:
Under~21~years March Past - Taryn Coppin, Rachel Smith, Kate Alexander,
Kerry Bell, Kate McGrath, Carissa Crews,
Joanne Troy, Regina Spagnol, Emma Young, Heidi Young,
Nicole Troy and Michelle Troy
Bronze Medal:
Under~19~years First Aid - Taryn Coppin and Sean Ryan

Sean Ryan and Taryn Coppin
who maintained the club’s
high standard in first aid
competitions gaining Bronze at
the Australian Championships
and Silver at the
NSW Championships

The Under 21 march past team that gained 2nd place
at the 2000 Australian Championships.
Standing L to R: Sue Troy -manager, Helen Wilson, Heidi Young,
Kerry Bell, Rachel Smith, Emma Young, Taryn Coppin,
Jenny Alexander-assistant.coach and Ross Young -coach
Seated L to R: Michelle Troy, Carrissa Crews, Nicole Troy,
Kate Alexander, Regina Spagnol and Joanne Troy-captain.

The colts boat crew punch their way through a wave
on their way to being the 2001 NSW Under-21 Champions
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The club’s nippers also recorded good results at their Championship carnivals, with the following
competitors winning medals:
At the SLS SYDNEY NORTHERN BEACHES JUNIOR ACTIVITIES CHAMPIONSHIPS at Manly, North Steyne and
Queenscliff Beach Gold Medal:
March Past - Kate Alexander, Amy Alexander, Zanathany Borula,
Alana Conlay, Carissa Crews, Ainsley Buckland,
Vanessa Ryan, Rachael Smith, Gemma Spagnol,
Regina Spagnol, Jane Spicer and Nicole Troy
Under~12~years Female Surf Race - Alana Robinson
Under~12~years Male Beach Sprint and Beach Flags - Luke Roberts
Under~10~years Female Beach Sprint - Alice Wilson
Under~8~years Female Beach Sprint - Sarah McRitchie
Open 8~years Beach Relay - Craig Edmondson, Jackson Lawler,
Sarah McRitchie and Michael Young
Silver Medal:
Open 2~Person R&R - Ainsley Buckland and Nicole Troy
Open 5~Person R&R - Kate Alexander, Carissa Crews, Regina Spagnol,
Jane Spicer and Nicole Troy
Under~13~years Male Boardriding Contest - Michael Roberts
Under~12~years Male Beach Flags - Chris Enever
Under~10~years Female Surf Race - Nicki Smith
Under~9~years Male Beach Flags - Ben Dunsmore
Under~9~years Open Surf Board Relay - Mikayla Field, Ethan Borula and David Cathels
Bronze Medal:
Under~14~years Male Surf Race - Leigh Barnier
Under~12~years Male Beach Sprint - Michael Hoekman
Under~10~years Female Beach Flags - Vanessa Ryan
Under~8~years Male Beach Flags - Jackson Lawler
Under~10~years Female Boardriding Contest
Under~10~years Female Surf Board Relay
At the SLS NSW JUNIOR ACTIVITIES CHAMPIONSHIPS at Collnarra Gold Medal:
Open 2~Person R&R - Ainsley Buckland and Nicole Troy
Under~12~years Male Beach Sprint - Luke Roberts
Silver Medal:
Under~10~years Female Beach Sprint - Alice Wilson
Bronze Medal:
Under~12~years Male Beach Flags - Luke Roberts
Under~12~years Open Beach Relay - Chris Enever, Michael Hoekman,
Emma Roberts and Luke Roberts
Under~10~years Open Beach Relay - Cory Hudson, Sean Toth, Alister Wilson and Alice Wilson
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2001-02 Season

89 YEARS OLD - STILL GOING STRONG,
DESPITE THE TROUBLE WITHIN THE RANKS

In what one could only describe as being the most troublesome season on record, the Management
Board survived and withstood the pressures from a group of members who persisted with behaviour not
previously experienced. Action was taken in all instances, not to everybody’s liking, and in accordance
with SLSA protocol. One thing was established, ‘The club may have lost some battles but the war was
won’.
The Management Board changed only slightly, with Peter Finch as new Public Officer, Mark Stanton
as Competition Director and Ken Edmundson as Junior Activities Director.
The Nippers conformed with the changes set by the SLSA regarding administration, competition
entries, full computerisation of membership and the proficiency testing of all the nipper competitors. The
extra burden was handled well by the mums and dads, but it made the organisation just a little harder to
enjoy, and for some, the weekend involvement was a little longer. Still, the group functioned as planned
with financial success and good competition results along with supplying members to the senior section.
The Sydney Northern Beaches Branch changed the name of the Junior Activities to the Board of
Youth.
The Nippers performed well in the Branch Championships the club’s medal winners were:
At the SURF LIFE SAVING SYDNEY NORTHERN BEACHES BOARD
Manly Beach -

OF

YOUTH JUNIOR BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS at

Gold Medal:
Under~8~years Male Beach Sprint - Charles Gibney
Under~8~years Female Beach Sprint - Kirsty Dunsmore
Under~11~years Male Beach Sprint - Ben Dunsmore
Under~12~years Female Beach Sprint - Alice Wilson
Under~12~years Male Beach Flags - Cameron White
Under~14~years Male Beach Sprint - Luke Roberts
Silver Medal:

Luke Roberts outstanding beach competitor

who won a medal at every Branch and NSW
2~Person R&R - Andrea Spagnol and Michaela Spagnol
Junior Championship carnival from 1996-97
Under~8~years Female Beach Flags - Kirsty Dunsmore
as an Under-9 competitor till 2001-02 as an
Under-14. He also represented the Branch
Under~10~years Female Surf Board Race - Laura Enever
in representative teams, 1999 to 2002
Under~10~years Male Surf Race - Michael Young
Under~11~years Male Surf Board Race - Ben Dunsmore
Under~11~years Male Surf Board Relay - Ben Dunsmore, Ethan Borula and David Cathels
Under~12~years Female Surf Race - Nikki Smith
Under~12~years Male Beach Sprint - Alaster Wilson
Under~12~years Female Beach Sprint - Nikki Smith
Under~12~years Male Beach Flags - Sean Toth
Under~14~years Male Beach Sprint - Nick McGrath
Under~14~years Male Beach Flags - Luke Roberts
Under~14~years Male Beach Relay - Nick McGrath, Luke Roberts,
Chris Enever and Matthew Young
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Bronze Medal:
Junior Female Board Rescue - William Fealy and Mikayla Field
Under~8~years Female Surf Wade - Kirsty Dunsmore
Under~10~years Open Surf Board Relay - Michael Young, William Fealy and Laura Enever
Under~11~years Male Beach Relay - Ben Dunsmore, David Cathels,
Ethan Borula and James Rogan
Under~12~years Female Surf Board Relay - Jane Fealy, Nikki Smith and Mikayla Field
Under~12~years Male Beach Relay - Alastair Wilson, Ashton Wicks,
Cameron White and Sean Toth
Under~14~years Female Surf Race - Alana Robinson
At the SURF LIFE SAVING NEW SOUTH WALES JUNIOR STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS at Swansea Belmont Beach:
Gold Medal:
2~Person R&R - Andrea Spagnol and Michaela Spagnol
Under~8~years Female Beach Flags - Kirsty Dunsmore
Under~12~years Female Beach Sprint - Alice Wilson
Silver Medal:
Under~8~years Female Beach Sprint - Kirsty Dunsmore
Under~8~years Male Beach Sprint - Charles Gibney
Under~12~years Female Beach Relay - Jane Fealy, Vanessa Ryan, Nikki Smith and Alice Wilson
Under~14~years Male Beach Sprint - Luke Roberts
The SNB Board of Youth Interbranch Team included Alice Wilson and Ben Dunsmore, who competed
in the Interbranch Championship at Swansea Belmont where they finished in second place.
The flow on by the Under-14-years nippers to the club’s active members was again under the watchful
eye of rookies coordinator Rod Field, who assigned each rookie with a buddie for the season. All ten were
successful in gaining the Surf Rescue Certificate and proved to be a great asset to the club’s patrol strength.
Left: Kirtsy Dunsmore proudly displays her
gold medal after winning the Under- 8 yrs
NSW Junior Beach Flags Championship

Right: Nippers Ben Dunsmore,
Ethan Borula and David Cathels
display their muscels

Boys and girls from the juniors during their bronze medallion exam
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89 YEARS OLD - STILL GOING STRONG, DESPITE THE TROUBLE WITHIN THE RANKS

Lifesaving Director Kirk May appreciated the new members from the nippers, and with this injection he
was able to roster 115 active members into 15 patrols who performed 3,500 hours of voluntary community
service. The proficiency of those members was first class, which was demonstrated in the Branch Patrol
Assessment in which the North Narrabeen club was placed fifth in a close competition. The top six clubs
in the branch were within two points of each other, with the North Narrabeen club recording a 98 per cent
average, scoring a range from 92 to 100 per cent in the six inspections.
The members were truly tested on Saturday, 2 February, when a young surfer was rescued from the
surf without a pulse and not breathing. As Kirk May described:

On the morning of that day, a male surfer approximately 18 years of age was rescued via the efforts of
WSC Lifeguard Heath Brown and the patrol members, Mitchel Lawler, Matt McGrath, Luke Covey,
Luke Scott, Sean Ryan, Taryn Coppin, Kerry Bell, Luke Fittock and Ian Snell under the direction of
Patrol Captain, Michael Fortune. The patient was rescued in an unconscious state, not breathing, without
a heart beat and lungs full of water. As a result of CPR both within the club rescue IRB and on the beach,
the patient was resuscitated and taken to hospital in a conscious state. He is now on a slow path to recovery.
The members performed their duties strictly in accordance with protocol and procedure and did the club
proud. This incident has now passed quietly and without fanfare, however it is such a wonderful example
of what the club can do, ... Save a life!

The group of young lifesaver responsible for saving the life of
Caleb Ross and maintaining the club’s proud record,
‘No lives lost during Patrol Hours’.
L to R: Mitchell Lawler, Matt McGrath, Luke Covey, Luke Scott,
Sean Ryan, Taryn Coppin, Luke Fittock,
Ian Snell Michael Fortune and (insert) Kerry Bell.
Caleb Ross’s grandfather John Ross, was a prominent member
of the club’s Junior R&R team during the 1940s.

The Dolly William Shield for Patrol Man of the Year was awarded to Luke Fittock, who recorded an
amazing 266.45 hours on patrol duty. Considering that his rostered hours were 44.25, his time with the
red and yellow cap was over and beyond the normal call of duty. Luke was a fine ambassador for the club
when he visited New Zealand as an exchange lifesaver.
Luke headed the list of the club’s Top Patrol Members who were, Kirk May, 164 hours; Howard
Fitzgibbon, 146.75 hours; Peter Finch, 116.75 hours; Troy Rachow, 101.5 hours; Glenn Dunsmore,
86.75 hours; Ben Hunt, 81 hours; Mario Spagnol, 68.75 hours; Simon Deere-Jones, 63.5 hours; and
Craig Tomsene 58.4 hours. That was a lot of dedication.
Howard Fitzgibbon was outstanding as the Chief Instructor in addition to his patrol efforts. He was
capably assisted by Wendy Roberts, Ben Hunt, Luke Fittock and Janice Wordley, and that team instructed
members for the following 72 awards:
Surf Rescue Certificates: Peter Foster, Carly Finch, Wayne Anderson, Zanthany Borula, Christopher
Enever, Timothy Field, Nick McGrath, Sheridan Mitchell, Emma Roberts, Luke Roberts, Alana Robertson
and Matthew Young.
Bronze Medallions: Janice Wordley, Eliza Coulston, Michael Roberts, Carolyn O’Regan, Amy Criss,
Kate Alexander, Maree Devitt, Helen Wilson, Robert Finch, Mark Walsh, Tom Allen, James Kingaby, Leigh
Barnier, Luke Covey, Olivia Levett, Stephen Holmes, David Jahnsen, Lindy Lawler, James McClure, Cara
Targ, Craig Tomsene, Matthew McGrath, Luke Scott, Ian Snell, Karen Dunsmore and Rose Sheenan.
Advanced Resuscitation Certificates: Taryn Coppin, Sean Ryan, James Kingaby, Chad Wright, Leigh
Barnier and Mark Augusto.
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First Aid Plus Certificates: David Smith, Taryn Coppin, Sean Ryan, Glen Goetz, Kirk May and Moe-Ava
Chong.
Inflatable Rescue Boat, Silver Medallions: Rhys Blackburn, Luke Scott, Ian Snell, Sean Ryan, Matthew
McGrath, Troy Townsend, Mitchel Lawler, Craig Tomsene, Troy Rachow and Ben Hunt.
Patrol Captain, Silver Medallions: Howard Fitzgibbon, Ben Hunt, Hayden Raper, Clive Thompson, Troy
Townsend, Kurt Stahmer, Danny Kelly and Kirk May.
Despite the internal problems, the club was able to function successfully, and at the Branch MOC
awards, the club was placed fifth in the Outstanding Club Competition. That was a good result, considering
the ugly problems that plagued the club’s good name all season and part of the next.
Bill Worth became the club’s third member to be honoured with Life Membership by Surf Life Saving
Australia. It was a fitting reward for a man who had done so much in the previous 40 years, and it added
to the collection of lifesaving honours he had received during that time.
The prestigious WE Barnett Memorial Trophy for Club Member of
the Year was awarded to Finance Director Darren O’Regan, a man
who made the money records and financial reports easier to analyse.
Darren also played a big part in obtaining Government grants and
organising fundraising events, including a very successful Golf Day.
The members were saddened by the passing of former Finance
Director Barbara MacPherson, who lost her battle with a terminal illness
during the season. In true Narrabeen tradition, Barbara was given a
fitting send off as a tribute to a wonderful lady.
Race Secretary/Handicapper Mark Stanton conducted a busy
Sunday morning program, with 4 point score competitions, 5 special
events-all in memory of passed Life Members, and 11 championship
races. It was a big season, with the winners being:
Club Championships:
Darren O’Regan, Club Member of the Year
who, as the Club Financial Director,
helped the club overcome difficult times

Peter Wells - Open Surf, Open Iron Man,
Open Surf Ski and Open Surf Board
Glenn Dunsmore - Open Beach Sprint and
Open Beach Flags
Karen Dunsmore - Open Womens Beach Sprint
Tim Field - Under~16~years Surf Race
Emma Roberts - Under~16~years Womens Beach Flags
Chris Enever - Under~16~years Mens Beach Flags
James Kingaby - Under~16~years Surf Board Race
Special Events:
King Brothers Surf Teams Race - Glenn Dunsmore, Kurt Stahmer and Maree Devitt
Arthur Green Taplin Relay - Kirk May, Peter Grimes and Wayne Anderson
Roy Liston Brace Relay - Simon Deere-Jones and Glenn Dunsmore
Dick Corish Beach Flags - Luke Fittock
Frank Slater Beach Relay - Glenn Dunsmore, Helen Wilson, Sean Ryan and Maree Devitt
Point Score Competitions:
Glenn Dunsmore - Open Beach Sprint and Open Surf Board
Glen Goetz - A Grade Surf Race
Bruce Kelly - B Grade Surf Race
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At interclub competition carnivals, the club competed in R&R, march past, beach events, craft and the
surfboats. Medals won by the members were:
At the SLS SYDNEY NORTHERN BEACHES CHAMPIONSHIPS Gold Medal:
Under~21~years March Past - Kate Alexander, Kerry Bell, Zanthany Borula,
Taryn Coppin, Carissa Crews, Maree Devitt,
Kate McGrath, Joanne Troy, Michelle Troy,
Nicole Troy, Helen Wilson, Emma Young and Heidi Young
Under~19~years First Aid - Taryn Coppin and Sean Ryan
Under~16~years R&R - Carissa Crews, Nicole Troy and Helen Wilson
150~years Surf Teams - Jim Casey Dave Lawler and John Tremain
60~years~plus Surf Race - Dave Lawler
64~years~plus Rescue Tube race - Dave Lawler
Silver Medal:
Open Womens 5~Person R&R - Kate Alexander, Kerry Bell, Maree Devitt,
Joanne Troy and Michelle Troy
Reserve Boat Crew - Michael McDermott sweep, Rhys Blackburn,
Brenden Reedy, Troy Townsend and Dan Kelly
Under~16~years Surf Board Relay - Leigh Barnier, James Kingaby and Michael Roberts
150~years Surf Ski Relay - Howard Fitzgibbon, Len Turner and Bill Martin
65~years~plus Surf Ski race - Len Turner
Bronze Medal:
Open Surf Ski race - Scott Austin
Open Womens Surf Ski race - Kate McGrath
Under~19~years Womens 5~Person R&R - Kate Alexander, Kerry Bell, Maree Devitt,
Joanne Troy and Michelle Troy
110~years Surf Board Relay - Glenn Dunsmore, Peter Grimes and Bruce Kelly
35~39~years Iron Man - Glenn Dunsmore
35~35~years Surf Board Rescue - Glenn Dunsmore and Peter Grimes
35~39~years Mens Surf Board Race - Glenn Dunsmore
45~49~years Mens Surf Board Race - Jim Casey
45~49 Mens Beach Flags - David Smith
60~64 Double Surf Ski - Len Turner and Bill Martin
At the SLS NSW CHAMPIONSHIPS Gold Medal:
Under~21~years March Past - Kate Alexander, Kerry Bell, Zanthany Borula,
Taryn Coppin, Carissa Crews, Maree Devitt,
Kate McGrath, Joanne Troy, Michelle Troy,
Nicole Troy, Helen Wilson, Emma Young and Heidi Young
Under~19~years First Aid - Taryn Coppin and Sean Ryan
Silver Medal:
Open First Aid - Taryn Coppin and Sean Ryan
65~years~plus Mens Surf Race and Rescue Tube - Dave Lawler
At the SLSA CHAMPIONSHIP CARNIVAL Silver Medal:
Under~21~years March Past - Kate Alexander, Kerry Bell, Zanthany Borula,
Taryn Coppin, Carissa Crews, Maree Devitt,
Kate McGrath, Joanne Troy, Michelle Troy,
Nicole Troy, Helen Wilson, Emma Young and Heidi Young
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Following the championship carnivals, the club selected the winner of the John Bliss Medal for the
most successful competitor, and at the Annual General Meeting Taryn Coppin was announced as the
season’s winner. Taryn competed in the March Past team and the First Aid team winning, four Gold and
two Silver Championship Medals.
Honours were also bestowed on the late Jack King with his induction to the newly established Pittwater
Hall of Fame. The club had submitted Jack’s name some time before his passing and it was disappointing
that he was not able to be present at the official opening.
Bill Sanders and Ross Thompson received SLSA 25-year Long Service awards, having spent most of
that time involved in the nipper program.
Ritchie Lytham was awarded a Community Award by the Warringah Shire Council.

Above: The Under-21 march past team show the form that saw them
only narrowly beaten for the Australian Championships gold medal in 2002.
The team consisted of Joanne, Michelle and Nicole Troy, Emma and Heidi Young,
Kerry Hall, Carissa Crews, Maree Devitt, Helen Wilson, Kate Alexander,
Taryn Coppin, Zanthany Borula and Kate McGrath.

Above: Ross Young posses with his bevy of
glamorous march past competitors

The very successful Under-19 R&R Team.
L to R: Kerry Bell, Joanne Troy, Michelle Troy,
Kate Alexander and Maree Devitt.

The Under-19 R&R Team display the discipline and dedication
that is reminiscent of the Club’s Champion R&Rteams
during the 1920s and 1940s

Ken Holmes representing the club as Miss North Narrabeen along with
Danny Kelly during the Brewarrina Grand Parade prior to the start of
the Brewarrina Outback Surfboat Classic
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NINETY YEARS OLD AND STILL GOING
STRONG AND PROUD TO SAY:
‘NO LIVES LOST WHILE THE CLUB’S
PATROLS ARE ON DUTY’

The season opened with a big Annual General Meeting, having an attendance larger than any previously
experienced. The John Bliss Room was packed to the rafters, standing room only. Many members not
previously interested in meetings of that nature and older members, some of whom had not been seen for
many years, were present. They were obviously expecting a volatile performance by some of the vocal
orators seeking to dethrone the current management. All the speakers were given a fair hearing, but the
anticipated fireworks never eventuated.
Rob Kaines was re-elected as President, with Steve Lawler as Deputy President. Jenny Kaines retained
the Administration Director’s position, with Darren O’Regan as Finance Director and Kirk May as Lifesaving
Director. Jim Shearer was the new Public Officer and Bill Worth accepted the Competition Director’s
portfolio. Mark Walsh, the nippers Deputy Chairman, would attend the Management Board meetings as
the proxy for Ken Edmondson.
All was set for the season, still with the feeling of turbulence in
the air, when Rob and Jenny Kaines resigned from their elected
positions at the first meeting of the Management Board. That caused
a few problems and heavy thinking until the Management Board
was restructured. Bill Worth accepted the President’s position, and
Paul Szalay moved into the Administration Director’s seat. Mark
Anderson took on the Competition Director’s position vacated by
Bill Worth. It was a dramatic start to the club’s 90th season, with
the main agenda being to bring closure to the unrest at all costs.
Saving lives and the maintaining a community service to the Shire
was the club’s main charter, and that’s what occurred under the
Bill Worth- Club President at left, presents
leadership of Lifesaving Director Kirk May, whose quietly spoken
‘Appreciation for Outstanding Service Awards’ to
approach was appreciated by the 115 active members who formed
Steve Lawler, Craig Tomsene, Janice Wordley,
the 12 patrols assigned for duty. The 98 per cent recorded in the
Troy Rachow, Peter Finch, Julia Anderson,
Mark Stanton and Ross Young.
Patrol Assessment conducted by the Branch was a good indication
Absent - Luke Fittock and Bob Asser.
that the club’s members on patrol were of top quality and a credit
to the club. During the season, they carried out 87 rescues and treated 73 beach lovers for first aid.
An outstanding patrol, number 11, was captained by
Rhys Blackburn and comprised of Wayne Anderson, Leigh Barnier,
David Cook, Chris Enever, Tim Field, James Kingaby, Lindy Lawler,
Joshua Hatfield, James Strang and Janice Wordley. That creditable
team of lifesavers produced seven members who recorded 100
per cent patrol attendance, including two who were in the Top
Ten patrol list and four members who gained their IRB Crewman’s
Award, now a mandatory requirement for all patrols. All three
rookies, Wayne Anderson, Chris Enever and Tim Field, gained
their Bronze Medallions during the season, and Wayne was
selected as the Male Junior Life Saver of the Year.
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The Patrol of the Year
- celebrating the club’s 90th Anniversary.
L to R: Rhys Blackburn - Captain, David Cook, Tim Field,
James Kingary, Wayne Anderson,
Leigh Barnier (obscured - see inset), Josh Hatfield,
Lindy Lawler and Janice Wordley.

THE BEACH COMES FIRST
Troy Rachow earned the award of Patrol Member of the Year, with 100 patrol hours to his credit. He
was in the Top Ten list along with rookie Carly Finch, who recorded 68.25 hours in her first year as an
active lifesaver and was awarded the Female Junior Life Saver of the Year.
The members who put in the hard yards on the beach, the Top Ten Patrol Persons, recorded the
following hours on patrol duty, Luke Fittock, 190.5 hours; Kirk May, 158.25 hours; Peter Finch, 151.5
hours; Howard Fitzgibbon, 148.75 hours; Janice Wordley, 134.75 hours; Craig Tomsene, 106.5 hours;
Troy Rachow, 100 hours; Mario Spagnol, 88.25 hours; Simon Deere-Jones, 84.5 hours; and rookie Wayne
Anderson, 74 hours.
The Rookie program was well established as a part of the club’s format and its success can be
credited to the coordinator Rod Field, whose vision three seasons previously was not a dream.
Kirk May must be credited with the concept of ‘sharing of the work load’ associated with the Lifesaving
Director’s position. His main tool in the administration was the Lifesaving Committee, comprised of Chief
Instructor/Vice Captain Howard Fitzgibbon, IRB Manager/Vice Captain Luke Fittock, Vice Captain Ben
Hunt, Radio Officer Mario Spagnol, First Aid Officer Kurt Stahmer, Vice Captain Craig Tomsene, Vice
Captain Troy Rachow and Patrol Roster Coordinator/Registrar Janice Wordley. All of those members
were silent achievers within the club.
The instruction of lifesaving methods and procedures was left in the hands of
the Chief Instructor Howard Fitzgibbon, who with the assistance of Training Officers
Craig Tomsene, Ben Hunt, Luke Fittock, Peter Finch, Wendy Roberts, Kirk May
and rookie coordinator Rod Field, were responsible for the following 70 awards:
Surf Rescue Certificates: Amy Alexander, Gemma Black, Marie Bonanno.
Tessa de Josselin, Caitriona Devitt, Stephen Devitt, Beverley Dobson, Joshua
Hatfield, Camille May, Casey McGraw, Lauren McGraw, Nikki Smith, Gemma
Spagnol and Christopher Young.
Bronze Medallions: Wayne
Anderson, Frank Barnier, Matthew
Bealey, Gemma Black, Zanthany
Howard Fitzgibbon
Borula, Barry Casey, Carissa
Chief Instructor,
Crews, Jamie Crighton, Kylie
IRB driver and tireless worker
Crighton, Drew Dickson, Ken
Edmondson, Christopher Enever, Tim Field, Gerard Homan,
Lauren McGraw, Jessica Rossi, Laura Snel, Thomas Snel,
Nicole Troy, Fiona Troy, Fiona Warneke and Matthew Young.
Inflatable Rescue Boat, Silver Medallions: Tom Allen,
Mark Augusto, Luke Covey, Belinda Stuart, Clive
Thompson and Christopher Wilson.
Inflatable Rescue Boat, Crewman’s Certificates: Mark
Augusto, Tony Baker, Leigh Barnier, Peter Beaumont, Scott
Beaumont, Luke Covey, Simon Deere-Jones, Robert Finch,
Cara Hoschke, Nigel Hoschke, James Kingaby, Lindy
Lawler, David Nupier, James Parker, Hayden Raper, Ben
Ross, Lyndall Stevens, Clive Thompson Mark Walsh and
Janice Wordley.

Some of the last successful bronze squad who qualified
at the completion of the club’s 90 years.
L to R: Chris Enever, MattYoung, Jess Rossi, Zanthany Borula,
Lauren McGann, Gemma Black and Carrisa Crews
Kneeling: Tim Field and Wayne Anderson.

SAED Defibrillation Course Certificate: Wendy Roberts.
Senior First Aid: Peter Finch and Wendy Roberts.
Life Support Certificate: Peter Finch and Howard Fitzgibbon.
IRB Training Officers Certificate: Luke Fittock.
Bronze Medallion Training Officers Certificates: Peter Finch and Kirk May.
Surf Rescue Training Officers Certificate: Kirk May.
Long standing Father Christmas
Bill Gooding arrives once again
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Many members were honoured that season with awards associated with surf lifesaving and service to
the community.
Life Membership of the North Narrabeen SLSC was bestowed upon two of the behind-the-scenes
workers, Carl Ross and Warren Suters.
Carl Ross, a great administrator and a very competent,
knowledgeable advocate of the club’s constitution, was well
rewarded.
Warren Suters was a dedicated Treasurer and assistant
Treasurer who was always ready to assist with running the Sunday
morning events, as well as always being available for carnivals
and other moneymaking ventures. He also was well rewarded.
SLS NSW announced that two of the club’s stalwarts, Bob
Parkhill and Dave Lawler OAM , had been
elevated to Life Membership of the State Centre in recognition to their long service to
surf lifesaving. They both joined a select band of lifesavers.
Carl Ross

Life Members

Warren Suters

SLS Sydney Northern Beaches awarded Life Membership to Ted Whittaker and
Brian Geddes, long-standing members of the Board of Examiners, nipper movement
and the club. The Branch also recognised the hardworking Bill Anderson for his tireless
work for the club and within the Branch while he was club President by awarding him a
Distinguished Service Award.

David Lawler

OAM

The Australian Government Honours Committee announced the appointment of Ken Hodges to receive
the Order of Australia Medal for his work within the Australian Pentathlon Association, Police Boys Club
movement, particularly in the East Sydney Area, Elouera SLSC and Gerringong SLSC. Ken was a Life
Member of both surf clubs. Ken had received an award for bravery in the 1952 Boxing Day Rescue at
North Narrabeen and many other while a member of the NSW Police Force.
The prestigious WE Barnett Memorial Trophy for Club Member of the Year
had joint winners, Carol Fealy and Mark Anderson. Both were hardworking
members who excelled in their respective fields, working for the betterment of
the club, making with many personal sacrifices to see club members achieve
results beyond expectation.
The club’s best performer over the championship series of carnivals was
awarded the John Bliss Medal. The winner, Nicole Troy, won medals in the
Under-21-years March Past, Open 6-Person R&R, Under-19-years 5-Person
R&R and the Under-16-years 5-Person R&R. She was quiet a talented young
lady with a big future.

The first dead heat for
Club Member of the Year, shared
by Carol Fealy and Mark Anderson

SLSA 50-year Long
Service Awards were
presented to Vic Baker, Jim
Boddan, Ken Brown and
Bob Parkhill.

All four members had been involved in the many
successes of the club since the early 1950s and in their
own way made a mark in the history of this great club.

Men who typify the character of the club.
Dedicated lifesavers and workers who enjoy a good party
with plenty of laughter. They all gained the Club and
the SLSA 50 year Long Service Awards
L to R: Vic Baker, Jim Bodden, Ken Brown and Bob Parkhill.

The Shivering Sharks Trophy for 5-years 100 per cent patrol attendance was awarded to David Smith,
a nipper father who enjoyed his early involvement in the club so much he made himself available at every
possible time to contribute to public safety on North Narrabeen Beach.
Sunday morning competition always attracted a big group of members, all willing to try their skills and
win a Sunday mug or a club championship. A club championship is something every member dreams of
winning, but the majority miss out as the competition is top quality. That season, Race Secretary Mark
Stanton ran yearly point scores in three events and 20 events were run on Championship Day. The big
disappointment was not running the special events named after the Club’s passed Life Members.
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Point Score winners were:
Handicap Surf Board Race - Glenn Dunsmore
Handicap Beach Sprint - Glenn Dunsmore
Championship Events:
Open Surf Race - Leigh Barnier
Under-19-years Surf Race - Leigh Barnier
Under-19-years Surf Board Race - James Kingaby
Under-19-years Beach Sprint - Leigh Barnier
Under-19-years Beach Flags, Leigh Barnier
Under-16-years Iron Man - Tim Field
Under-16-years Surf Race - Tim Field
Under-16-years Surf Board - Tim Field
Under-16-years Beach Sprint - Chris Enever
Under-16-years Womens Beach Sprint - Nicole Troy
Under-16-years Womens Beach Flags - Nicole Troy

Handicap Surf Race - Tony Baker

Open Iron Man - Peter Wells
Open Surf Board - James Kingaby
Open Surf Ski - Nigel Hoschke
Open Beach Sprint - Danny Kelly
Open Beach Flags - Josh Dale
Womens Surf Race - Sheridan Mitchell
Womens Beach Sprint - Nicole Troy
Womens Beach Flags - Nicole Troy
Under-16-years Beach Flags - Wayne Anderson

A big contingent of members competed in a large number of varied events in interclub competition.
The club was successful in swim, beach, craft, boats and R&R, an event the club was famous for in the
early years. Medals eluded the club at the Australian Championship Carnival but the team made its
presence felt with some outstanding performances at the State and Branch Championships.
Possibly the best story to come out of the season involved the club’s Reserve Boat Crew. The Brown
Hornets, swept by Michael McDermott, consisted of Dan Kelly, Rhys Blackburn, Brenden Reedy and
David Cook. They started slowly, but increased their desire to be the best, winning the Newport Arms
Regatta and Branch Championship. They looked set to have a big one at the State with the sea conditions
in their favour, big and nasty.
They had earned a reputation of being the gurus of the Reserve crews, on the beach and in the bedroom,
the most feared and the most desired crew on the beach. Every one wanted to be a Brown Hornet.
As Competition Director Mark Anderson described:

The Reserve boat crew known as
‘The Brown Hornets’

The Brown Hornets were a standout crew during the early rounds of the
State Championship, then in the third round disaster struck with sweep
Michael McDermott being thrown from the boat and breaking his arm
when the boat hit the beach. With a three day rowing program the Brown
Hornets were the only North Narrabeen boat crew on the beach, so no
other sweeps were available. After several laps of the beach and numerous
phone calls a solution was found. Craft team member Mark Lawler was
on the beach and willing to help the boys. With Mark jumping into the
bow seat, and usual bowman David Cook moved down the boat, Rhys
Blackburn and Dan Kelly stayed in their usual seats, leaving Brenden
with the ‘long oar’ for the first time this season.

The Brown Hornets were able to master the tricky conditions and qualify
into the quarterfinals to be contested on Sunday.
Contesting the quarter final, the four original Hornets re-occupied their normal seats with Mark Anderson
taking over the sweeping duties - he had been located at home not intending to spend the weekend at
Swansea Belmont.
The Hornets resumed their outstanding form and were no surprise to qualify for the State final.
The crew left their best ‘til last’ and had their boat in front from the time the gun fired to the time the
boat hit the beach, claiming the Gold Medal.
It was a great team effort, taking seven members who showed great teamwork and spirit under difficult
conditions.
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NINETY YEARS OLD AND STILL GOING STRONG

Results of the BRANCH CHAMPIONSHIPS held at North Curl Curl were Gold Medal:
Open Womens 5~Person R&R - Kate Alexander, Michelle Asser,
Maree Devitt, Joanne Troy, Michelle Troy
Reserve Surf Boat - Michael McDermott sweep, Danny Kelly,
Rhys Blackburn, Brenden Reedy, David Cook
Under~21~years March Past - Zanthany Borula, Elisa Coulston, Amy Chriss,
Tessa de Josselin, Camille May, Casey McGraw,
Kate McGrath, Sheridan Mitchell, Nikki Smith,
Gemma Spagnol, Joanne Troy, Michelle Troy, Nicole Troy
45~49~years Rescue Tube Race - James Casey
45~49~years Beach Flags - David Smith
Silver Medal:
Open 6~Person R&R - Kate Alexander, Michelle Asser, Maree Devitt,
Joanne Troy, Michelle Troy, Nicole Troy
Under~19~years Surf Board Rescue - Tom Allen, Leigh Barnier, James Kingaby
Under~19~years 5~Person R&R - Kate Alexander, Maree Devitt,
Joanne Troy, Michelle Troy, Nicole Troy
65~years~plus Mens Surf Race - David Lawler
65~years~plus Mens Single Surf Ski - Bill Martin
Bronze Medal:
Open Womens Surf Board Rescue - Kate McGrath and Fiona Warneke
Under~19~years Surf Boat - Scott Morrison sweep, Mitchel Lawler,
Matt McGrath, Luke Scott, Ian Snel
Under~16~years Mens Surf Board Rescue - Wayne Anderson, Tim Field
Under~16~years Mens Surf Board Riding Contest - Chris Enever
40~49 Mens Beach Sprint - David Smith
130~years Mens 3 Man Taplin Relay - Glenn Dunsmore, Peter Grimes, Howard Fitzgibbon
140~years Mens Beach Relay - Mark Augusto, Glenn Dunsmore, Peter Grimes, David Smith
Results of the NSW CHAMPIONSHIP held at Swansea Belmont Gold Medal:
Reserve Surf Boat- Mark Anderson - sweep, Danny Kelly, Rhys Blackburn,
Brenden Reedy, David Cook, Michael McDermott, Mark Lawler
Bronze Medal:
Under~21~years March Past - Zanthany Borula, Elisa Coulston, Amy Chriss,
Camile May, Sheridan Mitchell, Nikki Smith,
Gemma Spagnol, Joanne Troy Michelle Troy, Nicole Troy

NSW Reserve Boat Race Champions 2002-03.
L to R: Mark Anderson-sweep, David Cook,
Brenden Reedy, Danny Kelly
and Ryhs Blackburn.

Sue Troy, Bob Asser and Ross Young
the driving force behind the success of
the March Past and R&R teams during
the 1990s and early 2000s
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Michael McDermott, 2nd from left, who broke his wrist
during the qualifying heats of the NSW Championships
and was replaced by Mark Anderson.
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SEASON

EXECUTIVE OFFICE BEARERS 1990-91 TO 2002-03
PRESIDENT SECRETARY
TREASURER
CAPTAIN

JA CHAIRMAN

1990-91

W Worth

I Jones

S Green

R Kelly

R Kaines

ADMIN
DIRECTOR

FINANCE
DIRECTOR

LIFESAVING
DIRECTOR

WE Barnett

W Anderson

I Jones

G Green
R Asser
B MacPherson

W Anderson
W Anderson
A MacPherson

B MacPherson
B MacPherson
R Field
R Field
D O’Regan
D O’Regan
D O’Regan
D O’Regan

Drew Griffith
René Kaines
P Grimes
P Grimes
P Grimes
K May
K May
K May

T Hoffman
T Hoffman
D Freudenstein
resigned
G Tipper
G Tipper
P Finch
P Finch
P Finch
P Finch
P Finch
G Smith
K Edmondson

1991-92

W Worth

1992-93
1993-94
1994-95

W Worth
W Worth
W Worth

L Jones
resigned
S Ross
L Jones
L West
L West

1995-96
1996-97
1997-98
1998-99
1999-2000
2000-01
2001-02
2002-03

W Worth
W Worth
W Anderson
W Anderson
W Anderson
R Kaines
R Kaines
R Kaines
resigned
W Worth

L West
A Horan
A Horan
A Horan
K Purcell
J Kaines
J Kaines
J Kaines
resigned
P Szalay

Vigilance and Service
Celebrating 90 Years Of Community Service
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Surf Life Saving Awards
The following Awards have been compiled from club Annual Reports and copies of records supplied
by SLSA. Through our research of the past ninety years it has been found that many of the early records
differ in many ways. We have taken every care to produce an accurate summary. We apologise if a name
has been missed or not recorded correctly but unfortunately we could only do our best.
The awards, as we know them now, became compulsory in season 1920-21 and it was made a
requirement of all clubs to have its members with a recognised award. As you will see it was very a busy
period for the club to meet this requirement and a standard was established which still operates at this
present time.
1920-21
Bronze Medallion
D Anderson, N Cox, J Black, HP Felton, JB Hancock, WJ Hancock, FW Johnson, J Kirkealdie,
S McCarthy, A McLean, N Olson, GW Proudfoot, W Schultz, CM Rose, JW Turner, RE Weitzell,
VB Benson, RR Liston, S Hense, JR Rigg, MJ White, SM White
1921-22
Bronze Medallion
JM Bell, WE Barnett, SS Bethel, JL Gibbs, JR Cameron, J Graham, W Grose, JL Hastie, WS Pilon,
AH Trousdale, H White
1922-23
Bronze Medallion
SM Alden, A Alyward, A Barrett, R Bowie, F Butcher, A Brandon, WH Brandon, C Butcher,
A Charlesworth, F Chowne, W Clarke, JB Crum, J Dempsey, L Ellison, CE Flint, S Exton, W Folbigg,
E Greatorex, S Grose, RS Hancock, D Hutchins, ES Kay, H Kay, M Keogh, W Leask, J Lynch,
H McDonald, W Myles, J Steines, W Theobald, T Trousdale, SH White, A Williams, AH Williams,
A Barnett, C McRae
1923-24
Bronze Medallion
AR Hopkins, AS Bibb, JJ Jobson, SW Killick, ME Mattes, CW McCready, SG Ogilvie, G Orr,
PJ Phelps, H Powell, B Ridge, J Rooke, N Rooke, W Stuckey, WR Warboy, B Wearing, H Woods,
E Wray, CA Maher
1924-25
Bronze Medallion
SR Blanch, FW Crowe, W Marles, NW Smith, R Storey, AC Thompson
1925-26
Bronze Medallion
R Allsop, R Atkins, A Brailey, R Buckley, D Bullin, W Burns, W Cerutti, N Ella, F Gould, C Hansen, E Hill,
J Hopper, S Hughes, S Silcock, R Southward, W Stout, H Thomas, L Thorn, MG Wallace, A McCarthy
1926-27
Bronze Medallion
J Barrett, W Cohen, R Mills, R Moore, R Platt, J Scott, H Thorne, S McGregor, W McIntyre, A McNeill
1927-28
Bronze Medallion
B Demster, K Douglass, R Fletcher, B Green, M Shardlow, JA King, K Sherwood, E Smith, I Smith,
J Smith, L Swain, F Thornhill, W Thearle, H Williams, F Kelly
Instructors Certificate
T King, J Southward
Chief Instructor, Jack Cameron
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1928-29
Bronze Medallion
WE Dennett, E Eather, A Green, F Shardlow, E Berry, J Hyde, F Myles, R Dunn, J Daly, C Daly,
J Lilliequist, W Scott, K Harding, O Botham, G Hemsworth, J Hemsworth, J Nelson, A Southion,
J Larter, J Hickey, J McCudden, A Perry, F Hughes, G Mullens, BW Wickens, S Bibb, A Wilson,
C Roberts
Instructors Certificate
F Thornhill
Chief Instructor, Jack Cameron
1929-30
Bronze Medallion
K Foster, G Dickens, J Hunter, A Barrett, E Law, A Jones, W Collins, E Mantova, E Tingle, JA Corbett,
R Shannon, JL Edgley, AM Fletcher, E O’Keeffe, R Frederick, A Preety, RS Pope, C Spedding,
D Corbett, T Magnus, D Fitzpatrick, J Grieg, H Carroll, H McMahon, B Eadie, A Sprouster, F Peters,
R Pivott, W Williams, HJ Pilon, JE Kelly, AR Williams
Instructors Certificate
J Daley, J King, G Mullins, W Cohen, L Silcock
Chief Instructor, Tas King
1930-31
Bronze Medallion
L Harding, W Barnes, T Dan, J Lyons, W Lillieblade, A Mullins, A Mason, M Waters, M Kemp,
H Batterham, A Burmeister, F Nicholls, J Hay, L Beesby, W Mullins, A Harding, E Frost, F Embrey,
A Herbert, D French, J Breesly, AG Jones, G MacArthur, J Hunt, W Love, J Harper, E Stanley
Instructors Certificate
R Fletcher, T Magnus, J Barrett, M Shardlow, C Butcher
Chief Instructor, Jack King
1931-32
Bronze Medallion
W Barrett, S Britefield, D Fenton, D Haslett, S Jorgenson, J Jorgenson, L Layton, A Lloyd, W Mackenzie,
F O’Connell, C Read, P Tester, F Wood
Instructors Certificate
S Bibb, W Lillieblade, W Proudfoot
Chief Instructor, Jack King
1932-33
Bronze Medallion
J Andrews, F Barnes, T Bowyer, R Bax, M Green, E Greiner, T Headford, G Headford, E Jorgenson,
W Klotz, J Kopp, C Lilyjquist, H Lovell, J Tippett, H Makin, R Opley, J Perkins
Chief Instructor, Jack King
1933-34
Bronze Medallion
J Pile, J Sutton, L Selig, H Housenloge, S Wright, H Bibb, J Fletcher, J Costa, R Chilton, E Hennessy,
T Ballard, G Balden, A Wheatley, A Cunningham, F Hayes, L Cuffe, J Gabb, J Kinsey, L Green,
J Peoples, R Lange, J Wilson, AJ Goodwin
Instructors Certificate
D Fenton, K Harding, A Mullins
Chief Instructor, Jack King
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1934-35
Bronze Medallion
L Gaterell, L Hepper, A Griffin, RC Corish, WL Barrett, B Amim, M Hall, J Leggett, C Crawford,
J Jenkins, A Maloney, L Irvine, C Hallowes, G Gilbert, F Mahoney, J Brown
Instructors Certificate
J Lyons
Chief Instructor, Jack King
1935-36
Bronze Medallion
W McCready, R Dunn, R Green, W Wallis, J Showells, R Black, W Claridge, M Mitchell, R Hora,
R Allen, W Batterham, R Williams, K Malone, A Welch, A Tingle, T Richardson, C Ferguson, MC Osborne
Instructors Certificate
D Haslett, F Wood, H Jenkins, W Thearle
Chief Instructor, Tas King
1936-37
Bronze Medallion
F Burge, J Boots, K Clark, J Dennis, C Foord, J Hall, R Mullins, F Soady, G Soady, S Thom,
D Rowell, K Wallbridge
Instructors Certificate
A Fletcher
Chief Instructor, Jack King
1937-38
Bronze Medallion
J Berney, G Ballerum, W Boots, J Bliss, R Black, G Carmichael, G Chapell, G Clarke, J Dowse,
C Graham, C Hill, D Hill, W Lloyd, W Martin, V Murray, H Paton
Instructors Certificate
T Foord, R Hora, S Jorgenson
Chief Instructor, Tas King
1938-39
Bronze Medallion
A Blomberry, S Best, K Douglass, L Godden, K Hora, J Howie, R O’Donnell, E Quill, R Quill
Instructors Certificate
J Dowse, H Paton
Chief Instructor, Jack King
1939-40
Bronze Medallion
D Baxter, R Binskin, D Cameron, E Elliott, J Frairy, J Godden, C Heterick, N Jorgenson, R McCready,
F O’Neill, N Sheehan, D Waters, J Ware, J Watson, H Wilson, W Wilson
Instructors Certificate
T Ballard, A Blombery, R Dunn, S Thom, L Godden, J Howie
Chief Instructor, Jack King
1940-41
Bronze Medallion
D Hunt, R Lukins, G Douglass, J Peters, R McGarr, A Scowan, P McKeown, H Jenkins, F Denham,
H Kidd, P McLean, F Tourville, L Shaw, D Petersen
Instructors Certificate
E Elliott, R Quill
Chief Instructor, Jack Howie
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1941-42
Bronze Medallion
C Brady, R Cooper, M Hancock, K Hill, J Putsey, R Jose, W Richardson, M Mohan, J Perry, N Kerr,
L Wormald, K Murray, K Collier, F Herald, R Young, E Kaglung
Instructors Certificate
R Corish, F Denham, J Jenkins
Chief Instructor, Jack Howie
1942-43
Bronze Medallion
R Corderey, S Hancock, P Connelly, F Lukins, K Wood, R Johnston, G Donaldson, J Hess, J Irvine,
N Porter, N Risk, M Love, J Whitton, J Weatherburn, L Dickens, R Hill, J Bellamy, M McMahon, R Sharp,
D Anderson, G Oswald, J Parkes, N Oswald, R Wells, B West, J Lester
Qualifying Certificate
P Leal, P Gell, R Isreal, E Lowgar, K West, F Johnson, R Hughes
Instructors Certificate
C Brady, N Porter, R Young
Chief Instructor, Jack Howie
1943-44
Bronze Medallion
R Comber, S Meridith, R Maloney, K McCann, J Brown, J McGuinness, L Willan, J Hancock, B Ferguson,
J Mason, S Pearce, S Fuller, R Hammond, J McFarlane, R Smith, R Clough, H McFarlane, F Lewis,
L Morgan, F McQuade, J Martin, R Thompson, G Hindman, D Reid, L Russell
Qualifying Certificate
WK Barnett
Instructors Certificate
J Murray
Examiners Certificate
R Young
(also listed as holders of Examiners Certificate J Cameron, J King, J Howie, J Dowse)
Chief Instructor, C Brady
1944-45
Bronze Medallion
J Sullivan, A Angus, S Larter, H Shaw, R Isreal, F Johnson, J McClinchie, P Cullen, K Dalwitz, J Maloney,
C Ogilvie, M Maher, E Anderson, R Knights, F Tregeagle, J Ross, F Mckenzie, H Boyd, E Hookham,
S Phillips, H Burnes, R Dean, K Donald, B Gibbs, F Dean, K Adams, L Campbell, R Brand
Qualifying Certificate
R Sullivan, W Dick, R Stacey
Instructors Certificate
R Clough, E Quill, J Mason, S Pearce
Chief Instructor, Jack Howie
1945-46
Bronze Medallion
V Marr, K Leckie, J Humphrys, J Mullen, P Jackson, D McFarlane, K Milner, N Cheeseman, K Callan,
J Foran, J Mathews, R Corbett, WK Barnett, L Kewley, RC Newman, D Wilson, E Watson, W Ford,
J Lilamand, D Walker, D Lawler, C Ormand
Instructors Certificate
J Sullivan, F Lukins, J Weatherburn
Chief Instructor, Ron Young
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1946-47
Bronze Medallion
R Sullivan, W Beckett, B Hancock, R Stacey, W Dick, R Noonan, N May, T Kenny, H Humphreys,
L Kitching, D O’Keefe, R Isles, J Nagle, E Paton, J Cheyney, W Adams, R Brennan, R Birch,
P Sunaklis, A Green
Instructors Certificate
P Connolly
Chief Instructor, Ron Young
1947-48
Bronze Medallion
M Jones, R West, P West, N Bowker, D Meehan, R Banks, L Linkenbagh, LW Brown, LC Brown,
J Crowley, R MacPherson, D MacPherson, T Donnelly, J Quinn, F Lawler, R Harvey, R Glynn, J Stanley,
W Gooding, L Girvan, K Hodges, N Johnson, G McMahon
Instructors Certificate
WK Barnett, D Lawler, W Beckett, F Johnson, R Noonan
Chief Instructor, Charlie Brady
1948-49
Bronze Medallion
R Cambourne, F Slater, G Kerr, RW Taylor, R Lowe, E Nicholls, J Everett, D Brown, JC Hancock,
J Atteridge, J Burnes, S Johnson, B Venner, J Wilson, N Coffey, N Milner, R Walsh, D Shortland,
J McMorland, J Comption
Instructors Certificate
K Hodges, J Quinn, R Sullivan, GJ McMahon, W Ford
Chief Instructor, John Sullivan
1949-50
Bronze Medallion
B Chaffer, R Haynes, G Henderson, D McPherson, K McGreal, K Murphy, E Rodgers, W Taylor,
N Bertrand, J Botham, B Brady, B Clarke, R Coffry, K Fisher, R Law, D Lindsay, I Read, B Shannon, J Slater
Instructors Certificate
(Three members gained this award however names not listed in annual report)
Chief Instructor, Bill Barnett
1950-51
Bronze Medallion
D Anderson, J Carter, J Catley, J Crompton, W Cole, K Deacon, W Dick, E Elliott, K Fitzpatrick,
KW Frost, T Gillett, J Irvine, N Johnson, R Johnson, T Kenny, J Kerr, B Magnus, D Miller, M Murphy,
J McMurtrie, W Scott, S Shannon, D Sharpe, K Sookee, JW Taylor, R Walsh, R Wells, R West,
J Wilson, J Boddan, W Bryant, J Newling, NR Tucker, AL Whyte
Instructors Certificate
J Botham
Chief Instructor, Bill Barnett
1951-52
Bronze Medallion
H Boyd, T Brain, JB Byrnes, B Clark, P Connelly, C Dickens, W Ellison, I Hancock, R Law, D Lindsay,
J Miller, K Miller, L McMurtrie, R Riley, B Robertson, M Seres, F Shepherdson, NJ Andrews, P Baker,
J Barrett, J Jones, EB Shortland
Chief Instructor, Bill Barnett
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1952-53
Bronze Medallion
F Clark, J Thomas, R Austin, G Rawlings, W Magill, P Dillon, V Bibby, M Beazely, J Slocombe,
B Steele, L Hillman, J Ashe
Instructors Certificate
B Shortland
Chief Instructor, Bill Barnett
1953-54
Bronze Medallion
F Simon, B Williams, K Brown, K Greentree, RP Newman, T Thrussell, A Stenning, B Duffy, D Allen,
K Osbourne, V Baker, R Roberts, RC Parkhill, WJ Worth, N Romain, M Wilson, L Campbell, R Richards,
W Smith, T Haining, B Cook, F Johnson, D Wright, B Anstiss, L Pye, R Erskine, C Hird, R Chippendale,
G Dorber, S Kerr, B Cullen, R Hughes, J Welch
Qualifying Certificate
R Caddy, R Hillman, K Holmes, R Kerr, F Riley, B Feehley
Instructors Certificate
B Cotting, S Meredith, W Bryant, W Ellison
Chief Instructor, Jim Botham
1954-55
Bronze Medallion
W Balkin, M Wood, E May, E Howlett, K Hilton, G Bartlett, D Radford, R Caddy, K McFadden, P Cook,
J Cook, J Campbell, S Mawson, E Madgwick, D Holmes, L Young, B Atkinson, B Trass, A Chaney
Qualifying Certificate
K Price, R Hazelwood, W Williams, D Romain, R Treloar, N Chaney
Instructors Certificate
P Newman
Chief Instructor, Jim Botham
1955-56
Bronze Medallion
W Bingham, A Wright, R Halliday, R Boorman, M LeGallion, D Crombie, F Riley, K Price, K Robinson,
G Phillips, K Jacques, R Young, R Morris, R Hillman, R Kerr
Instructors Certificate
K Greentree, B Cook
Chief Instructor, Jim Botham
1956-57
Bronze Medallion
N Chaney, D Romain, T Casey, E Whittaker, I Nowell, T Hoare, D Churchod, R Cox, R Roughley, W Thrussell,
W Norton, B Frazer, T Adams, A Rapp, R Treloar
Qualifying Certificate
R Jorgenson, K Chilvers, G Carroll, W Studdon, D Messer
Instructors Certificate
RC Parkhill, J Campbell
Chief Instructor, Jim Quinn
1957-58
Bronze Medallion
L Fuller, M Geros, R Campbell, D Lewis, J Steednam, J Vanderwerk, K Chivers, G Fisk, B Kennedy,
M Roughley, K Dillon
Qualifying Certificate
H Baker, M Romain, F Downing, D Bannister, J Morrison, R Allen, R Coles
Instructors Certificate
N Romain, E Whittaker, W Balkin
Chief Instructor, Ken Hodges
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1958-59
Bronze Medallion
R Jorgenson, C Dewsbury, R Kane
Qualifying Certificate
W Jones, T Wheeler, J McDougall, J Shearer, D Stenhouse, D Atherton, R Allison, K Feehely
Instructors Certificate
D Romain, G Fisk
Chief Instructor, John Sullivan
1959-60
Bronze Medallion
L Bignall, G Carroll, E Balkin, P Rose, J Sleese, E Summerson, F Norris, J Morrison, R Allison,
D Stenhouse, J McDougall, G Hird, M Romain, T Wheeler, R Hampson, G Vincent, C Hodginson,
P Plews, G McTaggart, J Austin, N Godden
Qualifying Certificate
T Wickens, H Hart, W Campbell-Bone, D Hodges, K Montgomery
Instructors Certificate
M Geros, K Holmes, C Dewsbury
Chief Instructor, Dave Romain
1960-61
Bronze Medallion
R Player, T Wickens, J Blackmore, K Montgomery, K Johnston, W Campbell-Bone, D Bryant, D Bannister,
D Atherton, R Abbott, R Allen, K Feehely
Qualifying Certificate
B Hird
Instructors Certificate
T Casey
Chief Instructor, Neville Romain
1961-62
Bronze Medallion
N Pounder, D Hodges, H Hart, M Bently, P Wincote, R Fennell, J Williams, J Taylor, J Lawler, J Kinlay,
C Gibbons, B Hird, R Moesser
Qualifying Certificate
B Wilson, R Newland, S Hoffman, R Taber, R McDougall, A Hoffman, T Ricketts, D Ransome,
J Courtney, J Martin
Instructors Certificate
K Johnston, T Wheeler
Chief Instructor, Bill Ellison
1962-63
Bronze Medallion
J Hornery, G Leo, J Lees, R Marshall, K Romaine, J Shearer
Instructors Certificate
J Foster, M Romain
Chief Instructor, Terry Wheeler
1963-64
Bronze Medallion
W Green, I Finlay, M Hynes, B McWhirter, P Mackiness, K Hall, T Paola, T Henshaw, V Nicoli, R Young,
J Whitfield, R Quill, C Quill, D Williams, G Watson
Qualifying Certificate
P Whitfield, S Quill
Instructors Certificate
E Balkin
SLSA 25 Year Long Service Award
J A, King F, Wood
Chief Instructor, Marcus Romain
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1964-65
Bronze Medallion
L Burnes, B Loughlin, P Whitfield, S Quill, K Dawes, J Elliot, B Mathers, D O’Bryan, L Hessink, S Mann,
D Thorburn, C Rafferty
Qualifying Certificate
B Adams, J McFarlane, G Wood, V Jovanovic, G May, S Beattie, D Spencer
Instructors Certificate
R Marshall, G Hornery, P Mackiness, T Wickens, T Paola, J Whitfield
SLSA 25 Year Long Service Award
J Berney, J Bliss, R Corish, K Douglass, S Exton, J Hall, J Howie, W Lillieblade, R Mullins, W Thearle
Chief Instructor, Ted Whittaker
1965-66
Bronze Medallion
J Lapraik, S Beattie, K Henry, S Fletcher, E Birk
Qualifying Certificate
A Geddes
Resuscitation Certificate
R Burnes, D McManus, E Balkin, P Madgwick, J Campbell, K Brown, B Byrne, R Kerr, J Bliss,
W Bryant, T Adams, D Romain, C Burnes, N Chaney, E Whittaker, F Yakich, P Newman, V Baker,
W Barnett, R Allison, F Clarke, J Whiteman, K Holmes, RC Parkhill, N Yakich, M Romain
Instructors Certificate
S Mann, L Hissink
Chief Instructor, Ted Whittaker
1966-67
Bronze Medallion
G Wood, J King, R Lester, V Jovanovic, L Turner, T Geddes, K Buck, J Mitchell, G Young, G Rix,
M Blacker, T Miller, S Trego, G Zenticdono
Qualifying Certificate
D Casey, G Miller, G Chambers, M Adams, C Langford, P McCoy
Instructors Certificate
D Atherton, G Hird, N Chaney, K Romaine, O Pillon
Chief Instructor, Marcus Romain
1967-68
Bronze Medallion
M Comben, F White, J Casey, F Farrell, D Casey, R Ware, G Williams, S Santer, D Rosa, B, Davies P, Lennon
Qualifying Certificate
K Geddes
Instructors Certificate
K Buck, R Young, J Mitchell, L Turner
Examiners Certificate
D Romain, E Whittaker
Chief Instructor, Dave Atherton
1968-69
Bronze Medallion
R Spalding, P Oswald, G Miller, G Dallwitz, G Ramsay, W Suters, K Geddes
Qualifying Certificate
P Everett, P Alsop, R Stewart, P Davidson, F Baldry, M Whittaker, C Woolett, P Folkes
Instructors Certificate
J Callan, R Ware, P Lennon
Chief Instructor, Ross Young
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1969-70
Bronze Medallion
G Field, G Campbell, D Hogan, G Heys, J Page, J Clark, M Brownhill, M Fitzpatrick, R Harding,
L Callan, G Lonkey, A Rose, P Davidson, R Stewart, P Alsop, P Everett, M Folkes, M Whittaker,
D Abell, R Palfreyman, P Homer
Qualifying Certificate
D Sizeland, T deWall, J Nicholls, G Palfreyman, G Denham, G Whittan, J Casey, S Fealy, P Glennie,
M Page, J Gibbs, G Pearson
Instructors Certificate
K Henry, G Wood, G Ramsey, B Adams
Chief Instructor, Peter Lennon
1970-71
Bronze Medallion
M Hailstone, P Middenway, T Taylor, B Willan, N Hayes, G Jones, D Highfield, G Lilamand, K Gartner,
G Nolland, J Saal, T deWall, D Sizeland, A Eussen, R Gartner, P Allwood
Qualifying Certificate
J Barnett, G Johnson, M Mantle, M McGuinness, S Lawler, G Cunningham, A Pearson, W Lester
Instructors Certificate
W Worth, W Suters, R Palfreyman
Chief Instructor, Keith Henry
1971-72
Bronze Medallion
S Oxley, G Pratt, R Jones, T Bargallie, D Tremble, B Kelly, J Gibbs, J Denham, J Casey, G Johnston,
W McGurgan, A Fender, J Lloyd, J Rogan, C Ross, M Donaldson
Qualifying Certificate
J Smith, L Fealy, B Simons, M Walsh, G James, P Knights, T Cassidy, R Field, G Jones
Instructors Certificate
P Allwood, M Hailstone, A Rose, N Hayes, T Taylor
SLSA 25 Year Long Service Award
H Tyrrell
Chief Instructor, Keith Henry
1972-73
Bronze Medallion
D Cassidy, P Robinson, C Isles, M Page, R Field, S Fealy, B Sims, K Welsh, P Appinga, J Neil,
B Wilson, D Wilson, G Wilson, R Russell, G Miller
Qualifying Certificate
P Byrne, I Sizeland, P Pratt, K Trimble, P Domanski, J Hill, D Beaumont, G Johnston, B Worth, M Ossydryver
Instructors Certificate
M Whittaker, R Jenkins, N Hayes
Chief Instructor, Terry Taylor
1973-74
Bronze Medallion
R Rolfe, J Polson, S Lawler, G Jones, M Cox, M McGuinness
Qualifying Certificate
R Kirsop, S Green, G Lawrence, G Brown, J Hagan, P Jones, D Lawler, S Denham, T Marr
Instructors Certificate
T Kirsop, S Oxley, G Pratt
Jet Rescue Boat Drivers Licence
E Balkin, W Balkin
Chief Instructor, Terry Taylor
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1974-75
Bronze Medallion
P Byrne, G Brown, D Beaumont, T Cassidy, P Eppinga, J Gardner, J Hill, G James, R Jenkins,
P Knights, R Pratt, K Trimble, B Worth
Surf Life Saving Certificate
D Binkis, G Carpenter, P Squires, T Domanski, R Hodgkins
Advanced Resusciation Certificate
J Lloyd, M Whittaker, T Wickens, R Marshall, D Wilson, M Hailstone, N Hayes, R Leach, M Cox
SLSA 25 Year Long Service Award
J Whiteman
Chief Instructor, Bill Worth
1975-76
Bronze Medallion
D Binkis, C Barnett, R Hodgkins, B Myles, G McAdam, P Squires, M Stanton, S Denham, G Lawrence
Surf Life Saving Certificate
C Grisdale, S Beaumont, G Byrne, M Byrne, R Clayton, G Drinan
Advanced Resuscitation Certificate
M Page
Resuscitation Certificate
G Friend, D Baker
Chief Instructor, Dave Romain
1976-77
Bronze Medallion
D Minarik, M McKay, G Carpenter, C Amber, S Cook, M Grahame, G Hayward, C Millard, P Lindsay,
S Nagle, P Pembroke, D Green, M Wells
Qualifying Certificate
Brett Worth, D Rickward, I Thompson, M Kelly, C Drysdale, M Miller, W Behagg, M McHugh, P Wilson,
P Trimble, D Graham, G Vincent
Resuscitation Certificate
M Dalton, P Trimble
Advanced Resuscitation Certificate
G James, I Sizelman
Instructors Certificate
G James
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Medal
C Hodgkinson, G James, R Parkhill
Chief Instructor, John Gardner
1977-78
Bronze Medallion
S Beaumont, G Drinan, M Kirsop, C Edwards, R Clayton, P Krause, R Page, G Byrne, G Friend,
M Kelly, I Thompson, W Beehag, T Johnson, R Thompson, J Brown, M Byrne, R Clayton, Brett Worth,
G Vincent, G White
Qualifying Certificate
N Ball, R Kelly, J Crick, C McGuinness, I Domanski, K Peters, S Clayton, G Noble, N Roman, N Brierty,
M McDermott, M Bourrell
Resuscitation Certificate
E Burnes, L Hodgkinson, N Behagg, S Ross
Instructors Certificate
R McDermott
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Medal
E Balkin, W Barnett, R McDermott
Chief Instructor, John Gardner
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1978-79
Bronze Medallion
M Gell, W Ross, S Springall, R Northy, S Hogenveen, B Milligan, R Drury, P Mark, T Northwood,
M McDermott, M Byrne, S Clayton
Qualifying Certificate
N Ball, R Polsen, D MacPherson, C MacPherson, G Cruikshank, M Dalton, D Haywood, M Kosinar,
G Otten, S Guthrie
Advanced Resuscitation Certificate
D Highfield, S Hogenveen, G Miller, C Barnett, M Gell, B Milligan, T Taylor, R Drury, W Ross, W Smith
Radio Operators Certificate
B Morgan, G James, M Strong
Radio Instructors Certificate
M Cox, G James
Advanced Resuscitation Instructors Certificate
D Highfield, G James
Instructors Certificate
D Highfield, S Hogeveen
Jet Rescue Boat Drivers Certificate
G James, I Sizeland
Examiners Certificate
G James
SLSA 50 Year Long Service Award
J King, T King
Chief Instructor, Glenn James
1979-80
Bronze Medallion
M Barry-Cotter, J Bliss, M Davenport, J Davidson, P Dolly, M Hodgkinson, R Kelly, P Matsinos,
C McGuinness, D MacPherson, S Palfryman, T Cervanaro
Qualifying Certificate
I Davenport, B Kelly, J McHugh, C McCurley
Advanced Resuscitation Certificate
G Lawrence, P Dolly, P Squires, RC Parkhill, S Oxley
Advanced Resuscitation Instructors Certificate
S Hogenveen, G James
Instructors Certificate
B Milligan
Examiners Certificate
D Highfield
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificate
R Drury, P Dolly, S Hogenveen, E Whittaker
Inshore Rescue Boat Instructors Certificate
R Parkhill, G James
SLSA 25 Year Long Service Award
K Brown
Chief Instructor, Glenn James
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1980-81
Bronze Medallion
S Lavers, M Meredith, M Rosa, S Williams, P Lawson, S Formston, P Trimble, C McCurley, G Otten,
M Dalton, S Quinn, C Magnusson, A Barsby, D Hayward, M Kosinar, D Leete, C MacPherson,
C Williams, L Rees, N Ball, W Rees, A Thompson, R Sherwin, B Polson, B Kelly
Qualifying Certificate
B Squires, M Crews, C Johnson, G McPherson, L Reedy, B Sanders, C Stanton, W Williams,
S Waterhouse, M Simpson, S Geros, A Johnson, M Thompson, G Whittaker, M Worth, P Beaumont,
D Farawell, P McDermott, G Woolbank, G Beehag, M Dartnell, C DeGroot
Instructors Certificate
P Matsinos, M Byrne, B Worth, T Johnson
Resuscitation Certificate
T McDermott, A McDermott
Advanced Resuscitation Certificate
P Matsinos, T Cevanaro, G Byrne, E Haynes, B Worth, T Johnson, W Worth, M Byrne
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificate
P Matsinos, E Haynes, G Lawrence, G Byrne, P Squires, T Cevanaro
Inshore Rescue Boat Instructors Certificate
R Drury, E Balkin
Jet Rescue Boat Instructors Certificate
I Sizeland
SLSA Examiners Certificate
W Worth, RC Parkhill
Chief Instructor, Brian Milligan
1981-82
Bronze Medallion
C Johnson, A Squire, C Sabidos, B Squires, D Squire, R Henshaw, G Behagg, J Procter, S Ross,
K Helmer, T Sevd, P Batchelor, S Nettleton, C DeGroot, D Baker, P Atkinson, A Waterhouse,
B Sanders, N Hodges, D Elmes, I Davenport, S Barrett, A Johns, K Hazelwood
Qualifying Certificate
D Blanchfield, L Meehan, T McDermott, S Grindley, G Watts, J McCurley, D Geros, M Reedy,
R DeGroot, J Lawson
Instructors Certificate
T Cevanaro, T Johnson
Radio Operators Certificate
C DeGroot, J McHugh, M Simpson
Advanced Resusciation Certificate
A Thompson, S Quinn
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificate
S Oxley, B Worth
Inshore Rescue Boat Instructors Certificate
E Whittaker
Inshore Rescue Boat Examiners Certificate
G James
SLSA 25 Year Long Service Award
K Greentree
Chief Instructor, Glenn James
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1982-83
Bronze Medallion
K Moore, M Worth, K McGee, M Bourell, M Bransgrove, M Crews, K Davies, J Kelly
Qualifying Certificate
P Bagnall, D Blanchfield, S Cassidy, J Romain, B Slater
Resuscitation Certificate
C Baker, B Dunn
Advanced Resuscitation Certification
A Johns
Radio Operators Certificate
M Byrne, R Drury, C MacPherson, C McGuinness, B Kelly, R Kelly, B Worth
SLSA 25 Year Long Service Award
RC Parkhill
Chief Instructor, B Worth
1983-84
Bronze Medallion
C Allen, T Harmen, M Baker, K Little, S Bannister, J Martin, A Burge-Lopez, K McDonald, M Champion,
G McNamara, D Filling, W Polley, K Gammie, J Shipway, G Gaupset, M Simonsen, A Gee, T Stark,
S Geros, M Thompson, S Green, A Van Houten, S Grindley, G Wickham
Qualifying Certificate
S Burge-Lopez, L Jones, M Burnes, D Johnson, B Dunn, A McDermott, P Filling, K McManus, J Green,
C Meehan, M Green, N Pounder, S Green, J Schramm, B Groves, F Wollett, M Hodgkinson
Radio Operators Certificate
S Cassidy
SLSA Instructors Certificate
A Johns
Advanced Resuscation Certificate
M Champion, K Sabados, M Crews, A Van Houten, A Gee
Chief Instructor, Brian Milligan
1984-85
Bronze Medallion
K Birrell, G Blackburn, M Burnes, E Callister, G Castle, P Channer, A Eussen, J Eussen, D Geros, J Green,
M Green, D Griffith, G Haig-Thomson, B Hancock, B Hayes, C Hayes, L Hodgkinson, S Hoops, G Jackson,
D JohnsonE, Jones G, Kelly, M Longeran, R McPherson, C McManus, S Morrison, T Murdoch, B Pooley,
R Possingham, M Reedy, J Romain, S Shaw, B Slater, S Townsend, D Trowbridge, M Woolett, M Worth,
S Cassidy, J Woolett
Surf Life Saving Certificate
T Bryant, K Burnes, M Hampson, R Little, D Lucietto, C McDonald, A MacPherson, B Nolland,
T Stacey, S Byrnes
Radio Operators Certificate
K Birrell, G Blackburn, E Callister, G Castle, P Channer, A Eussen, J Eussen, D Geros, J Green, M Green,
D Griffith, G Haig-Thomson, Brett Hancock, B Hayes, C Hayes, N Hickman, L Hodgkinson, G Jackson,
E Jones, M Longeran, R MacPherson, C McManus, B Milligan, S Morrison, T Murdoch, B Pooley, R Possingham,
M Reedy, J Romain, S Shaw, B Slater, S Townsend, D Trowbridge, M Wollett, M Worth, J Woollett
Advanced Resuscitation Certificate
P Atkinson, A Johnson, R Possingham, D West
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificate
K Sabados
SLSA Instructors Certificate
A Johnson, S Quinn, P Atkinson
Advanced Rescusitation Instructors Certificate
P Matsinos
Advanced Resuscitation Examiners Certificate
P Matsinos
SLSA 25 Year Long Service Award
E Balkin, J Shearer
Chief Instructor, Brian Milligan
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1985-86
Bronze Medallion
S Anderson, S Atkinson, J Bergin, W Betar, M Bonney, T Bryant, M Butler, P Cue, M Dartnell, B Dunn,
R Fitzgerald, C Galloway, S Graham, S Green, B Groves, D Grace, M Hampson, D Hearne, P Lafsky,
B Lawson, D Lindsay, A Lloyd, D Lucietto, J Martin, A McDermott, K McManus, D Pink, S Plant,
N Pounder, G Rashleigh, J Reid, A Roberts, D Russell, P Sanders, K Saunders, J Schramm, T Sheppard,
C Smith, G Sutton, M Taylor, R Taylor, S Walker, S Walsh, A Whitehill, S Yates, A Zdroykowski
Surf Life Saving Certificate (formally the Qualifying Certificate)
L Bales, A Beezley, L Bell, S Dunn, M Farrell, M Gibson, A Grech, S Hammond, S Hodgkinson,
D Isackson, L Jones, L Jones, J McManus, S Morrison, M Sheddon, L Uren, B Whittaker, D Woollett
Advanced Resuscitation Certificate
J Bergin, B Hayes, E Jones, M Worth
SLSA Instructors Certificate
C Hayes, A Johnson
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificate
P Atkinson, S Geros, J Green, J Shipway, M Simpson, T Stark, I Thompson
Inshore Rescue Boat Instructors Certificate
P Matsinos, J Shipway, M Worth
Inshore Rescue Boat Examiners Certificate
P Matsinos
Inshore Rescue Boat Crewmans Certificate
M Burnes, S Green
Radio Operator Instructors Certificate
P Matsinos, I Sizeland
Radio Operator Examiners Certificate
I Sizeland
First Aid Certificate
P Matsinos
First Aid Instructors Certificate
P Matsinos
First Aid Examiners Certificate
P Matsinos
Advanced Life, Saving Certificate
P Matsinos
Chief Instructor, Brian Milligan
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1986-87
Bronze Medallion
L Bell, M Simpson, B Hammond, W Ross, M Bennett, A Bridle, C Lavick, M Roach, S Watts, K Fairall,
K Burnes, R Little, A MacPherson, S Hammond, C Poppett, J Fudge, P McKelvey, J Lawson, P Goodhand,
M Brain, D Thomasson, J O’Loughland, D Williams, C Baker, T Lawrence, S Lawrence, L Jones,
J McManus, S Dunn, J Howes, S Morrison, A Fox
Surf Life Saving Certificate
C Markes, S Clark, T Dessaix, S Lawrence, J Howes, K Ashcroft, A Kennedy, M Pickup, J Berte,
S Newson, P Roberts, B Wickens
First Aid Certificate
R Drury, S Hogaveen, B Milligan, R Taylor, C McManus, S Callister, B Hayes, C McCurley,
D Hearne, M Green
Advanced Resuscitation Certificate
T McDermott, O Oates, R Taylor, M Green, M Burnes, D Hearne, G Haig-Thomas, K McManus,
C McManus, D McManus, B Slater, K Fairall
Inshore Rescue Boat Crewmans Certificate
A Briddle, A McDermott
Inshore Rescue Boats Drivers Certificate
C Levick, K Fairall, R Whitehill, P Lafsky, D Lucietto, R Taylor, M Roach, C Watts, B Slater
SLSA Instructors Certificate
B Slater
Radio Operators Certificate
S Hogaveen, D Hearne
Advanced Resuscitation Instructors Certificate
B Milligan
First Aid Instructors Certificate
B Milligan
Inshore Rescue Boat Instructors Certificate
J Jeffers
Advanced Life Saving Certificate
B Worth
Helecopters Crewmans Certificate
S Hogaveen
Advanced Resuscitation Examiners Certificate
B Milligan
Radio Operator Examiners Certificate
P Matsinos
SLSA 25 Year Long Service Award
C Hodgkinson, T Wickens
Chief Instructor, Chris Hayes
1987-88
Bronze Medallion
K Ashcroft, M Blundell, A Corrigan, S Clark, S Fox, M Farrell, P Horan, T Hammond, K Morris,
C Markes, S Newson, S Skinner, M Sheldon, C Stevenson, R Tucker
Surf Life Saving Certificate
D Aprile, S Ware, M Ware, S Hart, A Jones, K McFarlane, B Hoare, M Wilcock, C Connell, T Black,
F Dolly, J Marks, M Morrison
First Aid Certificate
S Lawler, M Burnes
Advanced Resuscitaton Certificate
C McCurley, G Friend
SLSA Training Officer Certificate
D Hearne
SLSA 50 Year Long Service Award
J Berney
Chief Instructor, Peter Matsinos
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1988-89
Bronze Medallion
D Harrison, G Innes, K Morrison, D Bennett, P Economos, G Fabb, A Van Den Hooven, J Saunders,
V McKenzie, K Tout, A Hansford, G Roach, S Fox, M Bannister, T Dickinson, S Byrnes, S Kelly,
D Timmins, L Woolridge, J Smythe, A Elias, P Elliot, C Horsefield, M Jones, J King, R Llewllyn, L Parkes,
M Fournier, C Maroux, F Fournier, D Betts, S Deluca, M Miles, P Marcovska, C Bartlett, M Milotic
Surf Life Saving Certificate
C Hayes jnr, L Bell, T Parker, K Avery, B Reedy, S Worth, J Meany, K McMahon, G Highfield, S Kelly,
J Chapman, D McKinnon, R Kaines, F Marcoux, J Berger, D Rose
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificate
M Burnes, D Boyd-Skinner, A Bridle, A McDermott, J Bergin
SLSA Training Officers Certificate
S Green, J Green
Adavanced Resusciation Certificate
B Groves, G Innes, P Economos
First Aid Certificate
W Suters
Radio Operators Instructors Certificate
D Hearne, S Lovehill
SLSA Examiners Certificate
D Hearne
Chief Instructor, Bill Worth
1989-90
Bronze Medallion
D Aprile, A Boon, S Fox, G Highfield, S Kelly, N Lloyd, K Stanner, A Bellamy, C Duffin, M Gardner,
R Kaines, T Latham, K Ross, F Wollett
Surf Life Saving Certificate
C Asser, M Higgins, D Oswald, D Connell, B Kaines, C McPharlane, L Parker, R Shepheard
First Aid Certificate
M Asser, B Hayes
Radio Operator Examiners Certificate
D Hearne
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificate
W Anderson, D Grace, R Asser, W Suters
Advanced Resuscitation Certificate
D Bennett, J Green, S Green, B Lawson, P Simon, D Geros, S Green, G Kelly, A McDermott,
R Tucker, C Barnett
Advanced Resuscitation Instructors Certificate
B Worth
SLSA Training Officers Certificate
S Green, R Tucker
SLSA 25 Year Long Service Award
W Worth
Chief Instructor, Rodney Tucker
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1990-91
Bronze Medallion
R Baillie, L Bell, C Boon, J Marks, D McKinnon, D Oswald, S Smith, S Worth, K Stahmer, S Condon,
C Ford, B Francis, S Parker, T Parker, B Reedy, C Hayes jnr, M Higgin, D Kentwell, R Robinson,
D Rose, B Ross, P Schulenburg, M Seagg
Surf Life Saving Certificate
M Anderson, S Austin, G Kentwell, D Rose, A Shearer, C Sirotic, S Taylor, G White
Advanced Resuscitation Certificate
D Geros, D Griffith, S Skillicorn
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificate
D Geros, G Roach
SLSA 50 Year Long Service Award
R Corish
Chief Instructor, Rodney Tucker
1991-92
Bronze Medallion
S Adams, C Asser, J Chapman, A Cross, C Donald, S Ewing, M Gerrard, M Giles, B Goymour,
K Hampson, B Harris, J Heeks, D Hill, A Humphrey, B Kaines, D Lawler jnr, W Loader, S Lovehill,
A McLean, B McReady, J Rappolt, D Rose, T Ryan, A Shearer, C Sidwell, V Sirotic, C Spagnardi,
M Wilson, S Taylor
Surf Life Saving Certificate
C Giles, C Hatch, D Jones, G Kentwell, I Laden, G Orchard, D Paavola, B Scholtz
Advanced Resuscitation Certificate
A MacPherson, W Suters, M Whittaker, K Stahmer
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificate
A Humphrey, W Loader
First Aid Certificate
A MacPherson, K Stahmer
SLSA Training Officers Certificate
G Bruce, A MacPherson
Chief Instructor, John Jeffers
1992-93
Bronze Medallion
M Anderson, N Arnold, S Austin, C Baillie, A Barrett, N English, C Fawle, G Gant, C Giles, J Grier,
M Gordon, S Holland, K Horan, A Horan, D Jones, G Kentwell, D Paavola, S Parkes, M Parkes,
J Randall, N Robinson, C Sirotic, M Wilson
Surf Life Saving Certificate
J Anderson, M Asser, H Ellerton, B Grace, A Jones, C Jones, J King, S Lovehill, B Oswald,
S Shearer, K Surtees, M Tetstall, C Wright
First Aid Certificate
T Cohagen, M Farrell, T Humphrey, J Jeffers, R Kaines, D Kentwell, K McManus, D Rose, B Ross, M Worth
Advanced Resuscitation Certificate
K Ashcroft, S Cassidy, B Kaines, D McKinnon, D Rose, R Fitzgerald, J Reid, K Sanders
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificate
S Condon, C Hayes jnr, A MacPherson, B Ross
Inshore Rescue Boat Instructors Certificate
A MacPherson
SLSA Training Officers Certificate
J Marks
First Aid Instructors Certificate
B Milligan
Chief Instructor, Andrew MacPherson
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1993-94
Bronze Medallion
R Chant, C Connell, S Farrer, C Friedewald, J Galvin, J Griffiths, D Haes, C Hall, P Iles, J Ivers,
D Mounter, B Newman, D Nolan, S Nolan, B Scholtz, T Taylor, R Wakin, G White, J Wilson, J Wood
Surf Life Saving Certificate
B Surtees, K Zemaitis, N Reid-Frost, K Taylor
Advanced Resuscitation Certificate
M Anderson, S Austin, A Barrett, R Kaines, J Marks, B Reedy
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificate
M Copping, S Holland
First Aid Instructors Certificate
K McManus
Radio Operator Certificate
J Marks
Chief Instructor, Karen Ashcroft
1994-95
Bronze Medallion
M Asser, T Austin, S Couper, P Henry, N Hoschke, D Ireland, A Jones, C Jones, B Oswald, C Wright
Surf Life Saving Certificate
M Casey, S Casey, S Donaldson, M Gerrard, N Gibson, K Harris, B Hunt, B Jones, A MacNaughton,
L McPhail, T Mounter, M Szalay, J Tunbridge, S Wright
SLSA Training Officers Certificate
J Marks
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificate
S Taylor
SLSA 50 Year Long Service Award
W Barnett, K Hodges, D Lawler, M Rose, R Sullivan
Chief Instructor, René Kaines
1995-96
Bronze Medallion
R Blackburn, J Bolton, S Burnes, A Capel, P Finch, E Fox, P Grimes, M Halpin, D Kelly, M Leonard,
S Magneron, H McLean, L McPhail, E Mulligan, A Parkes, C Perry, J Roberts, S Spittles, K Taylor,
T Townsend, E Woulters
Surf Life Saving Certificate
Z Ajaka, H Baker, D Capel, N Casey, G Goetze, P Foster, D Jones, M Lawler, M Ryan, A Sirotic
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificate
C Baillie, P Economos, B Kaines, P Finch, P Grimes
SLSA 50 Year Long Service Award
LC Brown, J Crowley, W Gooding, J Quinn, C Brady, J Howie
SLSA 25 Year Long Service Award
V Baker, J Boddan, J Byrne, B Blackmore, N Behagg, J Foster, R Hampson, K Holmes, R Kerr,
T Kirsop, J Lawler, P Newman, C Ross, W Suters, E Whittaker, J Whitfield, L Wickens, R Young,
R Burnes, J Claridge, K Fitzpatrick, W Cusack, J Couston
Chief Instructor, René Kaines
1996-97
Bronze Medallion
M Szalay, A MacNaughton, B Jones, B Hunt, P Leonard, S Halligan, M Fortune, M Gardner,
B Hindmarsh, L Grimes, L Rutley, G Finch, K Pymble, K Purcell, M Stanton
Surf Life Saving Certificate
J Freudenstein, G Russo, A Casey, E Cappas, J Searle, R Bruce, J Gibson, B Stuart
First Aid Certificate
R Kaines, J Kaines, C Wright, C Jones, P Grimes
SLSA 25 Year Long Service Award
T Taylor, G Miller, B Kelly, R Kaines, S Lawler, R Field, S Fealy, R Ware, N Pounder
Chief Instructor, Trent Wood
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1997-98
Bronze Medallion
S Bakker, Z Borula, E Brow, A Butt, S Butt, D Capel, B Dennis, P Enever, R Fellows, H Fitzgibbon,
S Hatchin, T James, M Keating, M Lawler, F Levett, L Loevendie, P Loughland, S Matchett, C Pines,
H Raper, S Rashleigh, D Smith, B Stuart
Surf Life Saving Certificate
N Bruce, R Bruce, T Burridge, E Cappas, A Casey, N Deadman, M Lawler, S Piry, C Pymble,
G Russo, S Ryan, Y Szalay
Advanced Resuscitation Certificate
P Finch, M Gardner, L Grimes, P Grimes, M Halpin, B Hunt, D Ireland, K Purcell, W Roberts,
D Smith, M Smith
First Aid Certificate
J Bolton, B Dennis, J Fortune, L Grimes, M Halpin, J Hardy, W Roberts, M Stanton
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificate
G Andrews, M Fortune, M Gardiner, M Halpin, D Nolan, B Reedy, K Stahmer
SLSA Training Officers Certificate
K Purcell, L Grimes, W Roberts
Inshore Rescue Boat Training Officers Certificate
Z Borula, P Finch
SLSA 50 Year Long Service Award
JB Byrne
SLSA 25 Year Long Service Award
A Rose
Chief Instructor, Andrew MacPherson
1998-99
Bronze Medallion
M Beencke, T Burridge, E Cappas, A Casey, C Cottman, S Dalton, C Donnelly, S Hails, J Kiely,
S Leeson, P Sunaina, J Price, J Ramsay, D Scholes, A Schekelenburg, Y Szalay
Surf Rescue Certificate
A Ajaka, K Bell, K Burridge, J Darakjian, C Hoffman, J Pearson, M Smith, R Smith, J Troy, M Troy,
E Young, H Young
Advanced Resuscitation Certificate
P Economos, H Fitzgibbon, M Fortune, D Mounter, C Watts
First Aid Certificate
J Baker, J Eyre, H Fitzgibbon, S Hatch, B Hunt, B Kaines, S Lawler, D Mounter, M Parkes, J Price,
K Purcell, H Raper, D Smith, M Smith, P Szalay
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificate
Z Boorula, K May, D Smith, C Wright
SLSA Training Officers Certificate
B Hunt, D Mounter, P Grimes
Inshore Rescue Boat Training Officers Certificate
P Grimes
SLSA Examiners Certificate
L Grimes
Inshore Rescue Boat Examiners Certificate
P Finch
Chief Instructor, Lisa Grimes
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1999-2000
Bronze Medallion
N Bliss, K Bullen, L Cheek, W Cheek, N Deadman, G Devine, J Duffy, G Dunsmore, S Edwards,
A Foster, B Foster, G Goetze, K Harvey, M Lawler, K McGrath, D Palmer, R Pearson, A Poljak, M Ryan,
S Ryan, L Stevens, C Thompson, D Wilkinson, K Young, M Zoeller
Surf Life Saving Certificate
K Alexander, L Barnier, A Conlay, M Devitt, R Finch, J Kingaby, R Spagnol, H Wilson
Advanced Resuscitation Certificate
F Levett, L Loevendie, P Loughland, K May, H Raper, T Townsend
First Aid Certificate
R Conti
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Certificate
H Fitzgibbon, M Lawler, P Loughland, D Mounter, D Scholes
SLSA Examiners Certificate
D Mounter, K Purcell
Advanced Resuscitation Training Officers Certificate
L Grimes
Chief Instructor, Lisa Grimes
2000-01
Bronze Medallion
M Augusto, K Bell, M Chong, N Close, T Coppin, A Cranswick-Smith, J Fronzek, N Goubran,
J Newman, T Rachow, R Smith, M Troy, J Troy, E Young, H Young
Surf Life Saving Certificate
C Crews, S Grindrod, C King, M Roberts, N Troy
Surf Life Saving Certificate
D Mounter
Patrol Captain Silver Medallion
M Fortune, D Mounter
SLSA Training Officer Certificate
H Fitzgibbon
SLSA 50 Year Long Service Award
W Beckett, W Cusack, K Fitzpatrick
SLSA 25 Year Long Service Award
W Anderson, M Geros, N Harvey, J Jeffers, D McManus, M Stanton
Chief Instructor, Lisa Grimes
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Surf Life Saving Awards

cont’d

2001-02
Bronze Medallion
J Wordley, E Coulston, M Roberts, C O’Regan, A Criss, K Alexander, M Devitt, H Wilson, R Finch,
M Walsh, T Allen, J Kingaby, L Barnier, L Covey, O Levett, S Holmes, D Jahnson, L Lawler, J McClure,
C Targ, C Tomsene, M McGrath, L Scott, I Snel, K Dunsmore, R Sheenan
Surf Rescue Certificate
P Foster, C Finch, W Anderson, Z Borula, C Enever, T Field, N McGrath, S Mitchell, E Roberts, L Roberts,
A Robertson, M Young
Advanced Resuscitation Certificate
T Coppin, S Ryan, J Kingaby, C Wright, L Barnier, M Augusto
First Aid Plus
D Smith, T Coppin, S Ryan, G Goetze, K May, M Chong
Inshore Rescue Boat Drivers Silver Medallion
R Blackburn, L Scott, I Snel, S Ryan, M McGrath, T Townsend, M Lawler, C Tomsene, T Rachow, B Hunt
Patrol Captain Silver Medallion
H Fitzgibbon, B Hunt, H Raper, C Thompson, T Townsend, K Stahmer, D Kelly, K May
SLSA 25 Year Long Service Award
W Sanders, R Thompson
Chief Instructor, Howard Fitzgibbon
2002-03
Bronze Medallion
F Barnier, M Bealey, B Casey, J Crichton, K Chrichton, D Dickson, K Edmondson, G Homan,
L Snel, T Snel, N Troy, F Warneke, W Anderson, G Black, Z Borula, C Crews, C Enever,
T Field, M Young, L McGaw, J Rossi
Surf Rescue Certificate
A Alexander, G Black, M Bonanno, T de Josselin, C Devitt, S Devitt, B Dobson, J Hatfield,
C May, C McGaw, L McGaw, N Smith, G Spagnol, C Young
Inshore Rescue Boat Silver Medallion
L Covey, C Thompson
Inshore Rescue Boat Crewmans Certificate
M Augusto, L Barnier, P Beaumont, S Beaumont, S Deere-Jones, R Finch, N Hoschke,
J Kingaby, L Lawler, J Parker, H Raper, L Stevens, C Targ, M Walsh, J Wordley
SAED Defibrillation Course
P Grimes, W Roberts
Senior First Aid Certificate
P Finch
Scrutineering Official
P Finch
Leval 1 Officials Course
P Finch
Life Support
P Finch
Inshore Rescue Boat Training Officer
L Fittock
Bronze Medallion Training Officer
L Fittock
SLSA 50 Year Long Service Award
V Baker, J Boddan, K Brown, R Parkhill
Chief Instructor, Howard Fitzgibbon
HIHIHI
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Australian Champions
1919-20

Junior Surf Boat

C Proudfoot (s), F Butcher, G Proudfoot, W Hancock, W Schultz

1922-23

Open Surf Teams

G Proudfoot, S Bethel, J Black, W Grose

1924-25

Open Surf Boat

C Proudfoot (s), G Proudfoot, S Exton, R Liston, J Jobson

1925-26

Open Surf Race

T King

1926-27

Open Surf Teams

W Gallagher, W Grose, J Black, T King

1927-28

Open Surf Teams
March Past

T King, W Grose, J Black, W Gallagher
A Hopkins, F Butcher, J Cameron, C Proudfoot, T King,
J Reilly, W Barnett, W Grose, B Armour, W Proudfoot,
W Cerutti, B Demster, C Fletcher, T Gallagher, J Hickey,
N Johnson, F Kelly,W Lloyd, K McLeod, A McCarthy

1928-29

Open Surf Race
March Past

T King
A Hopkins, F Butcher, J Cameron, J King, T King,
W Proudfoot, W Cerutti, W Barnett, W Grose,
C Fletcher, W Lloyd, K McLeod, R Ridge, J Roach,
K Sherwood, W Scott, L Swain, E Smith, I Thorn, A Wickins

1932-33

Open Surf Teams

J King, T King, J Reilly, W Grose

1935-36

Open Beach Sprint

F Collins

1936-37

Open Beach Sprint

F Collins

1940-41

Open Beach Sprint

J Bliss

1945-46

Open Beach Sprint

J Bliss

1946-47

Open Beach Sprint

J Bliss

1951-52

Open Beach Sprint

J Bliss

1952-53

Open Beach Sprint

J Bliss

Open Beach Relay

J Bliss, F Slater, B Magnus, R Law

1958-59

Open Beach Relay

J Bliss, F Slater, J Campbell, J Walsh

1962-63

Open Beach Sprint
Open Beach Relay
Open Beach Sprint
Open Beach Relay

N Yakich
J Bliss, F Slater, N Yakich, T Adams
N Yakich
J Bliss, N Yakich, J Campbell, T Adams

1964-65

Open Beach Sprint

N Yakich

1970-71

Open Beach Relay

G Field, R Ware, I Harvey, A Geddes

1971-72

Under 15 years Beach Relay

S Fealy, P Glennie, S Lawler, M Page

1972-73

Under 18 years Beach Sprint

G Denham

1973-74

Open Beach Relay
Under 18 years Beach Relay

G Field, J Whitfield, M Storey, D Daines
M Donaldson, G Denham, M Page, G Jones

1963-64
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1975-76

Under 15 years Beach Sprint
Under 15 years Beach Relay

S Denham
S Denham, P Squires, G Drinan, R Hodgkins

1976-77

Under 18 years Surf Teams

J Marshall, M Stanton, M Wells, G Haywood

1977-78
1978-79

Under 18 years Beach Relay
Under 18 years Beach Sprint
Under 18 years Beach Relay

S Denham, P Squires, G Lawrence, G Drinan
P Squires
S Denham, P Squires, S Moat, G Drinan

1979-80

Under 18 years Beach Relay

P Krause, G Vincent, G Drinan, M Barry-Cotter

1981-82

Open Beach Relay

J Bliss, M Page, C Tysoe, M Barry-Cotter

1983-84

Open Womens Beach Sprint

D Baker

1985-86

Open Beach Relay

Jeff Bliss, B O’Connor, C Tysoe, M Getz

1986-87

Under 15 years Run-Swim-Run
Under 18 years Single Ski
Open Womens Beach Sprint
Under 18 years Surf Boat

S Dunn
T McDermott
D Baker
D McManus (s), N Pounder, Drew Griffith, D Pink, D Geros

1987-88

All States Masters
- Over 35 years Iron Man
All States Masters
- 0ver 35 years Single Surf Ski
All States Masters
- 0ver 35 years Surf Race
All States Masters
- 0ver 35 years Surf Rescue Tube
Under 18 years Surf Boat

D Marsh
D Marsh
D Marsh
D Marsh
D McManus (s), N Pounder, S Fox, A McDermott, R Little

1988-89

Under 18 years Surf Teams

S Lawrence, S Dunn, P Horsfield, J Reddan

1989-90

Open Beach Relay
Under 21 years Surf Boat

M Getz, S Hoy, C Poppett, R Love
D McManus (s), K Hayes, T Angwin, A McDermott, R Little

1990-91

Under 21 years Surf Boat

D McManus (s), N Pounder, S Fox, M Blundell, M Fox

1991-92

Under 21 years Surf Boat
Open First Aid

Drew Griffith(s), M Blundell, A Corrigan, V Anguin, M Fox
K McManus and A MacPherson

1994-95

Under 21 years Surf Boat
Under 16 years Beach Sprint
Under 16 years Beach Flags

Drew Griffith (s), B Kaines, M Parkes, B Reedy, G Conran
C Jones
C Jones

1995-96

Under 18 years Single Ski
Under 18 years Beach Flags

S Austin
C Jones

1997-98

Open Surf Boat

S Stacey (s), G Conran, B Kaines, M Parkes, B Reedy

1999-2000 Under 21 years Surf Boat

S Stacey (s), J Dale, M Wilson, N Dolly, D Cook

HIHIHI
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NSW Champions
1949-50

Open Beach Sprint

J Bliss

1955-56

March Past

J Sullivan, J McMorland, K Miller, K Brown, J Wilson,
N Andrews, J Campbell, W Beckett, A Johnson, B Venner,
P Madgwick, W Bryant

1956-57

March Past

J Sullivan, J McMorland, K Miller, K Brown, J Wilson,
N Andrews, J Campbell, W Beckett, A Johnson, B Venner,
P Madgwick, W Bryant

1957-58

March Past

J Sullivan, J McMorland, K Miller, K Brown, J Wilson,
N Andrews, J Campbell, W Beckett, A Johnson,
B Venner, F Clark, W Bryant

1959-60

March Past

Open Beach Sprint

J Sullivan, K Holmes, T Casey, R Parkhill, G Fisk,
F Clark, W Norton, M Roughley, P Newman, D Lewis,
K Greentree, J Ashe
J Bliss

1962-63

Open Beach Sprint
Open Beach Rela

N Yakich
J Bliss, F Slater, T Adams, N Yakich

1963-64

U18 Surf Boat

V Baker (s), N Pounder, R Marshall, P Mackiness, J Hornery

1964-65

Open Beach Sprint
Open Beach Relay

N Yakich
J Bliss, N Yakich, J Campbell, T Adams

1965-66

Open Beach Relay

Bliss, N Yakich, K Romaine,T Adams

1966-67

Junior March Past

G Clarke, T De Waal, P Glennie, W Kent, B Green, P Hynds,
S Everett, P Everett, M McGuinness, J Casey, S Lawler, W Lester

7 years Surf Race

M Walsh

1967-68

8 years Surf Race
6 years Beach Relay

M Walsh
P Collings, S Denham, T Domanski, T Marr

1968-69

7 years Beach Sprint
7 years Beach Relay

S Denham
P Collings, S Denham, T Domanski, T Marr

1969-70

10 years Surf Race
8 years Beach Relay
6 years Beach Sprint
5 years Beach Relay

M Walsh
S Denham, T Domanski, T Marr, M Power
A Ossedryver
S Carpenter, R Clarke, E Van der Saag, D White

1970-71

Open Beach Relay
6 years Beach Sprint
6 years Beach Flags
6 years Surf Wade
5 Years Beach Sprint

R Ware, I Harvey, T Geddes,G Field
E Van der Saag
E Van der Saag
R Clarke
J Groom
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1971-72

Under 18 years Beach Relay
Under 15 years Beach Flags
7 years Beach Flags

B Sims, S Lawler, P Glennie, S Fealy
S Lawler
E Van Der Saag

1972-73

Open Beach Relay
Under 18 years Beach Sprint
Under 18 years Surf Boat

G Field, R Ware, J Whitfield, G Denham
G Denham
V Baker (s), A Eusson, J Saals, B Sims, R Jenkins

1973-74

Junior 2 man R&R
9 years Beach Sprint

J Brown, B Worth
P Trimble

1974-75

Under 18 years Beach Relay
10 years Beach Flags

M Page, S Lawler, M Donaldson, G Jones
E Van der Saag

1975-76

Under 15 years Beach Sprint
Junior Surf Teams
8 years Beach Flags
6 years Surf Wade

S Denham
R Brierty, M Dalton, G Drinan, B Newman
P Beaumont
T McDermott

1976-77

Open Beach Relay
Under 18 years Surf Teams
Senior Board Rescue*
Senior Cameron Relay*
11 years Board Race

D Daines, S Denham, M Page, J Whitfield
G Haywood, J Marshall, M Stanton, M Wells
M Dalton, G Otten
M Dalton, G Otten, C White
M Dalton

1978-79

Open Beach Relay
Under 18 years Beach Sprint
Under 18 years Beach Relay
9 years Board Race
7 years Surf Wade

G Drinan, M Page, P Squires, S Denham
S Denham
G Drinan, S Moat, P Squires, S Denham
D Geros
J Conaglen

1979-80

Junior March Past
8 years Beach Sprint
8 years Beach Flags
8 years Beach Relay

North Narrabeen
G Willison

Under 18 years Wave Ski
Junior March Past

B Worth
P Bignall, R DeGroot, D Geros, S Geros, S Grindley,
A Johnson, L Meehan, J McCurley, T McDermott,
A McDermott, M Thompson, C Worth
(names not available)
P McDermott, P Beaumont, M Worth, G Whittaker
S Geros, G Watts, M Thompson, S Page

1980-81

Junior Board Rescue
Senior 4 man R&R
12 years Surf Teams

G Willison

G Willison, (other names not available)

* in Junior Division
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NSW Champions
1981-82

12 years Surf Teams
12 years Iron Man
11 years Board Race
10 years Beach Flags

S Hogenveen, P Matsinos
D McManus (s), S Barrett, B Kelly, R Kelly, M McDermott
G Whittaker
P Bignall, R DeGroot, D Geros, S Geros, S Grindley,
A Johnson, L Meehan, J McCurley, T McDermott,
A McDermott, M Thompson, C Worth
T McDermott, D Geros, J Romain, R Bruce
T McDermott
A McDermott
G Willison

Open First Aid
Senior Board Rescue
Senior Cameron Relay
Junior March Past

S Hogenveen, P Matsinos
T McDermott, D Geros
T McDermott, D Geros, B Nott
North Narrabeen

1983-84

Under 18 years Double Ski
Junior March Past

G Whittaker, B Kelly
B Pounder, B Dunn, S Hodgkinson, L Jones, A Grant,
L Jones, K McManus, L Jones, J Whittaker, C Meehan,
B Whittaker, B Boyd-Skinner, A McDermott, S Dunn

1984-85

Open Womens Beach Sprint
Junior March Past

1985-86

Open Womens Beach Sprint
Junior March Past
Senior 5 man R&R

D Baker
S Dunn, B Whittaker, C Shilland, L Jones, J Whittaker,
S Morrison, A Grant, J McManus, S Hodgkinson,
L Jones, B Pounder, M Shilland
D Baker
North Narrabeen
A Beezley, Lara Jones, Luke Jones, J McManus, M Shedden

1986-87

Open Womens Beach Sprint
Open First Aid
Under 18 years First Aid
Under 15 years Run-Swim-Run

D Baker
S Callister, P Matsinos
K McManus, A McDermott
S Dunn

1987-88

Open First Aid
Under 18 years Surf Race
12 years Beach Sprint

P Matsinos, C McManus
S Lawrence
T Parker

1988-89

13 years Beach Sprint
13 years Beach Relay
12 years Beach Sprint

T Parker
T Parker, L Bell, K McMahon, J Meaney
D Connell

1989-90

Under 21 years Surf Boat
Under 15 years Beach Sprint
Under 15 years Beach Relay
10 years Beach Sprint

D McManus (s), K Hayes, T Angwin, A McDermott, R Little
L Bell
L Bell, L Chapman, M Higgins, K McMahon
C Jones

1982-83

.

Open First Aid
Under 18 years Surf Boat
Under 15 years Single Ski
Junior March Past

cont’d
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1990-91

11 years Beach Sprint

C Jones

1991-92

Open First Aid
12 years Beach Sprint
12 years Beach Flags

K McManus, A MacPherson
C Jones
C Jones

1992-93

13 years Beach Sprint
13 years Beach Flags
11 years Beach Sprint

C Jones
C Jones
B Jones

1993-94

Open First Aid
Under 16 years Beach Sprint
Under 16 years Beach Flags

K McManus, A MacPherson
C Jones
C Jones

1994-95

Under 18 years Surf Ski

S Austin

1995-96

Open Womens Surf Boat
Under 18 years Beach Sprint
Under 18 years Beach Flags

C McGuinness (s), R Kaines, J Griffith, R Wakim, J Perry
C Jones
C Jones

1996-97

Under 18 years Ski Relay
Under 18 years Double Ski
Under 18 years Beach Flags

D Ireand, J Bolton, N Hoschke
J Bolton, D Ireland
C Jones

1997-98

Open Surf Boat
Under 8 years Female Surf Wade

S Stacey (s) B Kaines, M Parkes, B Reedy, G Conran
N Smith

1998-99

Open Surf Boat
Under 9 years Female Surf Wade
Under 9 years Female Beach Sprint
Under 16 years March Past

S Stacey (s), B Kaines, M Parkes, B Reedy, G Conran
N Smith
A Wilson
J Troy, M Troy, T Burridge, E Young, R Smith, K Bell,
M Lawler, S Ryan, H Young, Y Szalay, S Dalton,
C Burridge, C Hoffman

1999-2000 Junior 2 Person R&R
Under 12 years Male Beach Sprint

A Buckland, N Troy
L Roberts

2000-01

Under 21 years March Past

J Troy, M Troy, K Bell, R Smith, C Crews, K McGrath,
H Wilson, N Troy, K Alexander, T Coppin, H Young,
E Young, R Spagnol, J Newman

Under 13 years Female Surf Race

A Robertson

Under 21 years March Past

J Troy, M Troy, K Bell, C Crews, K McGrath, M Devitt,
H Wilson, K Alexander, N Troy, T Coppin,
E Young, Z Borula, H Young
T Coppin, S Ryan
A Wilson
A Spagnol, M Spagnol
K Dunsmore

2001-02

Under 19 years First Aid
Under 12 years Female Beach Sprint
Junior 2 Person R&R
Under 8 years Female Beach Flags
2002-03

Reserve Surf Boat
Junior 2 Person R&R

M Anderson (s), D Cook, B Reedy, R Blackburn,
D Kelly, M McDermott, M Lawler
A Spagnol, M Spagnol
HIHIHI
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JUNIOR OFFICIALS
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Junior Officials 1965-2003
LIFE MEMBERS

KEN BROWN -1978
BILL WORTH -1981
RAY MCDERMOTT -1986

SEASON

PRESIDENT

SECRETARY

TREASURER

1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87

Jack McGuinness
Jack McGuinness
Ken Brown
Ken Brown
Ken Brown
Ken Brown
Ken Brown
Bill Worth
Bill Worth
Scott Woolbank
Ken Brown
Ken Brown
Tony Johnson
Bill Worth
Bill Worth
Ray McDermott
Ray McDermott
Chris Hayes
Brian Reedy
Brian Reedy
Lorraine Clark

Enid Glennie
Enid Glennie
Tim Friend
Tim Friend
John Green
John Green
John Green
John Green
John Green
John Green
John Green
John Green
Ray McDermott
Bill Ross
Bill Ross
Babs Hayes
Babs Hayes
Brian Reedy
Liz Jones
Liz Jones
Peter Dolly

Enid Glennie
Enid Glennie
Enid Glennie
Neville Behagg
Neville Behagg
Neville Behagg
Neville Behagg
Neville Behagg
Neville Behagg
Neville Behagg
Scott Woolbank
Scott Woolbank
Scott Woolbank
Scott Woolbank
Scott Woolbank
Scott Woolbank
Scott Woolbank
Paul Morrison
Paul Morrison
John Shepheard

JUNIOR ACTIVITIES CHAIRMAN

SECRETARY

TREASURER

1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94
1994-95
1995-96
1996-97
1997-98
1998-99
1999-2000
2000-01

Peter Dolly
Bill Anderson
Bill Anderson
Gwenda Oswald
Gwenda Oswald
Cindy Gwodz
Cindy Gwodz
Graeme Tipper
Peter Finch
Kim Purcell
Wendy Roberts
Jenny Alexander
Wendy Roberts (res)

John Shepheard
John Shepheard
John Shepheard
John Shepheard
Bob Asser
Bob Asser
Julie Jones
Barrie McNaughton
Barrie McNaughton
Barrie McNaughton
Stephen Piry
Stephen Piry
John Toth
John Toth

BOARD

OF

2001-02
2002-03

Bob Asser
Bob Asser
Bob Asser
Idris Jones
Idris Jones
Tony Hoffman
Tony Hoffman
Don Freudenstein (res)
Graeme Tipper
Peter Finch
Peter Finch
Peter Finch
Peter Finch
Peter Finch

YOUTH CHAIRPERSON
George Smith
Ken Edmondson

SECRETARY

TREASURER

Sheree Liddell
Neil McGaw

John Toth
John Toth
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Club Member of the Year
THE W.E. BARNETT MEMORIAL AWARD
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94
1994-95
1995-96
1996-97
1997-98
1998-99
1999-00
2000-01
2001-02
2002-03

Bill Balkin*
Ken Brown
Ross Marshal*
Frank Slater*
Col Burling
Geoff Denham
Ted Whittaker
Norm Ambrose*
John Gardner
Bob Parkhill
Ted Whittaker
Bill Worth
Peter Matsinos
Roger Drury
Cec Hodgkinson
Brian Milligan
Gordon Green
Peter Matsinos
John Jeffers
Craig MacPherson
Gordon Green
Glenn James
Matthew Worth
Liz Jones
Bill Anderson
Bill Anderson
Michael Copping
Michael Copping
Dean Griffith
Alison Horan
Peter Grimes
Bill Anderson
Glenda Finch
Darren O’Regan
Mark Anderson & Carol Fealy
* Deceased
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Members
~A

ABBOTT R
ABBOTT R
ABBOTT R
ABELL D
ABELL C
ACKLAND K
ACKLAND N
ADAMS C
ADAMS K W
ADAMS W
ADAMS D
ADAMS T J
ADAMS B
ADAMS M
ADAMS D
ADAMS I
ADAMS L
ADAMS R
ADAMS S
ADAMS K
AITCHISON G
AITCHISON L
AITCHISON L
AJAKA A
AJAKA J
AJAKA Z
ALEXANDER J
ALEXANDER W
ALEXANDER J
ALEXANDER B
ALEXANDER J
ALEXANDER K
ALEXANDER L
ALEXANDER N
ALEXANDER R
ALEXANDER A
ALGIE D
ALLAN M
ALLAN D
ALLAN I
ALLAN M
ALLAN G
ALLEN R
ALLEN H
ALLEN D
ALLEN R
ALLEN R
ALLEN J
ALLEN M
ALLEN C
ALLEN P
ALLEN D

1944-45
1955-56
1960-61
1969-70
1989-90
1999-00
1999-00
1935-36
1940-41
1945-46
1954-55
1956-57
1963-64
1964-65
1977-78
1986-87
1986-87
1986-87
1991-92
1992-93
1984-85
1984-85
1984-85
1992-93
1992-93
1995-96
1933-34
1956-57
1959-60
1995-96
1996-97
1999-00
2000-01
2000-01
2000-01
2002-03
1996-97
1936-37
1992-93
1992-93
1992-93
2001-02
1935-36
1943-44
1953-54
1957-58
1976-77
1978-79
1980-81
1982-83
1991-92
1997-98

ALLEN T
ALLINGHAM C
ALLISON R
ALLWOOD P
ALSOP P
ALYWARD A M
AMBER C
AMBLER K
AMBROSE N
AMBROSOLI E
AMIM B
AMOS H
ANDERSON D
ANDERSON C
ANDERSON D
ANDERSON E
ANDERSON S
ANDERSON W
ANDERSON M
ANDERSON C
ANDERSON S
ANDERSON G
ANDERSON J
ANDERSON S
ANDERSON L
ANDERSON M
ANDERSON W
ANDREW N
ANDREW N
ANDREWS H
ANDREWS J
ANDREWS F
ANDREWS R
ANDREWS N
ANDREWS G
ANDREWS N
ANGUS A
ANGWIN T
ANGWIN J
ANGWIN V
ANSCHAU B
ANSCHAU B
ANSCHAU K
ANSCHAU R
ANSELL N
ANSTISS B
APPEL C
APRILE D
APRILE G
APRILE K
APRILE K
ARBUCKLE P
ARBUCKLE P
ARCHER B
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2002-03
1993-94
1957-58
1970-71
1968-69
1922-23
1976-77
1942-43
1949-50
1928-29
1934-35
1932-33
1920-21
1941-42
1942-43
1943-44
1985-86
1987-88
1990-91
1991-92
1991-92
1992-93
1992-93
1993-94
1996-97
1996-97
2001-02
1990-91
1993-94
1928-29
1928-29
1932-33
1945-46
1952-53
1992-93
2002-03
1944-45
1987-88
1989-90
1989-90
1986-87
1986-87
1986-87
1986-87
1991-92
1953-54
2002-03
1984-85
1984-85
1984-85
1984-85
1999-00
1999-00
1945-46

ARGENT J
ARLETT R
ARMOUR B
ARNOLD N
ASHBY M
ASHCROFT K
ASHCROFT W
ASHE J
ASSER R
ASSER C
ASSER M
ASTLEY K
ASTLEY S
ASTORQUIA A
ATCHISON P
ATHERTON D
ATKINS E N
ATKINS A
ATKINS R
ATKINS N
ATKINS A
ATKINSON B
ATKINSON J
ATKINSON P
ATKINSON P
ATKINSON S
ATKINSON J
ATKINSON J
ATTERIDGE J
AUGUSTO L
AUGUSTO M
AUSTIN R
AUSTIN J
AUSTIN G
AUSTIN L
AUSTIN S
AUSTIN T
AUSTIN C
AVEY K

1961-62
1999-00
1927-28
1992-93
1990-91
1986-87
1993-94
1952-53
1986-87
1989-90
1989-90
2000-01
2000-01
1987-88
1995-96
1957-58
1912-13
1925-26
1925-26
1928-29
2000-01
1954-55
1981-82
1981-82
1983-84
1984-85
1987-88
1996-97
1948-49
1999-00
1999-00
1952-53
1957-58
1990-91
1990-91
1990-91
1993-94
2001-02
1988-89

MEMBERS

~B
BABICCI G
BAETLEY B
BAGNALL P
BAILLIE R
BAILLIE A
BAILLIE C
BAIRD M
BAKER P
BAKER V
BAKER H
BAKER D
BAKER M
BAKER C
BAKER D
BAKER J
BAKER H
BAKER J
BAKER M
BAKER T
BAKKER S
BALDRY F
BALDRY G
BALDWIN M
BALES K
BALES L
BALKIN W
BALKIN E J
BALL N
BALL N
BALLARD T G
BALLERUM G
BALSTERS B
BANHAM C
BANKS R
BANNISTER D
BANNISTER S
BANNISTER B
BANNISTER M
BARBIERI R
BARFORD M
BARGALLIE T
BARNES H J
BARNES W
BARNES F
BARNES M
BARNES S
BARNETT A
BARNETT W E
BARNETT W K
BARNETT J
BARNETT C
BARNETT E
BARNETT C
BARNIER L
BARNSBY A
BARRETT A
BARRETT J
BARRETT G
BARRETT T A

1997-98
1995-96
1982-83
1990-91
1992-93
1992-93
1998-99
1952-53
1953-54
1957-58
1981-82
1983-84
1986-87
1994-95
1994-95
1995-96
1999-00
1999-00
2001-02
1997-98
1968-69
1982-83
1989-90
1975-76
1985-86
1954-55
1959-60
1977-78
1980-81
1933-34
1936-37
1994-95
1993-94
1947-48
1957-58
1983-84
1988-89
1988-89
1992-93
2001-02
1971-72
1930-31
1930-31
1932-33
1991-92
1991-92
1922-23
1922-23
1943-44
1970-71
1975-76
1980-81
1983-84
1999-00
1980-81
1928-29
1928-29
1930-31
1931-32

BARRETT W
BARRETT J
BARRETT J
BARRETT S
BARRETT A
BARRY-COTTER M
BARTER J
BARTLETT G
BARTLETT C
BARTLEY B
BARTON L
BASHAM C
BATCHELLOR P
BATEMAN C
BATEMAN C
BATHGATE E
BATHGATE K
BATHGATE S
BATT A
BATTERHAM H
BATTERHAM W
BAX A
BAX R
BAX R
BAXTER D
BAXTER D
BEAKLEY S
BEAL J
BEALE R
BEALEY M
BEATTIE S
BEAUMONT W
BEAUMONT R
BEAUMONT D
BEAUMONT S
BEAUMONT P
BEAUMONT P
BEAUMONT S
BEAVER R
BEAZELY M
BECKETT W
BEDDING L
BEENCKE M
BEESBY J
BEESBY L
BEEZLEY A
BEHAGG N A
BEHAGG W
BEHAGG G
BEHAGG N M
BEIZZOLARA P
BELL J
BELL T
BELL T
BELL L
BELL R
BELL J
BELL G
BELL M
BELLAMY J
BELLAMY A
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1931-32
1946-47
1952-53
1981-82
1992-93
1979-80
1998-99
1954-55
1991-92
1997-98
1945-46
1998-99
1981-82
1987-88
1993-94
1944-45
1994-95
1994-95
1938-39
1930-31
1935-36
1929-30
1931-32
1950-51
1939-40
1948-49
1990-91
1944-45
1992-93
2002-03
1964-65
1930-31
1971-72
1972-73
1977-78
1980-81
2001-02
2001-02
1943-44
1952-53
1946-47
1982-83
1998-99
1930-31
1930-31
1985-86
1969-70
1976-77
1980-81
1981-82
1948-49
1922-23
1964-65
1983-84
1985-86
1990-91
1995-96
1996-97
2001-02
1942-43
1988-89

BELLWOOD W
BENNETT H
BENNETT L
BENNETT M
BENNETT D
BENNETT G
BENNETT D
BENNETTS W
BENSON V
BENSON B
BENTLEY M
BENTLEY M
BENTLEY L
BERGER A
BERGER G
BERGER J
BERGER L
BERGER N
BERGIN J
BERGIN J
BERGIN L
BERNEY J
BERRY E
BERTE J
BERTRAND N
BEST S
BEST J
BEST M
BETAR W
BETHEL S
BETTS D
BETTS M
BEUZEVILLE L
BEUZEVILLE S
BEVAN S
BEVAN L
BEVAN M
BIBB A S
BIBB G
BIBB S
BIBB A
BIBB S
BIBB M
BIBB S
BIBBY V
BIDDLE D
BIGNAL L
BIGNALL J
BIGNALL K
BINDIN K
BINGHAM W
BINKIS D
BINSKIN R
BIRCH R
BIRD W
BIRK E
BIRRELL K
BISHOP K
BISHOP K
BJORNERUD A
BLACK J L

1941-42
1933-34
1986-87
1986-87
1988-89
1992-93
1993-94
1929-30
1920-21
1998-99
1960-61
1964-65
1998-99
1988-89
1988-89
1988-89
1988-89
1988-89
1985-86
1988-89
1993-94
1937-38
1928-29
1986-87
1947-48
1937-38
1958-59
1984-85
1985-96
1922-23
1988-89
2001-02
1995-96
1995-96
1992-93
1998-99
1998-99
1923-24
1927-28
1928-29
1933-34
1943-44
1991-92
1991-92
1952-53
1998-99
1959-60
1980-81
1985-86
1948-49
1954-55
1974-75
1939-40
1946-47
1991-92
1965-66
1984-85
1932-33
1946-47
1993-94
1920-21
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~ B cont’d
BLACK R
BLACK R J
BLACK R
BLACK T
BLACK C
BLACK P
BLACK G
BLACK G
BLACKBURN G
BLACKBURN R
BLACKER M
BLACKMORE J
BLACKMORE B J
BLACKWOOD T
BLACKWOOD R
BLADON G
BLAKE C
BLANCH S
BLANCH L
BLATCHFIELD D
BLEWITT R
BLISS J C
BLISS J J
BLISS J H
BLISS N
BLOMBERRY A
BLUNDELL M
BLUNDELL M
BOAR A
BODDAN J
BOERSMA R
BOLAND D
BOLTON J
BONANNO A
BONANNO R
BONANNO M
BOND K
BONNEY M
BONNEY S
BOON A
BOON C
BOON J
BOOTH D
BOOTH K
BOOTS J
BOOTS W
BORG C
BORG J
BORG L
BORLAND W
BORTHWICK G
BORULA Z
BORULA B
BORULA Z
BOSSCHIETER R
BOSSEHIETER R
BOSWARD L
BOTHAM O
BOTHAM D

1935-36
1937-38
1962-63
1987-88
1991-92
1991-92
1992-93
2002-03
1984-85
1995-96
1966-67
1960-61
1969-70
1967-68
1990-91
1933-34
2000-01
1922-23
2002-03
1981-82
1993-94
1936-37
1979-80
1983-84
1999-00
1938-39
1987-88
1993-94
2002-03
1952-53
1955-56
1993-94
1995-96
2000-01
2000-01
2002-03
1914-15
1984-85
1984-85
1989-90
1990-91
2001-02
1994-95
1994-95
1936-37
1937-38
1996-97
1996-97
1996-97
1928-29
1993-94
1995-96
1997-98
2002-03
1992-93
1993-94
1991-92
1928-29
1935-36

BOTHAM J
BOTHAM G
BOTTLES C
BOTTOM D
BOURELL M
BOURKE N
BOURKE S
BOURNE S
BOURNE R
BOUTKAN D
BOUTKAN L
BOWDEN I
BOWER B
BOWER B
BOWIE R
BOWKER R
BOWRING D
BOWYER T
BOYD H
BOYD H
BOYD B
BOYD-SKINNER D
BOYD-SKINNER D
BOYD-SKINNER L
BOYD-SKINNER B
BOYD-SKINNER P
BOYD-SKINNER D
BOYLE E
BRADBURY V
BRADLEY J
BRADSHAW F
BRADSHAW J
BRADY C E
BRADY J
BRADY B
BRAILEY A
BRAIN T
BRAIN M
BRAND R
BRANDON A
BRANDON W
BRANSGROVE M
BREBNER M
BREEDON B
BREESE R
BREESE P
BRENNAN R
BRENNAN M
BRIDDLE A
BRIERTY D
BRIERTY R
BRIGGS B
BRIGGS G
BRIGGS K
BRIGGS L
BRITEFIELD S
BRITTON D
BROAD J
BROGLIN C
BRONSVELD D
BROOK B
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1948-49
1995-96
1930-31
1931-32
1982-83
1945-46
1984-85
1938-39
1939-40
1997-98
1997-98
1947-48
1986-87
1993-94
1922-23
1946-47
1989-90
1932-33
1942-43
1951-52
1990-91
1979-80
1981-82
1981-82
1983-84
1984-85
1987-88
1978-79
1939-40
2001-02
1984-85
2001-02
1941-42
1941-42
1947-48
1925-26
1951-52
1986-97
1944-45
1922-23
1922-23
1982-83
2002-03
1988-89
1990-91
1991-92
1946-47
1988-89
1986-87
1976-77
1977-78
1983-84
1983-84
1983-84
1983-84
1931-32
1975-76
1928-29
1966-67
2000-01
1989-90

BROW E
BROWN J
BROWN J
BROWN D
BROWN L C
BROWN L W
BROWN K J
BROWN G K
BROWN J L
BROWN J
BROWN M
BROWN S
BROWN A
BROWN L
BROWN S
BROWN S
BROWNHILL M
BROWNTREE B
BRUCE R
BRUCE G
BRUCE A
BRUCE J
BRUCE R
BRUCE N
BRUCE R
BRUNETT H
BRUNTON A
BRYAN D
BRYANT W
BRYANT T
BRYANT J
BRYANT J
BRYANT T
BRYANT A
BUCHANAN P
BUCHANAN D
BUCK K
BUCKLAND C
BUCKLAND T
BUCKLAND J
BUCKLE B
BUCKLEY R
BUCKLEY D
BUGGY P
BULL R
BULLEN K
BULLEN P
BULLIN D
BULLOCK S
BURGE F
BURGE A
BURGE-LOPEZ A
BURGE-LOPEZ S
BURGE-LOPEZ G
BURGE-LOPEZ J
BURGESS F
BURGESS L
BURGESS M
BURGESS P
BURGESS P
BURGESS T

1997-98
1933-34
1942-43
1946-47
1946-47
1947-48
1953-54
1973-74
1976-77
1979-80
1979-80
1982-83
1991-92
1991-92
1991-92
1991-92
1969-70
2000-01
1930-31
1987-88
1996-97
1996-97
1996-97
1997-98
1997-98
1943-44
1930-31
1960-61
1951-52
1983-84
1984-85
1984-85
1985-86
2000-01
1993-94
2001-02
1966-67
1991-92
1991-92
1997-98
1988-89
1925-26
1941-42
1992-93
1928-29
1999-00
1999-00
1925-26
1987-88
1936-37
1938-39
1983-84
1983-84
1984-85
1984-85
1960-61
1993-94
1993-94
1993-94
1993-94
1994-95

MEMBERS

~C

~ B cont’d
BURKE V
BURKE V
BURKE M
BURKE M
BURLING C
BURMEISTER A
BURNES W
BURNES H
BURNES S
BURNES C
BURNES L
BURNES R
BURNES E
BURNES M
BURNES K
BURNES K
BURNES S
BURNES P
BURRELL H
BURRIDGE H
BURRIDGE K
BURRIDGE N
BURRIDGE P
BURRIDGE P
BURRIDGE T
BURT J
BUSSELL D
BUTCHER F
BUTCHER C E
BUTCHER M MRS
BUTCHER F J
BUTLER M
BUTLER B
BUTLER B
BUTLER L
BUTLER T
BUTT A
BUTT R
BUTT S
BUTTELL H
BYRES S
BYRNE K
BYRNE J B
BYRNE A
BYRNE P
BYRNE P
BYRNE G
BYRNE M
BYRNE J
BYRNES M
BYRNES A
BYRNES S

1929-30
1935-36
1990-91
2000-01
1965-66
1930-31
1925-26
1944-45
1944-45
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1976-77
1982-83
1984-85
1991-92
1994-95
1999-00
1949-50
1997-98
1997-98
1997-98
1997-98
1997-98
1997-98
1938-39
1980-81
1922-23
1925-26
1925-26
1929-30
1985-86
1992-93
1999-00
1999-00
2001-02
1997-98
1997-98
1997-98
1941-42
2001-02
1944-45
1951-52
1965-66
1965-66
1972-73
1977-78
1977-78
2001-02
1940-41
1945-46
1988-89

CADDY R
1953-54
1948-49
CADMAN R
1997-98
CAFFIN D
1955-56
CAHILL P
1964-65
CALLAGHAN J
1945-46
CALLAN K
1968-69
CALLAN J
1968-69
CALLAN L
1955-56
CALLIGAN R
1984-85
CALLISTER E
1948-49
CAMBOURNE R
1922-23
CAMERON J R
1938-39
CAMERON D
1983-84
CAMERON D
1943-44
CAMPBELL C
1953-54
CAMPBELL L
1954-55
CAMPBELL J
1957-58
CAMPBELL R
1969-70
CAMPBELL G
1996-97
CAMPBELL B
1996-97
CAMPBELL G
1996-97
CAMPBELL J
1996-97
CAMPBELL J
1996-97
CAMPBELL N
CAMPBELL-BONE W 1957-58
1994-95
CAPEL A
1995-96
CAPEL D
1997-98
CAPEL M
1998-99
CAPEL D
1994-95
CAPPAS C
1994-95
CAPPAS S
1997-98
CAPPAS E
1932-33
CARDELINI L
1960-61
CAREY L
1999-00
CARLYLE H
1937-38
CARMICHAEL G
1929-30
CARPENTER W
1974-75
CARPENTER G
1993-94
CARPENTER K
1922-23
CARROLL R
1929-30
CARROLL H
1955-56
CARROLL G
1992-93
CARROLL S
1999-00
CARROLL H
2001-02
CARRUTHERS A
2001-02
CARRUTHERS R
1998-99
CARSON S
1950-51
CARTER J F
1976-77
CARVER R
1956-57
CASEY T
1966-67
CASEY D
1966-67
CASEY J SNR
1969-70
CASEY J JNR
1991-92
CASEY D
1991-92
CASEY E
1991-92
CASEY G
1991-92
CASEY S
1994-95
CASEY M
1994-95
CASEY S
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CASEY N
CASEY A
CASEY P
CASEY R
CASEY B
CASEY S
CASSIDY T
CASSIDY D
CASSIDY W
CASSIDY S
CASTLE G
CATHELS M
CATHELS R
CATHELS R
CATLEY J
CATTELL G
CAVALLARO S
CAVALLARO T
CERUTTI W
CEVANARO T
CEVANARO M
CEWLEY C
CHAFFER B
CHALMERS G
CHALONER L
CHANDLER L J
CHANEY A
CHANEY N
CHANNELL J
CHANT R
CHAPMAN G
CHAPMAN L
CHAPMAN P
CHAPMAN R
CHAPMAN A
CHAPMAN D
CHAPPELL G
CHARLES D
CHARLESWORTH A
CHEEK K
CHEEK L
CHEEK W
CHEEK K
CHEESEMAN N
CHEESEMAN S
CHERGANOFF S
CHEYNEY J
CHILTON R
CHILVERS D
CHILVERS K
CHIPPENDALE R
CHOCKMAN D
CHONG M
CHOWNE F J
CHOWNE R
CHURCHOD D
CLANCEY R
CLARIDGE W
CLARIDGE R
CLARK G K
CLARK K G

1995-96
1997-98
1998-99
1998-99
2000-01
2000-01
1971-72
1972-73
1983-84
1992-93
1984-85
1997-98
2000-01
2001-02
1950-51
1993-94
2000-01
2000-01
1928-29
1974-75
1996-97
1946-47
1949-50
1967-68
1999-00
1948-49
1954-55
1954-55
1967-68
1993-94
1928-29
1988-89
1988-89
1990-91
1999-00
2002-03
1937-38
1967-68
1922-23
1999-00
1999-00
1999-00
2001-02
1945-46
1974-75
1993-94
1946-47
1933-34
1953-54
1955-56
1953-54
1996-97
2000-01
1922-23
1966-67
1956-57
2001-02
1935-36
1941-42
1936-37
1937-38
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~ C cont’d
CLARK J
CLARK B
CLARK F
CLARK J
CLARK E
CLARK A
CLARK H
CLARK J
CLARKE W
CLARKE H
CLARKE W
CLARKE R
CLARKE J
CLARKE B
CLARKE W
CLARKE G
CLARKE L
CLAUGHTON A
CLAYTON A S
CLAYTON R
CLAYTON R
CLAYTON S
CLAYTON M
CLAYTON S
CLAYTON G
CLEARY D
CLEWS M
CLOSE N
CLOUGH J
CLOUGH J
CLUFF H
COCK S
COCOUSKI K
COCOUSKI R
COFFEY N
COFFRY R
COHAGEN T
COHEN W
COHEN B
COLE W
COLES R
COLLESS A
COLLETT D
COLLIER K
COLLINS W
COLLINS F
COLLINS K
COLLINS M
COLLINS C
COLLINS C
COLLINS R
COLLINS B
COLLITS J
COMBEN M
COMBER R
CONDON H
CONDON B
CONDON S
CONLAY A
CONLAY B

1948-49
1949-50
1952-53
1968-69
1989-90
1992-93
1992-93
1993-94
1922-23
1928-29
1940-41
1941-42
1943-44
1951-52
1957-58
1994-95
1994-95
1991-92
1930-31
1969-70
1977-78
1977-78
1983-84
1983-84
1984-85
1939-40
1979-80
2000-01
1928-29
1944-45
1974-75
1994-95
2001-02
2001-02
1946-47
1946-47
1991-92
1928-29
1953-54
1950-51
1957-58
1990-91
1942-43
1941-42
1929-30
1935-36
1988-89
1990-91
1993-94
1993-94
1993-94
1994-95
2001-02
1967-68
1943-44
1932-33
1990-91
1990-91
1999-00
1999-00

CONLAY K
CONLON B
CONNELLY P
CONNELLY M
CONRAN G
CONSENTINO J
CONSENTINO T
CONTI R
COOK J
COOK P
COOK S
COOK B
COOK D
COOK K
COOKE B
COONEY S
COOPER R
COOPER R
COOPER L
COOTE W
COPE N
COPE P
COPPIN G
COPPIN G
COPPIN T
COPPING M
COPPING E
COPPING M
CORBETT D
CORBETT J A
CORBETT R
CORBETT E
CORDEREY R
CORFE D
CORISH R C
CORKHILL J
CORNE J
CORNE M
CORNISH F
CORR J
CORRICK R
CORRICK L
COSGROVE T
COSTA J
COTTMAN C
COTTMAN S
COULSTON E
COULTON G
COUPER S
COURTNEY J
COUSTON L
COVEY L
COWPER L
COWPER C
COWPER D
COWPER J
COX N
COX R
COX M
COX W
COYLE W
CRADDOCK I
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1999-00
1942-43
1942-43
1993-94
1994-95
1996-97
1996-97
1999-00
1954-55
1954-55
1976-77
1989-90
1999-00
2000-01
1953-54
1999-00
1941-42
1952-53
1994-95
1954-55
1993-94
1993-94
1999-00
1999-00
1999-00
1992-93
1994-95
1994-95
1929-30
1929-30
1944-45
1995-96
1941-42
1990-91
1934-35
2000-01
1995-96
1995-96
1964-65
1995-96
1949-50
1964-65
1966-67
1933-34
1998-99
1998-99
2001-02
2000-01
1994-95
1961-62
2000-01
2001-02
1990-91
2001-02
2002-03
2002-03
1920-21
1956-57
1973-74
1993-94
1940-41
1994-95

1948-49
CRAIG J
1993-94
CRAIG J
CRAIG J
1993-94
1993-94
CRAIG M
1993-94
CRAIG M
CRANSWICK-SMITH G 1988-89
CRANSWICK-SMITH P 1988-89
CRANSWICK-SMITH A 2000-01
1934-35
CRAWFORD C
CRAWFORD D
1961-62
1992-93
CREMENT N
CREWS R
1995-96
1999-00
CREWS G
1999-00
CREWS S
2000-01
CREWS C
2002-03
CRICHTON J
2002-03
CRICHTON K
1977-78
CRICK J
CRISP B
1995-96
2001-02
CRISP A
CRISS A
2002-03
2001-02
CROCKART J
1992-93
CROCKETT B
CROCKHARD J
1932-33
2001-02
CROFT A
1955-56
CROMBIE D
2002-03
CROMBIE C
2002-03
CROMBIE S
1948-49
CROMPTON J
CROSS P
1966-67
1991-92
CROSS A
1960-61
CROTY G
1928-29
CROWE F
1997-98
CROWE L
CROWHURST E
1937-38
1928-29
CROWLEY M
CROWLEY M J
1947-48
1976-77
CROWLEY P
CRUCKSHANK G
1978-79
1993-94
CRUICKSHANK L
1922-23
CRUM J B
CUDDIHY J
1949-50
1984-85
CUE P
CUFFE L
1933-34
1943-44
CULLEN P
CULLEN B
1953-54
1933-34
CUNNINGHAM A
CUNNINGHAM P
1956-57
1970-71
CUNNINGHAM G
1991-92
CUNNINGHAM M
CUNNINGHAM S
1991-92
1997-98
CUNNINGHAM O
CURNOW M
1995-96
1995-96
CURNOW M
CURRIE I
1991-92
2000-01
CURTAIN K
1914-15
CUSACK J
1945-46
CUSACK W
1985-86
CUSTER M
CUTTING B
1954-55

MEMBERS

~D
DAINES D
DALE J
DALEY C
DALEY J
DALEY F
DALEY F
DALLAWAY J
DALTON R
DALTON M
DALTON S
DALWITZ K
DALWITZ G
DALY C
DALY J
DALY R
DALY D
DALY G
DALY M
DALY G
DALZELL I
DAMON T
DAMPF R
DAN T
DANIEL W
DANN P
DARAKJIAN J
DARAKJIAN R
DARAKJIAN J
DARBY J
DARBY R
DARTNELL P
DARTWELL M
DAVENPORT H
DAVENPORT M
DAVENPORT I
DAVERON B
DAVERON V
DAVID N
DAVIDSON P
DAVIDSON J
DAVIES B
DAVIES K
DAVIS J
DAVIS C
DAVIS J
DAWES K
DAWSON L
DAY B
DAY C
DAY S
DAY T
DAYHEW J
DEACON K
DEADMAN N
DEAN R
DEAN F
DEAN O
DECELIS K
DECELIS K

1973-74
1991-92
1934-35
1935-36
1951-52
1961-62
1964-65
1920-21
1978-79
1998-99
1943-44
1968-69
1928-29
1928-29
1940-41
1984-85
1984-85
1984-85
1986-87
1995-96
2001-02
1976-77
1930-31
1993-94
2001-02
1991-92
1991-92
1998-99
1940-41
1940-41
1994-95
1984-85
1978-79
1978-79
1979-80
1966-67
1995-96
1993-94
1968-69
1979-80
1967-68
1983-84
1982-83
1990-91
2001-02
1964-65
1991-92
1985-86
1985-86
1985-86
1990-91
1931-32
1950-51
1997-98
1943-44
1944-45
1992-93
2000-01
2000-01

DEERE-JONES S
DEERE-JONES K
DEGAIL P
DEGROOT C
DEGROOT R
DEITZ P
DEJOSSELIN J
DEJOSSELIN K
DEJOSSELIN T
DELANEY A
DELGANO J
DELUCA D
DELUCA S
DEMIDJUK P
DEMIDJUK P
DEMPSEY J C
DEMPSTER B
DENHAM F
DENHAM G
DENHAM S
DENHAM A
DENNETT W E
DENNIS J
DENNIS B
DERBIN M
DESSAIX T
DEVINE G
DEVITT C
DEVITT M
DEVITT S
DEVITT M
DEVITT C
DEVITT S
DEVIYY L
DEWALL T
DEWHURST E
DEWSBERRY C
DIAMOND C
DIAMOND G
DICK W
DICKENS G
DICKENS L
DICKENS C
DICKENSON M
DICKINSON T
DICKSON D
DIGNAM S
DILGER W
DILLON P
DILLON K
DOBSON A
DOBSON B
DOBSON G
DOHERTY M
DOLLY P
DOLLY F
DOLLY B
DOLLY N
DOMANSKI C
DOMANSKI P
DOMANSKI R
DOMANSKI T
DOMANSKI I
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1995-96
1999-00
1938-39
1981-82
1982-83
1992-93
1999-00
1999-00
2002-03
1996-97
1960-61
1986-97
1988-89
2000-01
2000-01
1922-23
1927-28
1940-41
1969-70
1973-74
1992-93
1928-29
1935-36
1997-98
1993-94
1986-87
1999-00
1997-98
1997-98
1997-98
1999-00
2002-03
2002-03
1995-96
1969-70
1951-52
1958-59
1994-95
1994-95
1945-46
1929-30
1942-43
1950-51
1977-78
1988-89
2002-03
1929-30
1998-99
1952-53
1957-58
2002-03
2002-03
2002-03
1931-32
1978-79
1987-88
1990-91
1996-97
1967-68
1972-73
1974-75
1975-76
1977-78

DOMIN C
DONALD K
DONALD C
DONALDSON G
DONALDSON M
DONALDSON S
DONALDSON S
DONALDSON S
DONALDSON S
DONNELLY P
DONNELLY T
DONNELLY D
DONNELLY C
DONNELLY T
DONOVAN R
DORBER G
DOUGLAS K G
DOUGLAS K
DOUGLASS K
DOUGLASS P
DOWLING P
DOWLING B
DOWLING R
DOWLING N
DOWNING F
DOWNING P
DOWSE J
DRAEGER A
DRAEGER P
DRAPER I
DRINAN G
DRIVER A
DRURY R
DRURY J
DRURY S
DRURY G
DRYSDALE C
DUBLER B
DUBOIS J
DUFF C
DUFFIN C
DUFFY B
DUFFY J
DUGGAN R
DUNCAN J
DUNCOMBE A
DUNN R
DUNN R
DUNN C
DUNN B
DUNN C
DUNN R
DUNN S
DUNN B
DUNN A
DUNPHRY C
DUNSMORE P
DUNSMORE G
DUNSMORE K
DWYER K
DWYER L
DWYER P
DYER R

2002-03
1944-45
1991-92
1942-43
1971-72
1991-92
1994-95
1996-97
1996-97
1944-45
1947-48
1993-94
1998-99
1998-99
1954-55
1953-54
1938-39
1940-41
1928-29
1966-67
1962-63
1988-89
1991-92
1992-93
1957-58
1996-97
1937-38
1999-00
1999-00
1993-94
1977-78
1994-95
1978-79
1984-85
1997-98
1998-99
1976-77
1994-95
1993-94
1999-00
1989-90
1953-54
1999-00
1993-94
1945-46
1944-45
1928-29
1935-36
1936-37
1983-84
1985-86
1985-86
1985-86
1986-87
1992-93
2001-02
1963-64
1999-00
1999-00
1939-40
1993-94
1993-94
1962-63
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~E
EADIE B
EADY N A
EASTAUGH M
EASTAUGH P
EASTGATE T
EASTON J
EATHER E C
EATTON E
ECHARRI R
ECHARRI S
ECONOMOS P
EDGE C
EDGE M
EDGE V
EDGLEY J
EDMONDSON H
EDMONDSON K
EDWARDS D
EDWARDS C
EDWARDS H
EDWARDS S
EDWARDSON M
ELIAS A
ELIAS J
ELIAS L
ELIAS M
ELKINGTON-COLE R
ELLA N
ELLERTON H
ELLIOT P
ELLIOTT R
ELLIOTT E
ELLIOTT J
ELLIS R
ELLIS-ALLAN C
ELLIS-ALLAN T
ELLISON L
ELLISON W
ELMES D
ELSLEY L
ELSLEY P
EMBREY F
ENDYCOTT B
ENEVER P
ENEVER S
ENEVER C
ENGLISH N
EPPINGA P
ERSKINE R
ETHERINGTON R
EUERS S
EUSSEN A
EUSSEN J
EVANS W
EVANS F
EVANS P
EVANS S
EVERET J
EVERETT J

1929-30
1936-37
1997-98
1997-98
1960-61
1986-87
1928-29
1968-69
1997-98
1997-98
1988-89
1995-96
1995-96
1995-96
1929-30
1998-99
1998-99
1965-66
1977-78
1988-89
1999-00
1997-98
1988-89
1988-89
1988-89
1988-89
2002-03
1925-26
1992-93
1988-89
1931-32
1939-40
1964-65
1940-41
2001-02
2001-02
1922-23
1951-52
1981-82
1999-00
1999-00
1930-31
1962-63
1993-94
1993-94
2002-03
1992-93
1972-73
1953-54
2000-01
2002-03
1970-71
1984-85
1966-67
1997-98
1997-98
1999-00
1966-67
1947-48

EVERETT P
EVERETT S
EVERS C
EVERS A
EVERS S
EWING J
EWING S
EXTON S
EYLES R
EYLES R
EYRE J

1968-69
1991-92
1974-75
1999-00
1999-00
1991-92
1991-92
1914-15
1946-47
1965-66
1997-98

~F
FABB E
FABB R
FABB G
FABER M
FABER M
FAIRALL K
FAIREY W
FAIRLESS J
FANNING W
FARRAR S
FARRAR S
FARRAWELL D
FARRELL F
FARRELL F JNR
FARRELL T
FARRELL A
FARRELL M
FARRELL A
FARRELL L
FARRELL Y
FAULKNER W
FAWLE C
FEALY S
FEALY A
FEALY L
FEALY C
FEEHELY B
FEEHELY K
FELLO B
FELLOWES R
FELTON H
FENDER A
FENNELL R
FENTON D
FENTON R
FERDINAND M
FERGURSON C R
FERGURSON R
FERGUSON C
FERGUSON W J
FERGUSON B
FERGUSON R
FERRIS J
FIELD G
FIELD R
FIELD T
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1978-79
1979-80
1988-89
1996-97
1996-97
1986-87
1930-31
1954-55
1989-90
1989-90
1999-00
1980-81
1937-38
1967-68
1978-79
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87
1986-87
1986-87
1993-94
1992-93
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1994-95
1953-54
1955-56
1928-29
1997-98
1920-21
1971-72
1961-62
1931-32
1993-94
1980-81
1951-52
1992-93
1935-36
1938-39
1943-44
1993-94
1922-23
1969-70
1971-72
1995-96

FIELD C
FIELD T
FIELD T
FILLING D
FILLING P
FILLING W
FINCH G
FINCH P
FINCH R
FINCH C
FINLAY I
FINNIE S
FINNIGAN P
FINNIGAN D
FINNIGAN G
FINNIGAN R
FISHER K
FISHER S
FISK G
FISK O
FITTOCK L
FITZGERALD B
FITZGERALD V
FITZGERALD R
FITZGERALD S
FITZGERALD R
FITZGERALD W
FITZGERALD J
FITZGERALD R
FITZGERALD J
FITZGIBBON H
FITZPATRICK D
FITZPATRICK K
FITZPATRICK M
FITZPATRICK E
FITZPATRICK J
FITZPATRICK K
FITZPATRICK A
FITZPATRICK M
FLEMMING S
FLETCHER C
FLETCHER J
FLETCHER R
FLETCHER A
FLETCHER J
FLETCHER J
FLETCHER S
FLINT C
FLOOD F J
FLOOD P J
FLOOD R
FLOOD F
FLOWER J
FLYNN C
FOLBIGG W
FOLKES P
FOLLARD R
FOLLOWILL C
FOLLOWILL G

2001-02
2002-03
2002-03
1983-84
1983-84
1984-85
1993-94
1993-94
1999-00
2001-02
1963-64
1994-95
1955-56
1997-98
1997-98
1997-98
1950-51
1994-95
1956-57
1983-84
2001-02
1941-42
1958-59
1985-86
1991-92
1992-93
1992-93
1996-97
1996-97
1999-00
1992-93
1929-30
1946-47
1969-70
1992-93
1992-93
1997-89
1997-98
1997-98
1992-93
1927-28
1928-29
1928-29
1929-30
1933-34
1964-65
1965-66
1922-23
1945-46
1945-46
1948-49
1961-62
1993-94
1954-55
1922-23
1968-69
1945-46
1996-97
1996-97

MEMBERS

~ F cont’d
FOORD C
FOORD T
FOORD S
FOORD J
FOORD M
FORAN J
FORBES F
FORBES A
FORD W
FORD J
FORD C
FORMSTON S
FORREST G
FORREST M
FORTUNE M
FORTUNE F
FOSSANO P
FOSTER K
FOSTER J
FOSTER J
FOSTER B
FOSTER B
FOSTER D
FOSTER P
FOSTER A
FOSTER R
FOSTER R
FOSTER P
FOURNIER A
FOURNIER F
FOURNIER M
FOURNIER Y
FOWLER P
FOX A
FOX S
FOX M
FOX M
FOX P
FOX E
FRAME J
FRANCIS M
FRANCIS W
FRANCIS B
FRARY T
FRASER C
FRAZER D
FRAZER B
FREDERICK R
FREDERICKS D
FREEMAN C
FREEMAN P
FREIDEWALD C
FRENCH D
FRENCH D
FREUDENSTEIN C
FREUDENSTEIN D
FREUDENSTEIN I
FREUDENSTEIN L
FREUDENSTEIN M

1936-37
1936-37
1940-41
1946-47
1990-91
1945-46
1928-29
1952-53
1945-46
1949-50
1990-91
1980-81
2000-01
2000-01
1996-97
1997-98
1992-93
1929-30
1960-61
1961-62
1978-79
1993-94
1993-94
1995-96
1997-98
1998-99
1998-99
2002-03
1988-89
1988-89
1988-89
1988-89
1914-15
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1988-89
1988-89
1995-96
1946-47
1977-78
1978-79
1990-91
1939-40
1993-94
1951-52
1956-57
1929-30
1933-34
1941-42
1995-96
1993-94
1930-31
1945-46
1993-94
1993-94
1994-95
1994-95
1994-95

FRIEND H
FRIEND G
FRONZEK J
FROST E
FROST K W
FROST G
FRY N
FRYER G
FUDGE J
FULHAM H
FULLER S
FULLER L
FURNESS D

1967-68
1977-78
2000-01
1929-30
1950-51
1964-65
1991-92
1964-65
1986-87
1986-87
1943-44
1957-58
1964-65

~G
GABB J
GALAWAY R
GALLAGHER K
GALLAGHER F
GALLECHER T
GALLOWAY C
GALVIN J
GAMMIE K
GANE N
GANT G
GARDINER M
GARDINER E
GARDINER M
GARDNER J
GARDNER D
GARNETT G
GARROD R
GARTNER J
GARTNER R
GARTNER K
GATERELL L
GATLEY S
GAUPSET G
GAVIN P
GEARING B
GEDDES F
GEDDES T
GEDDES H
GEDDES K
GEDDES S
GEDDES B
GEDDES K
GEDDES D
GEE A
GEEVES S
GEHRIG L
GELL M
GEORGE H
GEORGIADES J
GEROS M A
GEROS M SNR
GEROS R
GEROS S
GEROS D
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1933-34
2001-02
1945-46
1994-95
1927-28
1985-86
1993-94
1983-84
1944-45
1990-91
1989-90
1996-97
1996-97
1974-75
1988-89
1996-97
1999-00
1964-65
1969-70
1970-71
1934-35
1974-75
1983-84
1980-81
1949-50
1933-34
1966-67
1967-68
1967-68
1969-70
1991-92
1991-92
1992-93
1983-84
1994-95
1930-31
1978-79
1922-23
1998-99
1957-58
1960-61
1977-78
1980-81
1981-82

GEROS K
GERRARD K
GERRARD M SNR
GERRARD M
GERRARD J
GERRARD K
GERRARD T
GERRIE R
GETZ M
GIBBON J
GIBBONS C
GIBBS J L
GIBBS B
GIBBS J
GIBBS M
GIBBS M
GIBSON R
GIBSON L
GIBSON M
GIBSON R
GIBSON S
GIBSON N
GIBSON J
GILBERT G
GILBERT J
GILBERT P
GILBERT A
GILBERT D
GILBERT J
GILBERT M
GILES W B
GILES C
GILES M
GILL S F
GILL E
GILLETT T
GILLILAND K
GINN C
GINNE D
GIRVAN W
GITTOES K
GITTOES K
GLADEN G
GLANVILLE G
GLANVILLE L
GLASGOW B
GLASGOW B
GLASGOW J
GLASGOW J
GLASGOW K
GLASGOW N
GLENNIE E
GLENNIE P
GLINDEMAN M
GLOAG T
GLOVER J
GLYNN R
GODDEN L
GODDEN J
GODDEN N
GODFREY R

1984-85
1991-92
1991-92
1994-95
1997-98
1997-98
1997-98
1962-63
1985-86
1998-99
1961-62
1922-23
1944-45
1969-70
1990-91
1991-92
1960-61
1978-79
1985-86
1993-94
1993-94
1994-95
1997-98
1934-35
1993-94
1993-94
1995-96
1995-96
2002-03
2002-03
1925-26
1991-92
1991-92
1929-30
1933-34
1950-51
1935-36
1939-40
1991-92
1946-47
1999-00
2000-01
2001-02
1997-98
1997-98
1985-86
1985-86
1985-86
1985-86
1986-87
1986-87
1967-68
1969-70
1988-89
1928-29
1990-91
1947-48
1938-39
1939-40
1959-60
1989-90
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~ G cont’d
GOETZE G
1995-96
1962-63
GOLD C
1983-84
GOLDBERG S
1944-45
GOODE W
1993-94
GOODGER K
1986-87
GOODHAND P
1947-48
GOODING W
1929-30
GOODMAN I
1987-88
GOODMAN R
1933-34
GOODWIN A
1992-93
GORDON M
1993-94
GORONEY J
2000-01
GORRIE P
1997-98
GOSLING T
2000-01
GOUBRAN N
1925-26
GOULD F
1991-92
GOYMOUR B
2000-01
GOYMOUR B
1988-89
GRACE D
1992-93
GRACE G
1994-95
GRADIDGE I
1994-95
GRADIDGE K
1996-97
GRADY D
1937-38
GRAHAM C
1960-61
GRAHAM P
1976-77
GRAHAM D
1976-77
GRAHAM M
1985-86
GRAHAM S
1991-92
GRAHAM S
1993-94
GRAHAM D
1993-94
GRAHAM M
1994-95
GRAHAM A
1996-97
GRAHAM A
2000-01
GRAHAM D
2000-01
GRAHAM M
1993-94
GRANA R
1993-94
GRANA T
1932-33
GRANT J
1967-68
GRANTHAM R
1994-95
GRANTHAM A
1992-93
GRANTOR D
1970-71
GRARELY J
1992-93
GRAVES K
1992-93
GRAVES W
2000-01
GRAY J
GRAY-BUCHANAN W 1996-97
1922-23
GREATOREX F
1985-86
GRECH A
1928-29
GREEN A
1928-29
GREEN B
1932-33
GREEN M
1933-34
GREEN L
1935-36
GREEN R
1945-46
GREEN A
1948-49
GREEN B
1963-64
GREEN W
1968-69
GREEN J
1973-74
GREEN S
1974-75
GREEN R J

GREEN B
GREEN D
GREEN M
GREEN A
GREEN G
GREEN J
GREEN M
GREEN S
GREEN S
GREEN Y
GREEN J
GREEN M
GREEN M
GREEN K
GREEN A
GREEN S
GREENTREE K
GREENTREE D
GREER B
GREER A
GREGORY A
GREGORY P
GREINER E C
GRIEG R J
GRIER J
GRIFFIN A
GRIFFIN J
GRIFFITH DREW
GRIFFITH DEAN
GRIFFITH C
GRIFFITH J
GRIFFITH K
GRIFFITH K
GRIFFITHS S
GRIFFITHS J
GRIMES L
GRIMES P
GRIMES B
GRINDLEY S
GRINDLEY G
GRINDLEY J
GRINDROD S
GRINLEY S
GROOM W
GROSE S
GROSE W
GROVES B
GRUNDY K
GUFF M
GULLY J
GUMLEY A
GUTCHIGIAN J
GUTHRIE S
GUY R
GWODZ C
GWODZ M
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1976-77
1976-77
1976-77
1979-80
1983-84
1983-84
1983-84
1983-84
1983-84
1983-84
1985-86
1985-86
1988-89
1990-91
1992-93
1993-94
1952-53
1969-70
1975-76
1977-78
1973-74
1990-91
1932-33
1929-30
1992-93
1934-35
1947-48
1983-84
1984-85
1987-88
1987-88
1987-88
1994-95
1947-48
1993-94
1994-95
1995-96
1999-00
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
2000-01
1981-82
1971-72
1922-23
1922-23
1983-84
2001-02
1952-53
1928-29
1928-29
1993-94
1978-79
1961-62
1991-92
1991-92

~H
HAES D
HAIG T
HAIG-THOMSON G
HAILS S
HAILSTONE M
HAIN G
HAINING T
HALEY G
HALL M
HALL J
HALL T
HALL K
HALL M
HALL C
HALL D
HALLIDAY R
HALLIDAY A
HALLIGAN S
HALLINGHAN C
HALLINGHAN T
HALLOWES C
HALPIN M
HALVORSEN B
HAMMILL L
HAMMILL S
HAMMOND R
HAMMOND S
HAMMOND B
HAMMOND F
HAMMOND J
HAMMOND S
HAMMOND T
HAMMOND S
HAMMOND T
HAMMOND A
HAMMOND F
HAMMOND S
HAMPSON R
HAMPSON M
HAMPSON J
HAMPSON L
HAMPSON K
HANCOCK J
HANCOCK W
HANCOCK R S
HANCOCK S
HANCOCK M
HANCOCK J
HANCOCK B
HANCOCK I
HANCOCK P
HANCOCK A
HANCOCK P
HANCOCK B
HANCOCK L
HANCOCK R
HANSEN C
HANSFORD A
HANSFORD C

1993-94
1985-86
1984-85
1998-99
1969-70
1993-94
1953-54
1997-98
1934-35
1936-37
1951-52
1963-64
1981-82
1993-94
1996-97
1955-56
1996-97
1996-97
1994-95
1994-95
1934-35
1995-96
1989-90
2000-01
2000-01
1943-44
1985-86
1986-87
1986-87
1986-87
1986-87
1986-87
1991-92
1992-93
1994-95
1994-95
1997-98
1959-60
1984-85
1985-86
1985-86
1986-87
1920-21
1920-21
1922-23
1936-37
1940-41
1942-43
1946-47
1947-48
1979-80
1980-81
1983-83
1983-84
1983-84
1999-00
1922-23
1088-89
1988-89

MEMBERS

~ H cont’d
HANSFORD L
HANSFORD P
HARDING K
HARDING A
HARDING L
HARDING R
HARDMAN P
HARDMAN D
HARDY J
HARKER A
HARMAN T
HARPER J
HARPER C
HARPER R
HARPUR L
HARPUR R
HARRIS B
HARRIS M
HARRIS J
HARRIS K
HARRIS C
HARRISON B
HARRISON D
HARRY R
HART H
HARTAS D
HARTFORD J
HARTINZZO D
HARTLEY K
HARVEY R
HARVEY I
HARVEY N
HARVEY K
HASLETT D
HASLING I
HASTIE J
HATCH C
HATCH S
HATCHER R
HATFIELD J
HATFIELD S
HATFIELD J
HATFIELD J
HATLEY P
HAVEN T
HAWKER C
HAWKINS S
HAXELL J
HAY J
HAYES J
HAYES F
HAYES E
HAYES A
HAYES G
HAYES N
HAYES J
HAYES B
HAYES C
HAYES C JNR
HAYES K

1988-89
1988-89
1928-29
1930-31
1930-31
1969-70
1976-77
1993-94
1997-98
1984-85
1983-84
1930-31
1954-55
1993-94
1999-00
1999-00
1990-91
1990-91
1994-95
1994-95
2000-01
1943-44
1988-89
1983-84
1959-60
1954-55
1997-98
1999-00
1943-44
1948-49
1968-69
1986-87
1999-00
1931-32
1992-93
1922-23
1991-92
1997-98
1976-77
1975-76
1998-99
2001-02
2002-03
1962-63
2000-01
1922-23
1948-49
1934-35
1930-31
1928-29
1933-34
1935-36
1948-49
1969-70
1970-71
1978-79
1984-85
1984-85
1985-86
1988-89

HAYNES B
HAYNES E
HAYSON B
HAYSON J
HAYSON L
HAYSON M
HAYSON I
HAYWARD D
HAYWARD J
HAYWARD M
HAYWOOD G
HAZELWOOD R
HAZELWOOD K
HAZELWOOD A
HAZELWOOD C
HEAD H N
HEADFORD G
HEADFORD N
HEAL C
HEAL P
HEALY J
HEALY D
HEARNE D
HEATH B
HEDGE G
HEEKS J
HEISLER G
HEISLER G
HELLMRICH D
HELMER K
HEMINGWAY M
HEMINGWAY R
HEMMING S
HEMSWORTH G
HEMSWORTH J
HENDERSON G
HENDLEY P
HENDRICKS R
HENDRY P
HENLEY J
HENNEBERRY B
HENNESSEY R
HENNESSY E
HENRY K
HENSE S
HENSHAW D
HENSHAW R
HENSHAW G
HEPPER L
HERALD F
HERBERT G
HERBERT A
HERBERT A
HERBERT B
HERMANSON C
HERMS R
HERRING S
HERRING L
HERRING J
HERSEE B
HERZOG L
HERZOG M
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1949-50
1979-80
1989-90
1989-90
1989-90
1989-90
1990-91
1978-79
2000-01
2000-01
1976-77
1954-55
1981-82
1983-84
1983-84
1925-26
1932-33
1932-33
1999-00
1999-00
1951-52
1955-56
1985-86
1999-00
1992-93
1991-92
1991-92
1992-93
1925-26
1981-82
2000-01
2000-01
1992-93
1928-29
1928-29
1949-50
2001-02
1993-94
1994-95
1992-93
1990-91
1999-00
1933-34
1965-66
1920-21
1963-64
1981-82
1999-00
1933-34
1941-42
1929-30
1930-31
1937-38
1988-89
1958-59
1981-82
1990-91
1991-92
1995-96
1977-78
1994-95
1994-95

HESLING P
HESLING P
HESS J
HESS N
HESSINK L
HETTERICK C
HEWITT J
HEXTALL J
HICKEY J
HICKEY J
HICKEY L
HICKMAN N
HICKMAN C
HICKSON R
HICKSON P
HIGGING R
HIGGINS T
HIGGINS S
HIGGINS F
HIGGINS G
HIGGINS J
HIGGINS M
HIGGINS R
HIGHFIELD D
HIGHFIELD G
HILL E
HILL L
HILL V
HILL C
HILL D
HILL E J
HILL K
HILL R
HILL J
HILL T
HILL D
HILLIGHER T
HILLMAN K
HILLMAN L
HILLMAN R
HILTON J
HILTON K
HINDMAN G
HINDMARSH B
HINES R
HIRD C
HIRD G
HIRD B
HIRD M
HITCHCOCK G
HOARE T
HOARE B
HOCKING J
HODGE G
HODGES K
HODGES D
HODGES N
HODGES M
HODGKINS R
HODGKINSON C C
HODGKINSON L
HODGKINSON M

1977-78
1983-84
1942-43
1997-98
1964-65
1939-40
1998-99
1997-98
1927-28
1928-29
1928-29
1979-80
1980-81
1988-89
2001-02
1962-63
1928-29
1970-71
1989-90
1989-90
1989-90
1989-90
1992-93
1970-71
1988-89
1922-23
1922-23
1922-23
1937-38
1937-38
1938-39
1939-40
1942-43
1972-73
1972-73
1991-92
1979-80
1948-49
1952-53
1953-54
1952-53
1954-55
1943-44
1996-97
1959-60
1953-54
1957-58
1959-60
1982-83
1938-39
1956-57
1987-88
1929-30
1987-88
1946-47
1959-60
1981-82
1992-93
1975-76
1959-60
1976-77
1979-80
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~ H cont’d
HODGKINSON M
HODGKINSON S
HODGSON R
HODSON R
HOEKMAN K
HOFFMAN A
HOFFMAN S
HOFFMAN J
HOFFMAN A
HOFFMAN T
HOFFMAN C
HOGAN N
HOGAN D
HOGAN J
HOGAN M
HOGENVEEN S
HOGG W
HOHBY R
HOLAHAN P
HOLAHAN N
HOLAHAN P
HOLDEN R
HOLGERSSON E
HOLLAND S
HOLLIDAY P
HOLLIDAY A
HOLLIDAY J
HOLLINGSWORTH N
HOLMES E
HOLMES R
HOLMES K
HOLMES J
HOLMES R
HOLMES D
HOLMES D
HOLMES N
HOLMES R
HOLMES R
HOLMES J
HOLMES S
HOMAN G
HOMER P
HOMER P
HOOKHAM E
HOOPS S
HOPE C
HOPE M
HOPKINS A
HOPKINSON G
HOPKINSON L
HOPLEY R
HOPPER J
HOPWOOD N
HOPWOOD N
HORA R
HORA G
HORA K
HORAN P
HORAN A
HORAN K

1983-84
1985-86
1993-94
1986-87
1999-00
1961-62
1961-62
1978-79
1992-93
1992-93
1998-99
1945-46
1969-70
1973-74
2001-02
1978-79
1995-96
1933-34
1997-98
2001-02
2001-02
1943-44
2000-01
1992-93
1990-91
1997-98
1999-00
2002-03
1948-49
1948-49
1953-54
1978-79
1991-92
1992-93
1992-93
1993-94
1993-94
1993-94
1995-96
2001-02
2002-03
1950-51
1969-70
1944-45
1984-85
1993-94
1993-94
1927-28
1997-98
1997-98
1935-36
1922-23
1945-46
1963-64
1935-36
1936-37
1938-39
1987-88
1992-93
1992-93

HORNERY J
HORSEFIELD P
HORSEFIELD B
HORSFIELD C
HORSFIELD J
HOSCHKE N
HOSCHKE C
HOUGHTON S
HOUSENLOGE T
HOWARD L
HOWARD A
HOWARTH G
HOWELL W
HOWES J
HOWIE J F
HOWITT M
HOWITT W
HOWLETT E
HOY S
HUDSON K
HUDSON M
HUDSON M
HUGHES S
HUGHES F T
HUGHES G
HUGHES R
HUGHES R
HUGHES R
HUGHES G
HUGHES A
HUGHES D
HUGHES M
HUGHES R
HUMPHREY R
HUMPHREY A
HUMPHREYS A
HUMPHRIES A
HUMPHRIES A
HUMPHRY R
HUMPHRYS J
HUNT J
HUNT D
HUNT A
HUNT N
HUNT B
HUNTER J
HUNTER R
HUNTER P
HUTCHINS D
HUTCHINS B
HUTCHINSON K B
HYDE J
HYDE D
HYNARD G
HYNARD T
HYNES J
HYNES J
HYNES T
HYNES A
HYNES M
HYNES L
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1962-63
1988-89
1989-90
1988-89
1989-90
1994-95
2002-03
1990-91
1933-34
1989-90
1991-92
1962-63
1925-26
1986-87
1938-39
1983-84
1984-85
1954-55
1988-89
1999-00
1999-00
2000-01
1925-26
1928-29
1928-29
1942-43
1953-54
1983-84
1986-87
1989-90
1992-93
1992-93
1992-93
1946-47
1991-92
1960-61
1914-15
1947-48
1966-67
1945-46
1930-31
1940-41
1993-94
1993-94
1994-95
1928-29
1978-79
1999-00
1922-23
1999-00
1983-84
1928-29
1958-59
1925-26
1925-26
1933-34
1947-48
1951-52
1963-64
1963-64
1992-93

~I
IHLEIN F
ILES R
ILES C
ILES P
INABINET B
INCE D
INGLE P
INNES G
INSLEY C
IRELAND C
IRELAND D
IRELAND J
IRVINE L
IRVINE J
IRVING T
IRWIN F J
ISAACSON R
ISACKSON D
ISACKSON C
ISACKSON J
ISACKSON M
ISACKSON N
ISHERWOOD J
ISLES B
ISLES P
ISLES R
ISRAEL R
IVENS A W
IVERS J
IVES I E

1929-30
1956-57
1972-73
1973-74
1983-84
1994-95
1992-93
1988-89
1944-45
1994-95
1994-95
1999-00
1934-35
1942-43
1988-89
1932-33
1943-44
1985-86
1986-87
1986-87
1986-87
1986-87
2002-03
1993-94
1993-94
1993-94
1942-43
1938-39
1992-93
1913-14

MEMBERS

~J
JACKSON H
JACKSON P
JACKSON G
JACKSON C
JACKSON S
JACQUES K
JAMES H
JAMES G L
JAMES G
JAMES K
JAMES D
JAMES T
JAMES L
JAMES N
JAMES S
JAMESON B
JAMESON D
JAMIESON B
JANSEN D
JEFFERIES B
JEFFERS J
JENKINS H
JENKINS S
JENKINS B
JENKINS R
JENKINS W
JEPHCOTE G
JEPHCOTE J
JERVIS P
JERVIS V
JOBSON J J
JOHANSSEN P
JOHNS A
JOHNSON F
JOHNSON N
JOHNSON S
JOHNSON A
JOHNSON F
JOHNSON R
JOHNSON N
JOHNSON S
JOHNSON A
JOHNSON F
JOHNSON D
JOHNSON C
JOHNSON G
JOHNSON C
JOHNSON D
JOHNSON H
JOHNSTON F
JOHNSTON N
JOHNSTON G
JOHNSTON T
JOHNSTON P
JOHNSTON A
JOHNSTON J
JOHNSTON C
JOHNSTONE K
JOHNSTONE M

~K
1943-44
1944-45
1984-85
1993-94
1993-94
1955-56
1928-29
1950-51
1971-72
1972-73
1983-84
1997-98
1999-00
1999-00
1999-00
1996-97
1996-97
1993-94
2001-02
1986-87
1985-86
1934-35
1940-41
1943-44
1971-72
1972-73
1999-00
1999-00
1990-91
1996-97
1923-24
1962-63
1981-82
1920-21
1927-28
1930-31
1941-42
1942-43
1946-47
1947-48
1948-49
1953-54
1953-54
1957-58
1969-70
1970-71
1980-81
1983-84
1983-84
1947-48
1962-63
1972-73
1977-78
1978-79
1980-81
1995-96
2002-03
1960-61
1999-00

JOLLINSON H
JONES A
JONES S
JONES M
JONES J
JONES W
JONES G
JONES G
JONES R
JONES P
JONES L
JONES P
JONES E
JONES G
JONES P
JONES L
JONES L
JONES A
JONES M
JONES I
JONES J
JONES D
JONES A
JONES C
JONES J
JONES V
JONES G
JONES G
JONES I
JONES L
JONES M
JONES S
JONES B
JONES P
JONES V
JONES D
JONES N
JONES P
JORGENSON C
JORGENSON J
JORGENSON S
JORGENSON T
JORGENSON A
JORGENSON N
JORGENSON R
JOSE R
JOVANOVIC V
JOYCE J
JUDD A
JUDGE J
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1984-85
1928-29
1942-43
1947-48
1952-53
1957-58
1970-71
1971-72
1971-72
1973-74
1983-84
1983-84
1984-85
1984-85
1984-85
1985-86
1985-86
1986-87
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1992-93
1992-93
1992-93
1993-94
1993-94
1993-94
1993-94
1993-94
1993-94
1994-95
1994-95
1994-95
1995-96
1999-00
1999-00
1925-26
1931-32
1931-32
1932-33
1933-34
1939-40
1954-55
1941-42
1964-65
1983-84
1999-00
2000-01

KAGLUNG E
KAHLER C
KAIN R
KAINES R
KAINES R
KAINES B
KAINES J
KANNARD C
KANNARD D
KAY E
KAY H
KEAN J
KEAN F
KEAN J
KEARNEY J
KEATING M
KEATO H
KEELE H
KEEPERS C
KEEPERS D
KEEPERS W
KEHOE N
KEHUN K
KEHUN M
KELLY F
KELLY J
KELLY J
KELLY B
KELLY M
KELLY R
KELLY B
KELLY J
KELLY G
KELLY P
KELLY S
KELLY E
KELLY J
KELLY R
KELLY D
KELLY A
KELLYNOCK M
KEMP M
KENNEDY B
KENNEDY A
KENNELLY G
KENNELLY R
KENNY T
KENNY S
KENSEY J
KENT A
KENT R
KENTWELL D
KENTWELL G
KENTWELL P
KEOGH M
KEPIE C
KERR N
KERR G
KERR T

1941-42
2000-01
1958-59
1988-89
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1995-96
1995-96
1922-23
1922-23
1994-95
2002-03
2002-03
1933-34
1997-98
1920-21
1929-30
1992-93
1992-93
1992-93
1990-91
1980-81
1980-81
1927-28
1929-30
1953-54
1968-69
1976-77
1977-78
1979-80
1982-83
1983-84
1988-89
1988-89
1994-95
1994-95
1994-95
1995-96
2001-02
1982-83
1929-30
1954-55
1986-87
1993-94
1993-94
1946-47
2000-01
1933-34
1939-40
1967-68
1990-91
1991-92
2000-01
1922-23
1983-84
1941-42
1947-48
1948-49
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~L

~ K cont’d
KERR J
KERR R
KERR S
KERRIE K
KERRY C
KEWLEY M
KIDD H
KIDD B
KIDD P
KIELY J
KILGOUR D
KILLICK S
KING G
KING A T
KING J A
KING N
KING B
KING J
KING J
KING J
KING A
KING C
KING M
KINGABY M
KINGABY P
KINGABY J
KINLAY J
KINSELLA S
KIPPLE P
KIRKALDIE J
KIRSOP W
KIRSOP R
KIRSOP M
KITCHING L
KNIGHT H W
KNIGHT G
KNIGHT J
KNIGHT P
KNIGHT M
KNIGHTS R
KNIGHTS P
KNOX N
KNOX S
KOLTZ W
KOMOR C
KONING J
KOOLLOOS A
KOPP J
KOSINAR M
KOUTROUMANIS J
KOUTROUMANIS D
KOUTROUMANIS J
KOVALESKY G
KRAUSE P
KRAUSE M
KRAUSE A

1950-51
1953-54
1953-54
2001-02
1993-94
1985-86
1939-40
1982-83
1982-83
1998-99
1955-56
1928-29
1912-13
1927-28
1928-29
1928-29
1945-46
1966-67
1988-89
1992-93
1994-95
2000-01
2000-01
1997-98
1997-98
1999-00
1961-62
1998-99
1977-78
1920-21
1972-73
1973-74
1977-78
1946-47
1925-26
1970-71
1987-88
1994-95
2000-01
1944-45
1971-72
1994-95
1994-95
1932-33
1996-97
1977-78
1992-93
1932-33
1978-79
1993-94
1995-96
1995-96
1969-70
1977-78
1981-82
1982-83

LADEN I
LADEN M
LANCE M
LANCE S
LANE D
LANGE R
LANGFORD C
LAPOINT E
LAPRAIK J
LARSON M
LARTER J
LARTER S
LASSER R
LATHAM T
LATHAM K
LAURENSON A
LAVERS S
LAVERY J
LAVINGS S
LAW E
LAW R
LAW W
LAW C
LAW S
LAW L
LAW W
LAWLER D W
LAWLER F
LAWLER J
LAWLER S
LAWLER D JNR
LAWLER L
LAWLER M
LAWLER M
LAWRENCE G
LAWRENCE J
LAWRENCE S
LAWRENCE V
LAWSON D
LAWSON G
LAWSON P
LAWSON J
LAWSON B
LAWSON D
LAWSON P
LAWSON B
LAWSON J
LAYTON L
LECKIE K
LECLERC H
LEDDIECOTE A
LEE K
LEES J
LEES J
LEESON S
LEESON M
LEETE D
LEGALLION M
LEGGETT J
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1991-92
1991-92
1999-00
1999-00
1974-75
1933-34
1966-67
1988-89
1965-66
1989-90
1928-29
1944-45
2000-01
1989-90
1990-91
1990-91
1980-81
1928-29
1992-93
1929-30
1947-48
1990-91
1999-00
1999-00
2000-01
2000-01
1944-45
1947-48
1960-61
1970-71
1973-74
1991-92
1995-96
1997-98
1973-74
1987-88
1987-88
1987-88
1945-46
1945-46
1980-81
1983-84
1985-86
1986-87
1991-92
1992-93
1992-93
1931-32
1945-46
1934-35
1960-61
1928-29
1934-35
1960-61
1998-99
1999-00
1979-80
1953-54
1934-35

LEHMANN L
LEMON N
LENNON G
LENNON P
LENNON C
LENZ A
LEO H
LEO G
LEONARD M
LEONARD P
LESLIE S
LESLIE A
LESTER J
LESTER R
LESTER W
LEVER T
LEVER S
LEVER P
LEVINGS J
LEVITT F
LEVITT O
LEVY B
LEWIS F
LEWIS K
LEWIS D
LEYS R
LICCARDIO C
LICCARDIO G
LIDBURY L
LIDDELL G
LIDDELL S
LIEJER H
LILAMAND J
LILAMAND G
LILLIEBLADE W
LILLIEQUIST J
LILLIEQUIST C
LINCOLN G
LINDENBURG A
LINDLEY H
LINDSAY G A
LINDSAY D
LINDSAY B
LINDSAY P
LINKENBAGH L
LINKS K
LISTER C
LISTON R R
LITTLE K
LITTLE R
LITTLE J
LITTLE R
LITTLE R JNR
LITTLE L
LITTLE B
LITTLE C
LITTLE R
LITTLEJOHN M
LIVINGSTON J
LLEWELLIN R
LLOYD W

2002-03
1991-92
1963-64
1967-68
1992-93
2000-01
1940-41
1962-63
1995-96
1996-97
1937-38
2001-02
1942-43
1964-65
1970-71
1922-23
1953-54
2000-01
1992-93
1997-98
2001-02
2001-02
1943-44
1944-45
1956-57
1978-79
1992-93
1992-93
1989-90
1997-98
1997-98
1968-69
1944-45
1970-71
1930-31
1928-29
1929-30
1920-21
1998-99
1991-92
1929-30
1947-48
1950-51
1976-77
1947-48
1928-29
1948-49
1920-21
1983-84
1984-85
1987-88
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1991-92
1991-92
1994-95
2002-03
1957-58
1988-89
1927-28

MEMBERS

~M

~ L cont’d
LLOYD A
LLOYD J
LLOYD N
LLOYD R
LLOYD N
LLOYD R
LLOYD G
LOADER W
LOCKYER A
LOCKYER C
LOCKYER M
LOCKYER T
LOEL A
LOEVENDIE L
LOGAN R
LONERGRAN M
LONGDILL P
LONGDILL S
LONKEY G
LOUD T
LOUGHLAND P
LOUGHLAND S
LOUGHLIN B
LOVE W
LOVE M
LOVE R
LOVE S
LOVEHILL S
LOVELACE C
LOVELACE K
LOVELL H
LOVERIDGE N
LOW G
LOW R
LOWE D
LOWE D
LOWER J
LOWGAR E
LOWRIE B
LOWRIE S
LOWRIE B
LOWRY D
LUCAS D
LUCIETTO D
LUDLOW Z
LUKAS E
LUKINS K
LUKINS R
LURHMAN C
LUSKINS F
LUTHER S
LYE A
LYNCH J
LYNCH J
LYNE L
LYNE R
LYONS J
LYONS H
LYONS M
LYONS S
LYTHAM R

1931-32
1971-72
1989-90
1990-91
1994-95
1994-95
2000-01
1990-91
2000-01
2000-01
2000-01
2000-01
1993-94
1997-98
1995-96
1984-85
2001-02
2001-02
1969-70
2001-02
1997-98
1997-98
1964-65
1930-31
1942-43
1989-90
1993-94
1991-92
1993-94
1993-94
1932-33
1961-62
1948-49
1948-49
2000-01
2000-01
1992-93
1942-43
1991-92
1991-92
2002-03
1914-15
1992-93
1984-85
2001-02
1997-98
1940-41
1941-42
1997-98
1942-43
1992-93
1990-91
1922-23
1983-84
1993-94
1993-94
1930-31
1982-83
1995-96
1995-96
1997-98

MAAKA D
MACALOON C
MACALOON D
MACARTHUR G
MACFIE H
MACINNES B
MACINNES C
MACINNES B
MACKENSIE D
MACKENZIE W
MACKINESS P
MACKINESS J
MACKLIN P
MACLEOD C
MACNAUGHTON B
MACNAUGHTON A
MACNAUGHTON C
MACPHERSON C
MACPHERSON D
MACPHERSON R
MACPHERSON B
MACPHERSON A
MACPHERSON M
MACQUEEN R
MACRI M
MADGWICK P
MADGWICK C
MAGILL W
MAGNERON S
MAGNUS T
MAGNUS B
MAGNUSSON R
MAGNUSSON C
MAHER M
MAHONEY F
MAINWARING T
MAKER C
MAKIN H
MALONE K
MALONE M
MALONEY A
MALONEY R J
MALONEY D
MALONEY F
MANCELL H
MANN S
MANN A
MANNELL P
MANNING M
MANNING J
MANNING N
MANTLE C
MANTLE M
MANTOVA E
MARCOUX C
MARCOUX D
MARCOUX F
MARCOVSKA P
MARES B
MARES D
MARK P
MARKS P
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1995-96
2000-01
2000-01
1930-31
1980-81
2000-01
2000-01
2002-03
1992-93
1931-32
1963-64
1965-66
1995-96
2001-02
1992-93
1993-94
1999-00
1978-79
1978-79
1980-81
1982-83
1984-85
1998-99
2002-03
1999-00
1953-54
1964-65
1952-53
1995-96
1929-30
1950-51
1954-55
1980-81
1944-45
1934-35
1922-23
1977-78
1932-33
1935-36
1992-93
1931-32
1943-44
1971-72
1971-72
1928-29
1964-65
1974-75
2001-02
1962-63
2002-03
2002-03
1966-67
1970-71
1929-30
1988-89
1988-89
1988-89
1988-89
1996-97
1996-97
1980-81
1978-79

MARKS C
MARKS C
MARKS J
MARKS J
MARLAND T
MARLIN P
MARLIN B
MARR J
MARR V
MARR B
MARR T
MARSH D
MARSH D
MARSHALL C
MARSHALL R
MARSHALL J
MARSHALL M
MARSTON J
MARTIN MRS
MARTIN W
MARTIN R
MARTIN J
MARTIN J R
MARTIN J
MARTIN T
MARTIN J
MARTIN T
MARTIN W
MARTINUZZO D
MARTYN-SMITH D
MASON A
MASON J
MASSEY C
MATCHETT S
MATHERS B
MATHERS C
MATHERSON J
MATHEWS E
MATHEWS J
MATHEWS N
MATSINOS P
MATTERSON S
MATTERSON G
MATTES M
MATTHEW C
MATTHEW K
MAWSON S
MAXIM J
MAXWELL R
MAY C
MAY J
MAY K
MAY N
MAY E
MAY G
MAY C
MAY D
MAY K
MAY C
MAYO P
MAYO S
MCADAM G
MCALEESE V
MCALPINE A

1986-87
1987-88
1987-88
1991-92
1987-88
1928-29
1954-55
1925-26
1945-46
1972-73
1973-74
1986-87
2002-03
1941-42
1962-63
1974-75
1980-81
1944-45
1925-26
1935-36
1942-43
1943-44
1945-46
1961-62
1979-80
1983-84
1989-90
1991-92
2001-02
1960-61
1929-30
1943-44
1988-89
1997-98
1964-65
2002-03
1965-66
1922-23
1945-46
2001-02
1979-80
1990-91
1991-92
1926-26
1992-93
1992-93
1954-55
1942-43
1960-61
1943-44
1943-44
1944-45
1944-45
1954-55
1964-65
1997-98
1997-98
1997-98
2002-03
1994-95
1994-95
1974-75
1993-94
1948-49
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~ M cont’d
MCALPINE S
MCCALLISTER W
MCCALLISTER A
MCCALLUM J
MCCANN K
MCCARTHY S
MCCARTHY A
MCCHESNEY J
MCCHESNEY R
MCCLAUSLAND W
MCCOY P
MCCOY L
MCCOY L
MCCREADIE D
MCCREADY W
MCCUDDEN J J
MCCULLOCH J
MCCURLEY C
MCCURLEY J
MCCUTCHIN E
MCCUTCHIN A
MCDERMOTT R
MCDERMOTT M
MCDERMOTT P
MCDERMOTT T
MCDERMOTT A
MCDERMOTT K
MCDERMOTT P
MCDONALD H
MCDONALD R
MCDONALD R
MCDONALD K
MCDONALD C
MCDONALD D
MCDONALD J
MCDONALD J
MCDONALD A
MCDOUGALL J
MCDOUGALL R
MCDOWELL R
MCFADDEN K
MCFARLANE J
MCFARLANE J
MCFARLANE D
MCFARLANE H
MCFARLANE J
MCGARR E R
MCGAW L
MCGAW N
MCGAW C
MCGAW L
MCGEE K
MCGINNESS C
MCGLINCHIE J
MCGLINCHIE N
MCGOOGAN H
MCGOWAN A
MCGRATH K
MCGRATH M
MCGRATH R
MCGRATH M
MCGRATH V

1993-94
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1943-44
1920-21
1927-28
2002-03
2002-03
1992-93
1966-67
1993-94
2001-02
1951-52
1935-36
1928-29
1992-93
1980-81
1981-82
1987-88
1989-90
1976-77
1977-78
1980-81
1981-82
1983-84
1983-84
1992-93
1927-28
1975-76
1976-77
1983-84
1984-85
1984-85
1994-95
1994-95
2001-02
1957-58
1961-62
1999-00
1954-55
1914-15
1943-44
1945-46
1945-46
1963-64
1940-41
2001-02
2001-02
2002-03
2002-03
1983-84
1999-00
1943-44
1946-47
1947-48
1998-99
1998-99
1998-99
1998-99
2000-01
2000-01

MCGRATH N
MCGREAL K
MCGREGOR I
MCGREGOR J
MCGROUTHER T
MCGROUTHER V
MCGUINNESS J
MCGUINNESS M
MCGUINNESS C
MCGUIRE T
MCGURGAN W
MCHUGH M
MCHUGH J
MCHUGH M
MCINERNEY C
MCINNES DR
MCINNES C
MCINTOSH H
MCINTOSH A
MCINTYRE G
MCINTYRE D
MCIVER F
MCIVER P
MCIVER R
MCIVOR E
MCKAY M
MCKELVEY P
MCKENZIE M
MCKENZIE F
MCKENZIE V
MCKENZIE A
MCKEON P
MCKEON M
MCKERRELL C
MCKINNON D
MCKINNON S
MCKINNON R
MCKINNON D
MCLEAN A
MCLEAN H
MCLEAN P
MCLEAN K
MCLEAN A
MCLEAN H
MCLEOD K
MCLURE J
MCLURE V
MCMAHON H
MCMAHON M
MCMAHON M
MCMAHON G J
MCMAHON J
MCMAHON C
MCMANUS D N
MCMANUS C
MCMANUS K
MCMANUS J
MCMORLAND J
MCMURTIE L
MCNAMARA G
MCNAUGHTON A
MCNEIL A
MCNEIL E
MCNEIL J
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2001-02
1949-50
1928-29
1994-95
1998-99
1998-99
1943-44
1970-71
1977-78
1970-71
1971-72
1976-77
1979-80
1990-91
2001-02
1927-28
2002-03
1925-26
2000-01
1922-23
1931-32
1993-94
1993-94
1993-94
1979-80
1976-77
1986-87
1935-36
1944-45
1988-89
1995-96
1940-41
1992-93
1992-93
1954-55
1977-78
1987-88
1988-89
1920-21
1940-41
1940-41
1941-42
1991-92
1994-95
1927-28
2001-02
2001-02
1929-30
1931-32
1942-43
1947-48
1951-52
1988-89
1962-63
1976-77
1983-84
1985-86
1948-49
1950-51
1983-84
1998-99
1928-29
1983-84
1983-84

MCNIFE S
MCNIVEN R
MCPARLANE C
MCPHAIL B
MCPHAIL I
MCPHAIL L
MCPHAIL L
MCPHAIL S
MCPHARLANE K
MCPHERSON D
MCPHERSON R
MCPHERSON I
MCPHERSON G
MCPHERSON B
MCQUADE F
MCQUADE B
MCQUEEN S
MCRAE C
MCREADY R
MCREADY B
MCREADY B
MCRITCHIE J
MCRITCHIE P
MCTAGGART G
MCTAGGART G SNR
MCWHIRTER B
MCWHIRTER K
MCWHIRTER C
MEAKS S
MEANEY R
MEANEY D
MEANEY J
MEEHAM C
MEEHAN D
MEEHAN L
MEEK G
MEEK R
MEGARRITY B
MEINKEJES J
MELAND E
MENNEGA J
MEREDITH C
MERIDITH S
MERIDITH S
MERIDITH M
MERRILL P
MESSER D
MESSER A
MESSER P
MESSMER M
MIDDENWAY P
MIDDLETON C
MIDDLETON D
MILES M
MILES S
MILLARD C
MILLARD C
MILLARD S
MILLER E J
MILLER D
MILLER J
MILLER K
MILLER G
MILLER M

1993-94
1993-94
1991-92
1994-95
1994-95
1994-95
1994-95
1994-95
1987-88
1947-48
1947-48
1979-80
1980-81
1999-00
1943-44
1988-89
2001-02
1922-23
1938-39
1991-92
1992-93
1991-92
1991-92
1959-60
1960-61
1963-64
1964-65
1998-99
1991-92
1941-42
1958-59
1988-89
1983-84
1947-48
1981-82
1964-65
1964-65
1963-64
2001-02
2001-02
2000-01
1931-32
1941-42
1943-44
1980-81
1976-77
1955-56
2001-02
2001-02
1991-92
1970-71
1934-35
1960-61
1988-89
2000-01
1976-77
1976-77
1980-81
1931-32
1950-51
1951-52
1951-52
1966-67
1976-77

MEMBERS

~ M cont’d
MILLER J
MILLER J
MILLER S
MILLER I
MILLER I
MILLIGAN B
MILLIGAN E
MILLS-THOM M
MILLWARD I
MILNER K
MILNER N
MILOTIC M
MINAHAM P J
MINARIK D
MINOGUE L
MIRANDA R
MITCHELL M
MITCHELL A
MITCHELL G
MITCHELL J
MITCHELL E
MITCHELL C
MITCHELL B
MITCHELL S
MOANE C
MOAT S
MOESSER R
MOHAN M
MOLLER E
MONK R
MONTGOMERY K
MONTGOMERY C
MOORE J
MOORE R
MOORE K
MOORE K
MOORE G
MOORE M
MOORE P
MORAN J
MORAN C
MORATH P
MORELY J
MORGAN L
MORGAN I
MORGAN N
MORGAN B
MORGAN J
MORONEY R
MORRELL G
MORRIS R
MORRIS A
MORRIS K
MORRIS L
MORRIS R
MORRIS S
MORRIS S
MORRISON P
MORRISON J
MORRISON B
MORRISON P
MORRISON S

1990-91
1996-97
1996-97
1997-98
2000-01
1978-79
1995-96
1987-88
1961-62
1945-46
1947-48
1991-92
1930-31
1976-77
1929-30
1942-43
1935-36
1945-46
1964-65
1966-67
1984-85
1986-87
2001-02
2002-03
1965-66
1978-79
1961-62
1941-42
1995-96
1976-77
1958-59
1978-79
1925-26
1929-30
1981-82
1984-85
1987-88
1997-98
1999-00
1933-34
1937-38
1997-98
1998-99
1943-44
1944-45
1946-47
1977-78
1993-94
1989-90
1974-75
1955-56
1987-88
1987-88
1987-88
1987-88
1987-88
1993-94
1944-45
1957-58
1960-61
1979-80
1984-85

MORRISON S
MORRISON K
MORRISON M
MORRISON K
MORTIMER J
MOSS C
MOSS K
MOTT R
MOUNTER A
MOUNTER D
MOUNTER K
MOUNTER T
MOUNTFORD G
MOWBRAY T
MOXAM F
MOXAM R
MOYLAND W
MOYNHAM L
MOYSTYN R
MUIR J
MUIR C
MULLARD B
MULLER K
MULLIN J
MULLIN J
MULLINS G SNR
MULLINS A
MULLINS W
MULLINS G JNR
MULLINS R
MULLINS A
MULRAY I
MUNCE J
MUNRO G
MUNRO T
MUNTZ J
MURCOTT R
MURDOCH T
MURDOCH G
MURDOCH S
MURDOCH S
MURPHY K D
MURPHY C
MURPHY L
MURPHY L
MURPHY M
MURPHY T
MURPHY B
MURPHY B
MURRAY V
MURRAY K
MURRAY J
MURRAY D
MURRAY A
MURRAY B
MURRAY S
MURRAY S
MUTKINS A
MUXLOW A
MYLES F
MYLES F
MYLES B
MYLES C
MYLES K
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1985-86
1988-89
1997-88
1997-98
1992-93
1963-64
1963-64
1940-41
1993-94
1993-94
1994-95
1994-95
1992-93
1992-93
1993-94
1993-94
1922-23
1994-95
1942-43
1993-94
1998-99
1984-85
1980-81
1934-35
1944-45
1928-29
1930-31
1930-31
1932-33
1936-37
1964-65
1928-29
1946-47
1993-94
1993-94
1975-76
1995-96
1984-85
1988-89
1988-89
1988-89
1949-50
1971-72
1976-77
1979-80
1981-82
1985-86
1991-92
2002-03
1937-38
1941-42
1942-43
1990-91
1991-92
1991-92
1991-92
1991-92
1914-15
2001-02
1928-29
1930-31
1974-75
1995-96
1995-96

~N
NACINOVIC N
NAGLE J
NAGLE A
NAGLE S
NASH D
NASH P
NASH C
NATHAN E
NAUGHTON M
NEIL F
NEIL J
NEIL D
NEILD J
NELSON J
NETTLETON S
NEVES A
NEWLAND R
NEWMAN R C
NEWMAN P
NEWMAN J
NEWMAN B
NEWMAN J
NEWSON S
NICHOLAS J
NICHOLLS F
NICHOLLS E
NICHOLS R
NICHOLS S
NICOLI V
NITCHKE L
NIX A
NOBLE E
NOBLE G
NOBLE J
NOBLE C
NOBLE P
NOLAN D
NOLAN S
NOLAN E
NOLAN P
NOLLAND G
NOLLAND B
NOONAN R
NORRIS F
NORRISH C
NORSA B
NORSA M
NORTHWOOD T
NORTHY R
NORTON W
NORTON-FOOTE A
NOTLEY R
NOVAKOV M
NOWELL I
NUNNY B
NUPIER D

1992-93
1944-45
1960-61
1976-77
1960-61
1960-61
1981-82
1991-92
1948-49
1914-15
1972-73
1991-92
1998-99
1928-29
1981-82
2000-01
1961-62
1945-46
1952-53
1969-70
1993-94
1999-00
1986-87
1969-70
1930-31
1947-48
1999-00
1999-00
1963-64
1998-99
1943-44
1976-77
1977-78
1983-84
1992-93
1992-93
1993-94
1993-94
1994-95
1994-95
1970-71
1984-85
1945-46
1959-60
1980-81
2002-03
2002-03
1978-79
1978-79
1956-57
1984-85
1929-30
1992-93
1956-57
1989-90
2001-02
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~O
OASTLER S
OASTLER B
OATES O
O’BRIEN D
O’BRIEN E
O’BRIEN J
O’BRIEN J
O’BRYAN D
OCKELFORD V
O’CONNELL F
O’CONNOR B
O’CONNOR M
O’DONNELL R
OGILVIE S A
OGILVIE C
OGILVIE A
OGILVIE J
O’HANLON J
O’KEEFE J
O’KEEFE C
O’KEEFE D
O’KEEFE R
O’KEEFE M
OLANDER B
O’LOUGHLAN J
O’LOUGHLAN J
OLSON N
O’MALLEY J
O’MEAGHER A
O’MEAGHER P
O’NEIL C
O’NEILL F
O’NEILL J
O’NEILL J
O’NEILL M
OPLEY R
ORAM N
ORAM W
ORCHARD G
O’REGAN C
O’REGAN D
O’RILEY R
ORMAND C
ORR G
OSBORNE M
OSBOURNE K
OSBOURNE V
OSBOURNE R
OSSEDRYVER M
OSWALD G
OSWALD N
OSWALD P
OSWALD B
OSWALD G
OSWALD P
OSWALD D
OTTEN G
OVERTON A
OVERTON S
OWEN R
OWENS M
OWERS R
OWERS G
OXLEY S

~P
1978-79
1992-93
1986-87
1990-91
1990-91
1995-96
1995-96
1964-65
2000-01
1931-32
1984-85
1992-93
1937-38
1928-29
1944-45
1994-95
1994-95
1927-28
1929-30
1946-47
1946-47
1960-61
2000-01
1935-36
1986-87
1986-87
1920-21
1991-92
1979-80
1979-80
1945-46
1939-40
1999-00
2000-01
2000-01
1932-33
1977-78
1977-78
1991-92
1998-99
1998-99
1952-53
1946-47
1928-29
1938-39
1953-54
1990-91
1993-94
1968-69
1941-42
1941-42
1968-69
1989-90
1989-90
1989-90
1998-90
1978-79
2002-03
2002-03
1977-78
1990-91
1941-42
1997-98
1971-72

PAAVOLA D
PACKET R
PACKETT R
PADMAN C
PADROTH P
PAGE J
PAGE M
PAGE R
PAI J
PAI T
PALFREYMAN G
PALFREYMAN R
PALFREYMAN S
PALFREYMAN G
PALMER D
PAOLA T
PARK R
PARKER E
PARKER T
PARKER K
PARKER N
PARKER S
PARKER C
PARKER J
PARKES J
PARKES L
PARKES A
PARKES M
PARKES M
PARKES R
PARKHILL R C
PARKHILL G
PARNELL J
PARSONS K
PARSONS G
PATON H
PATON E
PATON M
PATTERSON C
PATTERSON B
PEARCE S
PEARCE M
PEARSALL B
PEARSALL C
PEARSALL L
PEARSON C
PEARSON A
PEARSON A G
PEARSON A
PEARSON T
PEARSON G
PEARSON J
PEARSON M
PEARSON R
PEARSON J
PEARSON T
PEAT A
PEATTIE A
PEATTIE K
PECK C
PEDERSON C
PEDERSON E
PEMBROKE P
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1991-92
1941-42
1937-38
1929-30
1950-51
1969-70
1969-70
1977-78
1999-00
1999-00
1969-70
1969-70
1978-79
1979-80
1999-00
1963-64
1975-76
1962-63
1988-89
1990-91
1990-91
1991-92
1993-94
2002-03
1942-43
1988-89
1992-93
1992-93
1992-93
1992-93
1953-54
1972-73
1999-00
1994-95
1998-99
1937-38
1944-45
1990-91
1992-93
1996-97
1942-43
1954-55
2000-01
2000-01
2000-01
1939-40
1966-67
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1993-94
1993-94
1997-98
1997-98
1998-89
1998-99
1946-47
1999-00
1999-00
1997-98
1991-92
1991-92
1976-77

PEOPLES J
PEPPER G
PERKINS J
PERKINS K
PERRAM J
PERRY A
PERRY J
PERRY J
PERRY C
PERRY N
PERRY K
PETERS F
PETERS J
PETERS D
PETERS K
PETERSON D
PETERSON M
PETERSON R
PETERSON N
PETRIE M
PETTIFORD S
PEVVET M
PFEFFER G
PHELPS R
PHELPS R
PHELPS F
PHELPS R
PHILLIPS J
PHILLIPS J
PHILLIPS M
PHILLIPS S
PHILLIPS G S
PHILLIPS J
PHILLIS A
PICARD G
PICKERING M
PICKUP M
PILE J
PILON W
PILON H
PILON O
PINES C
PINK D
PINTO S
PIRY S
PIRY T
PISCIONERI S
PIVOTT R
PLANT S
PLANTEN D
PLANTEN M
PLAYER R
PLAYER G
PLEASANT J
PLEWS P
PLUSS C
POATE K
POLJAK A
POLLARD C
POLLARD G
POLLOCK J
POLLY W
POLSON J
POLSON R

1933-34
1934-35
1932-33
2000-01
1942-43
1928-29
1941-42
1994-95
1995-96
1997-98
1999-00
1928-29
1940-41
1941-42
1977-78
1939-40
1942-43
1948-49
1993-94
1990-91
1983-84
2001-02
1990-91
1925-26
1928-29
1929-30
1953-54
1935-36
1940-41
1942-43
1944-45
1955-56
1976-77
1941-42
1992-93
1935-36
1986-87
1933-34
1922-23
1929-30
1966-67
1997-98
1985-86
1998-99
1996-97
1996-97
1987-88
1929-30
1985-86
1991-92
1991-92
1960-61
1961-62
1925-26
1959-60
1989-90
1997-98
1999-00
1993-94
1993-94
1969-70
1983-84
1973-74
1978-79

MEMBERS

~ P cont’d
PONGLASSE E
POOLE D
POOLE K
POOLEY A
POPE R S
POPPETT C
PORTER N
PORTER A
PORTER P
POSSINGHAM R
POUNDER N SNR
POUNDER N JNR
POUNDER D
POUNDER B
POWELL H
POWELL R
POWELL B
POWELL D
POWELL L
PRACEY J
PRATT V
PRATT G
PRATT P
PRATT G
PREST T
PRETTI G
PRETTY A
PRICE K
PRICE J
PRINCE P
PRIVETT B
PROCTOR J
PROUDFOOT G
PROUDFOOT C
PROUDFOOT W
PURCELL B
PURCELL K
PURCELL M
PURCELL S
PUTRE E
PUTSEY J
PYE L
PYMBLE K
PYMBLE C

~Q
1951-52
1999-00
1999-00
1983-84
1929-30
1986-87
1941-42
1946-47
2000-01
1984-85
1960-61
1983-84
1987-88
1989-90
1923-24
1957-58
1974-75
1982-83
1991-92
1954-55
1928-29
1971-72
1972-73
1979-80
1996-97
1990-91
1929-30
1954-55
1998-99
2002-03
1987-88
1981-82
1920-21
1927-28
1927-28
1928-29
1995-96
1995-96
2001-02
1989-90
1940-41
1953-54
1993-94
1997-98

QUIG L
QUILL E
QUILL R
QUILL C
QUILL G
QUILL R G
QUILL S
QUIN P
QUIN R
QUINLAN M
QUINN J
QUINN S
QUINN J
QUINN T
QUIRK R

1929-30
1938-39
1938-39
1962-63
1962-63
1963-64
1963-64
1993-94
1993-94
1980-81
1947-48
1980-81
1990-91
2001-02
1940-41

~R
RACHOW T
RADFORD D
RAFFERTY C
RAFFERTY C
RAICH N
RAMSAY G
RAMSAY J
RAMSAY S
RAMSHAW J
RAMSHAW P
RANDALL J
RANDALL R
RANDALL J
RANKIN R
RANKIN A
RANKIN J
RANSOME D
RAPER J
RAPER H
RAPLEY A
RAPP A
RAPPOLT J
RASHLEIGH G
RASHLEIGH S
RASMUSSEN R
RASMUSSEN E
RATMORE B
RAWLINGS G
RAYNER M
READ C
READ I
READ G
READING W
RECHNER M
REDDAN J
REDDEN M
REDDEN T
REDMAN R
REDMOND T
REEDY B
REEDY L
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1999-00
1954-55
1964-65
1977-78
1928-29
1968-69
1998-99
2001-02
2000-01
2000-01
1987-88
1987-88
1992-93
1937-38
1993-94
1993-94
1961-62
1995-96
1996-97
1976-77
1956-57
1991-92
1985-86
1997-98
1928-29
2002-03
1971-72
1952-53
1970-71
1931-32
1948-49
1993-94
1949-50
1981-82
1988-89
2001-02
2001-02
1928-29
1929-30
1980-81
1980-81

REEDY M
REEDY R
REEDY B
REES L
REES W
REES C
REES L
REEVES G
REGAN L
REID D
REID G
REID J
REID S
REID J
REID-FROST A
REID-FROST N
REILLY J
REILLY T
REILLY S
REMINGTON F
RENAULD G
RICHARD L
RICHARDS D
RICHARDS A
RICHARDS R
RICHARDS D
RICHARDSON T
RICHARDSON W
RICHARDSON P
RICHARDSON M
RICHARDSON P
RICHARDSON L
RICHARDSON P
RICKARD D
RICKETTS T
RIDGE B
RIDGE R
RIGG J
RIGG T
RIGGS F
RIGGS M
RILEY R
RILEY F
RISK N
RISK P
RISK A
RITSON B
RIX G
ROACH J
ROACH M
ROACH G
ROBB A
ROBB M
ROBERTS C
ROBERTS R
ROBERTS A
ROBERTS P
ROBERTS J
ROBERTS W

1981-82
1982-83
1988-89
1980-81
1980-81
2002-03
2002-03
1996-97
1989-90
1943-44
1968-69
1985-86
1991-92
1994-95
1994-95
1994-95
1932-33
1933-34
1976-77
1929-30
1970-71
1953-54
1925-26
1951-52
1953-54
1998-99
1935-36
1941-42
1988-89
1996-97
1996-97
2000-01
2000-01
1976-77
1961-62
1923-24
1929-30
1948-49
1948-49
1920-21
1928-29
1951-52
1953-54
1941-42
1989-90
1994-95
1994-95
1966-67
1929-30
1986-87
1988-89
1956-57
1993-94
1928-29
1953-54
1985-86
1986-87
1992-93
1992-93
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~S

~ R cont’d
ROBERTS J
ROBERTS M
ROBERTS P
ROBERTS V
ROBERTS J
ROBERTS N
ROBERTS M
ROBERTS E
ROBERTS L
ROBERTS E
ROBERTS L
ROBERTS S J
ROBERTSON R
ROBERTSON B
ROBERTSON E
ROBERTSON G
ROBERTSON P
ROBERTSON A
ROBILLARD J
ROBINS K
ROBINSON K
ROBINSON P
ROBINSON R
ROBINSON L
ROBINSON R
ROBINSON M
ROBINSON T
ROBSON R
ROCHLIN E
RODGERS E A
ROGAN J
ROGAN T
ROGAN L
ROGAN M
ROGLEY N
ROLAND K
ROLFE R
ROMAIN N
ROMAIN D
ROMAIN M
ROMAIN D
ROMAIN B
ROMAIN J
ROMAIN K
ROMAIN S
ROMAINE K
ROMEO F
ROMEO L
ROMERIL R
ROOKE J
ROOKE N
ROOKE A E
ROOKE S
ROOKE T
ROSA D
ROSA M
ROSE C
ROSE G H
ROSE P

1993-94
1993-94
1993-94
1993-94
1999-00
1999-00
2000-01
2001-02
2001-02
2002-03
2002-03
2002-03
1938-39
1951-52
1951-52
1997-98
1997-98
2002-03
2001-02
1983-84
1955-56
1972-73
1987-88
1990-91
1990-91
1999-00
1999-00
1993-94
1999-00
1949-50
1971-72
1971-72
1996-97
1996-97
1980-81
1943-44
1973-74
1953-54
1954-55
1957-58
1976-77
1983-84
1983-84
1983-84
1990-91
1962-63
1999-00
1999-00
1952-53
1923-24
1923-24
1925-26
1999-00
1999-00
1967-68
1980-81
1920-21
1925-26
1958-59

ROSE A
ROSE M N
ROSE D
ROSE D
ROSE D
ROSS W
ROSS D
ROSS J
ROSS C M
ROSS S
ROSS W
ROSS H
ROSS U
ROSS W
ROSS B
ROSS P
ROSS K
ROSSON I
ROUGHLEY R
ROUGHLEY M
ROWELL D
ROWLAND M
ROWNTREE G
ROYAL I
ROYAL T
RUBAGOTTI L
RUBAN N
RUGLEY J
RUMPH J
RUSSEL L
RUSSELL R
RUSSELL W
RUSSELL D
RUSSELL J
RUSSELL D
RUSSO J
RUSSO R
RUSSO M
RUSSO G
RUTGERSON S
RUTLEY L
RYAN J
RYAN W
RYAN J
RYAN M
RYAN T
RYAN M
RYAN J
RYAN P
RYAN S
RYAN M
RYAN S
RYAN K
RYAN M
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1969-70
1970-71
1990-91
1990-91
1995-96
1930-31
1944-45
1944-45
1971-72
1977-78
1977-78
1978-79
1978-79
1986-87
1987-88
1987-88
1989-90
1992-93
1956-57
1957-58
1936-37
2002-03
2000-01
2000-01
2000-01
1994-95
1987-88
1990-91
1992-93
1944-45
1972-73
1974-75
1984-85
1987-88
1989-90
1992-93
1992-93
1996-97
1997-98
1993-94
1996-97
1944-45
1947-48
1964-65
1991-92
1991-92
1995-96
1997-98
1997-98
1997-98
1998-99
1998-99
2002-03
2002-03

SAALS J
SABIDOS K
SAMES G
SAMPSON S
SANDERS W
SANDERS B
SANDERS S
SANDERS V
SANDERS P
SANDERS K
SANDERS J
SANDERS R
SANDERS J
SANDRALL E
SANFORD D
SANFORD D
SANTER M
SARGENT L
SARGENT P
SARKIS D
SARKIS M
SAWYER E
SCHAFFER J
SCHMID V
SCHOLES D
SCHOLTZ B
SCHRAMM J
SCHRAMM J
SCHUBERT K
SCHUBERT C
SCHUBERT J
SCHUBERT J
SCHUBERT J
SCHULENBURG P
SCHULTZ W
SCHULTZ C
SCHULTZ M
SCOBLES I
SCOTT J
SCOTT W
SCOTT W
SCOTT B
SCOTT L
SCOWAN A
SCOWAN P
SEAGE J
SEAGE M
SEAGG M
SEARLE K
SEARLE R
SEARLE J
SEARLE J
SELIG L
SERES M
SEVED T
SHADLOW M
SHANNON R
SHANNON S
SHANNON B

1970-71
1981-82
1988-89
1967-68
1972-73
1980-81
1982-83
1982-83
1983-84
1985-86
1988-89
1988-89
1993-94
1977-78
1968-69
1969-70
1967-68
1969-70
1994-95
1993-94
1993-94
1927-28
1939-40
1992-93
1998-99
1991-92
1983-84
1985-86
1950-51
1999-00
1999-00
1999-00
1999-00
1990-91
1914-15
1925-26
1994-95
1979-80
1926-27
1928-29
1950-51
1993-94
2002-03
1940-41
1962-63
1999-00
1999-00
1990-91
1991-92
1991-92
1999-00
2000-01
1933-34
1951-52
1981-82
1929-30
1929-30
1950-51
1952-53

MEMBERS

~ S cont’d
SHANNON F
SHARDLOW M
SHARDLOW F
SHARP R
SHARPE L
SHARPE D
SHAW H
SHAW L
SHAW H
SHAW S
SHEARER J
SHEARER J
SHEARER C
SHEARER A
SHEARER F
SHEARER S
SHEARER S
SHEARMAN S
SHEARS P
SHEDDEN M
SHEEHAN N
SHEEHAN R L
SHELDEN J
SHELLEY R M
SHEPHERD R
SHEPHERD A
SHEPHERDSON F
SHERF B
SHERWIN R
SHERWOOD K
SHIPTON T
SHIPTON T
SHIPWAY G
SHIPWAY J
SHIPWAY S N
SHIPWAY S T
SHOEBRIDGE N
SHORT A
SHORT B
SHORT E
SHORT J
SHORTER B
SHORTLAND D
SHORTLAND B
SHOWELLS J
SIDWELL C
SILADI J
SILADI S
SILCOCK S
SILCOCK L
SILKMAN R
SIMMONS F
SIMON G
SIMON F
SIMON C
SIMON R
SIMON P
SIMONSON M
SIMPSON J

2001-02
1927-28
1928-29
1942-43
1947-48
1951-52
1928-29
1940-41
1944-45
1984-85
1958-59
1983-84
1990-91
1991-92
1991-92
1992-93
2002-03
2001-02
1995-96
1985-86
1939-40
2001-02
1985-86
1964-65
1979-80
1985-86
1951-52
1941-42
1980-81
1928-29
1992-93
1996-97
1983-84
1984-85
1984-85
1984-85
1969-70
1991-92
1991-92
1991-92
1992-93
2001-02
1948-49
1952-53
1935-36
1991-92
1994-95
1994-95
1925-26
1928-29
1984-85
1952-53
1934-35
1953-54
1997-98
1997-98
2001-02
1983-84
1954-55

SIMPSON M
SIMPSON M
SIMPSON S
SIMS B
SINCLAIR M
SINCLAIR R
SINCLAIR S
SIROTIC C
SIROTIC E
SIROTIC V
SIROTIC B
SIROTIC C
SIROTIC A
SIZELAND D
SIZELAND R
SIZELAND I
SJVERDSMA D
SKENE D
SKILLICORN R
SKILLICORN S
SKINNER S
SLATER F
SLATER J
SLATER H
SLATER J
SLATER B
SLATER W
SLATER B
SLATTER L
SLATTER M
SLATTERY P
SLATTERY A
SLEE J
SLOCOMBE J
SLY W
SMALL T
SMALLMAN I
SMITH N W
SMITH A
SMITH E
SMITH I
SMITH J
SMITH T
SMITH C
SMITH K
SMITH R
SMITH W
SMITH K D
SMITH G
SMITH J
SMITH C
SMITH C
SMITH B
SMITH A
SMITH J
SMITH A
SMITH S
SMITH R
SMITH G

1980-81
1987-88
1989-90
1971-72
1931-32
1958-59
1992-93
1990-91
1991-92
1991-92
1993-94
1994-95
1995-96
1969-70
1969-70
1972-73
1952-53
1993-94
1989-90
1990-91
1987-88
1948-49
1952-53
1975-76
1976-77
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1997-98
1997-98
1943-44
1999-00
1959-60
1952-53
1996-97
1939-40
2002-03
1924-25
1928-29
1928-29
1928-29
1928-29
1928-29
1931-32
1943-44
1943-44
1953-54
1962-63
1964-65
1971-72
1979-80
1984-85
1987-88
1989-90
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1995-96
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SMITH V
SMITH D
SMITH M
SMITH R
SMITH R
SMITH G
SMITH K
SMITH K
SMITH M
SMITH P
SMITH T
SMITH N
SMITH N
SMITHERAM J
SMYTHE J
SNEL B
SNEL L
SNEL T
SNEL A
SNEL I
SNEL L
SNEL T
SNELLGROVE G
SNOES K
SNOEY F
SNOEYS J
SOADY C
SOADY F
SOADY G
SOLE G
SOLE G
SOMERS M
SOOKEE K
SOORENSON W
SOUTER I
SOUTER L
SOUTHION A
SOUTHWARD R
SOUTHWARD J
SOWERBY M
SOWERBY N
SPAGNARDI C
SPAGNOL M
SPAGNOL M
SPAGNOL R
SPAGNOL G
SPALDING R
SPALDING R
SPEDDING C
SPENCE D SNR
SPENCE L
SPENCE L
SPENCER D
SPENCER C
SPICER D
SPICER J
SPICER J
SPICER S
SPILSBURY J

1995-96
1997-98
1997-98
1997-98
1998-99
1999-00
1999-00
1999-00
1999-00
2000-01
2001-01
2002-03
2002-03
1946-47
1988-89
1992-93
1992-93
1992-93
1994-95
2002-03
2002-03
2002-03
1933-34
1991-92
1986-87
1994-95
1936-37
1936-37
1936-37
1989-90
1991-92
1969-70
1950-51
1931-32
1993-94
1994-95
1928-29
1925-26
1927-28
1989-90
1989-90
1990-91
1995-96
1995-96
1999-00
2002-03
1968-69
1969-70
1929-30
1964-65
2000-01
2001-02
1964-65
1993-94
1956-57
1977-78
1987-88
1993-94
1933-34
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~ S cont’d
SPINDLER S
SPITTLES S
SPLAYFORD P
SPRAGG R
SPRINGALL T
SPRINGALL S
SPROUSTER A
SQUIRE A
SQUIRE D
SQUIRE E
SQUIRES P
SQUIRES B
SQUIRES E
SQUIRES W
STACEY R
STACEY C
STACEY T
STACEY S
STAHMER K
STANISTREET R
STANLEY E
STANLEY J
STANNER W
STANTON W
STANTON M
STANTON R
STANTON W
STANTON C
STANTON L
STANTON M
STAPLES H W
STARK T
STARLING D
STAUNTON R
STEEDMAN J
STEELE W
STEELE B
STEELE C
STEIN S
STEINES J
STEKELENBURG A
STENHOUSE D
STENNER K
STENNER K
STENNING A
STEPHANS K
STEPHEN R
STEPHEN H
STEPHEN C
STEPHEN K
STEROCINSKI G
STEVENS J
STEVENS L
STEVENS M
STEVENS M
STEVENS L
STEVENSON W
STEVENSON C
STEWART R

~T
2002-03
1995-96
2002-03
1977-78
1977-78
1978-79
1929-30
1981-82
1981-82
1983-84
1974-75
1980-81
1982-83
1982-83
1944-45
1955-56
1984-85
1996-97
1990-91
1992-93
1930-31
1945-46
1927-28
1969-70
1974-75
1976-77
1979-80
1980-81
1982-83
1996-97
1949-50
1983-84
1990-91
1933-34
1957-58
1941-42
1952-53
1994-95
1986-87
1922-23
1998-99
1957-58
1983-84
1989-90
1953-54
1948-49
1958-59
1959-60
1984-85
2000-01
2000-01
1978-79
1999-00
1999-00
2000-01
2002-03
1928-29
1987-88
1968-69

STEWART M
STEWART T
STITT J
STOCKS R
STOCKS D
STOCKS D
STOREY R
STOREY M
STOUT W
STRANG J
STRATHMORE K
STREETE K
STRICKLAND C
STRONG M
STUART T
STUART B
STUART J
STUBBING W
STUBBS G
STUCKEY W
STUCKEY B
STUDDEN W
STYLES M
STYLES R
SULLIVAN C
SULLIVAN J
SULLIVAN R
SULLIVAN L
SULLIVAN M
SULLIVAN T
SULTANA J
SULTANA C
SUMMERS G
SUMMERSON E
SUNAINA P
SUNAKLIS P
SURTEES M
SURTEES P
SURTEES K
SURTEES B
SUTERS W E
SUTERS T
SUTERS J
SUTTON J
SUTTON G
SWAIN L
SWANTZ R
SWEENEY M
SWEENY M
SWEENY D
SWEETING B
SZALAY M
SZALAY P
SZALAY M
SZALAY Y
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1990-91
1990-91
1933-34
1973-74
1982-83
1988-89
1924-25
1973-74
1925-26
2002-03
1958-59
1994-95
2002-03
1978-79
1992-93
1996-97
2001-02
1912-13
1989-90
1923-24
1925-26
1955-56
1982-83
1982-83
1936-37
1943-44
1944-45
1997-98
1997-98
1997-98
1997-98
1999-00
1992-93
1958-59
1998-99
1946-47
1991-92
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94
1968-69
1985-86
2000-01
1933-34
1985-86
1928-29
1975-76
1997-98
1991-92
1992-93
2000-01
1993-94
1993-94
1994-95
1997-98

TABER R
TAGLIABUE S
TAGLIABUE S
TAMM H R
TANAAPITAGA F
TANAAPITAGA P
TANZABELL G
TARG A
TARG C
TATE G
TATE M
TAURO G
TAURO A
TAURO G
TAURO J
TAURO K
TAYLOR E E
TAYLOR F
TAYLOR R W
TAYLOR J W
TAYLOR C
TAYLOR J
TAYLOR T T
TAYLOR M
TAYLOR R
TAYLOR S
TAYLOR J
TAYLOR T
TAYLOR K
TAYLOR D
TAYLOR I
TAYLOR J
TAYLOR L
TAYLOR M
TAYLOR P
TEMPLE I
TESTER P
TETSTALL M
THEARLE W A
THELANDER M
THEOBALD W
THEODORE G
THEW J
THOM S
THOM A
THOM S
THOMAS H
THOMAS J
THOMAS B
THOMAS D
THOMASSON D
THOMPSON A C
THOMPSON R
THOMPSON M
THOMPSON R
THOMPSON B
THOMPSON I
THOMPSON R
THOMPSON A

1961-62
1999-00
1999-00
1930-31
1994-95
1996-97
1992-93
1999-00
2000-01
1962-63
2000-01
1990-91
2001-02
2001-02
2001-02
2002-03
1925-26
1933-34
1948-49
1950-51
1960-61
1961-62
1970-71
1985-86
1985-86
1992-93
1993-94
1993-94
1995-96
2001-02
2001-02
2001-02
2001-02
2001-02
2001-02
2002-03
1931-32
1992-93
1927-28
1987-88
1922-23
1987-88
1989-90
1936-37
2000-01
2000-01
1925-26
1952-53
1998-99
1998-99
1986-87
1924-25
1943-44
1954-55
1970-71
1974-75
1976-77
1977-78
1980-81

MEMBERS

~U

~ T cont’d
THOMPSON M
THOMPSON C
THOMPSON N
THOMPSON S
THOMSON N
THOMSON P
THOMSON M
THOR D
THOR H
THORBURN D
THORN F
THORN M
THORNE I L
THORNE L
THORNE H
THORNHILL F
THRUSSELL B W
THRUSSLE T
THURSTON L
TILBURY V
TIMMINS D
TINGLE E
TINKER G
TIPPER G
TIPPER M
TIPPETT J
TIPTON W
TODD R F
TOMPKINS M
TOMSENE C
TOOHER T
TOOMEY J
TOTH J
TOTH Z
TOURVILLE F
TOUT K
TOUT P
TOWNSEND S
TOWNSEND T
TOWNSON M
TOZER W
TRACEY J
TRACEY P
TRASS B
TREALORE P
TREALORE R
TREBLE J
TREBLE W
TREGEAGLE F
TREGO S
TRELEAVEN R
TREMAIN J
TRESSIDER H
TRIMBLE D
TRIMBLE K
TRIMBLE P
TRIMBLE G
TRINGLE A
TROTTER L

1980-81
1999-00
1999-00
2000-01
1991-92
1991-92
1993-94
2000-01
2000-01
1964-65
1966-67
1994-95
1928-29
1932-33
1934-35
1927-28
1954-55
1948-49
1922-23
1957-58
1988-89
1929-30
1970-71
1993-94
1994-95
1932-33
1962-63
1952-53
1998-99
2001-02
1980-81
1942-43
1998-99
1998-99
1939-40
1988-89
1988-89
1984-85
1995-96
1946-47
1993-94
1999-00
1999-00
1954-55
1948-49
1954-55
1996-97
1996-97
1944-45
1966-67
1945-46
1998-99
1933-34
1971-72
1971-72
1976-77
1978-79
1935-36
2002-03

TROUSDALE A H
TROUSDALE T
TROWBRIDGE D
TROY P
TROY S
TROY J
TROY M
TROY N
TRUNDLE A
TUCKER N
TUCKER R
TUCKER V
TUFFY T
TUNBRIDGE A
TUNBRIDGE C
TUNBRIDGE J
TUNBRIDGE L
TUNBRIDGE M
TUNBRIDGE R
TUNBRIDGE D
TUNBRIDGE J
TUNBRIDGE J
TURMANIS J
TURNBELL A
TURNBULL N
TURNER J
TURNER W
TURNER G
TURNER L
TURNER V
TURNER G
TURNER R
TURNER S
TURNER L
TURNER B
TWIGHT J
TYDEMAN E
TYDEMAN J
TYNDALL C
TYRELL H
TYRER R
TYSOE C
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1921-22
1922-23
1984-85
1994-95
1994-95
1998-99
1998-99
2000-01
1914-15
1952-53
1985-86
2001-02
1942-43
1984-85
1984-85
1984-85
1984-85
1984-85
1984-85
1994-95
1994-95
1994-95
1990-91
1992-93
1942-43
1920-21
1933-34
1944-45
1966-67
1989-90
1992-93
1992-93
1992-93
1999-00
2001-02
1985-86
2002-03
2002-03
1998-99
1929-30
1964-65
1980-81

UREN
UREN
UREN
UTHER

J
J
L
K

1947-48
1985-86
1985-86
1994-95

~V
VAMBACA R
1997-98
1997-98
VAMBACA T
VAN DEN HOOVEN A 1988-89
1991-92
VAN DYCK D
1991-92
VAN DYCK J
1966-67
VAN HEEKERAN B
1983-84
VAN HOUTEN A
1967-68
VAN SHIER R
2000-01
VANDENBURG D
2000-01
VANDENBURG J
1956-57
VANDERWERK J
1931-32
VAUGHAN R
2000-01
VAUGHAN D
1948-49
VEITCH J
1951-52
VEITCH W E
1948-49
VENN C
1964-65
VENN G
1967-68
VENN L
1948-49
VENNER B
2000-01
VERHAGEN J
1996-97
VERLAAN S
1959-60
VINCENT G
1960-61
VINCENT S
1976-77
VINCENT G
1998-99
VISSER H
1998-99
VISSER N
1993-94
VOSS B
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~W
WAGSTAFF K
WAGSTAFF N
WAITE G
WAKEFORD A
WAKIM R
WALKER D
WALKER D
WALKER S
WALKER R
WALL N
WALL L
WALLACE M G
WALLBRIDGE K
WALLER J
WALLER M
WALLINGTON G
WALLIS M
WALLIS W
WALLIS J W
WALSH R
WALSH R K
WALSH J
WALSH M
WALSH S
WALSH G
WALSH J
WALSH K
WALSH M
WALSH G
WALSH M
WALTER D
WARBOY W R
WARDEN W
WARE J A
WARE R
WARE M
WARE S
WARING A
WARING S
WARK C
WARMAN L
WARMAN S
WARNEKE F
WARNER P
WARNER-BUBB P
WATERHOUSE K
WATERHOUSE A
WATERHOUSE S
WATERS D
WATERS M
WATERS S
WATERS T
WATERS T
WATSON W J
WATSON J
WATSON E T
WATSON E G
WATSON G
WATSON C

1995-96
1996-97
1978-79
1994-95
1993-94
1937-38
1944-45
1985-86
1994-95
1951-52
1986-87
1925-26
1935-36
1991-92
1991-92
1978-79
1928-29
1928-29
1935-36
1948-49
1950-51
1958-59
1971-72
1985-86
1990-91
1995-96
1997-98
1997-98
2001-02
2001-02
1991-92
1923-24
1930-31
1939-40
1967-68
1987-88
1987-88
1999-00
1999-00
1929-30
1993-94
1993-94
2002-03
1941-42
1947-48
1964-65
1980-81
1980-81
1939-40
1982-83
1982-83
1982-83
1983-84
1932-33
1940-41
1944-45
1949-50
1963-64
1977-78

WATSON L
WATT A
WATT F
WATTERS M
WATTON M
WATTS J
WATTS A
WATTS G
WATTS K
WATTS B
WATTS C
WATTS S
WATTS S
WEARING B
WEATHERBURN J
WEBB B
WEBB J
WEBB D L
WEBB K
WEBB S E
WEBBER E
WEBBER G
WEBBY D
WEBBY M
WEBSTER M
WEBSTER N
WEBSTER D
WEEKS C
WEEKS P
WEIR D
WEIR R
WEITZELL R E
WELLS R
WELLS T
WELLS M
WELLS V
WELLS P
WELSBY K
WELSBY P
WELSH J
WELSH A
WELSH R J
WELSH K
WEST B
WEST K
WEST P
WEST R
WEST G
WEST D
WEST J
WEST L
WESTLET S
WESTLEY E
WESTLEY S
WESTON S
WETZLER K
WETZLER S
WHEATLEY A
WHEELER R
WHEELER T
WHEELER B
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1993-94
1914-15
1914-15
1930-31
1990-91
1960-61
1967-68
1981-82
1981-82
1985-86
1985-86
1985-86
1986-87
1923-24
1942-43
1993-94
1993-94
2000-01
2000-01
2000-01
1957-58
1957-58
1996-97
1996-97
1992-93
1992-93
1995-96
1999-00
1999-00
1963-64
1963-64
1920-21
1942-43
1960-61
1976-77
1986-87
2001-02
2002-03
2002-03
1927-28
1935-36
1953-54
1972-73
1942-43
1942-43
1947-48
1948-49
1958-59
1983-84
1992-93
1992-93
2001-02
2001-02
2001-02
2001-02
1996-97
1996-97
1933-34
1928-29
1957-58
1991-92

WHITE M
WHITE W W
WHITE H
WHITE S H
WHITE S
WHITE T
WHITE A
WHITE N
WHITE P
WHITE F
WHITE S
WHITE G
WHITE J
WHITE C
WHITE G
WHITE J
WHITE J
WHITE H
WHITE R
WHITE R
WHITE S
WHITEHEAD M
WHITEMAN J
WHITFIELD J
WHITFIELD J
WHITFIELD P
WHITHILL R
WHITTAKER R
WHITTAKER E J
WHITTAKER M
WHITTAKER R
WHITTAKER S
WHITTAKER G
WHITTAKER B
WHITTAKER J
WHITTAKER P
WHITTAN G
WICHENS T
WICKENS A B
WICKENS L
WICKENS B
WICKENS L
WICKENS N
WICKENS V
WICKHAM G
WICKS W
WICKS B
WICKS M
WICKS W
WIGLEY P
WIGLEY S
WIGNOL T
WILDMAN A
WILDMAN A
WILKINSON B
WILKINSON G
WILKINSON J
WILKINSON S
WILKINSON D
WILKINSON K
WILLAN L

1920-21
1920-21
1922-23
1922-23
1931-32
1942-43
1948-49
1952-53
1962-63
1967-68
1970-71
1977-78
1985-86
1992-93
1993-94
1993-94
1994-95
2002-03
2002-03
2002-03
2002-03
1990-91
1958-59
1940-41
1963-64
1963-64
1985-86
1948-49
1956-57
1967-68
1969-70
1977-78
1980-81
1984-85
1984-85
1984-85
1969-70
1957-58
1928-29
1974-75
1986-87
1987-88
1999-00
1999-00
1983-84
1993-94
2002-03
2002-03
2002-03
2000-01
2001-02
1975-76
1994-95
1998-99
1978-79
1987-88
1993-94
1993-94
1999-00
2001-02
1942-43

MEMBERS

~ W cont’d
WILLAN B
WILLIAMS B
WILLIAMS E
WILLIAMS F
WILLIAMS H
WILLIAMS A R
WILLIAMS R
WILLIAMS W
WILLIAMS B
WILLIAMS W
WILLIAMS E
WILLIAMS J
WILLIAMS D
WILLIAMS S
WILLIAMS B
WILLIAMS G
WILLIAMS C
WILLIAMS S
WILLIAMS W
WILLIAMS D
WILLIAMS T
WILLIAMS G
WILLIAMS S
WILLIAMS C
WILLIAMS G
WILLIAMSON L
WILLIAMSON G
WILLOUGHBY E
WILLS J
WILLS D
WILMOT P
WILMOT J
WILSON A
WILSON J
WILSON W J
WILSON H
WILSON S
WILSON D
WILSON J
WILSON J
WILSON M
WILSON G
WILSON J P
WILSON B
WILSON D
WILSON C
WILSON C
WILSON B
WILSON D
WILSON G
WILSON P
WILSON P
WILSON M
WILSON P
WILSON T
WILSON M
WILSON J
WILSON G
WILSON R
WILSON H
WILSON S
WILSON A

1969-70
1922-23
1922-23
1922-23
1927-28
1928-29
1928-29
1929-30
1953-54
1954-55
1958-59
1958-59
1963-64
1964-65
1966-67
1966-67
1980-81
1980-81
1980-81
1986-87
1993-94
1997-98
1997-98
1999-00
1999-00
1964-65
1982-83
1925-26
1937-38
1990-91
1994-94
1994-95
1928-29
1933-34
1938-39
1939-40
1940-41
1944-45
1944-45
1948-49
1952-53
1957-58
1960-61
1961-62
1963-64
1969-70
1969-70
1972-73
1972-73
1972-73
1976-77
1990-91
1991-92
1991-92
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94
1994-95
1995-96
1996-97
1996-97
1998-99

WILSON J
WILSON H
WILSON M
WILSON L
WILSON C
WILSON H
WILSON-BROWN A
WINCOTE P
WINDSLOW E
WISEMAN O
WISEMAN T
WITKAMP M
WITKAMP N
WOLLETT F
WOLLETT M
WOLLETT D
WOLLETT J
WOOD F
WOOD M
WOOD G
WOOD G
WOOD J
WOOD T
WOOD D
WOOD G
WOODCOCK R
WOODS H
WOODS E
WOODS K
WOODS B
WOODS R
WOODWARD I
WOOLBANK S
WOOLBANK G
WOOLDRIDGE L
WOOLETT C
WOOLFORD J
WORBOYS C
WORBYS M
WORDHOUSE D
WORDLEY J
WORDLEY P
WORLDON G
WORMALD A
WORTH W J
WORTH B J
WORTH B A
WORTH M A
WORTH M W
WORTH C J
WORTH S J
WORTH A
WOULTERS E
WRAY E
WRIGHT S
WRIGHT D
WRIGHT A
WRIGHT T
WRIGHT M
WRIGHT C
WRIGHT J
WRIGHT S
WRIGHT N
WYNARD J
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1998-99
1999-00
1999-00
2000-01
2001-02
2001-02
1974-75
1961-62
1958-59
2001-02
2001-02
1999-00
1999-00
1983-84
1983-84
1984-85
1984-85
1931-32
1954-55
1964-65
1993-94
1993-94
1995-96
2002-03
2002-03
1999-00
1923-24
1938-39
1941-42
1965-66
1991-92
1928-29
1975-76
1980-81
1988-89
1968-69
2000-01
1914-15
1929-30
1948-49
2000-01
2000-01
1981-82
1941-42
1953-54
1972-73
1976-77
1977-78
1980-81
1982-83
1985-86
1991-92
1995-96
1923-24
1933-34
1953-54
1955-56
1965-66
1989-90
1992-93
1992-93
1994-95
2000-01
1997-98

~Y
YAKICH F
YAKICH N
YAKICH C
YATES S
YEATMAN H
YORK W
YORK N
YORK S
YOUNG R
YOUNG C
YOUNG L
YOUNG R
YOUNG R
YOUNG G
YOUNG B
YOUNG M
YOUNG B
YOUNG M
YOUNG K
YOUNG E
YOUNG H
YOUNG C
YOUNG M
YULE R

1962-63
1962-63
1986-87
1985-86
1995-96
1930-31
1996-97
1996-97
1941-42
1944-45
1954-55
1955-56
1962-63
1966-67
1990-91
1991-92
1993-94
1995-96
1997-98
1998-99
1998-99
2002-03
2002-03
1994-95

~Z
ZDROYKOWSKI A
ZEMAITIS E
ZEMAITIS K
ZILLMAN M
ZOELLER M

1985-86
1993-94
1993-94
1987-88
1999-00
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Section VII
A FINAL FEW WORDS
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In Conclusion
One could not estimate the amount of work involved in the detailing of the club’s 90 years of history. The
project started back in 1993 when I held the position of Club Registrar which involved the compiling of club
records and details of the members. What was lacking at this time was a quick and easy method of checking
membership details, thus the idea of writing the history was again raised.
This had been attempted back in the 70’s but, following a lot of research and gathering of items of
interest, unfortunately did not get to print owing to lack of funds.
When it was restarted in the 90’s, many methods were used to entice assistance with the research, but
sadly only a few showed interest in the project.
Life Members Bill Barnett and Ken Brown rallied to the cause. Bill with his vast knowledge of the early
years along with nearly everything to the present date and Ken whose association with the club’s “nippers”
and the happenings of the “Boys from Pyrmont” formed a capable “History Committee”
Following the formation of the history committee of three, the Management Board supplied a new computer,
scanner, printer and a small room to store the archives and the many photos found within the club. Each
member of the committee had a special task, Ken with his computer skills undertook the photos and organizing
the storage within the computer while Bill and myself attended to the writing and the obtaining of records.
This accounted for six years and a lot of problems. On many occasions specialist help was required and we
are thankful for the assistance given by Life Member Max Rose, Alison Horan, Carl Ross and Paul Szalay,
without their assistance we would still be writing.
It would be amiss not to record the great support given by our very patient wives, Eileen, Fay and Jean
whose impeccable knowledge of the dictionary, along with the necessary shortening of paragraphs, made
life easier for the crew.
Following the completion of the text, an edit was done to smooth out the rough edges and make the
publication the best possible resume of our club history. While this was being done Bill undertook the photo
placement and captions, an enormous job considering we had over 600 photos.
Brenden Reedy came forward with exciting proposals for the printing while Paul Szalay started his greatest
challenge for the club by setting up the text and photos for publication.
It is hoped you enjoy reading this book and do not disagree with too many of the tales and escapades of
our members.
We have done our best!
This has been an outstanding team effort by a dedicated small group of members and supporters of the
club along with co-operation of the Management Board, North Narrabeen SLSC Inc.

Bob Parkhill
Chairman
History Committee - NNSLSC Inc
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